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THE

HISTORY

OF THE

ROYAL SOCIETY of LONDON,

FOR IMPROVING OF

NATURAL KNOWLEDGE,

FROM ITS FIRST RISE.

JANUARY 4, 166^. Sir William Portman, and Sir Winstone

Churchill, were admitted.

There were read three accounts concerning the comet, one from the earl of

Sandwich, another from Leige, and the third from Monsieur Huycens, in a

letter of his to Sir Robert Moray, dated z January 1664-5 *• Which accounts

were recommended to the president, that he might compare them with the other

accounts communicated before, and reduce them all into one persect relation.

Mr. Hooke shewed the way of applying a thermometer to a weather-cock, by

sealing up spirit of wine in a glass cane, with two pretty large heads, one of which

was filled with spirit of wine, as was also the intermediate stem ; the other not

quite full, a space of air being left to give liberty for the expanding liquor. The

cane thus filled was poised in the manner of the beam of a balance, and the opera

tion of the heat and cold on it was, that heat expanding the liquor, made it pass

through the stem out of the ball persectly full, into the ball, wherein was left a

space of air; so that heat made the air-ball descend, and cold on the contrary,

condensing the liquor made it pals out of the air-ball into the full ball, and so

made that to descend.

Vol. II.

* Letter-Book, vol. i, p. 229.

B Janu-
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It was moved to consider, whether this instrument were sensible and nice

enough.

Mr. Boyle mentioned, that his Experimental History of Cold was printing >,

and that at the next meeting he would present the society with about twenty heads

concerning cold and congelation, to choose out of them experiments for trial in

this frosty season. Hii offer was accepted ; and it was desired, that in the mean

time those, who could, between that and the next meeting, make any experiments

of cold, would make use of this weather, especially Dr. Merret and Mr. Hooke

the latter of whom was ordered particularly to prepare a thermometer, that might

serve for a standard of heat and cold, by observing the degree of cold, which just

freezes common distilled water, and by marking thereupon the expansion of the

liquor in the thermometer.

Mr. Boyle mentioned, that he had been making some experiments of congela

tion upon both animal and vegetable substances, to discover the placing of the ali-

mental juices in them, and many things concerning the texture of bodies and

mortifications. He related particularly of carrots, that being frozen, and cut

transversely, the little particles of ice in them were found to lie orderly from the

center to the circumserence, but cut lengthwise, they lie more confusedly. He

was desired to prosecute these experiments, and then to give them in writing.

Mr. Hooke made an experiment tending to shew, as he conceived, that air is

the universal dissolvent of all sulphureous bodies, and that this dissolution is fire -%

adding, that this was done by a nitrous substance inherent and mixt with the air.

" The experiment was, that he took a live coal, and put it under a glass vessel ;

whereupon the coal, after a very little time, went out; but then being taken out,

and exposed to the free air, recovered its burning.

It being objected, that it was the agitation of the air driving the igneous parti

cles into the combustible body, which made it burn and consume ; Mr. Hooke

answered, that experiment would shew, that a burning body, though agitated,

would be extinguished, if it had not a free access of fresh air. He added, that a

combustible substance, kept red-hot, even in a fire as hot as to melt copper, would

not waste, but as soon as fresh air was admitted, burnt away and consumed*

An experiment was mentioned, to shew, that a burning coal wanting frelh air

would keep intire i but brought into new air would fall in pieces.

Mr. Boyle moved, that a pair of strong bellows being taken, and the clack

stopt, and the nose made fast with cement to a receiver, into which a burning

coal is conveyed, a wind should be made, by forcing the bellows to and fro, to see,

whether it would make the coal burn.

It was ordered, that these experiments should be made ready for the next

meeting.

* It was publiihed in 1665, in 8vo.
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Dr.GoDDarD suggested the making of the Lord Bacon's experiment of inclosing

a piece of wood into a cylindrical box of iron, putting it into a hot fire, and

keeping it there for a good while, to see what will become of it. He was desired

to give the operator directions to make this experiment.

Mr. Francis Willughby being come home from his travels % and present,

was desired to communicate his philosophical observations made abroad. He pro

duced a printed cut representing Saturn and Jupiter, and what Campani had

lately observed in them by the means of his new glasses, wrought by a turn-tool

without a mold, viz. that July 30 h. 2 4- noctis, he had seen in one of the black

belts of Jupiter two blacker spots, moving therein, which Signior Cassini had

first given him notice of, conceiving them to be the shadows of the Satellites,

which he had seen come out of the western disk of the planet.

Mr. Willughby was desired to communicate to the society, at the next meet

ing, the other observations and collections, which he had made in his travels.

Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he had seen on the 19th of May 1664, about nine

at night, a small spot in the biggest of the three black belts of Jupiter ; and

that observing it from time to time, he found, that within two hours after, the said

spot had moved from east to west, about half the length of the diameter of

Jupiter.

It was ordered, that the society be summoned against the Wednesday following,

for the election of Mr. Hooke as curator by office to the society, who was by the

president recommended from the council to the society.

January u, at the meeting of the Council were present,

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid1 Sir Paul Neile

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Aerskine

Sir William. Petty Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Slingesby Dr. Goddard

Mr. Colwall Dr. Croune

Mr. Hill Dr. Balle

Mr. Henshaw Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Palmer

It was ordered, that Mr. Sprat be sent to by the secretary, to meet at Dr.

Wilkins's house on the Monday following, to consider of certain papers to be in

serted in the History of the Society.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

c His relation of his travels through a great is printed at the end of that of Mr. Ra y, London

part of Spain, whither he went in September 1664, 1673, in 8vo.

The
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The charter-book of the society was produced, wherein his Majesty, on the qth

of January, had written himself C HAR LES R. FOUNDER, and his High

ness the duke of York JAMES, Fellow; the duke of Albemarle also having

entered his name at the same time. The president was desired to kiss his Majesty's

hand for this honour.

Sir Robert Moray produced a couple of copper-stones brought out ofNova

Scotia, and given him by Sir Thomas Killegrew, both which seemed to have pure

copper upon them, yet without any veins appearing in the stones. Dr. Whistler

mentioned, that what seemed to be good copper, might be but a fluor, which

would all fly away in the fire. Dr. Croune had leave to give a piece of it to a

friend of his, skilful in the extracting of metals, to see what he could extract one

of it. Mr. Slingesby and Col. Long were also permitted to take each of them

a piece of this stone, and to try the like.

Mr. Hooke made three experiments, conceived by him to confirm his former

ly proposed hypothesis about fire. The one was with a pipe having sulphur

in it, iealed up hermetically, which, tho' made red-hot, yet burned not, but as

soon as the air was admitted, burned away. The other was, that charcoal put

into a pipe, and heated red-hot, did not at all consome or burn. The third was,

that charcoal put into a crucible, covered with sand, was kept in a very great heat

for about two hours, and being taken out after it had been sufsered to stand to

cool, was found scarce sensibly diminished.

Tt being objected, that the air in the vessels being soperonerated with the steam

of the wood was the cause of the not burning; it was answered by Mr. Hooke,

that an experiment should be made, to shew, that though the air were not thus,

fuperonerated, yet the burning substance would go out, upon the account of want

ing fresh air ; and that this would b£ done by drawing the air out of the vessel,

and making thereby the smoke sall down.

He proposed an experiment to be made at the next meeting by blowing forci

bly with a certain contrivance the air included in a box, upon the coals, without-

making the coals burn.

Mr. Hook e was elected curator, by office, to the society, and that for perpe

tuity, with a salary of 30 1. a year pro tempore.

Sir Robert-Moray acquainted the society with the relation, which he had re

ceived from Major Holmes, concerning the two pendulum watches d recommended

to him to try them in his late voyage to Guinea ; the sum whereof was % that in.

his return homewards, being obliged to sail from Cape Corso upon the coast of

Guinea, westward some 500 or 600 leagues, to get the wind, he afterwards steered

his course north-east for 400 or 500 leagues ; and then water beginning to sail to the-

three ships in his company, and this want obliging him to think of a place to re-

d Invented by Mons. Huygens, and fitted to n° i. p. 14.

go to sea by the earl, of Kincardin, Phil. Trans. * Ibid. p. 13, 14.

fresh*
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fresh, he called the masters and pilots together, to compare their accounts about

the place where they were ; which being done, it was found, that one ot the pilots

was 80 leagues, another 100, and the third 120 leagues farther westward than

Major Holmes, who considering his reckoning, made by the pendulum-watches,

found himself to be not above 30 leagues from the isle of Fuego, one of the

islands of Cape Verde. Whereupon the three pilots coming, in their calculation,

nearer to one another than to that of Major Holmes, desired to go to the Barbados,

to water there; to which Major Holmes replied, that finding himself so near to

Fuego by his watches, which he had no reason to mistrust, he desired, that they

would follow him, and steer their course thither; wherein having prevailed, he

sell the very next day about noon upon the very island, which he had mentioned.

Sir Robert Moray added, that Major Holmes had promised to give to the

society a full and punctual account hereof in writing.

Mr. Boyle broughtin some printed copies of a part of his Experimental History

of Cold, with a desire, that they might be recommended to the perusal of some of

the society, to collect from thence such experiments, as are there proposed and

wished to be made, or such as were by him made but impersectly. The president

took one of them, and delivered the rest to Dr. Goddard, Dr. Merret, Dr.

Whistler, Dr. Balle, and Mr. Hooke, upon condition to answer the end,

for which they were presented by the author.

Dr. Merret related,that the frost ofthis season had been somewhat extraordinary,

since it had produced effects not ordinary in this climate, by freezing whole bottles

of white wine, rhenilh wine, and claret, as also sack, in small glass canes, and likewise

a little part, as big as a silver half-penny, of the solution of Sal Gemma at the bot

tom. It being inquired by Mr. Boyle, whether this last might not be a coagula

tion rather than a congelation, it was answered by Dr. Merret, that, as far as he

could judge, it was a right congelation. It being inquired by the bishop of Exeter,

whether there might not be a greater degree of cold, when it does not freeze, or

when the thermometer is most sensible of it, than when it does freeze; Mr. Boyle

suggested the following experiment ;

Take a thermometer, and observe what degree it stands at, when the water just

begins to freeze ; and then see, whether at any time it falls lower, and the water

freezes not.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that the King had made an experiment of cold,

with three glasses filled with sweet water, used for washing, one glass bigger than

the other, taken out of a trunk by the King's barber, and freezing, alter they

had a very little while been opened, first at the top, and then with shootings of ice

to the bottom, and so congealing together.

Mr. Hooke produced his thermometrical standard for heat and cold, and gave

an account how it had been made, viz. after the manner described. This was looked

upon, though not exact, yet better than the other ways hitherto used.

The
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Mr. Oldenburg produced two printed papers, one sent him from France, intitled

Le Journal des Scavans, lately begun to be published s at Paris, containing such

matters as pass in the commonwealth of learning. Notice was particularly taken

of the account contained in this Journal 1 concerning Signior Giuseppe Cam-

pani's book of his new optic glasses" made by a turn without a mold, and the

new discoveries made thereby in Jupiter and its Satellites. The other paper came

from a physician at Hamburgh, named Joh.v Daniel Major, inclosed in a letter

to the secretary, concerning the invention of injecting liquors into the veins of

animals, which the author pretends to have been lighted upon by himself before

he knew what had been done in England concerning it. The author having, with

great respect to the society, desired the favour of their communicating to him

what experiments had been made in England by means of this invention ; it was

ordered, that the secretary should thank him for his civilities, and acquaint him,

that one of their members having made a considerable number of experiments of

that kind, intended to publish them soon.

Dr. Wilkins produced a letter written to him from Dr. Pope, dated at Venice

Sept. 2, 1664, about the mines of meicury in Friuli, viz. how the mines are or

dered ; how this mineral is digged, of what colour, hardness, and weight it is ;

how it is got out of the ore ; what engines are used ; and what accidents befal

the labourers, &c. The fame letter contained likewise a description of the con

trivance of blowing the fire in the brass works of Tivoli, where the water blows

the fire, not by moving the bellows, but by making wind. It was ordered,

that this letter be entered in the letter-book ' ; and that Mr. Hooke consider of

the engine mentioned in it to produce air by the fall of water.

January 18, at a meeting of the Council were present,

Hie lord viscount Brouncker, presid1 Dr. Clarke

Dr. Wilkins made a report from the committee appointed December 21, 1664,

to consider of certain papers to be inserted in the History of the Society, viz. that

the committee had met, and looked over a number of papers, as appeared by a

list ; and that they had thought good, that such papers might be reserred to the re

spective authors thereof, to review them before they were printed, seeing they were

to be published with their names presixed thereunto.

f The first was published on Monday 5 Jan. Ragguaglio ii nutvt OJservatimi da Giuseppe

j66$, N. S. Campani.

* P. u. Edit. Amsterdam, 1679. 1 Vol. i. p. 139. It is printed in the Philos,

h Printed at Rome in i:mo, under the title of Transact, n°ii. p. 21, for April 1665,
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Dr. Wilkins
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u
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It was ordered, that such papers, according to the said list, be reserred and re

viewed, and then delivered to Mr. Sprat to insert them ; and before they were

printed, to present them to the perusal of the president : And

That Mr. Hill take care of having drawn out of the general list of the propo

sers of candidates the names of every such proposer, together with the name3

of those who were thus respectively proposed by them ; in order that the persons

proposed might be minded of their payments by their proposers.

Mr. Hooke having made a proposition of giving the discovery of the longitude,

as he had conceived it, to the society, it was ordered, that he ihould choose such

persons to commit this business to, as he thought good, and make the experiment ;

that by such persons chosen, the council might be satisfied of the truth and practi-

cableness of his invention, and proceed accordingly to take out a patent for him.

It was ordered, that Dr. Wilkins meet the first time (at least) with the com

mittee for improving the English tongue ; and that particularly he intimate to

them the way of proceeding in that committee, according to the sense of the

council, viz. chiefly to improve the philosophy of the language : And

That the printing of Mr. Horrox's papers be considered at the next meeting of

the council.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

The duke of Albemarle, proposed by the president, was elected honorary

member : And

The lord viscount Stafford, proposed by Sir Paul Neile, was elected.

Dr. Power's letter, concerning his observations of the comet, was read.

Dr. Wallis's letter, concerning the comet*, and his extracts out of Mr.

Horrox's letters, were read.

Dr. Pell suggesting, that there would be an eclipse of the moon on the Satur

day following, it was desired, that as many of the society, as had conveniency,

would observe it.

There was made an experiment to shew, that it was not the agitation of the burn

ing body, that continued it burning. There was put a chasing-dish with kindled coals

in it into a glass covered, and having been a little while in it, they went out,

nor would any agitation of the chasing-dish revive them.

Then there was included a chasing-dish, with burning coals, into a long square

,wooden box, with a pair of bellows (according to Mr. Boyle's former suggestion)

* Dated at Oxford, December 24, 1664, Letter-Book, vol. i. p.218.

z that
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that were so fitted within, as to blow the air upon the coals : and after the bellows

had been exercised 10 or 12 minutes, the coals went out, nor could they be re

vived by any blowing of the included air upon them; but as soon as fresh air

was admitted, and the bellows plied, the coals recovered their burning.

The president desired, that these experiments having answered what had been

said lor the agitation of the air as necessary to burning, an experiment might be

made to shew, that it was not the filling of the pores of the air with exhalations,

and the rendering it thereby unable to receive more of them, that made it go out.

Sir Robert Moray inquired, whether the compression of the air might not

cause the extinction of the fire ? and he suggested an experiment to be made in the

compressing engine, by putting a flaming or a glowing body into it, and by crowd

ing a good quantity of air upon it, to see the effect thereof upon such bodies.

Mr. Hooke was of opinion, that as air much raresied, wherein the parts are

enlarged, was found to make burning bodies go out, so condensed air would

keep them longer alive.

Mr. Boyle suggested these experiments : 1. After the air will suffer coals to

burn no longer, to try to kindle, or to reduce to smoke, combustible matter, by

casting in the sun-beams with a large burning-glass ; and among other combustibles,

to be sure to try the experiment with finely powdered coals of the same kind with

those that went out, to prevent objections. And when the fun-beams cannot be

thrown in, then to let sall a red-hot iron (kept suspended till the just rime, that

the coals are gone out) upon the materials, from which the smoke is to be raised.

3. To distil finely beaten charcoal with a very strong naked fire, to see what it will

afford, arid so to be instructed of the truth of what is affirmed by some, that such

coals will afford no more steams.

Mr. Hooke d'esired, that some experiments might be suggested, that were thought

not solvable by the hypothesis of fire proposed by him.

Sir Robert Moray moved, that Mr. Boyle, who had long since considered

this subject of fire, and flame, and heat, might give the society his thoughts thereof.

Upon which Mr. Boyle said, that four or five years before he had made the

consideration of this subject a part of his business, but did not know, whether his

present studies of other matters would give him leave to review what he had then

written.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that he had recommended to Mr. Boyle to

try by several ways, as by distilling and boiling, what could be extracted out of Scots

coal, himself having seen a kind of bituminous and pitchy substance drawn out of

them.

Mr. Boyle proposed a way to separate the salt out of sea-water, by freezing it ;

viz. to put sea-water in broad pans to be frozen, and to take off from time to

2 time
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time the ice ; which being thawed by itself, and hydrostatically compared with the

weight of an equal bulk of the remaining brine, would shew by the difference of

weight, how much is gained by this experiment.

Sir Robert Moray produced a discourse concerning coffee, written by Dr.

Goddard at the King's command ; which was read, and the author desired to

leave a copy of it with the society.

Dr. Merret moved, that torresied pease might be distilled, to see what they

would afford.

Mr. Boyle mentioned, that he had been informed, that the much drinking of

coffee produced the palsy.

The bishop of Exeter seconded him, and said, that himself had found it dispose

to paralytical effects ; which however he thought were caused only in hot constitu

tions, by binding.

Mr. Graunt affirmed, that he knew two gentlemen, great drinkers of coffee,

very paralytical.

Dr. Whistler suggested, that it might be inquired, whether the same persons

took much tobacco.

January 25, at the meeting of the Council were present,

Dr. Wilkins, vice-president Dr. Clarke

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Croune

Sir William Petty Dr. Balle

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Graunt

Mr. Palmer ( Mr. Oldenburg.

It was resolved, that the business of procuring benefactors, and the manner of

well managing the fame, mould now be begun to be serioufly considered of.

At the meeting of the Society on the fame day,

The lord viscount Stafford was admitted.

Frederick Albert duke of Brunswick was present at the meeting, and sub

scribed himself sellow of the society.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke bring in his observations of the late eclipse of

the moon on the 21st instant: And

Vol. II. C That
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That he peruse Mr. Street's appendix to his Astronomia Carolina, and give an,

account of it to the society.

The persons, to whom were recommended pieces of the copper-stone, brought

in at the meeting of the nth instant by Sir Robert Moray, to whom it had

been sent out of Nova Scotia, being called on for an account of what they had done

with it, it was said by Sir Robert Moray, that Mr. Slingesby had extracted

good copper out of it; but Col. Long and Dr. Croune, who were the two

other persons, that had taken pieces of this stone,, were not yet ready with their

account.

The experiment of including a chafing-dish, with burning coals, in a wooden

box, and of blowing, with bellows, the internal air upon them, was repeated with

the like success as formerly.

In order to see, whether the compression of the air caused the extinction of fire,,

there was put a lamp into the condensing engine ; and a great quantity of air being

crowded into it, it was found, that the lamp burnt in that compressed air about

15 minutes \ whereas in the uncompressed air in the fame engine, it burnt not

above 3 minutes.

It was ordered, that at the next meeting an experiment should be made, of filling

a vessel with smoke, to see, whether a candle put into it would burn as long there

in, as it would do in the fame air without smoke.

It was likewise ordered, that a fusee should, against the next meeting, be prepared:

of salt-petre and coal, to see how long it would continue burning in a close vessel.

Dr. Ent suggested, that some animal and a burning candle might be included

together in a close glass-vessel, to see, whether they would live one as long as the

other.

The experiments suggested at the preceding meeting by Mr. Boyle were re

commended, two of them to the curator of the society, and the third to Dr.

GODDarD..

Mr. Neile suggested, that it might be tried, whether air considerably com

pressed contributes to freezing.

Dr. Clarke related, that making a decoction of several bitter roots, as scor-

ronera, aristolochia, gentian, carduus benedictus, &c. in frosty weather, he found

the next morning, that the ice formed at the top of the decoction had lost all the

bitter taste, which the liquor had before ; but that what remained liquid

under the ice, was very bitter ; and that the tincture was seen towards the

bottom.
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It was ordered, that if the weather served, there mould be more experiments

made of this kind, to see whether liquors, that have imbibed bitter and salt quali

ties, will lose them by freezing. ,

The operator produced two glass- bottles with small beer, both drawn out of the

same vessel, that had been in part frozen. The one being of the beer, that re

mained unfrozen, was high-coloured and strong ; the other drawn out of the same

vessel, after the beer was thawed, pale and very flat.

There was read a letter from Dr. Wallis to Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Oxford

January 21, 166*-1, containing several observations of his upon the comet, and

upon Mr. Hevelius's and Mr. Horrox's hypotheses concerning the nature of

comets in general.

In this letter the doctor observes, that the hypothesis concerning the motion of

comets, which Mr. Hevelius seemed to look upon as first discovered by himself,

was only that, which others before him had conjectured ; viz. that the true way

of a comet is a strait line, which being a tangent to a circle is at the point of

contact nearest to us ; and as it is sarther from that point, seems to move slower,

and appears less. " The apparent motion, adds Dr. Wallis, will be estimated

" according to a line of tangents. What variation it hath from such a position,

** may arise from the earth's change of place. How sar the calculation he [Mr.

Hevelius] gives, or the observations of this comet's motion appear to justify

** that hypothesis, I have not yet taken time to examine. But since conjectures

about such hypotheses be now stirring, I thought it not amiss to revive that of

" Mr. Horrox, which I find among his papers. In some of his letters to Mr.

" Crabtree, he intimates his conjecture of their issuing forth of the body of the

" fun by a strait line. Afterward, upon examining the motion of some comets,

" he addeth to that of their coming from the fun's body some curvity of motion

" arising from it. At length he seems to have pitched on such an hypothesis, as

" the figure inclosed represents, making it issue out of the fun's body, and by an

" elliptical figure (or near it) to return thither again ; according to which he hath

" traced the motion of that in anno 1577, (according to Tycho's observations, as

" I suppose.) But this paper being his own hand, and (for ought I see) all that

" is remaining concerning this hypothesis, I desire, that it be carefully preserved.

" I can pass no judgment ot the hypothesis concerning the truth of it ; but, if it

" answer observation, it is very ingenious."

February r, Dr. Me r ret produced some white mucilaginous substance, like

that which is called star-sall, with some little black spots intermixed like eggs ;

which evidently came out of a frog's belly, that had been killed by a crow, hav

ing one of its legs torn off, and a little hole made in her belly, out of which the

matter issued.

i Letter- Book, vol. i. p. 220.

He
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He produced likewise the seeds of a fungus, which had been looked on in the

microscope, and appeared uniform seeds. Dr. Merret and Mr. Howard were

desired to make trial of these seeds by sowing them.

Dr. Wren produced some observations of the comet, with a theory.

The president communicated a letter from the earl of Sandwich containing some

observations of the comet, which were reserred to Dr. Wren and Mr. Hooke.

Col. Thomas Blount of Greenwich was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

A box was produced by Mr. Graunt of a very light, soft consistence, like the

finer part of cork.

An experiment was tried with a burning lamp, placed in the condensing engine,

and suffered to continue in the ordinary air included in the receiver uncondensed,

for three minutes. The lamp being then taken out, was, after the satiated air of

the receiver had been blown out, put in again, and closed up, and new air being

continually forced in, the lamp, upon such forcing inof the air, was found to con

tinue burning 17 minutes; and about a minute after the pumping ceased, the

lamp went out, having continued burning after its inclosure 1 8 minutes.

Mr. Boyle moved, that spirit of wine might be tried, whether it would burn

in the exhausted receiver.

February 8, the experiment of burning charcoat in a close receiver was again

tried, which continued fired not above one minute and a half.

The like experiment was tried with a bird put into the receiver, together with a

chafing-dish of coals, upon the extinction of which, about the fame time, the

bird also began to die, but being let out into the open air, recovered.

An experiment was made of trying to kindle fine powder of charcoal, put into

a close glass receiver, with a large square piece of iron heated red-hot, and let

down upon it, within the receiver, according to Mr. Boyle's late suggestion.

After a small chafing dish of coals had been suffered to burn and go out in the

said receiver, it was found, that the red-hot iron lay on the top of the charcoal-

powder, without kindling or firing of the powder at all ; till by opening the co

ver of the receiver, and thereby admitting the external air, it began to kindle all

about the iron, and to smoke and burn apace.

Mr. Bacnall produced a bag-full of lapis amiantus or ajbestos. He was de

sired to procure more of it, in order to the making of paper, which he promised

to endeavour; and Mr. Hill was desired to take care of making this paper,

when the stones were procured,

Edward earl of Clarendon, lord high chancellor, being put to the ballot, was

unanimously elected. Col. Blount was likewise elected and admitted. Mr.
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Samuel Pepys, esq; was proposed candidate by Mr. Povey.

Some observations concerning the comet from Monsieur Beaufort, brought in

by Sir Robert Moray, were by order delivered to Mr. Hooke, and to be com

municated to Dr. Wren.

Dr. Wilkins was desired, upon the reading of a letter from Dr. Wallis, to

speak to Dr. Worthington, to procure what papers he could of Mr. Crabtree,

especially, if it might be, his Dh ry of Observations.

Another letter was read by Mr. Oldenburg from Richard Reed, esq; signi

fying his sending a parcel of red-streak grafts.

A pipe red-hot, and lying in a chafing-dish,, being blown through, did not

emit any visible flame, but burnt a paper held close to it.

A letter was read by Capt. Graunt from Sir Andrew King, accompanying

a present to the society of two load-stones,, and three several kinds of earth.

Dr. Hoare produced a white body, brought from the Alps, said to be petri

fied snow ; which Mr. Hooke was desired to view in the microscope.

He produced likewise the body of a frog, when the flesh was turned into a

mucilage ; and a ball of hair taken out of the stomach of a cow.

February 15, Philip Carteret, esq; eldest son of Sir George Carterbt,.

was proposed candidate by Dr. Clarke. And

Mr. Pepys was unanimously elected, and admitted.

Dr. Charlton produced a fowl, called the true merganser, with a description

of it in Latin, which was ordered to be filled up.

He likewise reported, that he took out the trachea of the said fowl, which

being an extraordinary diver, he found in it a receptacle for air, about the entrance

into the lungs, in a triangular form, with small muscular fibres about it.

Dr. Clarke observed, that he had found something like this in drakes, but

• could never see any in ducks.

A letter to the president from Monsieur Boreel was read, containing an ac

count of a very strange cure of a wound in the lungs ; which was ordered to be

entered into the Letter- Book m, and was as follows :

■. Vol. i. p. 234.

« My.
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" My Lord, London, Jan. 27, 166*.

*' r t^O obey your commands, I have set down in writing, the relation of an

" JL extraordinary cure performed by Monsieur Suif in Paris; and I humbly

" beg. your lordship's pardon for the ill terms and expressions it is in, I being

'• born a stranger to this tongue, and a very backward apprentice in it.

" Monsieur de Botaquet, a gentleman born in Normandy, was a captain in

" the service of the United Provinces. He did fight a duel at Delft in Holland,

" and was run in his breast at the right side. When be received the wound, he

" sell down, so that his party thought him dead, and fled immediately. The

" chirurgeons in Holland did what their skill afforded, and did afterwards shut

" up the wound, so that the patient did go abroad to his functions. But some

" good while after this, he did grow very weak; the flesh of his body wasted away

" visibly every day, so that the physicians and chirurgeons in Holland could say

" nothing to it, and his friends did advise him to go to Paris, which place did af-

" ford very extraordinary cures ; which the patient did, and addressed himself to

" Monsieur Suif, a renowned chirurgeon living in the reign of King Lewis XIII.

" who being exactly informed of the circumstances of the accident, and the reme-

" dies formerly applied to the wound, told the gentleman, he would undertake

" to cure him, if he would exactly observe what he should prescribe ; but withal,

*' that he could not undertake to cure him, except the said patient would undergo

" to endure at sixteen several times, at every time, as much pain as a man suffers,

" that is broke alive upon the wheel : That his lise was lost surely, except he did

undergo this; and it being a thing worth the patient's consideration, he, the

" said chirurgeon, did give him an hour's time to consider of it. In the mean

" time he went to visit another wounded patient. When he returned, the said

" Monsieur de Botaquet declared his resolution to undergo the torment. Where-

" upon Monsieur Suif took him into his house, did apply some preparatory upon

" the place, where the sword formerly entered, and after two days made a square

opening in the right side of his breast, of that bigness, that he could conve-

" niently put in his hand, cutting two ribs, and singed the bones immediately

*' after the cutting. After which, the said chirurgeon finding the patient's lungs

" in the worst condition by putresaction corrupted, pulled them toward the said

" opening, and did cut off with scizzars all that was corrupted, insomuch that he

" took off the greatest part of the lungs, for the sword had hurt the lungs very

J' near in the highest and thickest place, and all, that was under the wound, was

" corrupted: Which being done, and having applied to the lungs such things he

" thought fit, he left the patient till the next day, at which time he handled

" the said lungs with his hands, as if it had been any exterior limb of the body,

" and so continued for thirteen days, at which time the inward parts did grow so

" sensible, that the patient did declare it impossible for him to endure it any longer,

" and was resolved rather to die than to suffer the said torment longer ; but was

" persuaded by his friends, divines, and the said Monsieur Suif, to endure the

** operation.

" The
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" The sixteen days being past, the chirurgeon did not touch the inwards any

" more, and the opening in his side was shut up, which required some time, and

" the patient did constantly wear a piece of silver plate upon that place.

" The said parient was afterwards in good health, lived as he had done before,

" sed hard : his humour was the fame as formerly, being of a continual merry

" disposition. He did all his functions in his place, and had no inconveniency

*' of this accident, except, that he was something short-winded, which neverthe-

" less did not hinder him in performing any of his actions. He lived some ten

" years, or thereabouts, after this cure, and died of a sever ; but I could never

" hear, that this cure was suspected to have any ways occasioned his death.

" There are many gentlemen at the Hague, and elsewhere, that can witness this ;.

" and I myself have for many years frequented his company, and had the above-

" mentioned particulars from the patient's own mouth.

" And so I rest

" Your lordship's most humble and obedient servant,

" BOrEEL."

Mr. Hooke made an experiment with charcoal inclosed in a glass, to which

nitre being put, and the hole suddenly stopt again, the fire revived, though no

fresh air could get in.

Mr. Boyle affirmed, that gun-powder burns very well in a receiver, out of

which the air has been extracted. .

He likewise affirmed, that tin mixed with nitre, and Mr. Hooke added, that

filings of iron mixed with it, would kindle it. It was ordered, that the experi

ments should be made.

A quantity ofyejfo or gypsum* sent by Sir Andrew King out of Spain, was

produced.

Col. Blount reported, that the glass-houses give over working in summer

time. The reason of which was doubtful, whether because the workmen could

not bear it, or that the fire was not sufficient. He added, that the workmen were,

to his knowledge, desirous to continue working.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke make trial with a flaming body, and a body

heated without flame, whether the heat and flame are preserved best in hot of

cold air.

Me. Hooke made an experiment of gun-powder burning without air.

It
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It was ordered, that a sealed weather-glass be made of thicker glass, to be in

closed in the compressing-engine, to see, whether any alteration would be made in

the liquor.

Mr. Boyle produced a letter containing a relation of a monstrous calf, which

was ordered to be registered \

Mr. Williamson communicated two observations of the late comet, made at

Madrid.

Sir Robert Moray moved, that Mr. Hooke's lecture might be persected and

printed ; which was assented to.

Kindled charcoal inclosed in a receiver, without exhausting the air, went out

in one minute ; and upon the experiment's being repeated, it continued 1'. 20".

Dr. Wilkins moved, that Dr. Charlton be put in mind of his obligation

to bring in the anatomy of fowls and fishes.

It was ordered, that a body be procured the next sessions, and that Dr. Charl

ton endeavour to get a meeting of some physicians of the society, in order to

consider of experiments and inquiries :

That Sir Edward Harley, Mr. Haak, Col. Blount, and Dr. Pell, be

added to the committee of agriculture, and Col. Blount to the mechanical com

mittee : And

That Mr. Hooke's experiment of the resistance of air passing into small holes,

be tried.

February 22, Mr. Philip Carteret was elected. ,

The duke of Brunswick • sent, by one of his gentlemen, two cuts of the late

comet, as it was seen at Augsburg and Nuremberg, in Germany ; as also a cut of

a strange sea-monster taken upon the coast of China ; all which he desired might be

returned to him.

There was tried an experiment with a common sealed weather-glass placed in

the condensing-engine, with a gage in it ; and the air being considerably compressed,

the liquor in the thermometer was not found to rise sensibly.

Another experiment was made to try what strength was requisite to force the

air into the bores of small pipes filled with water ; or how much of the pressure

of the air is taken off by its ingress into smaller and finaller holes ; and it was

found, that the smaller holes required the greater force to drive in the air, and to

force out the water.

" It does not appear in the Register, but is printed in the Philos. Trans. n° i. p. 10.

2 There
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There was also made an experiment with nitre, put in an earthen crucible upon

the fire ; and sulphur being cast on the top of it, it gave a very bright vivid

flame.

The president opened a packet addressed to the society, containing a printed dis

course of Monsieur de Sorbiere upon the late comet, with a Latin letter from him

to the society dated at Paris, February 13, 1664, N. S. °. The letter being read,

Mr. Oldenburg was desired to peruse the discourse, and give an account thereof to

the society at their next meeting ; after which the council would consider what re

turn to make to the author.

Sir Robert Moray produced the picture of a certain Indian plant, called

Nissy, sent him by Sir Philiberto Vernatti from Batavia in Java, from whom

Sir Robert was desired to procure a description of the qualities of this plant.

Mr. Oldenburg produced an account sent from Italy concerning the efsect of

the new optic glasses of Ca mpan i tried upon several characters. He was desired

to translate it into English against the next meeting, and the president, Sir Robert

Moray, and Mr. Hooke to think upon a fit place to make the like observations

in, with glasses made in England of about the same length with those of Cam-

pani.

Mr. Hook e gave an account of a dog, that died, after the spleen had been

taken out ; affirming, that he had seen a kind of glandule grown on to a piece of

the spleen, that was left ; and that the liver and cawl were altogether putresied.

It was ordered, that another dog should be thus cut by Dr. Charlton, at a

convenient season; as also, that Dr. Clarke should be desired to join with Dr.

Charlton in cutting out the spleen of another dog, without tying up the vessels.

Mr. Boyle proposed these following experiments; 1. To put an iron crucible

into a receiver of his pneumatic engine, and, as soon as the receiver is well ex

hausted, to cast flower of brimstone upon it, to see whether it will flame. 2. To

try how the spirit of wine burns in the same engine. 3. To try, whether bodies

resolved by the fire in vessels, exhausted of air, will yield the same substances, to

wit, oil, salts, spirits, and phlegm, as to number and qualities, as they do in those

ordinary vessels, wherein what is not filled by the body to be distilled is taken up

by air. This he proposed might be tried by a solid piece of competently heated

silver, or with iron suspended in an exhausted receiver, wherein bodies of a loose

texture, and easily resolvable (as cork, wax, camphire, amber, &c) may be nimbly

applied. This he conceived to be the rather worth trying, because it appeared from

common soot, that there may be great odds, upon the account of the air, between

bodies resolved in different ways ; since vegetables, reduced in the open air to soot,

yield a considerable quantity of a volatile salt, like that of hartshorn and other ani

mal substances, whereas in common distillations he had not yet found them to

yield one grain of any such salt.

• Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 339.

Vol. II. D Mr.
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Mr. Hooke produced a new small quadrant contrived by himself, to make, by

the means thereof, both celestial and terrestrial observations with more exactness

than by the largest instruments, that had been hitherto publicly known. This

quadrant was only of 1 7 inches radius, being by the contrivance of a small roller,

that moved upon the limb of it, made so accurate, that each degree was actually

distinguished into 60 minutes, each of which minutes being about one third of an

inch long, was actually divided into fix parts, denoting every 10 seconds in a mi

nute. The sights were likewise so contrived, though but short, as to be no less

curious in distinguishing the parts of a minute in the visible object. The perpen

dicular also of the quadrant was so contrived, that, though it exceeded not much

three seet in length, yet it could be adjusted, by the means of an index, so exactly,,

as if it were 60 seet long.

March i, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid' Dr. Clarke

" Sir Robert Moray Mr. Palmer

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Colwall

Mr, Aerskine Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Wilkins

It was ordered, that four or five hundred tickets be printed for demanding the

arrears of the sellows of the society, leaving blanks for the time and the respective

sums : And

That the Philosophical Transactions, to be composed by Mr. Oldenburg, be

printed the first Monday of every month, if he have sufficient matter for it ; and

that that tract be licensed by the council of the society, being first reviewed by

some of the members of the same ; and that the president be desired now to license

the first papers thereof, being written in four sheets in folio, to be printed by John

Martyn and James Allestry, printers to the society p.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

P The first number of the Philosophical Trr.ns-

cUlions is dated Monday March 6, 1 66}, and

contains 1 6 pages in 410. At the end of it, it is said

to be printed •with littnet. The introduction of

Mr. Oldenburg, the editor, is in these words :

" Whereas there is nothing more nectssary for

" promoting the improvement of philosophical

" matters, than the communicating to such, as

" apply their studies and endeavours that way,

such things, as are discovered or put in practice

•' by others l it is therefore thought fit to cm-

" ploy the press, as the most proper way to gia-

" tisy those, whose engagement in such studies,

'< and delight in the advancement of learning and

" profitable discoveries, intitle them to the

knowledge of what this kingdom or other

" p^rts of the world do from time to time afford.

" as well of the progress of the. studies, labour?,

" and attempts of the curious and learned in things-

" of this kind, as of their complete discoveries

" and performances < to the end, that such pro-

" d.uctions being clearly and truly communicated,

" desires after solid and useful knowledge may be

" further entertained, ingenious endeavours and

" undertakings clu;ifhed, and those, addicted to

" and conversant in such matters, may be in-

" vited and encouraged to le. rch, try, and find

" out new things, impart their knowledge to one

" another, and contribute what they can to the

" grand design of improving natural knowledge,

" and persectingall philosophical .uts and sciences;

'* all for the glory of God, the hon ur and ad-

" vantage of thele ki-gdoms, and tiie universal

*' good of mankind."
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Sir Nicholas Slannino and Mr. Philip Carteret were admitted.

There was an experiment made to try, whether sulphur cast upon heated nitre

would burn without air, by putting nitre into an iron crucible red hot, and in

closing it in the rarefying engine, whence the air being well exhausted, (which ap

peared by the sucker's going down almost to the bottom) the sulphur, which

thereupon by turning of the stop-cock was let fall upon the nitre» was seen to

flame as freely, as if it had been in the open air.

The other experiment appointed for this day, of burning spirit of wine in the

same engine, was reserred to the next meeting ; and Mr. Hook. e was ordered to

devise more experiments to elucidate the nature of fire and burning.

A letter of Monsieur Huygens to Sir Robert Moray, dated at the Hague

Feb. 27, i66£, N. S. q was read, giving notice, 1. Of his instructions printed in

Dutch for pilots, about the use of his pendulum watches at sea. 2. Of an odd kind

of sympathy perceived by him in these watches suspended by the side ol each other.

3. Of his agreement with Dr. Wren about the place of the comet. 4. Of his

opinion concerning Monsieur de Son's chariot, together with his thoughts of one

of his own devising.

It was thought proper hereupon, 1. That the said instructions should be com

pared with those of the president, to have them printed in English. 2. That the

president and Sir Robert Moray should be desired to think upon and make some

experiments, to find out upon what account this pretended sympathy should happen i

whether from a magnetical cause, or from the agitation of the air ; and, among

other things, to observe, whether pendulumns, that go alike in any clock-work,

go together, hanging near to one another ; as also, whether three or four

watches do the fame, that two do. 3. That Mr. Hooke should extract out of

his lecture a discourse upon the late comet, and fit it for the press, together with

the necessary schemes. 4. That Col. Blount having given several good hints for

improving carriage, and particularly for trying experiments about chariots by

weights, should be desired to bring in, after more trials upon this subject, a model

of his conceptions about it.

Mr. Evelyn's paper, intitled, Panificium; or the several manners of making

bread in France, &c. where by general consent the best bread is eaten, was read, and

ordered to be registered r. And the author having suggested, that some good

English oeconomical persons might be consulted for the best of English bread,

biscuits, and cakes ; and also that Dr. Kuffler might be desired to give a persect

description of his new oven, both stationary and portable ; the first was recom

mended to those, who had opportunity of consulting with such persons for making

of the best English bread, and particularly to Col. Longs the other was recom

mended to Mr. Boyle.

» Letter-Book, Vol. i. p. 255. ' Register, Vol. iii. p. 72—78.

Sir
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Sir Robert Moray proposed, that it might be thought upon, how to make

bread without yeast; as also how to keep yeast ail the year.

Col. Blount suggested, that furz-bushes rolled in yeast make the yeast keep all

the year.

Dr. Clarke affirmed, that some good country house-wives beat together salt,

whites of eggs, and flour, to make it serve instead os yeast both for bread and

beer.

1

Dr. Pell seconded this, by affirming, that a little flour and the white of an

egg beaten together with a little of the first wort will serment a whole brewing*

Dr. Wilkins mentioned, that Mr. Graunt had received a good account of

the poison of Macassar, and the efsects of the same ; rectifying withal a part of the

common stories made thereof; and that he had got some of the poison itself,

which he intended to produce before the society.

The Italian account concerning the performances of the optic glasses of Campant

upon certain characters being produced by Mr. Oldenburg in English, it was

ordered, that the president, Sir Robert Moray, Col. Long, Mr. Hooke, and

as many more as could conveniently, should meet on the Thursday following ac

night in Westminster-hall, and try some English glasses of Mr. Reeves's making

of the same length upon the same characters, observing the circumstances pre

scribed in the paper concerning distance, light, &c.

The president, Sir Robert Moray, Dr. Wilkins, and Mr; Evelyn were

desired to view a- place near Col; Blount's house at Deptford, fit to try experi

ments of carriage, Sec. there being a couple of workmen very sit to make and

mend what might be found necessary for such trials.

March 8, the experiment of flaming spirit of wine, as it was proposed by Mn

Boyle, included in a receiver os the pneumatic engine, was made with this sue*

cess, that the said spirit was extinguished in the receiver exhausted in 9 seconds-;

in the unexhausted it kept burning 24 seconds..

The experiment with nitre and filings of tin, suggested likewise by Mr. Boyle,

was also made; and the filings of tin Gast upon the nitre over a fire made it flame ;

though it was not known, that any sulphur ever was extracted out of tin ; which

seemed to inser^ that there are bodies combustibles that are not sulphureous,

Dr. Wilkins proposed, that the following experiment of Dr. Wren's sug

gestion might be made; viz. to put a sermenting liquor in a glass ball, to which

a stop-cock should be fitted, and to tie a bladder about the top of the stop cock ;

by which means a certain air generated by the sermenting liquor would pass into

the bladder, and upon the turning of the stop-cock be kept there in the form of

air,.
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air, without relapsing into water. This or the like experiment was ordered to be

tried at the next meeting.

Mr. Hooke mentioned several liquors, that by their working upon one another

would generate an air ; viz. oil of tartar, and vitriol, spirit of wine and turpen- .

tine, &c.

Dr. Charlton affirmed, that rynkower wine and gall put together would

presently serment.

Col. Blount affirmed, that almost all greens put into wines would revive themr

by putting them into a new sermentation ; and he named angelica in particular for

that purpose. He added, that oister-shells pounded and put into wine would

make it serment.

Mr. Graunt produced a box of Macassar poison, which was ordered to be tried

at the next meetings by dipping a needle in the poison, and pricking some dog, or

eat, or pullet with it.

He produced likewise a sort of small nuts, which he affirmed to have been taken

in a Spanish ship, coming from the West-Indies some years before ; promising to

procure more of them, in order to examine what they were.

There was read a letter of Monsieur Huygens to Sir Robert Moray, from

the Hague, dated the 6th of March, i66£, N. S. ' ; containing, first, his desire

of being more particularly informed about the pendulum watches committed to

Major Holmes; and a rectification of a mistake concerning a certain sympatheti-

cal agreement, produced in such watches by the motion of two chairs.

Occasion was taken here by some of the members, to doubt she exactness of the

motion of these watches at sea, since so slight and almost insensible motion was

able to cause an alteration in their going..

There being also mention made again of Major Holmes's relation of

die late performances of the pendulum, watches in his voyage to Guinea, it was

affirmed by several of the members, that there was an error in that relation, as to

the island named, therein ; and that it was not the island of Fuego, which the Ma

jor's ships had touched in order to water there, but another thirty leagues distant

from it. Mr. Pi^pys was desired to visit the Major, and to inquire sarther con*

cerning this particular for the satissaction of the society.

Dr Merret produced an ox-bladder, which was double, having a partition-

and two ureters, into which water being put, it remained distinct in each bladder,

but ran out of one hole, into which both the ureters terminated.

I Letter-Book, vol. i. p. tfji
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Ds. Charlton mentioned, that a little quantity of viper's flesh put into a ser

menting liquor would presently stop the sermentation, and keep the liquor quiet for

a pretty while. He added, that in making of viper-wine, he never observed any

sermentation, though the air was excluded from it.

Mr. Haak related, that he had put some young live vipers into a bottle with

Malaga wine, which, though not full at first, became full after a while ; where

upon untying the string of the stopper, the cork burst out against the ceiling of

the room, three of the vipers following after it ; the rest he kept still in the bottk

unconsumed.

Col. Blount proposed the improvement of the French chariot, by taking off

the burthen from the horse, by means of two small wheels before, retaining the

long springy boards.

Mr. Hooke suggested, that for the convenience of turning, the springs might

be doubled, and so made shorter, whereby the rider would have case, and the

chariot turn in any street conveniently.

March 15, Mr. Daniel Coxe was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

The experiment proposed by Dr. Charlton of mixing rynkower wine and ox-

gall together, for a present sermentation, was tried, but succeeded not.

The experiment of generating air was made after this manner. There was

taken a common glass- vial, with two pipes, and some pounded oister-shells and

aquafortis ; and as soon as the aquafortis was by one of the pipes poured in upon

the powder, and the hole stopt with a piece of hard cement, the exhalation caused

by the corrosion of the shells by the aquafortis, in a very little time blew up the

bladder (tied on the other pipe) so as to swell it with air very plump : which

expansion remained till the rising of the society, when the vessel in that

posture, was locked up in the box of the watch, to remain there till the next

meeting.

Dr. Wren made use of this experiment to explain the motion of the muscles by

explosion.

There was also taken a bottle, containing strong ale, which had been bottled a

while, and over the bottle's mouth was tied an ox-bladder, out of which the air

was squeezed : after which, by loosing the cork by degrees, the air was blown into

the bladder by the expansion of the sermenting liquor within, and the bladder was

almost half filled with an aerial spirit, generated by the working liquor.

Mr. Boyle suggested, that this experiment was capable of improvement for the

producing of air under water ; and he mentioned coral or oister-shells and dis

tilled vinegar, as wholesome substances for that purpose. He moved, that an

animal might be put into a receiver of his engine, and the air exhausted till the

creature
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creature grew sickly ; and that then some new air might be produced in the re

ceiver by a contrivance of making distilled vinegar work upon coral, to see, whe

ther by this means the animal could be revived.

Dr. Wilkins moved, that at the next meeting the air generated by the mixture

of aquafortis, and the pounded oister-shells, might be blown into a dog's or cat's

mouth, in order to see what would be the effect of it.

The experiment of trying to poison a dog with some of the Macassar powder,,

in which a needle had been dipped, was made, but without success. It is to be

remarked, that this was done with the poison, as it was returned by Dr. Charlton,

who had taken it away to his house, contrary to the order of the society ; for

which sact the operator was ordered to summon him to attend the society at their

next meeting, that he might be heard, before any thing be declared against him

for this action.

Mr. Pepvs gave an account of what information he had received from the

master of the Jersey ship, who had been in company of Major Holmes in the

Guinea voyage, concerning the pendulum watches, viz. that the said master af

firmed, that the vulgar reckoning proved as near as that of the watches, which,

added he, had varied from one another unequally, sometimes backward, sometimes

forward, to 4, 6, 7, 3, 5 minutes ; as also that they had been corrected by the

usual account. And as to the island, at which they had watered, the said master

declared, that U was not Fuego, but another 30 miles distant from the same west

ward.

Sir Robert Moray reported hereupon the substance of Major Holmes's rela

tion, rectifying some mistake in the number of the leagues, formerly mentioned to

have been 400 or 500 in steering the course from the west to the north-east, and

asfirming, that it was but about 200 leagues : but the course from Guinea west

ward had been 800 leagues. He added, that though they had not watered at

Fuego, yet they had made that island at the time, which the Major had foretold,,

and were gone from thence to another, more convenient, for watering. He men

tioned also, that the Major had repeated his promise to him, of giving the whole

history in writing, as soon as he could have leisure for it ; and that in the interim

he had related to Sir Robert two experiments more, made by him in' the same

voyage. The one was, that having sailed fifty or sixty leagues from the coast of

Africa westward, and being come back again to the same place, he found the

watches agree with the fun, just as they did when they departed thence. The

other was, that having quitted the Equinoctial Line, to seek the coast of Africa,

seven or eight degrees ; and the wind becoming scanty, and continuing so for

several days, whereby they were driven astern about eighty leagues eastward, which:

the pilots of the other ships did not perceive, he discovered it by the watchej.

Which shewed, that these watches were capable of discovering the currents in the

ocean, as well as the longitudes ; a thing, that was never yet done, and thought:

impossible to be done.

a. Mri.
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Mr. Hooke remarked, that, in his opinion, no certainty could be had from

these watches for the longitudes, because, i. they never hung perpendicular, and

consequently the cheeks were false. 2. All kind of motions upward and down

ward, (though it should be granted, that the watches hung in an exact perpendicular

posture) would alter the vibrations of them. 3. Any lateral motion would produce

yet a greater alteration.

The president observed, that these difficulties had been considered, and the

matter put to experiment ; which was to clear all.

In the mean time it was ordered, that the watches being brought ashore, some

experiments mould be made with them, by contriving up and down motions, and

lateral ones, to see, what alterations they would cause in them.

Mr. Hooke declared, that he intended to put his secret concerning the longi

tude into the hands of the president, to be disposed of as his lordship should

think sit.

Mr. Pepys was desired to bespeak a man, at Deptford, for diving.

The president, the earl of Northampton, Mr. Boyle, Sir Robert Moray, Sir

William Petty, Mr. Henshaw, and Mr. Hooke, were appointed a committee,

to consider of the improvement of artillery.

Sir Robert Moray was desired to return the thanks of the society to Col.

Legge u, for having obtained of the King a gun for the society to make ex

periments with.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to draw up a series of experiments for the improving of

artillery.

He mentioned, that he had discovered valves in the pores of wood, and seen them

cross the pores ; which he was desired to shew the society.

There was read a letter from Signior Cassini of Bologna, dated at Rome

Feb. 14, 1664, N. S. and sent from Paris by Monsieur Auzout to Mr. Olden

burg, containing his hypothesis of the motion of the late comet, about the Great

Dog. Which letter was ordered to be preserved w.

Mr. Oldenburg made a motion in the name of some member of the society,

that when any sellow should have a philosophical notion or invention, not yet

made out, and desire, that the same scaled up in a box might be deposited with

one of the secretaries, till it could be persected, and so brought to light, this

might be allowed for the better securing inventions to their authors.

■ Col. William Lecce, of the bed chamber 83d year of his age.

to King Charles II. lieutenant and treasurer of w Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 243, Wstq. See 

2
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This motion was assented to, but with the following addition, that such persons

as should desire this mould be put in mind, that they would endeavour to improve

and finish their notions and inventions, and after about a year's interval produce

them to the society.

Dr. Goddard and Mr. Hooke were desired to consider of the barometrical ob

servations made through the last year, and bring in an account thereof; and the

former to be curator of making dissolutions of. bodies.

March 22, Dr. Gilbert Sheldon, archbishop of Canterbury, was elected ne~

mine contradicente.

Daniel Coxe, esq; was elected and admitted.

Dr. John Dolben, dean of Westminster, was proposed candidate.

There were two experiments made for the finding out a way to breath under

water, useful for divers. The first was made by putting a bird into the rarefying

engine, and with it a glass-bottle with distilled vinegar and pounded oister-shells,

which, whilst the vinegar is dissolving them, affords a steam, which is supposed to be

a kind of new air fit for respiration. The bottle was also close stopt with a cork, so

ordered, that by putting the stop-cock placed on the top of the receiver, the cork

might by turning it be pulled out, without admitting an ingress of the external air

into the receiver at all. Then the receiver being accurately cemented to the engine,

the air was pumpt out ; whereupon the bird grew sick, and when he was thought

near dying, the bottle was unstopped, that the steams and supposed air, that had

been shut up in it during the operation, might have liberty to expand themselves

in the receiver, for the refreshing and recovering of the animal. But here it suc

ceeded not, so that though the bird was taken out of the receiver, and exposed to

the fresh air, yet it recovered not.

The other experiment was made with a kitling, after the fame manner as the

former, except that instead of distilled vinegar was employed aquafortis ; the suc

cess of which was, that the air being drawn out till the animal had done struggling,

and was upon the point of expiring, and the bottle being unstopped to emit the

steams and supposed air into the receiver, the kitling soon began to recover.

Whereupon it had fresh air given it, which was again exhausted, to see, whether

it would revive of itself without the help of any nitrous exhalation ; but after this

exhaustion, the animal appeared dying ; upon which, it was after a little while taken

out into the open air, where it revived again,

It was moved, that a cat should be put into the receiver, and that it should be

observed how long she would continue alive, the air being pretty well exhausted ;

and that then another cat should be put in, and as many exsuctions having been

made as with the former, the nitrous air generated in the bottle should be let out, .

in order to see whether the animal would recover thereby.

Vol. II. It
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It was also moved, that a standard might be used, to know what quantity of

air was generated.

The glass phial with the swelled bladder, tried at the last meeting, and shut up

till this, was produced, and the bladder sound evidently shrunk. It was ordered

to be tried at the next meeting with a glass phial whelmed under water, in order

to collect thereby all the bubbles of the air generated by the corrosion.

It being inquired, how it was known, that what was supposed to be air» pro

duced by the dissolving of powdered oister-shells by spirit of nitre, or distilled

vinegar, or aquafortis, was true air; and answer being made by the presidentv

that a body raresied by heat, and condensed by cold, was air ; the bladder was

put to the fire, where it expanded again as much as before, and being removed

from thence, grew somewhat flaccid again.

It being moved, that it might be tried, whether the steams produced by the

operation of distilled vinegar upon the powder of oister-shells were convenient for

respiration ; the trial was made,, and the bottle, wherein that dissolution was per

formed, carried about to the members for every one to smell to it ; and it was

found by most of them incommodious, as it was undiluted.

It being moved by Mr. Hooke, that the air-boxes contrived for diving might

be tried by the person bespoken by Mr. Pepys for that purpose ; it was ordered,

that this diver should be lent to Mr. Hooke, to be instructed by him concerning

the use of the said boxes under water-

It was likewise ordered, that Mr. Hooke should procure glasses fit to see with,

under water,, as far as the thickness or turbidness of the water would permit.

Mr. Oldenburg having read an extract of a letter of Monsieur Auzaut dated

at Paris 13 October, 1664,. N. S. 1 acknowledging the excellency of Campani's

glasses above the Parisian ; Sir Paul Neile moved, that certain inquiries might

be made concerning them, and their charge, apertures, &c. Whereupon he was-

desired to draw up such queries,, as he should think proper, for the better examin

ing of the said glasses.

Mr. Hooke offered to consider of experiments relating to respiration for the next*

meeting.

It was moved, that the experiments of refraction, and the descent of falling bo

dies, might be prosecuted ; which was ordered to be done.

Mr. Pepys was desired to procure the journals of those masters of ships, who

had been with Major Holmes in Guinea, and differed from him in the relation,

concerning the pendulum watches..

1 Supplement to the Letter-Books, vol. i. p. i.

• I.665,
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1665, March 29, at the meeting of the Council were present,

The lord viscount Broukcker, presid* Mr. Colwall

The lord bishop of Exeter Dr. Croune

Dr. Goddard Dr. Balle

Mr. Henshaw Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Palmer

It was ordered, that the president be desired to license the second tract of the

Philosophical Transactionsi written in four sheets of paper in folio.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

Dr. Richard Sterne, lord archbishop of York; Dr. Humphrey Hench

man, lord bishop of London, and Dr. John Dolben, dean of Westminster, were

elected.

There was read a letter written to Mr. Boyle by Mr. David Thomas, con

cerning some sarther particulars relating to the monstrous calf formerly mentioned,

and rectifying some mistake in the preceding information concerning the stoniness

of the breast of the calf. Whereupon it was ordered, that this account should be

compared with the former, and the error corrected r.

An experiment was made for the generating of air by putting aquafortis and

the powder of oister-shells into a small glass-phial under water, and whelming a

large glass filled with water over it, to receive the steam to be generated by the

corrosion. The success of which was, that the whelmed glass was filled about a

quarter full with an aerial substance. It was ordered to be set by till the next

meeting.

It was moved, that a way might be thought upon of producing air, that might

be wholesome to inspire.

There was tried the refraction of water covered with turpentine ; and the re

fraction of water alone being first examined by itself, and found to be 41° 40',

that with oil of turpentine being tried afterwards, was found to be 41° 45'.

It was moved by Dr. Pell, that the refraction of turpentine, after it had been

upon the water, might be tried, in order to see, whether it differs from that, which

was never joined with the water.

Col. Blount brought in two models of chariots, one with two, the other

with four wheels, of which he had tried the easiness of moving them by bullets

upon different grounds ; the particulars of which he gave in writing. His paper

was ordered to be kept, and the operator was directed to make some models of

chariots for trials with them.

y Philos. Transact, n° 2. p. 20, April 1665.

E 2 Mr.
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Mr. Hooke was desired to take notice of the pole of Prince Rupert's hunting

chariot.

Mr. Haak was desired to get a draught and description of the great waggons

used in the highways between Lubeck and Hamburgh, carrying sixteen persons,

with nine horses, three a breast ; which he promised to do.

Col. Blount produced a little red spider no bigger than a pin's head, commonly

called a Taint, which, it was said, would kill a cow or ox by swelling them ex

tremely, if it be taken down into the belly. He added, that an ox or cow, swelled

by green clover upon hasty seeding on it, finds a remedy against that swelling by

driving the beast three or four miles very hard, which expells the wind. Others

use a knise, which they thrust into the flank, and so let out the wind.

Mr. Henshaw affirmed, that thrusting a knise into the belly, and so letting

out the wind, would save the beast.

Dr. Charlton mentioned, that it was not probable, that the little spider

should be the cause of the death of oxen and cows, since there are thousands of

them in meadows, which would destroy innumerable cattle.

It was ordered, that some of these Taints should be procured by the operator,

to try, whether they would kill a dog or cat.

Dr. Charlton having been called to account for his taking home with him,

contrary to the society's order, the little box with Macassar poison brought in by

Capt. Graunt ; he alledged, that he had done so, searing it might be left, it

being found standing in the window, when all the company was gone out of the

room; and he added, that he had opened and tried it before Mr. Wylde. k

was ordered, that nothing belonging to the society should be taken away without

their leave.

April 5, by reason of the general fast kept this day, the meeting of the society

was put off till the 12th of this month.

April 12, Mr. Boyle's book intitled, New Experiments and Observations touching

Cold ; or an Experimental History of Cold begun % was presented to the society.

He proposed several experiments to be made, proper for this season of the year,

viz. to try the grafting of pears upon spina cervina, the only purgative vegetable

known in England, to see, whether the fruit would have that purging quality or

jiot. 2. To try the sensitive plant in an exhausted receiver, to see, whether the

exclusion of the air from it would be hurtful to that plant. 3. To try, whether

the eggs of silk-worms and snails would be hatched ; as also whether seeds would

girminate and thrive, all in an exhausted receiver.

z Printed at London 1665, in 8vo.

Concerning
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Concerning the first of these experiments, it was said, that the time of grafting

was past. Upon which, Mr. Boyle moved, that it might be tried in the season

of inoculation. Concerning the second and third, it was moved, that Mr.

Howard might be desired to furnish the society with some seeds of aa hasty

growth, such as orpin, lettice, and garden-cress, &c. which Mr. Howard ac

cordingly promised. And as for that part of the third experiment, which related

to the eggs of silk-worms and snails, the operator was ordered to get some of

both, if possible.

Col. Blount affirmed, that by covering a vine with a glass, he starved the vine ;

but that doing the fame at another time with a glass having a vent-hole in it, it

hastened the growth thereof. He added, that plants, from which air is excluded,

will come up yellow and very faintly, but the air being admitted to them, they

may then grow better than they do by being covered ; for hot-beds, if they be

kept from air and moisture, grow faint and weak likewise.

Dr. Goddard observed, that plants live as much upon the air as the earth ;

and that the branches of them are rooted in the air, as their roots are in the

earth.

Dr. Pell moved, that the roots of some plants might be turned upwards, wash

ing away the earth, to see whether they would shoot out in that posture ; he judg

ing it probable, that the tops of plants would turn into roots, as is seen in layers.

Sir Robert Moray moved, that trials might be made with onions; first, by

what degrees they decrease in weight, by growing and shooting out in the air with

out earth? Whereupon Dr. Goddard mentioned, that he had found a squill de

crease in weight for a quarter of a year, every fortnight eight or ten grains, the

blades still shooting out longer and longer : Secondly, Whether onions and o-

ther bulbous roots will shoot in an exhausted receiver ?

Mr. Hooke affirmed, that a rosemary branch, cut from the root, will live by

sprinkling common water upon it.

Col. Blount suggested, that the sprinkling of the branches of harder vegetables

would keep them alive ; but not, if they were tender ones.

Dr. Wtlkins moved, that a committee might be appointed to draw up a list of

experiments about vegetation, as planting, grafting, &c. to be distributed for

making experiments.

It was ordered, that Mr. Howard, Mr. Evelyn, Dr. Wilkins, and CeL

Blount constitute that committee,

Mr. Daniel Coxe was desired to produce his inquiries touching vegetation at

the next meeting, •

CoL
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Col. Blount remarked, that hiving kept a vine from moisture and air by

leading it into a room of his house, he had found the grapes thereof ripe a fort

night sooner than those without.

Mr. Hooke being called upon to give an account of one of the experiments at

the last meeting relating to the air generated by aquafortis and the powder of

oister- shells, reported, that the greatest part of it was returned into liquor.

He was ordered to make at the next meeting the experiment of generating air

with bottled ale, supposed to be wholesome to breath in, which the air hitherto

generated by aquafortis and distilled vinegar was not.

It was moved, that the air produced by aquafortis and distilled vinegar might be

given a dog to breath in, to see the effects thereof.

The operator was appointed to try again the seeding of spiders upon one ano

ther, by ihutting two or more of them up in a close glass. As also to put a house-

jpider among a good number of ants, and to see, whether it would be torn and

eaten by them ; Dr. Wilkins having related, that such a house-spider being put

with a multitude of ants upon a barrel-head, the ants first ran away from the spider,

but then returned, and tore it in pieces.

Col. Blount produced another model of an easy coach with four springs, capa

ble of holding six persons ; and he acquainted the society, that he had made sar

ther trials of draughts with weights, delivering an account thereof in writing,

which however he desired might not be looked upon as exact, because his models

were not made accurate.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to prosecute the model of his chariot with four springs

and four wheels, tending to the ease of the rider.

It was likewise ordered, that the president, Sir Robert Moray, Sir William

Petty, Dr. Wilkins, Col. Blount, and Mr. Hooke should be desired to sug

gest experiments for improving chariots, and to bring them in to the mechanical

committee, which was to meet on the Friday sevennight following, April 21, at the

president's house.

Sir Robert Moray was desired to bring in the queries upon the new optic

glasses of Campani ; which he promised to do at the next meeting.

Mr. Howard produced an account of the new comet, sent to him by his

brother from Vienna; which was delivered to Mr. Hooke, to compare it with

other observations.

Dr. Clarke was desired to finish his experiments of injection into the veins,

and to publish them ; and in order to the speedier dispatch thereof, to draw up a

catalogue of such sarther experiments, as he should think proper to be made, which

should
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should be recommended to several persons of the society for trial, by way of as

sistance to him.

Mr. Bovle suggested an experiment to discover, whether an animal in an ex

hausted receiver dies for want ot air, or because of the compression of the lungs ;

which he said might be done by making a perforation in the thorax, between two

ribs whereupon if the animal should die as suddenly as others, it was manifest

that it was for want of air : If not, it was because of the compression of the lungs,

the external air being taken off.

April 19, Sir Richard Corbet, knt. was proposed candidate by Mr. Hoskins.

Sir Robert Moray presented the society from the King with a phial of Flo

rentine poison, sent for by his Majesty from Florence, on purpose to have those

experiments related of the efficacy thereof, tried by the society. It was ordered,

that most humble thanks should be returned to his Majesty by the president and

Sir Robert Moray, in the name of the society, for this honour and. savour ; and

that experiments should be immediately made with the said poison.

Accordingly a thread was dipped into it, and drawn with a needle through the

skin of the neck of a pullet, which within two or three minutes was thereby so

stupesied, that it sell down, and remained in that condition for about half an hour ;

but then began to stir again, recovering at last persectly before the society rose.

It was also tried in the same manner upon a dog; whom it made to strain and

vomit very much ; but that past also, and the dog recovered.

Then it was tried upon a kitling by pricking it in the palate of its mouth with a-

needle dipt in the poison ; which had no other effect but making the animal some

what drowsy, and to slabber at the mouth. '

Lastly, it was tried upon another pullet, by running a needle dipt in the poison

into the great muscle of the thigh, avoiding the great tendon ; but this had no

effect at all upon the fowl.

It was ordered, that at the next meeting these experiments should be proslcuted,.

and a larger quantity be given to a dog at the mouth ; and that a larger wound

should be made in some animal to receive a greater quantity of the poison.

The phial was sealed up, and delivered to the custody of Dr. Goddard.

Mr. Oldenburg presented the society with Monsieur Auzout's printed Ephe-

merides of the second comet, the motion of which the author pretended to have pre

dicted, alter he had made only three or four observations.

Dr. Crohne presented from Sir Andrew King a paper with a scheme of the

first comet,, drawn by a Spanish jesuit at Madrid ; which was delivered to Mr.

Hook.r
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Hooke to compare it with the other observations ; who was also appointed to take

a copy of Dr. Wren's scheme of this comet, and to return the original to the

Doctor for farther consideration.

The experiment of generating air with bottled ale, corked and tied fast about

with an ox- bladder, was tried ; but it yielded no air.

Sir Paul Neile produced a certain gum, brought from Guinea, thought to be

like gum copal 'or gum anime*, of which, he said, a great quantity might be

had, if upon trial, it should be found worth the procuring. Mr. Poyle was de

sired to take this piece with him, and to give the society an account of the suc

cess ; which he promised to do.

Mr. Hoskyns produced a parcel of thread, which he said was made in the East-

Indies of a certarh grass, and fit to make ropes of.

The consideration of the improvement of chariots was reserred to the mechani

cal committee.

Mr. Daniel Coxe's inquiries concerning vegetables were read, and ordered to

be registered, and the consideration thereof reserred to the georgical committee.

They were as follow ".

" It is impossible to compose an exact history of vegetation, till we understand

*' the nature of the ground, as the matrix, wherein all plants are conceived, and

** whence they derive their nourishment. This hath so considerable an influence on

*' vegetables, that we attribute the difference in figure, colour and other proper-

*' ties, principally to the variety of the mould ; for we find, that every soil hath

" a property of producing some peculiar plants, which will, either not grow at all,

" or not so well, or, at least, degenerate from their former state, in any other.

" Thus kitchen-herbs require a fat mould ; others, and most trees, especially forest,

a barren ; or at Lrast one not too rich ; some a dry ; as marjoram, thyme and

" crocus i most flowers require a middle soil, neither too rich nor too barren;

** others a moist, as alder, willow, and all plants that naturally grow in or near

" rivers, marshes, or the sea. There is an infinite variety of moulds, both for

»' colour, moisture, driness, and other qualities. Black land is generally accounted

*( the best, especially for a garden ; and any mould to be so much the better, by

" how much the nearer it approaches to that colour ; and on the contrary : yet

*' there is scarce any ground, how bad soever, but may be enabled by suitable

" composts, warmth, moisture, and other meet helps, to answer our expectation.

" 1. For composts, these rules are generally observed ; never to add compost

t* to ground, wherein that quality predominates, which doth also predominate in

?' the land.

a Register, Vol. ill . p. 79.

" 2. That
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" 2. That any thing, which hath active parts, if it be not of the nature of the

" ground, will raise improvement. Any parts of animals are good compost ; their

" skins, hair, horns and hoofs make the richest, next their blood and flesh ; and

** lastly their urine and dung. So also are all substances, that contain any satness or

*' sastness ; as hog-wash, lees of wine, beer, perry or cyder, sea-ooze, scouring of

" ditches, all forts of sea-weeds, and most land-plants rotted; foot, ashes of all

** kinds, linen and woollen rags, nitre and common salt in a moderate quantity ; for

** any compost too plentifully bestowed hinders the growth of vegetables.

" Divers kinds of earth are good compost for others of a difserent nature,

" marie, chalk, lime, loamy earths, &c. Some dry grounds are meliorated by

" seasonable irrigations.

" Being skilled to improve grounds to the best advantage, we come to enquire ;

" how many ways plants may be propagated and altered, how the operations arc

" performed, and what products ensue.

** And it will be, first, worthy our enquiry, to examine, whether there are not

" vegetables sponte nata ; for a new generation of plants do sometimes suddenly

" and unexpectedly spring up in places, none of the same species growing near ;

" as is affirmed by Acosta of lemons and citrons, which sprang up without pre-

" vious planting or sowing in America : and by others the same of firs, pines, and

" olives. An exotic plant being set in the physick-garden in Oxford, the next

" year many of the same plants were found in a wood, some miles distant from

" the city : And mould taken a great depth from under the sursace of the earth,

" placed in pots, and set on the top of an high tower, produced several plants, yet

" none but such, as that country afforded.

" 1. Query, Whether these seeds might not be brought by the wind, and there

•* deposited, most small seeds being fledged with little downy wings ; or whether

*' the birds might not void them with their excrements ; the vegetative virtue being

" rather exalted than destroyed by that light digestion ?

** 2. Whether plants are propagated by any other, than the five noted ways, of

" seed, off-sets, ssips, layers and incisions ? Whether by tear, or flower ? as some

*' even of the antients do considently aver. And whether there be any instance

** of propagating by leaf, besides that of the Indian fig ? Lens palustris, with

" several other lea-plants, are supposed to be propagated without seed or root ?

" We know not of any seeds, that sallows and mushrooms have, and yet 'tis report-

** ed, that if the water, wherein mushrooms have been steeped, be cast on an hot

" bed, they will soon spring up in the form of young mushrooms ; and the same

** effect will follow from bits thereof strewed on an hot bed.

,c 3. Whether any plants arise from the fixed sait of any plant sown ?

" 4. Whether the dust on the backs of hart's-tongue, maiden-hair, serns, and

" polypody, be their feeds ? They deserve to be examined by the microscope.

Vol. II. F " Nature's
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" Nature's usual way of propagating vegetables is by seed. And when we would

" propagate plants this way, the molt natural time of sowing seems to be that,

" which nature follows, when the seeds, of their own accord, fall into the ground.

" Only plants, which cannot bear the cold, are to be sowed in the spring.

" 5. Whence is it, that vegetables later sown, often overtake the former ; a$

<c pease and beans ?

" 6. Why some plants are hardly propagated by seeds ; as garlick, dragons»

" 'hops; and onions, contrary to the guise of all bulbs, never emit any off-sets, but

" are propagated only by seeds ?

" 7. Whether double flowers give not little and invalid seed ? and whether being

" sown, they do not mostly afford single flowers ? For it seems probable, that the

v more is spent on the flower, the less is left for the seed. And also, whether,

" the seeds of single flowers of the fame species will not afford much seed, and

" that good ?

" 8. Why divers seeds of the fame kind,, being set in the fame mould, and

*' distance, some outshoot the rest : and whether the greater or less send forth largest

" plants, and of speediest growth ; as it is evident the fairest buds do ?

" 9. Whether the bottom of the cod brings forth the largest seed? If so, whe-

** ther it afford the fairest flower ?

*' 10. Whether it is from the seeds of the fame carnations, and so of divers

other flowers, so great a variety proceeds ; sew or none of them keeping colour

" with the mother plant ?

" 11. Whether there be a certain way to know what plants will yield variety

** of colours ? which double? which single ? or whether you can know from the

" leaf or any other indication, as the broad leaved anemonies are supposed to

" yield a greater variety of double flowers, than the narrow ?

" 12. Whether that be true, which is related of the marveil of the worlds

" that if you would have variable flowers, choose such as are variable, whilst they

" blow ; for if the flowers be of a single colour, the seed will bring the same?

" Most seeds have within their coats a neb answering to a root, which is joined.

to leaves more or less in number, amidst which leaves there is a germen oppo-

't site to the initial root. Most plants have two leaves actually joined to the neb,,

*' which are commonly very unlike the proper leaves of the plant, some have 2,,

" others 3, 4, 5 or 6. Those leaves are visible to the bare eye in common beans

" kidney- beans, pease, sycamore-keys, &c. and they seem to differ but in growth,

*' and bigness from the true leaves of the plant,

" 13. Whether they may not be discovered in lesser seeds by the microscope?

Sfc '<-i4,Whe-.
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" 14. Whether if the seed be cut in half, between the neb and germen, one half,

*' neither, or both will grow ? 'Tis reported by credible persons, that if the germen

" be whole, though the other part were gnawn by vermin, cut off, &c. yet ne-

* vertheless the seed thrives exceeding well ?

" 15. Whether the neb in germination strikes downwards, and causes the root ;

" the germen upward, and produceth the stalk and leaves ; or whether both root

" and stalk proceed from one and the fame point, thence taking different courses ;

" as seems evident in walnuts, peaches, melons, and other seed ?

" 16. Whether the whiteness of most roots arises from their being secluded from

" the air, as the leaves of plants kept in a close place grow pale, and those leaves

" of cabbage and lettice, that are exposed to the open air, are green ; those, that are

" covered, white ?

" 17. Whether so many off- sets will be emitted by a bulbous root, as wounds

" were made in it before by a pen-knise; or your nail, as Ferrarius reports.

/

** 1 8. Whether plants can be raised in water, and when grown up, whether

" nourished thereby, especially plants of contrary qualities, as hot, cold, moist,

*' dry, fresh, salt, of healing or vesicatory nature : and what substances these plants

** afford, exposed to chemical analysts ?

" 19. Whether roots are driest in winter or summer ?

" 20* Whether in grafting, this rule be constantly to be observed, to place the

*' graft so, that the space under the bark of the graft must answer to the space

" under the bark of the stock ; and whether that space between the bark and

" wood is the great channel for the conveyance and keeping of the sap, and whe-

*' ther it runs up the fibres of the bark, or trunk itself?

" 2.1. Whether in grafting, the surest way to obtain fruit be, to keep as clear

*' the species as can be; and what exceptions may be made from the general rule

" of grafting, inoculating, ablactation, conjunction, by terebration, that the cyons

*' be of the like nature with the stock ?

*' 22. Why a plum will not bear fruit being grafted on a cherry, a pear, of

" apple, when as they prosper on each other for several years ?

" 23. Why medlars, but more especially pears, thrive exceedingly well, and are

" fruitful, being grafted on a white thorn ; quinces on the pear, and vice versa $

" apricots with plums that are full of sap; rotes on briars, currants on goosberries ?

And why a cherry grafted in the bud on a plum-tree will bear cherries, but not

*' contrariwise?

- " 24. Whether it is absolutely necessary, that cyons should be gathered before

" trees shoot their buds, since 'tis no matter though the stock be budded ?

F 2 " 25. Whe^
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*' 25. "Whether a long cyon make a short and spreading tree, and a short a tall

" one?

*' 26. What graffs and stocks afford greatest store of fruit ; and what most

" speedily ?

" 27- Whether it be necessary to take the graffs from a tree, that is a good

bearer?

" 28. Whether if taken from a tree, that never did bear flowers or fruit, the

*' graft will give fruit ?

** 20. Whether the rule holds universally, that grafting succeeds best on a drier

" stock ; and whether the graff should be of 1, 2 or 3 years growth ?

*' 30. How to discern good grafts ; whether we should take the grafts from the

*' top or middle of the tree, those shoots, that are obverted to the rising meridian,

'* or setting sun; and also what should be the nature, bigness and age of the

stock ?

** 31. Wherefore mulberries, walnuts, and cherries cannot be propagated by

" grafting, when-as they may easily by inoculation ?

" 32. If two twigs of several trees were flatted on the fides and bound together*

** whether will they unite in one stock ?. If so,, perhaps the fame branch would

" produce different fruits*

" 33. If a shoot be taken from a tree, and another of a diverse branch of the

same tree be grafted in its place,, will not the fruit differ from all others on the

" fame tree ?

" 34. Whether an apple grafted on the woody part of a cabbage-stalk will

*' thrive? If so, whether will the fruit follow the nature of the stock or graft ?

" 35- If you graft sharp fruit upon a sweet stock, early or late, whether will the

" fruit for nature and time follow the nature of the stock or graffs ?

" 36. Wherefore pines, sirs and resinous trees will admit of no graffs ?

*' 37. Whether sedums, tithymals, orpines, aloes, onions, tufips and other bul-

" bous roots, which, hung up in the air, shoot out green leaves, lessen in weight

" thereby ?

" 38. Wherefore change of seeds profitable for all grains, and garden plants ?

" 39. Whether do trees and shrubs bear on sprouts emitted the fame faring,, or

** on the shoots of the antecedent spring, or both.?.

J* 40, Where-
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" 40. Wherefore are trees troubled with cancer, hidebound, and some flower

" so full, that they burst the calix, or case; and how those diseases may be cured ?

" 41. The lowest fruit in wall-trees is soonest ripe and largest : whether would

" it not be so in orchard-trees, if the fun had as free access to the low er boughs,

" as it hath to the middle and upper ?

*' 42. Whence arises that great variety in apples, pears, &c. that some are ripe

" early, some have excellent taste, some are beautiful, others large, some great

" bearers, others good bakers, some long lasters, others best to make perry,

" cyder, &c. ?

" 43. Whether that be true, which is related of Canada in America, an intolera-

" ble cold country, yet the woods afford a grape without culture, whereof is

" made good wine ?

" 44. Whether lands are meliorated by being exposed to the sun and air, and

" therefore grounds are said to receive much benefit by often ploughing, the sun

" and dew engendring, as it is thought, a nitrous satness, which is the cause of

" sertility ; on the contrary, the virtue of dung is daily exhausted by being ex-

" posed to sun and air.

** 45. Whether the tree orchis will thrive better on a dry chalky bank, than in

" any garden, though it be never so carefully looked after, and the mould never

" so rich?

" 46. Whether one grain of wheat or any other corn, by a peculiar way of ser-

** mentation, maceration, composts, or otherways, may be enabled to bring forth

" above an hundred ears from the same root, as is credibly reported ?

'* 47. Whether exotic plants, that at first difficultly thrive, yet being habi.-

" tuated to the country, and to shed their seed, are naturalized ?

" 48. Whether seed, brought from barren stony grounds, and sown on rich,.

" asford so great an improvement as is asfirmed ?

" The water, wherein cabbages and other garden fruit, raised in a ground forced

" with dung, hath been boiled, will stink sooner than that, wherein the same plants

" were boiled, which grew in a barren ground ; consequently,,

*' 49. Whether dung, as itcauseth increase in quantity, doth notembase vegera-

** bles, its ill taste being easily discernable, as in mufk-melons raised on hot beds I

" 50. Whether great variety of fruit be obtained by sowing kernels ; it being

" observed, that the kernels of the fame tree bear fruit difsering from each other,

** in colour, taste, and form ? From those trees, being fruitful, cyons enough might

V be taken to furnish a whole country with fruits of the same kind.,

2. \ •* £i. Whc-
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" 51. Whether was not that great variety of' fruit, which we have, formerly ob-

" tained by tliis means ; at first all fruits being wild, and it is very improbable, that

" they should afford fruits of such variety and excellency ?

" 52. Why doth the earth seldom produce some plants but in producing others ;

** as some plants are rarely or never found, unless in ploughed fields, either under

'* corn, tillage or fallow ?

" 53. Why do some plants, as it were, destroy the vegetative nature of the foil

** where they grow, as to many plants, as wood, hemp, &c. and on the contrary,

" some fit it for others?

" 54. Whether the peach was poisonous in Persia ; and whether the hemlock

" of the antients, wherewith they poisoned malefactors, was the fame with that,

" which is so often eaten innoxioufly in Europe ?

" We find by frequent experience, that many of our herbs have not the fame

*' properties and virtues, that the antients ascribed to them :

" 55' Whether doth not this proceed from the variety of the soils, their difse-

" rent situations and positions, in respect of the sun, moon, and perhaps other

*' planets ? To what, besides this, can we reser that infinite variety of colours,

" tastes, odours, and other properties in vines, and other vegetables ? As the in-

" habitants of the Torrid Zone acquire, not only thereby, black skin and hair,

" but also a peculiar crasis of body, and complexion of mind very difserent from

" theirs, that inhabit more temperate and cold regions.

" 56. What respect are we to have in ordinary vegetables to the phases of the

" moon ; and whether are trees more full of moisture in the increase of the

" moon ?

" 57. Whether the perpetual summer in the Torrid Zone be to be ascribed to

*• the abundance of salt, or to equality of days : the former seems to contribute

" much i and seas between the tropics are thrice as salt as in our northern parts ;

" so that many salt vapours are elevated, and many left in earth by percolation ?

" 58. Whether that be credible, which is related of Tercera, one of the Azores,

" an isle deformed with craggy hard rocks, which are nevertheless incredibly fruit-

" ful of vines, whose roots descend a considerable depth into the rock ?

*' 59. Whether sheep in Spain, being sed and fatned with thyme, savory and

** rosemary, have thereupon finer wool, flesh of a fragrant smell, and sweeter

" taste than ordinary ?

" 60. Whether the island Ferro, one of the Canaries, hath a tree, whose leaves

" are perpetually green, and from whence water distils so plentifully, that it sup

s' plies the whole island ?

» 61. Whe-
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" 61. Whether any trees bear their fruit on their bark, which Piso, and the

** author of the history of the Antilles or Caribbee- Islands, affirm ?

" 62. Whether any trees, whose flowers, when the fun shines,, are closed, ex-

w pand in the night, and shut again at sun-rising ; and what may cause the con-

u traction of the branches of the sensitive plant on touching ?

" 63. Whether what Acosta relates of the tree cocos may be credited, viz.

" that the young nuts contained a potable juice like milk, which being ripe, was

" as hard as the pulp of a chesnut ; and he also reports, that this tree did put out

,l every month a new shoot, each of which produced fruit, so that the tree did

** bear 12 times in the year ?

" 64. By what means may sairness and magnitude in fruit, and multiplicity in

" the leaves of flowers, be promoted ; and whether any plants bear single and

M double flowers on the same root ?

" 65. Whether white flowers may not be changed into red, yellow, blue, &c.

w by frequent irrigation with colorate liquors not corrosive : as infusion of brasil,

w crocus, &c. ?.

" 66. Wherefore flowers in their persection are neither black nor green ?

" 67. Whence it is, that trees decayed with inward hollowness do often bear

**, as full burthens of fruit, as the soundest ; and that the fruit is more delicate,,

u than usually any of the same kind from a more persect and intire stock ?

" 68. Whether do all trees in their increment proceed with more or less velo-

u city, as they are of a more compact or lax contexture ?

" 69. Whether white apples grafted on an elm will not change to a red colour yr

* and whether the graff doth not yield somewhat to the stock ?

" 70. Whether will forest- trees thrive best in a sertile or barren ground ? It is

" strange, that pines, firs, &c. thrive best on hard rocks, and will not grow

" kindly in an over rich, sat foil ; and yet they require much nourishment, and.

'*. that of a sulphureous or oily nature ?

" 71. Whether trees can live without their barks, whether the cork-tree be re-

" lieved by disbarking, and whether the cork be the inward bark ; for it is not

u that outward bark, that is vital, most trees being able to subsist without it ; .a*

u cherries, vines, lime-trees ?-

" 72. Whence that timber-trees in a copice grow better than in the open field ;

" and that mountain-timber is of a closer, finer grain, more tough and durable,.

** than that which grows in most shady places ?.

" 73, Who-
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" 73. Whether the juice, that distills from the wounded birch in March, will

** in 12 or 14 days outweigh the tree itself, body and roots ?

" 74. Whether willows will thrive, which end soever of the truncheon be set

" in the ground ?

t( 75. Why wood of the larch-tree is so hard to consume by fire ?

" 76, How sar cold proves conducive to vegetation for snow is said to warm

" the ground i and in Greenland, the grass and other vegetables in the midst of

" the most bitter winter retain their lively verdure, so they be under snow i and

" it is reported, that plants will never freeze, if covered with alga marina?

** 77. Whether hot-beds be the best and most general help to accelerate germi-

** nation and maturation ? so that of the fun, reflected from solid bodies, collected

" by concave glasses, and projected on plants or fruits; so, if planted on the back

" of a chimney, or translated into richer mould.

" 78. Whether cutting the tops of flowers, after they have done bearing, will

" make them come the same year ? or whether pulling off the buds, when newly

" knitted, removing the tree a little before it buddeth, girding the body of the

" tree about with a string, will retard germination ?"

April 26, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid' Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Aerskine <. Dr. Goddard

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Croune

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Balle

Sir John Lowther Mr. Graunt

Sir William Petty Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Palmer

The papers of the third number of the Philosophical Tranfaclions having been

considered of, and the account therein given concerning the structure and advan

tages of Sir William Petty's double- bottomed ship; it was resolved, that the

publication should be deserred till the King had been made acquainted with the

particulars relating to the said ship.

At the meeting of the Society on the same .day,

Mr. Howard produced some observations on the second comet, as they were

sent to him by his brother from Vienna ; which were recommended to the perusal

of Mr. Hooki.

Sir Robert Moray moving, that some inquiries might be drawn up to be sent

to Mr. Howard's brother concerning observables in Hungary and Turky, whi

ther
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ther he was travelling, was desired to draw up such inquiries in conjunction with

Mr. Oldenburg.

The experiments with the Florentine poison were prosecuted. A drop of it in

a quill was given at the mouth to a young dog, who presently sell into strong con

vulsions for about a quarter of an hour, with his eyes sixed, and then lifted up

his head, looked about, and by little and little recovered.

The like quantity, as near as could be guessed, was given to a cat, who also

sell immediately into the like convulsions, and within five or six minutes died.

There was likewise an incision of the bigness of about an half-penny made upon

the neck of a pullet ; and a drop of this poison put into the wound ; upon which the

pullet was soon stupesied, but within a little while after recovered.

Another pullet was pricked in the axillary vein, with a needle dipt in the same

poison; which had no visible effect ; but the same needle dipt again, and thrust

into the muscle of the pullet, stupesied it. To the same pullet, when recovered,

a drop was given at the mouth, which cast it into convulsions, yet without kil

ling it.

The cat killed by the poison being opened, and the brain and stomach viewed,

nothing appeared, that was extraordinary in either of those parts.

Dr. Croune was desired to bring in at the next meeting some oil of tobacco

distilled in a retort, to try what effect that would have upon animals.

Mr. Boyle suggested, that the oil of Florence performed its effect, either by

the union of the subtle and spirituous parts of tobacco, or by a peculiar prepara

tion of the same ; and in order to know upon which of these two accounts the effect

was produced, he moved, that some tobacco might be well distilled in an alembic

with water.

Sir Robert Moray affirmed, that he had known a man, who could take two

or three pipes of tobacco into his stomach before he let out any smoke ; and then

let it out afterwards all together.

This was seconded by Mr. Evelyn, who remarked, that he had seen a person,

who, after taking tobacco, would discourse a while before he let out the smoke.

Col. Blount produced another model of a chariot with four springs, esteemed

by him very easy both to the rider and horse, and at the same time cheap. It

was ordered, that the committee formerly appointed, viz. the president, Sir Ro

bert Moray, Sir William Petty, Dr. Wilkins, Col. Blount, and Mr.

Hooke should be desired to meet at Col. Blount's house at Writlemarsh, about

this matter, on the Monday following, and give an account of what they had done

there at the next meeting of the society. .

Vol. II. " G Dr.
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Dr. Wilkins moved, that a horse-hair, said to acquire an animal motion, after

it had been put into a pool mined on by the sun, might be procured by Col.

Blount, and brought to the society to be viewed in a microscope.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a Larin letter, written to him by Dr. Philippus

Jacobus Sachs a Lewenheim, an able physician at Breflaw in Silesia, dated there

12 January 1664 b, expressing his high esteem of the institution and design of the

society, accompanied with a tract of his concerning the analogy between the mo

tion of the blood in animals, and that of the ocean in the earth ; and desiring some

assistance to his book of cray-fish.

It was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg draw up an answer of thanks to Dr.

Sachs, for his respect to the society c.

Dr. Pell put the society in mind of the seasonableness of making experiments

with May-dew which was ordered to be considered of at the next meeting.

May 3, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid' Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Palmer

It was ordered, that the president be desired to license the third number of the

Philosophical Transaftions., deserring to another time the account of Sir William.

Petty's ship.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

Richard earl of Dorset was proposed candidate by the carl of Northampton,

and immediately elected and admitted.

Sir Richard Corbet was likewise elected and admitted.

Sir Theodore de Vaux, knight, was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

Mr. Daniel Coxe read an account of the effects of tobacco-oil distilled in a

retort, by one drop of which given at the mouth he had killed a lusty cat

which being opened, smelled strongly of the oil, and the blood of the heart more

strongly than the rest. His paper was ordered to be registered d.

b Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 269. vol. i. p. 272.

* Mr. Oldenburg's Latin Letter to him, * Ibid. sol. 89.

is dated at London 30 May, 1665. Letter-Book,

Mr. Howard

Mr. Aerskine

Sir Robert Moray

Sir William Petty

Dr. Gqddard

Dr. Balle

Mr. Graunt

Mr. Oldenburg.

2 One
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One drop of the Florentine oglio di tobacco being again given to a dog, it

proved stupefying and vomitive, as before.

The like essect was produced by one drop of Mr. Coxe's tobacco-oil upon a

dog.

One drop of the fame oil given at the mouth to a young cat cast her presently

into convulsions, out of which she however recovered. Mr. Coxe observed, that

it was given in less quantity in this cafe, than before.

Dr. Croune produced a liquor prepared of tobacco, being the oil and spirit of

it together ; one drop of which being given at the mouth to a very little kitling,

killed it in a sew minutes.

He related, that he had heard from a credible person, that a certain woman

troubled with the tooth-ach, and taking a drop of tobacco oil, sell into very odd

convulsive and hysterical sits, from which she was relieved by spirit of hartshorn.

He and Mr. Daniel Coxe were desired to prosecute this kind of experiments

upon other animals, and to bring an account of the success to the society.

Mr. Howard brought in an account in writing of Macassar poison, called Ippo

in the island of Celebes ; which account he had received from one, who had lived

tour years there, and was now come to England. This account was ordered to be

registered % as follows :

** Ippo, so called in the Macassar and Malayan tongue, is the gum of a certain

" tree, shining, brittle, black, and every way like stone-pitch, growing in the island

" Celebes, in the South-seas, very far up in the country, and gathered by the

" savage-people living there, who are called by the Macassars, Teragias ; they

" themselves being civilized Mahometans, called Macassars, from the place of the

*' island so called ; who having some correspondence with them, have the said

" poison brought by them ; with which all the natives arm themselves in travel,

" having a long hollow trunk (by them called Sampitan) of a hard red wood like

" brasil, six or leven foot, very accurately bored, (like our trunks we use to shoot

" clay-pellets with) and at one end is sixed a large lance-blade of iron.

" Then they make a small arrow, a foot or ten inches long, very strait, and

" something bigger than a large wheaten straw : at one end they six it into a round

" piece of white, light, soft wood, like cork, about the lerg»h of the little finger,

" just fit for the bore of the trunk, to pass clear by the force of one's breath, and

" to fill it so exactly, that the air may not pass by, but against it, to carry it with

" the more force.

'. At the other end they six it either in a small fish-tooth for that purpose, or

" make a blade of wood ol the bigness of the point of a lancet, about three quarters

* Register, Vol. iii. p. qo.

G a "of
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*' of an inch long, and making a little notch in the end of the arrow, they strike

" it firm therein, the which is anointed with the poison, prepared and done in this

" manner.

" The Teragias, when they gather this poisonous gum, always go to windward *

" of the tree (as I have been told by them, no stranger having ever been in those

** parts of the country) and when they have gathered it, they put it into hollow

" bamboos or canes, stopping it up very close, and in that manner bring it to

" Macassar.

" Of that which is good, none but the Kings and persons of quality have,

" which they dissolve and make up, upon the end of a stick, about half an inch

" thick ; and then with plantain leaves and long strings, wrap it and bind it up,

" to keep it from the air ; and they put it into a close warm place to preserve it.

*' In which manner it keeps two or three years good, it being sometimes opened,

" clean wiped, and, as before, put up again.

" And this caution had, that no live sea-crab be brought and burnt alive under

" the same roof, where it is kept, by reason, as I was credibly told by them, that

" thereby the poisonous quality thereof is destroyed, the experiment whereof I

*' have not had the opportunity to try.

** Divers great persons there did inform me, that they and their predecessors

" have endeavoured to find its antidote, to prevent its effects, after any one was

" pricked therewith, but cannot.

" When they fit it for use, they take a piece of smooth turtle-shell, and a stick

*' cut flat and smooth at the end ; then they take green galangal-root, grate it,

*' and with the addition of a little fair water, press the juice into a clean china-

dish.

" Then with a knise, scraping a little of the poison upon the turtle-shell, dip

" the end of the stick in the foresaid liquor, and therewith dissolve thereon the

" poison, to the consistence of a syrup; which so done, with the same stick anoint

*' the abovesaid fish's-tooth, or wooden blade, it being sixed in the end of the ar-

" row : And then lay them in the fun, upon cross-sticks, three foot high from

" the ground, until it is baked hard thereon ; which will be in two hour's time..

" And then they are put up in hollow bamboos, close shut; and so prepared,

" they will retain their virtue a month's time. But after the poisonous quality

" will quite decay, and therefore the arrows, that are brought for England, having

" lost their poisonous quality, effect nothing."

Mr. Howard was desired to shew to the person, from whom he had received

this account, the Macassar poison, brought in for such by Capt. Graunt, to judge

whether it be like the poison described by him.

2 . Ms.
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Mr. Palmer presented the society with several American curiosities for their

repository, viz. a cervus volans, a humming bird, several rattles of rattle-snakes,

and the pizzle of a raccoon.

Mr. Thomas Coxe presented the society with an abortive human foetus, kept

in spirit of wine well rectified.

Mr. Hooke produced the model of a chariot with two wheels and short double

springs, to be drawn with one horse; the chair of it being so sixed upon two

springs, that the person sitting just over, or rather a little behind the axle-tree, was,

when the experiment was made at Col. Blount's house, carried with as much ease,

as one could be in the French chariot, without at all burthening the horse.

He shewed two draughts of this model, having this cirumstantial difserence,

that the one of these was contrived so, that the body fitting in a seat made for

him behind the chair, and guiding the reins over the top of it, drives the horse :

the other, by placing the chair clear behind the wheels, the place of entry being

also behind, and the saddle on the horse's back, being to be borne up by the shafts,

that the boy riding on it, and driving the horse, should be little or no burden to

the horse.

Col. Blount objected to these draughts, that the scat lay too near the ground :

To which it was answered, that the bottom lying loose, it would without inconve

nience be lifted up, in case it should hit against the ground.

The proposition for trying experiments with May-dew being renewed, the ope

rator was ordered to procure a good quantity of it, to be gathered, either with

sheets, oiled cloth, glass, earthen pans glazed, or sponges.

It was ordered likewise, that the experiments suggested by Mr. Henshaw con

cerning May-dew, be tried ; and that Dr. Pell take the paper concerning those

experiments with him, in order to add such as should occur to him.

The following experiments were appointed for the next meeting,

1. Silk- worms eggs and seeds in an exhausted receiver.

2. Two cats in a receiver, one without supply of air, the other with it.

3. Mr. Boyle's experiment, mentioned at the meeting of April 12, to discover

whether an animal in an exhausted receiver dies lor want of air, or from the com

pression of the lungs.

4. Experiments of poisoning animals by injecting tobacco-oil into their veins,

and by anointing their shaved skins with it.

May 10. Sir Theodore de Vaux was elected.

Edward,
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Edward, earl of Manchester, was proposed candidate by Sir Robert Moray,

and immediately elected.

Sir William Hayward was proposed candidate by the earl of Northampton.

The experiment of perforating the thorax of a dog, and putting him into a

receiver of the rarefying engine, was made with this success, that the dog, which

was but a very young whelp, upon a sew exfuctions grew sick, sell down, and

probably would have died, if fresh air had not been re-admitced into the receiver,

or the dog taken out.

The ground for making this experiment being taken notice of, viz. that it

might be determined, whether an animal died in an exhausted receiver upon the

account of want of air, or the compression of the lungs by the raresied air, upon

the removal of the external air ; it was debated, whether there was any considera

ble quantity of air in the thorax ; some pretending, that there was not, because

the concave part of the thorax and the convex parts of the lungs lie close to one

another : others alledging, that though there be that closeness between the thorax

and the lungs, yet these and the other parts of the chest do not so adequately fill

all the places thereof, but that there may be room for air and vapours.

Dr. Whistler upon this occasion remarked, that the Moors had a faculty of

killing themselves with keeping in theii breath. .

Mr. Boyle took notice, that he had tried, and found, that a large perforation

being made in both sides of the thorax, the animal died immediately, though not

with a small one.

It was ordered, that this experiment be shewed to the society at the next

meeting.

The experiment of injecting oil of tobacco into the^veins of a dog was deserred

till the next meeting.

Mr. Daniel Coxe affirmed, that he had given to a dog at the mouth, without

killing it, six times the quantity of what he had given to a cat. He promised to

try other experiments with this oil, and with other liquors, supposed by him to

have the same quality with the said oil ; and to bring in an account thereof to the

society.

Dr. Pope presented the society with several curiosities, which he had met with

in his late travels, viz. a ball of hairy matter found upon the shore of the Tyr

rhene s sea ; some stones from mount Vesuvius, pumice-stones, flos sulphuris, and

some mercury-ore found in Friuli, which last was ordered to be weighed in water

before it was distilled.

f That part of the Mediterranean sea, which washes the southern parts of Italy.

The
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The person, who had been several years at Macassar, being sent by Mr.

Howard to the society, to look upon the poison, which was brought in by Mr.

Graunt for that of Macassar, and to give his judgment, whether it were such,

or not ; affirmed, that it was not it, nor at all like it.

Mr. Boyle desired, that endeavours might be used to get some of the right

Macassar poison ; and that it might be sent over in the same manner, as it is pre

served upon the place; which was recommended to Dr. Croune.

Mr. Evelyn read a letter from Deal in Kent, dated May 6, concerning Sir

William Petty's double-bottomed ship, viz. that the captain and several officers

of the Greyhound frigate had affirmtfd, that they with several ships besides had

borne her company to the land's end, the Greyhound being the best sailor of those

ships, and reputed a very good sailor ; but that the double-bottomed ship spared

her all her small sail, and yet she out-sailed her so much, that they were obliged to

clue up the lee-clue of the main-sail ; and yet the Greyhound could hardly keep

her company : That the trial was before the wind ; but it was concluded, that she

would do as much or more by a wind.

Mr. Howard, Dr. Merret, and Mr. Hoskyn*, chairmen of the committee

for agriculture and composing of the histories of nature and art, gave an account

of what had been hitherto done in their respective committees 8 ; for which they

received the thanks of the society, who recommended to them the care of making

farther progress in their respective work.

Col. Blount gave an account of the exceeding growth of carps in a short time ;

and was desired to make farther observations thereof, and to bring in an account,

not only of the several dimensions, but weights, of the carps taken at several times.

Dr. Wilkins mentioned an account, which he had received out of America

concerning the comet; which was ordered to be produced at the next meeting.

May 16, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid' Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Howard Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Akrskine Dr. Balle

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Sir John Lowther Mr. Graunt

Mr. Palmer Mr. Oldenburc.

It was ordered, that the president, Sir Robert Moray, Sir William Petty,

and Dr. Wilkins be a committee for reviewing Mr. Sprat's relation concerning

the institution and design of the Royal Society.

s Their inquiries concerning agriculture are printed in the Philos. Transact, n#5»p 52, July 1 665.

Maj
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May iy, Sir William Hayward was elected,and Malachy Thruston, M. D.

was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

Three accounts were brought in of the late comets; one by Dr. Wtlkins con

cerning the first, sent out of New England; the other two by Mr. Aerskinf.,

concerning the latter, written from Prague and Leige : All which were ordered to

be delivered to Dr. Wren and Mr. Hooke.

There was read a letter of Dr. Wallis from Oxford, of May 8, 1665, con

cerning his performance in digesting Mr. Horrox's papers into one piece, together

with his recommendations thereof to the press ; which was reserred to the conside

ration of the council.

The experiment of injecting the Florentine oil of tobacco into the veins of a

dog's leg was made, but without any apparent effect upon him. It being suspect

ed, that the injection was not rightly made as to the quantity of the poison in

jected, it was judged necessary, that the experiment be repeated at the next

meeting.

It was suggested by Dr. Wilkins, that the experiment of injecting the blood

of one dog into the vein of another might be made.

The lord Brereton related, that he had been informed, that a hoise tired in

his journey to London, upon the giving him at the mouth a draught of sheep's or

calf's blood, (his lordship not remembering which of the two it was) was so re

vived and strengthened, that he performed very well the rest of his journey.

Mr. Thomas Coxe gave an account, that he had killed a boar-cat with a

drop of the oil of tobacco drawn by himself; and that having given the same

quantity to a semale cat, he had recovered her, when she was expiring, by the

means of the oil of asa soctida. He was desired to try the recovering of a male

cat with the like oil, and to bring in an account of all his trials in writing ; which

was also desired of Mr. Daniel Coxe about his experiments.

It being moved, that the experiments recommended the year preceding con

cerning the production of insects by putrefying dead flesh, the lungs, blood,

&c. of animals, might be pursued; the lord viscount Stafford promised to make

some trials of this kind by putting such matter into a receiver in a moist and warm

place, exposed to the morning sun, the vessel being tied over with flannel, to secure

the matter from being fly-blown, and brushing the flannel sometimes clean from

the filth, which ssies and other insects might cast upon it.

Mr. Willughby mentioned, that he was trying, whether mites will breed of

eggs, as they will in wood, cheese, pease, &c.

Mr. Boyle observed, that he had drawn a catalogue of experiments relating to

spontaneous generation, to be made two ways : 1. in glasses hermetically sealed,

having
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having the ordinary air in them : 2. in glasses first exhausted, and then sealed up.

He was desired to communicate his catalogue to the society, that by them he

might be assisted in the prosecution of such experiments.

Mr. Henshaw affirmed, that he had seen mites bred on the top both ofclaret and

white wine in bottles (which he guessed had not been well drained) and vessels drawn

low, the wine being full of flowers, which, when he looked upon by a microscope,

he sound stored with mites.

Sir Robert Moray inquiring how worms should come to be generated in vine

gar, it was suggested by Dr. Goddard, that vinegar probably had some crude

waterish matter in it ; which turning into a slimy substance might breed those

worms.

There was tried an experiment of making an hole on each side of the thorax of

a dog, to see, whether he would live after it. The success was, that the dog re

mained alive, the wounds being but small, and the animal by breathing making

the skin to pass over the wounds, and thereby covering them.

This experiment was ordered to be made at the next meeting, by cutting a hole

in the sternum of the dog on both sides.

It was ordered also, that on the Friday morning following, about nine, the va

riation of the needle should be observed in Whitehall garden, by the curators formerly

appointed for that purpose; and that Mr. Colwall be desired to speak to Mr.

Marre to be present, and furnish materials necessary for that observation.

Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he had a pocket -needle, which would show the

variation of the needle. He was desired, upon further consideration, to give a

particular account of it to the society.

The operator acquainted the society, that some May-dew was gathered with

napkins; and he was ordered to send some glazed earthen pans to Highgate for

the gathering of it; and Sir Robert Moray was desired to take care for it there.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to try some experiments of refraction by himself, and

to acquaint the society at their next meeting with the success thereof.

May 24. Sir Theodore de Vaux was admitted.

Dr. Malachy Thruston was elected and admitted.

Mr. Hooke having acquainted the society, that he had found the refraction of

oil of turpentine upon water to be the same with that of water alone, the experi

ment was made before the society, which verified the account given, viz. that in

both these, the inclination being thirty degrees, the angle of refraction was 400 43'.

And it was conjectured by Mr. Hooke, that the upper and under surfaces of the oil

Vol. II. H being
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being parallel, was the cause of the non-alteration of the refraction, with more

thickness of the oil of turpentine.

There was also an account given of filk-worms eggs, hatched in an exhausted

receiver ; but the glass having admitted water by the fun's melting the cement,

the experiment was ordered to be repeated against the next meeting.

There was read a letter to Mr. Hooke from Dunkenhall in Lancashire, dated

16 May, 1665, concerning caterpillers, that seemed to be produced of the downy

palms of sallows. It was ordered, that if the season were not past, Mr. Hooke

take care to make the observation himself.

Dr. Goddard moved, that the writer of this letter might be written to, that

he would keep these insects, and observe whether they do not turn into ssies.

Sir Robert Moray moved, that both the changes in the generations of ani

mals, and the steps of the growth of vegetables, might be more frequently and

accurately observed than hitherto, by the help of microscopes. For observations

of the growth of vegetables he named beans, as growing sast.

There was tried an experiment of injecting about 8 or 9 drops of spirit of to

bacco into the vein of a dog, with this effect, that the dog, a little while after

the injection, grew sick and vomited.

Dr. Wilkins, Mr. Daniel Coxe, Mr. Thomas Coxe, and Mr. Hooke

were appointed to take care of injecting the blood of one dog into the vein of

another ; and Mr. Thomas Coxe was particularly desired to try the changing of

dog's skins.

Mr. Thomas Coxb related, that he had made an experiment of injecting the

blood of one pigeon into the vein of another, by opening the vein of one, and

letting it bleed, till the pigeon was almost expiring ; and then letting out the blood

of another pigeon, and injecting it into the dying one, and thereby keeping it

alive for half an hour, after which it died, as the other pigeon did, though a

pretty while after.

Mr. Boyle produced a monstrous head of a colt, put into spirit of wine,

with a double eye in the midst of its forehead, having double eye-lids, and double

pupils. Mr. Hooke was ordered to draw the picture of it, and then to dis

sect it.

Mr. Thomas Coxe related, that he could save a boar-cat witii the spirit of asa

satida, as he had done a semale cat, poisoned with tobacco-oil..

Mr. Willughby moved, that most corruptions df bodies turning to mites,

ways might be thought on to destroy them ; and having proposed that of smoking

them with brimstone, he desired advice about instruments fit to convey stnoke.

z The.-
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The president acquainted the society, that an experiment had been made of ob

serving the variation of the needle ; and that the King had been pleased himself to

make the observation on the Friday preceding in 'Whitehall garden, and had found

no variation at all, the needle standing in the Meridian.

It was ordered, that this variation be prosecuted ; and that Mr. Marre be called

upon for his apparatus necessary thereto.

The following experiments were appointed for the next meeting.

1 . Seeds of an hasty growth to be put into an exhausted receiver, to see, whe

ther they would come up.

2. Silk-worms eggs to be put again into an exhausted receiver, to see, whether

they would hatch.

3. The experiments of refraction to be prosecuted.

4. Taints to be given to a dog.

5. To try the saving of a she-cat, that hath taken the poisonous oil of tobacco,

with the spirit of asa fcetidei ; and to try, whether this spirit of asa scetida would

save a boat-cat, that hath taken the same quantity of the like poisonous oil, that

the she-cat hath taken.

6. To try the injecting of the blood of one dog into another.

7. To try the opening of a dog's sternum on both sides, to see, whether he

would breath after it.

May 29, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid1 Dr. Goddard

Mr. Aerskine Dr. Croune

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Balle

Sir William Petty Mr. Graunt

Mr. Palmer Mr. Oldenburo.

Dr. Wilkins

It was ordered,

That Mr. Sprat be desired to take notice in his history of the society what is

meant by their council, when they grant an Imprimatur', and to draw up a draught

concerning it, and offer it to the council.

That the president be desired to licence the fourth number of the Philosophical

Transactions ; and

Ha • • That
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That Mr. Hookb be urged to prosecute the grinding of glasses by his new

engine.

Mr. Hooke mentioned to the council, that he had a way of making a short

object-glass draw as much longer, as should be desired.

May 31, the monstrous colt's head was opened, wherein both the eyes were

found together in one place in the midst of the forehead, and two pupils therein,

and but one optic nerve h. Mr. Hooke was appointed to give in writing a full

description of all that was observable in this head, together with the scheme of the

head.

It was ordered, that Mr. Boyle be asked by Mr. Oldenburg, whether this

colt had any other monstrosity in its body ; Dr. Goddard suspecting, that the colt

might have received a blow in the forehead, whereby the eyes might be thus

forced together.

Mr. Howard presented the society with a spunge, in part petrified, after it had

lain, as he affirmed, four years upon a boarded floor of a room about six inches

above ground, in which room had been kept , paper and seeds of plants not at all

spoiled.

Sir Robert Moray produced a small piece of pure copper, taken out of a mine

in Cornwal by Sir Sackville Crow.

Mr. Willughby produced pieces of an egg hardened to a kind of stoniness by

lying in lime. All these curiosities were committed to Mr. Hooke for the re

pository.

Mr. Howard having presented the society with several curious exotic plants

and flowers, had their thanks, and was desired to continue these presents from

time to time, that they might be put upon the table at the meeting of the society.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced a Latin paper of Sir Theodore Mayerne,.

concerning worms bred in the teeth of men. He was desired to leave this paper

with the society,, and to communicate likewise the receit against such worms men

tioned in that paper, and what other considerable papers he had of Sir Theodore

Mayerne for the purpose of the society ; which he promised to do.

Dr. Croune affirmed, that he had likewise heard of worms taken out of the

teeth ; concerning which he would make farther enquiry, and give the particulars

at the next meeting.

Sir Robert Moray affirmed the like of worms taken out of the gums of a

man in Scotland.

h Philos. Transact, n° 5. p. 85, July 1665.

a
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Dr. Wilkins surmised, that these supposed worms were nothing but the con

densed sweat, squeezed out of the pores.

Col. Blount presented two models of coaches, for the ease of both man and

horse i of which he was desired to bring the description in writing.

Sir Robert Moray moved, that it might be considered, how to make coaches

of several sizes and forms, for the case of one, iwo, three, or more persons ; and

how to improve single perches.

Col. Long remarked, that he had seen a cyclopic bird, the species of which

was such ; as also an unicorn's head, answering the description given of it in Cæ

sar's commentaries and in Purchas; and likewise a fowl called a bear-killer, a

kind of cassawar ; which two letters he said were in the possession of Major Scot,

from whom he hoped to obtain the liberty of producing them to the society.

Sir Robert Moray presented the society with twenty Morisco coins dug up

about Tangier.

There was read a second letter written from Dunkenhall to Mr. Hooke, about

insects found in the palms of sallows ; mentioning, that by a second and more ac

curate observation there were found little eggs in the down of those palms, which

were the original of those caterpillers before supposed to be bred out of the little

green thing in the center of the downy globules.

The experiments of refraction were deserred till the next meeting ; and Mr.

Hooke was ordered to have the vessel of the refracting engine made larger, in

order to try several quantities of liquors.

Dr. Pell suggested, that in the experiments of refraction many times that may

be imputed to the medium, which is caused by the figure of the liquor put to

trial ; and that the liquor may vary its figure, according to its quantity and the

capacity of the vessel containing it ; as also, that different liquors will have different

convexities ; upon the account whereof they may differ in their refraction, rather

than upon the account of their nature.

The president moved, that in order to discover what alteration in refraction the

thickness of the medium makes, experiments might be tried with a plano-convex-

glass, and several plain glasses behind it, to make the medium thicker.

The experiment of opening the dog's sternum was deserred till the nexc

meeting.

The dog, who had the eight or nine drops of tobacco-oil injected at the last

meeting, being inquired after, the operator affirmed, that he was well.

It
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It was ordered, that the experiment of injecting the blood of one dog into ano

ther be tried at the next meeting; upon which occasion Dr. Croune suggested,

that a common pipe might be used for both, in order to have thereby the blood

of one dog sucked out by the other.

June 7. Dr. Wilkins made a report of an experiment committed to his care,

viz. that a dog's belly had been opened, and out of the vena cava there was let

blood to the quantity of 5 or 6 ounces into a bladder, having a small pipe of brass

fastened to it in the manner of a clyster-pipe, the end of which being put into the

crural vein of a bitch, there was, by pressing the said bladder, about two ounces of

blood injected into that vein, but without any sensible alteration in the bitch : that

afterwards, in either side of the fame dog's thorax there were cut two holes, each of

an inch bigness ; whereupon tho' the dog endeavoured very much to breathe, yet

he was not able to move his lungs, nor draw any breath, except the wound were

stopped by the finger ; but that being taken ofF, the animal grew presently breath

less and expired.

This experiment was attested by Sir William Petty, Mr. Willughby, Mr.

Daniel Coxe, and Mr. Hooke, who had been present at the making it.

Mr. Daniel Coxe related, that having mixed some cold common water with

the tobacco-oil, and given it to a cat, the animal had not been killed, as others

used to be with tobacco-oil alone.

It was ordered, that the experiment be made before the society both with to

bacco-oil and water mix'd together, and with each of these apart, giving one of

them after the other.

Mr. Daniel Coxe likewise observed, that he had heard, that scurvy-grass-oil

would also occasion convulsions, and had the like operations upon animals with that

of tobacco.

It was ordered, that Sir Robert Moray should desire Mons. le Febure to fur

nish the society with some of that oil for trying this experiment.

Mr. Hooke reported, that he had sown some lettice-seed upon earth in the

open air ; and at the same time upon other earth in a glass-receiver, which was af

terwards exhausted of air ; that the seed exposed to the air was grown up an inch

and an half high within eight days ; but that in the exhausted receiver not at all :

both which were produced and shewn the society.

Whereupon it was ordered, that air should be let into the exhausted receiver*

to see whether any of the seed would come up between this and the next meeting.

It was ordered also, that the next day, June 8, about five in the evening, the

variation of the needle be observed in Whitehall by the same committee formerly

appointed for it, viz. the president, Sir Robert Moray, Sir Paul Neile, D*r.

Wren,
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Wren, Mr. Oldenburg, and Mr. Hooke ; and that Mr. Marre and MivBond

have notice given them by the operator, to bring their needles and instruments' to

the said place. -

Sir Theodore de Vaux brought in the Latin receit of Sir Theodore May-

erne, which he had promised, for the worms growing in the gums.

Sir Robert Moray produced a piece of a stone, said to be taken out of the

midst of a Portland stone, and having some parts of it crystallized, sticking about

the opake part of the stone.

Dr. Merret affirmed, that he had very many forts of them found in lead mines,,

and yielding excellent lime.

The president was desired to put Mr. Pepys in mind of the diver for the diving

experiments in this season.

It was ordered, that the experiments begun the last summer upon St. Paul's

steeple be resumed and pursued ; and that the curator provide the apparatus neces

sary for it against the Monday following in the afternoon about four of the clock v

the curators of these experiments being the president, Sir Robert Moray, Sir

William. Petty, Dr. Wllk.ins» Dr. Goddard, Mr. Oldenburg, and Mr.

Hooks.

Dr. Pops mentioned, that he had' seen at Paris a sellow walking upon the water

by means of a pair of leather breeches made bladder-wise, with pipes to them to '

blow them up, and with legs joined thereto, liquored after a peculiar way.

Mr. Hooke said it might be thought upon to contrive a way of making a girdle

to be tied about a man to save him from sinking. He was ordered to think upon

il himself.

He mentioned a certain wheel to go in both over land, and bogs and water.

It was objected, that in plain grounds such a contrivance would be of use, but

in ascents useless ; yet it was moved, that Mr. Hooke should endeavour to have a

wheel made for a trial.

It was ordered, that there be provided against the next meeting a dog and some

male vipers, to try whether in this hot weather their biting be mortal ; and that it

be done with vipers newly taken.

Dr. Pope mentioning his having brought some viper-powder from Venice, was

desired to furnish the society with some of it; which he promised to do.

There were made some experiments of refraction, viz. 1. With, water alone,

which standing at an angle of inclination of 309 had an angle of refraction of

4Pft
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4.00 44'. 2. With spirit of turpentine alone of 45° 54'. 3. With water and spi

rit of turpentine together of 40* 44' : The same with water alone. 4. With com

mon oil of 45° 20'. 5. With common oil and spirit of turpentine together of

450 20' : The same with common oil alone.

June 14. Charles earl of Carlisle was proposed candidate by Sir PaulNeile,

and unanimously elected.

Sir Robert Moray produced a bone conceived to be petrified in a gravel-pit.

Some of it being weighed, viz. 1 i ounce and 1 \- grains, w as found to l ive lost

-I- of an ounce and 22 grains by heating it red hot, and keeping it in the fire about

|- of an hour. In this burning it had not the smell of a bone; but yet was not

judged by the members to be truly petrified.

Mr. Henshaw presented the society with the Exuvia of a viper found by him

self in his orchard, where it had seemed to him recently cast, having in its head the

cornea's of both the eyes, through which an object being looked upon seemed to

diminish.

Dr. Wilkins produced the skin of a monstrous lamb sent him out of Cam

bridgeshire, having seven legs, two bodies, two tails, and only one head : which

he left with the society, promising, in case it should not be redemanded of him, to

bestow it on the society for their repository.

An account was given of the experiment of the growth of garden-cresses in a

receiver, after air w as admitted to it ; whereby in the space or one week it was

grown up to the height of two or three inches ; whereas during the whole week

before, when the receiver stood exhausted, it did not grow at all.

Col. Blount proposed and discoursed of models of chariots, which he was

again desired to give a description of in writing.

There was read a letter of Monsr. Huygens to Sir Robert Moray, dated at

the Hague, May 2^, 1665, N. S. ' giving notice of Mr. Hevelius's having

printed a treatise ot the late comets k in sixty sheets in folio, and expressing his

apprehensions about the difficulty of making Mr. Hooke's new grinding instru

ment to succeed.

The experiment of having a dog bitten by a black male viper was tried ; the .

event of which was, that the dog swelled much at the lip, where he was bitten,

and foam'd, but was recovering.

The experiment was also tried of giving a drop of tobacco-oil drawn in Eng

land to a she-cat, and of following it presently with two or three drops of the

spirit of asafatida ; the event being, that the cat was very sick, yet she recovered.

1 Letter-book, vol. i. p. 268. k Prodromus Cometiciu.

The
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The fame was tried upon a great and lusty boar-cat, which, though very sick

too, recovered likewise.

It was ordered, that the committee appointed for observing the variation of the

needle meet again the next morning about eight of the clock in Whitehall garden,

in order to prosecute that business, whereof Mr. Marre and Mr. Philips brought

in their observations made June 8, which were ordered to be kept.

It was ordered likewise, that the apparatus for making the experiments at St,

Paul's be made ready for the week following :

That at the next meeting the experiments of refraction be prosecuted : And

That it be tried, whether a cat poisoned with tobacco-oil can be recovered with

common water, either mixt with it or given presently after it.

June 20, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presidc Dr. Wilkins

It was ordered, that the president be desired to move it at the next meeting of

the society, that, by reason of the present contagion, it would be convenient to in

termit their publick weekly meetings, until the sickness cease, and the president

with the advice of the council summon them to meet again :

That the curator, amanuensis, and operator, during this intermission, be em

ployed by the direction of any three of the council in business relating to the design

and work of the society, of which three the president, vice-president, Sir Robert

Moray, Sir William Petty, Dr. Goddard, the treasurer, either of the secre

taries, Dr. Croune, or Mr. Colwall should be one:

That on the day following, being the next meeting of the society, those, who

should be present, and were in arrears, should be put in mind of it by the president,

and desired to pay the same, before the society intermit their public meetings : And

That upon a report of Sir William Petty of his having perused the additions

of Mr. Graunt to his Observations upon the Bills of Mortality\ the president be de

sired to license the reprinting of that book, together with such additions ; which

was done accordingly.

June 21, the Council met again, there being present

Mr. Howard

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile

Sir William Petty

Mr. Aerskine

Dr. Goddard

Dr. Croune

Dr. Balle

Mr. Graunt

Mr. Oldenburg.

Vol. II. I June
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The lord viscount Brouncker, presid* Mr. Palmer

Mr. Howard Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Aerskine Dr. Goddard

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Hill

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Colwall

Sir William Petty Mr. Oldenburc.

Sir Paul Neile moved, that the amanuenfis might be ordered to attend Sir

Anthony Morgan, and to desire of him the papers, which relate to the society in

the matter of Chelsea-college, and to deliver them to Dr. Wilkins ; who should

be desired to find out a sit person, who might in the absence of Sir Anthony

Morgan attend the attorney -general for the prosecuting this business concerning

Chelsea-college : which was ordered accordingly.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

The president having proposed an intermission of the meetings of the society

by reason of the present contagion in London, the society approved of it, and re

solved to discontinue their assemblies on the Wednesday following, until the pre

sident, by advice of the council, should summon them to meet again.

Mr. Hooke produced a sextant contrived by himself, and explained the use and

structure thereof, viz. that it was made after the manner of a pair of dividing

compasses, there being two three-seet tubes opening upon a joint in the manner of

the legs of compasses, and a long strait screw moving in two motions, serving to-

take angles very exactly.

It was moved by Sir Paul Neile, that this instrument might be examined,

to see whether it performed what it was intended for, by measuring some known

distances with it : And it was ordered thereupon, that this should be done.

Mr. Hooke produced some curiosities addressed to him by Mr. William

Jumper, viz. certain tongues, and teeth, and eyes, called serpents-tongues, &c.

said to be found frequently at Malta, and knock'd out of that rock only where

St. Paul suffered shipwreck. They were ordered to be put into the repository.

Dr. Wilkins likewise presented the society wirh some curious stones, as large

Cornish diamonds, lapis Jlel!aris, serpentine stones, some other sorts of petrified

shells, &c.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that prince Rupert had contrived and made

use of a quadrant to take altitudes with, viz. by a perpendicular, which, as soon

as by raising the han.i, the eye brings the fight upon the object, the height of which

is to be taken, the ruler moving all the while perpendicularly is with a tricker

ciapt sast to the side of the quadrant, thereby marking, without wavering and exact

ly, the altitude required : which contrivance was esteemed most useful tor such ob

servations at sea, in regard of the wavering of the hand by the motion of the ship.

a Sir
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It was order'd, that the variation of the needle be again observed between that

and the next meeting.

Mr. Daniel Coxe and Mr. Thomas Coxe were put in mind to prosecute the

experiments with antidotes to save cats poisoned with tobacco-oil.

Col. Blount being desired, that his chariot might be brought into the court of

Gresham-college at the next meeting, promised, that it should be done.

He was put in mind to give in writing a short description of the several models

of chariots proposed by him, and produced before the society.

Occasion being given to discourse of the art of flying, and Dr. Wren being de

sired to leave with the Society what he had considered on this subject, promised to

do so.

He affirmed, that a man would be able so often to move the wings, as he could

with double his own weight on his back ascend a pair of stairs built at an angle of

45 degrees.

Mr. Hooke suggested, that it was not sufficient to have a theory for the descent

of an expanded area perpendicularly downward, because the descent of an expand

ed area, moved edgewise horizontally in the air, was extremely difserent ; in which

way however all motion of flying must be performed.

Dr. Wren being desired to leave what he had done about the late comets, pro

mised to do so.

He moved, that an experiment might be made, whether the point of a magnetic

needle being sharpened with all exactness imaginable, the needle would return to

the fame point, himself having found, that it would not.

Dr. Goddard mentioned, that some variation might possibly happen from the

very shape of the needles ; and that it seemed to be requisite, that a proportion of

. the metal should be observed in respect of the length thereof.

The operator being called upon to give an account, how the dog did, that was

bitten at the last meeting by a viper, affirm'd, that he swelled much more the next

day, and was very sick, so that he would eat nothing ; but that on the Friday

after he recovered his appetite, and grew well.

Mr. Daniel Coxe affirm'd, that at Line in a chalk-pit running quicksilver

had been found among the chalk.

The lord Brereton observed likewise, that in an inn in St. Alban's mercury

was found running in a saw-pit.

June
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June 28, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid1 Dr. Balle

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Graunt

Sir William Petty Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Goddard

It was order'd, that the president be desired to license the fifth number of the

Philosophical Transactions, written in four sheets of paper in folio : And

That the president be desired to sign the allowance to Mr. Hooke ar curator to

the society, tho' the sum exceed five pounds.

At the meeting of the Society on the fame day,

Monsr. Hugues Louys de Lyonne1, and Monsr. Vital de Damas m were

admitted sellows of the society. For the entertainment of these two foreigners feme

of the experiments formerly made were repeated, tending to shew, that the air is

a dissolvent of combustible bodies

Sir Robert Moray presented the society with a curious stone, of which he had

Tcceived this relation, that within four miles of the tomb on the side of Loghneach

in Ireland there was a well, which produced this kind of stone; several hundreds of

people meeting there every first day of May, and cleansing the well, the bottom

of which was said to be an hard kennel-rock, which made a cracking noise ; where

upon these stones were thrust out to a great number.

It was order'd, that some of the members of the society, who were in Ireland,

be written to, to enquire after the truth of this relation : As also that the curator

try to dissolve this stone with aquafortis, in order to see, whether any mineral be

contained in it ; and that he try likewise, whether it would burn.

Sir Theodore de Vaux communicated a Latin paper found among the writ

ings of Sir Theodore Mayerne, relating to the preserving timber and other

wood for a great while from putrefaction and being worm eaten ; and containing

likewise a method of felting beef, that should keep a great while : Which paper

was ordered to be filed up.

It was resolved, that the public assemblies of the society be henceforth disconti

nued, till summoned by the president to meet again.

The members of the society were then exhorted by the president to bear in mind

the several tasks laid upon them, that they might give a good account of them at

their return ; and Mr. Hooke was ordered to prosecute his chariot-wheels, watches,

and glasses, during the recess.

1 Son of Monsr. de Lyonne, secretary of Oldenburc's letter to Mr. Boyle, of July 4,

Hate to Lewis XIV. of France. 1665. Bovle's Works, vol. v. p. 331.

■ Agent of the French merchants. See Mr. * Ibid. Upon
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Upon this discontinuance of the meetings of the society, on account ofthe spread

ing of the plague throughout London and Westminster, most of the members re

tired into the country. But Mr. Oldenburg, one of their secretaries, continued

during the height of the distemper, and through the whole summer and following

winter, at his house in Pall-mall, Westminster, whence he frequently wrote to

Mr. Boyle, who resided then at Oxford, and others of his friends, and to his

foreign correspondents, and particularly to Mr. Hevelius of Dantzick.

In his letter to Mr. Boyle of the 4th of July, 1665 °, he takes notice, that

their noble president's neighbourhood, but two houses distant from his lordship's,

was insected ; and adds, I know not whether this dreadful neighbour will occa-

" sion him to alter his thoughts for a removal. It is a great mercy, that Southwark

" and Rotherhith, where seamen are so numerous, and other people, that relate

*° and work in the navy, remain so free yet of the contagion, that there are not

*' above two houses shut up in those quarters. If it should come into this row,

" where I am, I think I should then change my thoughts, and retire into the

** country, if I could find a sojourning corner. In the mean time I am not a

" little perplexed concerning the books and papers belonging to the society, that

*' are in my custody : all I can think of to do in this case is, to make a list of

" them all, and to put them up by themselves in a box, and seal them together

*' with a superscription, that so, in case the Lord should visit me, as soon as I

*' find myself not well, it may be sent away out of mine to a sound house; &

*' sic deinceps."

It appears from this letter, that the fifth number of the Philosophical Transactions

was then ready for publication ; at the close of which is an advertisement ; that

** by reason of the present contagion in London, which may unhappily cause an

*' interruption as well of correspondencies as of public meetings, the printing of these

*• Philosophical Transactions may possibly for a while be intermitted, though en-

** deavours shall be used to continue them, if it may be." But none were published

till November following.

Mr. Oldenburg wrote again to Mr. Boyle on the icth of August p, that he had

now put all his affairs and papers in order, separating what belonged to the Royal

Society, to Mr. Boyle, &c. from his own, intending at the very beginning of his

indisposition, if he should be seized, to have those papers conveyed to an healthy

place. In another letter of the 24th of that month he returned his acknowledge

ments to Mr Boyle for imparting to him somewhat of his philosophical employ

ments at Oxford ; and expressed his satisfaction, that some other members of the

Royal Society were active also, and likely to give a good account of their spent

time at their meeting again. In a third letter written on the 29th of the same

month », he remarks, that it would be obliging to the public, if Mr. Boyle

would print that catalogue, mentioned by him, of the antipestilential medicines ;

which would be most conveniently done at Oxford, the London stationers and

printers having for the most part retired into the country, as well as others. *' I ac-

* Boris's Works, vol. v. p. 330. f Ibid. p. 333. » Ibid. p. 334.

** know-
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" knowledge, conlhw.es he, that that jealousy about the first authors of experiments,

" which you speak of, is not groundless ; and therefore offer myself to register

" all thole, you or any person shall please to communicate as new, with that sideli-

" ty, which both the honour of my relation to the Royal Society (which is highly

" concerned in such experiments) and my own inclinations do strongly oblige me

« to." ' .

Mr. Boyle in a letter to Mr. Oldenburg from Oxford, dated Sept. 30, q men

tioned, that there being then in that city Sir Robert Moray, Sir Paul Neile,

Sir William I'etty, Dr. Wallis, Dr. Coxe, Capt. Graunt, and Mr. William

son, he had put them in mind, that as there were then no inconsiderable number

of the Royal Society, so that the King seeing Sir Robert Moray and Mr. Boyle,

with some others, took notice of it ; it seemed proper for them to meet, though

not as a society, yet as a company of virtuosi, and to renew their meetings. Upon

which, being desired to name the day and place, he proposed Wednesday as an

auspicious day, having been that of their former assemblies, and his own lodgings

for the place of meeting, till they could be better accommodated. This being

agreed to, the members mentioned above met at his lodgings, where, besides their

discourse on various subjects, he shewed some experiments, particularly one of

turning a liquor like fair water in a moment into an inky substance, and presently

changing that first into a clear liquor, and then into a white one almost like ink.

Mr. Oldenburg in his answer of Octob. 5, 1665 r, thanked Mr. Boyle for

his account of what was done by him and others of the society at Oxford, adding :

" Methinks you are so many sellows of the society, that you can make more than

" a quorum, but that you want the president. I rejoice to find by yours, that you

" intend to make so good use of that opportunity as you did ; and I hope since you

" are so many, and so considerable ones of our body, you will make it a part of

" your business so to insinuate the designs of the society into the Oxonians, thac

" they may relish them as much as most of them have been reported to disgust

" them, and give them cause to preser that solidity of knowledge the said society

*' aims at, before scholastical intentions."

Mr. Boyle in his letter of Octob. 14. ' remarks, that at their meeting on the

Wednesday preceding at Dr. Wallis's, two letters of Mr. Oldenburg to Sir

Robert Moray had been publicly read, which administered occasion of much

discourse ; and that himself had exhibited some experiments, particularly with the

poison drawn from tobacco, and an easy way of suspending Mercury in a pipe open

at both ends, and held perpendicular, though nothing kept it from falling but the

resistance of the subjacent water in an open vessel.

Mr. Oldenburg in his answer of the 17th of October', mentions his having

his papers ready for a sixth number of the Philosophical Transactions, to be printed

the first Monday in November, after they should be reviewed by his Oxonian

1 Supplement to the Letter-Book, vol. iv. ' Supplement, ubisupra, p. 39.

p. 38. - 1 Botle's Works, ubi/ufra, p. 340.

' Bovle"s Works, ubi supra, p. 337.

friends ;
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friends; and accordingly that number was published on Monday Nov. 6, 1665,

with this presace, that " an opportunity being presented to revive the publishing

" of these papers, which for some months had been discontinued by reason of the

" great mortality in London, where they were begun to be printed, it hath been

" thought sit to embrace the same, and to make use thereof for the gratifying of

" the curious, that have been pleased to think well of such communications."

The seventh number published on the 4th of December, was printed at Oxford,

as was likewise the 8th publi (lied on the 8th of January i66|-; but the 9th for

February, and all the subsequent ones, were printed at London.

During the recess of the society Mr. Oldenburg kept up his correspondences

with several of the learned men abroad, and particularly Hevelius ; the letters

which passed between them being extant in the Letter-Book ". In one of these,

dated January 24, 1 664- w, he informs that great astronomer, that some members

of the Royal Society having examined the difference between him and Monsieur

Auzout, concerning the motion of the late comet, had determined in savour of

the latter; the. Italian, French, and Dutch, as well as English astronomers, being

found to concur in their observations with Monsieur Auzout in opposition to

Hevelius.

Another active member of the Royal Society, Mr. Hooke, before he left Lon

don, wrote to Mr. Boyle on the 8th of July, 1665 % his sentiments concerning

the cause and nature of the plague. " I cannot, says he, from any information I

** can learn of it, judge what its cause should be ; but it seems to proceed only

" from insection or contagion, and that not catched but by some near approach to

** some insected person or stuff. Nor can I at all imagine it to be in the air,

" though yet there is one thing, which is very different from what is usual in other

" hot summers, and that is, a very great scarcity of ssies and insects. I know

" not whether it be universal ; but it is here at London most manisest. I can

" hardly imagine, that there is a tenth part of what I have seen other years."

The week after the writing of this letter he accompanied Sir William Petty

and Dr. Wilkins to Durdens, a seat of the lord Berkley near Epsom in Surry,

where several experiments were made during their recess ; an account of which

was brought into the society, after their return to Gresham-College.

Feb. 21, 1 66-I-, the Council of the Royal Society, after a long interruptioa

caused by the contagion, met again in the usual place in Gresham-College, viz.

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid1 Mr. Palmer

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Colwall

Dr. Wilkins Mr. Graunt

Dr. Goddard Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Clarke

* Vol. i. p. 275, &fa. w P. 2.91. x Boyle's Works, vol. v. p. 543.
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The time of summons for opening again the weekly meetings of the society

being considered of, it was resolved, that it be left to the president to summon the

sellows to meet on the second Wednesday in March, if his Lordship should find

no cause to the contrary.

It was resolved, that the fifty pounds in cash, that were formerly presented by

Mr. Colwall, be delivered out to be added to another fifty pounds presented by

him, to pay for the collection of rarities formerly belonging to Mr. Hubbard t.

It was ordered, that the ninth number of the Philosophical Transactiom be print

ed by John Martyn and James Allestry, printers of the society.

It was resolved, that the council meet on the Monday following, the 26th

instant, without summons.

Feb. 26, at the meeting of the Council were present

Dr. Wilkins, vice-president Mr. Colwall

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Hill

Dr. Goddard Mr. Graunt

Dr. Clarke Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Palmer

It was ordered, that the several members of the council, who had particular ac

quaintance with those lords of the society, who were in arrears, mould be desired

to recommend to them those letters, which formerly were drawn up, to put them

in mind of satisfying such arrears ; and that accordingly the president be desired to

give to the earl of Northampton the letter addressed to him ; the lord bishop of

Exeter and Sir Robert Moray, that to the marquis of Dorchester; Sir Robert

Moray, that to the duke of Buckingham ; and Dr. Wilkins, that to the lord

Hatton.

f Mr. Oldenburg in a letter to Mr. Boy LE,

dated 24 February, l66|, three weeks after this

meeting of the council (Boyle's works, vol. v.

p. 350,) stiles this a very handsome collection of

natural things ; and adds, " We are now under-

" taking several good things, as the collecting a

" repository ; the setting upa chemical laboratory,

" a mechanical operatory, an astronomical ob-

" servatory, and an optic-chamber : but the

" paucity of the undertakers is such, that it must

** needs Hick, unless more come in, and put their

*' shoulders to the work. We know, Sir, you

" can, and will do much to advance these at-

" tempts ; and we hope the heavens are recon-

>' ciled to us, to free us from the insection, and

** to return you to London.—The arrears of the

" society amount to above 60^ 1. How to get

" them paid is the question ?" He takes notice,

that the lord viscount Brouncker. would now

by all means be released of his presidentship, and

was so peremptory in his resolution, that it

would be very hard to engage his lordship for

another year. " I know, Sir, continues he, they

" [the society J have an eye upon you for his

" successor, thinking it very important to choose

" persons into that chair, in whom birth and

" ability are in conjunction ; and I would fain

" persuade myself, you will neicher injure them

" nor yourself so much, zs to decline that ho-

" nour, especially since it will not oblige you to

" such assiduity, as is indifpensible, provision be-

" ing ready to supply your place upon occasion."

f

2 It
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It was ordered, that the collector make haste to go about with the general list

of arrears, and use all diligence to gather them in ; and that in doing so, he take

particular notice of those, who refuse or delay payment.

Resolved, that the amanuensis make several copies of the following order, for

those, who are hereafter named, inserting their names, and the sums of their arrears,

and carry them to the president to be signed :

The form of the said order ;

" Ordered, that the collector to the treasurer of the Royal Society do repair

'* to and give him notice, that he is in arrear the sum of —-——

" due to the Royal Society on the 23d of December last past, according to his

" subscription and the statutes of the said society ; and do desire him to pay the

" said sum unto the said collector, who, in case of non-payment, is to return his

" answer unto the council of the said society."

The persons are these

Mr. Vermyyden Mr. Stanley Dr. Scar burgh

Mr. Waller. Sir John Talbot Mr. Dryden.

Dr. Terne Mr. Stanhope

March 12, at the meeting of the Council were present

It being signified by Mr. Oldenburg, that the president had perused the

Philosophical Transactions designed for this month, viz. n' 10, and given his con

sent for the publishing of them ; those, who were present, gave their consent like

wise for it, to make up the quorum of seven, requisite for giving licenses.

March 14, after above eight months interruption, occasioned by the public

calamity of the plague, the Society opened their meetings again upon a sum-,

mons sent out by the president, as it had been ordered at their last meeting,

June 28, 1665.

Captain George Cock was proposed a candidate by the president; and Wil

liam Harrington, esq; by Dr. Wilkins.

Mr. Oldenburg presented to the society from Mr. Boyle his Hydrostatical para

doxes, the perusal of which was recommended to Dr. Wilkins, who was desired

to give an account thereof to the society.

Dr. Wilkins, vice-president

Dr. Goddard

Dr. Clarke

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Graunt

Mr. Oldenburg.

Vol. II. K He
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He presented likewise from Monsieur Petit his dissertations upon the twa

late comets in December 1664 and in April 1665 ; the reading of which was re

commended to Mr. Hooke, that an account thereof might be given to the

society.

Mr. Oldenburg presented also from Mr. Edward Digges a couple of Virgi

nian silk-worm-bottoms of an extraordinary bigness, equalling almost a hen's

egg ; and he mentioned from the presenter's mouth, that generally those bottoms

were of that magnitude in that plantation ; and that about four pounds of these

bottoms would yield a pound of silk, whereas there must be seven pounds of the

ordinary ones for a pound of silk.

Dr. Wilkins produced some seeds sent by Mr. John Hinde from Bermudas,,

producing a tree of about eight seet high, and a fine flower. The seeds them

selves were affirmed to have a purging and vomiting quality ; and three parts of

four of them turning to oil, it was esteemed a sovereign remedy for aches, and good

for common use.

Mr. Williamson mentioned, that he had received news from Florence, that

there was coming to England a person with an engine for destroying ships ; and

that at his arrival the invention would be reserred to the examination of the

society.

The president inquiring into the employments, in which the members of the

society had been engaged during their long recess, several of those, who were

present, gave some account thereof: viz.

Dr. Wilkins and Mr. Hooke of the business of the chariots, viz. that after

great variety of trials they conceived, that they had brought it to a good issue,

the desects found, since the chariot came to London, being thought easy to remedy.

It was one horse to draw two persons with great ease to the riders, both him who

sits in the chariot, and him who sits over the horse upon a springy saddle ; that in

plain ground 50 pound weight, descending from a pully, would draw this chariot

with two persons. Whence Mr. Hooke inserred, that it was more easy for a

horse to travel with such a draught, than to carry a single person : That Dr. Wil

kins had travelled in it, and believed, that it would make a very convenient post-

chariot.

It was ordered, that Dr. Wren and Mr. Hooke should join in mending what

might be amiss in this chariot, and endeavour to bring it to persection.

Mr. Hooke gave an account of what experiments he had made by weighing

bodies in a very deep well z, and above ground ; and that he had found no dif

serence in their weight in those different places. He was ordered to bring in these

experiments in writing.

2 See his letters tc Mr. Boyle of August 15, and Sept. 26, 1665, in Boyle's Works, vol. v. p. 544-

Sit
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Sir Robert Moray gave an account of his employment in trying of ores

brought him out of a mine in Wales, relating, that he had made it part of his

business, to try, whether he could extract all the lead of the ore of that mine at

one operation, with small expence, in a short time ; and that he had found, that

whereas ordinarily but about 40 pound was extracted out of 100 pound, he had

extracted near 70 pound ; which, as it was considerable, in regard of the quantity

of lead, so it was presumed it must be so likewise in respect of the quantity of

silver to be extracted out of so much more lead. He added, that he had made

trials also both upon litharges, the red and the white, and obtained 14 ounces of

lead, out of a pound of such sort of litharge ; but that that of the white was not

so fair, as that of the red. He said farther, that the occasion given him to set

upon this kind of experiments had been, that Sir George Hamilton having a

silver mine in Ireland, and suspecting that it might yield more than was extracted,

catised his workman to apply himself to this work with more care and labour ;

and thereupon obtained, instead of 14 or j 5 pounds stifling out of a tun of lead,

50 pounds.

The president inquiring after the history of masonry, undertaken by Sir Robert

Moray, the latter said, that it was yet impersect ; but the president pressed him to

bring it in as it was.

Mr. Daniel Coxe gave some account how he was employed in examining the

nature and figure of all sorts of salts, and that he had made a good number ot ex

periments upon that subject ; intimating, that he conceived, that the origin of all

salts was sea-salt. It being demanded, how then, and by what he distinguished

salt ? it was answered, by the alteration of the figure caused by the addition or

mixture of something else.

He was urged to go on vigorously in so noble a subject ; and to desire in it the

conjunction of Mr. Boyle, Sir Robert Moray, Mr. Henshaw, Dr. Goddard,

and Mr. Hooke.

Sir Robert Moray pressed particularly, that the nature of salt petre might be

well inquired into.

Dr. Clarke being called upon for his history of the injection into the veins,

gave answer, that he had not neglected it, and intended to finish it, as soon as

possibly he could, for the press.

Sir Robert Moray took hence occasion to speak of the transfusing of the

blood of one animal into another, attempted by Mr. Boyle, as a considerable ex

periment, if it could be practised.

Dr. Clarke affirmed, that above two years before he had endeavoured to make

that experiment, but found it so difficult, that he gave it over.

K 2 Sir,
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Sir Robert Moray intimated, that Mr. Boyle was of opinion, that the dif

ficulties of this experiment might be mastered.

Dr. Clarke related, that Dr. Dickenson ' at Oxford had turned three or four

ounces of water into so much earth, without addition.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that Baptista Porta affirmed, that he had

changed sublimate into water, and made use of it to harden iron tools with that

liquor i and that Mr. Thomas Vaughan, had assured him, that it would do.

Dr. Clarke remarked, that Dr. Dickenson had put a toad into an open glass,

wherein it lived six months without any visible food, but after that time died, and

dissolved into a jelly, which the next spring produced two live toads, which he

kept, as he had done their parent before; and that they also dissolved at last into

a liquor ; but that out of this liquor no other toads were generated.

Dr. Wallis being asked, what experiments had been made during the last:

summer at the committee of the society, which had frequently met at Oxford, re

lated, that, among others, there had been tried divers musical experiments ; where

of he mentioned some, but reserred for more particulars to Mr.. Boyle, who had

caused them to be put into writing. Mr. Oldenburg was desired to write to>

Mr. Boyle to communicate them;

March 21, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid' Mr. Palmer

Dr. Goddard

The president suggesting, that it would be necessary, that the society should"

proceed to the election of a new council and officers for the remaining part of the

year; and it being according to the charter requisite, that there should meet for that

purpose at least thirty-one of the sellows of the society for- appointing a day for such

election, it was ordered, that summons should be issued to this effect, viz.

That there being an. extraordinary occasion for a full meeting of the society on

the Wednesday following the *8th of March, 1666, the several sellows were de

sired not to fail to be then present at the usual time and place.

It was ordered also, that the amanuensis draw up for the next meeting of the"

council a fair list of all the sellows, in- order to print new lists for the election-day ;

» Edmund Dickenson, M. D. of Merton-College in Oxford, afterwards sellow of the College

of Physicians in London.

The lord bishop of Exeter.

Mr. Charles Howard

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile-

Mr. Aerskine

Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Graunt

Mr. Hill

Mr. Oldenburg;

and
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and that he leave some space on the top of the paper for the names of his Majesty

and the Princes, who were members or the society ; and some space also at the be

ginning of every letter for occasion :

That Dr. Wilkins be desired to go to the lord chancellor, and to intreat his

lordship, that he would please to appoint a time when the lords reserees should

meet about the business of Chelsea-College : And

That Dr. Wilkins and Dr. Goddard do meet, in order to consider of a sup

plement to the charter of the society.

Dr. Wilkins and Mr. Hooke were desired to look over the operator's bills,

and, if they found them just, to set their hands to them. And it was resolved, that

in case the public meetings of the society should be interrupted again, the salary

of the operator should be abated for that interval.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

Capt. George Cock and Mr. William Harrington were elected.

Mr. John Copleston was proposed candidate by Mr. Graunt.

Dr. Charlton related, that the notion concerning the vermination of the air,,

as the cause of the plague, first started in England by Sir George Ent, and

afterwards managed in Italy by sather Kircher, was so much sarther advanced

there, that, by the relation of Dr. Bacon, who had long practised physic at

Rome, it had been observed there, that there was a kind of insect in the air, which

being put upon a man's hand, would lay eggs hardly discernible without a mi

croscope; which eggs, being for an experiment given to be snufsed up by a dog,

the dog sell into a distemper accompanied with all the symptoms of the plague.

Dr. Charlton offering to bring Dr. Bacon to give a. full and punctual account,

of this matter, was desired to do so.

He mentioning likewise, that the masters of the Pest-house had promised him

their observations of the plague, and Sir Robert Moray moving, that queries

might be thought upon to put to them, it was suggested by Sir Paul Neile, that

he conceived it best to take first their. observations nakedly, and afterwards to put

queries to them ; which was approved of by the sociey.

Mr. Hooke brought in a small new quadrant, which was to serve for accurately

dividing degrees into minutes and seconds, and to perform the effect of a great

one. It had an arm moving on it by the means of a screw, that lay on the cir

cumserence. But the complete description of it was reserred to the inventor.

He presented a paper, which was read, containing some experiments of gravity

made in a deep well near Banstead Downs in Surry ; to which was annexed the

scheme of an instrument for finding the difference of the weight, if any, between a

body
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body placed bn the surface of the earth, or at a considerable distance from it, either

upwards or downwards. It was ordered, that this paper should be registered b ;

as follow :

" Gravity, tho' it seems to be one of the most universal active principles in the

** world, and consequently ought to be the most considerable, yet has it had the

" ill fate, to have been always, till of late, esteemed otherwise, even to flighting

" and neglect. But the inquisitiveness of this latter age hath begun to find suffi-

'* cient arguments to entertain other thoughts of it. Gilbert began to imagine

'* it a magnetical attractive power, inherent in the parts of the terrestrial globe:

u the noble Verulam also, in part, embraced this opinion; and Kepler (not

" without good reason) makes it a property inherent in all celestial bodies, fun,

*' stars, planets. This supposition we may afterwards more particularly examine :

*' But first it will be requisite to consider, whether this gravitating or attracting

" power be inherent in the parts of the earth and, if so, whether it be magnetical,

" electrical, or of some other nature distant from either.

" First then, if it be magnetical, any body attracted by it ought to gravitate

*' more, when rearer to its surface, than when farther off.

" To examine which property, several trials have been made, both on the

" higher parts of Westminster-abbey, and also at the top of St. PauPs-tower: But

" tho' in the making of them, I endeavoured to be as accurate as the way was

" capable of, I took to try it, which was by counterpoising a heavy solid body,

" and as much brass-wire, as would serve to let down that body from the top to

" the bottom of the tower, and then poising these equilibrated bodies first, whilst

" the solid body and wire were in the scale at the top ; and afterwards by poising

" them likewise, when the body was let down almost to the bottom by the wire,

" (whose upper-end was fastened to the scale at the top ;) yet such were the incon-

" veniencies, this way was subject to, from the vibrations of so long a line, and

** from the motion of the interposed air, that nothing of certainty could be col-

" lected from these trials ; save only, that if there were any difference in the gravi-

" tation of the body, it was but very small and inconsiderable, since I found in

*' the trials made from the top of the abbey, that a sew grains put into this or

" that scale would manisestly turn the beam this or that way, notwithstanding the

*' former inconveniencies. But to distinguish, whether there be any the least varie-

" ty, there must be attempted some other way : of which by and by.

" Next, if all the parts of the terrestrial globe be magnetical, then a body at a

" considerable depth, below the surface of the earth, should lose somewhat of its

" gravitation, or endeavour downwards, by the attraction of the parts of the earth

" placed above it.

*' This opinion some experiments, made by some worthy persons of this ho-

" nourable society, seem to countenance. But considering the vast proportion of

b Register, vol. iii. p. 93.

I " the
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" the decrease of gravity at so small a depth, it seemed not improbable, but that

** the moisture of the air, or some other unheeded accident, might intervene in the

" experiments, which might much contribute thereunto : For the trial of which

" 1 had a great desire, and happily meeting with some considerably deep wells,

" near Banstead-downs, in Surrey, I endeavoured to make them with as much

" exactness and circumspection as I was able. My first trials were in a well about 1 5

" fathom deep, or 90 foot; the packthread I made use of was about 80 foot long;

*' the bodies 1 weighed, or let down by it, were brass, wood, and flints ; each

** of which, at several times, I counterpoised exactly, and hung the scales, which

" were very good ones, over the midst of the well, so as that the packthread might

" hang down to the bottom without touching the sides. The efsects were these,

" that^ach of those bodies seemed to keep exactly the same gravity at the bottom

" of the well, that they had at the top. for, trying it when the air was very calm

" and still, I found, that the weight of a grain would easily turn the scales either

" ways, according as it was put into the one or the other scale ; which exactness

" of equipollency in the scale I found both before I let down the body by the pack-

** thread, when they were so let down, and after they were again drawn up ; so

" that it seemed manisest, that about a pound weight, either of wood, flint, or

*' brass, by being placed fourscore foot either nearer or farther from the center of

" the earth, did not vary its weight more than a grain ; that is, not more than a

" 7680th part of its weight, by having eighty foot of earth situate above it \.

" whereas the other experiments make it lose near a 1 bth part, at a depth not

" much greater.

" This experiment I afterwards tried with the like circumspection in a well of

" near sixty fathoms deep, where the weight, tho' suspended at the end of a string

** of about 330 foot long, seemed to continue of the same weight, that it had

" above, both before it was let down, and after it was pulled up : for the beam of

" the balance, tho' very tender, did in all those trials, (that is, before the weight

" was let down, when it was let down and suspended, and after it was again drawn-

" up) keep, as to sense, exactly its horizontal parallelism or equilibration : So that

" this opinion, how probable soever it might seem to Gilbert, Verulam, and

" divers other learned men, is not at all favoured by the experiments made in these

" wells ; whether from the peculiar nature of the earth about these wells, which:

" was a pretty solid chalk ; or whether from some other cause, 1 determine not, till

" farther experiments evince it. But in truth, upon considering the nature of the

" theory aright, we may find, that (supposing the theory true, that all the con- -

*' sistent parts of the earth had a magnetical or attractive power) the decrease of

" gravity would be almost an hundred times less than a grain to a pound, at as great

** a depth as 50 fathom. For if we consider the proportion between the parts ot the

" earth placed upon the one side of the stone below it, with the parts above it, we

*' may find the disproportion greater. If therefore there be any such inequality of

** gravity, we must have some ways of trial much more accurate, than this of scales :

" Of which I shall propound two sorts, which, if there be any difference, seem ca-

" pable of distinguishing and finding it out.

The:
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** The first is by the motion of a swing-clock : for if the attraction of the

" earth towards its center be less, the farther the body is placed above or below its

" surface, then the motion of such a watch must be flower there than when placed

" on the surface : And though perhaps it be so small as not to be sensible at one,

" or ten, or perhaps an hundred vibrations, yet in many thousands of them, it

** will not be difficult to find it. But a clock for this experiment ought to be

" scaled up exactly in a glass, so that no air may have any intercourse with it ;

'* which is sufficiently easy ; otherwise the changes of it may perhaps be rather

*' ascribable to the air, which is most evidently of a difsering constitution. And

" by this means (which I look upon as the most exact) I could wish, that trial were

" made at the top and bottom of some very high hill, that so, by the differing

" velocity of the clock, at the top of the hill, from that at the bottom, we might

" be able to judge, whether there beany such variation of gravity; and, if such

" there be, whether it be analogous to that of a load-stone.

" The other instrument for this purpose may be some such as this, described in

*' the adjoining figure, which ought also to be well fortified against the mutations

" of the ambient air : otherwise in so nice an experiment nothing can be done.

" Now because the design of both these instruments is, to find out a difference

" of gravity, it there be any, to the end, that by comparing them with the at-

" traction of the load-stone, we may the better judge of this supposition ; it will

" therefore be requisite, to make several experiments on a good magnet, for the

" finding out of the decrease of the force of its attractive power upon a body,

*• according as it is placed, at greater and greater distances. For which, I have

" contrived and designed to make an appropriate instrument. Which experiments,

" as they are wholly new, being not attempted hitherto (that I know) by any ;

and as they may afford many helps toward the finding out the true nature of

*' the magnet, and the laws and reasons of divers other motions ; so if this ana-

" logy between the decrease of the attraction of the one, and of the gravity of

" the other, be found real, we may perhaps by the help of the load-stone, as it

" were, epitomise all the experiments of gravity, and determine, to what distance

'* the gravitating power of the earth acts; and explicate perhaps divers other

" phænomena of nature by ways not yet thought of."

The description of the instrument is as follows,

A B a frame, to which is fastened C D a spring, from the end of which C a

thread C li is fastened to a small wheel F F, which moves on a very sharp

edge, in the hole m. To the other side of this wheel is fastened a small long

beam H H, reaching beyond the frame A B, namely to N, to which end a

weight of a convenient bigness I being hung, and the instrument carefully

conveyed from place to place, the end ot the beam will shew upon the divided

pillar K K the difsering weight of that body in several places.

i It
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It was ordered, that experiments of this kind should be prepared for the next

meeting; in order to which Sir Robert Moray was desired to accommodate the

curator with his Majesty's load-stone, being in his custody.

Sir Robert Moray produced the two pieces of lead, mentioned at the pre

ceding meeting, extracted by him out of litharge of gold and silver ; which he

said he intended to carry to the Tower to make essays upon.

Mr. Evelyn presented some ashes rained down sar off at sea, in the Archipelago

in December of the year 1631, at ten at night, continuing to fall till two the next

morning, which covered the deck of a ship a foot deep, totally darkened the air,

and caused all the mariners to abandon the decks for sear of being suffocated.

He brought in likewise 45 sorts of moss, which he said were gathered in one

wood in Surrey, upon several trees.

Dr. Wilkins moved, that Mr. Howard being furnished with various flowers

of a strawy consistence, might be desired to increase the society's repository with them.

He moved likewise, that a committee might be appointed to take care of the

well ordering, preserving, and increasing the stock of the said repository. Upon

which it was ordered, that himself, Mr. Colwall, Mr. Evelyn, Dr. Goddard,

Dr. Charlton, Mr. Hill, Capt. Cock, Mr. Harrington, Mr. Graunt,

and Mr. Hook e, or any three or more of them, should constitute that committee,

and begin their meetings on the Monday following in the afternoon, in Mr.

Hooke's lodgings, continuing the same from time to time on that day, and in

that place.

M. Colwall had the public thanks of the society for the generous purchase,

which he had made for them, of so good a collection of natural things for their

repository ; and it was ordered, that this gift should be particularly expressed,

where he is recorded a benesactor to the society.

Mr. Hooke related, that in the salt-urns in Hampshire he had observed, that

a good quantity of sand, near a gallon, was separated from the clear lea-water in

the boiling it up to salt ; which sand was collected out of the corners of the iron-

vessel, wherein the said water was boiled.

Sir Robert Moray was again urged to give in his history of masonry, which

he still declined to do, alledging it to be incomplete.

Mr. Henshaw mentioned, that the Italians thought they had retrieved the

antient way of hardening tools for the cutting of porphyry ; and that it was by

quenching them several times in the distilled water of Branca Ursma, or bear's-

breech.

Vol. II. L Dr.
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Dr. Ckarlton remarked, that that way of hardening too's, which is com

monly called case-hardening, was performed with hoofs, foot, and bay-salt, put

together with the iron in a case, and kept with it hot in the fire.

Dr. Wren and Mr. Hooke being asked, what they had done in the business

of chariots, since the persecting thereof was committed to them, Dr. Wren an

swered, that he had given Mr. Hooke the descriptions of those, which they had

in France c.

1666, March 28, Mr. Harrington was admitted.

It was voted by ballot, that the election of the new council and officers for the.

remaining part of the year be upon April the nth following, since the anniversary

election os that year could not, by reason of the contagion, be made on St. An

drew's day preceding. There were present at this meeting one and thirty sellows,,

as the charter required for such an occasion, viz.

The lord viscount Bsouncker,. presid' , Sir Andrew King

Mr. Aerskine Dr. Merret

The lord Cavendish Sir Robert Moray

Dr. Clarke Sir Anthony Morgan

Mr. Colwall Sir Paul Neile

Mr. Daniel Coxe Mr. William Neile

Mr. Creed Mr. Oldenburg

Sir George Ent Mr. Palmer

Mr. Evelyn Mr. Poney

Lord bishop of Exeter Dr. Quartremaine

Dr. Goddard Sir John Talbot

Mr. Graunt Dr. Whistler

Mr. Harrington Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Hooke Mr. Williamson

Mr. Henshaw Dr. Terne.

Mr. Hooke presented1 a paper containing some observations made by himself of

the planet Mars, in the face whereof he affirm'd to have discovered, during the,

hst months of February and March, both that there were several spots, and that

they changed their place, and did not return to the fame position till the next en

suing night near about the same time ; collecting thence, that Mars, as well as Ju

piter, the earth, &c. moves about his own axis in about 24 hours. To which he

added his observations concerning the difserent dispositions of the air, as to its

greater or less fitness to see through it, affirming, that frequently a very bright sky

was altogether unfit for observation ; but that when it had sewer reflecting vapours

dispersed through it, it was then most transparent, and consequently most proper

for it. "

e Dr. Wren had been in that country In the March i66£. See Boyle's works, vol. v. p.

summer of the year 1665, and returned from 333 and 351.

thence about the end.of February or beginning of

Where-
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Whereupon the president took notice (in which his lordship was seconded by Dr.

Wilkins) that Sir Paul Neile had already some years before observed the like

difference in the air ; and that sometimes in a very bright sky he could see nothing

distinctly in the celestial bodies, but at other times, the sky being serene aster a

good shower of rain, that had swept down a great quantity of terrestrial effluvia

mingled with the air, and hindering the free passage of thestarry beams, he could

see those bodies very distinctly.

Mr. Hooke was desired to continue his observations for sarther confirmation ;

and it was order'd, that his paper should be register'd d.

He produced a pair of scales in a box, to make experiments with upon a good

loadstone for the finding out of the decrease of its attractive force upon a body, ac

cording as it is placed at greater and greater distances, in order to find out, whe

ther gravitation be somewhat magnetical ; which he said might be done by compa

ring the distances of the bodies made use of in the experiments from the superfi

cies of the earth and loadstone with the diameters ; it being probable, that if they

hold the same proportion, they have the same cause.

It was ordered, that he should make in it several experiments by himself, and

then make them before the society.

Mr. Oldenburg presented from Mr. Green, who had lived many years in

Virginia, and had also been in Carolina, several plants of the growth of those parts,

viz. 1 . The wild penny-royal, or bastard dittany, said to kill the rattle snake, and

cure those who are bitten by it. 2. Both the pijtolochia's, the major and minor,

esteemed to be very good cordials, and remedies against the bite of serpents. 3.

The true Virginia scorzonera root, used by the inhabitants of Virginia for severs

and agues. 4. The saba Ægyptiaca, the leaf of which is asfirm'd to be as large as

the brim of a large hat, the flower glorious, of a yellow colour, three times as big

as an ordinary tulip, growing in rivers and other waters of Carolina in the mud at

a man's depth ; the root of it being much used by the Indians, and eaten as a re

storative ; and the beans toasted by them, and eaten against fluxes.

There was read a letter sent to Sir Robert Moray out of Virginia, by a coun

tryman of his, dated from Ware-river in Mochjack-bay, Feb. 1, 1664, contain

ing several particulars, about a new way of ordering mulberry- trees, and the pro

gress of the filk manusacture there ; as also of a probability of making rice and

cofsee merchantable commodities of Virginia, and ot improving a new sort of sweet-

scented tobacco.

Sir Robert Moray was desired to exhort his friend to prosecute what he had

begun, and to impart the sarther success thereof to the society, who ordered, that

a copy should be made of this letter, and filed up e.

4 Register, vol. 5. p 98. It is printed in the 1 Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 24.1. It is piiatid

Philosophical Tranjadions, n° 2. p. 158, and ii° in the PhiloJophical 'IranfaSions, u* 11. p. si.

14. p. 2-;9. for May, 1666.

Lz The
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The usefulness of collecting observations of the plague being again spoken of, it

was moved, that the physicians of the society would employ themselves in the

work; and that Dr. Glisson and Dr. Wharton, and such others as had staid in

London during the late mortality, might be desired to communicate what particu

lars they had either observed themselves, or learned from others, about this disease.

Dr. Terne promised, that he would sollicit Dr. Glisson for it ; and Dr. Merret

related, that he had been inform'd by Dr. Hodges f, one of the city physicians

during the plague, that the true pestilential spots, called the tokens, were a gan-

grenated flesh of a pyramidal figure, penetrating to the very bone, with its basis

downward, altogether mortified and insensible, tho' a pin or any other sharp body

were thrust into it ; and (what the Doctor thought particularly remarkable) the

next adjoining parts of the flesh, tho' not discoloured, yet mortified as well as the

discoloured ones.

There were produced by Mr. Oldenburg a couple of bottoms of the Virginia

silk-worm, sent in by Mr. Digges for the repository, of the bigness of a small

hen's egg; which being cut open, there were found four worms in each, sup

posed to have set themselves near together at the time of spinning, and so to have

spun themselves all four into one cod.

Mr. Povey offered some curiosities of silk-worms for the repository.

Mr. Boyle's treatise on the Origin of Forms and Qualities, according to the Cor

puscular Philosophy, illustrated by Considerations and Experiments, written formerly by

way of notes upon an essay about Nitre*, was presented to the society, who recom~

mended the perusal of it to Dr. Wilkins.

March 29, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid1 Mr. Palmer

Dr. Wiklins having made a report, that the lord chancellor had appointed the

Saturday following for a meeting of the committee of the lords reserees about Chel

sea-college to be at his house about ten of the clock, it was ordered, the president,

the lord bishop Exeter, Sir Robert Moray, Sir Paul Neile, Dr. Wilkins,.

Dr. Goddard, Mr. Palmer, Mr. Henshaw, Mr. Colwall, and Mr. Olden

burg should be desired to attend the said committee; and that Sir Anthony

Morgan should be desired to be likewise present.

s Nathaniel Hodges, M. D. author of S printed at Oxford 1 666, in 41c. and reprint-

AOlMOAOTl'A, five fifth nuper* apud populum ed the year following in 8w>.

hondinenjcm grajfuntis narralio bijiorica. Lon

don 1672, in 8vo.

 

Dr. Wilkins

Dr. Goddard

Mr. ColwallSir Paul Neile

Mr. Aerskine

Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir
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Sir Paul Neile was desired to speak the next day at Whitehall to the archbishop

of Canterbury \ the bishop of -London the lord privy seal k, and the lord Ash

ley, to meet at the lord chancellor's on the day appointed ; and in case the lord

privy-seal should not be at Whitehall the next day, Sir Robert Moray was de-

fired to write to him about this meeting.

The list of the sellows of the society was persected, and ordered to be printed

against the Wednesday following.

It was ordered, that particular written summons be sent to the princes of the

blood, and to as many of the lords of the society as were in town, in the form

following :

" On Wednesday the nth of this instant April, 1666, at two of the clock in the

" afternoon, the president, council, and officers of the Royal Society for the re-

*' maining part of this present year, are to be elected at the usual place in Gre-

" sham-college."

It was ordered likewise, that the following form be printed and sent to the sel

lows for this extraordinary day :

" Whereas the usual time for the annual election could not be observed this last

*' year by reason of the sickness ; these are to give notice, that the Royal Society,

*' according to the power given to them by charter, have appointed the 1 ith day

" ofApril, 1666, being Wednesday, for the election of the council and officers of

" the Royal Society for the remaining part of this year : at which election your

" presence is expected at two of the clock in the afternoon, at the usual place."

It was order'd, that number eleven of the Philosophical Transactions be printed.

April ^ at the meeting of the Society

Capt. Cock was admitted.

There were nominated by the president, and chosen by ballot, the following per

sons, as a committee for auditing the treasurer's accounts; Dr. Charlton, Capt.

Cock, Mr. Niile, Mr. Haak, and Mr. Hooke and they were desired to meet

on the Monday following at Mr. Hooke's chambers in Gresham- college.

Mr. Hooke presented a table of the degrees of the loadstone's attraction of a

little square oblong piece of iron at several distances from the pole of the magnet,

as he had found it in making trials privately himself, viz.

at 6 inches

at 4 inches

grains

o

o
I

Lord Robertes.
Dr. Sheldon. j Dr. Humphrey Henchman.

2
at
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ac 2 inches

at 1 inch

grains

at 4- of an inch

at 4- of an inch

at 4- of an inch

 

104 -rV

Which trials being repeated before the society held good, except, that instead of

the 2 44 grams at 2 inches distance, the weight was 3 ± grains ; and instead of 17

I grains at 1 inch distance, the weight was 18 ^ grains, to equal the attraction.

A thin plate of steel being interposed at about an inch distance made the weight

less by 1 4 grains.

Sir Robert Moray mov'd, that the several ways of capping of loadstones

might be considered, to see, whether it could be reduced to a rule.

It was order'd, that Mr. Balle should be written to by Mr. Oldenburg, to

know what he had done in magnetical experiments, and that he should be desired

withal to send up the magnetic apparatus, that was with him, belonging to the so

ciety, who had present occasion lor it.

Mr. Palmer presented the society for the repository with a case of curious turn'd

Nurenburg cups of wood, to the number of ninety-five.

Capt. Cock was desired to inform himself by some Turky or East- India mer

chants of the way used by them for the unhusking of rice.

Mr. Daniel Coxe desir'd, that some rusma might be sent for out of Italy.

April 9, at the meeting of the Council were present

The lord viscount Brouncker, presid' Dr. Goddard

Dr. Wilkins

A committee of the council was appointed to examine the treasurer's accounts,

and to prepare them for the committee of the society, according to statute, viz.

the president, Dr. Wilkins, Mr. Colwall, Mr. Graunt, and Mr. Oldenburg.

This committee of the council having examined the accounts, and after rectifi

cation of some mistake in the transcript thereof made a report to the council, which

was accepted, the council reserred the said accounts to the committee of the so

ciety appointed for auditing the same.

The lord bishop of Exeter

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile

Mr. Aerskine

Mr. Hill

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Graunt

Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir
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Sir Anthony Morgan brought in from the lord chancellor the report concern

ing Chelsea-college, in order that it might be read by the council, before it was sign

ed by his lordship and the other lords reserees. And the council having read it, it

was ordered, that the president, Sir Robt Moray, and Sir Paul Neile, should be

desired to return the lord chancellor their humble thanks for his lordship's favour in

giving them a view of this report before signing ; and that the loVd bishop of Exe

ter should be desired to deliver the report to the lord archbishop of Canterbury and

to the bishop of London to be signed by them ; and that then it should be sent by

the care of Sir Anthony Morgan to Mr. Matthew Wren to be signed also by

the lord chancellor.

In the mean while Sir Anthony Morgan was desired to speak with the attor

ney-general, and to enquire, whether there be not a mistake in his report, as to the

house of Chelsea-college.

April ii, the society being met for the election of a new council and officers, ac

cording to what was resolved March 28, there was first a report brought in of the

treasurer's accounts by the committee chosen at the preceding meeting for the au

diting them, viz.

That by the audit of Mr. Hill's account it appear'd, that he was debtor

To the arrears due to the society for the weekly payments to and for

Lady-day, 1666 •. . ——

7 l s.

3

d.

0

To money received for admissions - .
- 39

8 O'

To money received of Sir Paul Neile more than his ordinary pay-

!.»

0 o>

To the balance of his last account — ——--- 51 1 4

It appeared,

968 12 4

That the treasurer had received upon the weekly payments of the

}i96 18 0:

For admission-money ■ . .
39

8 0

Of Sir Paul Neile more than his ordinary payments .
3

0 p

And the balance of his last account
5"' 1 4

• •" 290
7 4'

& That
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That he was creditor

By the money paid to the use of the society, as by the bills ap- 7 g „

peared — - £ $ 4 8

By arrears remaining yet unpaid ' ' 678 50

By balance remaining in cash • 34 2 8

968 12 4

Remaining in cash thirty-four pounds, two shillings, and eight-pence,

signed Brounker, P. R. S.

It also appeared,

That the treasurer had paid to the use of the society several bills ? g g

amounting to • • f

s -

That he had now in his hands 34 2 8

And that there remained in arrear, yet unpaid by the members of the society, six

hundred, seventy-eight pounds, five shillings.

" . Signed .

William Neile Walter Charlton

Theodore Haak George Cock

Robert Hooke.

This being done, the society being forty-six in number proceeded to election,

according to the manner prescribed by their statutes.

Of the old council were continued the following eleven,

William, lord viscount Brouncker Jonathan Goddard M. D.

Seth, lord bishop .of Exeter Dudley Palmer, esq;

William Aerskine, esq; Abraham Hill, esq;

Sir Robert Moray, knt. Daniel Colwall, esq;

Sir Paul Neile, knt. . . Henry Oldenburg, esq;.

John Wilkins, D. D. dean of Rippon

The ten new ones chosen in, were these

James, earl of Northampton Daniel Whistler, M. D.

William, lord viscount Stafford Matthew Wren, esq;

Robert Boyle, esq; Joseph Williamson, esq;

Sir Anthony Morgan, knt. William NeiLe, esq;

Sir George Ent, knt. John Creed, esq;.

Out
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Out of the new council were elected officers.

The lord viscount Brouncker, president

Mr. Colwall treasurer
 

^ - - - secretaries.

The new counsellors were then sworn, except the earl of Northampton, the

lord viscount Stafford, and Sir George Ent, being all three absent.

After this Sir Robert Moray presented the society with the stones taken out

of the lord Belcarres's heart, in a silver box, together with a written account of

the dissection of his body, attested by a physician and chirurgeon in Scotland, with

this condition only, that in case the lady Belcarres, the deceased lord's mother,

mould send for it, it might not be denied her.

Between this and the former election on the 30th of November, 1664, died an

eminent member of the society, Sir Kenelme Digbv. He was son and heir of

Sir Everard Digby of Drystoke in the county of Rutland, knt. executed at

the age of twenty-four, for being privy to the gun-powder-plot in 1605; whose

estate was afterwards restored to his son Kenelme, who was born at Gothurst,

commonly called Gadhurst, in Buckinghamshire, n July 1603

Though his father lived and died a zealot for the church of Rome, this son of

his, who was an infant at his death, was educated in the protestant religion, but

he afterwards abandoned it for that of Rome. About the year 1618, he was sent

to Gloucester-hall in the University of Oxford, and entered a gentleman commoner

of it, and committed to the care of the learned Mr. Thomas Allen, but to the

tuition of another person. After continuing there above two years, he travelled

into foreign parts, and upon his return received the honour of knighthood from

King James I. at Henchingbrook 28 October, 1623.

In 1628, he was appointed by King Charles I. admiral of a fleet sent to the

Levant, in which post he acquired great honour by his gallant behaviour at Algier,

in rescuing many English flaves, and by his attack upon the Venetian fleet in the

Bay of Scanderoon m. After he had embraced the Roman catholic religion, which

was in the beginning of 1636, he became warmly attached to it, as appears from

the letters, which passed between him and George lord Digby, in the years 1638

and 1639, published at London in 1651, in 8vo. In 1639, he was employed

with Mr. Walter Montagu by the Queen to procure contributions from the

papists for raising troops for the King against the Scots \ Upon the breaking out

of the civil wars, he exerted himself with vigour for the Royal Cause ; for which

reason he was imprisoned by the Long Parliament in Winchester-House, till July

1643, when at the request of the French Queen he obtained leave to go to France •.

1 Wood Athen. Oxon. vol. ii. col. 151. Bfn ■ Wood, ubisupra.
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In 1 645, he was sent by Queen Henrietta, wise of Charles I. to the Pope, in

order to procure assistance for that King p ; soon after whose death he re

turned to England % and was suffered by the parliament to compound for his estate,

but upon condition of departing the commonwealth, and not returning without

leave of the house, under pain of death and confiscation of his estate

But after Oliver Cromwell became protector, he came back to England,

and was in considerable favour with the protector in the beginning of the year 1654

and upon his return to France, corresponded with secretary Thurloe, to whom

he wrote a letter on the 4th of December 1655, N. S. in favour of the merchants

trading to England ' ; and another dated there March 18, 1656°; complaining

that Sir Robert Welsh had endeavoured to render him suspected to the protector,

to whom his own obligations had been so great, that it would be a crime in him

to behave himself so negligently, as to give any cause for any shadow of

the least suspicion, or to do any thing, that might require an excuse or apology.

" I make it, adds he, my business every where, to have all the world take notice,

*' how highly I esteem myself obliged to his highness, and how passionate I am

*' for his service and for his honor and interests, even to the exposing of my life

" for them." After the Restoration of King Charles II. he returned to Eng

land, and was one of the earliest members chosen into the Royal Society, and no

minated of it's council in the first charter. He had been long chancellor to the

Queen-mother; which office he held till his death, at his house in Covent Garden

the 1 ith of June, 1665, being interred in a vault in Christ-church near Newgate,

where he had erected a monument to his wise Venetia, daughter and co-heir of

Sir Edward Stanley, destroyed in 1666, by the fire of London. His abilities

and learning were very considerable, but his character as a philosopher much lessened

by his credulity or want of veracity. His writings are,

A Conference with a Lady about the Choice of Religion: Paris, 1638, in 8vo.

Observations uponDt. Thomas Brown's Religio Medici : London, 1643, in 8vov

A treatise on the Nature of Bodies : Paris, 1644, in foL

A "Treatise of the Nature of Man's Soul' : Paris, 1644, in fok

Observations on the zid Stanza in the ninth Canto of the second Book of Spenser's,

Fairy Queen : London, 1 644, in 8vo.

Institutenum peripateticarum Libri quinque, cum appendice theologica de Origins

Mundi: Paris, 1651, foL

* Letter of lord Jjirmyn to lord Dicby, * Carte's collection of original letters, vol. i..

Aug 5, 164;;, printed in Husband's Collection, p. 216, 220.

p. 852 ; and Inquiry into the share, which King r Wood, col. 35*.

Charles I had in the transactions of the earl • Boyle's works, vol. v. p. 26$,.

of Glamorgan, p. 46, 52,53, 137* 143, and2j2, * Thurloe's state papers, vol.iv. p. 24+.

edit. 1747. " * Ibid. p. 531, 592.

Letters,
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Letters to the lord Georgb Digby concerning Religion: London, 1651, in 8vo.

Of the Cure of Wounds by the Powder of Sympathy : London, 1658, in 8vo, de

livered in French in a solemn assembly at Montpellier in France, and translated

into English by Richard White.

A Discourse concerning the vegetation of Plants : delivered at the Royal Society

23 January, i66£. London, 1661, in 8vo.

Some of his collections on physic, chemistry, &c. were published after his

death by George Hartman, his steward and operator.

April 18. Mr. Hooke produced a new kind of watch, the motion of which

was regulated by a load-stone, the balance of it being a rod of steel ; concerning

which the president declared, that this way might do best of all, in case the magnet

kept always the fame temper.

The springy saddle contrived by Mr. Hooke was tried, and an exception being

made against the narrowness of the seat, and the way of hanging on the stirrups3

it was ordered, that against the next meeting it should be made with a full seat,

and with the stirrups hanging from the seat itself.

It was ordered, that Mr. Balle be again written to, to fend up the magnetical

apparatus in his hands belonging to the society.

Dr. Wilkins moved, that Sir Andrew King, Capt. Cock, and Mr. Har

rington might be desired to procure out of Spain and the East country as

many good load-stones, as they could, for the use of the society.

Mr. Boyle was called upon for the experiments of sounds, made at Oxford the

preceding summer by some of the members of the society, and said by Dr. Wallis

to have been put in writing by him : to which he answered, that they were not persect.

He being desired to inform the society, what success he had had in the experi

ment of transfusing blood out of one animal into another, declared, that he had

found so much, as made him hope, that the difficulties, which to some appeared

therein, might be surmounted ; and that he thought, that the experiment, which

he had made of it, would have proved a good one, if the syphon had not broke.

Dr. Charlton observed, that if the fluidity and lise of the blood depended

upon the serment vitality with or in the vessels, which ceased presently upon its be

ing extravasated, the experiment would prove useless : But that if the course and

vigour of the blood was impaired only by the external air, that might easily be

prevented.

Mr* Boyle being desired to prosecute this experiment, declared, that he thought

Dr. Lower would do so at Oxford.

M 2 He
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He related, that being once desirous to try, whether a dog might be sed by in

jection, he injected some quantity of broth into the jugular vein ; but that this

dog soon after died, and being opened, the broth was found in the right ventricle

of his heart. He observed therefore, that it would be better to try by injecting

broth into the crural vein, as being at a greater distance from the heart.

Dr. Charlton mentioned, that purges given by injection had no esfect ; but

vomits had, and that quickly.

Mr. Boylb added, that opiates given this way operated likewise presently;,

which Dr. Charlton confirmed.

Mr. Oldenburg presented the society with a curious piece of turning made in

Germany, viz. a solid ivory triangle, with many thin circles, and several parts of

the shape of lillies ; all turned out of one piece, and contained in a small ivory

ball.

Mr. Povey mentioned a new way of painting used by one Mr. Streeter, by

means whereof he affirmed a picture appeared very well without glaring, though

hung directly opposite to the light ; which was performed by beating an egg yolk

and white into a glass, and stirring it with a rod, or the juice, or the fhreddings

of a branch of a fig-tree, and so mingling it with the several colours.

He ofsering to go with Mr. Hooke to the artist, to see the operation itself, hi*

offer was accepted, and Mr. Hooke ordered to attend him accordingly.

He presented a skeleton to the society.

April 23. the new Council met the first time, there being present

The lord viscount Brouncker, president .:

The lord viscount Stafford Dr. Whistler "j

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall . j

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Hill

Sir Anthony Morgan Mr. Williamson

Sir George Ent Mr. Neile ,i

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Creed

Dr. Wilkins Mr. Oldenburg. j

Dr. Goddard

Sir George Ent was sworn of the council.

Mr. Colwall was sworn as treasurer of the society;

It was ordered, that Mr. Hill do pay to Mr. Colwall, the present treasorer,

the remainder of the account in his hands ; viz. thirty-four pounds, two shillings,

and eight pence.

Mr.
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Mr. Colwall suggesting to the council, that a person might be taken into the

society's service for collecting their arrears, he was impowered to employ such per

son, as he mould think fit for that purpose, taking security of him, and so re

warding him, that the reward might not exceed one shilling in the pound.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that the lord Massarene had formerly by a

letter desired Mr. Boyle and himself, that they would engage themselves for one

hundred pounds, which he gave to the use of the society. Which letter being in

the president's hands, his lordship was desired to bring it with him to the next

meeting of the council.

An expedient for bringing in the arrears of the society being considered of, it

was thought good, that those members, who were frequently present at the meet

ings of the council and society, should be desired to speak to their acquaintance,

and to urge payment.

Sir Anthony Morgan mentioned, that the lord bishop of London not having

got signed the report of the lords reserees concerning Chelsea-College, it had not

yet been presented to the King ; and that the attorney-general had declared, that

his Majesty granting only what right he had to Chelsea-College, Mr. Cole could

not at all be prejudiced by that grant.

April 25. Mr. Oldenburg was desired to write to Sir John Finch, to request

him, that he would procure for the society some good load-stones in Italy, and

especially out of the island of Elva : As also, that he would communicate the obser

vations made upon the famous magnet in the palace of the great duke at Florence ;

and particularly inform the society, what weight it was able to hold ? whether it could

raise a man from the ground by holding an iron so fast, that one may hang on it ?

whether it had changed its poles, as some reported ? &c.

Mr. Hooke shewed by a terrella, that the lines of a load-stone's direction are

all ovals, of which the center of the magnetic globe is the place of contact, and

the axis of them perpendicular to the axis of the terrella. This was performed by

suspending and letting freely move a needle upon a small triangular piece of wood,

and marking the points of it with respect to the magnet ; all which sell into an

oval.

He offered his thoughts of an hypothesis, for explicating all the phænomena of

a load-stone ; which he was desired to give in to the next meeting.

He affirmed, that he had put all sorts of bodies between a magnet and iron,

and that none altered the attraction except iron.

Mr. Boyle proposed, that in order to examine both the Epicurean and Cartesian

hypothesis concerning the cause of the coition of the load-stone and iron, viz the

dispelling of the air by the efflux of the fartkuU striata, an experiment might be

made of it in an exhausted receiver.

Dr.
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Dr. Goddard proposed, that this experiment, whether the attraction depends

upon the air, might be tried by putting a magnet and iron both in water in

a glass : which was ordered to be done at the next meeting.

The directive virtue of the load-stone was tried by putting a magnetic needle

under water, where the needle kept the like posture upon the approach of a load

stone, that it does in the air.

Dr. Wilkins moved, that the experiment described by Mr. Boyle in his book

concerning the origin os forms of changing water into earth, almost weight for

weight, might be tried by some members of the society ; and Mr. Daniel Coxe

was desired to undertake it, and to try some in glass, and some in metalline

vessels.

May 2. The experiment of the load-stone's attraction in water was tried; and it

was found, that the load-stone and the iron-ball touching one another under water,

held 128 grains before they were separated. And the water being drawn off from

the load-stone, and the load-stone dried, the two bodies held near the same

weight before separation ; so that the magnet seems to be as powerful in the very

water, as in the air.

Dr. Goddard moved, that it might be tried, whether the magnet will attract

at the same distance in the water, as in the air.

Sir Paul Neile produced a piece of a mineral brought out of Guinea, taken

from a rock, which had an aluminous taste. It was delivered to Mr. Daniel

Coxe to dissolve it, and then to give the society an account of what he found

in it.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that Sir Hugh Cholmondeley had promised

him the whole process of making alum. He was desired to get that promise ef

sected.

Some experiments were made with two load- stones, one a terrella, the other of

an irregular figure. Some steel-dust being scattered about them, there appeared

upon the different position of the latter in respect of the former different and odd

postures in the steel- dust.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to describe these postures in schemes, and to bring

them in to the society.

Mr. Powle brought in the history of iron ; or an account of the manner of its

preparation in the forest of Dean. Which was read, and ordered to be registered w.

w Register, vol. iii. p. 106. It is printed in the Philos. Transect, vol. xii. n° 137, p. 931, for

January and February 167s.

The
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The experiments appointed for the next meeting were the chariot, and the pro

secution of the magnetical experiments.

May 9. At the meeting of the Council were present

The President

Mr. Boyle Dr. Goddard

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Whistler

Sir Anthony Morgan Mr. Colwall

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Creed

Sir George Ent Mr. Neile

Dr. Wilkins Mr. Oldenburg.

It was ordered, that the president be desired to write a letter to those of the no

bility, who were members, concerning their arrears, to this purpose, viz. that the

occasions of the society requiring a present supply of money, they were desired to

give order for the immediate payment of their respective arrears to the treasurer,

or to whom he shall appoint to wait upon them for it.

It was ordered likewise, that the treasurer write to the rest of the society to the

like purpose.

Sir Anthony Morgan was desired to get the papers concerning Chelsea-Col

lege, and to send them to the president, that, together with them, the report of

the lords reserees might be by his lordship presented to his Majesty.

At the meeting of the Society on the fame day,

John Coplestone, esq•, was elected.

John lord Yester was proposed candidate by Sir Robert Moray.

Monsieur Adrian Auzout of Paris was proposed candidate by Mr. Olden

burg.

Thomas Crispe, esq; was proposed candidate by Mr. Colwall.

Mr. Howard gave in a relation from his brother Mr. Henry Howard, at

Vienna, wherein the emperor's historiographer Peter Lambecius, J. U. D. de

sired to correspond with the society, and offered to contribute what he could to

their design.

Mr. Howard likewise presented a book of Lambecius, containing an account of

the emperor's library, its beginning, increase, and present state, consisting of about

eighty thousand books, manuscript and printed ; part of which consisted of several

libraries, as that of TychoBrahe, Kepler, Mæstlinus, and the relics of the

Royal Hungarian library of Buda, &c. containing likewise near sixteen thousand

a. medals,
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medals, and a collection of curiosities both of nature and art. Mention is also made

by Dr. Lambecius of a book of his intitled Historia Literaria, undertaking to

give an account of the rise, progress, sall, and restoration of languages, sciences

and arts, from the beginning of the world to that age ; as also of the men samous

lor the increasing and promoting of knowledge, viz. when and where they lived,

and what they wrote and contributed to learning.

Mr. Oldenburg was desired to write two letters, one to Mr. Henry Howard,

giving him the society's thanks for taking into consideration their concerns even

whilst he was abroad ; the other to Dr. Lambecius, expressing the kind reception

of his offers by the society.

Mr. Howard was particularly desired to write to his brother about the mummy

for the society's repository.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a discourse written by Dr. Wallis concerning his

hypothesis for solving all the phænomena of the flux and reflux of the sea, upon

the consideration of a common center of gravity of the earth and moon. The

amanuensis was ordered to write a sair copy of this discourse, and to make the

schemes contained in it large, against the next meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to himself from Monsieur Auzout, dated at Paris

5 May, 1666, N. S. x giving an account of Eustachio de Divinis's pretence,

that the permanent spots in Jupiter had been first discovered by his glasses,

though that was nothing but a pretence. To which Monsieur Auzout adds an

account of the contest between Eustachio and Campani about optic glasses ;

with a relation first of two rain-bows intersecting each other almost at right angles ;

next of four funs lately seen in France about Chartres in three circles, a small one

concentric to the true sun, a larger one passing through the disk of the true sun,

and having one of the parhelia almost diametrically opposite to the sun ; another

circle excentric to the sun, in whose two intersections with the biggest circle the

two other parhelia appeared.

Two magnetical experiments were made by Mr. Hooke; One was, that the

terrella being so placed, as to have its poles perpendicular to the horizon, the

steel-dust held over it in a sieve, and put into motion, was, instead of being at

tracted, chased away from both the poles in two several trials ; and the same terrella

being placed horizontally, and the steel-dust held again over it, it was likewise

driven from both the poles at once. The same was tried with a magnet of an ir

regular figure with the like success. The other experiment was, that the terrella

being put in the midst of a board in a hole, and the steel-dust ranged in oval

figures about it, a small load-stone being placed on the same board, the dust,

when put into motion, was determined by it into analogous oval figures ; which

seemed to shew how the load-stone conforms itself to the earth.

* Letter-Book, vol. L p. 305. Part of Jthis letter is printed in the Philof. Transact, n» 12, p. 209,

for May 1666.

2 The
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The business of chariots being again spoken of, the president related, that as

Mr. Hooke's chariot was now contrived, it was better than before, and free from

jolting, x

Col. Blount was desired to have his chariot brought to Gresham-college against

the next meeting ; which he promised to do.

Mr. Harrington presented a piece of Japan copper, esteemed to be more

britde than Swedish copper.

Mr. Boyle's general heads for making a natural history of a country, were read,

and ordered to be register'd r.

May 1 6, a paper of Mr. Philips was brought in by Mr. Hooke concerning the

variations of the magnetic needle, as they had been observed in two East-India

voyages.

Mr. Powle was desired to peruse this paper, and to give an account of the par

ticulars contained therein.

Mr. Oldenburg brought in a letter from Dr. Wallis dated at Oxford, May

12, 1666, containing an account of an accident by thunder and lightning there %

which was read, and order'd to be registered \

Dr. Wallis's discourse concerning the ebbing and flowing of the sea was read,

and generally approved of, and thought fit not only to be register'd *, but also up

on the private perusal and examination of the president to be printed k.

It being, among other things, objected, first, that it appeared not, how two

bodies, that have no tie, can have one common center of gravity, upon which the

whole hypothesis of Dr. Wallis is founded ; and secondly, that contrary to his

conjecture of the annual spring and neap-tides falling out, not about the æquinoxes,

but the beginning of February and November, it was observed otherwise at Chat

ham and in the Thames ; as also that at Bristol the highest annual tides happen

about a month after the æquinoxes; it was desired, that Dr. Wallis should be ac

quainted with these exceptions ; and likewise, that as many members, as had op

portunity, would henceforth make careful observations of this particular, both in

the Thames, the Sevcrne, and other maritime places.

An experiment was made to see, whether the magnet attracts iron at as great a

distance in water as in the air ; and it was found, that it did very near ; for the

loadstone and the iron being distant a little less than half an inch in both mediums,

the counterpoise to the attraction of the iron by the loadstone in the water and air

' Register, vol. iii. p. 119. They are print- the Philos. Trans. n° 13. p t2z. for June, 1 666.

ed in the Philos. Trans. n° 11. p. 186. for April, a Register, vol. iii. p. 123.

1666. * It is published in the Phirlos. Tran. n« 16. p.

1 Register, vol. iii. p. id. It is printed in 264. for August, 1666.

Vol. II. N was
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was in a manner the fame. But whereas the experiment was made first in the water,

and then in the air, it was order'd, that at the next meeting it should be made first

in the air and then in the water.

It being mentioned by Mr. Hooke, that the motion of the celestial bodies might

be represented by pendulums, it was order'd, that this should be shewed at the

next meeting.

May 23, the lord Yester, Monfr. Auzout% and Mr. Crispe were elected.

Samuel Parker, M. A. was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

Dr. Whistler produced an odd insect, called Gryllotalpa, given him by Capt.

"Wingate for the repository.

The president produced a letter and a note sent him by the earl of Sandwich out

of Spain, wherein his lordship ofsered himself to make observations for finding the

bearing of Madrid from London, and desired a correspondent to observe the same

times in England.

Mr. Hooke in London and Dr. Wallis at Oxford were fixed upon for that

correspondency; and it was ordered, that the latter should be written to by Mr-

Oldenburg, to acquaint him with this appointment.

Mr. Hooke proposed, that the distance of the moon's center from two or more

fixt stars, when she is full south, as well as the other places mentioned by the eari

of Sandwich, might be observed.

He was order'd to take the paper of Mr. Rooke, delivered by Sir Robert Mo

ray to Mr. Oldenburg, containing some observations of the satellites of Jupiter*

and to deduce thence the periods of their revolutions.

A paper of Mr. Hooke concerning the inflection of a direct motion into a curve

by a supervening attractive principle wa3 read, and order'd to be registered d, and

was as follows :

' He was elected nmtnt contradktnte, as ap

pears from a letter of Mr. Oldenburg to Mr.

Boyle, dated at London, June 8, 1666, and

printed in Mr. Boyle's works, vol. v. p. J57.

In this letter Mr. Oldenburg observes likewise,

that he sound by his last from Paris, that " Monf.

" Ausout was nominated for one of those choice

" persons, that are to constitute their academy ;

" some of the rest, that are pitch'd upon, being M.

RoBErvaL, M. CarCavI, M. FrENICLE, M.

" Picart, M. Huycens, all very able men.—

** I hope, adds Mr. Oldenburg, our society

" will in time serment all Europe at least. I wish

" only we had a little more zeal and a great deal

" more assistance to do our work thoroughly, as

'* I am apt to believe the French will study to do

" theirs (they being like to be endowed) were it

" but out of emulation. So good be done to

" our generation, and a ground laid to do the

" like to posterity, no great matter what passions

" do concur for the performance."

* Register, vol. iii. p. 1 14. See Mr. Wal

ler's lise of Dr. Hooke, p. 12. prefix'd to the

posthumous works of Dr. Hook s .

* I
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" I have often wondered, why the planets should move about the fun according

,' to Copernicus's supposition, being not included in any solid orbs (which the

" antients possibly for this reason might embrace) nor tied to it, as their center, by

** any visible strings ; and neither depart from it beyond such a degree, nor yet

" move in a strait line, as all bodies, that have but one single impulse, ought to do :

*' For a solid body, moved in a fluid, towards any part, (unless it be protruded

•* aside by some near impulse, or be impeded in that motion by some other obvi-

" ating body ; or that the medium, through which it is moved, be supposed not

" equally penetrable every way) must persevere in its motion in a right line, and

" neither deflect this way nor that way from it. But all the celestial bodies, being

" regular solid bodies, and moved in a fluid, and yet moved in circular or elliptical

** lines, and not strait, must have some other cause, besides the first impressed

" impulse, that must bend their motion into that curve. And for the performance

** of this effect I cannot imagine any other likely cause besides these two : The first

'* may be from an unequal density of the medium, thro' which the planetary body

" is to be moved; that is, if we suppose that part of the medium, which is sar-

*' thest from the center, or fun, to be more dense outward, than that which is more

" near, it will follow, that the direct motion will be always deflected inwards, by

" the easier yielding of the inward, and the greater resistance of the outward part

'* of that medium. This hath some probabilities attending it ; as, that if the æther

" be somewhat of the nature of the air, 'tis rational, that that part, which is

" nearer the fun, the fountain of heat, should be most raresied ; and consequently

*.' that those, which are most remote, should be most dense : But there are other

" improbabilities, that attend this supposition, which being nothing to my present

" purpose I shall omit.

*' But the second cause of inflecting a direct motion into a curve may be from

an attractive property of the body placed in the center ; whereby it continually

" endeavours to attract or draw it to itself. For if such a principle be supposed,

" all the phænomena of the planets seem possible to be explained by the common

" principle of mechanic motions ; and possibly the prosecuting this speculation

" may give us a true hypothesis of their motion, and from some sew observations,

" their motions may be so sar brought to a certainty, that we may be able to

" calculate them to the greatest exactness and certainty, that can be desired.

" This inflection of a direct motion into a curve by a supervening attractive

" principle I shall endeavour to explicate from some experiments with a pendulous

" body : not that I suppose the attraction of the sun to be exactly according to the

" same degrees, as they are in a pendulum : for in a circular .pendulum the degrees

" of conatus at several distances from the perpendicular are in the same proportion

" with the sines of their arches of distance ; as is evident by the figure.

Let A B represent a pendulum hanging perpendicular, suspended at A : if it be

moved out of it, as to C or F, the conatus of the body to descend in the

point C to the conatus in F shall be always as CD to FG. For it is a com

mon principle of mechanics, that the conatus of a body descending in an in

clining plane to that of one descending perpendicular, is in reciprocal propor-

N 2 tion
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tion to the length of those planes included between two horizontal paralell lines :

As if there be a body at C, and another at D, the one descending by C E,

the other by DE, the conatus in CE to that in D E shall be as D E to C E ;

that is as C A to C D. The same may be also proved of a ball at F and G,

that the conatus of the body to descend in G H to that descending in F H,

shall be as FH to G H ; that is as A F to F G : Therefore the conatus in C

to that in F, shall be as C D to F G ; and consequently the conatus of re

turning to the center in a pendulum is greater and greater, according as it is

farther and sarther removed from the center, which seems to be otherwise in

the attraction of the sun ; as I may afterwards sarther explain.

** But however it be, the compounding this motion with a direct or strait

" motion just crossing it, may serve to explicate this hypothesis, tho* all the ap-

** pearances of it are not exactly the same. As for instance, &c.

" By this hypothesis, the phænomena of the comets as well as of the planets

** may be solved ; and the motions of the secondary, as well as of the primary pla-

** nets : The motions also of the progression of the auges are very evident. But as

" for the motion of libration or latitude, that cannot so well be made out by this

" way of pendulum ; but by the motion of a wheel on a point is most easy."

This discourse was an introduction to an experiment to shew, that circular mo

tion is compounded of an endeavour by a direct motion by the tangent, and of an

other endeavour tending to the center. For which purpose there was a pendulum

fastened to the roof of the room with a large wooden ball of lignum vitæ on the

end of it. And it was found, that if the impetus of the endeavour by the tangent

at the first setting out was stronger than the endeavour to the center, there was then

generated an elliptical motion, whose longest diameter was parallel to the direct en

deavour of the body in the first point of impulse. But if that impetus was weaker

than the endeavour to the center, there was generated such an elliptical motion,

whose shorter diameter was parallel to the direct endeavour of the body in the first

point of impulse. And if they were both equal, there was made a persect circular

motion.

There was also made another experiment by sastening another small pendulous

body by a shorter string on the lower part of the wire, which the greater was sus

pended by, that it might freely make a circular or elliptical motion round about the

bigger, whilst the bigger moved circularly or elliptically about another center. The

intention whereof was to explain the manner of the moon's motion about the earth,

it appearing evidently thereby, that neither the bigger ball, which represented the

earth, nor the less, which represented the moon, were moved in so persect a circle

or ellipsis, as otherwise they would have moved in, if either of them had been

suspended and moved singly ; but that a certain point, which seemed to be the cen

ter of gravity of these two bodies, howsoever posited (considered as one) seemed to

be regularly moved in such a circle or ellipsis, the two balls having other peculiar

motions in small epicycles about the said point.

2 Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter written to him by Dr. Wallis from Ox

ford, May 19, 1666 d, in answer to the objections made at the preceding meeting

against his hypothesis of the tides : which letter giving occasion to renew the dis

course upon that subject, Dr. Goddard offer'd to the consideration of the society

this doubt, viz. supposing the earth and moon to move about a compound cen

ter of gravity, if the highest tides be at new moon, when the earth is sarthest

from, and the moon nearest to the fun, and the tides abate as the earth approaches

nearer, till she come into the supposed circle of her annual motion ; why they do

not abate, as the earth comes still nearer to the fun within the said circle ? And so

why we have not one spring-tide and one neap-tide in every course of the moon ?

Others suggested, that in the East-Indies the highest and lowest tides were in the

quadratures ot the moon ; as also that they happened in England not just at the full

and change, but two or three days after.

The president desired the members to consider sarther of Dr. Wallis's hypo

thesis against the next meeting, and to bring in their thoughts accordingly.

Mr. Hooke gave in his remarks upon Monsr. Petit's dissertation of the nature

of comets, which had been presented to the society some weeks before by the author,

and reserred to Mr. Hooke's perusal ; the substance of whose sentiments upon it

were, that he found, that Monsr. Petit's observations of the two last comets

agreed in the general with those made by himself, and with the best, which he had

met with of others : And that the hypotheses mentioned in that discourse were

very ingenious, and some of them not improbable. But whether the comets were

moved in equal spaces of a curve line in equal spaces of time (which Monsr. Pe

tit seemed inclin'd to believe) deserved to be sarther examined by such observa

tions, as had been made accurate enough to determine the distance or parallax

of them in several places of their appearance.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced some papers about coloration■'. And it was

ordered, that himself, Sir George Ent, Dr. Goddard, Dr. Quatre Maine,

Dr. Merret, Dr. Whistler, Dr. Clarke, Dr. Charleton, and the rest of the

physicians of the society, as also Mr. Daniel Coxe, Mr. Hooke, and Mr. Ol

denburg, or any two or more of them, be a committee to consider of the said

papers, and to cause them to be translated into English from the French, that so

they might be the better digested afterwards. The time and place of the said

committee's meeting to be at Sir George Ent's, on the Monday following in the

afternoon.

Mr. Colwall presented the head of a shark.

* Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 320. It is printed fician from the mouth of the most knowing and

in the Philos. Transact, n* 16, p. 281—283, to experienced dyers of England and Holland in his

the end of the zd section. time. See Mr. Oldenburg's letter to Mr.

* Drawn up by a very famous and carious phy- Both cited above

Sir
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Sir Paul Neile communicated a paper delivered to him by Sir Gilbert

Talbot, containing an account of a stone found in Sweden, yielding sulphur,

vitriol, allum, and minium, it was ordered, that Sir Gilbert shouId be desired

to procure a quantity of this stone from Sweden for a trial ; and that the paper

should be registered , as follows :

Sulphur. " There is a stone in Sweden of a yellow colour, intermixed with

** streaks of white, (as if composed of gold and silver) and heavy withal : it

" is found in firm rocks, and runneth in veins, upon which they lay wood, and

" set it on fire : when the stone is thus heated, they cast water upon it to make it

" rend ; and then dig it up with mattocks. This done, they break it into smaller

*' pieces, and put it into iron pots, of the shape in the margin, the mouth of the

" one going into the other. There they place the one in an oven upon an iron

" fork sloping, so that when she stone is melted, it may run into the other, which

" stands at the mouth of the oven, supported upon an iron. The first running

*' of the stone is sulphur.

Vitriol. " The remainder of the burned stone is carried out, and laid upon a

** high hill, where it lieth exposed to the sun and air, for the space of two years ;

" and then taketh fire of itself, casting forth a thin blue flame, scarce discernible

" in the day-time.

" This being consumed, leaveth a blue dust behind it, which the workmen ob-

" serve, and mark with wooden pins. This they dig up and carry into the work-

" house, and put it into great tubs of water, where it infuseth twenty-four hours

*• or more. The water they afterwards boil in kettles, as we do salt-petre, and

" put it into cooling-tubs, wherein they place cross sticks, and on them the vitriol

V sasteneth, as doth sugar-candid.

Allum. " The water, that remaineth after the extraction of the vitriol, they mix

" with an eighth part of urine, and the leesof wood-ashes, which is again boiled

very strong, and being set to cool in tubs, cross-sticks are likewise placed, and

** thereon the allum sasteneth.

Minium. " In the water, which remaineth after the allum, there is found a sedi-

** ment, which being separated from the water is put into an oven, and wood laid

** upon it and fired, till it become red, which maketh the minium, wherewith

" they paint their houses and make plaister."

Mr. Daniel Coxe mentioned, that there was an allum- stone in the north of

England, yielding the same substances, except minium.

Mr. Hoskyns produced a relation of the death of Mr. Brookes, a justice of the

peace in Hampshire, by lightning, written in a letter by Thomas Neale, esq;

then high-flieriff of that county which was ordered to be registered e.

f Register, vol. iii. p. 118. Transact, n" 14, p, 247, for July 1666.

* Ibid. p. 117. It is printed in the Philof.

2 Col.
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Col. Blount and Mr. Hooke were desired to appear on the Saturday following

in the afternoon in St. George's Fields, with their new chariots, to compare them

together ; and it was requested, that as many of the society, as conveniently could,

would meet them there.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke should give an account of his experiments

with the pendulum mentioned above in writing at large, together with the dis

course, which he made upon them. ,

Dr. Wilkins proposing, that the balls might be so ordered, as to put some

sand into them, which by running out might shew the lines of those motions, it

was ordered to be done against the next meeting.

May 30. The president and vice-president being both absent, there could be no-

meeting of the society.

"June 4. At the meeting of the Council were present

Mr. Matthew Wren was sworn of the council.

Mr. Palmer was desired to consult with a lawyer about the following case,

*' Whether the president appointing one deputy in his absence, and another in

*'. the absence of the said deputy, and so farther, these deputies be not one in law,

** and may be all sworn together, and act with intermission, as occasion serves,

" without being sworn anew ; the form of the oath being as follows, / A.B. do

" promise to deal faithfully and honestly in all things belonging to the trust committed to

'* me as vice-president of the Royal Society of London for improving natural knowledge

** during my employment in that capacity."

It was ordered, that the clause, which contains the power of deputation, be tran

scribed by the amanuensis out of the charter, and shewed to the same lawyer, to

gether with the recited case.

It was likewise ordered, that the secretary bring in a draught of a diploma fos

Monsieur Auzout :

The President

Sir Paul Neile

Mr. Aerskine

Sir George Ent

Dr. Whistler

Mr. Matthew Wren

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Neile

Mr. Creed

Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Palmer

Dr. Wilkins

Dr. Goddard

That
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That n» 13 of the Philosophical Transactions be printed h.

And that the committee of the mercers company be spoken to by Mr. Har

rington, Mr. Colwall, and Mr. Graunt, for flooring the west gallery of

Gresham-College ; and that the form of the order be thus :

" June 4, 1666.

** At a meeting of the Council of the Royal Society.

♦* Ordered,

" That Mr. Daniel Colwall, Mr. William Harrington, and Mr. John

u Graunt do wait upon the committee for the affairs of Gresham-College Lon-

" don, to desire, that they would please to repair the floor and windows in the

*' west gallery of the said college, where the society's repository is to be."

June 6. The society did not meet, it being the day appointed for fasting and

humiliation on account of the late pestilence.

June % 3. Ms. Samuel Parker was elected and admitted.

Dr. Wilkins brought in for the repository three queen-bees, affirmed to be one

third part longer than the ordinary ones, and a drone and a working-bee. Mr.

Hooke was desired to view in his microscope the queen-bees, to fee what they

had peculiar and different from other bees.

Sir Theodore de Vaux mentioning, that he had a written history of bees,

was desired to produce it at the next meeting.

Dr. Wilkins produced a bone said to be taken out of the head of a whale,

taken about the island of Bermudas. The person, from whom he received it,

having offered his service to the society in making observations of the natural

* The order for printing n* 1 2, for May 1666,

does not appear in the council-book. At the

end of that number is the following advertisement:

" Whereas it is taken notice of, that several per-

" sons persuade themselves, that these Pbiltfi-

•• fbical Tiaiisatlions are published by the Royal

" Society, notwithstanding many circumstances

" to be met with in the already published ones,

V that import the contrary ; the writer thereof

" hath thought fit expreily here to declare, that

" that persuasion, if there be any such indeed, is

a mere mistake ; and that he, upon his private

* account (as a well-wisher to the advancement of

" useful knowledge, and a furtherer thereof by

" such communications, as he is capable no fur-

" tush by that philosophical correspondency,

" which he entertains and hopes to inlarge) hath

" begun and continues both the composure and

" publication thereof. Though he denies not

" but that having the honor and advantage of

" being a sellow of the said society, he inserts at

" times some of the particulars, that are presented

" to them; to wit, such as he knows he may

" mention without offending them, or transgref-

" sing their orders i tending only to administer

" occasion to others also to consider and carry

" them farther, or to observe or experiment the

" like, according as the nature of such things

" may require,"

things
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things to be met with in that island, Mr. Evelyn was desired to draw up some

inquiries to that purpose.

Mr. Hooke brought in a petresied fish called Echinus Spaticus, by which he

conceived his notion of figured stones to be confirmed.

Mr. Willughby produced some both prepared and crude Bononian stone.

The prepared would shine no more in the dark ; the crude was offered to some

of the members for preparation.

Mr. Powle's account of Mr. Philips's paper concerning the needle in two

East-India voyages was read, and ordered to be filed up together with that paper.

Mr. Hooke exhibited a new contrivance of a circular pendulum applicable to

a watch, and moving without any noise, and in continued and even motion with

out any jerks.

He was desired to shew the use of it in a watch, which he said the president had

already given order for.

Sir George Ent brought in the translation of those papers communicated by

Sir Theodore de Vaux about coloration, which had been committed to Sir

George's care and Sir Theodore de Vaux took them with him again, in

order to compare them with the original book.

Sir Theodore de Vaux brought in some others transiated by himself.

Mr. Daniel Coxe mentioning, that he had with success tried the experiment of

changing gold into silver, was desired to shew it to the society at their next

meeting.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were

1. The prosecution of the magnetical ones.

2. The new watch with a circular pendulum.

3. The application of sand to the pendulum with two balls, shewing the mo

tion of the earth and moon together.

June 20. Edward Nelthrope, esq; was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

The count of Traun of Austria with his retinue was present at this meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a printed paper in Latin, sent to him for the society

by his correspondent at Paris from the Venetian ambassador Signor Justiniani,

containing the observations made in Italy by Cassini, Campani, Divini, and

Vol. II. O others,
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others, about the spots discovered by them in Mars, and the conversion of this

planet about his own axis, confirming what had been discovered in England in

February and March preceding by Mr. Hooke, who was desired to peruse this

paper, and to give an account of it Co the society at their next meeting.

Two letters of Dr. Wallis, one dated at Oxford June 2, 1666 ', and the other

June 8 k, were read. Containing his answers to several objections made by some of

the members at their late meeting of May 23, upon his hypothesis of tides. He

being now come to London, and present at this meeting, and there farther declaring

his thoughts by word of mouth concerning some particulars of this subject, re

ceived the public thanks of the society, who ordered, that he should be assisted for

the sarther evidencing of this subject, both with the relations contained in their re

gister-books about the current of the tides in the open sea, and with astronomical

observations, such as he had suggested so his letters above-mentioned.

Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he had observed anew spot in Jupiter different

from those, which he had formerly observed in that planet, and in another belt.

He added, that he had seen the satellites of Jupiter with Mr. Boyle's sixty-foot-

glase as bright as he saw Jupiter himself with the naked eye.

He undertook to make observations of the parallax of the earth's orb to seconds $

as also to make observations with long telescopes without the use of a tube.

It was ordered, that Mr. Boyle, Sir Paui Neile, Sir Robert Moray, Dr1..

Wallis, Dr. Goddard, Mr. Willughby, or any two or more of them, should

be a committee to see to the execution of these undertakings ; and it was desired,

that as many more of the society, as conveniently could, would join with. them,

therein.

Dr. Wallis, upon the motion of Mr. Boyle, related the soccefs of the experi

ment made at Oxford by Dr. Lower, of transfusing the blood of one animal

into the body of another, Viz. that having opened the jugular artery of a mastiff,

and injected by the means of quills the blood thereof into the jugular vein of a

grey-hound ; and opened also a vein irt the same grey-hound to let out so much-

of his blood, as was requisite for the receiving that of the mastiff, the mastiff'

at last died, having sost almost all his blood, and the grey-hound having his vessels

closed, survived and ran away welL

Mr. Boyle was desired to procure from Dr. Lower a full description of the

method used by him in the performance of this experiment, and to let him know,

how acceptable it would be to the society, to receive such an account, they having,

a design to get the experiment made before them.

Mr. Boyle was likewise desired to engage Dr. Lower in the making of the

experiment of changing a dog's skin.

i Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 329. the other letter of June 2, is printed in the Philos.

k Ibid. p. 332. The substance of this and ef Transact,. n° 16. p. 285, & sej.

, Sir
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Sir Theodore de Vaux produced a paper, containing a relation, formerly

sent to Sir Theodore Mayerne, of an aged woman, named Sarah Hastings,

who had taken worms out of the teeth, gums, tongue, throat and face of several

persons ; Sir Theodore Mayerne affirming with his own hand on the back of

the letter, that himself had seen the like operations of this woman performed before

King Charles I. at Whitehall, in 1642.

This paper was ordered to be filed up.

This gave occasion to discourse concerning the breeding of worms in all kinds

of animals, especially in all young fat beasts ; which worms were affirmed to come

out and change into flies, particularly in hogs, that are fatted with nuts.

Some affirmed, that the roots of the horns of deer falling off every year in

April were eaten and loosened by worms ; and that the itch of this gnawing caused

the deer to rub and thrust off their horns against the trees, which they met with.

But others were of opinion, that the new and copious afflux of the humour of

these deer thrust the effete horns out of their place.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were

1. To shew the lines, which the two balls affixed to a pendulum in their circu

lar motions make, with letting some sand run out as they move round, relating to

the experiment mentioned at the meeting of May 23.

2. Mr. Daniel Coxe to produce the silver-powder, into which gold had been

transmuted.

June 27. Mr. Thomas Crispe was admitted.

Mr. Nelthrope was elected and admitted.

Dr. Wllkins related, that Dr. Barwick 1 had been cured of the plague by the

means of salivation, effected by Mr. Hues's powder. He was desired to procure

the particulars in writing.

Mr. Boyle mentioned, that he had particulary observed in the thunder of the

day preceding the extreme swiftness of the fulmen, which then sell and broke with

the appearance of a flame, like that of a cannon-shot, seen by himself and others

at the Pall-mall of St. James's Fields ; and that the noise of the thunder, which

belonged to that fulmen, was heard a considerable time after the whirling noise of

the fulmen was passed ; though, as he and others had observed, a noise moves con

siderably swifter than a bullet shot off.

He took notice likewise, that he had observed in the same place the whirl-wind

preceding the said thunder, and found by inquiry, that it had extended to about a

1 PiTEr Barwick, M. D.

O 2 mile
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mile and half from London, where workmen labouring about a house had not

been able to keep their standing, without taking sast hold of posts and other things

thereabout.

Mr. Hooke produced a new substance fit for a hygrofcope, much stronger and:

better than the beard of a wild oat. It was the cod of a vetch, which was tried before

the society, and answered expectation.

He brought in likewise his observations made upon Jupiter, June 26, with a.

sixty-foot glass, which were ordered to be registered

The observations of the solar eclipse on the 2id of June, made by Mr. Willugh-

by, Dr. Pope, Mr. Hooke, and Mr. Philips were also communicated, and or

dered to be registered "..

Dr. Pope brought in the dimensions of an ox of unusual size, weighing 2368

pounds, and being five yards, wanting a handful, long, five yards and one hand

ful high, and three yards and one handful in girth-.

Dr. Croune produced a- piece of that nitre, which is called antient nitre, brought

by him from Montpellier, and there said to have been taken up at Alexandria,

near a lake ; esteemed, as the doctor observed, to be that antient nitre, by reason

of its usefulness in making counterseit gems, and whitening of linnen. It had the

taste of a sea-salt, and somewhat of a sulphureous stinking smell. It was recom

mended to Dr. Goddard to. dissolve a part. of it.

Dr. Croune acquainted the society out of a letter, which he had received from

Mr. Nicholas Steno out of Italy, that there was at Rome a Sicilian artist, who.

believed, that he had found out a method of working hyperbolical-glasses. He-

was desired to make sarther inquiry after the particulars of this invention, and in:

case any glasses were actually made of that figure,, what were the performances,

thereof.

He related, that there was a salamander sent to. the- great duke of Florence,,

which being sick was cast into the fire, where vomiting out a certain stuff, it put

out the sire, and then seemed to lie there quietly.

This was confirmed by Mr. Boyle and Mr. Willughby; as to other salamarr-

ders i and the latter of these two having proposed, that whereas the water-neuc

seems to be salamandra aquatica, some of them might be provided against the next

meeting, to try what they would do, when cast into the fire, it was ordered, that

some both water and land neuts should be provided: by the operator against the_-

next meeting.

■ They are not in the Register, but are print- * Register, vol. iii. p. 175. See Philosoph-

ed in the Philos. Transact, a*' 14, p. 145, for Txansact, n* 17, p. Z95, for. Sept. 1666.

July, il666,

The
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The experiments appointed for the next meeting were

1. The prosecution of a circular pendulum to be applied to a clock.

2. The two balls on a pendulum, to shew the motion of the earth and moon,

with the contrivance of a sand-box to have the sand run out, for representing the

line of that motion.

3. The springy saddle upon two wheels.

July 4. There was no meeting of the society on the account of the sast, but

there was one of the Council, at which were present

It was order'd, that the treasurer pay into the chest of the society the sum of one

hundred pounds, part of such monies as he had collected for the society ; which

sum was accordingly put into the chest at this meeting r

That the president, accompanied with Sir Robert Moray and Sir Paul Neile,.

present to the king, when they shall see convenient time for it, the report of the

lords commissioners about the business of Chelsea-college : As also that the trea

surer issue out such sums of money for the occasions of that business, as should be

thought necessary by Sir Anthony Morgan : And

That the answer brought in by Mr. Palmer to the case concerning the plurality

of deputations of vice-presidents (as it was stated at the meeting of the council on

the 4th of June last) be recorded in the journal-book of the council, viz.

** I do conceive, the president can make but one deputy at one time ; but I do

** conceive, if he make two deputations to two several persons, to avoid the in-

** convenience of the absence of one of them, that such of the deputies, as come

" first, may act, and the entry will be before such an one lawfully deputed ; and

" there being no matters of moment then acted, it will do well enough. But if

" one deputy sit, and after another, the deputation to the first ceaseth." .

July 11. At the meeting of the Society on the same day,. Mr. Edmund Kino-

was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

Sir Robert Moray presented to the society a book, intitled Del Arcano del

Mare, written by Sir Robert Dudley duke of Northumberland.

Mr. Boyle

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Nbile

Mr. Aerskine

Mr. Palmer

Sir Anthony Morgan

Dr. Wtlkins, vice-president

Dr. Goddard

Dr. Whistler

Mr. Creed

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Oldenburg.

<
He-
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He produced a substance taken out of the stomach of a sheep, of the figure of

half a ball.

Mr. Oldenburg related out of a letter to him from Dr. Beal, dated July 7,

1666. that the said doctor had seen and handled a stone, cut in Easter-week pre

ceding out of the womb of one Mrs. Windham in Somersetshire; and that he

had examined it, whether it were not a foetus petrefied ; but that he could not de

termine it : that there was no seature visible, tho' that might be covered with a

tegument : that it was very whitish, and so crudely and saintly petresied, as to be

easily friable, some parts by handling or carriage being rased off : that it was

light for a stone, and, as he was informed, much diminished in bulk : that he had

weighed it in gold scales, and found it of somewhat less than four ounces weight':

that it was intended for a present to the society by a kinsman of the lady and that

the chirurgeon of Shirbourn, who cut it out, would give an account of his

operation.

Mr. Willughby moved, that it might be inquired into, whether it might not

be got out of the bladder into the womb.

It was ordered, that Dr. Beal should be desired to encourage the intention of

sending the said stone to the society.

Dr. Croune mentioned, that he had a stone, that would keep the light of the

fire a good while, and was desired to produce it at the next meeting.

He produced a letter, written to him by Nicholas Steno, from Rome,

May 23, 1666. mentioning, 1. The emulation between Divini andCAMPAni about

optic glasses. 2. That Campani had been mistaken in some of his observations,

taking the spots adhering to the body of Jupiter for the shadows of his satellites.

3. That the chevalier Corvin i had assured him, that he had cast a salamander,

brought him out of the Indies, into the fire ; whereupon the animal swelled

presently,, and then vomited a good quantity of thick viscous matter, which put

out the neighbouring coals, whither the salamander retired presently, putting

them out again the same way as soon as they rekindled, and by this means saving

himself from the force of the fire for the space of two hours, the chevalier Cor

vin 1 being then unwilling to hazard the creature any sarther. That afterwards

it lived nine months. That he had kept it eleven months without any other food

than what it took by licking the earth, on which it crept, and on which it was

brought out of the Indies ; which at first was covered with a thick moisture, but

being dried afterwards, the urine of the animal served to moisten it. At the end

of eleven months, when the owner had a mind to try how it would do upon Italian

«arth, it died three days after the earth was changed p. 4. That he, Steno, had

begun to dissect tortoi'es ; the particulars of the observations upon which he would

send at large at another time ; but that having cut off the head of one, it was

found to keep motion and seeling for above twenty-four hours after, stirring

0 See Philos. Tiansact, n* 18. p. 310. for Oct, ' See Philos. Transact, vol. i. n°. 21. p. 377.

i«56.

2 several
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several parts of the body, according as he touched several places in the joinings of

its scales.

Mr. Hooke's observation on Saturn, made June 29, 1666, was read, and or

dered to be registered ,.

Mr. Hevelius's letter to Mr. Oldenburg of July 3, 1666', was read, ac

quainting the society, 1. That he had answered Monsieur Auzout's exceptions to

his observations on one of the late comets, and sent several copies thereof to

England by sea, desiring the society to examine and consider the whole, and sub

mitting it to their judgment. 2. That Signior Burattini was still employed in

Poland in making long telescopes. 3. That himself, Hevelius, was ready to con

tribute what he could for the composing of a natural history.

Mr. Oldenburg produced an account given by some Parisian astronomers of

the late eclipse of the sun, observed June 22, 1666'. It was ordered, that it be

compared by Mr. Hooke with the observations made in England, and read before

the society at their last meeting.

A paper of Mr. Boyle was read, containing a new frigorific experiment, shew

ing how a considerable degree of cold may be suddenly produced without the help

of snow, ice, hail, wind, or nitre, and that at any time of the year, by sal armoniac.

It was ordered, that this paper be registered 1 and that the operator provide a

pound of sal armoniae, and as much nitre, against the next meeting, to try which

of these two salts has the greater strength to cool.

Mr. Daniel Coxe mentioned, that he had a kind of vitriol of considerable

force to freeze. He was desired to produce fome of it at the next meeing for a;

trial, which he promised to do.

Dr. Goddard produced the solution of nitre, recommended to him at the last

meeting ; and gave an account, that he had dissolved some of that nitre, said to be

the nitre of the ancients, in common water, which being evaporated, ran into

square grains like common solt,

It was ordered, that the experiment with the pendulum and two balls be better-

fitted for the next meetings

July 18.. At a meeting of the Council were present

* Register, vol. iii. p. 1 76. It is printed in for Sept. 1 666.

Philos. Transact, n° 14. p. Z46. 1 Register, vol. iii. p. 144. It is printed in'

» Letter-Book, vol. ». p. 338. Philos. Transact, n* 15 p. 255. for Juiy 1666.

•Printed in Philos. Traniact, n» 17. p. 256.
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The President

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Palmer

Sir George Ent Mr. Neile

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Creed

Dr. Goddard Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir Robert Moray was by the president nominated vice-president, and sworn

.as such.

N°. 15. of the Philosophical 'Transactions was licensed.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day, Mr. Kino was elected.

Sir Robert Moray presented the society with some bags full of several sorts

of ore and curious stones, and with ninety-six old Roman brass coins, said to have

been dug up about ten miles from Worcester.

He produced likewise a very curious wasp's nest wrought by the insect into

hexangular cells.

The president communicated a second letter from the earl of Sandwich, toge

ther with some celestial observations made by his lordship at Madrid, accompanied

with a desire of a correspondence in England in making observations.

The president was desired to thank the earl for his respect to the society ; and

it was ordered, that Mr. Hooke should give in writing what had been done in

England in that matter, and what was intended farther ; as also that the observation

;of the late eclipse of the sun should be sent to his lordship ; and that Dr. Pope

and Mr. Hooke should join in making observations answerable to those, that were

intended to be made in Spain.

Notice was given by Sir Rorert Moray, that Mr. May had sent in for the

repository the skin of an antilope, which died in St. James's Park.

The lord Brereton produced some pieces of glass taken out of the window of a

church both on the north and south side of it, observing, that they were all eaten

in by the air ; but that the piece taken from the south side had some colours like

those of a rainbow upon it, which the other from the north side had not.

His lordship promised to give in an account, as soon as he conveniently could,

of his salt- pits.

He likewise mentioned, that at his house in Cheshire good ale had been brewed of

oats without malting ; as also, that about his house the water was vitriolate, which he

found by putting galls into it ; which being done in September, turned it immedi

ately black ; but in spring, only into a crimson colour, and that after nine or ten

4ays after the infusion.

2 An
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An experiment was tried with sal armoniac and salt petre, to see, which of the

two had the greatest force to cool. But the experiment not being ordered as it

should have been, the curator was charged to let it be made at the next meeting

with the salts put into an equal quantity of water in the fame vessel, observing the

same time with both.

The circular pendulum applied to a clock being enquired after, the president

affirmed, that he had made trial of one, and observed the motion of it for four days,

in which time it had gone so equally with his pendulum-clock, that after those four

days were elapsed, he found it only to have gone one minute too fast.

The experiment with the pendulum and two balls not yet succeeding, it was re

ferred to the next meeting; when also the experiment shewing, that a circular pen

dulum is the fame with two pendulums crossing one another was ordered to be made ;

as likewise that of the water- neuts.

Mr. Daniel Coxt was desired to bring in to the next meeting the white powder

made out of gold, and the vitriol for the producing of gold.

July 25. Mr. King was admitted.

The experiment of cooling water with sal armoniac and salt-petre was tried se

parately. The spirit of the sealed thermometer standing at 12s degrees, and

having first subsided in cold water, so far as it could, viz. to 8 f degrees, a quarter

of a pound of sal armoniac was put into it at 4h 56"> : whereupon the spirit descended

to 4 f degrees in 8 minutes, and after that time was found to descend no lower.

Then into the like quantity of water in a like glass vessel was put the fame sealed

thermometer, after it had recovered the height of 8 f degrees, and then a quarter

of a pound of salt-petre being put in at 5h the spirit descended a little below

4 degrees in the space of 7 f minutes.

Some of the members of the society expecting, that the sal armoniac should cool

more potently than the nitre, scrupled the goodness of the sal armoniac ; but Mr.

Hookf affirmed it to be vdry good. The experiment was tried with bay-salt, but

that made the spirit descend from 8 f degrees to 7 f in 5 minutes.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke should privately try the same experiment again,

and add some others of the fame kind, and give an account of the success at the

next meeting.

An experiment was tried to shew, that the circular pendulum is the fame with

two pendulums crossing one another, and was ordered to be repeated at the next

meeting, making the contrivance so, as that the centers might be in the fame plain

and at a greater distance.

The experiment frequently made to represent the earth's and moon's compound

ed motion by two balls suspended on a line, being found not to answer expectation,

Vol. II. P which
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which was to see, whether the center of gravity be in the middle of the ellipsis,

was laid aside. •

Col. Blount mentioned, that having made some cherry-wine, he found, that

the yeast rising from thence was better and stronger than our yeast.

Some of the society observed, that rasberries and elder-berries yielded likewise

a very good yeast.

Colonel Blount was desired to try, whether French wine or cherry-wine yielded

more and better spirit, taking the same quantity of each of these liquors.

He affirmed, that gooseberries ripe enough make a good strong and lasting

wine, excelling the best rhenish, if well sugared.

The lord Brereton remarked, that plum-wine tasted like a kind of Languedoc

wine, with an aromatic scent.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,,

1 . The circular pendulum..

2. Experiments with cooling salts.

3. Water-neuts.

4. The wheel-saddle;

August 1, being the fast-day, the society did not meet..

August 8.. At the meeting of the Council were present

The President

Sir Robert Moray Mb. Colwall.

Mr. Aerskine. Mr. Neile

Mr. Palmer Mr. Creed

Dr. Goddard' Mr. Oldenburg.

It was ordered, that N\ 16 of the Philosophical Transactions be printed.

It was resolved, that the original of the late lord Masserexnes's letter, con

cerning the hundred pounds intended by him as a donation for the use of the-

society, written to Mr. Boyle and Sir Robert Moray, be sent to one of the

members of the society residing at Dublin, who should be desired to deliver a.

copy of it to the present lord Massereene, to see his inclination to the perform

ance of that intention.

At
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At the meeting of the Society on the fame day,

The president produced another letter of the earl of Sandwich, dated at Madrid

in July, containing his lordship's observations of the late solar eclipse of June 22,

together with some others of the moon's bearing. They were read, and reserred

to Mr. Hooke.

Mr. Oldenburg presented the society from Mr. Hevelius with his book con

cerning the two late comets, together with his Mantijfa to his Prodromus Come-

ticus.

The president, Sir Paul.Neile, Dr. Wallis, Dr. Goddard, Dr. Wren,

Dr. Pope, and Mr. Hooke were desired to peruse and consider this book, and to

bring in a report of it to the society, to whose judgment the author had submited it.

A letter of Monsr. Auzout to the society, dated at Paris July 16, 1666, N. S. "

was read, acknowledging the honour done to him by their electing him of their

body.

Mr. Hooke exhibited his observations of the comet in the end of the year 1664,

intimating, that he intended to publish them very shortly \

He produced a certain contrivance to shew, that the circular pendulum was

made of two strait lines crossing one another.

Dr. Goddard suggested, that the wire moving in a strait line, and pretended

to keep equal time with the circular pendulum, should move upon two pivots, as

the other did upon four, to be upon equal terms.

The president reported, that the experiment mentioned April, 18, 1666, by

Mr. Povey, of a new way of laying on colours, had been made that morning by

Mr. Streeter at his house before himself, Sir Robert Moray, Mr. Slingesby,

Mr. Povey, Dr. Charleton, Mr. Hooke, and Mr. Oldenburg, viz. that an

egg was beaten yolk and white together, with a sew shreddings of a fig-tree

branch, whereby the egg was reduced into an oily substance, without any tenacity

or ropiness, Ib that it would be ductile, and fall on the pencil like oil ; having

likewise this quality, that being mixed with any colour it would lose its own

in it, and make a picture without any glaring, however placed against the light ;

of which an example had been seen in Mr. Povey's house. Besides that whereas

oil makes all colours yellow in time, and size washes off-, this liquor will not

suffer the colours to turn yellow, nor easily wash off, if it were kept but two or

three months within doors to contract some hardness. It was added, that any

part of a fig-tree, the juice, a sprig, the leaves, or the shreddings of a branch,

would produce this effect at any time of the year.

■ Letter- Book, vol. i. p. 344. collegium, at London, 1678, in 4*°.

* The/ are published among bis ItcJurti and

P 2 Dr.
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Dr. Merret moved, that it might be tried, whether other lactescent plant?,

especially acrimonious ones, would not perform the same thing, it being probable,

that by the corrosion of the juice of the fig-tree, the fibres of the egg were de

stroyed, and the liquor, that was tenacious before, made ductile afterwards.

He mentioned, that he had some time before suggested to a painter a way of

purifying oil, delivered by Sennertus, viz. by percolating it through sand ; and

that he had been lately intormed by that painter, that it had succeeded well.

Some of the members conceived, that the sand stopt and kept the saline parti

cles of the oil, since the oil thus defecated and robbed of its salts would quickly

become rancid.

There was produced a box of several stones and minerals presented by Sir

Robert Moray for the repository, and reduced into order by Mr. Hooke.

Some experiments were tried to produce cold with several salts. Mr. Hooke

affirmed, that he had found, that white sait, vitriol, and allum had not any sen

sible virtue to refrigerate. Sandever and pot-ashes being tried before the society, it

was found, first, that the spirit of wine in the thermometer standing at % below

one, descended, after the throwing in a quarter of a pound of sandever into the

water, one degree in about 5 minutes. Secondly, that the spirit standing at

3 j- quarters below one, did, alter throwing in a quarter of a pound of pot-ashes,

into i of water, rise above i of a degree in 4 minutes..

Mr. Hooke was ordered to prosecute at the next meeting the circular pendulum y

and also to shew his new watch, affirmed by him to be more exact than any

pendulum-watch ; and to produce some water-neuts for the experiment appointed

before.

August 15. The contrivance for the experiment appointed to shew, that the

circular pendulum was made of two strait lines crossing one another, being fitted,,

as was suggested at the preceding meeting, it appeared, that the motion from

the one end of the greater diameter of the circular pendulum to the same end

again was equal to two vibrations of the strait line pendulum, equaL in length.

to the former, and moving in the lame plane.

The correspondence desired by the earl of Sandwich in making observations of

the moon's bearing being again mentioned, it was ordered, that the mathema

tical prosessors should be desired to take care of that business, and call in to their

assistance Mr. Street or such others as they thought fit.

The trial of the lactescent and caustic plants, besides the fig-tree, for preparing

a new kind of paint with beaten eggs, was committed to Dr. Charleton.

The materials for cooling being again spoken of, it was ordered, that Mr.

Boyle should be desired by Mr. Oldenburg to provide himself some sal ar-

moniac,.
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moniac, as preserred by him to nitre in point of cooling, for repeating the ex

periment.

Sandever and pot-ashes having been tried as to their virtue of cooling, occasion

was taken to discourse of the nature of sandever ; and it was observed by Sir Ro

bert Moray and Mr. Henshaw, that there was something more in sandever

than other salts ; Sir Robert particularly remarking, that when no borax, nor

any thing else would dissolve gold, pretended to have been unbodied and irredu

cible, sandever would do it.

Sir Robert Moray related, that kelp was an excellent manure for land, and

that in some parts of Scotland no manure was used but that, the country people

sowing their corn upon sand, and covering it over with kelp, without any other

care ; and that the land yielded twenty for one.

A letter from Dr. Wallis to Mr. Oldenburg dated at Oxford, August it,

i666y, was read, importing, that whereas he had used to observe in his baroscope,

that the sun-shining made the quicksilver to rise, in which the observations of

others had concurred with him ; he had this summer in the hot time of June,

July, and August observed the mercury constantly to rise in the night, and to sall

in the day, notwithstanding the hot sun -shine.

The president affirmed, that he had generally observed the contrary in his baro

scope.

Mr. Oldenburg read the relation sent him from Paris about a kind of worms

observed in the abbey of Caen to eat out stones, and to seed upon them z. He was

desired to endeavour to procure some of those worms to be sent over with some of

that in a box. And since there were many old churches in England built of Caen-

stone, the members were desired to observe, as they had opportunity, whether

there were any such worms found in the stones of such churches.

A list being read of those particulars, which, since the society's resuming of theifl

meetings, had been recommended to the care of the several members; it was or

dered, that every one of them, according as they appeared at the meetings, should

be put in mind of their several tasks; Mr. Boyle, of giving in the experiments of

sounds, made the preceding summer at Oxford Dr. Clarke, of the experiments

of injection ; Sir Robert Moray, of persecting his history of masonry ; Mr.

Daniel Coxe, of the expeiiments of the nature and figure of all. sorts of salts, as

also of transmuting water into earth, and gold into silver, and of producing cold

by a kind of vitriol ; Mr. Hooke, of persecting his new quadrant ; of producing

a new sort of watch more exact than a pendulum-watch ; of observing the parallax

of the earth's orb ; of prosecuting the magnetical experiments, first for finding out

whether gravitation be something magnetical ; and then whether the magnet will

7 Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 346. 1666, p. 6?<;. edit. Amsterdam, 1679, & Phil;

» See Journal des Scatrans, i,°xxxii. 9 August, Transact, i.° k8, p. 321, for. October 1666.

attract
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attract at the same distance in water, as in air ; as also whether the lines of a

load-stone's direction are truly ovah

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were

1 . The circular pendulum to be prosecuted :

2. The new watch to be produced :

3. Some water-neuts to be provided.

August 22. David lord viscount Stermont was proposed candidate by Sir Ro

bert Moray ; but there not being a sufficient number of members present for

election, it was deserred till the next meeting.

Mention was made by Sir Robert Moray, of a new kind of watch contrived

by Mr. Nicholas Mercator, representing the motion of the equation os time.

It was ordered, that the secretary should desire Mr. Mercator, if he made it

not a secret, to produce it before the society at their next meeting.

Mr. Hooke was desired to bring in at the next meeting his new watch, which

he formerly mentioned to be exact as a pendulum.

He' was ordered to observe, whether the circular motion be compounded of

sines.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that he had received some stag's tears, sent

him our of Warwickshire, being a substance like ear-wax, of a strong smell, yet

not unpleasant.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced some papers, which were read, containing

a relation of a furred robe, made of the skin of the Tartarian boramez, supposed

to be a plant animal ; which robe was said in that paper to be kept in the library

at Oxford, to which it was given by Sir Richard Lea, ambassador in Russia in

the reign of Queen Elizabeth. '

Dr. Wren was desired to inform himself concerning this robe, and to view it

at his return to Oxford ; and the amanuensis was ordered to take a copy of these

papers to be filed up.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that the King had been discoursing of ant's

eggs, and inquiring how they came to that bigness, which sometimes exceeded

that of the insect itself.

Mr. King related hereupon several particulars, that had fallen under his obser

vation, concerning several sorts of ants and their eggs, which he, at the desire of

the society, promised to give in writing at the next meeting.

Dr.
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Dr. Wren affirmed, that in Wiltshire it was usual, when mites were gotten

into the wheat, to put ants among them, which killed all the vermin, without de

stroying the wheat ; and that some persons put ants upon trees insested with worms,

and thereby freed them from their noifomeness, the ants themselves doing the trees

no harm.

It was moved, that it might be observed, whether the wheat thus freed from-

worms by ants would grow, it being believed, that the ants eat the germen of the

corn.

Mr. Hooke remarked, that he had observed with a microscope, how the leap

ing cheese-maggots put their tail into their mouth, and when they leap, spring it

©ut with great force, to leap a great way like fleas. ,

Sir Theodore de Vaux presented a paper of enlumineure, which was recom

mended to Mr. Evelyn to peruse, and to give the society an account of.

He mentioned the art of enamelling of Mr. Petitot, and promised to use his

interest to procure an account of it for the society.

This gave occasion to mention, that Mr. Povev had intimated, that, upon the

society's desire, Mr. Peter Lely, Mr. Cooper, and Mr. Streeter would per

haps not be unwilling to communicate to them the several curiosities and varieties

of painting. Whereupon it was ordered, that Sir Theodore de Vaux:, Mr. Po-

vey, Mr. Evelyn, Mr. Henshaw and Mr. Hooke, or any two or more of

them, should be desired to meet and consider together, what particulars were fit to

inquire into, and thereupon to discourse with the said masters concerning the same.

Mr. Oldenburg read part of a letter of Dr. Wallis to him, dated at Oxford,

August 1 8, 1666*, desiring, that certain observations about the tides might be

made by the society's order, to see how matter of sact would agree or disagree

with his hypothesis. It was mentioned, that the president having already seen this

letter at his house, had already undertaken to recommend those observations to

several persons living near the Thames. And Sir Robert Moray relating what

he had observed in Scotland concerning a certain and constant proportion of the

increase of the tides from the quarter to the spring-tide, and their decrease from

the spring-tide to the quarter, as likewise of the ebb's rising and salling constantly

aster the same manner ; he was desired to put the particulars of it in writing, and

to draw up directions for observations, to find out in what proportion these in

creases and decreases, risings and sallings happen to be in regard of one another

which proportion Sir Robert conjedtured to be that of sines, or something

near it.

Mr. Hooke mentioned a new astronomical instrument for making observations

ef distances by reflection, and was desired to give order for the construction of it,,

and to produce it before the society.

1 Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 347. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, t° 17, p. 297;.

z He
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He remarked, that he had observed a kind of shell- fish, called limpits, to

make holes in rocks of the sea above an inch deep, just of the bigness of their

shell, which was of the figure of a snail.

The experiment of transfusing blood out of one animal into another being again

mentioned, it was ordered, that Dr. Balle, Mr. Daniel Coxe, Mr. Thomas

Coxe, Mr. King, and Mr. Hooke should be desired to undertake the making of

this experiment ; and having considered what apparatus was necessary to perform

it, to set speedily upon the work.

Dr. Croune communicated a letter of Mr. Nicholas Steno, as also a scheme

of the several new chariots lately contrived in France ; together with the ways of

preparing alkermes, verdegrease, and white wax : all which were referred to the

next meeting.

August 29. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Palmer

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Neile

Sir George Ent Mr. Creed

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Oldenburg.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hevelius having desired such books, as had been

lately published by any sellows of the society, and such others, as were curious

and philosophical, lately printed, the secretary should provide them, and shew the

list of them to the council ; and that the treasurer of the society should pay for

them:

That the amanuensis should make a copy of the warrant for demanding a body

for diflection, to be performed in Gresham-College by some of the members of the

society at their own charge : And

That n° 1 7 of the Philosophical Transactions be printed.

At the meer;ngof the Society on the same day,

The lord viscount Stermont was elected and admitted.

Mr. Mercator produced a watch of his invention, representing the equation

of times. The society having viewed and approved it, desired him to bring in

the demonstration ot it, viz. that his tables of equation are true ; and that the

motion of the watch agrees therewith.

Mr. Hooke produced also a new piece of watch-work of his contrivance, serv

ing to measure time exactly both by sea and land ; of which he was ordered to

bring in the description.

He
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He mentioned again a perspective, which he was preparing for observing the po

sitions and distances of sixed stars from the moon by reflexion and was desired to

have it made with speed, and to bring in the description of its structure and uses.

Mr. King read his discourse concerning ants, which was ordered to be re

gistered *.

Mr. Daniel Coxe shewed some of the white powder, into which he asfirmed

that he had transmuted gold. He was desired to transmute a greater quantity for

fluxing, and to do it with a dissolvent, that had nothing metalline in it, the society

being at the charge of the operation.

Sir Theodore de Vaux communicated a paper found among those of Sir

Theodore de Mayerne, concerning the nature of craw-fish; which was ordered

to be copied, and filed up, after the copy had been perused by Sir George Ent

for his animadversions upon it, and additions to it.

Mr. Oldenburg read a paper, borrowed of one Mr. Robinson, concerning

the sall of ashes into a ship sailing in the Archipelago in 163 1, at the time of the

eruption of mount Vesuvius % agreeing with what Mr. Evelyn had formerly com

municated.

There were also produced from the said Mr. Robinson two of the first micro

scopes made by the direction of Galileo, and sent from him to the said Mr.

Robinson, together with Galileo's letter dated in 1646.

Sept. 5. The society could not meet by reason of the late dreadful fire in

London d.

Sept 12. At the meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord bishop of Exeter Dr. Goddard

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Neile

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Creed

Mr. Matthew Wren Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Whistler

It was resolved, that the society should meet the next time in Dr. Pope's lodg

ings in Gresham-College. And by reason, that the former place of meeting for the

society, and other rooms also convenient for the same, were taken up for the use

of the lord mayor of London and the city, it was ordered, that the president, Mr.

Aerskine, Sir Robert Moray, Sir Paul Neile, Dr. Balle, Mr. Olden-

k Register, vol. iii. p. 153. It is printed in c This paper is printed in the Philos. Transact.

Philos. Transact, vol. ii. n*z3, p. 425, for March vol. i. n" 21, p. 377, for January 1666.

1667. * It began on Sunday September z.

Vol. II. Q_ burg,
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burg, or any two of them, should be a committee to consider of another place

for the future meetings of the society, in case they could not be at all continued

in Grelham -College ; and that for that purpose the said committee should meet on

the Tuesday following about six of the clock in the evening at Arundel-house."

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

Sept. 12. Mr. Mercator produced his watch again, and declared, that his

demonstrations for it consisted only in this, that he could shew, that his tables of

equation were true ; and that the motion represented thereof in his watch agreed

with those tables.

Mr. Hooke presented his new perspective for taking angles by reflexion; which

was approved of by the society, and he was desired to bring in the description of

it in writing.

The society being taken up for the most part of this meeting with the conside

ration of the place for their future meetings in that time of public disorder and

unsettlement by reason of the late fire, was thereby hindered from making expe

riments, and discoursing of philosophical subjects, as they used to do.

Mr. Oldenburg acquainted the society, that Mr. Hevelius had sent him du

plicates of the four copies of his second book concerning the late comets, with a

desire, that in case the former were come sase to hand, these might be distributed

to such other persons, as were conversant in the subject. Whereupon he had de

livered them, one to the president, another to Sir Paul Nbile, a third to Dr.

Christopher Wren, and the fourth to Dr. Wallis, as the copy in the former,

packet designed for the last, and sent to him to Oxford, had miscarried.

Sept. 19. At the meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord bishop of Exetec Mr. Colwauii

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Neile

Sir Paul Neile, Mr. Creed

Mr. Aerskine Me. Oldenburgy

The president reported, that Mr. Charles Howard had very freely offered

convenient rooms in Arundel-house both for the council and the society to meet

in, if there were occasion for it : upon which thanks were ordered to be returned,

to Mr. Howard for this great respect and civility to the society.

Sir Robert Moray acquainting, the Council with Mr. Balle's desire of keep*

ing for himself some of the apparatus magneticus belonging to the society, being;

things of the least use to the public, amounting to the value of eighteen pounds*

the council, granted his desire* Mt. Balle paying, in the said sum.

At
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At the meeting of the Society on the fame day,

Mr. Hooke shewed his model for rebuilding the city to the society % who were

well pleased with if, and Sir John Laurence, late lord mayor of London, having

addressed himself to the society, and expressed the present lord mayor's ' and

aldermen's approbation of the said model, and their desire, that it might be

shewn to the King, they preserring it very much to that, which was drawn up by

the surveyor of the city ; the president answered, that the society would be very

glad, if they or any of their members could do any service for the good of the city ;

and that Mr. Hooke should wait on them with his model to the King, if they

thought fit to present it S : which was accepted with expressions of thanks to the

society.

Sept. 26. There was read a description of the method of transfusing the blood

of one animal into another, as it had been practised with success at Oxford by Dr.

Richard Lower; which description was communicated by him in a letter to

Mr. Boyle. It was ordered to be registered \ and Mr. Daniel Coxe, Mr.

Thomas Coxe, Mr. Kino, and Mr. Hooke were appointed to be curators of this

experiment, first in private by themselves, and then, in cafe of success, in public

before the society ; and Dr. Goddard, Dr. Merret, Dr. Clarke, Dr. Croune,

and Dr. Balle were desired to be present at the experiment.

Capt. Silas Taylor presented the society with a collection of curiosities, a-

mong which was a piece pettified and concreted of mud, wood, and shells. Mr.

• Mr. Waller it) his lise of Dr. Hooke, " have that consulted with, is a query to me.

p. 13, prefixed to his Posthumous Works, remarks, " I then told the doctor, that if I had had an

that he could not well determine what that mo- " opportunity to speak with him sooner, I

del was, but had heard, that it was designed in it " should have suggested to him, that such a mo-

to have all the chief streets, as from Leaden-hall " del contrived by him, and reviewed and ap-

corner to Newgate, and the like, to lie in an " proved by the Royal Society, or a committee

exact strait line; and all the other cross streets " thereof, before it had come to the view of his

turning out of them at right angles ; all the " Majesty, would have given the society a name,

churches, public buildings, market-places, and " and made it popular, and availed not a little

the like, in proper and convenient places : which " to silence those, who ask continually, What

no doubt would have added much to the beauty " have they done ? He answered, that he had

and symmetry of the whole. " been so pressed to hasten before other designs

f Sir Thomas Bludworth. " came in, that he could not possibly consult the

* Dr. Christopher Wren had before this, " society about it. However, since it is done

as appears from a letter of Mr. Oldenburg to " without taking in the society, it must suffice,

Mr. Boyle, dated at London, Sept. i8, 1666, " that it is a member thereof, that hath done it ;

(Boyle's Works, vol. v. p. 358) drawn up a " and by what I see, hath done it so, that other

model for a new city, and presented it to the " models will not equal it i and I hope, that

King, who produced it himself before his council, " when it comes to be presented to the parlia-

and shewed great approbation of it. " I was, " ment, as the author will be named, so his re-

" adds Mr. Oldenburc, yesterday morning ** lation to the society will not be omitted."

" with the doctor, and saw the model ; which, This model was ingraved from his own draught,

" methinks, does so well provide for security, at his son's expence, in 1724, and has since been

" conreniency and beauty, that I can see nothing published.

" wanting as to those three main articles; but * Register, vol. iii. p. 159. It is printed in

" whether it has consulted with the populousness Philosoph. Transact, vol. i. n* 20, p. 353, for De-

" of a great city, and whether reason os state would cember 1666.

Q^i Oldenburg
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Oldenburg was desired to write into Ireland to get such a piece of petrified wood,

as is partly wood and partly stone together in one piece.

October 3. A letter of Dr. Beal to Mr. Oldenburg, dated Sept. 24, 1666,

was read, containing an account, ; . Of a considerable number of oak-trees found

in Somersetshire under ground, as black as ebony. 2. Of a saline pool found in

rich pasture ground in the same county. It was ordered, that the letter be pre

served, and Dr. Be al desired, to send up some bottles of that salt water, to try

how much salt it would yield, into what figure the salt shoots, and what effect it

has mixed with several liquors or other substances. It was also directed, that it

should be suggested to him, that he would employ Mr. Gulson, living in those

parts, and skilful in chemical operations, to make experiments with that water and

salt.

Mr. Thynne offering his service to the society in his voyage to Sweden, it

was ordered, that a copy should be made, both of general and particular in

quiries, and that it should be recommended to him to procure answers to

them.

The lord bishop of Exeter being requested to communicate the observations of

Jupiter's satellites made by Mr. Laurence Rooke in order to the calculating

of tables of their motion, his lordship desired, that he might be put in mind of

it by Mr. Hooke, and that he would purposely come to his library in Gresham-

College to look them out.

October 10. There was no meeting of the society, by reason of the extraordinary

fast kept this day.

October 17. Dr. Croune produced several schemes of chariots, which he had

seen in France, and a paper containing a description in French of alkermes, and

its use both for medicine and dying. It was ordered, that the schemes be filed up t

and the description of alkermes translated into English by Mr. Oldenburg, and

registered k.

Dr. Croune was put in mind of his promised description of the making of ver-

digrise, and of the whitening of wax.

An experiment was tried of the propagation of motion, by 2 contrivance,

whereby two balls of the same wood, and of equal bigness, were so suspended,

that one of them being let sall from a certain hight against the other, the other

was impelled upwards to near the same hight, from which the first was let sall,

the first becoming then almost quiescent, and the other returning, impelled the first

upwards again to almost the same hight it had sallen from before, itself becoming

then in a manner motionless, till after some returns they both vibrated together.

' He by a nuncupatory will left what he had the Philos. Transact, n* 20, p. 362, for Decem-

to the bishop of Exeter. ber i666>

k Register, vol. iii. p. 163. It is printed in

It
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It was ordered, that this experiment be prosecuted, and others of that kind

thought upon.

Mr. Povey mentioned, that there was a certain moving sand in Suffolk, that

was driven from one part of the country to the other, and had laid waste great

parcels of land, and dam'd up a river ; a full description of which he promised to

procure with the first convenience.

Dr. Balle presented the society with a box of several curiosities of nature, for

'their repository.

October 24. Mr. Nicholas Mercator was proposed candidate by Sir Robert

Moray.

The experiment about propagating of motion was prosecuted with three balls,

of which the middle remained almost quiescent, though struck by either of the

lateral ones, which impelled each other upwards.

It was moved, that the materials for building, and the several sorts of earth for

making brick and tile, might be now considered of by the society ; who were de

sired to think upon it against the next meeting. It was mentioned, that there was

good terrace in England, especially in Derbyshire.

Sir Robert Moray remarked, that about Plymouth an unusual cave had been

Found, and in it great bones and vast teeth ; that the bones being touched turned

all into ashes : That the cave was twenty seet from the sursace, and about twenty-

four seet square ; the vault of it covered with huge icicles, of which the earl of

Bath had promised to send up some.

A paper communicated by Sir Theodore de Vaux was read concerning several

ways of making cheap and sweet fires of coal-balls, wherein sea-coal is by the mix

ture of other combustible bodies both sweetned and multiplied. The paper was or

dered to be filed up.

Sir Robert Moray presented the society for the repository with some

stag's tears, as did Mr. Jumper with several curiosities by the hands of Mr.

Hooke.

I "

It was order'd, that the committee appointed before for the experiment of bleed

ing one dog into another do meet on the Friday following about two o'clock in the

afternoon in Dr Pope's lodgings to make that experiment : as also, that the expe

riment be afterwards made before the society, in case it should succeed in private ;

in reserence to which Dr. Lower's paper, about the method to be observed

therein, was delivered to them.

October 29, At a meeting of the Councu, were present

2
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The President

Sir Anthony Morgan . ■ Mr. Colwall

Dr. Wilkins Mr. Neile

-Mr. Williamson Mr. Creed

Mr. Palmer Mr. Oldenburo.

It was ordcr'd, that the president, one of the secretaries, Mr. Palmer, Mr.

Neile, and Mr. Creed, or any three or more, of them, do meet at Dr. Pope's

lodgings in Gresham-college on the Wednesday following, Oct. 31. as a committee

of the council to examine the accounts of the treasurer from April 11, 1666, to

Michaelmas, and to make a report thereof to the council on Monday Nov. 5 :

That the journal of the society be perused by the secretary, to find out what had

been formerly order'd concerning the payment of the thirty pounds per ann. to Mr.

Hooke : •

That the sponsors for several sellows of the society do speak or write to them for

the payment of their arrears, and bring in, if they conveniently could, their answer

on the Monday following :

That the lord Lucas, Sir John Denham, Dr. Scarburgh, Mr. Dryden and

Mr. Vermuyden be left out of the account of the arrears :

That Dr. Bathurst and Mr. Barow be dispensed with as to their weekly pay

ments as to the half:

That the book for subscriptions be carried before the Monday following to the

earls of Manchester and Carlisle to subscribe their names : And

That the list of the present sellows of the society be drawn up against that day,

and then read before the council, in order to be printed for the approaching day of

the anniversary election.

October 31, At a meeting of the Society,

It was ordered, that the experiment of bleeding one dog or one sheep into ano

ther dog or sheep be made on the Tuesday following in the morning by the com

mittee appointed before for that purpose.

Mention being again made of considering the several sorts of clay fit for making

bricks, Sir Paul Neile asfirmed, that there was a certain clay in England, which

made as good sounding bricks, as any of those call'd klinkers in Holland.

The earl of Kincairdin remarked, that the klinkers in Holland differed from

the other bricks chiefly in the manner of burning ; those, that lie near the fire,

making the more lasting bricks ; the remoter from it the softer.

1 Another
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Another member mentioned, that Mr. Wylde had a way, by mixing several

sorts of earth together, to make hard and lasting bricks.

It was observed by another, that Sir George Downing 1 had commended the

bricks made in the ifle of Ely, as being equal in goodness to any of the Dutch

k linkers. ,

Mr. Hooke took notice, that those earths, which will vitrify, make the more-

lasting bricks.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke mould make trials of several earths by burning

them in a wind- furnace, to see, which kind would yield the best brick.

The earl of Sandwich*s letter to the president from Madrid was read, together

with the papers of observations made there. And the president was desired to re

turn the thanks of the society to the earl, and to excuse in the best manner he could

their not corresponding with his lordship as he expected, in making the like obser

vations in England.

The papers containing the said observations were delivered to Mr. Hooke to

peruse them, and make a report of them to the society. To which was added a

little scheme made by the president.

A letter of Dr. Wallis, dated at Ashford in Kent, October 23, 1666, was

read ; giving an account of the great hight of the tides about Hythe and

Romney-marsh, two or three days alter the last new. moon of the said month of

October ; which the doctor looked upon as agreeing with his hypothesis, though

the people in the country imputed it very much to the great winds.

The president, and Sir Robert Moray, and as many others, as had an oppor

tunity, were desired to take notice of the ebbings and flowings during the whole

ensuing month of November, and to recommend the like to their iriends, who

had the convenience of observing.

Mr. Hooke produced an inclining pendulum, which, though short, should

perform the office of a long perpendicular one, the several degrees of inclination,

answering the several dimensions of length. It was ordered, that the trial of it

should be prosecuted at the next meeting.

Nov. 5. At a meeting of the Council were present

The lord bishop of Exeter Mr.NErLE

Sir Paul Nei le Mr. Colwall

Sir Anthony Morgam Mr. Creed

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Palmer

J- He had been several yca» ambaslador to the States-General.

The-
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The president being obliged to attend the Queen's council, and Sir Robert

Moray, who was vice-president, being also absent at the beginning of this

council, the lord bishop of Exeter was deputed and sworn vice- president.

The committee appointed by the council October 29, to examine the accounts

of the treasurer from April 1666, to Michaelmas of the fame year, made a report'

of their examination to the council, who approved of it ; and ordered thanks to

be given to the treasurer, both for the justness of his accounts, and his care and

diligence in collecting the arrears.

It was ordered, that the business of the monies, pretended to be due to Mr.

Hooke, be deserred'till Dr. Wilkins's return ; and that in the mean time all the

orders ordered in the journals relating to the fame be looked out and produced

upon occasion :

That the list of the society read this day before the council be printed, only

altering therein what should be ordered on the Wednesday following at the meeting

of the society, some persons being then probably to be left out, and some to be

inserted : and

That inquiry be made at the next meeting of the society, whether the rooms,

now taken up by Sir Thomas Bludworth, might be had for the society to meet

in upon their anniversary election-day.

The lord bishop of Exeter and Sir Robert Moray were desired to speak to

Mr. Matthew Wren about some rooms in the Savoy for the society.

Sir Robert Moray being come in, did, upon the desire of the lord bishop of

Exeter, return to his vice-presidentship, and was by the council again sworn as

such.

Novemb. 7. At a meeting of the Society,

There was read a paper of Sir William Persall, concerning a new kind of

loadstone found in a rock in the isle of Anglesea m. It was suggested by the pre

sident,

B Mr. Oldenburg in a letter to Mr. Boyle, " as bigasaman's hand ; though possibly towards

dated Novemb. 15, 1666, (Boyle's Works, vol. " the middle, the attraction may prove more

v. p. 363.) observes, that Sir William Persall, — vigorous, the virtue of the outward parts, be-

though much acidified to magnetics, was esteemed " cause exposed to the cold air and winds, being

not very knowing or discerning in them; and that " perhaps much impaired. I took,ct'r'iWSir Wil-

in his paper he mentioned, " that there is a rock " liam, an observation, which gave me great sa-

*' of loadstones in the ifle of Anglesea hanging " tisfaction, in order to confute Des Cartes's opi-

" over the sea, of a greenish colour, which he " nion, which imports, that the heat of the torrid

" went lately to fee ; and breaking off some " zone draws the particularJlriatœ from the north,

" stones found, they were persect magnets, be- " which passing by a kind of tranation through

" cause they would nimbly excite a versorium. " the bodies of magnets, gives them the influence

" But as to their attraction, they would hardly " of their constant position to north and south ;

* take up a needle, though every stone was full " for I made trial by the help of a versorium,

"and
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sident, that it would not be improper to have the rock cut, and to get some of

the inner parts of it for trial. Whereupon it was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg

should speak to Mr. Bacnal from the society, and desire him to employ what

interest he had in the island for doing what had been suggested. ' The paper was

ordered to be filed up.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that an English loadstone had been lately

brought out of Devonshire to the King by the sons of Sir William Stroud ;

which he would shew to the society at their next meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg related, that he had waited on Mr. Howard this day to St.

Paul's church, where they had been shewn a human corpse, that had been buried,

as was conjectured by a stone lying over it, about two hundred and sixty-two

years, being found in a vault of St. Faith's church, and no other corpse, as was

said, besides it in all that vault : that this body stood stiffly upright on tip -toe, with

the head awry turned to the right side ; the skin all over, and the sinews and bones

all unputrified (except a small part on the backside of the arm, which seemed,

as it were, worm-eaten) nothing foetid, nor any ways tainted, only smelling a little

musty : that there was found no odorous smell or sign of embalming, though search

was made both with hands and eyes in all the usual probable places for it ; neither

was there seen any sign of sear-cloth, only here and there some threads of the

consumed winding-sheet : that there was some hair remaining on the head and

chin, and under the arm-pits, which was of a yellowish colour : that the stone

next adjoined, and supposed to be the cover of the corpse, had for inscription, as

the person, who shewed the corpse, affirmed, Thomas Preybrack, bijhop of London n,

and chancellori died anno 1404.

Dr. Crounb related, that he had also seen a body long since buried taken up unpu

trified from a great depth ; which he imputed to the dryness of the place.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned the many dead corpses unputrified, standing

round in the vault of a church in Thoulousc, taken up from under the ground

of the fame church, where bodies are dried up, and not otherwise consumed.

Mr. Colwall took notice of the church-yard of the Innocents at Paris, con-

fuming all bodies in the space of twenty-four hours.

The president promised to observe the tide's going down on the Friday following,

and to recommend the observation thereof to others.

Mr. Aubrey ofsered to recommend the observation of tides to the deputy-

governor of Chepstow in Monmouthshire : whereupon the secretary was ordered to

" and going about several parts, I found in seme ■. Robert Braybrook consecrated bishop of

" out-parts of the rock, wherein the weather London January 5, 1 381 , and in September made

" and tempests had made great cavities, that some lord chancellor of England, died August 27,

*' of the poles were directly north-east, and in 1404. Godwini de Præsul. Ang. Comment, p.

" two places directly east and west." 245. edit. London. 1616, 4'°.

Vol. II. R procure
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procure for him those printed papers, that contain the inquiries and tables con

cerning them.

Sir Robert Mor ay proposed, that the directions for seamen, and the inquiries of

tides, might be printed separately, and the instruments mentioned in the printed papers-

concerning these particulars provided, both at the society's expence ; and promised,,

that he would endeavour to procure an order from his Royal Highness the duke of

York to Trinity-house, importing, that every captain and master of a ship should,

take with them in their voyages a copy of such printed books, and make observa

tions and trials accordingly, and write down the success thereof in their journals

of which they should at their return give one ta Trinity-house, and another to-

the society-

This proposal was approved of, and order given,, that Sir Robert: Moray and

Me. Oldenburg the secretary mould take care of procuring such an order from the-

duke of York, and of having the inquiries and directions printed, and some seta,

of instruments provided at the charge of the society-

Mr. Hoskyns suggested, that it might be inserted among these directions, to

fetch up the several sorts of earth from the bottom of the sea-

Mr. Hook;e was ordered to think upon and provide an easy instrument for that

purpose.

Mr. Howard was put in mind to bring in his account upon the inquiries into>

agriculture, as it was managed in Surrey and Berkshire.

The inclining pendulum being again spoken of, it was ordered, that it mould be:

fitted by Mr. Hooke against the next meeting for all inclinations, to bring it at

last to reft

Dr- Pope was desired to speak to Sir ThoMAS Bludworth to spare the rooms*

now possessed by him in Gresham- college, to the society,, for- their election-day.

It was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg should! cause extracts to.be made in papers,

by themselves, of the respective experiments committed to several, sellows of the-

society, in order that every one, who stood charged with any, might know the

particulars, and mind the better to discharge himself of his task..

Novanb. 13* At a. meeting of the Council were present:

The President

The lord bishop of Exeter.

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile

Mr. Palmer

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Neile

Sir Anthony Morgan

Sir George Ent

Mr- Matthew Wren

Mr. Creed

Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir
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Sir Anthony Morgan was desired to speak to the lord Hatton, to know,

whether his lordship would continue a member of the society.

It was ordered, that it be proposed at the meeting of the society the day follow

ing, whether they thought fit to leave out of their list Monsr. de Sorbiere ) the

council inclining to do so, but wanting power actually to do it without the

society.

It was resolved, that the society meet upon their anniversary election-day in Dr.

Pope's lodgings, if they could not get the rooms taken up by Sir Thomas

Bludworth.

Novemb. 14. At a meeting of the Society,

Mr. Hapes, upon the motion of Dr. Pope, was present at this meeting.

The president nominated, according to statute, five of the sellows of the so

ciety, to audit and examine the yearly accounts of the treasurer, viz. Dr. Merret,

Mr. Harrington, Dr. Pope, Mr. Aubrey, and Mr. King ; which five were

also, .according to statute, chosen by ballot for that purpose, and agreed to meet

all, or any three or more of them, on the Wednesday following at Dr. Pope's

Jodgings before the society mould assemble. .

The lord Robartes, lord privy-seal, and Dr. Benjamin Laney, lord bishop

of Lincoln, were proposed by the lord bishop of Exeter, and elected.

Mr. Mercator proposed on the 24th of Octocter by Sir Robert Moray, was

likewise elected.

The experiment of transfusing the blood of one dog into another was made be

fore the society by Mr. King and Mr. Thomas Coxe upon a little mastiff and a

spaniel with very good success, the former bleeding to death, and the latter re

ceiving the blood of the other, and emitting so much of his own, as to make him

capable of receiving that of the other.

It was ordered, that the whole method, and all the particulars of the operation,

should be fully described by the curators of this experiment, and brought in at the

next meeting.

The experiment of the inclining pendulum was repeated, and Mr. Hooke was

ordered to bring in a scheme of it, and a description of its uses.

Col. Blount gave an account of the improvements of his chariot; how he had

made his springs five double on each side, and thereby freed it from tossing sug

gesting, that if Mr. Hooke's springy -saddle should do well, the springs of it must

be doubled.

R 2 Dr.
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Dr. Croune promised to produce his chariot at the next meeting.

Col. Blount presented the society with several particulars very acceptable to--

them ; as 1. Two forts of English wines, one of two months, the other of fourteen

months old, but both of the fame foil, cultivated by himself about Deptford ; the

new wine being somewhat harsh, but the other not unpleasant tathe taste, having

withal, as some judged, something of the flavour of Rhenish in it. Both took,

flame. 2. A pea of English growth, which the colonel affirmed to have produced

with good tillage, steeping and keeping the ground clean, from one single stem,

shooting into several branches, five hundred and thirteen pease the first year ; and

these the next year a peck and half, and this peck and half the next year five

bushels. They were very good eating pease. 3. Two scorzonera roots, the one

an inch thick, of four months growth, the other full as thick again of three

years growth. He suggested, that this root being so wholesome a food, it should

be propagated in England, since it might easily be made to grow there. The

colonel mentioning, that it was a good food several ways, was desired to give an

•account thereof in writing, which- he promised to do. 4. A spirit extracted out

of cherry-wine, very strong.

Mr. Hoskyns mov'd, that it might be tried, what quantity of spirits these

English wines would yield, compared with French white wines. Dr. Croune

ofsering himself to make the trial, Col. Blount promised to send him some quan

tity of his wine for that purpose.

Sir Robert Moray produe'd a loadstone digged up in England in Devonshire,

brought from thence by the sons of Sir William Stroud for the king; which-,

was committed to Mr. Hqokb for the repository.

The president related out of a letter of Dr. Cotton, that the latter promised the-

society an English loadstone of sixty pounds weight.

Mr. Austen produced from Dr. Charleton a- bird called Coccothraustes, toge*

ther with the Latin description thereof out of Bellonius ; which new bird was.

committed to Mr. Hooke tor the repository, and the description ordered to be filed,

up.

An order of the council was read, importing, that it should be proposed to the

society this day, whether they thought fit to leave Monsr. de Sorbiere out of their

list, the council inclining to do so, but wanting power to execute it without the

society. After some debate it was put to the ballot, and- there were fourteen votes

for his continuance, and eight for his expulsion. It being late, it was order'oY

that the charter should be consulted concerning the number of votes, that carries

the question both for election and ejection.

Nov. 21. Robert earl of Lindsey, lord great chamberlain of England, was

elected.

A paper--
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A paper communicated by Mr. King was read, giving an account of the method

and success of the late experiment of transfusing the blood of one dog into ano

ther ; which was order'd to be registered % as follows :

" In obedience to your commands, we tried this experiment; first by our-

" ** selves upon two sheep, viz. Having tied them, and placed them in a convenient

" posture, we laid bare the carotid artery of the one sheep, near two inches, di-

" viding from it the nerve of the eighth pair ; then we made a ligature upon the

" upper part of the artery (next the head) and tied a salse knot ; which done,

" we made another ligature upon the other end next the clavicle, with a riding-

** knot; then we made an opening on this side of the riding- knot, at a convenient

" distance, and put in a brass pipe, and tied it sast in, the which pipe was stopped

** very close, and brought over the skin again till we had prepared the other sheep,

- **■ as follows, viz. We laid bare the jugular vein about the same distance as before,

** rather more, and made a ligature at either end, with a riding-knot ; then on this

" side of each knot ( having made apertion) we put in a brass pipe, both tied very

tt sast in, and close stopped. Then we ordered the position of the sheep, so as we

" might conveniently plant other pipes (which were of quills) to convey the blood

.** from the artery of the one sheep to the vein of the other., which does imme-

.** diately flow, upon the ssipping of the riding-knots, the recipient sheep being

" placed a little lower than the emittent, and the position kept steady. Then we

** presently ssipt the riding-knot also of the upper part of the jugular vein, and re-

'** ceived blood from thence, proportionably to what was admitted into the lower

** part of it, or near it : We did take away by the upper part of the vein between

" four and five pints according to guess; about which time the emittent grew saint,

" which made the owner very earnest to kill it the usual, way ; which he did,

" but could, not get half a pint of blood, and upon opening the same sheep, con-

" sessed, he never saw mutton look whiter in his lise. The other sheep, which

** was the recipient, seemed as well as if she had been unconcerned in the experi-

** menc. We staid also to see her killed too, and she bled at the rate as is usual, and

**- as much in quantity..

** We repeated' the same experiment the last Wednesday before the society, upon

" a small bull-dog and a spaniel, much after the same manner, as many of you

" were eye-witnefles : only we were more exact in the performance, by letting the

** mastist- bleed into the spaniel till the mastiff died : And we took account, as near

** as we could, by weighing the blood taken from the spaniel, which we reckon

** was sixty-four ounces or thereabouts. The spaniel was next morning very well

** and brisk, and so continues."

It was order'd, that the experiment of exchanging the blood of animals be pro

secuted and improved by bleeding a sheep into a mastiff, and a young healthy dog

into an old and sick one, & rice versa; and that Mr. King be desired to continue

his assistance therein.

The spaniel, which in the late experiment had received the blood of a bullrdog,,

was produced and found very- well.

• Register, vol. iii. p. 167; Mr.
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Mr. Hooke's account of inclining pendulums was read, and order'd to be re

gisters p, as follows :

" There are two things chiefly to be consider'd in the motion of a pendulum ;

" the one is the velocity of the motion in each vibration, and the other is the equi-

** diuturnity or equality of duration of the vibrations of the same pendulum, the"

■** of very difsering arches.

" As to the first, the determination of the velocity of the vibration depends on

" the proportion between the quantity of strength, and the bulk of the body to be

" moved ; wherever the proportion of strength is greater to the proportion of the

** bulk, there the motion is swifter, and where less, there flower. In all pendu-

" lous motions, the strength moving is gravity, and that is more or less, accord-

" ing as it moves the body more directly or obliquely towards the center of the

** earth.

** As to the second consideration, the equality of duration of vibrations of dif-

" sering arches or lengths depends upon the figure of the curve-line, in which the

4* body is moved ; which figure being for a great part very near the same with that

** of a circle, it follows, that the motion in difsering arches of the same circle

" will be very near of equal duration.

" Now this equation depends on the proportion of the length of the intercepted

** arches to the length of the perpendicular lines of attraction terminating those

" arches, that is, (to avoid multiplicity of desining words) on the proportion be-

" tween the lengths of AB, AB, AB, to the lengths B C, BC, BC, &c. Now,

" if those proportions be, as of a series of roots, to a series of squares, the vibra-

" tions of differing arches shall be of equal duration. Now the proportion of

" arches to the bounding perpendiculars, or (which is all one) to the correspond-

** ing versed sines, being very near the same, the vibrations in differing arches of

" the same pendulum are very near of an equal duration.

" This being premised, I say, that the vibrations of tin inclining pendulum in

" differing arches shall be very near also of equal duration : For in all circular

" motions in an inclining plane, the proportion of the intercepted arches to the

" perpendiculars shall be very near, as of a series of roots to a series of squares :

" Or, which is sufficient to our present purpose, the intercepted perpendiculars

" shall be to one another, in the same proportion with that of the versed sines of

" those intercepted arches : therefore the vibrations must necessarily be of an almost

" equal duration.

Let F A or G A represent the inclination of an oblique pendulum, 'tis evident,

that the parts F H, F H, F H, &c. are to F A, and G I, G I, G I, &c.

to G A, as E D, E D, E D, &c. to E A. But these are in proportion, as

the sine-complements of arches increasing by an arithmetical proportion, from

* Register, vol. iii. p. 165.

the
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the lowest point A : therefore the arches corresponding to the aforesaid divi

sions of A F and A H, shall be in arithmetical proportion, and consequent

ly also, the perpendiculars from those points H, H, H, &c. and I, I, I, &c.

to the horizontal line A C, shall be the same with the lines A D, A D, A D :

That is the perpendicular lines of gravitation or attraction answering to the

several arches in an inclin'd plane, shall be to one another, as the perpendi

cular lines of attraction or gravity are to one another in a perpendicular

pendulum, which was to be demonstrated.

" How to determine the time, according to the several inclinations, I shall

**. demonstrate in. my next."

Mf. Hooke shewed the society another kind of pendulum, which being

perpendicular and short, by counterpoising performed the part of a long one.

The president was of opinion, that the circular pendulum, as far as he yet saw,,

was the best of all kinds, of which he had hitherto made trial.

There were delivered to Mr. Aubrey the printed inquiries in n° 17 and 18 of

the Philosophical Transactions about the observing of tides, which he undertook to

recommend to his acquaintance at Chepstow for observation.

It was ordered, that the secretary should desire those, who were formerly charged

with reading and considering Mr. Hevelius's second book of comets presented by

him to the society for their judgment upon it, that they would bring in their

reports..

Dr. Pope shewed the society some grains of wheat, which, he said, were of those

2600 grains, that had been, as the lady Hilliard had affirmed them to him, pro

duced in Surrey at once out of one grain* shooting up into a straw not hollow, but

like a rush. Several of the members took each a single grain to plant for trial,

viz. the earl of KinCAtRDin, Sir Robert Moray, Mr. HosKYnS,.Mr«.AuBrEY,:

and Mr King..

Dr. Crowne: promised to bring his chariot at the next meeting, who owed the

society likewise an account of the whitening of wax, and the making of verdi-

g"se.

The lord bishop of Exeter was by the president nominated and deputed vice-

president, but not sworn again, having been sworn formerly.

Monsr. Sorbiere was voted to continue a member of the society, the major,

part of the sellows present at the last asiembly consenting, that it should be so;,

and the charter not having provided a certain number for ejection.

November 27. At the meeting of the Council were present

t The
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The lord bishop of Exeter, vice-president

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Sir Anthony Morgan Mr. Palmer

Sir George Ent Mr. Creed

Dr. Wilkins Mr. Oldenburg.

The council considered of the persons, who were most likely to attend the busi

ness of the council for the year ensuing.

It was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg attend Mr. Henry Howard of Norfolk

at Arundel-House, and acquaint him with the sense, which the Royal Society had

of his great civilities and respects to them, which they intended also to acknow

ledge publicly, when he should honour them with a visit at a meeting of the so

ciety: And

That at the next council it should be considered, where the society should meet

for tlje suture, Gresham-College being by reason of its too great distance from

the habitations of the greatest number of the society very inconvenient to meet in,

especially in the winter season.

Mention was made of hiring a house somewhere in the city of Westminster ;

and Dr. Wilkins offered to contribute something towards it, if he might have

some rooms in it.

November 28. At the meeting of the Society,

Mr. Henry Howard q of Norfolk, was elected and admitted, who also re

ceived the public thanks of the society for his respects to them.

Mr. Hooke produced a new kind of level, by including a large bubble of air

in a glass-pipe, having its sides exactly blown, and filled with water, and sealed

up at both ends. He was ordered to bring in its description and manner of ap

plication to practice.

He produced likewise a new kind of back-staff for taking altitudes ; as also an

augre or instrument to take up earth with ; of both which he was also ordered to

give in a description and the manner of using them.

Mr. Povey presented the society with several curiosities brought from the

West-Indies, viz. several very curious crab-shells, both white and red ; a great

piece of crystal less transparent than other crystal ; a collar of teeth, such as are

worn by the princes of those countries ; and a weapon of very heavy wood, used

by their commanders.

Mr. Oldenburg produced some rarities left with him by two of Sir William

Sjroud's sons, viz. a small piece of persect natural gold, affirmed by them to

• 1 Afterwards duke of Norfoik.

i have
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have been found in the lead mines of Devonshire, of which kind their father had

formerly sent a little box full to the King ; and an odd excrescence out of the top

of a vegetable called hit., resembling lettice, overspread on both sides with curious

plants growing on them.

Mr. King presented a persect foetus, which had died soon after it was born ; half

of which he had dissected, preserving the whole in spirit of wine.

Mr. Hoskyns presented a kind of locust, which he said was given him by a

merchant, who affirmed it to have been sent from Teneriffe.

Mr. Hooke produced a substance, which he called the eggs of a ray-fish :

"Which and the other presents were ordered to be put into the repository.

Dr. Wallis gave the society some account of what he had lately observed in

Kent about tides, viz. that, according to his hypothesis, the tides had been very high

about Romney-marsh, three days after the new moon on the 20th day of October

preceding ; which though the seamen there ascribed to the high winds, as not

thinking of any other cause, yet he thought it might be imputed to the cause

assigned in his theory ; especially if upon continued observations for several years

together it should happen in the same manner ; and that the high winds, if con

stantly accompanying such high waters, might be ascribed to the same cause.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were a new kind of watch,

and optic glasses upon new principles, to be produced by the curator Mr. Hooke.

November 30. On this day of the anniversary election there was first made a

report from the committee appointed to examine the accounts of the treasurer, as

follows :

" At a committee for auditing the accounts of Daniel Colwall, esq; treasurer

" of the Royal Society, November 21, 1666,

" It appears, that Mr. Colwall is Dr

/. €. d.

*' To arrears due to the society for their quarterly payments to and 1 0ca

« for Michaelmas 1666 — $ 866 1 0

" To monies received for admissions —— . 12 11 o

" To monies received of Mr. Balle for the magnetical instruments 20 o o

" To money received the balance of Mr. Hill's account r— 34 2 8

942 14 8

Vol. II. Of
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/. s. d*

** Of which it appcareth he hath received upon the quarterly pay- 7 -

" ments —- —— j 4 5 &

*' For admissions ' — —— 22 n o

*' Of Mr. Hill the balance of his account 34 2 8

" Of Mr. Balle for the magnetical instruments 20 o a

316 19 2

*• And that there resteth unpaid by the sellows of the society 625 15 6

942 14 8

It also appeareth, that Mr. Colwall is creditor

*' By monies paid to the use of the society, as by the particulars is 1

" made out ■ [
; 143 16 10

*» By money put in the chest by order of the council — 100 0 a

J* By balance now resting in his hands ——
.

73
2 4

316 t

And by arrears yet unpaid —— — 625
*5

6

• 942 14 &

** Examined and approved of by us

u Walter Pope

" John Aubrey

** Edmund King."

After which the society proceeded to election, at which there were present, at

first, forty members, who. balloted the eleven to continue in the council; which done,

there were found forty-two (two more being come) who elected the ten new ones.

The eleven continued were

The lord viscount Brouncker Dr. Wilktns

The earl of Northampton Dr. Goddard

The lord bishop of Exeter Mr. Palmer

> Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Aerskine

The
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The ten new ones chosen in were

Mr. Henry Howard of Norfolk Dr. Christopher Wren

Sir William Pettv Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Henshaw Dr. Croune

Dr. Clarke ' Dr. Balle

Dr. Merret Dr. Pope.

The same president, treasurer and secretaries, who had served the society tht

last year, were re-chosen for the year ensuing.

Of the new-chosen members of the council were sworn Dr. Wren, Mr. Hos

kyns, Dr. Pope, and Dr. Balle ; the rest being absent.

It was ordered, that a council should be summoned to meet on the Tuesday

following at three in the afternoon, at the president's house.

December 4. At the meeting of the Council were present

The lord bishop of Exeter, vice-president

The carl of Northampton Dr. Wren

Mr. Henry Howard of Norfolk Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Aerskine Dr. Pope

Mr. Palmer Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Henry Howard was sworn of the council.

Dr. Wilkins moved, that Mr. Hooke might be considered as to the payment

of some money, which he thought due to him from the society. But the orders

concerning that business not being yet extracted out of the Journals, it was re

ferred to the next meeting of the council.

Sir Robert Moray moved, that the council would take care of supplying the

desects of the charter of the society : Which motion being approved of,

It was ordered, that the president, earl of Northampton, Mr. Howard of

Norfolk, Sir Robert Moray, Mr. Aerskine, Mr. Palmer, Dr. Wilkins,

Dr. Goddard, and Mr. Hoskyns, or any three or more of them, be a commit

tee to consider, both of the particulars, wherein the charter may be desective, and

of the remedies thereof; and that they meet for that purpose at Sir Anthony

Morgan's lodgings on Thursdays in the afternoon about four of the clock, and

make report of their proceedings from time to time to the council.

Sir Robert Moray proposed, that the council would take into consideration,

how the experiments at the public meetings of the society might be best carried

S 2 on*

3
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on ; whether by a continued series of experiments, taking in collateral ones, as

they were ofsered, or by going on in that promiscuous way, which had hitherto

obtained.

This was left to sarther consideration at the next meeting ; as also whether the

experiments for propagating motion, and the magnetic ones, should not be prose

cuted by the society, though Monsr. Huygens and Mr. Balle had engaged

themselves particularly, the one in those of motion, the other in those os the

magnet. In the mean time the secretary was directed to consult the Journals, to

see what had been ordered concerning this particular.

As to the experiments of transfusion there were suggested several ; to try mu

tual transfusion between old and young, sick and healthy, and that both of the

same and of difserent species. In particular it was suggested, that it should be

tried upon a mangy and a sound dog, a young and an old horse ; and upon a

diseased horse and an ox or cow, to bleed the cow, to be killed, into such a horse.

The earl of Northampton and the lord bishop of Exeter were desired to

speak to the duke of Buckingham, that he would accommodate the society with

some rooms in York-house for their meetings ; which they promised to do.

December 5. At the meeting of the Society,

Paul Rycaut esq; was proposed candidate by Mr. Henry Howard of Norfolk.

It being intimated, that the said Mr. Rycaut was to go into Turky, and

ofsered his service to the society in inquiring into philosophical matters, it

was ordered, that the secretaries should get ready, both a copy of the general in

quiries for all countries, and of such particular ones, as were proper lor Turky ;

which last were recommended to the consideration of Mr. Hoskyns and Mr.

Oldenburg.

Mr. Boyle promised to communicate at the next meeting the particulars, which

he had thought upon for the prosecuting and improving the experiment of bleeding

animals into one another.

It was desired also, that others would consider the importance of this experiment,

and suggest things to be tiied accordingly.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned a new kind of level contrived by Dr. Chris

topher Wren, which Mr. Hooke was ordered to get made as soon as he could »

adding to it the way to determine, how much it varied from the level.

Mr. Hooke produced a new fort of pendulum made after the manner of a beam,

and so contrived, that by placing the beam nearer or sarther below the center of

motion, the pendulum may perform its vibrations in any time assigned ; in which

he
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he affirmed to be one certain depth, beyond which the pendulum would not go

quicker, which he had not yet reduced to a theory, but hoped to do it.

He having mentioned likewise his contrivances of two instruments, the one for

setching up earth from the bottom of the sea, the other for setching up the several

forts ot earth out of the ground on the land, was ordered to get them both made

with speed.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

1. The bleeding of a sheep into a dog; the curators of which were to be Dr.

Pope, Dr. King, Mr. Coxe, and Mr. Hooke, who were to perform it first by

themselves in private.

2. Mr. Hooke's new principle of making optic-glasses.

Decemb. 12. Mr. Rycaut was elected and admitted.

The experiment, which was ordered of bleeding a sheep into a dog of the kind

of curs was made which succeeded pretty well, though not so well as that, which

had been made at the meeting of Novemb. 21, by reason, as it was supposed, of the

frosty weather causing more coagulation in the blood. In the mean time Dr. King

reported to the society, that on the Monday before, the like experiment had been

tried in private with very good success, at which were present Dr. Pope, Mr.

Daniel Coxe, Mr. Thomas Coxe, Mr. Oldenburg, and Mr. Hooke.

It was ordered, that at the next meeting this experiment should be tried upon a

mangy and a sound dog, letting the blood of the former into the veins of the

latter; and that Dr. Balle, Mr. Daniel Coxe, Mr. Thomas Coxe, and Mr.

Hooke should take care of the experiment.

Mr. Boyle moved, that the animals might be weighed before the operation ; and

that the transpiration, made in so short a time as that work lasted, could not be con

siderable.

Mr. Powle gave an account of some observations concerning tides, which he

promised to give in more largely in writing before he went out of town.

Sir Paul Neile moved, that those, who were employed to observe high tides,

might be desired to observe, whether they are constantly accompanied with high

winds.

Dr. Wren's level being called for, it was produced ready made, and ordered

to be described.

Some
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Some inquiries for Turky drawn up by Mr. Hoskyns and Mr. Oldenburg

were read, and ordered to be registered and a copy of them to be delivered to

Mr. Rycaut.

Decemb. 19. Monsr. le Febure the younger was proposed candidate by Sir

Robert Moray.

Mr. Hooke proposed a new clock-work, and a new bucket to setch up earth

from the bottom of the lea, and promised to bring them in both at the next

meeting.

He was also put in mind of his new way of making optic glasses, formerly pro

posed by him.

It was ordered, that at the next meeting the experiment be made of transfusing

the blood of a sound dog into a mangy one ; and that the operator provide neces

saries for it, to begin the operation about twelve o'clock that day.

Mr. Boyle suggested, that it might be considered to make an estimate of what

proportion of blood is let out.

Dr. Pope moved, that a trial might be made of letting out half the blood of a

dog* and of supplying it with warm milk, or, because milk may coagulate, with a

liquid of barley-cream.

Mr. Boyle mentioned, that not only care must be had of the kind of liquor

to be injected, but also of the manner and place of the injection ; in default

whereof the liquor would drive the blood before it to the heart, and by too great

abundance crowding in there kill the animal. To avoid which, it might be injected

by degrees, and in the remoter parts from the heart, as in a crural vein.

Dr. Goddard moved to try the bleeding of a dog almost to death, and to let in

blood again, to see whether he might be restored that way.

There were read two papers concerning tides, one of Mr. Powle, the other of

Mr. Samuel Colepr esse, who both offered their service for continuing and com

municating their observations. Their papers were ordered to be kept tor enlarge

ments.

Sir Paul Neile suggested, that it might be recommended to some person, who

had opportunity for it, to observe, whether at the same hour it was high water at

the new and full moon upon all the capes of the south-west coast of Ireland.

This was recommended to Mr. Boyle, who undertook the recommending of it;

but desired, that this and the like particulars might be given him in writing. Sir

Robert Moray and Mr. Oldenburg were desired to draw them up, and deliver

them to Mr. Boyle.

* They are printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. i. n* 20. p. 369. for Dec. 1666.

Sir
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Sir Robert Moray was also desired to procure observations of the course of

tides upon the north-west islands of Scotland ; which he undertook to do.

He and Mr. Oldinburg were desired to obtain the history of the tides of the

British coast of France.

Mr. Boyli moved, that the course of the tides of the streights of Magellan

might be inquired into.

Mr. Hooke took notice, that he had observed, that between Portsmouth and

the Isle of Wight from half flood to high water, and so to half ebb, it runs from

west to east, and again from half ebb to low water, and so to half flood again, it

runs from east to west.

Decemb. 21. At the meeting of the Council were present

Dr. Wilkins

It was ordered, that Dr. Wilkins write a letter from the council to the earl of

Sandwich, giving him thanks for his respects to the society, and his care of making

celestial observations ; excusing also the omission of corresponding with him from

England in such observations ; and annexing the particulars of the late solar

eclipse observed at London, Paris, and Dantzick, and some experiments newly

made in the society :

That the accounts concerning Mr. Hooke be stated by the treasurer, that it

may appear what the former had already received, and what yet remained due to

him, according to the several orders formerly made by the council ; and that

thereupon the treasurer pay Mr. Hooke what should thereby appear remaining

due to him :

That the sum os forty pounds be presented by the treasurer to Mr. Oldenburg,

for the great pains, which he had taken in behalf of the society :

That Mr. Hooke be desired to promise by his hand-writing to observe the

ends, for which the report from Sir John Cutler, entered in the journal-book of

the society, Nov. 9, 1664, affirms the fifty pounds a year to be given him by Sir

John : and

That the president be desired to draw up a form for such a promise to be sub

scribed by Mr. Hooke.

The President

The lord bishop of Exeter

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile

Mr. Palmer

Dr. Wren

Dr. Pope

Dr. Balle

Mr. Oldenburg.

Decemb.
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Decemb. 27. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord bishop of Exeter.

Mr. Henry Howard

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile

Mr. Aerskine

Dr. Merret

Dr. Clarke

Dr. Wren

Mr. Colwall

Dr. Balle

Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Merret and Dr. Clarke were sworn members of the council.

It was ordered, that the operator, Richard Shortgrave, do for the future

bring no bill of work done for the society without some avoucher, who shall

be a curator of the respective experiments, about which he shall have been em

ployed : and that without such an avoucher, no account of the said operator

shall pass in council : with which order he, being called in was made acquainted :

and

That Sir Paul Neile and Mr. Oldenburg be added to the committee appoint

ed on the 4th of Decemb. for considering of the supplemental charter ; and that

the same committee, upon the occasion of Mr. Palmer's death, take into their

consideration the statute concerning the manner of electing a new member into the

•ouncil in case of vacancy, in the interval of the anniversary elections.

January 2, 1667, at a meeting of the Society,

Mr. Henry Howard of Norfolk presented the society with the library of

Arundel-house to be disposed thereof by them as their property, desiring only,

that in case the society should come to fail, it might return to Arundel-house;

and that this inscription ex dono Henrici Howard Norsolcienfis might be put upon

every book given them ; he allowing also the liberty of changing those books, that

were double, or such as were not for the society's purpose, for others ; which ex

changed books were to be marked likewise with the fame inscription.

The society received this noble donation with all thankfulness, and ordered, that

Mr. Howard should be registered as a benefactor.

Mr. Hooke brought in the formerly proposed bucket for setching up earth or

any other solid body from the bottom of" the sea. It was ordered, that care should

be taken so to fit it, that the springs might go off both together, and that easily and

1 This library had been purchased by Mr. and after his death in 1 490, it came into the pos-

Howard's grandfather, Thomas earl of Arundel, session of the famous Bilibaldus Pirckeimerus

during his embassy at Vienna. It had formerly of Nuremberg, who died in 1530. It contains,

been part of that of Mattiw Corvinus king besides a great number of printed books, many

ef Hungary, erected by him at Buda in 1485 ; rare and valuable manuscripts.

certainly
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certainly, and when it meets with soft ground, as well as hard ; as also to grate it

over.

He likewise brought in a new clock-work, so regulating and adjusting a circular

pendulum, that at the end of a certain number of vibrations, the clock-motion

should be reduced to an exactness, which it had not before. He was ordered to

persect it, and to bring in a full description of its structure and use in writing.

Mr. Oldenburg produced two small printed books sent to him from Paris, one

written in Latin, intitled, Ismaelis Bullialdi ad astronomos monita duo ; pritmtm

de stelld nova", qua in collo ceti ante annos aliquot rifa est : alterum de nebulosd in

Andromeda cinguli parte boreali ante hiennium iterum ortd : the other in French by

Monsr. Payen, intitled, Selenelion. The former was recommended to the perusal *

of the lord bishop of Exeter, the latter to that of Mr. Hooke, to whose view

the author also had particularly designed it.

It was ordered, that the experiments of transfusing blood be prosecuted, when

the summer-weather came in.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that one capt. Black was lately come from

the East-Indies, who was capable of giving a good account of those parts, and

particularly of Japan and China, having lived there many years. It was ordered,

that Sir Robert and Mr. Oldenburg should desire him to impart an account of

the observables, which he had met with in those countries.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting (besides the perfecting of the

two instruments abovementioned) were

1. A new kind of weather-glass, to try all degrees of heat in, viz. what degree

will melt such and such bodies.

2. An instrument to apply the strength of powder to the bending of springs se

curely and certainly, both by Mr. Hooke.

The inquiries for the western coast of Ireland, ordered in the former meeting to

be drawn up by Sir Robert Moray and Mr. Oldenburg, were produced and

delivered to Mr. Boyle, viz.

1. At what hour it is high water on the day of the new and full moon upon

every cape and bay of the western coast of Ireland.

2. How long after the new and full moon the highest spring-tides will be.

3. What are the perpendicular heights of the flood, both at the ordinary and

spring tides.

January 4. At a meeting of the Council were present

 

T Sir
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Sir Robert Moray vice-president

Sir Paul Neil e Mr. Colwall

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Hoskyns

Dr. Wilkins Dr. Balle

Dr. Wren Mr. Oldenburg.

It was ordered, that the following form, for notifying, that the meetings of the

society be henceforward at Arnndel-house, be printed, viz.

" These are to give notice, that the weekly meetings of the Royal Society are

" appointed to be at Arundel-house on Wednesday next, being the 9th of this

" present January 1666, and thenceforward on the usual day and hour."

It was ordered likewise, that Mr. Hoskyns, Dr. Balle, Mr. Oldenburg,

and Mr. Hooke be a committee for causing a catalogue to be made of the

library of Arundel-house ; and that the amanuensis and operator from time to

time attend this committee, which was to begin to meet on the Thursday following

in the said library : and

That Mr. Hooke attend Dr. Wilkins about reducing the extracts of the-

society's journal- books into a method for Mr. Sprat.

January 9. The society meeting the first time in Arundel-house, the president

took notice again of the great savour, which Mr. Henry Howard of Norfolk

had shewn to the society, not only in accommodating them with convenient

rooms for their meetings, but also in presenting them with the library of the said

house.

Thomas Lake esq; was proposed candidate by Mr. Hayes.

Dr. Merret presented the society with his book intitled Pinax Rerum Natura-

lium Britannicarum, eontinens vegetabilia, animalia, soffilia, in bac insu'.d reperta, in*

choatus, printed at London.

He produced some observations of his concerning the uniting of the barks of

trees cut to the tree iself ; as also an experiment on aloe Americana serratisolid

weighed : which papers were ordered to be registered °.

It being pressed by Mr. Oldenburg, that an account might be brought in of

Mr. Hevelius's book concerning his justification of what he had written of the

first comet, and his description of the second, the president exhorted those, to

whom the perusal and examination of that book had been committed, to hasten

the bringing in an account thereof in writing.

•Register, vol. iii. p. 172, 173. They arc and 455. for May 1667.

printed in Philos. Transact, voL t. n* 25. p. 453.

Sir
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( Sir Paul Neile renewed his former motion for observing the fun's figure at his

rising and setting both at Greenwich and Whitehall, or Kensington, or Chelsea.

Mr. Evelyn and Mr. Henshaw undertook the observing it at the setting of the

sun for several evenings together.

Mr. Oldenburg read an extract of Monsr. Auzout's letter to him from Paris

Decemb. 28, 1666, N. S. x mentioning a new method esteemed by him better than

any hitherto practised, of taking the diameters of the planets to seconds, and of know

ing the parallax of the moon by means of her diameter.

Dr. Wren and Mr. Hooke having related to the society several ways, which

they had known long before, of taking the diameters of the planets to seconds,

were desired briefly to describe them, that so it might be signified to the Parisian

philosophers, that it was a thing not at all new among the English.

Mr. Hooke renewed his former proposal of observing the parallax of the earth's

orb •» which he was exhorted by the .president to do with all convenient speed \

There was again produced the bucket for setching things from the bottom of the

sea. It being not yet altered, as had been directed at the preceding meeting, it

was ordered to be persected against the following one.

The new clock-motion for adjusting the circular pendulum was also ordered to

be persected against the next meeting.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

1. That of applying the strength of powder to the bending of springs.

a. A new kind of weather-glass to try all degrees of heating.

January 1 6. There were presented a brace of the birds called Cdccothrqstes, a male

and semale, the male being distinguished from the semale by a black spot, which

the male had under his jaw.

Col. Blount mentioned, that he had a bird, of which he knew not well the

species, promising to bring it to the society.

Dr. Croune produced his chariot, which was examined and approved for being

plain, light, and easy, but thought somewhat weak ; for which desect a remedy

was suggested by underlining with cordage the board, upon which the body of the

chariot rested. He was desired to bring in a scheme of it, with a full description of

x Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 370. It is printed in published in his Attempt to prove the motion of tbt

the Philos. Transact, n* 21. p. 373, for January tartb from observation!, printed at London 1674

1 66^. in 4U, being the first of his Cutlerian ItOaret

y The result of his observations was afterwards published.

T 2 its
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its structure and conveniencies ; which was also desired to be done by those, who had

formerly brought in models of chariots, as Col. Blount and Mr. Hooke.

Col. Blount mentioned, that he had now a way of making such a chariot,

wherein ease, security and strength were found together ; which he was desired to

produce at Arundel-house.

Mr. Hooke shewed a metal, which he said was a preparation of mercury fit to

take off any impression of a seal or medal, &c. and to inlarge or lessen the same,

keeping its proportions, and then to grow hard again after two or three hours time.

He tried it before the society with some success, by softening the hard metal with

the pressure and working of a knife, and by taking off impressions. He was desired

to persect the experiment.

Dr. Croune produced two letters written to him by Mr. Steno from Florence,

Dec. 4, 1 666 ; one of which signified, that he had written elements of the struc

ture and motion of the muscles, demonstrating, that the construction of the muscles

is performed by thrusting : The other mentioned two experiments made with mer

cury, one to shew, that the cane containing the water and quicksilver being invert

ed, there issued something out of the mercury, that enters into the void space in

the top of the cane the other, to make appear the equilibrium of the air with

the mercury, by a way different from that, which is ordinary. To which was added

an account of an experiment of freezing with a mixture of ice and brandy. An

extract was ordered to be made of these letters.

Mr. Balle having sent the apparatus magneticus belonging to the society, Mr.

Hooke was ordered to take care of and to register it.

It was mentioned by Mr. Oldenburg, that the council had thought fit, that

the experiments for making out a theory of the laws of motion formerly begun

by Dr. Wren, Dr. Croune, and Mr. Hooke ; as also those about the'magnet

formerly begun by Mr. Balle and Mr. Hooke, should be prosecuted. The so

ciety hereupon desired Dr. Wren to give in those experiments of motion devised

by himself ; but he alledging, that the account of them was at Oxford, Dr. Croune

and Mr. Hooke were desired to bring in theirs i as also, that Mr. Hooke should

prosecute the experiments of the loadstone.

Dr. Wren and Mr. Hooke were again desired to communicate their methods of

taking the diameters of the planets to seconds.

Dr. Wren was put in mind of the telescopical moon formerly promised by him.

The members, who had undertaken the examination of Mr. Hevelius's book

on the comets, were likewise put in mind of bringing in an account thereof.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

i. To
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1. To have persected the circular pendulum lately exhibited:

2. The engine for applying gunpowder to the bending of springs :

3. To have the bucket for setching up of things from the bottom of the sea

compleated.

January 17, At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Hoskvns

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Balls

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Croune

Dr. Wilkins Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Croune was sworn member of the council.

It was ordered, that the form, drawn up by the president, of the promise to be

made by Mr. Hooke for observing the ends, for which (according to the report of

Nov. 9, 1664) the fifty pounds per am. were given him by Sir John Cutler, be

delivered to the said Mr. Hooke ; which was accordingly done. The form was as

follows :

" Whereas upon consideration, that Sir John Cutler, knight and baronet,

" hath settled upon me fifty pounds per annum during my lise, I have promised and

*' undertaken to read in the vacation times in Gresham-college, or in such other

" place, as the Royal Society shall meet in, sixteen lectures^- annum, in order to

" the advancement of art and nature, the said society having been desired to direct

" the particular matter of the said lectures by reading one, each week, during the

" so many weeks successively, next aster each of the four usual terms in the year,

" as were weeks in the then last preceding term, upon such day of each week, as

" the said Royal Society shall meet upon ; 1 do hereby renew the said promise, and

" undertake to read the said lectures upon such particular matters, as the said society

" shall direct. In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal."

It was ordered, that a copy of the said report, as also of the thanks, that were to

. be returned to Sir John Cutler, be forthwith made and delivered to Sir Robert

Moray or Sir Paul Nejle, to give it the lord bishop of Exeter, to shew it to the

said Sir John Cutler, that he might declare, whether it was really his intention

to intrust the society with the management of the fifty pounds given by him to

Mr." Hooke.

The letter to be sent from the council to the earl of Sandwich at Madrid was

signed by the president and council.

The council approved of the particulars for the supplemental charter of the

society ; as also of the alteration in the statute for electing a new member in the

2 council,
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council, in case of vacancy, in the intervals of the anniversary elections. The

heads of particulars for the charter were as follow :

1. That the power in the president of substituting one vice-president may be

inlarged to the substituting as many vice-presidents at one and the same time,

as to the president should seem meet : and that all the clauses in the charter any way

relating to the vice-president may be made to relate to each of such vice-presidents

respectively.

z. That the several powers, which cannot be exercised but by the president and

council, or seven or more of them, may be exercised by the president and

council, or five or more of them.

3. That the authority of meeting within London, or ten miles of it, may be

inlarged to all England.

The council licensed N° 21 of the Philosophical 'Transactions, Mr. Martyn

having undertaken again the printing thereof, as being somewhat resettled after the

tate fire of London *.

January 23. At a meeting of the Royal Society,

The experiment of bending a spring by the force of gunpowder was tried three

times without success, and the fourth time it succeeded. It was ordered, that it

should be repeated at the next meeting, and that particularly a weight should

be wound up by a shot of gunpowder, to see for example, what force would wind

up an hundred pounds weight.

It was observed, that the stroke of gunpowder was so brisk and sudden, that it

would break any thing ; and that therefore little powder should be used.

Col. Blount produced a draught of his chariot, and was desired to bring in

the model itself at the next meeting, which he promised to do.

He produced likewise a live grey gull, in Latin Larus cinereus, which lives upon

flesh and boiled corn.

1 Mr. Martin and Mr. Allestry, the

printers of the Royal Society, and the book

sellers in St. Paul's Church-yard, lost their stock

of books in that fire, after removing them from

their own houses into St. Faith's church under St.

Paul's ; and among these were all the copies then

printed and unsold of the Philosophical Transac

tions. See Mr. Oldenburg's letters to Mr.

Boyle of Sept. 10, and 18, 1666, in Mr. Boyle's

works, vol. v. p. 358. He complains in another

letter of Octob. 23, (p. 362.) that to that very

hour he could get none to print the Philosophical

Z

Transaflion: : "and unless, rays he,< Mr. Crook

" (whom I do what I can to encourage to it, by

" promising him, that I will endeavour the best

" I can to procure for him the printing some good

" vendible books, as occasion shall serve) under-

" take it, I despair of the continuation " . . . .

N° 1 7 was printed after the fire gratis. N° 1 8

for October 1666, was accordingly printed for

Mr. John Crook in Duck-lane; N* 19 for him

and Moses Pitt in Little-Britain ; and N* 20 for

December for Moses Pitt alone.

Dr.
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Dr. Charleton mentioned, that two grains of nux vomica being given to a

linnet killed it, which being thrown to a grey gull, killed that likewise.

Dr. WiLKiMs introduced Mr. Lyttelton to be present at this meeting ; who

offered his service to the society in his voyage to Barbadoes : upon which it was

ordered, that a copy be made of the queries for all countries in general, and deli

vered to Mr. Lyttelton.

A letter of Dr. Wallis to Mr. Oldenburg dated at Oxford January 19,

1 666% was read, containing his thoughts of Mr. Hevelius's Mantijsa and some

considerations about tides.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to bring in something in writing relating to the con

troversy between'Mr. Hevelius andMons. Auzout, which might import, that

upon examination of the observations made in England, and compared with those

made in other parts, the society was inclined to believe, that Mr. Hevelius had

been mistaken.

Mr. Hooke affirmed, that the altitude of the fun or other stars might be taken

with a single six foot telescope put perpendicular, without any refraction or parallax,

and that in the space of two or three minutes : which was ordered to be tried, and the

success and way of doing it to be registered.

He affirmed likewise, that the circumserence of the earth might be measured to

seconds by a sixty foot glass put perpendicular, a place being given, where the

distance may be conveniently measured, such a one as may be smooth and a mile

long, lying north and south, or at least north-east and south-west. He was ordered

to make this experiment as soon as a place could be found convenient for it.

The making of a telescopical moon being again insisted upon, it was ordered,

that the King should be requested by Sir Robert Moray to lend that in his

closet; and that Dr. Wren should employ a fit person to cast it upon a bigger

globe ; which being done, it might afterwards be persected by fresh observations of

the moon.

The instrument for bringing up things from the bottom of the sea being again

mentioned, Mr. Hooke took notice, that this, as it then was, having been tried,

could bring up things only from a small depth ; but that he would try other ways

for greater depths.

He affirmed, that Venus had lately appeared to him in a twelve foot glass as big

again as the moon to the naked eye ; adding, that he never saw her so sharp, and

that she was very near the fun, with whom she would be in conjunction within a

very sew days.

* Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 375.

January
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January 25. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The earl of Northampton Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Croune

Dr. Wilkins Dr. Pope

Dr. Wren Mr. Hoskyns

Dr. Balle Mr. Oldenburg.

The council having considered the greater conveniency of the society's meeting

on Thursdays than Wednesdays, resolved, that the fourth chapter of their statutes,

which appointed the ordinary meetings of the society to be on Wednesdays, should

be repealed : and

That at the next meeting of the council the following draught for the society's

meeting on Thursdays hereafter be presented, viz.

" The ordinary meetings of the society shall be weekly upon Thursday, begin-

" ning about three of the clock in the afternoon, and continuing until six, unless

" the major part of the sellows present shall for that time resolve to rise sooner, or

" fit longer : and no sellows shall depart without giving notice to the pre-

*' sident.'y

It was ordered, that the treasurer pay to the operator (according to statute) the

yearly salary of ten pounds from the time, that the payment made to the said

operator of twenty shillings a week hath ceased.

Mr. Hooke delivered to the council a paper signed and sealed by him, contain

ing a renewal of his promise and undertaking of reading sixteen lectures a year

upon such particular matters, as the society shall direct.

January 30, being the anniversary fast-day, there was no meeting of the so

ciety.

Feb. 1. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Mr. H. Howar d of Norfolk . Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Pope

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Balle

Mr. Aerskinx Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Colwall

It was voted, that the draught, which was voted on the 25th of January to be

presented to the next meeting of the council, be passed into a law.

It
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It was ordered, that Sir Samuel Tuke be written to by the secretary, and desired

to send the council an account of Sir Kenelme Digbv's d library at Paris, what

kind and number of books it consists of, and what they are rated at : and

That Mr. Hooke prepare himself to read besore the society in Arundel-house

at their next meeting-day after this present term.

Feb. 5. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Mr. Henry Howard Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Aerskine Dr. Wren

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Croune

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Balle

Dr. Clarke Ms. Oldenburc.

Mr. Colwall

It was voted, that the statute for meeting on Wednesday be repealed : and

That the following draught for a statute now agreed upon about supplying of

one or two vacant places of the council be read at another meeting of the council,

viz.

** The eleventh article of the eighth chapter of the statutes of the Royal Society

" concerning the supplying vacancies of places, which happen in the interval of

*' anniversary elections, shall have place only, where the number of persons to be

*' elected by the sellows of the said society into the council or any office is three

" or more, and not otherwise. But when there are but one or two to be elected,

" upon credible notice given to the president or his deputy, for the time being,

" that any member or members of the council or officer or officers, who ought to

" be chosen by the sellows of the Royal Society, is or are dead or otherwise re-

" moved, and his or their place or places, office or offices, thereby become void,

" he the said president, or his deputy as aforesaid, shall, at the weekly meeting os

*' the Royal Society, which shall be next after such notice, or so soon as conveni-

" ently it may be done, declare to all then and there present, that such place or

" places, office or offices, is or are become void, and that at the weekly meeting

then next ensuing there shall be other or others elected, to supply the said vacant

** place or places, office or offices ; and at the next meeting after, where there shall

" one and twenty or more be present, scrutators shall be chosen, as at an anniver-

" sary election, and every sellow then present shall deliver to the secretary a scroll

" or paper folded up, having in it written the name or names of such person or

" persons, as he, who delivers the said scroll, shall think most fit ro supply the

" said vacant place or places, office or offices : and when all the scrolls are delivered

" in, they shall be opened, read, and counted, and he or they, that is or are

*' named by the greatest number, and such a number, as by the charter is required,

d He died June 1 1, 1665.

Vol. II. U shall
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shall be declared elected to such place or places, office or offices : And if it happen,

*' that no one person be elected, to succeed in one or both of the said vacant places

" or offices by a competent number of votes, as by the charter is required, in such

" case the president or his deputy as aforesaid shall declare, what persons have

" been named in the said scrolls, and by how many each man has been named,

" and shall then require the sellows then present to repeat the election in manner

" aforesaid, and that so often as there shall remain any one of the said places or

" offices unsupplied for want of a competent number of votes, after the giving in,

*' reading, and counting the scrolls as aforesaid ; unless the president or his deputy

" and the sellows of the Royal Society, or the major part of them then present,

" shall think fit to adjourn the election to some other time, and then they shall

" proceed in manner aforesaid."

The president then adjourned the council to meet again on the Thursday follow

ing at two of the clock in the afternoon at Arundel-house.

February 6. At a meeting of the Society,

Mr. Hooke produced a new kind of lamp serving to supply the oil in due

quantity, so that as it wasts, there may not rise too much or too little, by a

weight, that should always counterpoise the oil, the figure being a half cylinder.

The description and demonstration of it were ordered to be brought in by him, as

soon as conveniently he could

It was likewise ordered, that this vessel should be so prepared for the next meet

ing, that it might actually serve for a lamp, as it was designed.

The experiment for raising a weight by the force of gunpowder was tried, but

the weight was thrown off, instead of being raised.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke should think of a way to make it succeed ; as

also, that he should prosecute the experiment of winding up a spring the same

way.

Sir Robert Moray remarked, that in this experiment it was to be considered,

how the impetus of the gunpowder might be so ordered, as not to break the

bodies tried ; and if that could not be done, then to make a compound, which

might move strongly enough, and yet siowly.

Mr. Boyle suggested, that the force of gunpowder might be tried by making

it raise a weight of water i by which means, if the vessel were conveniently shaped,

the decrement of the force, according as the fired gunpowder would be weakened

by expansion, might in some measure appear : as also, that the strength of gun

powder might be tried by the weight of water, which it will expel out of a vessel ;

by which means might be examined the strength of different powders.

* The description of this lamp is published in his Lamsas printed at London 1677 in 4(0.

Dr.
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Dr. Wren moved, that this experiment might be tried by laying within a pair

of bellows, with a weight upon it, a serpentine line of powder, to make it fire

only with such a degree of velocity, that it should break nothing ; adding, that

if the concussion be made too quick for the vibration of parts, the body tried must

break.

He affirmed, that if he might know, how much gunpowder expands, he would

tell what weight it raised.

Mr. Boyle desiring, that the expansion of powder might be examined, it was

ordered, that Mr. Hooke should consider of and draw up such experiments, as

might be proper to examine the said expansion.

There were read several letters ; one from the earl of Sandwich to the president,

dated at Madrid January -PT, 1 66|, together with three meets of celestial observa

tions ; and the president was desired to let the earl know, that the astronomers, to

whom the care of making observations was committed, were likely to observe

more for the future than they had hitherto done ; and that particularly the observ

ing the spots in the fun was recommended to them.

The second letter was from Ferdinand Albert duke of Brunswick, to Mr.

Oldenburg, dated at Wolsenbuttel January 8, 166% containing both his desire

to be made acquainted with the experiments made in the society, and his offer of

communicating in return what should come to his knowledge in Germany and out

of Italy. It was ordered, that the thanks of the society should be returned to his

highness, and that his correspondence should be embraced.

The third letter was from Dr. Wallis to Mr. Oldenburg dated at Oxford

31 January, i66j-f, containing his sarther thoughts concerning Mr. Hevelius's

Prodromus and Mantijfa; upon which it was ordered, that the president and the

lord bishop of Exeter be desired to invite those persons, to whom, besides Dr.

Wallis, the perusal and examination of Mr. Hevelius's books had been com

mitted, that they would meet with them at a convenient time, to consider of this

account of Dr. Wallis, and what additions or alterations were fit to be made

therein, in order to send an answer to Mr. Hevelius.

The same letter of Dr. Wallis desiring, that some other circumstances, besides

these formerly mentioned relating to tides, might be observed, it was suggested by

Sir Paul Neile, that or might be taken particular notice of, what kind of wind,

and from what point of the compass it should blow, when the greatest tides hap

pened to be.

Fib. 14. At a meeting of the Council were present

f Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 380.

• U 2 The
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The President

The lord bishop of Exeter Dr. Wren

Mr. Henry Howard Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Balls

Dr. Clarke Mr. Oldenburg.

The draught of the statute now agreed upon relating to the supplying of one or

two vacant places in the council was voted to pass into a law, as it was entered

in the council-book at the preceding meeting of February 5.

It was ordered, that the treasurer pay Mr. Hooke what appeared to be due to

him, upon the balance of his account, now presented, which was as follows :

The account of monies due to Mr. Robert Hooke, as curator to the Royal

" Society, is debtor

/• /. d.

" To the first payment of 80 1. per annum, due to him at Midsum-7

** mer 1664 - ' . ■ £

" To the second quarter's payment due at Michaelmas 1 664 20 00

20 00

" To money due upon the said account of 80 I. per annum from 7

" Michaelmas 1 664 to the 23d of November following £
« 13 4-

" To money due to him by an order of the 23d of November?

** 1664, at 30 1, per annum to 23 November 1665 5 °

" To money due more upon the said order from the 23d of Novem- 7

** ber 1665, to Christmas 1666 — 5 32 10 0

"4 3 4

" The said account is creditor

" By monies received by Mr. Hooke of Mr. Hill on account of 7

" the 80 1. per annum ' £39 00

" By money received of Mr. Colwall per order < 30 o o

*' By the balance resting due to Mr. Hooke, which the treasurer is

hereby ordered to pay

the treasurer is 7

— . s 45

3 4

114 3 4

It
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It was ordered, that the payment of Mr. Hooke for the future be considered

of at the next meeting :

That Sir Anthony Morgan be put in mind to draw up the form of the parti

culars to be added to the charter, and to present them to the council, when he is

ready: And

That he be desired to draw up a deed of gift concerning the library presented

by Mr. Howard to the society.

On the same 14th of February, the Society began to meet upon Thursday, ac

cording to the new statute.

Mr. Lake was elected.

The president gave notice, that at the next meeting there was an election to be

made ot a member into the council in the place of Mr. Palmer, deceased.

The lord bishop of Exeter produced a load-stone of sixty pounds weight sent

out of Devonshire by Dr. Edward Cotton, archdeacon of Cornwall, as a present

to the society, with this description in a letter to the bishop dated atSilserton Feb. 6,

1664, that though the load-stone took up no great weight, yet it moved a needle

about nine seet distant ; and that some part of it being broken off had been also

set up, because being put in its proper place it added much strength to the load

stone, it moving not much more than seven seet without that addition %.

It was ordered, that the virtue of the stone be tried at the next meeting, both

of the two pieces put together, and of each piece separately.

Sir Robert Moray made mention of a small load-stone lifting eighty times

its own weight.

Mr. Henry Howard presented a stone taken out of the dead-sea, burning

and stinking. He was desired to procure more of them by the means of Mr.

Paul Rycaut ; which being obtained, it should be examined, whether it does

not contain a powerful dissolvent, some of the members judging by the taste, that

it held a considerable quantity of sal armoniac.

The lamp brought in at the last meeting was tried and recommended to the

care of Mr. Charles Howard, for observing the manner of its burning.

Dr. Wren mentioning, that he had a new kind of lamp, the operator wa*

ordered to attend him, to receive his instructions how to make it.

* This account is printed k the Philos. Transact, vol. ii. &* 23, p. 423, for March 1664.
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He suggested likewise, that there being added to the lamp abovementioned a

small socket upon the wick, it would nuke the wick furnish the oil according to

any proportion of time, and to regulate the lamp to be a clock.

This was ordered to be tried.

The experiment of winding up a spring by the force of gunpowder was made by

Mr. Hooke and the succels, as he related it, was, that about a grain and a

half of powder wound up a spring to the top, which was about four seet high.

It was ordered to be tried again at the next meeting.

Dr. Croune's chariot was produced, and generally approved of by the mem

bers ; only some sence was proposed to be made for the coachman against the

kicking of the horses.

Mr. Hoskyns affirmed, that a method had been related to him of making old

trees fruitful, by planting some young stocks to the old tree, and by cutting them

off when they were sastened and grew well, inserting them, bared about the top,

into holes made in the old tree, in such manner, that the bark of the young and

that of the old tree may join together-, whereby a good quantity ofjuice would be

conveyed to the old stock to renew it, and make it bear.

Mr. Hooke proposed for the next meeting (besides the particulars mentioned

above, relating to the addition to the lamp, and the repeating of the experiment

of winding up a spring by gun-powder) an experiment improving circular pendu

lums, by so ordering them, that they shall not vary their motion by more or less

appendant weight ; which he also undertook to demonstrate.

The operator was ordered to take out and reconvey into a glass, with a narrow

mouth, such a frame of wood, as the King had sent a pattern of in a glass.

February 21. John Pearson, D. D. Master of Trinity-college in Cambridge,

was proposed candidate by Mr. Matthew Wren.

Sir Anthony Morgan was elected into the council in the room of Dudley

Palmer, esq; lately deceased.

There were produced by Mr. Howard's servants several pictures of Turkish

habits (to the number of 1 6 single and 8 double ones) as well of those of the grand

signor and the empress, as of those of their officers and servants. He desired,

that they might be put into the library of Arundel-house.

Mr. Hooke produced a circular pendulum so contrived, that its motion should

be equal, whatever weight was appended to it. He affirming, that he knew the

demonstration of it, was ordered to give it in writing at the next meeting.

He
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He was ordered likewise to compare the motion of this circular pendulum with

a clock : And

To bring in the description and demonstration of the new lamp, as also to pro

secute and improve the experiment of raising weights by the force of gunpowder

to a greater hight.

The operator was again ordered to attend Dr. Wren to receive his directions

for the making his new kind of lamp, and for the addition to Mr. Hooke's lamp

mentioned at the preceding meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that in France Monsr. Bullialdus and other

astronomers now observed again the new star in the neck of the whale, and were

desirous, that the astronomers of other nations might join with them in these ob

servations, to see whether it kept the same analogy of motions and periods, which

it had from the year 1638 to 1664, it being manisest from observations hitherto

made of this star, that the greater phases thereof every year anticipate by 32 or

33 days-

As to the other star in the girdle of Andromeda, which Monsr. Bullialdus

thought to appear and disappear by turns, as those in the necks of the whale and

the swan, Mr. Hooke affirmed, that he had seen it this winter, and several times

in the years 1664 and 1665. He was desired to observe carefully both these phæ-

nomena.

Mr. Boyle proposed two experiments,

1 . To try the operation of the air upon a pendulum-watch in an exhausted re

ceiver.

4. To try a body not spring made springy, whether it would lose any thing of

its bulk, by weighing it before its springiness and after, in water.

Sir Robert Moray produced a substance of a kind of salt petre made out of

the earth of a common ; and he mentioned, that there was a person, who would

undertake to make as much salt-petre, as England should need, out of the commons

and heathy grounds of England.

February 28. Sir Peter Wyche, returned from Portugal, gave an account of

what he had done concerning thole instructions and inquiries recommended to him

by the society at his going thither as envoy extraordinary from his Majesty to the

King of Portugal ; viz. that he had engaged for a correspondent in philosophical

matters the prosessor of mathematics at Lisbon, sather John Markes, an English

jesuit; as also an ingenious merchant, Mr. Henry Jacob; the former of whom

had offered to make astronomical observations, if he might be furnished from Eng

land with a convenient quadrant ; as also to endeavour to return an answer to the

queries left with him, and to engage for the like correspondence a jesuit at Fe-

2 nambuco.
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nambuco. The other, Mr. Jacob, had also promised his concurrence in procuring

the like account in answer to the memorial left with him.

It was ordered, that these correspondencies should be entertained by Mr. Olden

burg, and a quadrant provided, and sent to Lisbon, of the same kind with that of

Dr. Goddard.

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that Monsr. Bullialdus had by a note desired to

know, whether in England the sea-compass was rendered more persect than it was

in other parts.

To which it was answered, that all the persection of a sea-compass hitherto

known in England consisted in touching the needle on a good magnet, in well li-

brating it, and placing the variation truly.

Sir Paul Neile moved, that, as there was occasion, it might be observed from

time to time, how the variation of the magnetic needle varies here ; and that by

correspondence in foreign parts the curious might be put in mind to observe such

alterations there.

Mr. Boyle moved likewise, that the inland variations remarked in Olearius

might be taken notice of.

The lord Brereton affirmed, that a sea-compass being carried into an iron

mine, the ore of which yielded 23 pounds in 120 pounds, had not been perceived

to move there at all.

Mr. Hooke produced a box with optic-glasses fitted in it, designed to contract

the power of a long telescope into a short one h.

It was ordered, that the eye-glass should be made to draw, and that the two

steel glasses should be truly ground, well polished, and exactly placed.

Sir Paul Neile taking occasion to speak of what had been formerly communi

cated from Rome, viz. that Eustathio Divini had made an optic-glass of rock-

crystal, which had proved a very good one, though full of veins, intimated, that

he thought, that they were not veins ; and that whether they were or not, might

be tried by grinding such glasses over again ; which being done, if they were

true veins, they would change their posture, but they would not do so, if they

were not veins.

He moved likewise, that to find, whether the breadth of a glass, or the way of

working it, cause an object-glass to bear a greater aperture, there might be ground

two glasses for the same length, of different diameters, by the same man, upon the

same tool.

h This is described in his treatise of Heliescspes, printed in 1 676.

The
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The lamp brought in Feb. 6, was again produced with a small wax-light, to

serve for a wick, and so contrived, as to be thrust up by the moving weight in the

vessel. But this contrivance not succeeding, it was suggested, that there should be

provided a rush with a small brass wire in it, and likewise a small waxed thread

with a cotton whipt about it. This was ordered to be provided against the next

meeting.

The circular pendulum designed for an equal motion with unequal weights being

again spoken of, the president affirmed, that though the inventor Mr. Hooke had

demonstrated, that the bullet of the circular pendulum, if it can be always kept

rising or falling in a parabola, will keep its circular motion in the fame time ; yep

he had not demonstrated, that the diameter of the parabota from the point of

contact in the curve to the vertex of the diameter is equal to that portion of the

curve from the said point of contact to the vertex of the fame curve, plus half the

latus rectum or plus double the focus of the parabola.

March 7. Mr. Lake was admitted.

The lamp was again produced, having for a wick a small thread of lead thrust

through the midst of cottons, which melted as the cotton burnt.

The new telescope produced at the last meeting was ordered to be persected

against the next meeting.

Mr. Hooke mentioned a metal, that might be ground with sand, and polished

with putty ; which was ordered to be put in execution.

Dr. Wren intimated, that an exact plan was best made by motions in a strait

line.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that Mr. Reeves would make a globe of

120 seet length, and give the use of it to the society, if they would mount it.

Whereupon it was ordered, that Mr. Reeves should be made acquainted, that if

he would make such a glass, they would take care to fit it for use with what they

should judge convenient.

Commissioner Pett was desired to make such observations of tides, as were di

rected in print ; and it was ordered, that one of the printed books should be deli

vered to him by Mr. Oldenburg for that purpose.

There were read several lists of particulars formerly recommended to several

members of the society ; and it was ordered, that they should be copied out, and

delivered to those, who were concerned ; and that the rest of the like lists be pro

duced and read at the next meeting ; as also, that every quarter of a year there be

made the like extracts of experiments and observations committed to the respective

members.

Vol. II. X It
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It was ordered, that the experiments of raising a weight and bending a

spring by the force of gunpowder be prosecuted ; and that experiments be made

with the loadstone sent by Dr. Cotton : as also, that the operator attend Dr.

Wren about his lamp ; and that Sir Robert Moray speak to his Majesty about

the globe of the moon for another to be made after that model.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to bring in writing at the next meeting his demonstra

tion of the motion of his new lamp ; and likewise the demonstration of the curve

line in his circular pendulum.

He was put in mind to persect his instrument for taking up things from the

bottom of the sea s# as to make it serve for all depths.

Dr. Croune was desired to imng a.draught and description of his chariot.

Dr. Wren gave in the description of his new level ; which was ordered to be

read at the next meeting.

March 14. At a meeting of the Council were present

The lord bishop of Exeter, vice-president

The earl of Northampton Dr. Clarke

Mr. H. Howard of Norfolk Mr. Henshaw

• Mr. Aerskine . Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Balle

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Croune

Sir Anthony Morgan Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Merret

Sir Anthony Morgan, elected into the council in the room of Mr. Palmer

deceased, and Mr. Henshaw were sworn as members of the council.

Sir Anthony Morgan gave the council an account, that Dr. Wilkinson had

delivered up the charter of Chelsea-college into his hands, and reserred all to the

discretion of the society without insisting upon any capitulation.

The council hereupon desired Sir Anthony Morgan to acquaint Dr. Wilkin

son, how well they had taken this frankness of his ; and how ready they were to

mew him their respect and kindness, as occasion should serve.

Sir Anthony Morgan was likewise desired to consider, whether it would be

necessary, that Dr. Wilkinson should make a formal resignation and surrender of

the said charter.

He, Mr. Aerskine, and Sir Robert Moray were desired to look into the

title of Mr. Cole to Chelsea-college, and having found it clear, to see a convey

3 ance
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ance of it made to the society, and to conclude with him for one hundred pounfls

for it.

Sir Andrew King by a note under his hand desired to be left out of the list of

the society.

Mr. Howard desired, that if any papers concerning his family mould be met.

with in the library, of whicli he had made a donation to the society, they might

be carefully preserved for him.

The council licensed N°. 23 of the Philosophical transactions.

At a meeting of the Society on the same day,

Dr. Pearson was elected.

Mr. Hooke brought hi the description and demonstration of his new lamp ;

which was ordered to be registered as follows :

*' Let the vessel be made of brass, tin, wood, or the like, of a semi-cylindrical,

" hemispherical, or any rounded figure, placing the axis of that figure exactly

" horizontal, and leaving the upper part open. Then fit into it another semi-cylin-

*' der,. hemisphere or like fashioned body, to the containing vessel of brass, wood,

" or any other material, which will be capable of being made lighter by half, than

so much of the oil, as is equal to it in bulk. Let the two ends of the axis of

** this semi-cylinder terminate in two several pivots, and let the containing vessel

*' have likewise two small holes in the centers of each end, into which let the

" pivots be fitted, and so ordered, that it may freely pass and turn round within

" the hollow of the containing vessel. On some part of the side of this containing

** vessel make a small socket, so that the hole of it, where the flame is to be, may

" be a little above the plane, that passeth through the axis. Then pour your oil

'* into the containing vessel, and the counterpoising semi-cylinder shall always keep

" the surface of the oil of equal hight with the horizontal plane,, that passeth

** through the axis of both semi-cylinders.

" Suppose it first pets ctly filled to the horizontal. plane ; then it is evident, that,

" the whole solid semi-cylinder being about the oil* the one half of it will coun-

u terpoise the other, and so neither can have any pressure upon the oil.

As in the first figure, let F DG represent the containing vessel, filled to the line

F G with oil ; and A B C the solid- semi-cylinder, equal in weight to half as

much oil as is equal to it in bulk : then it is evident, that the quadrant AEB

will counterpoise the quadrant B E C, and neither side press on the oil.

Next, suppose it only to contain oil enough to fill half the semi-cylinder ; and .

let A B C in the second figure represent the containing vessel, D E E the solid

'Register, vol. iii. p. 177.

X 2. coun-
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counterpoise, and A N B the oil ; it is evident the two solid quadrants DND

and E N F, being each of them half the weight of the oil, and in the same

position, must counterpoise the quadrant of oil A N B.

Thirdly, supposing it to contain any other quantity, less than will suffice to fill

the vessel to the horizontal plane, that passeth through the axis, the same will

follow, as in the third figure ; let A N F represent the wedge of oil, and

D E F the solid semi-cylinder : I say, the semi-cylinder shall, in this posture

also, counterpoise the oil in the vessel. Make C N E equal to DNC,

then shall FNB and BNE be equal, and consequently counterpoise each

other. Next, C N E being equal toDNC; and D NC to AN F, it follows,

that the wedge of liquor A N F shall be counterpoised by two equal wedges,

each of half the weights DNC and C N E. The like may be demonstrated

of any other quantity of oil whatsoever, less than will fill the vessel to the

horizontal plane, and more than will fill the space, necessary to be left between

the concave and solid cylinder.

Mr. Hooke produced likewise a contrivance to make a motion of a clock to go

along with the shadow on a wall, for which he offered a demonstration ; affirming

withal, that the same instrument would be applicable to all planes to make all sorts

of dials ; and that upon the same principle he would make an instrument to solve

the inequality of days both from the fun's excentricity and his right ascension upon

the elliptical as well as circular hypothesis.

The operator was ordered to bespeak a quadrant like that of Dr. Goddard,

to be sent to Lisbon ; as also one of the largest globes, that Mr. Moxon uses to

make, for Dr. Wren's telescopical moon, to be directed by the said doctor.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced a paper containing a drfeription of the

tallow-chandlers trade, and the ways of making candles with the pith of rushes,

and of making candles in moulds, and cheap candles for poor men to burn ; with

fcveral queries for the improvement of the trade. The paper was ordered to be

filed up ; and mention being made in it of a way of multiplying the light of a candle,

it was recommended to Mr. Hooke to consider of other ways of doing the

same.

Sir Robert Moray informed the society, that Mr. May had left with him for

the repository a dead Indian bird like a crane.

Dr. Croune presented some pictures of Turkish habits for the repository.

Mr. Williamson produced extracts of two letters, one written by Dr.

Collins k in Moscow, January 7, i66£, giving an account of an English mecha

nician there, who had extraordinary skill in gunnery, as of shooting melted lead

without gunpowder, and of contriving methods of destroying rigging and fire-

* Samuel Collins, M. D.

i ships:
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ships: the other written at Dantzick, February 19, 166*-, mentioning, that the

same mechanician had invented a mill, which would form bricks as sast as many

hands could take away.

Mr. Williamson was desired to procure a more particular account of these

matters, and the secretary to cause a copy to be taken of these letters.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter written by Mr. Samuel Colepresse at Under

wood near Plymouth, March 6, 1 664 ', giving notice of a late irregular tide at

Crimmel- passage, and of the exceeding hight of the tide in the preceding Fe

bruary, as also of a kind of turf cut out of the moors and charked, serving to

make very cheap and sweet fires, and such as are used with good advantage in the

blowing of tin, the fusion of which he asfirms to be sacilitated by it, and that it

makes it to yield the better.

Sit Paul Neile mentioned on this occasion, that he knew of a peat in

Wales, which being charked would make as good and sweet a fire, as could be

desired.

Mr. Oldenburg took notice, that Mr. Colepresse had likewise sent him a

paper containing an answer to almost all the queries formerly drawn up by Mr.

Boyle concerning mines, and afterwards printed : which paper was ordered to

be read at another meeting, and it was directed, that the writer of it should be

desired to write word, whether he had observed, whence the wind blew at the

time of the extraordinary tide in January 14, 1664.

Dr. Wren's description of a new level for taking the horizon every way in a

circle was read, and ordered to be registered m ; as follows :

" If a concave-glass be placed to turn upon a foot with a ball and socket hori-

•* zontally, and a drop of quicksilver be laid upon it, when the quicksilver lies upon

" the center of the section, the edges of the glass will be situated in a true horizontal

" plane, and consequently a dioptra laid upon it will give an exact level in any

" azimuth, without motion of the instrument : and this sort of level will prove

" as true, as from a pendulum of a length equal to the radius of the section."

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that he had given the printed inquiries about

fides to commissioner Pett, to whom that matter had been recommended.

The new telescope contracting the power of a long one into a short, was reserred

to the next meeting.

Dr. Croune promised to bring in the description of his chariot at the next

meeting.

'Supplement to the Letter-Books, vol. ii. p. Mr. Hooice in his Animadversions on Hevili-

222. vs's maebina cœlestis, p. 65.

■ Register, vo!. iii. p. 184. It is described by

* Mr.
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Mr. Hooke was ordered

1. To prosecute the experiments of raising a weight, and bending a spring, by

the force of gunpowder.

2. To make experiments with Dr. Cotton's load-stone.

3. To persect the instrument for taking up things .from she bottom of the sea.

4. To bring in the demonstration of the curve line, that shall so regulate the mo-

tipn of the circular pendulum, as to make it go equally with unequal weights.

The operator was ordered to attend Dr. Wren about his lamp.

March 21. Sir Clifford Clifton, knt. was proposed candidate by Sir George

Ent.

Mr. Hooke produced again his new kind of contracted telescope of two foot-

long, performing the part of a six foot glass by the means of two reflexions. He

was ordered to bring in the description ot it, and to try it upon nocturnal objects

as also to have ready for the next meeting a six foot glass to compare it with, and

to change the object glafles.

The operator was directed to acquaint Mr. Reeves, that the society accepted'

of his offer of making a hundred and twenty foot glass upon the condition that

they mould fit it for use.

Sir Paul Neile acquainted the society, that one Mr. Smethwick had shewn

a glass, which he asfirmed to be of a conic section, of about an inch and a half

diameter; and that they tried it for an eye-glass ;n a twelve foot telescope, which

had an ordinary object glass, fitted for a tube of that length, wherewith they saw a

tree very well on Shooters-hill without any considerable colours ; and that they used

it also for an object-glass in a microscope* leaving it all open, and found it to'

take in a great deal of light, and to magnify up to the very edges with very little,

flaming.

Sir Paul Neile was desired to encourage the inventor, and he intimated, that:

he had advised him to apply himself to Mr. Hooke for assistance.

Mr. Hooke brought in the description of a very, easy and simple but universal

instrument to describe all kinds of plane dials, together with a demonstration of

the principles and reason of it: Which. was ordered to be registered n, as follows:

** Unto the end of a very strait and stiff steel wire, as AB, sasten at one

** end an index at right angles with, it, asqr, and at the other make a pair of

•* forked arms, as C D, having two small center-holes, at each end one, as at E

* Register, voLiii. p. 180.

** and
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" and F, between which, if a right line be drawn, (as E F) it shall pass both

" through the axis of the wire A B, and likewise be at right angles with it. 1 his

'* done, make another wire of the same material, and in all other particulars ex-

** actly the same with the former; then make a cross of steel EFGHI, sharpen-

** ing all the four corners EIFH into very sharp and small pointed pivots, and

" make all the arms of the cross exactly at right angles with one another ; and

** the length of each arm from the point of intersection exactly half the distance

" between E and F. This done, join the two steel-wires (formerly described) to-

" gether, by the cross, by putting two of the opposite pivots into the center-

" holes of the arm of the one wire : the two other opposite pivots into the pivot~

** holes of the arms of the other wire, which may be easily done, if those arms are

" made a little springing : then, by any convenient contrivance (of which there

" may be multitudes, as by a frame, or staples upon a movable screw, &c ) so

" order these wires, that one of them may lie in, or parallel to, or at least in the

" same plane with the plane of the stile ; and with the same inclination to, or

" angle with the plane of the dial, with the inclination or angle of the axis and

** plane of the dial. And that the other arm may lie at right angles with, or

** perpendicular to the plane of the dial, then shall the moving ot the index of

*' the wire in the axis, equal spaces, cause the index of the perpendicular wire to

" move unequal spaces, according to the proportions of the shadows. If there-

" fore the wire of the axis be moved by an exact clock, once round in 24 hours,

" or the space of time between the fun's leaving a meridian, and returning again

" to the same, the index of the other wire shall move on the plane of the dial, to

" which it is adapted, in the fame velocity with the shadow of the sun in that

" plane. The reason of all which is most evident, for if a plane be supposed to

" pass through the axis of the stile, and to be turned round upon that axis with

" equal velocity once in 24 hours, it is evident, that if at the beginning of its

'* motion, that plane pass through the center of the fun, it shall also continue to

" pass through the same center, for its whole revolution ; and consequently, that

" part of the plane, which lies on the other side of the axis, opposite to the sun,

*' shall always be in the shadow of the axis; and consequently, the lines of the

" intersection, of this moved plane, with the plane of the dial, shall give the re-

*' spective lines of shadow appropriate to that plane. But 'tis evident, from the

*' contrivance of the newly described engine, that those branches of the cross

** whose pivots are centered in the arms of the wire in the axis, do always move

" round the axis in the same plane, and consequently move equal spaces in equal

*' times. And it is likewise evident, also, that the other branches of the cross,

" do always move both in a plane at right angles with the former plane, and con-

" scquently move also about the axis equal spaces in equal times; and also in the

" plane of the dial; and consequently must always lie in the line of the inter-

** section of the plane through the axis with the plane of the dial, and must there-

" fore always move, in the shadow of the axis, according to the several velocities

** of the shadow, unequal spaces in equal times.

" The application of which instrument to the use of describing all sorts of dials

" is so very evident, that I think I need not further explain it : For if the index

** of the axis be moved, to the equal divisions in a ring about it of hours, quarters,

J> minutes,
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*' minutes, &c. the index 'on the wire perpendicular to the plane of the dial will

" point out the respective unequal divisions on that plane. The use of this me-

" chanical principle for equation of time, resolving triangles, raising water, facili-

" tating wheel-work, and several other mechanical uses, I may hereafter shew."

Mr. Hooke affirming, that upon the same principle 'he could frame an instru

ment to indicate the inequalities of the days, was desired to cause such an instru

ment to be made.

Sir Robert Moray presented the society with an amethyst sent him out of

Scotland, where, he mentioned, there were whole rocks of the fame ; and another

stone sent him out of Ireland, of a yellowish colour, esteemed to be a kind of

transparent spar.

The lord bishop of Exeter produced a" letter from Dr. Cotton of November

16, 1666, importing, that he thought, that he should be able to furnish the society

with as many magnets to be found in Cornwall, as they would use.

Mr. Hooki was put in mind of making experiments with the great load-stone

formerly sent by Dr. Cotton.

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that he had lately received a letter from Paris,

signifying, that the astronomers there saw frequently the new star in collo Ceti ; and

the other in Cingulo Andromtda.

Mr. Hooke observed, that the air had been for a good while so thick about

London, that he had not been able to see those stars.

Sir Paul Neile mentioned, that Dr. Wren had taken care of his telescopical

moon, in order to have another of a larger size made by it.

He was desired to bring in at the next meeting his demonstration for the curve

line, that should regulate the circular pendulum for an equal motion with unequal

weights.

Mr. Haves produced a letter containing some observations concerning the figure

of snow fallen in Hampshire-marsh 0 ; and the figures were ordered to be drawn

with ink.

Mr. Thomas Coxe produced a small bone, which he said had been voided by

Sir William Throckmorton out of his bladder, into which it was supposed to

have been forced by a shot made through the thigh into the bladder, the wound

whereof was possibly healed up again.

• This letter is dated at Bramthill house March 13, 1667, and is entered in the Letter-Book, vol. i.

p. 402.

Pie
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He affirmed, that he had made the experiment of transfusing blood upon a

mangy dog and a sound dog, by opening a vein in each of them ; and that he had

found, that the sound dog was not insected thereby, and the mangy dog was cured.

Mr. Oldenburg produced an account, which he had received from Paris, of

the success, which the curious had met with there in the fame experiments, viz.

that they had so tried it, as that the fame blood had been in three dogs within the

space of six days ; one of the animals having been a bitch big with puppies, which

some time after the operation had cast one whelp dead, having not above three or

four drops of blood in its whole body.

It was ordered, that at the next meeting this kind of experiments should be

resumed ; and Dr. King was desired to perform the operation by letting most of

the blood of a dog run out before any other was infused ; and that then he should

be recruited by the blood of a sheep.

1667, March 28. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The earl of Northampton Dr. Goddard

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Wren

Sir Anthony Morgan Dr. Croune

Mr. Henshaw Dr. Balle

Mr. Colwall Dr. Pope

Dr. Wilkins Mr. Oldenburg."

Sir Anthony Morgan gave an account of Mr. Cole's title to the land be

longing to Chelsea-college : Which not being found clear, it was ordered,

That Sir Anthony Morgan should be desired to speak with Mr. Cole from

the council to this effect ;

That if he made a legal conveyance of his lease of the land to the council of

the society, and procured a release from those, who pretended to it, or got any

such pretender to join with him in the conveyance of his lease, they would then •

pay him an hundred pounds.

Sir Anthony Morgan was desired to consider of a deed of gift of the library,

which Mr. Howard had presented to the society.

Dr. Wilkins was desired to consider of -the instances, that might be proper to

be inserted in the. History of the Society; and having done so, to present them to

the council.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

Sir Clifford Clifton was elected.

Vol. II. Y Monfr.
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Monsr. Ismael Bullialdus and Monfr. Samuel Petit were upon their desire

in a letter proposed candidates by Mr. Oldenburg.

Francis Smethwick, esq; was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

Dr. Wilkins was desired to speak to Mr. Smethwick, that the society was de

sirous to see one of his newly invented optic glasses, asfirmed by him to be not spho

rical, and performing better than spherical ones.

An experiment was made, by Dr. King's operation, of bleeding a sheep into 3

spaniel dog, so as fifteen ounces of the dog's blood being first let out, before any

supply of other blood was given, there were afterwards transfused into him out

of the sheep thirty-six ounces at least, which was computed by the time of bleed

ing, measured by a minute watch ; by which it appeared, that in the space of four

minutes seventeen ounces of blood, at least, had been let run into the dog out of

the sheep ; since the sheep being afterwards sufsered to bleed into a dish for the space

of eight minutes, the blood let out in that time weighed about thirty-six ounces -t

during which time the blood must be supposed to have run slower than it did be

fore, when it was suffered to run into the dog.

Dr. King was desired to give in a full account of this experiment at the next

meeting, in order to its being registered.

Mr. Boyle moved, that some animals might be bled to death, to see what

quantity of blood they contained. Upon which the operator was ordered to pro

vide a dog for the next meeting, to let out all his blood.

Mr. Thomas Coxe brought in writing the relation, which he made at the last

meeting, of the experiment of transfusing the blood of an old mangy dog into a

found dog, whereby the former was cured, and the latter not insected. It was

ordered to be registered p.

Mr. Hooke presented some muscles grown in a stone at the bottom of the

sea, for the repository. ,

Dr. Wren produced drawings of the figures of hail, which had sallen March

27, 1667, at four in the afternoon, the upper part of which was a persect cone,

the under part the frustrum of a cone. Being turned up, it represented a marigold-

flower. The angle, he said, was the angle of a pentagon ; so that five of them

joined together made a circle. These drawings were ordered to be registered *.

Dr. Wilkins presented for the repository a kind of silken substance sent srorrt

Mr. Willughby, who asfirmed, that he had taken it himself out of a living;

shell-fish, called pinna marina.

* Register, vol. iii. p. 193. It is printed in May 1667.

the Philul". Transact, vol. ii. n* 25. p. 451, for * Register, vol. iii. p. 184.

Dr.
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Dr. Croune being called upon for a written account of his chariot, desired time

till the next meeting ; and the operator was, upon the doctor's desire, ordered 00

attend him for the making of such experiments with his chariot, as he should

direct.

Mr. Hooke's demonstration of the curve line in the circular pendulum was re

serred to the next meeting ; as also Dr. Wren's lamp, and the quadrant, that was

ordered to be made to be sent to Lisbon.

The operator was ordered to try the growth of lettice-seed in open, exhausted,

close, and compressed air, as it was suggested partly by Mr. Boyle and partly by

Dr. Goddard ; and likewise to try in an exhausted receiver, whether frog's spawn

being inclosed there, the water, in which it is found, would come to any motion ;

this experiment being suggested by Mr. Boyle.

Some of the members were of opinion, that by forcing out the air, the texture

of the spawn would be extremely altered and spoilt.

Mr. Hooke proposed an expeditious way of making bricks, the consideration

of which was reserred to the next meeting.

He promised to bring a six foot glass to compare with the reflecting boxt to

change the object glasses.

April 4. At the meeting of the Council were present

Mr. Colwall

N° 24 of the Philosophical Transactions was licensed ; which being peculiarly de

signed for the instruction of seamen in making observations in their voyages, one

hundred copies extraordinary were ordered to be printed off at the expence of the

ibeiety, and lodged with the master of Trinity-house, to be by him disposed of

to fit seamen.

It was also discoursed of, that the operator would consider, what would be the

charge of a whole set of the instruments described in this number of the Transactions.

It being likewise mentioned, that Mr. Sprat desired to know, what he should

do in the matter of inserting the statutes into the History of the Society, it was

thought proper, that Dr. Wilkins should be desired to peruse the said statutes,

and To to abridge them, as that the most material and least alterable particulars

thereof might be inserted in the history.

The President

Mr. Aerskine

Sir Robert Moray

Mr. Henshaw

Dr. Croune

Dr. Balls

Mr. Oldenburo.

Y 2 At
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At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

Monfr. Bullialdus, Monfr. Petit, and Francis Smethwick, esq; were

elected.

Mr. Oldenburg read a Latin letter dated January 1, 1667, addressed to him

from a Venetian philosopher, Francesco Travacino r, making mention of a

system of a new practical philosophy established by himself, and of a printed Sy

nopsis concerning the same. It was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg should return

him a letter of thanks *, and desire him to send over that Eknchus of experiments,

mentioned by him in his other letter to Sir Kenelm Digby.

Dr. King brought in an account in writing of two experiments made at his

own house by himself, assisted by some friends of his ; one of which was the bleed

ing of a calf by a vein into the vein of a sheep ; the other of injecting sugared

milk into the vein of a dog, after the emission of eighteen ounces of his blood :

Which experiments were ordered to be registered

The operator gave an account of the lettice-seed put 30 March, 1667, into the

rarified, close, and open air; that that in the close air had sprouted, (which the

members also saw) that in the open air had not then sprouted -r and that in the

exhausted receiver had miscarried.

It was ordered, that the experiment of that in the exhausted receiver should be

made again.

Mr. Howard produced a nosegay of dictamnus of two years old.

Dr. Croune produced a; letter of Mr. Townley to him, dated 25 March,

1667, taking notice of Monfr. Auzout^s pretended invention' of dividing a foot

into 30,000 parts, and taking thereby angles to a very great exactness; and shew

ing, that Mr. Gascoygne had before the late civil wars both invented and used

such an instrument, which Mr. Townley had by him, and of which he would

send a more persect description, if desired. Dr. Croune was requested to desire

that description, and the observations made with the instrument ; and Mr. Town-

ley's letter was ordered to be entered into the Letter-Book V

Dr. Wren produced. his new lamp, wherein the oil would not come saster than

it is consumed. He having mentioned, that he had a still better way, was desired

to communicate it at the next meeting.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke produce his method of making bricks with

less charge and more speed than. hath been hitherto used ; as also, that he bring in

* Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 287. count is printed in the Philos. Transact, ^25,

' Mr. Oldenburg's letter in Latin was dated p. 449, for May 1667.

at London 15 May, 1667, Letter-Book, p. 318. u It is not entered there, but it is printed in

K Register-Book, vol. iii. p. 18.5. This ac- the Philos. Transact, vol. ii. n* 25, p. 457.

his-.
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his demonstration of the curve line regulating the circular pendulum, so as to

make it move equally with unequal weights.

It was likewise ordered, that at the next meeting an experiment be made of let

ting out the blood of a dog, both by a vein and artery, at one and the same time,

out of vessels equally distant from the heart, as out of the jugular vein and a ju

gular artery ; and that the operator provide a dog for that purpose :

That another such experiment be made, as Dr. King had given at this meeting

an account of ; and that the recipient sheep be turned to graze again : And

That Mr. Thomas Coxe bring in at the next meeting his paper about the bone

voided out of the bladder of Sir William Throckmorton.

April ii. Sir Clifford Clifton lent in his admission-money.

Dr. Wren's new lamp was produced and approved. He intimated, that the

main point in it was to balance it well. He was desired to make a scheme thereof,

with some discourse upon it in writing; which he promised to do.

He mentioned, that he had seen a digging engine contrived by one Mr. Bay-

ley, which he said would perform twice as much as the fame number of men in

the usual way.

A paper of Dr. Merret was read, containing a description of granaries, as

they were built at London, together with the way of ordering the corn in them w.

And not having met with any person in London, who could give him a good

account of the granaries at Dantzick, in Poland, and at Amsterdam, he desired,

that letters might be written to those places, sollicking an account of the structure

of such buildings, as they were there.

Dr. Wren related, that some of the granaries of Dantzick were of eight or nine-

stories high, having funnels in their floors, to let the corn run from one into the

other, the lowest floor serving for a warehouse.

He remarked likewise, that in Muscovy they preserved their corn under ground,

digging a great hole of the figure of a sugar-loaf, broad at the bottom, and

pointed towards the top, plaistering it within, and covering it with a stone ; into

which they put the corn, when first well dried.

Mr. Boyle mentioned a way of freeing the air from its moistness, by exposing,

a quantity of salt of Tartar, which would imbibe it.

It was ordered, that in case the merchants of London could not give a good;

account of the granaries in the places abovementioned, the secretary should write

thither, and desire one.

w Philos. Transact, vol. ii. n° 25. p. 464..

The-
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The lord Brereton affirmed upon his own experience, that corn well dried

needed not to be malted for brewing ; which he had tried more than once with

oats.

Sir Robert Moray mentioning, that lieutenant-colonel Drummond had been

long in Muscovy, and could doubtless give a good account of their granaries, as well

as he had given him of their way of ordering bees, was desired to procure both

those accounts from him and to draw up some heads of inquiries concerning

bees, to be recommended to a gentleman going to Muscovy.

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read a letter written at Paris by Monsr. Pecquet

to Monsr. Carcavi x, containing an account of a new anatomical discovery made

by the said Monsr. Pecquet and Monsr. Gavant, of a communication between

the duflus tboracicus and the emulgent vein : upon which it was desired, that

the physicians of the society would, as they had an opportunity, see whether

they could observe the like.

Sir George Ent moved, that some care might be taken to observe what pas

sage there might be from the stomach to the kidnies, and that this should be tried

chiefly upon fowls, which have more open passages.

It was thereupon ordered, that as many of the anatomical committee, as conve

niently could, should be desired to meet on the Monday following about four of

the clock in the afternoon at Sir George Ent's house, to consider of and set

down a method for making such kind of experiments ; which being done, a cura

tor should then be particularly appointed to make them.

Dr. Wilkins renewed his former motion y, that the physicians of the society

would employ their interest with those of their prosession, who had staid in Lon

don, to obtain from them their observations of the late plague in 1665.

Sir George Ent, Sir Theodore de Vaux, and Dr. Charleton were desired

accordingly to speak to Dr. Glisson and the French pest-master about this parti

cular.

Sir George Ent moved, that a dog might be bled almost to death, and then

the blood of another dog transfused into him, to try to recover him.

The operator was ordered to have dogs ready at the next meeting for that

purpose.

He was likewise ordered to be at Dr. King's house on the Monday following at

two in the afternoon, for repeating the experiment of bleeding a calf into a sheep

by a vein ; which being done, the sheep should be kept alive and turned to grass

again :

* Printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. ii. r»* 25, ' On the 28th of March, 1666.
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It was ordered, that Dr. King be desired to give a farther account in writing of

the experiment, which he had made in private of injecting eighteen ounces of milk

and sugar into a dog, from which he had taken as many ounces of blood, whether

the dog lived or not:

That Mr. ThoMAS Coxe be put in mind of giving in writing the account of

Sir William Throckmorton's voiding a little bone at his bladder : and

That a dog be bled both by a vein and artery at one and the same time ; and

that the difserences of the arterial and venal blood be more particularly considered

than had been before done.

Mr. Hooke was put in mind to bring in a model for his expeditious way of

making bricks as also a six foot glass to compare with his reflecting-box by chang;

ing the object-glasses.

The operator was appointed to make the experiment with frogs spawn in an ex

hausted receiver.

April 18. Dr. King brought in a written account of his concerning the second

experiment made by himself in private upon a sheep and a calf, by transfusing the

venal blood of the latter into the vein of the former, turning the sheep, after the

operation, to grass again : and another written account of his containing some

sarcher observations made by him upon a dog, into whose veins he had injected a

quantity of sugar'd milk, after the letting out of him the like quantity of blood :'

both which accounts were ordered to be registered ".

Dr. King having mentioned, that the dog, which had the sugar'd milk injected

into his veins, had stunk before he died, Mr. Boyle moved, that this experiment

might be tried again, to see whether the like efsect would follow.

Dr. Croune moved (what had formerly been suggested by Mr. Boyle) that a

purging medicine might be given to the emittent dog before the operation, to see,

whether the recipient dog would be thereby purged ; and how r

The experiment of letting a dog bleed almost to death, and then transfusing

into him the blood of another dog, was deserred till another meeting.

Sir Robert Moray presented from Sir Robert Harley, for the society's

repository, 1. A young tiger's skull. 2. Four Indian arrows of that kind, which

is called poisonous. 3. Some strange American flies. 4. An ape's skull. 5. Two

fish scales, in part silver-coloured. 6. Two nuts, one .of which, bared of its

scale, had the likeness of an ape's sace. 7. An excellent colour made of the

American Rocou-tree, with a leaf of that tree.

* Register, vol.iii.p. 187,-189, and 192. See Philos. Transact. n* 25. p. 451.

Sir
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Sir Robert Moray presented also from the lord Clenoleu a pair of bellows,

all of wood, without leather, used in Sweden for great works, giving a greater

blast, and being cheaper than common bellows.

Sir George Ent was called upon to give the society an account of what had

been done by the committee appointed at the last meeting to meet at his house to

consider of experiments to be made for the finding out what y? stages there might

be from the stomach to the kidnies. He said, that very sew had met, and that

little was done to that purpose.

It was thereupon desired, that the persons concerned would attend that meeting

better ; and the operator was ordered to carry some lobsters, flounders, or frogs

thither ; and Mr. Hooke was desired to be there, to make sketches of what should

be observed.

Mr. Hooke produced his model for brick-making, and promised to produce

another at the next meeting.

He was put in mind to bring in his demonstration for the curve-line to regulate

the circular pendulum ; as also to produce his method of making spherical -glasses

bear great apertures without colours.

April 25. At the meeting of the Council were present

It was resolved,

That in the petition to his Majesty about the enlargement of the society's

charter, and the granting of Chelsea-college, the clause concerning a recorder for

the society be omitted ; and that there be inserted in this petition a power to be

granted to the president alone to license such books as are published by any sellow

of the society, and to employ other printers besides those of the society :

That the said petition be presented to the King by the president and such

others of the council, as the president should take with him :

That the lord Arlington, secretary of state, be desired to prepare and have

ready a warrant concerning the particulars of the said petition for his Majesty's

signing: and

Mr. Aerskine

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile

Dr. Wilkins

The President

Dr. Goddard

Dr. Merret

Dr. Clarke

Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Colwall

Dr. Croune

Dr. Balle

Mr. Oldenburg.

That
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That the committee for the additions to be made to the society's charter meet

on the Monday following about six of the clock at the president's house, to con

sider of the statutes to be inserted in their History.

N°. 24 of the Philosophical Transaclions was licensed.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

Dr. Pearson was admitted a member of the society.

Mr. Hooke produced a level, almost the same with that of the French, of

which an account had been lately published in the Journal' desscavans. He was

ordered to give a scheme and description of it in writing.

He proposed a way of measuring the circumserence of the earth with a twelve

foot glass and three stakes, to be practised in St. James's Park in a calm day. It

was ordered to be put in execution as soon as might be.

Mr. Thomas Coxe's relation concerning a bone voided out of the bladder of

Sir William Throckmorton was read, and oidered to be registered % as.

follows :

" Sir William Throckmorton had from his youth upwards passed through

*► the various accidents of a soldier's lise ; and particularly, in his service for the

" King in the late civil wars, received many shots very dangerous ; which occa-

" stoned the taking out of several splinters and fragments of bones, at divers and

" considerable distances of time, since the receit of those wounds. Some while

** after this (remaining still, as to all other respects, in a good condition of health)

" he complained of a difficulty and sharpness of urine, together with a dull pain

" and soreness about the bottom of his belly, which by intervals remitted, and

" again at times came more violently upon him, and so continued for many years

" usually troublesome to him, which causing a vehement suspicion of the stone,

" made those about him persuade him to be searched, which was done by an able

" lithotomist, who, upon both the ways of exploration, assured him, that he had

" a stone in his bladder, and that in the search he had toucht upon it with his

" catheter.

" After this, his pains pressed upon him every day more and more, till at last,

'* with all the striving and torment imaginable, he voided that (with some noise

" and violence) into the urinal, which was taken for a stone, till the King (who

" was pleased to view it with more curiosity than others had done) observed it to

** be no other than the fragment of a real bone : which being, from that day

" forward, obvious to every man's eye, gave ground to conjecture, that it had

" been violently divided from the whole bone, by some shot he had received many

" together, to come and go by fits.

 

Tql. II.

a Register, vol. iii. p. 19".

z " years
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** years before the voiding of this, forced by some secret violence of the bullet

'* through the substance of the bladder, and lodged in or about the neck of it,

" which it had for so long a time vellicated and obstructed, till it was discharged

** through the urethra by this extraordinary conatus of nature. The greatest ob-

" jection to this probable conjecture may be the old tradition of the great diffi-

" culty of healing the wound of the bladder, that the bone must be supposed to

" have made in its penetration ; which though Hippocrates affirms to be incura-

" ble, later authors assure us upon their repeated experience to have been healed

and cicatrised.

" A parallel case to this may be read in Tulpius's observations, Lib. 4.

*' cap. 29. pag. 340. of the Amsterdam edition. •

*' Some days ago this gentleman died of diseases altogether different from what

*' has been here spoken of. His body scented so very strong presently after his

" death, that it was impossible to make those discoveries by dissection, which other-

*' wise upon the account of this, and other inquiries, might have proved very sa-

" tisfactory to the spectators."

Sir Theodore de Vaux's history of making wax-candles was read, and order

ed to be filed up.

Mr. Hooke produced a letter to him from Mr. John Sellers dated at Wap

ping, April 12, 1667, and containing an answer to two magnetical queries printed

in the Philosophical fransactions, N°. 23. p. 423, 424. Which letter was ordered to

be entered into the letter book b.

Mr. Hooke was desired to enquire of Mr. Sellers, what method he used to

make a needle turn north and south without touching it with a loadstone.

He remarked, that a drill, by making a hole with it in a piece of steel in a

perpendicular position, would contract the verticity of north and south.

Mr. Boyle moved, that the following magnetical observations might be made,

1. Whether the dipping-needle does not in time vary in the fame place. 2. Whether

or no, when the dipping-needle is in that position, in which the inclination is

found to be greatest, and in which the circle is supposed to shew the magnetical

meridian of the place, the distance of that circle in degrees and minutes &c. from

the true meridian of that place, be the fame with the declination of a magnetic

needle horizontally poised, from the true points of north and south.

Mr. Hooke was desired to cause to be made both horizontal and inclinatory

magnetic needles, as exact as might be, and to have an inclinatory one hung up

constantly.

b Vol. ii. p. 13. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. ii. n* 26. p. 478. for June 1667.

2 Mr..
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Mr. Oldenburg produced several letters and papers come to his hands from

abroad. One from the earl of Sandwich to the president dated March 44, I^6y,

at Madrid % accompanying some celestial observations. Another from Mr.

Descalet at Suratte, dated Sept. 6, 1666, giving some account of the tempe

rature of the air of that place, of the overflowing of the great rivers in those

parts, &c. with some observations made by him of the comet in 1664; which were

ordered to be extracted from the letter. A third was a paper of Monsr. Bullial-

dus, containing some observations made by himself about the Nebulofa in cingulo

Andromeda, and the star in collo cygniA. A fourth a paper sent by Mr. William

son, dated at Crangen, March if, 1667, concerning some parhelia and odd invert

ed rainbows, lately seen in those parts : which was ordered to be filed up.

A fifth a paper sent by Mr. Oudart, dated April 17, 1667, concerning the use

fulness of snakes in catching rats and mice at Tangier ; which was likewise order

ed to be filed up.

Dr. Merret gave the society an account of some observations made by him

upon the stone called cculus mundi, which made him doubt, whether it be not an

artificial stone made of cat's eyes. He was desired to give in these observations in

writing.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were

1. Another method of Mr. Hooke for making bricks :

2. The comparing of a six foot glass with his reflecting-box.

April 29. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Mr. H. Howard of Norfolk Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Balle

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Wilkins

Dr. Wilkins was dtsired to be mindful of selecting upon every head of the

matters hitherto done by the society one or two instances to be offered to the

council for their approbation, and then to be inserted in the History.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke bring to Dr. Wilkins the several heads, which

he had drawn up for that purpose : and

That the treasurer do not call upon Mr. Smethwick for any admission-money,

nor the weekly payments.

c Letter-Book, vol. i. p. 406. d Printed in the Philos. Transact, n" 25. p. 459.

Z 2 May
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May 2. At a meeting of the Society,

Dr. King's paper giving an account of an experiment made by him upon a

mangy dog was read, and ordered to be registered e.

He was desired to try the transfusion of the blood of a dog or sox into a sheep

or lamb.

Dr. Lower being introduced by Mr. Boyle gave the society an account of an

experiment made by him at Oxford of breaking the duflus tboracicus in a dog

under the subclavial veins ; upon which the animal died the fourth day after. He

promised to give the particulars in writing.

He remarked, that the channel lately found by Monfr. Pecquet at Paris was

nothing but a lymphæduct from the kidnies to the receptacle of the chyle, not,

as Monfr. Pecquet would have it, from the receptacle to the emulgent.

It was ordered, that Dr. Lower's experiment should be made by tying up th«

duclus tboracicus, to see what might be discovered by the regurgitation of the

chylous matter ; whether any new vessels ?

Mr. Hooke having proposed the experiment of measuring the circumserence of

the earth for the Monday morning following in St. James's Park at the canal ;

it was ordered, that the apparatus for it, viz. a telescope of 1 2 or 1 5 seet and

some stakes, should be made ready against that time.

May 9. Philip Skippon, esq; was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

Henry and Thomas Howards, esqs; the eldest and youngest sons of Mr.

Henry Howard of Norfolk, were proposed candidates by Sir Robert Moray.

The brick-engine was produced again, and tried with some clay ; but that being

too stiff, the trial succeeded not.

The members discoursing afterwards upon the whole, and considering, that this

way would require vast spaces of ground to lay the bricks upon thus made, thought

best to lay it aside.

Dr. King gave an account of an experiment made by him of quite cutting

off a piece of a dog's skin, and of sticking it on again ; and that he found it

would not do, but that the skin mortified and was cast off. He was desired to

cut off another piece of skin with the flesh on, and presently fasten it on again ;

which he promised to do.

* This paper does not appear in the register.

He
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He undertook also to make the experiments of cutting out a dog's spleen without

tying up the vessels ; as also that or Dr. Lower of breaking the ductus thoracicus

in a dog.

Dr. Clarke related, that he had cut out the spleen of a very lean dog, partly-

cutting, partly tearing the vessels, and not tying them up again ; and that the dog

lived and did very well upon it, and was always very chearful and amorous ; and

being afterwards opened, when knocked on the head, the vessels were grown sast to

the neighbouring parts, and the mesentery covered with sat. He was desired to

give all the particulars of it in writing, which he promised to do.

The operator was ordered to furnish the anatomical committee, which was to

meet again at Sir George Ent's house on the Monday following, with the appa

ratus mentioned at the meeting of April 1 8, viz. some lobsters, flounders, &c.

Sir Robert Moray presented the society with Ambrose Pare"s works.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to send to Sir George Ent's house the medical book

lately presented by Monsr. Menjot, a Parisian physician, in order that Sir George

might peruse it and give an account of its contents.

He was likewise ordered to procure some both dipping and horizontal needles

as exact as could be got ; as also to make the apparatus ready for observing the

variation of the needle.

The experiments appointed for the next day were

1. The comparing of the reflecting tube with an ordinary one of six foot, by

using the same object and eye-glasses in both.

2. To open the thorax of a dog, and to keep him alive with blowing into his ,

lungs with bellows.

3. To make trials with the great load-stone formerly mentioned by Dr. Cotton.

4. To try in St. James's park between that and the following meeting, if it

might be, the experiment of measuring the earth, and to give an account of the

success at the next meeting.

May 16. Mr. Smethwick was admitted.

Mr. Skippon was elected and admitted.

Monsr. Bullialdus's letter in Latin dated at Paris May 16, 1667, N. S. ' ac

knowledging the savour of being elected into the society, was read.

s Letter-Book, vol, ii. p. 25.

Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg produced an algebraic proposition sent from Paris for re

ducing a biquadratic equation into two quadratic ones, that it may be effected in

plain geometry. It was remarked by Dr. Croune from Mr. John Collins, that

this proposition was already well explained in the High Dutch algebra of John

Henry Rhon, a scholar of Dr. Pell ; which book was translated into Englisn,

and then in the press s.

Mr. Hooke produced the two glass tubes, a common one of six seet, and ano

ther of the new way by reflection. Being compared by exchanging the glasses,

the members judged the common one to shew the object more clear than the other

did, though both shewed it of near the same bigness.

Upon consideration it was found and declared by Mr. Hooke, that the reflecting-

box had several desects ; r . that the intermediate glass of it was too thick. 2. That

the glasses were not ground smooth. 3. That one of the glasses was convex, the

other concave. It was ordered, that these desects be remedied against the next

meeting.

The great load-stone of sixty pounds weight was tried, both the pieces of it

being tied together. It moved a needle at about seven seet and a half distance ;

the great piece at about seven seet distance ; the little piece at near six seet.

It was ordered, that it should be tried again by Mr. Hooke in private, and

, an account of what he had observed be brought in; as also that it should be tried

how sar a good magnet moves iron.

Mr. Boyle moved, that it might be tried somewhere in the ruins of London,

what was the declination of the needle after the fire ; since it was affirmed by au

thors, that after the burning of Vesuvius, the declination was altered in those parts.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke should take care to have this done.

It being inquired how the quick-silver stood about and during the time of the

fire, Mr. Hooke affirmed, that he had found it very high. Mr. Boyle had not

found his tube so.

Mr. Colwall promised, that he would bring in an account of the observations

made by himself, of the several stations of the quicksilver for seven months together,

and of its station at the time of the fire and aster it.

It was again ordered, that the magnetic apparatus should be made ready to ob

serve the variation of the needle at Whitehall.

Mr. Hooke observed, that he had a way of handling the needle so, as that it

should move without friction.

* It was published at London 1668, in 4to, Thomas Branker, M. A. much altered and

under the title of An Intrcduilion to Algebra. It augmented by Dr. Pell.

was translated out of High Duteh into English by

Dr.
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Dr. King gave an account of having cut out the spleen of the dog, into which

the sheep's blood had been formerly transfused ; and that he had done it without

tying up the vessels. The operator was ordered to carry this dog to the president's

house ; and Dr. King was desired to bring in an account of his experiment in

writing.

The operator Was ordered to have a dog ready against the next meeting for open

ing the thorax.

The other experiments for the next meeting were

1. The persecting of the reflecting tube.

2. The magnetic needles.

3. The injection of wind into a dog, to see, what influence it hath upon respi

ration.

4. The experiment of Dr. Lower of breaking the duftus thoradcus, delivered

by him to Dr. Clarke, to be called for and read.

Mr. Boyle moved, that the experiment of injecting wind or air might be im

proved by injecting fumes.

May 23. At the meeting of the Council were present

The President

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Balle

Mr. Henshaw Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Wilkins

It was resolved, that the duchess of Newcastle h, having intimated her desire to

be present at one of the meetings of the society, be entertained with some experi

ments at the next meeting; and that the lord Berkeley and Dr. Charleton be

desired to give notice of it to her Grace, and to attend her to the meeting on the

Thursday following.

It was ordered, that for the said entertainment there be made ready the experi-

rrlfcnts of colours formerly mentioned by Mr. Boyle ; the weighing of air in an

"exhausted receiver ; the dissolving of flesh with a certain liquor of Mr. Boyle's

suggesting, &c.

h Marcaret, daughter of Thomas Lucas John lord Lucas, well known for her writings

of St. John's near Colchester, e% and sister of upon various subjects.

It
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It being moved again, that such instances, as are to be inserted in the History of

the Society, might be resolved upon, it was ordered, that it should be left to the

president and Dr. Wilkins to agree upon such, as they should think fit for that

purpose.

N° 25 of the Philosophical Transailions was licensed.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

Thomas Harley, esq; was proposed candidate by the president.

The experiments appointed for this meeting were called for, but none of them

being ready, order was given not to fail of having them ready against the nexc

meeting.

The lord Berkeley mentioned, that the duchess of Newcastle had expressed a

great desire to come to the society, and to see some of their experiments ; but that

she desired to be invited. This was seconded by the earl of Carlisle and Dr.

Charleton, who pressing, that it might be put to the vote accordingly, whe

ther the duchess of Newcastle should at her desire be invited to be present at the

meeting on the Thursday following ; it was carried in the affirmative.

The ceremonies and the subjects for her entertainment were reserred to the

council.

A paper of Dr. Wilkins, given him by Dr. King, about the effects of corrosion

upon a knise by cider, was read, and ordered to be filed up

It was remarked by some members, that in Herefordshire, a cider country, there

was no complaint of the stone.

Sir George Ent mentioned, that the anatomical committee had begun to

make some experiments at his house upon lobsters and scates and that when they

had made farther progress therein, they would give an account of them.

Mr. Hooke moved, that some experiments might be made, to find whether it

be the supply of fresh air, or the motion of the lungs, that keeps animals alive ;

which he said might be done by cutting a hole in the thorax, and making an inci

sion in the lungs, and blowing into them by the afpera arteria. It was ordered,

that the experiment should be made as soon as it could conveniently be done.

He moved likewise, that the intestinum rectum in some animal or other might be

cut off; which he thought could be as easily done as the taking out of a spleen :

"Which experiment was also ordered to be made.

*■ Press, D.D,

The
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The operator was strictly charged to provide dogs from time to time for the use

of the society, and of those, who, at the desire of the society, had undertaken to

make experiments of several kinds upon them.

The experiments appointed for the entertainment of the duchess of Newcastle

were, 1. Those of colours. 2. The mixing of cold liquors, which upon their

infusion grew hot. 3. The swimming of bodies in the midst of water. 4. The

dissolving of meat in the oil of vitriol. 5. The weighing of air in a receiver, by

means of the rarefying engine. 6. The marbles exactly flatted. 7. Some, magne

tical experiments, and in particular that of a terrella driving away the steel-dust. at

its poles, 8. A good microscope. These experiments Mr. Boyle and Mr.

Hooke were desired to provide and take care or.

May 30. Mr. Harley was elected.

Monsr. Petit's letter to the society, dated at Paris May 27, 1667, N. S. k, con

taining his acknowldgements for the honour of being elected into their body, was

read.

This letter was accompanied with a paper containing several magnetical expe

riments, as that of Dr. Gilbert's terrella, and some of the variation of the

needle.

Mr. Hooke was put in mind of making ready the magnetical apparatus for ob

serving the present variation of the needle at Whitehall ; as also to observe that

variation in the midst of the ruins of London, according to the suggestion of Mr.

Boyle on the 1 6th of May. '

A letter from Dr. Pope to Mr. Hooke dated at Exeter May 25, 1667, was

read, giving an account of worms in the stomachs of cormorants, which he sup

posed to be the cause of their voracity. It was ordered, that it be filed up and that

Dr. Pope be desired to inquire, whether those cormorants had worms in their

stomachs at all seasons of the year.

Another letter of his about grout-ale was produced, but the reading of it deserred

till the next meeting.

Dr. Clarke produced a paper of Dr. Turbervill concerning a man, whose

spleen was cut out, and yet he survived.

Dr. Clarke was desired to procure from the relator an account of the time

when this was done, that being omitted in the paper.

The duchess of Newcastle coming in, the experiments appointed for her enter

tainment were made :

«

k Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 30. 1 It is entered in the Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 29.

Vol. II. A a i. That
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First, that of weighing the air, which was done with a glass receiver of the capa

city of nine gallons and three pints ; which being exhausted, and put into a scale,

and then opened, and the air let in, weighed thereupon one ounce and seventy-one

carats more than it did when exhausted.

Mr. Boyle suggested afterwards, that a gage might be employed to know how

much air was left, which was ordered to be done.

Next were made several experiments of mixing colours.

Then two cold liquors by mixture made hot.

Then the experiment of making water bubble up In the rarefying engine, bf

drawing out the air ; and that of making an empty bladder swell in the fame

engine.

Then the experiment of making a body swim in the middle of the water :

And that of two well-wrought marbles, which were not separated but by the

weight of forty-seven pounds.

After the duchess was withdrawn, Mr. Hooke was put in mind of the experi

ment of measuring the earth in St. James*s park, to be tried there on the Monday

morning following.

Mr. Colwall presented his paper of thermometrical and baroscopical observa

tions ; which was ordered to be registered m.

The anatomical experiments appointed at the preceding meeting were ordered,

to be made at the following one.

It was ordered likewise, that the reflecting box be presented at that meeting,,

after the desects observed in it at the meeting of May 23, were rectified.

June 3. At a meeting of the Council were present

Dr. Wilkins

It was moved, that a fit person for another curator to the society might be

thought upon i and the council was desired accordingly to take it into consideration-

The President

Mr. Hoskyns

Dr. Balle

Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Aerskine

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile

* It does not appear in the Register.

Mention.
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Mention was made by some of Dr. Walter Needham, by others of Dr. Ri

chard Lower. This matter was left to farther consideration.

N° 26 of the Philosophical 'TransaSions was licensed.

June 6. At a meeting of the Society,

Sir Bernard Gascon was proposed candidate by Mr. Henry Howard of

Norfolk.

Walter Needham, M. D. was proposed by Dr. Wilkins.

A letter of Dr. Pope to Mr. Hooke concerning the way of making grout-ale

was read, and ordered to be filed up.

The sourness of this liquor gave occasion to speak of the causes of sourness in

general, and the ways of curing liquors of it. Some members mentioned, that

vintners use to restore their wines beginning to grow sour by quick lime and other

calcined substances, which by precipitating the sourness restore such wines, though,

when the Wines are ropy, they are past recovery. Others remarked, that red lead

put into vinegar would sweeten it.

It was ordered, that the experiment should be made at the next meeting of

dulcifying vinegar with red lead, oculi cancrorum, oister-shells, crab's claws,

chalk, &c. And that Mr. Hooke take care of this experiment.

Mr. Hoskyns mentioned, that the husks of grapes were used to turn wine into

vinegar ; which he said was also taken notice of by Glauber.

He suggested, that it were desirable, that the secretary by his correspondence in

the East-Indies would learn the way used there of extracting spirit out of rice ;

which Mr. Oldenburg undertook to do.

Mr. Balle presented his observations concerning the weather, but took the

paper home with him in order to make a fair transcript of it.

Mr. Hooke remarked, that six or seven hours before the beginning of the storm

of wind on the day preceding, the quick-silver in the wheel barometer had fallen

very considerably, almost a quarter of a circle. Mr. Colwall confirmed this by

the observations made by himself.

Dr. King gave an account of the experiment lately made by himself of trans

fusing the blood of a dog into a sheep, the sheep being very sick upon it, but

somewhat relieved by taking away some of her blood ; it being thought, that she

had received too much blood from the dog. He was desired to give this account

with all the circumstances in writing n.

■ Register, vol. iii. p. 194.

A a 2 He
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♦ He related likewise, that the sheep, into which formerly the blood of a calf had

been transfused, and which was, after the experiment, turned to grass, after threa

weeks time sell sick, pined away, and died.

He was desired to repeat this experiment at his conveniency, and to send the

sheep, on which the experiments were made, to Kensington to Mr. Henshaw's

houle, who was desired to permit them to graze in his ground ; which he pro

mised to do.

Mr. Hoskyns mentioned, that there was one Mr. WrrcHt, who had a stone

like a slate taken out of a rock, which being thrown- into warm water, and then

put under a bed of earth, would produce mushrooms upoa it. He was desired to

produce some of this stone, which he promised to do.

Sir Bernard Gascon took notice, that he knew also a gentleman in Lon

don, who had a kind of spongy stone, which being boiled in water would produce

mushrooms in it. He promised to procure some of these stones.

Dr. Whistler moved, that the experiment so much discoursed of might be.

made, of pulverizing mushrooms, and infusing them in water warmed, and of

throwing such water upon a bed of earth, to see, whether it would produce suchC

a quantity of mushrooms, as was affirmed.

Mr. Henshaw and Mr. Evelyn were desired to try this experiment, which

they promised to do.

Mr. Hoskyns intimated;, that the gentleman, who had the stone abovemen-

tioned, would not scruple to declare the place, where that rock was, that yield

ed it.

He desired, that the Hungar's beer brewed in Holland without boiling might:

be inquired after, and the way of brewing it procured; which Mr. Oldenburg-.

undertook to do..

Mr. Hooke was ordered to prosecute the experiment of measuring the earth ini

St. James's park. He named the Monday following for it. Mr. Neile was de

sired to speak to Sir Paul Neile in the name of the society, that he would ob

tain leave to make that experiment in the park.

Mr. Hooke was put in mind to persect his reflecting-box against the following;

meeting.

He intimated, that this sort of telescopes would serve for a very convenient

helioscope, to look upon the sun at all times, when it shines, without offence to,

the eye

Dri
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Dr. King being called upon to give account of what had been done at the last

meeting of the anatomical committee at Sir George Ent's house, reserred to Sir

George himself, who was absent.

June 13. The society did not fit.

June 20. Sir Bernard Gascon was elected nemine contradicente, and pre

sently admitted.

Dr. Walter Needham was likewise elected.

Mr. Balle was desired to make the magnetic experiment formerly discoursed' of

by Mr. Hooke-

He acquainted the society, that Dr. Cotton had, according to his promise, sent

to them a load-stone of about 160 pounds weight for a terrella, which he had

chosen out of above twenty hundred weight of the same stone; and that it would

move a needle at above six seet diameter-

Mention being made of the mines where load-stones are found, Mr. Balle re

lated, that the mine, whence these came, is in a little round hill in Cornwall, where

is also an iron mine : That the water, that is in the mine, is of a reddish colour :

That there is a mixture of greenish stones up and down in the mine ; and that there

is likewise found a shining stone of a kind of murrey colour, something like an-

amethyst.

Mr. Henshaw related, that in Italy there was a magnet, whose sphere of attrac

tion reached above a foot, so as to hang one small key by the contiguity of ano

ther..

The method of making the experiment of opening the thorax of a dog, and

preserving his lise for some time by blowing into his lungs with a pair of bellows,

being discoursed of, Mr. Hooke reported a former experiment of his, that he had

taken away all the ribs and the diaphragm, and lest only the spine and great

vessels ; and that the experiment had succeeded, so as the dog lived some hours

by blowing into his lungs with bellows ; but as he ceased to move the lungs,

the dog presently fainted, but revived upon a fresh agitation of the lungs. It was

ordered, that Dr. King be desired to join with Mr. Hooke to make this experi

ment before the society at the following meeting.

Dr. King related, that he had formerly taken out the heart, and cut off the

head of a cat; and yet a good while after upon pinching the tail of the cat, she

would stir her body, and kick pretty strongly with her hind legs.

Mr. Hooke acquainted the society, that a friend of his had made many experi

ments of respiration, which he was desired to give them an account of at their next

meeting.

z. Mr.
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Mr. Hooke tried the experiment, with which he had been charged at the

meeting of June 6, of taking away the sharpness of vinegar, and reducing it

to a real sweetness, by putting into a little quantity of vinegar some red lead in

powder. The event was, that the sharpness of the vinegar was much abated, but

not wholly discharged.

While this experiment was making, Mr. Henshaw desired, that since vinegar

was supposed to be wine deprived of its spirits, the vial might be close stopt, to

discover, whether the acrimonious parts precipitated or evaporated, upon putting

in the red lead.

Dr. Goddard observed, that a mixture of vinegar and red lead gently distilled

would yield an insipid liquor ; but that if the fire be increased to a good hight,

there would come last of all a very acid spirit. He also observed, that there was a

kind of sulphur in vinegar itself; and that saccharum Saturni dissolved in rose-

water, while one's hand or a cloth is wet with it, will smell very sweet of the

roses ; but after it is dry, will smell like strong vinegar.

Dr. Merret related, that he had long before given his son (then at St. Paul's

school) to drink a bottle of Rhenish wine, wherein he had put some filings of steel

and that the youth forgetting to set it in a cellar, had put it on the tester of his

bed ; and after standing there about a month, it was as sharp as very good vinegar ;

but being suffered to stand longer, to observe what other changes it might have,

in about two years after he tasting it found, that it had recovered its former

goodness in all things ; only it was of the colour of claret-wine.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

1. That of opening the thorax of a dog:

2. More experiments of infusing steel and other metals in sharp menstrua ; as also

crustaceous things, such as egg shells, oister-shells, crabs-eyes, coral, &c.

June 27. The experiment of opening the thorax of a dog, ordered at the pre

ceding meeting, was deserred till the succeeding one, because Dr. King, who was to

assist in making the experiment, could not be present at this meeting.

Mr. Hooke made some experiments to dulcify vinegar, by infusing the filings

of lead, egg-shells, brass, steel-dust, and oister-shells, in several vials with vinegar ;

all which greatly deprived the vinegar of its acidity, and reduced it to some kind

of vinosity. It was ordered, that these experiments be farther prosecuted against

the next meeting.

Mr. Balle was desired to send the load-stone, lately presented by Dr. Cotton,

to Mr. Hooke, who was to take care to have it well wrought into a terrella.

The

2
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The bishop of Exeter related, that the miners in Devonshire and Cornwall,

upon their first discovery of the tin-ore, guess at the quantity to be had, and always

observe, that those mines run east and west. This was confirmed by Mr. Wil-

lughby, who remarked, that coals and other minerals, as well as tin, lie in that

position.

Dr. Merret mentioned, that a correspondent of his in those countries had

always observed the position of mines to be generally east and west, except lead-

ore ; which hath not been observed to have any current or declivity of the Vein,

but is most commonly found north and south by the miners.

Mr. Willughby observed, that most mines lie high in the west, and so deepen

more and more the farther east they run.

Mr. Hoqke- reported, that he had observed cliffs of stone for near four miles

together ; that the natural position was horizontal, though in some places he had

found them to lie much sloping, and in others perpendicular ; which, he thought,

might fall into those odd positions by some great earthquakes ; and he was of opi

nion, that the great hills and mountains have been raised by earthquakes.

He mentioned a cliff in the Isle of Wight, the bottom of which was washed by

the sea, wherein at a pretty depth below the top, and at many fathoms above the

surface of the sea, he had found shells of several sorts ; which he thought might

possibly have been placed there by earthquakes removing the supersicial parts of

the earth raising the bottom of the sea, and sinking the surface ot the land.

The bishop of Exeter suggested, that those shells might be carried in by sub

terraneous canals.

Upon this discourse of earthquakes some of the members were of opinion, that

the great lakes might also be made thereby.

Mr. Hooke related out of Varenius's geography, that in China, a lake of

thirty leagues over was made by an earthquake, the earth then sinking ; and in

another place, for the space of forty leagues, the earth shook all at the same

time. ,

Sir Theodore de Vaux mentioned, that a hill in Switzerland had been removed

by an earthquake, with the vines and some trees still growing upon it.

Dr. Wren mentioned, that in Italy there was a lake of salt water of near an

hundred and fifty fathoms deep and that being deep, the water might be salt from

what is dissolved of the earth. The bishop of Exeter was of the like opinion with

respect to the sakness of the sea.

Mention being made of what Dr. King had related at the preceding meeting, that

he had taken out the heart and cut off the head of a cat, and yet some time after,.

upoa
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upon ..pinching her tail, the body and legs would stir pretty strongly, it was

thought, that this motion was only convulsive, and not out of any sense.

Some of the members had observed, that when the heart hath been taken out of

eels and other fishes, they have moved for two hours after.

Mr. Hooke reported, that he had taken a whelp out of the uterus, and dissect

ed it in the evening, and that the heart beat the next morning, when he came to

look on it again.

Dr. Wren had observed in flies, that if the head be cut off, the body will run

away, and live a good while ; and if the tail only be cut off, they will live a day ;

but if they are stabbed in the body, they will quickly die, all the muscles lying so

about the breast, as they do likewise in crabs and other crustaceous fishes.

He mentioned likewise, that the blood of flies and insects was white ; and that,

though upon killing them, a red matter was seen, it was only excrement ; and

that he had observed, that one sort of beetles die by a worm, that cats them con

tinually. He had farther observed, that all insects breed mites, when they arc

dead.

Mr. Boyle related, that he knew a man, who by a way used by him would

undertake to be three hours at a time under water without any prejudice.

This gave occasion to discourse, what quality it was, that made the air fit for

respiration. Some thought it became unfit by being clogged and entangled with

grass vapours. Mr. Hooke was of opinion, that there is a kind of nitrous qua

lity in the air, which makes the refreshment necessary to lise, which being spent or

intangled, the air becomes unfit.

He related an experiment long since made before the society with a chafing-dish

of coals set in a close, box, wherein was a pair of bellows so contrived, as to blow the

coals with that air only, that was included in the box : the air so kept had this

quality, that after one whole day's time fresh fire would not burn in it, till the

grosser parts thereof were precipitated.

Mr. Henshaw related, that he had heard, that those, who went to the top of

mount Olympus and other hills, used to breath through a spunge dipt in oil.

It was proposed by Mr. Hooke to have a rarefying engine made of wood big

enough for a man to sit in. This was approved of by Mr. Boyle. Mr. Hooke

thought, that such an engine might be made for five pounds ; and was ordered to

have one made as soon as possible.

He proposed a contrivance, which he had, to make a vessel to swim in under

water, of any dimension, wherein he might pass as fast as in a wherry upon the

Thames,
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Thames, and at any depth he pleased with sasety. He was ordered to compute the

charge of such an engine, and report it to the society at the next meeting.

Mr. Balle produced some spars and diamonds of several kinds, asbestus, and

some other stones of a murrey colour, taken out of the loadstone mines; which

were delivered to Mr. Hook.e for the repository.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

Mr. Balle's of the loadstone ; the opening the thorax of a dog; and a farther

account of the infusions in vinegar.

July 4. The experiment of opening the thorax of a dog, ordered at the pre

ceding meeting, being again called for, was deserred till the following one on ac

count of the absence of Dr. King. Mr. Hooice was desired to join with any

physicians of the society, and to take care, that the experiment be then made

without fail.

Some other experiments about dulcifying vinegar by dissolving therein crusta-

ceous substanees and metals, ordered also at the preceding meeting, were not made

at this.

Mention being again made of the position of mines, that they generally lie east

and west, the lord Brereton related, that, according to his observations, minerals

have not any particular tendency that way, but spread themselves all manner of

ways ; and that in a mine, which he had lately opened in Cheshire, there were

twenty five veins, which ran so many several ways.

His lordship likewise related out of Merian's book concerning the Alpes,

written in High Dutch, that in Glojsa Bktchia, one of the hills there, is a river,

wherein is a matter like ice, which continually congeals into crystal. The author

treating also of the growth of that hill and many other subjects worth notice, Mr.

Haak. was desired to translate this book of Merian into English for the use of

the society, which he promised to do.

The lord Brereton related also, that the river Weaver running from Nantwich

to Northwich for about twenty miles had manisestly increased of late, and exceeded

its banks, that did not use to be full : that upon digging a salt-pit thereabouts about

two yards deep he found a pavement and Roman coins, and at a greater depth :

that two miles off from that place upon digging was found at the depth of 2 1

seet (which was three yards and a half below the level of the river) the skeleton

of a stag, which his lordship had then in his keeping.

Mr. Henshaw remarked, that he had been told by Mr. Jonas Moore, that in

the great level of the sens, digging thirty-four seet deep, he had found a Roman

causey.

Vol. II. Mr.
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Mr. Colwall observed, that in that part of Lincolnshire called Holland, the

sea had left the shore for a great distance.

Mr. Balle remarked likewise, that by the river Ex coming to Exeter, the

water was gone off some acres.

Dr. Wilkins produced an 'account printed at Paris of two experiments

made by the Royal Academy of Sciences there of the transfusing of blood °. The

first was on a youth of fifteen or sixteen years of age, who had a violent sever and a

lethargy upon him, his memory being lost, and little hopes of lise. After he had

been blooded at a vein considerably, he had the arterial blood of a lamb trans

fused into him : and though before that he would be so sleepy, as scarce to be

able to take sustenance, yet the next morning after this operation, he got up, and

went about his businels before five of the clock, and continued lively and well.

The other experiment was on a labouring man, from whom ten ounces of blood

having been taken, twice as much from the crural artery of a lamb had been put

into him. The event was, that though after the experiment the man did not re

pose himself, as he had been desired, yet he was very well, and said, that he found

himself more light and lively than he had ever done in his lise before ; and ofsered,

that they should make that experiment upon him as often as they would.

Mr. Hooke excused the want of experiments at this meeting, in regard he had

spent great part of his time in examining an instrument, whereby to produce air out

of water, which did not succeed ; on which account he was of opinion, that little

air is made out of water, but what may rush into the pipes together with it, as in

the bellows at Fiale. Mr. Hooke was ordered to bring in a description of this

instrument, and an account of the experiments in writing, at the next meeting.

Sir William Curtius, knt. and bart. then in Germany, was proposed candidate

by the lord Brereton, according to his desire in a letter, in which he promised to

serve the society in any thing within his power in Germany, during his stay there.

Mr. Hooke and Mr. Balle were desired to observe the convexity of the canal

in St. James's Park, and to give an account of it to the society at their next

meeting.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

1. That of opening the thorax cf a dog :

2. More experiments for dulcifying vinegar and other sharp liquors :

3. Mr. Balle's experiment with the loadstone.

• This account is probably that published at tiqui a M. de Montmok, premier maijlre des rt-

Paris in 4" in 1667, under the title of Lcilre de qucjles, touchant deux experiences de la transfusion

M. Denis, frofejstur de philosophic et de mathema- Jaitcs fur des bimmes.

July
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July 11. Mr. Hooke desiring to be excused from making the experiment of

opening the thorax of a dog, Dr. Balle and Dr. King were requested to take

care of it at the next meeting.

Mr. Hooke having made this experiment formerly was desired to give some

account of it ; who related, that he had cut away all the ribs of the dog, taking

out the diaphragm, and left only the spine and the great vessels ; and that blowing

with a pair of bellows and a pipe thrust into the windpipe of the dog, the

heart continued beating, and the eyes very lively for the space of two hours,

which might have lasted much longer but upon ceasing to use the bellows, the

heart grew convulsive and dying, which likewise would recover again as soon as

the motion was renewed. He remarked, that he designed this experiment to un

derstand the nature of respiration.

Sir Paul Neile related, that one day hunting in the bishop of Winchester's

p park at Farnham he shot a deer with a broad-headed arrow out of a steel-bow,

which made a wound from the diaphragm to the haunch, clear open. He seeing

the wound so great, set only an old dog to hunt the deer down, which pursued

the deer so long through the bushes in the park, till the dog was tired, and all

over of a white foam with sweating. When the deer sell, it was found to have

lost all its guts by running among the bushes a very considerable space of ground

aster it had received the wound.

Mr. Haak. being put in mind of his late undertaking to tranflate Mr. Merian's

book on the Alpes out of the High Dutch into English, reported, that he had a

son-in-law now dwelling in that country, from whom he could procure a more ex

act description of Glossa Bletchia, and other remarkable things there, than he

thought thatibook might afford and he promised to write for an account as soon

as he could.

Mr. Mercator's observations of the barometer from the 6th of December to

the 7th of July were brought in by Mr. Hooke, and ordered to be entered.

The bishop of Exeter remarked, that Mr. Mercator had acquainted him

with his theory of longitudes, which consisted of" three particulars, equation of

time, libratbn of instruments, so that no motion might discompose them, and

a desence from the air ■, and that it was to be performed with a pendulum-clock,

Mr. Hooke reported, that Dr. Croune had received from Richard Town-

ley, esq; Mr. Gascoyne's instrument for measuring the diameter of the stars with

great exactness ; which instrument was asterwards shewed to the society, with the

models of some others ; and the improvement of the first invention.

p Sir Paul's fuller, Dr. Richard Neile, was bishop of Winchester, from 1628 to his translation

to the archbishopric of York 111 1631.

B b 2 Mr.
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Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he had invented an instrument of this kind, but

upon another principle, which would perform the fame things better, with more

certainty and more ease.

He related also, that he had a theory, which would solve all the unequal

motions of the planets ; which he was desired to shew the society at their next

meeting.

He brought in the raresying-engine, fitted with a wooden vessel, large enough

for a man to sit in, which was tried ; but not being sufficiently tight, it was or

dered to be fitted against the next meeting, and to be then tried.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

1. That of opening the thorax of a dog :

2. Of the rarefying-engine :

3. An account of the convexity of the canal in St. James's Park :

4. Some magnetical experiments from Mr. Balle.

July 18. There being but a small number of the society met, the experiment

of opening the thorax of a dog was made by Dr. King, but did not succeed,

the apparatus not being fit. It was therefore ordered to be repeated at the next

meeting, and Dr. King was desired to bring in an account of that operation in

-writing, notwithstanding the failure of it.

July 25. Mr. Balle presented a little book, entitled, Historical Applications and

occasional Meditations upon severalsubjects* from an unknown hand, for the society's

library.

Mr. Hooke brought in Mr. Townley's instrument for measuring diameters to>

very minute parts, consisting of a screw with indexes, &c. He reported, that Dr*

Croune had a description and scheme of the instrument from Mr. Townley him

self, which was ordered to be brought in and entered in the register * ; as also, that

the operator should make one of the same kind to be kept in the repository.

Mr. Hooke produced likewise an instrument of his own invention for the fame

purpose, but of more plain and easy use, it consisting of two threads and a ruler,

whereby an inch is diagonally divided into five thousand parts, and might be with

the fame ease divided into forty thousand or more at pleasure ; to which was to be

fitted part of a tube, whose circle is divided into 360 degrees, and a thread passing

through the diameter, which would serve to find the trUe position of any star, &c

* It does not appear there.

It
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It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke bring in an account of his instrument in writ

ing, with a scheme of it, to be entered into the register-book ; and that one os

• the same kind be likewise made to be kept in the repository.

Mr. Hcoke mentioned, that he had another invention of an instrument to

measure diameters with great exactness, which he promised to give an account of

at the next meeting.

Report being made, that the great box fitted to the exhausting engine had not

succeeded according to expectation, the air (as Mr. Hooke supposed) getting in

at the brass- sucker, he informed the society, that he had since fitted it with a

wooden-sucker instead of that ; which would be ready against the next meeting.

Dr. Wilkins related, that by some experiments of this kind, which he had

made long since at Oxford, it was found, that the air compressed in an engine

would work through the pores of wood, though an inch thick ; which he disco

vered by throwing water on the wood, wherein would appear many bubbles caused

by the expression of the air from within.

To prevent which in this box Dr. King advised, that it might be covered with

a good scar-cloth made so, that it might keep the vessel tight enough to prevent

any recourse of air. But Mr. Hooke replied, that he thought he had stopt all

possible passages of air with cement, so that it would now perform very well ; and

if this mould sail, he thought there was no better way than to have it covered

with lead.

Col. Blount was of opinion, that a good Holland sear-cloth might hold and

last better than leather, and that if it were well sized with glue, it might be to alt

intents as good as lead.

But it was objected by Mr. Henshaw, that all sorts of sear-cloth will stretch,

and the pores be opened by that subtle force.

He inquired likewise, whether it were fresh air or vapours, that came in upon

exhausting the box ? and was answered by Mr. Hooke, that at those times, when

he sat in the box to make the experiment, all the difference, which he sound, was

only a little extraordinary heat.

Mr. Hooke moved, that since the cement about the engine was very subject to

crack in the carriage from Gresham-college to Arundel-housc, whereby it became

desective, a committee might be appointed to see some experiments made with

it at his lodgings in that college, and to report the same to the society.

Dr. King brought in writing an account of several experiments made by him,

viz. 1. Of bleeding a dog into a sheep. 2. Of a lamb into a fox, with some

queries upon the same. 3. Some additional observations to his former account of

the production of ants. 4. Of a cat dissected alive, to shew how long sense will

remain
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remain after the head is cut off. 5. Of a dog strangled, to be recovered by blow

ing into the aipera arteria with bellows ; which experiment did not succeed. 6. Of

a bitch dissected, which had been newly coupled with a dog. 7. Some observa

tions in the late experiment of opening the thorax of a dog, which did not suc

ceed. All these several experiments were ordered to be registered r, as follow :

" May 30, 1667. 1. Having prepared a sheep and a dog for the experiment of

" transfulion, I took away blood from the sheep till she grew faint ; then I siip-

" plied her with dog's blood, till she was extream sick, and, as we judged, had

" received as much, if not more blood than she lost- Then we set her upon her

*' legs, but she would not endure that posture, but lay down in such an agony,

" that we all seared she would die ; and in regard we heard a violent clapping of

" the diaphragm, we were apt to think she was over stockt with dogVblood,

" which made us resolve to let her blood, ten or twelve ounces, which we did,

** and the diaphragm presently ceased that vigorous clapping we heard before, and

" she took her breath much more freely ; yet remained sick, and so continued two

'* or three hours, but by the next morning was reasonably well, and did eat hay.

" So I sent her to grass, and she eat and seemed well six or seven days, but did not

" care to accompany with any other sheep; but in three or four days more

,k droopt, and died. But by what I hear, her neck was ill looked to, and tainted,

*' by reason of the heat of the weather and the injury of the flies.

*'. I think it not amiss, to tell you, that a great part of this blood was transfused

" from the dog's vein first, but with six times the trouble and pains I ever had

" before in this kind of experiment. .The reason I take to be this : the day before

" the experiment was made, the dog had lost one of his jugular veins in another

" experiment 1 had not time to finish ; and 1 happened to prepare the dog's other

" jugular vein first, which being done, both the external jugulars were useless to

" him ; which put him into so great a disorder, that we feared he would have died

" before the sheep could be made ready to receive his blood ; and when we came

*' to bleed him into the sheep, he bled freely a good while, but afterwards the

" blood was more apt to coagulate, than I had seen it ; insomuch we were forced

" to open an artery to finish the experiment. Perchance the blood staying so

*' long, as it were, imprisoned, did tend to coagulation before transfusion.

" June 9, 1667. 2. I prepared a fox and a Iamb for transfusion: the fox

" was but small and very poor, so that I durst not take above five ounces at first,

" before he had received some : then I bled the lamb into him, till he was ex-

' " treamly short winded ; then for sear of suffocation, I stopt the current of lamb's

" blood, and perceiving the fox to continue very sick and short-winded, I took

" out about four ounces of blood more, of a much more florid colour, than the

" fox's own blood was, before it was mixed. After that we fancied him fainter

*' than before, and bled into him again, till we thought him uncapable of receiv-

" ing more without danger. But he continued very sick, as curst as before, and

** more apprehensive of being molested, a little after, than he was ; and forsook

' Register, vol. iii. p. 1 94.

*' all

.
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** all things he was used to eat or drink ; yet if a stick was held to him, he

" would bark and snap at it with great fury : but after twenty-four hours, he

" sell into a great trembling and grew faint, and died, and had some blood

" come out of his nose when dead. Yet I think his vein was prepared with as

" little trouble as any has been in any kind of experiment. Mr. Boyle did me

" the honour to be present at this experiment.

" Since I wrote this, I opened the fox, and contrary to expectation found the

" thorax and abdomen half full of bloody water, or rather blood, and all the

" vessels very turgid, and the very coats of the intestines seemed inflamed : so

" that I believe there was much more blood put in, than was taken out,

*' though we did not think so. Perhaps the consideration of this great quan-

" tity of blood, found in the thorax and abdomen, may prove worth the experi-

" ment ; viz.

" 1. Whether the lamb's blood did so alter the quality and confidence of

*' the fox's blood, as to make it more thin and fine ; and so consequently make

" his spirits more apt to fly away, whereby the tone of the vessels might be much

" injured either by a relaxation, or by a different heat ; either of which perhaps

" may weaken retention ?

" 2. Which may be more probable, whether (the veins being over full) the

" arteries did not force out this blood at their own extremities, the veins not being

" able to receive it ?

" 3. Whether the great turgency of both veins and arteries did not bereave

*' them of tightness and retention ?

" 3. The ants I observed did not begin to have the film I formerly spoke

" of, till towards the end of May ; and then three or four hot days caused

" the outward skin to dry and loosen from the body of the seeming maggot,

** and become that bag, in which she is transformed into an ant, as afore -

" said.

" 4. I repeated the experiment I spoke of, about a cat cut in two parts alive,just

*' cross about the diaphragm, and the hinder part shall answer to touch as distinctly

" (as if it was whole and the head on) for eight or ten times or more ; being

" pincht by the foot or tail, it shall kick and struggle, and then lie still, unlels

" you pinch or strike it ; and that many times distinctly, not accidentally. A dog

" did the fame.

" 5. I strangled a dog, till I could seel his heart beat very freely ; then I

" clapt in the pipe of a bellows into the aspera arteria, but could not recover

V lise. I suppose the blood was coagulated in cite brain.

" 6. I
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" 6. I dissected a bitch three hours after she had taken dog, but could not

*' find any appearance of it in the uterus ; it was very dry, but her testes were

" extremely swelled, and all the vessels very turgid."

Col. Blount related, that he had observed hog's wash to be very good seeding

for fish, and therefore had ordered, that what was made in his house should be

thrown into one of his ponds. But one time there being too much of it, the fish

were suffocated, and some of them died ; and he recovered the rest by letting fresh

water into the pond.

At another time he put a dead horse into his pond, which putrefied the water

so, that it killed above 300 tench ; but he believed, that there might have been

some drench or medicine in the maw of the horse, that might rather have been

the cause of it, than the flesh itself. Those fishes, that were not dead, were re

covered by him by throwing chopt parfly into the pond.

He likewise mentioned, that a bushel of lime thrown into a pond of two or

three acres would destroy all the fish ; but that a good way to make fish thrive in

a pond is, to drain the pond, and let it lie for some ; then to sow wheat in the

mud; and when that is grown to be about a foot high in the blade, to let in

the water, and put in the fish, which will grow sat upon that seeding.

Dr. W;lkins remarked, that what is vulgarly called the stone in a carp's head

supplies the place of lower teeth by rubbing their meat against it with their teeth,

that are over it.

Mr. Balle brought in one of the load-stones, which he had procured to be cut

through in order to make it a terrella, which he was desired to get finished as soon

as he could.

Dr. Wilkin's related, that in his late journey to Exeter, meeting with Dr.

Cotton, the latter told him, that he had sound out a rock of load-stones in that

country, and would furnish the society with one of any bigness they mould desire.

Mr. Balle undertook to speak with Doctor Cotton about it, when he should

go into the country ; and in the mean time he was desired to bring in a particular

account of all such things in magnets, as the society might have occasion for in

furnishing a magnetical repository. And Mr. Henshaw, Mr. Neile, and Mr.

Hooke were desired to join with him.

Mr. Hooke moved to have a description of the place, where these load-stones

were found, and to know how the poles lay in the earth, whether parallel to the

axis, or after the manner of the dipping-needle, or parallel to any meridian ; which

might be known by taking the position of any stone there.

Mr. Balle answered, that the place is twelve miles on this side of Plymouth in

the road near Dartmouth, in a very high hill of near a mile ascent : That the

water
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water standing there is like that of rusty iron : But with regard to the position of

the poles, he had not thought of looking after that circumstance.

Dr. Wilkins remarked, that it was said, that the duke of Florence's great

magnet standing long in an undue position, viz. not north and south, had changed

its poles. v

Mr. Hooke was of opinion, that metals and those mines were at first thrown

up by earthquakes, though there are metalline waters, that crystallize, as is seen

in the various figures in antimony and other metals ; but that gold is made by an

extraordinary subterraneous heat, because it is always found in metal, not in ore.

To which it was answered, that there is gold to be found in all metals.

Mr. Balle presented a globous substance taken out of the stomach of an ox,

which he had perforated, and found it, though hard without, yet to be full of

hair within.

The lord Brereton mentioned, that he had a stone, taken out of an ox, of

substance like state, solid and ponderous.

The experiment of opening the thorax of a dog made at the last meeting not

having succeeded, it was ordered to be made again at the next ; and Dr. King

was desired to bring in writing an account of that whole operation, though it

failed.

Mr. Hooke and Mr. Balle were earnestly desired to make the experiment of

observing the convexity of the canal in St. James's Park, and not to fail of

giving the society an account of it at their next meeting; and Mr. Neile was

desired to procure leave from the duke of Albemarle under his hand.

August 1. The society did not sit, on account of the absence of the president

and vice-president.

Sept. 30. The meetings both of the council and society having been intermitted

for some time, the council met this day in order to summon the society to return

to their ordinary meetings, and for some other affairs. At this Council were

present

It was ordered, that the society be summoned to meet again on the 3d os

October following.

The President

Mr. Henry Howard of Norfolk

Sir Paul Neile

Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Colwall

Dr. Merret

Dr. Croune

Dr. Balle

Mr. Oldenburg.

Vol. II. C c Mr*
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Mr. Oldenburg acquainted the council, that in the name of the society pos

session had been taken of Chelsea-college 'on the 27th of that month of Septem

ber, by Mr. Charles Howard, Mr. Balle, Mr. Hooke, and himself ; and

that two men were placed there to keep possession.

It being then mentioned, that a gardiner at Little Chelsea, a married man, was

willing to live in the college, and to take care of the society's concerns there,

and was likely to be content with a very reasonable allowance ; it was ordered,

that he should be spoken with by Mr. Hooke, who knew him.

Mr. Charles Howard, whose presence at the council had been particularly

desired on this occasion, received the thanks of the council for his favour of giving

them a meeting, and was desired to take such order pro tempore about the house of

Chelsea- college, and particularly about getting it fitted for a house-keeper, as he

lhould think.

Mention being then made of another curator, the consideration of it was reserred

to the next meeting of the council.

Dr. Wilkins moved, that a committee both of the society and council might

be considered of, for raising contributions among the members of the society, in

order to build a college

It was ordered hereupon, that Dr. Wilkins should be desired to present to the

council at their next meeting a list of such persons, as he should think proper for

that purpose ; which he undertook to do.

October 3. At a meeting of the Society,

There were presented two books, one from Mr. Boyle (then at Oxford) by the

hands of Mr. Oldenburo, being a second edition ofhis treatise, intitled, Ofthe Origin

of Forms and Qualities, with an appendix, containing, free Con/iterations touching

subordinate Forms : The other was from Walter Needham, M. D. by the hands

of Dr. Wilkins, intitled, Difquifitio enatomica de format0 fatu

Sir Maurice Berkeley, knt was proposed candidate by Sir Paul Neile.

Sir William Curtius was elected.

Mr. Haak proposed a kind of mastic, affirmed to be made by ants inFranco-

nia, sent out of Germany by Sir William Curtius. It was wrapped up in two

» Dr. Sprat in his History of the Royal Society, all trials, that belong to the water,

p. 434, observes, that this college had a large * Dr. Sprat, ubi supra, takes notice, that this,

inclosure, whkh was designed by. the society to college was intended to serve for the society's

serve for all experiments of gardening and agri- meetings, laboratory, repository, and library, and

culture ; and that by the neighbourhood of the lodgings for their curators,

liyer they had excellent opportunity of making ■ Printed at London 1 667, in 8vo.

papers*
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papers, one of which contained grains of that mastic called by the presenter undi

gested % the other termed by him digested. It was accompanied with a description

of both kinds, which was ordered to be registered % as follows :

" In the two small sealed papers inclosed, I send you a specimen of our ant-

** mastic or frankincense, found hereabouts in Sylva Ottonica, which I gathered

" myself a sew days ago upon a hill. Thar, which sell out new to my observation

•* about it, was, that the Materia prima ac indigesta lay on the top of the ant

s' hill, like unto a paste, or a kind of manna; and therefore I did put that by

" itself, that you may the better try and compare it, as I did, with the true di-

" gested or concocted mastic or frankincense. Besides this, and to my amaze-

" ment, I met with one huge heap, which, like unto a Cippus exatte rotundus, was

*' raised about four foot and a half above ground and reached as sar downwards

** into the ground, hollow : this I was loth to destroy or undo, intending here-

" after to procure an exact and geometrical dimension of it. Belike, this place,

" inhabited by myriads of myrmidonian chymists, may be a special magazine of

** their elaborate and fragrant commodity, sar surpassing that which is frequently

" obvious elsewhere. Perhaps, they within this cippus are under a king of extra-

" ordinary forecast and industry, whereby they are more orderly imployed, both

" to make and secure this their provision, (variously useful, no doubt, as well to

** themselves, as to men) within such a capacious ciicumvallation ; for there are

" abundance of smaller and lighter heaps to be met with in those woods, affording

** but little substance t though one of my tenants tells me, that in another place,

" by following my direction, he lighted on a heap, where he got two large hand-

** fuls at once, which he made use of in his samily, during the late contagion.

" So you see, Sir, there is no question to be made, but such a substance, viz.

<" a kind of mastic or frankincense is found in these parts, among these (how*

" ever abject and contemptible) insects.

" As for the matter of it, I am persuaded, it is no other but the gum, that

** sweateth or is drawn out of fir-trees, abounding in these woods. The manner

should be inquired into 5 viz. whether this said gum be digested or alembiced

*' by a peculiar and innate aptness of these insects ; as we see and observe the bees

*' have, for making their wax and honey : Or whether the gum comes to be thus

*' coagulated by the warmth of their little cells and caverns ; as in a petty kind of

-*' stoves. The chemical operators will best be able to trace the progress. Vos

• " omnia trutina exactiori et ingeniofiori pensabitis. The first or rawer fort doth hiss

" in the fire, et ita prodit partes aquosas ibi restantes ; whereas the other resined

" fort doth melt like the oriental mastic ; and for my part, I can discover but

" small difference in either its smell and fumigation, or its operation ; viz. that

•■** it induceth a gentle desiccation."

Mr. Oldenburg communicated two papers sent him out of the country, one

containing an account of the tin mines of Devonshire and Cornwall by Mr. Sa-

■ Register, vol. iii. p. 198.

C C 2 MUBL
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muel Colepresse ; the other an account in Latin, dated Sept. 29, 1667, of several

particulars given by Mr. John Burton of Seaming in Norfolk, viz. of a Turky

nen having swallowed several pieces of English coin found very smooth in her

maw ; of a petrefying water in Norfolk ; and of a moveablc hillock in a stagnant

water r.

Mr. Colepresse's papers about the tin-mines being large were given to be per

used and considered by Mr. Balle and Dr. Croune, and they were desired, ac

cording as they should find them, either to make an extract of them, or to re

commend them to be read before the society, as they were.

Sir Theodore de Vaux brought in a paper about the resining of sugar, which

was ordered to be registered x ; and Mr. Haak and Mr. Thomas Coxe were de

sired to join together for bringing in a full account of the history of the refining

of sugar; which they undertook to do,

Mr. Charles Howard suggested, that it might be considered, whether maiz

might not yield a kind of sugar, the stalks of it containing a very sweet juice ;

and he desiring, that he might be furnished with an account of the way of ordering

the sugar-canes for the making of sugar, Mr. Oldenburg ofsered an account of

that subject, which he had been furnished with by an ingenious English merchant,

Mr. Drake, who had lived in Barbadoes many years, and carefully observed him

self the method of sugar-making. This account was ordered to be communicated

to Mr. Howard.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter to himself from Signor Manfrbdo Septa-

lio, a curious gentleman at Milan, dated there Aug. 1667, N. S. ■, containing

some communications about cockle-shells digged out of a hill in Italy, and about

quicksilver found at the root of the plant Doronicum.

This gentleman taking himself to be received into the society upon a letter writ

ten to him by Mr. Oldenburg zd of June, 1667 \ to invite him to a correspon

dence, it was moved, whether he should be proposed for a candidate,, he appearing

so desirous to be a member of the society ; but it was thought fit to defer this buii -

ness till the next meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a box sent him by Mf. Colepresse, containing

some curiosities, which were ordered to be put into the repository, viz. a monstrous

chick; some black stones, which being lighted will flame, and the fume of which

was affirmed to be medicinal for several distempers ; two stones brought from the

sea-side full of little cells, and those cells of little shell- fishes ; and two warming

stones, one smooth, the other rough, with an account of the improvement of their

uses. The description of all these particulars was ordered to be filed up.

y Supplement to the Letter-Books, vol; ii. ». Letter Book, vol. ii. p. 41.

p. 71. * Ibid. p. 33.

* It does not appear in the Register.

3 Dr.
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Dr. Croune moved, that Mr. Gascoyne's instrument, sent by Mr. Town-

ley, and produced at a former meeting before the society, for the dividing of an

inch into many thousand parts, might be taken into sarther consideration ; and

that himself might be directed, what answer to return to Mr. Townley concern

ing it. Upon which it was ordered, that the instrument mould be produced again

at the next meeting.

And Mr. Hooke mentioning, that he had contrived an instrument for the same

purpose, and performing it with more conveniency, and to be made with more

ease and for less charge, lie was desired to produce that contrivance at the next

meeting ; which he promised to do.

Mr. Packer moved, that an engine might be considered more convenient and

proper to make cyder, than that which is now employed for that purpose; and

mentioning, that he understood, that Mr. Hooke had thought upon such a one,

capable by one motion to break the apples, to put aside the hulks, and to cause

the liquor to run out, the society desired Mr. Hooke, that, if he had such a

contrivance, he would bring in a model of it as soon as he could : which he pro

mised to da

The experiment appointed to be made at the next meeting by Mr. Hooke

was the opening of the thorax of a dog, to blow with bellows into his lungs, and

thereby to keep him alive : which experiment might conduce to the discovery of

the nature and use of respiration. The operator was ordered to provide a dog for

this purpose.

Mr. Hooke was likewise ordered to prosecute the experiments in the rarefying

engine capable of holding a man ; as also to endeavour to make the experiment

for measuring the compais ot the earth, moved so long ago, and pressed ib often,

to be performed in St. James*s Park.

OSlob. 10. Mr. John Collins, accountant to the excise-office, and Richard

Lower, M. D. were proposed candidates by the bishop of Salisbury ', and Col.

Bullen Reymes by Mr. Evelyn.

Dr. Wilkins presented from Mr. Sprat the History os the Royal Society *-r and

hearty thanks were ordered to the author for his singular respect to the society

stiewcd in that book.

The

1 Dr. Sbth Ward, translated from the bifliop- . r.st os Oct. 1667,< (Mr- Bovle's works, p. 367.)

rick of Exeter to that of Salisbury, 12 beptemb. he has another passage on that subject asterthat

1667. History was printed, and ready for publication :

J Mr. Oldenburg in a letter to Mr. Boyle " There is a certain gentleman, a florid writer,

dated at London, Nov. 24, 1664, (printed in Mr. " one of our royal collegiate*, who intends to

Boyle's works, vol. v. p. 325. had, upon read- " print shortly some paralipomena relating to the

ing the manuscript of this History, rematked, that " history of our society; wherein he means to

" he knew not whether there was enough said " take more notice of the performances of som«

*' in it of particulars :" and in a letter of the " eminent members thereof, than hath been done
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The experiment of opening the thorax of a dog was made by Dr. Lower and

Mr. Hookz* which succeeded well, as it had done formerly, according to the ac

count already registered of it. Sir George Ent reflecting upon this experiment,

said, that it (hewed what was not the use of respiration, but not what it was : that

the li»ngs not beating at all, but only kept extended with fresh air blown in by

bellows, shewed, that the lungs did not serve to promote by their agitation the

motion of the blood. Mr. Hooke considered, that the dog being continually

supplied With fresh air was kept alive, but was ready to die, if either he was left

unapplied, or his lungs only kept full with the fame air ; and thence conceived,

that the true use of respiration was to discharge the fumes of the blood.

Dr. Croune produced Mr. Gascoyne's astronomical instrument sent by Mr.

ToWnley for the view of the society, who judged it to be a very ingenious and

useful contrivance, and desired the doctor to request Mr. Townley to leave k

" by Mr. Sprat, and farther to recommend

*' and vindicate the modern experimental philo-

" sophers, by representing the advantages of this

" way of trials, both for light and use, above

" that of former times. It had been extant, I

" find by his letter, ere this ; but that he stayed

" for Mr. Sprat, to see what room he would

*' leave for his thoughts, and finding now, that

" he hath not throughout prevented him, he

" seems resolved to pursue his design, though it

" will not make above half a dozen sheets, and

" therein to acknowledge some grand contribu-

" tions to philosophy, that have been omitted by

*' the other. This is but just, and hath therefore

*' received encouragement from me, together with

** the suggestion of some particulars, which this

" author could not be acquainted with so well as

" the suggestor." This author was evidently

Mr. Joseph Glanvill, rector of the great

church of St. Peter and St. Paul in Bath ; and

the book, which he was composing, his Plus ultra :

or, the prtgrefi and advancement of knowledgeJince

the days of Aristotle ; in on account ofsome of

thi most remarkable late improvements of (radical

useful learning, printed at London 1 668 in 8vo.

This treatise and Mr. Sprat's History of tht

Royal Society gave great offence to Mr. Henry

"Stubbe, the physician, of Warwick, who

took occasion thence to attack that society with

uncommon virulence and scurrility of language,

charging the members not only with bringing con

tempt upon antient and solid learning, especially

the Aristotelian philosophy, but likewise with un

dermining the universities, destroying the establish

ed religion, and introducing popery in its stead.

These charges he attempts to support in his seve

ral pieces against Mr. Sprat and Mr. Glanvill,

with the titles of which the readers of the present

age will perhaps be fully satisfied. Against the for

mer he published Legends no Hi/lories : or, a Spe

cimen ussome Animadversions upon the History of the

Royal Society, London 1670, in 410. Censure on

certain Pas/ages contained in The History of the

Royal Society, printed at Oxford the fame year

in 410. Campan.lla revived : or, an Inquiry into

The History of the Royal Society : London 167",

in 4to. And a Reply unto the litter •written if

Mr. Henry Stubbi in defence of The History

of the Royal Society : Oxford 1671, in 4to. His

pieces against Mr. Glanvill are imitled, The

Plus ultra reduced lo a non pits. : or, a Specimen tf

some Animadversions upon tht Plus ultra of Mr.

Glanvill, wlterein sundry errors ofsome virtuosi

are discovered, the credit os the Arifiottlians in part

re advanced, and enquiries made about the advan

tages of the antient education in England above

the n:vd and mechanical, lie. printed at London

1670, in 410. A Preface againfi Ecebolius-

(alias Joseph) Glanvill, fellow of the Royal

Society, printed at the end of his Reply unto a

/.eter written to Mr. Henry Stubbb. Even in

his letters to Mr. Boyle, to whom he was greatly

obliged, and for whom he prosified a high esteem,

he could not forbear his invectives against the

Royal Society, as appears from three of those let

ters written in Decemb. 1669, and in May and

June 1670, printed in the life of Mr. Boyle pre

fixed to his works, and reprinted in 8vo. Mr.

Glanvill replied to him in his prefatory answer

to Mr. Henry Stubbe, the dcSor of Warwick,

•wherein the malignity, hypocrisy, and falfhood of

his temper, pretences, and reports, &c. in his ani

madversions tn Plus ultra are discovered : London

1671, in 8vo. And in Ji farther Discovery of

Mr. Stubbe in a brief Reply to his last Pamphlet

againfi JosErH Glanvill : London 1671, its

8vo.

2 with
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with them, and to procure such another to be made at their charge by the same

artist, who made this.

Mr. Hooke produced likewise his instrument for the same purpose, but made

with sar less charge, and performing the same thing with more eale. He was or

dered to have such a One made for the society, and to bring in a description of it,

and its use. ...:-.».'

Mr. Balle being called upon for Mr. Colepresse's papers concerning the tin-

mines reserred to him and Dr. Croune at the last meeting, said, that the doctor

having been out of town, they had not yet had the opportunity of considering

them together. Dr. Merret mentioning, that he had cast an eye upon them,

moved, that they might be compared with those papers, which had been already

given in upon the same argument. He was desired therefore to undertake that

task, and having compared the several accounts together, to inform the society

how sar they agreed, and wherein they differed, and which of them was the fullest ;

and in case there was any disagreement, to extract the particulars of it for sarther

inquiry. Dr. Merret promised to do this, and the amanuensis was accordingly

ordered to let him have die register-book, wherein those papers concerning the said

mines are entered. . .':

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced three several papers concerning sugar ; one

of sugar-candy ; the other about the refining of muscovade, and reducing it inta

loaves ; the third containing several queries about sugar. The papers were deli«

vered to Mr. Haak and Mr. Hooke to peruse them, and to consider of whas

use they might be for the history of sugar-woks.

He gave in likewise a paper concerning the way of making both soft and hard

soap ; which was recommended to the perusal of those members, who had under

taken to bring in the history of soap-making ; and of whom Mr. Hooke was

one.

Sir Theodor, 1 desiring, that the papers formerly brought in by him about

coloration might be called for, and the members, who had undertaken the trans

lation of them into English, spoken to about it, Mr. Oldenburg said, that

some of those papers were already translated ; but that those, which were com

mitted to the care of Dr. Quatremain and Mr. Daniel Coxe, were not yee

accounted for; and that Dr. Quatremain being since dead, those persons, who

knew how his effects were disposed of, might be desired to inquire after that part of

the said papers, which was referred to him.

It was desired likewise, that those persons, who had formerly engaged in the

bringing in of the histories of trade, would be mindful of their engagements ; as

particularly Mr. Charles Howard of tanning, both the old and new way ; Mr.

Hooke of soap-boiling and hat-making; Mr. Hill of paper-making; Mr.

Hooke and Mr. Thomas Coxe of sugar resining,. &c.

Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg produced a paper sent him by Mr. Glanvill about the

Mendip-mines, in answer to some of the printed queries about mines : which paper

was read, and ordered to be registered % and Mr. Glanvill was desired to pro

secute those inquiries.

Dr. Lower offered to make at the next meeting the experiment of breaking the

nerves of the diaphragm in a dog, to make him broken -winded ; and the operator

was ordered to provide a dog for that purpose.

It was ordered, that Dr. Balle, Mr. Collins, and Mr. Oldenburc take care

of making a catalogue of the library of Arundel-house.

Oflob. 17. Sir Maurice Berkeley, colonel Reymes, Dr. Lower, and Mr.

Collins were elected ; and Dr. Lower likewise admitted.

Sir Nicholas Stewart, bart. was proposed candidate by the bishop of Salis

bury ; Henry Clarke, M. D. by Mr. Graunt ; and Monsr. Theodore de

Beringhen by Mr. Aerskine.

The experiment ordered at the last meeting to be made at this was made ac

cordingly by Dr Lower, who by piercing both sides of a dog, and cutting two

nerves pasting towards the diaphragm, made the dog broken-winded. He was de

sired to bring in at the next meeting a full description of this experiment, which

he promised to do.

Some reflections being made on this experiment, it was taken notice, that as thi»

trial shewed one of the causes of short-breathing, so there was another, viz,

the stoppage of the lungs by a viscous humour in the pipes.

The experiment made at the former meeting, of preserving a dog alive by

blowing into his lungs with bellows, and keeping the lungs extended by a constant

supply of fresh air, being again considered of, it was observed by Mr. Hooke,

that this experiment seemed to shew, that an animal might be kept alive without

any motion of the lungs, only by a continued supply of fresh air ; and that the

motion of the lungs did not contribute to the circulation of the blood. He

was desired to bring in an exact description of this experiment, as it was now im

proved.

It was also moved, that it might be considered, whether it was the emission

and discharge of fumes, or the intromission of fresh air, that preserved the ani

mal alive.

• It does not appear in the register, but is printed in the Philos. Transact, n* 28. p. 5*5. for Octob.

I.667.

Several
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Several members were put in mind of the tasks undertaken by them of bringing

in histories of trades; and Mr. Hill being called upon among others promised

to bring in an account of paper-making at his next attendance at the society.

The translation of Sir Theodore de Vaux's paper about resining of sugar

was ordered to be brought in at the next meeting.

The paper about soap-making given in by Sir Theodore de Vaux was deli

vered to Mr. Hooke, who undertook to give an account of that trade.

It was ordered, that Dr. Merret be called upon at the next meeting for Mr.

Colepresse's account of tin-mines, which he promised to compare with those for

merly given in to the society.

Mr. Oldenburg moved, that the experiment of transfusion of blood might be

prosecuted and considered, in order to try it with sasety upon men, it having

been already practised at Paris. This was recommended by the president to the

consideration of the physicians.

The experiment appointed for the next meeting, upon the suggestion of Mr.

Hooke, was that of making the blood of an animal pass from one side to the

other out of the vena arteriosa into the aorta, without passing through the lungs.

Dr. Lower and Mr. Hooke were desired to take care of this experiment.

Octob. 24. Dr. Thomas Willis and Mr. Collins were admitted.

Sir Nicholas Stewart and Monsr. Theodore de Beringhen were elected

and admitted.

Dr. Henry Clarki was elected.

A magnetical experiment was made seeming to shew, that the poles of the

magnet attract as well as direct : and it was ordered to be repeated at the next

meeting in a larger box closed with glass ; and an account of it was directed to be

brought in by Mr. Hooice.

Dr. Lower's account of the experiment of making a dog broken-winded was

read, and ordered to be registered ; and he was desired to try, whether the bare

perforating the diaphragm would not have the same effect.

Mr. Hooke's account of the experiment of keeping a dog alive by blowing

into his lungs, and even without the motion of his lungs, only by keeping them

extended with a constant supply of fresh air, was read, and ordered to be regi

stered8.

f Register, vol. iii. p. 200. It i» printed in the * Register, voT. iii. p. 203. It is printed in

Philos. Transact, n* 29. p. 544. for Nov. 1667. the Philos. Transact, n* 28. p. 539.

Vol. II. D d ' Mr.
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Mr. Henry Howard presented to the society for their repository an excellent

mummy.

Dr. Lower related the success of the experiment, which he had both invented

and actually tried, of giving a dropsy to a dog in a very sew hours by tying up

the vena cava. He was desired to give an account of it to be registered, and

likewise to make it before the society at their next meeting, Dr. King assisting him

in it.

The method of transfusing blood into a man, as it was contrived by Dr. King

was read, and ordered to be registered h.

It being moved, that the experiment might be made accordingly, as it had been

done already in foreign parts, Sir George Ent suggested, that he thought it most

adviseable to try it upon some mad person in the hospital of Bethlem. This being

seconded by divers other physicians of the society, Dr. Lower, Dr. King, Mr.

Thomas Coxe, and Mr. Hooke were desired to speak with Dr. Allen, physiciaa

to Bethlem, about the execution of this trial, and to let him know the opinion

declared in the society concerning it ; which they undertook to do.

Mr. Collins presented the society with an excellent double horizontal dial,

containing some new additions to that instrument ; as also several books, of which,

he was the author, viz. t. A Treatise of Geometrical Dialing':. 2. The Sector on a

Quadrant : or, a Treatise containing the description and use of sour several quadrants*

&c.k 3. The Mariners plain Scale new plained'. 4. An Introduction to Merchants

Accounts m. 5. The Doctrine of decimal Arithmetic, simple Interest, &c. as also of

compound Interest and Annuities, generally performedfor any time ofpayment, &c. in

one printed sheet in 8vo \ Besides these he presented Remmelini's anatomical cuts.

He was desired to give in writing an account of what was peculiar in the horizontal

dial, which he promised to do.

Dr. Merret gave an account of Mr. Colepresse's papers on the tin-mines,,

declaring, that they contained divers considerable particulars, concerning which

some remarks had been communicated before, with which Mr. Colepresse's

agreed ; and that others were new, and deserved to be read before the society.

Mr. Povey promised to send in the skeleton mentioned by him formerly, and to.

give in writing the method of laying on colours with eggs beaten up with any

part of a fig-tree.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

* Register, vol. iii. p. 205. It is printed in the 1 London 1659 in 4».

Philof Transact, n° 28. p. 522. ■ London.

1 Printed at London 1659. 1 London 1664.

^ Printed at London 1658 in 4to.

1. The
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1. The magnetical experiment, mentioned above, to be reported by Mr.

HOOKE.

2. The blood of a dog to be passed out of the vena arteriosa into the aorta,

without passing through the lungs, by Mr. Hooke.

3. To give a dropsy to a dog by tying up the vena cava ; first to be tried pri

vately,' and then in public.

4. To pierce the diaphragm of a dog, to see whether that alone would make

him broken-winded.

5. The rarefying-engine.

Oclob. 31. William Aglionby, M. D. was proposed a candidate by Sir An

thony Morgan.

John Wray °, M. A. was proposed a candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

Mr. Evelyn presented the society with his wooden tables, having the veins and

arteries of human body fixed on them.

Dr. Lower gave an account of the experiment, which he had again made, of

tying up the vena cava of a dog, and thereby giving him the dropsy ; whereupon

the animal died in four dr five hours after. He was desired to give this account in

writing, in order that it might be registered, which he promised to do.

Dr. Clarke took notice, that Dr. Lower had also made an experiment of

tying both the external jugulars of a dog, and thereby making his head swell

exceedingly, and look very clear : which experiment Dr. Lower was desired to

make before the society.

Dr. King related, that having, upon Dr. Lower's suggestions, tried the expe

riment of tying up the vena cava of a dog, it succeeded not 'with him, it being his

first trial of this experiment ; and that the dog dying the next day, and being

opened, he found the cava but half tied. He was desired to bring in an account

in writing of this experiment, and of the observations, which he discoursed of to

the society upon this experiment, as they were hinted to him by Dr. Lower.

Dr. Lower mentioned, that the breaking of the receptacle of the chyle would

make the lungs adhere to the sides of the animal in less than a day's time. He

was desired to shew this to the society.

Mr. Hooke produced two instruments of his own contrivance ; one called by

him a persect wheel-work, so made as equally to communicate the strength of

• He asterw:rds discarded the initial W in See his letter to Dr. Lister 12 August, 1670,

his name, and wrote it Rav, about the year 1670. among his Philosophical letters, p. 11.

D d 2 ' the
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the first wheel to the last, the teeth of it being always taking, so as before one

tooth had done taking, it was passed a good way into another. The other was

an instrument for observing the diameters, positions, and angles of the stars, con

ceived to be more plain, easy, and less charge-able than that of Mr. Townley.

He was desired to bring in an account of both in writing, and to take care, that

Mr. Townley, who had before communicated to the society an instrument for the

like purpose, might be made acquainted with this new contrivance.

The magnetical experiment, which was tried at the last meeting with a seeming

success, was tried again at this, but did not succeed at all. Mr. Hooke was de

sired to give an account of this in writing, the unsuccessful experiments being as

well to be registered, as those that succeeded.

Mr. Collins brought in a narrative of the making of salt in Cheshire, which

he said was imparted to him by a person very well experienced in that practice.

It was read, and a copy of it ordered to be given to the lord Brereton, to bs

perused by him, and enlarged with such observations, as he formerly promised to.

communicate to the society upon the same subject.

Mr. Collins likewise moved, that some queries might be drawn up concerning

this matter, which he would recommend to the person, who had given the ac

count abovementioned, and whom he thought very well able to answer whatever

should be inquired of upon that subject. Mr. Hooke was desired to draw up such

queries.

A report being made of Dr. Allen's scrupling to try the experiment of trans

fusion upon any of the mad people in Bethlem- hospital, it was ordered, that he

should be desired by Mr. Hooke to give a meeting at Sir George Ent's house

on the Monday following to some of the physicians of the society, as Sir Theo

dore de Vaux, Dr. Clarke, Dr. Lower, Dr. Balle, and Dr. King, to

consider together, how this experiment might be most conveniently and sasely

tried.

Mr. Skippon presented a kind of scaribæus brought from Turky, where falling

into a vessel of turpentine, it was thereby preserved.

The experiments appointed for the next day were

1. That of passing the blood of a dog from one side to the other, without its

motion through the lungs.

2. Of tying up both the jugulars of a dog, to make his head swell.

November 5. At the meeting of the Council were present

The
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. The President

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Colwall

Sir Anthony Morgan Mr. Hoskyns

Dr. Wilkins Dr. Kalle

Dr. Merret Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Clarke

Sir Anthony Morgan gave an account of the state of the patent concerning

the grant of Chelsea-college, viz. that the business stuck at the commissioners of

the treasury. It was ordered hereupon, that the solicitor of this business should

be addressed by Sir Anthony Morgan to Sir Paul Neile, and he be desired to

employ his interest with the lord Ashley for a dispatch.

The business of the house of Chelsea-college being taken into consideration, it

was agreed upon, that Mr. Charles Howard should be desired by the secretary

to agree about a yearly allowance with the man formerly recommended by Mr»

Hooke as a fit inhabitant of the said house ; as also to give order for such repara

tions, as should be by him thought necessary to lodge the said house-keeper con

veniently.

The business of voluntary subscriptions for contributing towards the carrying on

of the ends of the institution of the Royal Society being considered of, it was after

debate and mature deliberation unanimously agreed upon,

That it was now a seasonable time for such subscriptions ; and that they were to

be made first by such of the council and of the society, as were both willing and

able, and afterwards by such other well disposed perlons not of the society, as

should come in by the solicitation of a committee to be nominated by the council

out of their own number, and out of the sellows of the society ; which contribu

tions should be employed in promoting the ends of the society, and particularly,

to the building of a college, as the most probable way of the society's establish

ment.

In order to this, a form of subscriptions was drawn up as follows :

" We, whose names are underwritten, being satisfied of the great usefulness of

" the institution of the Royal Society, and how requisite it is for attaining the

" ends designed thereby, to build a college for their meetings, and to establish some

" revenue for discharging the expences necessary for trial of experiments, do

" heartily recommend it to the bounty of all generous and well-disposed persons

" for their assistance to a work of such public usefulness ; and we do each of us,

" for ourselves, hereby promise to contribute to those good ends the res istive

*t sums subscribed by each of us, at four distinct quarterly payments, to be made

*' to such persons, as shall be authorised under the seal of the Royal Society for

" the receit thereof; the first payment to begin at———."

Thiss
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This form was committed to Sir Anthony Morgan and Mr. Hoskyns to

make it obligatory in law.

They were likewise desired to draw up a deed of gift of the library presented to

the Royal Society by Mr. Henry Howard of Norfolk.

It was moved by Mr. Colwall, that some esfectual way might be taken by

the council to oblige the sellows of the society to pay their arrears : Whereupon it

was ordered,

That Mr. Colwall the treasurer should write to the several memb'-rs of the

society, who were in arrears, and signify to them, that their positive aniwers con

cerning their payments were expected by the council within one month irom the

time of the receipt of the respective letters sent to them for that purpose, or from

the time of their being left at their respective houses or lodgings : And that, in

case of failure, the council would think themselves obliged, after so long delays,

to proceed with them according to statute, and so to leave them out of the list of

the society.

It was mentioned by Mr. Oldenburg, that Sir Paul Neile had spoken to

him, that Mr. Adrian May had desired, that the society would give order for a

good thermometer for the use of the Queen. It was ordered, that the operator

should make as good a one as he could.

The business of cataloguing the society's library being spoken of, Dr. Balle

acquainted the council, that in a short time that catalogue would be persected.

It being represented to the council, that it was very necessary to have another

curator, and Dr Lower being proposed as a person very fit to be a curator in

anatomical experiments", Dr. Wilkins was desired to speak with him about it.

It being moved, that a boy might be allowed to Mr. Hooke, fit to be em

ployed by him on such occasions, as concerned the service of the society, it was

agreed upon by the council, that Mr. Hooke should find out such a boy, and

that fifteen pounds a year should be allowed him towards the keeping of him.

Dr. Wilkins moved, that Mr. Collins might be declared exempt from the

payment of admission-money and the weekly payments, he having but a small

revenue, and being capable and willing to do the society very good service. The

council declared him exempt accordingly.

• Mr. Hooke in a letter to Mr. Boylb dated " coveries by him on that subject, and a most

at Grtfium college Sept. 5, (6^7, and printed in " dextrous hand in diflscting. Some of his dis-

IvJr. Boyle's works, vol. v. p. 548, fays, " I " coveries, 1 understand, will be published in

•' hope I shall prevail upon Dr. Lower, and for " the next edition of Dr. Willis's book tU

" him, so as to get him anatomical curator to " Ctrebra.,y

" the society. He has most incomparable dis-

Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg read the Latin letter, which he had drawn up to be sent to

Prince Leopold of Florence ; which was approved of, and ordered to be sent to

the said Prince in the name of the society, subscribed by Mr. Oldenburg p, and

addressed to Sir John Finch % and accompanied with a copy of the History of the

Royal Society, 'as a present from them to the Prince.

Mr. Oldenburg had leave to send a copy of that history to Mr. Hevelius,

another to Mr. Winthrop in New England, and a third to Monsr. Auzout and

Monsr. Petit at Paris.

A committee consisting of the president, both the secretaries, Mr. Hoskyns,,

and Mr. Balle, was appointed to examine the treasurer's accounts ; who was de

sired to state them as soon as he could.

November 7. At a meeting of the Society,

Col. Reymes and Dr. Henry Clarke were admitted :

Mr. Wray was elected and admitted :

Dr. Agllonby was elected.

Dr. Lower made the experiment of tying up both the external jugulars of x

dog, whereupon the animal after a little time somewhat drivelled and wept. He

remarked, that a dog' being well sed before, these efsects would be much more

remarkable, and the dog would die about two days after the experiment was made

upon him, with his head swelled, and looking clear, if it be an old dog ; for in a

young one it would not succeed.

This experiment was ordered to be repeated in private two days before the next

meeting of the society, that the dog might then be . produced dead, to see that

swelling and transparency.

It was likewise ordered, that the experiment of piercing the diaphragm of a dog,

without cutting any nerves, be made at the next meeting by Dr. Lower, to see,

whether that alone would render him broken-winded.

Mr. Hooke speaking again of his experiment of pasting the blood of an ani

mal out of one side to the other without its passing through the lungs, and

shewing his contrivance for performing it, was ordered to try it first in private ;

and lest there should fall too much air upon the Wood, moving openly into the

porrenger from one side to the other, it was suggested, that a kind of cover should,

be prepared for the porrenger to regulate the quantity of the air.

* It was dated 25 Nov. 1667, and is entered dated 26 November 1667, is entered in the

in the Letter-Book, vol.ii. p. 105. Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 104.

1 Mr. Oldenburg's letter to Sir Johh Finch

I . Ms.
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Mr. Colepresse's observations on the tin mines of Devonshire and Cornwall

were read, and ordered to be registered r.

Mr. Collins communicated his description of the double horizontal dial, which

;he had presented to the society October 24, and it was ordered to be read at the

next meeting, and the dial itself then brought to the society.

He presented likewise two sheets of printed quadrants.

It being moved, that the scheme and description of Mr. Townley's astrono

mical instrument should be brought in by Mr. Hooke, and entered, answer was

made, that both were ready and in the hands of the secretary, who promised to

produce it at the next meeting.

Mr. Hooke being called upon for the scheme or model of the new instrument

for making cyder, and not having it ready, was desired to produce it at the next

meeting.

Dr. Balle presented an eagle-stone, and an helmet-stone for the repository.

Dr. Lower being called upon for the written account of the experiment of

giving a dog a dropsy by tying up the vena cava, excused the not bringing it in,

by alledging, that he intended shortly to give a large account of it by the press \

Dr. King likewise being called upon for his account of what he mentioned at

the last meeting to have been tried of the like nature by Dr. Lower's directions, re

serred himself to what Dr. Lower intended to discourse on that subject.

Sir Theodore de Vaux brought in a paper giving an account of the practice

of making and refining salt, which was read, and a copy of it ordered to be com

municated to the lord Brereton for his perusal, enlargement, and (if he should

see cause) correction.

November 4. Dr. Aglionby was admitted.

Sir Charles Berkley, knight of the Bath, was proposed candidate by Dr.

Wilkins; William Soame, esq; by Sir Anthony Morgan, and Nicholas

Oudart, esq; by Sir Theodore de Vaux.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated a letter to him from Mr. Hevelius dated at

Dantzick October 21, 1667', wherein the writer gave notice of his Cometographia

being almost finished; and expressed his desires, both of having one of the longest

telescopes, made in England, provided for him, and of being gratified with a full

r Register, vol. iii. p. 206. This paper is print- • He did not execute his intention in that re

ed in the Philof. Transact, vol. vi. u' 69. p. spect,

2096. for March 1671. * Letter- Book, vol. ii. p. 53.

i description,
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description, formerly promised him by Mr. Hooke, of the way of applying tele-

scopical fights to sextants, thereby the better to regulate and assist the fight in the

mensuration of the distances of stars. Which requests of his the society thought

should be complied with as sar as possible ; and particularly desired Mr. Hooke

to be mindful of his promise concerning those sights.

Dr. Lower gave an account of his having two days before, according to a

former order, made the experiment of tying up both the external jugulars of a

dog, to see whether his head would swell and look clear, and the dog die two

days after. But he said, that the dog being young, the experiment did not suc

ceed, as he had foretold it would not. 'Whereupon it was ordered, that the ope

rator should provide an old dog for the Tuesday following, such a one being

esteemed a proper subject for this experiment, in regard his vessels were hard, and

not liable to stretch, as those of young animals.

He gave an account of the experiment of perforating the diaphragm of a dog

without cutting any nerves, and remarked, that after this was done, the animal

breathed as well as before, the wound being sewed tip.

He mentioned another experiment, which he had tried of making the blood

circulate another way, viz. from the jugular artery to the jugular vein on the same

side, which, he said, succeeded so well, that the blood being thus made to circulate,

the dog continued well. This experiment was ordered to be tried before the so

ciety at their next meeting.

Mr. Hooke related, that his experiment of making the blood of a dog pass

from one side to the other, without passing through the lungs, had not succeeded

in the way hitherto contrived by him ; but that he had thought of another method,

which he would sarther consider of.

He was desired to give in writing all the particulars of the operation, and what

hindered the success.

Dr. Lower was likewise desired to bring in writing an account of his three

experiments abovementioned.

Dr. Lower's account of his experiment, tending to prove, that the ductus chy-

liserus is the only passage, by which the chyle is conveyed out of the stomach and

intestines into the heart, was read, and ordered to be registered as follows :

" Hæc quidem via sola est, qua chylus e ventriculo et intestinis in ipsum san-

" guinem et cor infunditur, neque enim alius ei aditus a natura datur. Atsiqui-

" dem celebres aliqui viri in eo adhuc errore versantur, ut venas mesaraicas (quo

" antiquum sanguificationis munus hepati asserant) aliquam chyli partem ex in-

" testinis excipere statuant ; ut de hac re certior fierem, seriam aliquando impendi

* Register, vol. iii. p. 224.

Vol. II. E e ** operam,
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" operam, atque cxperimento tandem mihi conflitir, totum chyli penu per ductus

" tantum chyliseros et nullibi aliler in saslguinem intundi, eique commisceri. Si

" enim cursus ejus per vasa thoracica impediatur, animal, qualicunque licet cibo

" saginatum, intra paucos dies fame penitus interibit, quod quidem in duobus

" canibus, di verso licet modo, expertus sum : siquidem in altero, thorace dextii

** laterisjuxta spurias costas aperto, digicum immisi, et commune receptaculum

" chylo valde turgidum periregi et laceravi, ut chylo, in cavitatem thoracis, cxitu

" dato, transitus ejus in ductus thoracicos penitus interciperetur. Quo facto, con-

" 4utO et curato vulnere, animal hoc, cibo bis aut ter in diefatiavi; die quarto

" expiravit ; statim autem dissecui, ventriculum et intestina valde repleta, quin-

*' etiam venas lacteas omnes chylo plenas inveni ; nihil autem ejus in toto duclu

" thoracico apparuit : verum in eo pectoris latere, in quo commune receptaculum

*' disruptum ed, sere duæ libræ chyli repertæ funt, unde certo constare arbitror,

*t ob præpeditum chyli tranfitum animal hoc, ventriculo licet cibis reserto, fame

*' utcunque periisse.

" Quod tamen ut certius redderem, alium canem fimili modo, sed in adverso

" et finistro latere intra tertiam et quartam costam fuperiorem perfodi, e cujus

regione ambo ductus chyliseri in unum truncum coeunt, qui deinceps ex latere

*' oesophagi inseriore versus venam subclaviam incedic. Immiflb icaque in vulnus

" digito, unguis apice velut in serram resecto, ductum istum diffregi, quo quidem

f* difrupto chylus in cavitatem thoracis effluere, ulterius vero penetrare neutiquam

" potuit, Quare vulnere, ut prius,. curato canem per tres vel quatuor dies bene

" pastum detinui, ex quo tempore elanguescere coepit, ac paulo postobiit. Cum

*' vero thoracem ejus dissecaiem, pectoris latus illud, ubi ductus iste difruptus suit,

" chylo repletum, et lobos omnes pulmonis intra hanc cavicatem ab inundante

" chylo compressos et lateri agglutinatos inveni. Quo autem certior fierem, cana-

" lem ilium usque adeo disruptum else, ut nihil chyli ulterius transserre potuerir,

" commune receptaculum chylo adhuc distentum compress), atque exinde chylus

" omnis in pectoris cavitatem effluxit : quin et aqua per syphonem in ductum

" chyliserum inserius injecta, ultra quam canalis iste difruptus est, penetrare non.

" potuit, quin in thoracem pariter exiliit: claio argumento (uti videtur) cum ani-

" ma] hoc ex chyli per vasa thoracica transitu impedito interiit, per venas mela-

*' raicas non intrare, neque ullam a'.iam dari viam, qua fanguini milceatur. Quin

** et hoc denique ante omnia confirmac, chylum, postquam ductus chyliseri ita-

" perrtipti funt, in fanguinem per venas mesaraicas non tranfire ; quia, fi fanguis

" ab animali ita tractato ex arteria carotide aut vena jugulari adimatur, niliii ta-

*' men chyli in illo apparebit, licet prius optime pastus fuerit; quod aliter omnino

*' fieri debuit, nili hoc modo fiuxus ejus interciperetur, prout alibi ostendi."

Mr. Hooke's description of an instrument contrived by Mr. Townlev for di

viding a soot into many thousand parts, and thereby measuring the diameters of

planets with great exactness, was read and ordered to be registered \

* Register, vol. iii. p, 227. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. ii. n* 29, p. 541, sop

November 1667.

• 3 It
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It was ordered, that one of the astronomical instruments for dividing a foot

into many thousand parts, as it was contrived by Mr- Hooke, should be made

for Mr. mvEuus, at the charge of the society, and sent to him, as from them,

by Mr- Olpcnburg,

Mcmion being made, that on the 20th of the present momh of November there

wouU be an horizontal ecliple of the moon, it was ordered, that Mr. Bau.h and

Mr. Hooks mould make observations accordingly.

Mr, Coluns having given an account, by word of mouth, of what was peculiar

in the double horizontal dial formerly presented by him to the society, it was or'

dered, that this being sufficient for their information, his written account concern

ing it, together with the printed description, of Mr. Oughtrep's horizontal dial,

should be put by Mr. Hooke's into the society's library.

Mr. Couinfi presented the society with a printed folio sheet of the reverie of

the said dial, sit to be pasted on a copper-plate, and to be varnished over, and so

to serve as an engraven one with far less cost.

Occasion being given to speak of varnishes, Mr. Oidcnpurg mentioned, that

he had several receit* of them from Mr. Coiling, which he would communicate,

Nmmfrr 1 6. At a meeting of the Cowca were present

The President

Ms H. Howard of Norfolk Dr. Clarke

Mr. Aerskinb Mr. Coiwai&

Sir Paul Nbilr Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Anthony Morgan Dr. Balle

Dr. \Vjikin> Mr. Oldenburo.

Mr. Charles Howard having been particularly desired to be present at this

council to intorm them of the state of Chelsea-college, he declared to them the ne

cessity of some reparation of it, to prevent the falling of the roof. The council

thereupon considered, that the grant Of it not having yet passed the great seal, be

fore which time they thought it not fit to be at expences about it, resolved, that

such reparations should be deserred, till they had a legal possession of the house ;

and that lor tho fame reason no constant indweller should be agreed with for the

present.

Upon a motion made this day, it was agreed upon, that when the draught for

subscribing contributions to carry on the work of the society should be brought in

by Sir Anthony Morgan and Mr. Hoskyns, to whom it was formerly reserred,

it should then be ofsered promiscuously to able and willing persons, as well with

out as within the society.

Ee a It
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It was voted, that there should be no preface to the bill to be subscribed for

the purpose abovementioned ; and that it should be a single obligatory bill to this

purpose.

" I A. B. acknowledge to owe to the Royal Society the sum of .

** to be paid, Sec."

It being intimated, that the ground of the wardrobe was yet undisposed of,

and that it was probable, that the King upon the motion of some of the council

would not be unwilling to bestow it upon the society for the raising of a college

upon it ; the president was desired by the council to take an opportunity to break

this matter to bis Majesty; which his lordship promised to do.

It being moved, that it might be considered, whether the obligation subscribed

by the sellows of the society, as it now is, hath not a legal validity, Sir Anthony

Morcan was desired to consider it accordingly, which he undertook to do; and

the secretary was ordered to cause a copy to be made of the said obligation, and

of the statutes relating thereto.

Dr. Wilkins being asked, whether he had spoken with Dr. Lower about the

curatorship» he informed the council, that he had, and found him very willing to

serve the society to the best of his power ; but that on account of some business, in

which he was at present engaged, he could not immediately undertake that office.

Mention being made, that a security might be provided for such inventions or

notions, as ingenious persons might have, and desired to secure from usurpation,

or from being excluded from having a share in them, if they should be lighted on

by others ; it was thought good, if any thing of that nature should be brought in,,

and desired to be lodged with the society, that, if the authors were not of their

body, they should be obliged to shew it first to the president, and that then it

should be scaled up both by the small seal of the society, and by the seal of the

proposer; but if they were of the society, then they should not be obliged to shew

it first to the president, but only to declare to him the general heads of the matter,

and then it should be scaled up, as mentioned before.

The business of the library of the society presented to them by Mr. Henry

Howard of Norfolk being discoursed of, and particularly the donor's desire to

have it return to his family, in case of failure of the society > Mr. Hoskyns moved,

that those books, which remained unchanged, and those which were changed for

others, be set down in two distinct catalogues ; and that such catalogues being fir

nished, whoever should have the custody of them and of the library for the society,

be ordered to be delivered up to Mr. Howard or his assigns, in case the society be

at any time dissolved.

Sir Anthony Morgan moved, that Dr. Aglionby might be dispensed with

for his admission-money and weekly payments ;, and the council complied so far

with.
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with his motion, as that the admission-money should be remitted him altogether*

and the weekly payments for one year after his admission.

N° 29 of the Philosophical Transactions, was licensed.

It was mentioned, that it had been desired by the society at their last meeting,

that the council would consider of the entering of the letters, which concerned the

society, into their letter-book ; viz. that all such letters, as were written by the

society, or by any member of the society, upon a philosophical account, and the

answers to them, read before the society (except those, that shall be excepted upon

being read) are to be filed up, or put into a book, and thence to be transcribed

into a letter-book appointed for that purpose. This was reserred to another meet

ing of the council.

The committee made the following report to the council concerning the trea

surer's accounts.

" At a committee of the council of the Royal Society for auditing the treasurers account*

*' November 11, 1667,

" Upon examination of Mr. Colwall*s accounts we find him Debtor

/. s. d.

" To the arrears due to the society for their quarterly payments to 7 & 6

" this 1 1 th day of November, 1667 . J 1

** To money he hath received for admissions ■ 23 10 6

" To the balance of his last account (in money) ending 5 Nov. 7

u. ycee —— 5 73 2 4

10S9 11 4

" We also find him Creditor

'* By money he hath paid for the use of the society, as by bills and 1 2o ' 1 1 I

" order j ^ 1

" By arrears of such persons, as have been omitted by order of

" council dated Odtob. 29, 1666, viz.

" Lord Lucas

" Sir John Denham

" Dr. Scarburch

" Mr. Dryden

" Mr. Vermuyiten

*'. Mr. Schrotek.

/. s.

——
9

2]

• 14 15

.
ti 18 1

.

9
«9f.

11
*5

.

9
»5-l

67 4 o
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'V.3y arrears owing by several member*, deceased, vi*. • .

/. jr.

** Mr, Richard Bpvn —• x?f'-s TV

« Sir Keneime Dioby — 5 17 j !• J. <t.

. ; . .Dr. H«ar» s.;[; v -; I-.s^m d ltd 11 > i" • -iJ^' ''0

' « Lqr^ {vj'ASM.MBif* . , ;snirswB odi ty»[«rgiL-> bbjw

? Ur. Quat^E.MAIN . iin^WfiJ .xivj; 3llW"33W

- •)'!.• -u.w.r r l;./iico' li 'i' j, .;w-rj .vr i'.O k> ttwlrri^fit yi>« yd tj ^ttbui

" By arrear* owing by the reft of thje fellow* yet unpaid d we $97 if*

ivi. . •, ;, .j . aof.'v .'; ..,« " 'jj 4. OK:. '» f' u .fob'i yJ ait .wm ^n*d

" By balance resting in, cast} bow in his hands, seventy-,seven pounds ">

'* fifteen shillings and five pence, besides one hundred pounds in v 57 if $ •

" the chest —. - — k.>. ..... j

*1 John Wjirws

*' Peter Bali.e

" John Hoskyns.m

•Ntu, 21, At a meeting of the Society,

• •*

Monsr. Leyonaerg, resident from the King of Sweden, proposed by Sir Thpo-

ooke 08 Vaux, was elected and admitted,

f • •

Mr. Soame was elected and admitted,

Count Charm, s Ubaloini of Monte-Feltrl proposed by Mr- Oiosnbvro was

elected.

Sir Cuarlm Bekkley and Mr. Ovoart were elected.

The statute giving notice, of the approaching day of the anniverf-ry election

was read : as aho the statute for nominating and balloting a committee of the so

ciety to audit the accounts ot the treasurer. The vice- president in the president's

absence nominated Dr. Lower, Dr. King, Mr. Wrav, Mr. Hcokb, and Mr.

Colmns for auditors v and they being put singly to the ballot were chosen, and

appointed for their meeting the Thursday following at Arundel-housc before the

meeting of the society.

Dr, Lower having acquainted the society, that one Arthur Coca r was willing

to

r Mr, Oldenbvro in a letter to Mr, Botie, that tfcii Mr. Coca w*; looked upon a* a vtrj

dated at London Nor. 25, 1667, and printed in frtakijk ttnd extravagant man; that he had studied

Mr. Boris's weeks, vel, v. p. 371, 372, observes, at Cambridge, and wat said to be a batchdor of

divinity j
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lo suffer the experiment of transfusion to be tried upon himself for a guinea, it

- was resolved, that the offer should be accepted, and the physicians of the society

be desired to be present at the operation to be performed on the Saturday following,

the 23d instant about ten or eleven of the clock in the morning, at Arundel house;

and that Dr. Lower and Dr. King particularly should be desired to manage the

experiment ; who were desired accordingly, and undertook the operation.

Dr. Pope produced a piece of the rock called the soapy rock m Cornwall, which

seels like soap, but does not dissolve in water. Several of the members supposed

it to be taik. The doctor intimating, that he had formerly given a piece of it

to Mr. Boyle to examine it, it was ordered, that Mr. Boyle should be desired to

inform the society of what he had observed in it.

Dr. Pope having likewise informed the society, that he had agreed with a friend

•f bis in Cornwall to preserve for their repository whatever fishes and birds were

to be met with in these parts ; he was desired to see what fishes and birds of

that country there were already in the repository, and to acquaint his friend

therewith, desiling him at the fame time to furnish the society with as many of

those, that were wanting, as he could.

Several anatomical experiments formerly ordered to be tried, not being ready,

the trial. of them was appointed for the next meeting; as 1. That of making the.

blood in a dog circulate between an artery and a vein on the fame side, to see, how

it would alter the circulation in the reft of the body ; or what would become of

the dog, if the blood could so quickly pass to the heart. 2. That of making

the blood pass from one side of a dog to the other, without passing through the

lungs.

The experiment of tying up both the external jugulars of a dog was again ap->

pointed to be made by Dr. Lower on the Tuesday following upon an old dog,

and an account of the success to be laid before the next meeeting.

Mr. Balle and Mr. Hooke being called upon for their observations of the ho

rizontal eclipse of the day before, they said, that they could not observe any thing,

the weather not being favourable.

>

Nov. 28. Count Ubaldini and Sir Charles Berkley were admitted.

James du Mginlon, M. D. was proposed candidate by the lord Berkley, and-

; William le Hunt, esq; was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

du Ini'y ; and that he was an indigent ferson. And two years of age ; that he spoke Latin well, when

Dr. King in a letrer to Mr. Boyle, dated the he was in company, which he like d ; but that his

s. me day from Bosucll court, London, (ibid. p. brain was jemetimes a little toe warm.

638.) remarks, that Mr. Coca was about thirty-

. ... I Mrw
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Mr. Coo a, the first person in England, on whom the experiment of transfusion

was made on the 23d instant, by order of the society, and by the management of

Dr. Lower and Dr. Ki.vg", according to the method brought in by the latter,

Octob. 24, 1667, and entered in the register-book, presented himself before the

society, and produced a Latin paper of his own, giving an account of what he

had observed in himself since he underwent the said experiment : which was or

dered to be filed up, and Dr. Lower and Dr. King were desired to give in their

accounts of the experiment.

It was ordered likewise, that Mr. Coca being willing to have the experiment

repeated on him, it mould be tried again accordingly, when the physicians of the

society mould judge it seasonable.

Mr. Hooke being called upon for an account of the experiment which he un

dertook to try in private, of passing the blood of a dog from one side to the other

without its passing through the lungs, said, that he had attempted it, but that it did

not suceeed so well as he wished ; but that he thought he had now deviled a

method of making it succeed as he desired, of which he hoped to give the society

a good account at the next meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg acquainted the society, that he had received some new expe

riments about light and air from Mr. Boyle to be communicated to them ; which

were read, and ordered to be registered \

It was ordered, that these experiments (which were several phænomena of rotten

shining wood inclosed in a receiver of the rarefying-engine, and having the air ex-

* Mr. Oldenburg in his letter to Mr. Boyle King likewise in his letter written the fame day,

of the 25th of November, cited in the pre- and cited above, remarks, that after the opera-

ceding note, takes notice, that this experiment tion the patient was well and merry, and drank a

was performed at Arundel-house in the presence glass or two of Canary, and took a pipe of to-

of many spectators, among whom were Mr. baco in the presence of forty or more persons ;

Henry Howard and both his sons, the bishop then went home, and continued well all day,

of Salisbury, four or five physicians, some having three or four stools, as he used to have,

parliament-men, &c. and that Dr. Kinc per- his pulse being stronger and fuller than before,

formed the chief part of it with great dexterity, and he very sober and quiet, more than before,

and so much ease to the patient, that he made not as the people of the house said, who thought,

the least complaint, nor so much as any grimace, that he had only been let blood. In the night

during the whole time of the operation : that he he flept well, but sweat two or three hours, and

found himself very well upon it, his pulse and next day was very well, and so remained, and

appetite being better than before ; his sleep was very willing to have the experiment repeated,

good, his body as soluble as usual, it being his arm being, he said, well. A person asking

observed, that the same day he had three or him, why he had not the blood of some other

four stools, as he used to have before. On the creature instead of that of a sheep transfused into

morning of the date of Mr. Oldenburg's letter, him, he answered, Sanguis <mis symbolicam quan-

the lord viscount Brouncker, who on account dam sacultatem h&bet cum scuigi'int Chtifii, quia

of very pressing business could not be present at Cbriftus tst agnus Dei.

the operation, and Mr. Oldenburg went to see • Register, vol. iii. p. 239. They are printed

Mr. Coca pretty early, and found him in bed, in the Philos. Transact, n" 31. p. 581. for Jan.

very well, as he assured them, and more com- 166J.

posed, as his host affirmed, than before. Dr.

hausted)
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hausted) should be prosecuted at the next meeting, by providing such wood, and

putting it info a close vessel ; as also by placing some in the compressing-engirte.

Mr. Charles Howard presented for the repository an earth smelling very

sweet like tragoriganum, taken up near London.

Mr. Balls presented likewise for the repository a piece of rotten maple-wood

having many maggots, covered with theca's and leaves, within the heart of it.

Dr. Smith took from hence occasion to mention, that at Ancona there is a

kind of shell-fish sound in great clay-stones. The stones, as also the number

and growth of the fish, are discerned by certain little holes, which increase pro-

portionably with them ; yet are never big enough for the fish (especially the shell)

to gee out. When the stones are taken out of the water, the fish will often thrust

their heads to the mouth of the holes, and then suddenly retiring into them again

squirt the water near a foot high, like so manyjets d'eau. They are in substance

and taste like oisters, and being bruised shine in the dark like rotten wood. They

are there commonly called ballari del mare from their figure.

Mr. Skippon confirmed this relation by assuring the society, that such like fishes

were also bred in rocks upon the coast of Languedoc ; and that this was men

tioned by Rondeletius.

Dr. Pope sarther confirmed this account, and remarked, that the like were

found in Cornwall on the sea-shore.

The president produced a letter written to him from Bristol by one Mr. Me-

tredone Speed, dated Nov. 20, 1667 b, giving an account of an artificial Spa-

water made of steel, esteemed as medicinal as the natural, together with some ex

tracts of St. Vincent's water, commended as highly efficacious in curing several

stubborn diseases. This letter being read, it was ordered, that the powder sent with

it should be divided, and the one half sent to Mr. Boyle at Oxford, and the other

half delivered to Dr. Willis now in London % (both by the care of Mr. Olden

burg) to examine these substances, and to give the society their thoughts of it.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter written to him by Renatus Franciscus

Slusius, canon of Liege, dated there 24 Novemb. 1667, N. S. * giving an ac

count of his method of reducing an equation of the fourth degree or biquadratic

into two quadratic equations, by a circle and a parabola ; and expressing his great

respect to the society. It was ordered, that the secretary should return him the

thanks of the society % and that Mr. Hooke and Mr. Collins should have a

" Letter Book, vol. ii. p. 84. works, vol. v. p. 3-2.

c He had removed from Oxford and settled in e Mr. Oldenburg's letter to Mr. Slusius

St. Martin's-lane, Westminster, after the lire of was dated 25 Nov. 1667. Letter- Book, vol. ii.

London in 1666. p. 102.

d Letter Book, vol. ii. p. 95. See Mr. Boyle's

Vol. II. F f codv
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copy of the letter to consider, whether Mr. Slusius had efsected what he had un

dertaken.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated another letter, written from Oxford by Dr.

Wallis, and dated Novemb. 16, 1667 s, containing a rule of his to find the

number of the Julian period for any year assigned ; the cycle of the fun and

that of the moon, and the Roman indiction being given. It was ordered, that

the doctor should be desired to send his demonstration, and to consider, whe

ther this rule could not be made more easy and less operose.

Mr. Collins declared, with what ease this had been performed by Father de

Billy the Jesuit in a letter dated at Dijon, the 2id of Aug. 1666, and printed in

the Journal' des Scavans1. Mr. Oldenburg having that journal by him, that part

of it, which concerned this particular was read, and approved of; whereupon Mr.

Collins undertook to give the demonstration of this rule not yet published by

the French, and to bring it in at the next meeting.

Nov. 30. Mr. Oudart was admitted.

Dr. Willis presented his book, intitled, Pathologic cerebri et nervosi generis spe

cimen, in quo agitur de morbis convulfivis et scorbuto h.

The lord bishop of Salisbury acquainted the society with a present made

them by Dr. Cotton of a good quantity of load-stones digged up in Cornwall.

A report was brought in of the accounts of the treasurer for the last year to

the satissaction of the society, as follows :

" At a committee for auditing the accounts of Daniel Colwall, efq; treasurer to the

" Royal Society, November 28, 1667,

It appears, that Mr. Colwall is Debtor

/. s. d.

** To the arrears due to the society for their quarterly payments 7 or

" from 5 Nov. 1666, to 11 Nov. 1667 $992 18 0

" To money he received for admissions — 23 10 6

" To balance of his last account ' ■ 73 24

1089 n 4

** Of which it appeareth he hath received

f Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 98. * N8 36. Sept. 6, 1666. p. 699. edit. Amsterd. 1679.

* Printed at Oxford 1667, in 410.

" Upon
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I. s. d.

*c Upon the quarterly payments " ' 184 14 6

** More for admissions . - ■ • — 23 io 6

*' And the balance of his last account ■ ■ 73 2 4

281 7 4

" It also appeareth, that he hath paid

" Particular bills by order to the use of the society amounting to 203 11 11

" And that he hath resting in cash in his hands —- 77 15 5

281 7 4

Examined and approved by

" Richard Lower

" Edmund King

" John Collins

** Robert Hooke."

This being the anniversary day for electing the council and officers of the Royal

Society for the year ensuing, this election was performed according to the rules

prescribed by the charter and statutes, there being this day present fifty-nine

sellows.

The eleven, who were elected to be continued of the Council, were

The lord viscount Brouncker Sir Anthony Morgan

The lord bishop of Salisbury Dr. Wilkins

Henry Howard of Norfolk Mr. Colwall

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Oldenburg. >

Sir Paul Neile

The ten new members of the Council were

\

The lord Ashley Sir George Ent

The lord Brereton Sir Philip Cartiret

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Thomas Neile

Mr. Boyle Mr. Hayes

$ir John Lowther Mr. Creed.

F f * The
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The officers chosen were

The lord viscount Brouncker, president.

Mr. Colwall, treasurer.

Dr. Wilkins, Z secretaries
Mr. Olden euro, Jlecretancs-

The new members of the Council sworn,

The lord Brereton Sir Philip Carteret

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Creed.

Sir George Ent

The other five were absent.

Between this and the former anniversary election died one of the first members of

the society, ABRAHAM COWLEY, who was born in the year 161 8 in Fleet-

Street near the end of Chancery-lane k. His father, who was a grocer, dying before

his birth, his mother by the interest of her friends procured him at a proper age to

be admitted one of the King's scholars in Westminster-school. The occasion of his

first inclination to poetry was his casual lighting on Spenser's Fairy-Queen, when

he began to read, and take some pleasure in it ; and he had read that great poet all

over before he was twelve years old '. And his love of learning appeared ib early

in him, that while he was very young, he used, instead of playing with his school

sellows on holy-days, to steal from them, and walk into the fields, either alone

with a book, or with some one companion, if he could find any of the fame tem

per. He was at the fame time so much an enemy to all constraint, that his

masters could never prevail on him by any persuasions or encouragements, to learn

without book the common rules of grammar in which they dispensed with him

alone, because they found, that he performed the usual exercise out of his own

reading and observation. Before he left Westminster- school he published at Lon

don in 1633 in 4to his Poetical Elojfoms, when he was only in his sixteenth year.

Being sent to the university of Cambridge, he was elected scholar of Trinity-

college there in 1636 ; and two years after were printed at London in 8vo his Love's

Riddle, a pastoral comedy, written while he was at Westminster- school, and his Latin

comedy, intitled Naufragium joculare, acted in Trinity-college Feb. 2, 1638. The

first occasion of his being engaged in public business was his elegy on the deatli

of Mr. William Harvey", who died at Cambridge Sept. 23, 164,. This

brought

> Dr. Sprat's 'lise of Mr. Cowley, prefixed feel of Mr. Cowley's minury, that his teachers

to Mr. Cowley's works, edit. 16(9 sol. could tie'ver bring it to retain tire ordinary rules of

k Wood Falli, Oxon. vol. ii col. 120. grammar.

1 Cowley's Essays, essay 11. * Second son of Sir William Harvey ofSr.

■ Ibid. But Dr. Sprat imputes it to the dt- Edmondslury in Suffolk, by Susan, daughter of

Six
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brought him acquainted with Mr. John Harvey, brother of his deceased friend,

and afterwards treasurer to Queen Catharine, consort to King Charles II. and

by this gentleman's recommendation he was introduced into the service of the lord

Jermyn, afterwards earl of St. Albans °. In the beginning of 1643, ne being

master of arts was, among many others, ejected from his college and university, on

account of his attachment to King Charles I. upon which he retired to Oxford,

settled in St. John's college there p, and under the name of a scholar of Oxford

published the same year in 4x0 a satyr\ the Puritan and Papist. Here he prosecuted

his studies with the fame success as before ; nor was wanting to his duty in the war

itself, being present and in service in several of the King's journies and expeditions ;

by which means, and the reputation of his genius, he soon grew familiar with the

chief men of the court and the gown, whom the fortune of the war had drawn

together, and particularly the lord viscount Falkland ,. He left Oxford a

short time before the surrender of it to the parliament in June 1646, and went to

Paris r, where he attended on Queen Henrietta, wise of King Charles I. and

spent ten ! years of his absence from his native country in bearing a share in the

distresses of the royal family, or in labouring their affairs, by maintaining the

constant correspondence between the King and Queen, and by performing several

dangerous journies into Jersey, Scotland, Flanders, Holland, or wherever else the

service of Charles II. required his attendance. In the year 1656' he returned to

England, and while he lay hid in London was seized, examined and confined, but

at last obtained his liberty upon Dr. Scarburg's giving a thousand pounds bail for

him". Complying afterwards with some of the men then in power he procured

an order for creating him doctor of physic in the university of Oxford Decemb. 2,

1657 ; on which account x, and on that of a passage in the preface to one of his

books written while he was a prisoner, he incurred the suspicion and ill-will of

the royal party. However upon the confusions, that followed the death of Oliver

Cromwell, he went back into France, and remained in the fame station as be

fore, till near the time of the King's restoration y. Upon that event not meeting

with the preserment, which he expected, and being disappointed of the master

ship of the Savoy, promised him by both the Kings Charles I. and II. 1 or from

a disinclination to public lise, he determined on a private one in the country, where

he spent his last seven or eight years, having obtained a plentiful estaw by the

favour of the earl of St. Albans and the bounty of the duke of Bucking

ham \ This was a lease of a farm held of the Queen dowager at Chertsey

in Surrey b, where he appears to have settled in the spring of the year 1 665 c.

At the first meetings of the Royal Society before its establishment he was

named

Sir Robert Jermyn, of Rufhbrook in that coun- u Dr. Sprat, ubi supra,

ty, grandfather of Sir Henry Jermyn, earl of * Wood, col. 120.

St. Albans. » Dr. Sprat.

0 Sprat and W000, ubi s'pra. 1 Wood, col. izo. See Mr. Cowley's nth

r Wood, ubi supra. csl'ay, intiilcd Of m\sils.

Strat, ubisupra. a Dr. Sprat.

' Wood, col. 120. b Wood, col. 120.

• Dr. Sprat is mistaken in saying /,ur/ir. c See a letter of his to Dr. Sprat dated , at

' Wood, col. 120. C.;erticy
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named as a proper person for the design of itd; and on the 13th of February

i66£ was proposed as a candidate, and on the 6th of March elected a member.

About June 1661 he published in 8vo his Proposition for the advancement of expe

rimental philosophy, dedicated to the honourable society of Grefham-college- But his re

sidence in the country preventing him from attending the meetings of the society,

he was not rechosen into it aster the passing of the second charter of April 22, 166^.

He died at a house called the Porch-house, towards the west end of the town of

Chertsey, July 28, 1 667, in the 49th year of his age, and was interred on the 3d of

Aug. in Westminster-Abbey, where in May 1675 a monument was erected to him

by the duke of Buckingham, the epitaph on which was written by Dr. Sprat %

who has done justice to his memory in the account and character of him prefixed

to his works.

Another member, whose name being printed in the list of the society in 1666,

and omitted in that of 1 667 shews, that he must have died in that interval, was

William Quatremaine, M. D. who was educated at Pembroke college, in the

university of Oxford, where he took the degree of doctor of physic June 23,

1 657 f, and about the beginning of the year following was sent for in the name of

King Charles II. then in Flanders to be his physician, being recommended by

the marquis of Ormonde to Sir EdwArD Hyde in very strong terms 8, having

been very useful to the marquis in managing his return to France after a secret

journey made by his lordship into England in January 165-^ for the fake of his

Majesty's interests. These sew circumstances to Dr. Quatremaine are the only

ones known to me, except that he was honoured with the friendship of Sir Ed

ward Nicholas, secretary of state, as appears from several of his letters to Sir

Edward extant among the papers of the latter. He had been proposed candidate

for election into the society January 23, 166°, and being cholen March 20, was

admitted and subscribed his name June 26, 1661.

"Dec. 5. Dr. du Molin was elected and admitted.

John Downs, M. D. was proposed candidate by Dr. Croune.

Dr. King brought in his written account of the transfusion of sheep's blood into

a vein of Mr. Coga, which was ordered to be registered \

There were produced two great pieces of the sweet earth, mentioned at the

meeting of Nov. 28. dug up at Hoxton. Dr. Croune having infused some spirit

of wine upon some of the earth, the spirit was found to have received both a strong

taste and lmell from the earth, but no tincture.

Chertsey May 2, i65;, printed by Mr. Francis * Letter of the marquis of Ormonde to Sir

Peck in his Collision of historical fitcet, p. 81. EwarD Hyde, in Carte's collection of original

at the end of his memoirs of Oliver. Crom- letters, vol. ii. p. 123. edit. London 1739, in 8vo.

well, edit. i;4oin4to. h Register, vol. iii. p. 233. It is printed in

4 See vol. i. p. 4. the Philof. Transact, vol. ii. n» 30. p. 557. for

* Wood, col. 120, 1 21. Decemb. 1667.

f Wood Fasti, Oxon. vol. ii. col. 116.

3 Some
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Some of the members were of opinion, that if the place, where this earth was

found, were searched, there would probably be found some spring of petroleum.

It was ordered, that the operator should carry one of the pieces in the name of

the society to Monsr. li Febure, to examine it by distillation; and that Dr.

Clarke should be desired to conser with Monfr. le Febure, about the best way

of distilling it.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated a letter written to him by Mr. Richard Nor

wood from the Bermudas islands, dated June 18, 1667 giving an account of

several particulars proposed to him by Mr. Oldenburg in a letter of October 24,

1666 k, concerning the course of the tides there, wells both salt and sweet dug near

the sea, the whale-fishing there practised anew, and the sperma ceti whales.

Mr. Oldenburg produced likewise a great packet of letters and other papers

sent to him by Mr. Hevelius from Dantzick and several other places on the

Baltic, that from Mr. Hevelius being dated November 15, 1666, N. S. 1 These

letters and papers contained divers answers to queries formerly sent thither con

cerning succinum, the efsects of cold, the method of making pot-ashes, the obser-

vables about sal gemmæ, &c. To which were added several relations of other par

ticulars communicated by some learned men at Dantzick and other places adjacent,

of their own accord, concerning trials made of injecting liquors into human veins,

an odd birth of twins, and a suggestion of new materials for telescopical glasses,

&c. ■

Of these papers only that on the trials of injection n was read at this meeting,

and the rest reserred to the next.

In the mean time it being taken into consideration, how the letters, which belong

ed to the society, might be well preserved, it was resolved, that the council should

be desired to take care, that all letters, which are written by and to the society, or

by and to any of their members, be put up together in a book, and thence tran-

* Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 37. It is printed in

the Philos. Transact, n° 30. p. 565.

k Letter-Book, vol. i.p. 352.

1 Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 58.

m Ibid. p. 58,-84. Mr. Michael Behm's

letter to Mr. Heveliui", concerning some che

mical, medicinal and anatomical particulars, is

printed in the Philcs. Transact. n° 34. p. 650.

* This paper, which does not appear in the

register-books, contained, according to Mr. Ol

denburg in a letter to Mr. Boyle of December

10, 1667. (Mr. Boyle's works, vol. v. p. 37;.)

an account of three persons, upon whom injec

tion -into the veins had been tried, of whom two

received great benefit, but the third died, though

through his own neglect, Upon hearing this ac

count read, a certain physician then present, a learn

ed and ingenious man, " was to my great grief.

" says Mr. Oldenburc, so precipitate, as to fay,

" That he would engage, ihat that one, viz. with

" the ill success, was the ot ly true, but the other

" two both false. I could not but take him af-

" terwards aside, and represent to him, how he

" would resent it, if he should communicate

" upon his own knowledge an unusual cxpei intent

" to the curious at Dantzick, and they in public

" brand it with the mark of falfhood : that such

" expressions in so public a place and in so mixed

" an aff.mbly would certainly prove very deltiuc-

" five to all philosophical commerce, if the curi-

" ous abroad should be once informed, how their

" symbolas were recived at the P.ojal Society."

scribed
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scribed into the Letter-book appointed by statute for that purpose ; except such

letters, or such particulars in them, as shall be ordered by the society not to be

entered.

Mr. Oldenburg brought in the sequel of Mr. Boyle's experiments about light,

several of which were read, and the rest reserred to the next meeting.

Mr. Hooke was put in mind of preparing for the experiments of this kind to

be made as soon as might be, according to the particulars appointed at the meeting

of November 28.

Mr. Aubrey produced a new method, communicated to him by Mr. Francis

Potter, of measuring time by an air-strainer; which Mr. Hocke was desired to

consider, and to give his thoughts of it at the next meeting.

Mr. Wylde mentioned, that he knew of a way of measuring time like that

produced by Mr. Aubrey; and that he had it from Mr. Smethwick, who ac

knowledged to have received it from Sir Edward Lake °, chancellor of Lincoln.

It was thought desirable to have the description of these instruments delivered in

writing.

It was ordered, that the experiment of transfusion be made at the next meeting,

and that Dr. Lower and Dr. King be desired to manage it, as they did before;

and that the operator do not sail to prepare things necessary for that purpose, espe

cially good scales to weigh the emittent animal in both before and after the ope

ration.

December 9. At a meeting of the Council were present

The lord bishop of Salisbury Sir Philip Carter et

The lord Brereton Dr. Wilkins

Mr. H. Howard of Norfolk Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Creed

Sir Anthony Morgan Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir George Ent

The business of Chelsea-college being considered of, upon debate it was re

solved,

1. That Mr. Cole should have one hundred pounds, to secure the possession of the

land and house at Chelsea-college to the society, during so much of the term of the

lease of forty years granted to Mr. Howard, as was yet un-expired.

0 He was created a baronet after the Restoration, according to Mr. Wood, Athen. Oxon. vol. ii.

2. That

2
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2. That this agreement be executed before the passing of the seal for the re

version.

3. That Mr. Cole's covenant and bond be taken for security.

These votes being passed, Sir Paul Neile and Sir Anthony Morgan were

desired to go to Mr. Cole, who was without, attending this business, and to acquaint

him with these resolutions ; which they did accordingly, and reported, that he was

satisfied with them.

Sir Anthony Morgan and Mr. Hoskyns reported concerning the legal vali

dity of the obligation subscribed by the sellows of the society, that the statutes had

already specified the penalty for non-observance, viz. expulsion ; and that thereby

other penalties were precluded.

N° 30. Of the Philosophical Transactions was licensed.

December 12. At a meeting of the Society,

Dr. Downs was elected and admitted.

The second experiment of transfusion was made by Dr. King upon Mr. Ar

thur Coga, by taking from him eight ounces of blood, and transmitting into

him, by guess, about fourteen ounces of sheep's blood. Dr. King was desired to

bring in an account of it to be registered. 7 his experiment being made in a great

crowd of spectators, which would not admit of that exactness, which was de

signed, the physicians of the society were requested to take an opportunity of

making this experiment more exactly by weighing the emittent animal before and

after transfusion.

The rest of Mr. Boyle's experiments about light were read, with great satisfac

tion to the society ; who ordered, that all should be registered, and that Mr. Hooke

mould take care of having the like experiments tried before the society, as soon as

he could procure any mining rotten wood or fish.

Mr. Daniel Coxe brought in an account of the sweet earth lately dug up at

Hoxton, which was ordered to be registered v.

Mr. Aerskine acquainted the society, that Monsr. le Febure having received

from them some of this sweet earth, in order to examine it by distillation, had told

him, that he hoped to give an account of it at their next meeting.

Dr. Willis in a letter to Mr. Oldenburg, dated Dccemb. 12 % sent (as he had

been desired to do) his thoughts of a powder for making artificial Spa-water ; as

also some extracts of St. Vincent's water sent to the president by Mr. Speed ; in

t Register, vol. iii. p. 235. ' Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 84.

Vol. II. G g which
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wliich puper he observed, that the powder was either vitriolum Martis at best, or,

as he rather thought, only common English copperas dried and powdered : and that

with regard to the extracts, each of them being a several calx of mineral water

evaporated, there was no use of them, nor any thing worth inquiry to be insisted on

about any of them. But the doctor reserring the society to what he mould make

out when he should come himself, the consideration of this particular was deserred

till that time.

Mr. Hooke being called upon for giving an account of what he thought of

the method of meaiuring time, brought in at the last meeting by Mr. Aubrey

and Mr. Wylde, said, that though the inventions were ingenious, and, as he thought*

new ; yet that by reason of the inequality of the air, caused by the various degrees

of its raresaction and condensation, as also of its driness and moisture, it would

not be fit for pocket- watches, nor of that exactness and use, that pendulums

were.

Mr. Wyldb produced his instrument for measuring time, which, according to

his and Mr. Smethwick's relation, was due to Sir Edward Lake. It was a

cylinder with air, described by Mr. Smethwick ; which description he was desired

to bring in writing at the next meeting, to be registered.

Mr. Aubrey was also desired to give an account in writing of the measure of

time produced by him, being a watch to go with a pair of bellows, instead of

wheels ; which he promised to do.

Dr. Croune mentioned, that some such inventions were taken notice of by the

Jesuit Schottus in his Technica curiosa ; which book he was desired to peruse, and

to extract out of it for the use of the society what he should meet with there of

this kind worth observation ; which he undertook to do.

Mr. Oldenburg produced more of the papers lately sent by Mr. Hevelius,

and read some of those, which contained relations concerning amber, pot-ashes,

and sal gemmæ. It was ordered, that those, which answered the inquiries about

cold, formerly sent to Dantzick, should be read at the next meeting.

He brought in an algebraical problem sent to him from Paris, as proposed by

Monsr. de Laurens, which was ordered to be communicated for solution to Mr.

Collins.

Mr. Hooke and Mr. Collins were put in mind of giving an account of

Monsr. Slusius's theorem, committed to them on the 28th of November, in order

to be examined by them.

Mr. Collins communicated his demonstration of the numbers for finding the

Julian period, the reading of which was deserred till another meeting.

Mr.
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Mr. Hooke was called upon for the experiment of circulating the blood of an

animal out of the veins into the arteries through an open vessel, without palling

through the lungs. He said, that he would prepare it as soon as he could.

Dr. Lower was put in mind of the experiment of tying up the external jugu

lars in an old dog, in order to make his head swell and become transparent, so

that it would kill him in two days.

December 19. Edward Brown, M. D. was proposed candidate by Dr.

Croune.

Mr. Coga being introduced gave an account of the effects of the experiment

of transfusion repeated upon him, viz. that he found himself very well at present,

though he had been at first somewhat severish upon it which was imputed to

his excess in drinking too much wine soon after the operation. An account there

of in writing was desired to be brought in by the managers of that second expe

riment.

For the prosecution of experiments of that kind, Dr. Croune was desired to

speak with Dr. Terne, physician to one of the hospitals in London, that he would

try the experiment, as he had opportunity, upon such patients there, as he and

others of the physicians of the society should think proper subjects for it.

Dr. Willis suggested, that this experiment might be proper to make use of

upon rotten sheep.

Mr. Povey communicated his account of the way of laying on colours by

means of eggs mixed with any part of a fig-tree beaten therein ; which was ordered

to be registered k, as follows :

" Amidst the many remarkable varieties, which are observable in the act of

lt painting, there is one, which hath been delivered over to us by the ancients,

" which hath in it a secret of great assistance in the art of painting, and which

" carries in it a mystery worthy the inquisition of a philosopher.

" Before the art of painting had advanced to the more late invented practice of

** mingling the colours in oil, we find, that there was, among many others, a

" certain sort of distemper, (for so we now distinguish other liquid colourings from

*' that of oil) which I know not by what chance, or selicity, or revelation, was

" discovered and made practicable, it seeming at first overture to be an extrava-

" gant composition, not at all probable or rationally proper to what was designed,

*" and what it doth samiliarly produce.

" The painter takes three or four eggs (the fresher the better) breaks them into

*' a porringer, or some such little vessel (sometimes separating the white, and

' Register, vol. iii. p 259.

Gg 2 using
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*' using that alone) and afterwards puts into them one or two small pieces of a

" green fig, or of the branches of that tree, of about an inch in length or less,

*' or the leaf itself, which being infused a sew minutes, the juice or milk thereof

" so prevails upon the egg, which in its own disposition is viscous and ropy, that

" it becomes instantly thin and fluid, as water ; and although the yolk and white

" be confounded together, yet themselves impart so little tincture, that the painter

" useth it as he doth oil, without any further addition or improvement, and laying

" it upon his pallet, and mingling all forts of colours with it, (even the purest

" white) he works and finisheth his piece.

" The experiment being by accident discoursed by me with some persons of this

" society, was received with such incredulity, that, for my own vindication, I

" tempted several of the society, with the president, to see the operation at Mr.

" Streeter's, (a general and excellent master of the pencil) where Sir Robert

.** Moray broke eggs into two little vessels, and did then put two small pieces

" of the fig-tree into one vessel only, and presently saw the verity of what is before

*' described: And having seen Mr. Streeter mingle colours with it, and lay

" them, they went afterwards to my house, where they saw a chimney-piece wrought

" thus by Dankarts in landscape, who having studied long in Italy, had seen

" many things, which had been done this way, especially a large cabinet in the

" pope's palace.

" And since, by your appointment, I have looked somewhat curiously into the

" secret of this converted matter of egg by the infusion or touch of the fig or

" fig-tree (whose milky juice is found by naturalists to be so corrosive by the

" powerful salt lodged therein, and so apt to dissolve all viscous matter, that it is

" laid to be one of the principal ingredients in the making of one sort of mithri-

" date) I may pardonably observe lurther to you, that it is generally agreed, that

" this sort of oil or distemper (for with leave it may be said to be both, and nel-

" ther, if we should particularly describe the differences and the agreements, which

" are to be found in it) is probably as ancient as the emperors, though not so cr-

" dinarily used and samiliarly understood in this latter age ; and there are extant

" some pieces finished this way by Correggio, which, I have heard persons of the

" highest judgment in painting say, are most valuable for their delicacy in work,

" and beauty in colouring, and satissaction in all things, that should be persect

" in the most masterly piece of painting ; and that tht y were held not to be over-

" prilld at one thousand pounds each ; they being indeed worthy of the utmost

" price, that can be set upon painting, or the highest efforts of art ; and were

" considered as jewels, in the rich collection his late Majesty had of the best

" paintings.

" I here also further observed, that this oil of egg (if I may so call it) is so

" much of the nature of distemper, that when the piece is set against the light, it

" troubles not the sight by glistening or glaring, which hinders us from looking

" directly upon pictures in oil, if they be set directly opposite to the light; and

'* we find the painter hath more command on this mixture, because it permits

" him to neglect it, and take off his hand from his work, and return to it at

" pleasure,
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" pleasure, by reason that its drying quality renders the begun picture ready for

" him at all times : So that he is at liberty to work it ovei as often as he pleaseth,

" until by his repeated touches he hath brought his piece to the utmost, that

** time and his own art can reach to; it being demonstrably true, that labour,

" study, and often working-over pictures with this foitof mixture by a skilful

" hand infinitely improves the work, and makes the colouring approach very near

" to that which is laid in oil : yet is this so much of the more tender nature of

" ordinary distemper, that it is not to be exposed to weather ; but is also in some

" considerations much above other sorts of distemper, in that every accidental

" dash of water, or other flight injury, will not hurt it ; but being w ith easy care

" preserved, it lasts almost for ever in its first freshness (if the substance, upon

" which it ii laid, be durable) and will continue its colouring much better than oil :

" some colours being apt to languish in oil, which will keep alive in distemper.

u This narrative being sufficient to discharge those commands given me by this

" society, I would have leave to add my advice, that a further inquiry be made

" into this, and all other sorts and ways of painting in oil, distemper, or dry co-

" lourings ; because it may not perhaps be unworthy of your knowledge, to find

" the difserences, which arise from the several uses of colours, and the mediums, by

" which they are applicable; and it seems not unlikely, that something yet new and

" undiscovered may spring up to further improvement, which ought to be, and

" is the most honourable part of that you aim at ; that you may net seem to en-

** tertain yourselves with curiosity and speculation only, but may by that various

" and universal learning, which meets here, as it were in council, leave something

" new or improved to the succeeding world ; and still go on to inflame this age,

" by a generous emulation abroad, to envy and imitate what you have more hap-

" pily first opened and essayed : that it may not be said by the malicious, that you

" discourse and make flourishes, and subsist chiefly upon what is delivered to you

*' by them, that lived before you.

,f Nor is the generous subject of painting unworthy of some part of your care

" and research, which hath been the study, delight and ornament of all ages and

" nations, where peace or civility have not been abandoned ; which hath hitherto

" been described and discoursed of only in parts and fragments, by several persons

" in differing languages, and yet deserves an entire history, to be conducted by

" such an influence as yours, out of those various authors and traditions of the

*' ancients, and the more modern experience: by which rendezvouz oi the best in-

" telligence and information, we may deposit and find in one volume a sufficient

" history of all the parts relating to this almost divine art, which not only imitates

" but approacheth very deccivably, even to the giving lise itself.

" By such a history, warily and saithfully extracted out of what is or hath been

" materially observed and collected, and now to be written in one stile and order,

" we may easily and pleasingly inform ourselves of the first lines and footsteps of

" this arc ; the names and characters of the most eminent mailers ; their manner

" and several ways of working ; the degrees of improvement of this art ; the va-

" riecy of their colours, their natures and mixtures i sometimes drawn out ot mi-

*' nerals,
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*' nerals, leaves of trees and flowers, and several juices and berries, and many

" other accidental ways of obtaining and applying of colours.

" But this desired volume, and all that it shall offer, as authentic, must have

4< its first and last authority, spirit and confirmation from you, as well as the

" conjunction of some select persons of your number, who may have meetings with

" the chief masters of these times, whom I have found with joy and candid open-

*' ness ready to assist a work so apparently tending to the honour and advantage of

" their prosession, and their own personal fame, who may deserve to be registered

" therein as eminent masters. It is acknowledged by all, that no proper genius hath

tC been engaged on this general work; for what hath been writ by painters, doth

** shew that their pen hath not been so good as their" pencil : And what hath been

" undertaken by men contemplative only, hath not given full satisfaction ; because

" perhaps they have disdained to consult sufficiently with painters, or to submit

*' their own imagination and conceit of things to the judgment and experience of

" those, whom practice hath made more competently and aptly learned, and more

" adequate to the work of assisting, and informing, towards the making compleat

" and persect such a history, as is here wished and proposed.

" And although painting be as the chief and sovereign, yet there are many lesser

" arts, proper and worthy to attend and be of the train, and to appear as an ap-

*' pendix in the fame volume; which are, the several sorts of vernice; browning;

" staining ; graving ; etching, and perhaps some other necessary curiosities not

" foreign to this greater subject: All which being collected from the several per-

" sons of ingenuity, who have particularly studied, practised and experimented

" them, may be re-examined and attested by you, and become no inconsiderable

" adherents to this entire history of the arts of painting; which being thus ac-

." companied and finished, will surely be received and welcomed into the world,

*' as a thing most useful and desirable."

Mr. Povev renewed his former suggestion, that some members of the society

would meet together, and consider of the particulars to be inquired into concerning

the curiosities in the art of painting, and then conser about it with some of the best

masters of that art living in London, as Mr. Lely, Mr. Cooper, and Mr.

Streeter, they having already declared their willingness to serve the society in

what they could in this matter.

It was ordared hereupon, that Mr. Povey, Sir Philip Carteret, Sir Theo

dore de Vaux, Mr. Evelyn, Mr. Henshaw, Dr. Croune, Mr. Hoskyns,

Mr. Wylde, and Mr. Hooke should be desired to meet accordingly for that

purpose.

Mr. Povey produced a letter of Mr. Alexander Marshal to himself, dated

at Castle- Ashby November 30, 1667, concerning colours, which was read, and an

.extract of it ordered to be made and preserved % as follows :

1 Letter- Book, vol. ii. p. 93.

From
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" Castle-Asbby Nov. 30, 1667.

"SIR,

" T Had answered yours, had it come to my hands sooner. I am very willing

" X to satisfy in part your desire concerning my colours, but how to express the

*' handling of them I know not ; for practice puts me in a new way every day.

*• One colour may set out the other by composition or transparence, which

•* leaves the beauty, as the flower or other things require. I thought seven years

" ago, that I knew much, but I find, that practice shews me daily more than I

" knew before ; but the last week I tried one colour, and calcined it in three seve-

" ral pots, and in one fire together : the pots being cold, I found in them three

" several colours, which was but one at first; the one was red, the other yellow,

" and the other amber, and all very good for use. As for the colours I make

" out of flowers, or berries, or gums, or roots, they are more subtle, and have

" not so great a body, as minerals, which I turn into lakes, or dry them in shells,

" which I temper with such waters, as I make fit for them and my use. The

** search of colours has cost me much time in finding out, and to know, which

** would hold colour in water, and mix well ; else I had not used them in my

" book ; and, am sure, will be as fresh a hundred years hence, as when you saw

** them last. The truth is, they are pretty secrets, but known, they are nothing.

" Several have been at me to know, how ; as if they were but trifles, and not

** worth secrecy. To part with them as yet I desire to be excused. I have in at

** manner given over water-colours, finding it tedious and forcible to the eyes,

" which has put me upon the practice in oil,' and I am in good hopes, that my

** colours will shew themselves as beautiful in oil as water; though many will say,

" that it is needless for oil-colours to be so orient or beautiful in painting. In my

" opinion 'tis a great prejudice to painters also, to paint carelesly with any colour?,

" that will starve, and become nothing, by a salt, that is in them. Certainly

" Brueigeelh and Elshmer, and other masters, had a way in cleansing and

" curing their colours, which as yet is to be seen in their small curious works as

" fresh as ever they were ; for salt and oil cannot agree long, and so were parted

" by those masters, that their same might last as well for their colours as work..

" Sir, I beg your pardon, not knowing whether my abrupt discourse does an-

** swer your desire ; and so I rest,

"SIR,

" Your humble and most

" obliged Servant,

" Alex. Marshal."

Monsr. le Febure brought in two liquors drawn from the sweet earth dug up

at Hoxton : one was a phlegm well scented ; the second an oil resembling petro

leum. Both these being drawn from one pound of that earth, there remained, as

1 Monsr.
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Monsr. le Febure observed, fifteen ounces and a half of sediment or caput mortuum.

He was desired to give in the account of the whole process in writing, which he

promised to do.

Dr. Me r ret produced a paper, wherein first he mentioned, that three skulls

with the hair on and brains in them were lately found in BLck-friars in pewter

vessels in the midst of a thick stone-wall, with certain obscure inscriptions : ,

secondly, he gave an account from one Mr. Loveli. of a very rich lead ore in

Wales ; thirdly, his thoughts of the four mineral powders or salts sent by Mr.

Speed from Bristol to the president: fourthly, some experiments of the smectis or

soap-stone, found on the sea-side in the wed of England. This paper was or

dered to be registered and the author desired to inquire more particularly after

the three skulls, and to endeavour to get one of the pots, wherein they were found.

Dr. Clarke confirmed that part of this paper, which mentioned the lead ore in

Wales, and promised to bring in a relation concerning it from Dr. Waldron.

Mr. Hooke communicated an account of an experiment tried by him in the

presence of Dr. Lower upon a mastiff-bitch big with puppies, to see, whether

foetus's live in the womb by their own or the mother's respiration. It was ordered

to be registered u, and was as follows :

" In prosecution of the former inquiry about respiration, to know whether

" the lite of the foetus in the womb were continued without its own respiration,

" by means of the ventilation of the blood of the dam by its respiration ; upon

" Wednesday the iSth of Dec. 1667, Dr. Pope and myself tried the following

" experiment. We took a large mastiff-bitch, that had gone about seven weeks

" with puppy, and binding her down on a table, we opened the right side of the

" belly about the middle, between the spine and the middle muscle of the

*' belly, and through that perforation taking out one of the horns of the uterus,

" and opening it, we took out one of the whelps, that was large and lusty, and

** seemed to be almost ready to be whelped. Then before he had taken in any

" breath, we opened the throat, and disclosed the aspera arteria, and running a

" needle and thread suddenly under it, we tied it so fast, that nothing of air could

tk pass in or out by it ; then wrapping up the foetus in warm linnen cloaths, we

" laid it by the fire, but it survived but some sew minutes, and then died. Then

** we took out another, and, instead of taking it out of its inclosed skins, as we

" had done the former, we made a gentle ligature about the neck upon the

" amnion, including the head of the whelp, as it were in a bladder, of its own

" natural liquor, so as neither air, or any other liquor, but the liquor of the

" amnion could come to the mouth. Then we sufsered it to lie in water warmed

" to about the same heat with the natural heat of the womb of the bitch ; .but

" neither did this long survive ; but we took notice, that the whelp within a minute

" or thereabouts, after he had been separated from the dam, began to gape and

*' strain as it were to take in breath,- and after a little while died. We tried

" likewise a third, by keeping his head and mouth all the while till we

[ It does not appear in the Register. • Register, vol. iii. p. 265.

2 *: had
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** had, according to the former method, tied up his aspera arteria ; then keeping him

" warm in cotton wool warmed and laid by the fire-side we found him moveless

" within some sew minutes. A fourth we tried by suffering it to lie in its own

" bags and liquors without making any ligature at all, either by a band about its

" neck, or by a tying about the aspera arteria : this also we found as subject to

" fate as the rest, for he seemed to be dead as soon as any of the rest, though it

" was expected, that it would have lived a very long time. So that upon all

•** these observations we found, that none of them would survive ten minutes of

" time measured by a pendulum-watch.

" These experiments seem to hint, that the foetus in the womb has its blood

" ventilated by the help of the dam; and that it is not the want of the motion

** of the blood through the lungs, or the imaginary stopping of it there, that

" kills the foetus ; since we have no reason to believe, that the foramen ovale was

" shut in these whelps, before they had taken in any air into their lungs. Nor

" can we imagine any other cause of the so sudden death of them, save only the

*' want of the ventilation of the blood, or whatever other operation respiration

may be proved to work on the blood : and methinks also it may seem very

*' manisestly to prove the continual and necessary communication of the blood of

" the dam with that of the foetus, and of the immediate dependance of the one

.** upon the other.

" One thing by the way we took notice of, which was not to be passed by,

*' and that was, that in one of the cells of the womb we found a foetus dead,

*' which seemed to have lain so in that place for above a month ; which we guess'd

" by its bigness, that was very small in comparison of the other, which we had

*' taken out alive ; which seemed to shew a very great providence of nature, for

** the keeping of that dead foetus in the womb without at all prejudicing of it,

" until the time of the birth of all the rest."

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that an offer was made to him by Monsr. Augus-

tini Boutens, a curious person at Antwerp, in a letter dated December 3, 1667 *,

to transmit a considerable quantity of the ludus Helmontii, with an intire descrip

tion of its medicinal vertues ; as also of its situation in the ground, &c. and that

he would send for a hundred pounds weight or more of it, if any members of the

society would make experiments with it. He was desired to send for a good

quantity, as there would be no want of persons to take it off.

Dr. Croune produced an instrument for gathering and contracting wind, other

wise imperceptible, so as to extend a tender fail. The operator was ordered to

make another model, that might go as tenderly as possible, against the next

meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg acquainted the society, that he had received an account printed

in French of the spots lately discovered in Mars by Signior Cassini in Italy, pro-

* Supplement to the Letter-Books, «L ii. p. 78.

Vol. II, Hh bably
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bably inserring the revolution of that planet about its axis. The English translation

of this account by Mr. Oldenburg was read* and ordered to be registered.

Dee. 26. The society did not meet.

January 2, i66|. At a meeting of the Council were present

Dr. Wilkins

Sir John Lowtmer and Mr. Hayes were sworn as members of the council.

It was ordered, that the president, the bishop of Salisbury, Sir Paul Neilb,

and Dr. Wilkins be desired to speak on the Monday following with the com

missioners of the treasury about Chelsea-college, and to meet for that purpose at

Sir Paul Ne;xe's lodgings.

Mr. Panton appearing before the council, and expressing his desiie for their

assistance in promoting his design to establish a royal academy for educating of

young gentlemen in good manners, languages, arts and sciences, and generous

exercises ; the council upon deliberation returned this answer, that though they

well approved of this design, and were very desirous to promote it,, each for him

self yet as they were a body, it was not their practice to intermeddle with any

business, but such as either arose from among themselves, or came to them by way

of reserence.

The business of voluntary contributions for building a college being moved

again, it was upon debate thought good,

That those, who had a mind to contribute, should not be obliged to subscribe

their respective sums till the total of the subscriptions amounted to one thousand

pounds : and that those of the council, who had most interest to engage others

both of the society, and without it, should be desired to employ the same in

speaking to persons of both forts, and to learn the sums of their intended con

tributions, thereby to make an estimate what the total was likely to amount to.

At a meeting of the Society on the same day,

Dr.-IJn.own was elected and admitted.

The earl of Conway being proposed by Sir Anthony Morgan was immedi

ately elected.

The President

The lord bishop of Salisbury

Henry Howard of Norfolk

Sir Paul Neile

Sir John Lowther

Mr. Hayes

Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Creed

Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir
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Sir Maurice Eustace was proposed candidate by Sir Anthony Morgan.

Charles Hotham, esq; was proposed candidate by Mr. Henry Slinoesby.

Dr. Croune reported, that Dr. Terne was willing, at the desire of the society,

to try the experiment of transfusion upon morbid persons, as he should see op

portunity, in the hospital, to which he was physician.

The meeting of the committee of the society with some of the painters in Lon

don being again spoken of, it was ordered, that Mr. Povey should be desired to

take care of putting that meeting into a method, by which it might be made

effectual for the purpose intended : as also, that Sir Philip Carteret, Mr.

Hoskyns, and Mr. Wylde should be added to that committee.

Dr. Croune acquainted the society, that Mr. Townley presented the society

with his astronomical box for dividing a foot into many thousand parts ; and

that he expressed his desire to try the experiment of transfusion, if he might be

furnished with the necessary apparatus for it. It was ordered hereupon, that such

silver pipes, as had been used by the society in this experiment, should be forth

with bespoken, and when made, sent to him : and Dr. King was desired to take

care of having the said pipes made, which he undertook to do.

Dr. Croune likewise mentioned, that he had understood of Mr. Townley, that

he was now employed in turning of optic-glasses by a lathe, and hoped shortly

to send one of them to the society.

Mr. Hooke produced a piece of clock-work, said to serve always to promote a

pendulum strait, without any check at all. It not being yet complete, it was

ordered to be produced again at the next meeting with the addition of what was

necessary to persect it.

He was put in mind of his new cyder- engine, and ordered to get a model of it

made, as soon as conveniently he could. ;

He produced a paper giving an account of a way devised by him of difcovering

the various pressures of the air at sea, to predict the alteration of weather, and to

foresee storms, k was ordered to be registered y; and Mr. Hooke was desired

to get such a weather-glass made, as was described in this paper, as soon as he

could. • ,

He was put in mind of making the experiments with shining wood and fish*

both in the exhausting engine and in a close glass, with the fame air always re

maining; of circulating blood in an open pipe, without its passing through

the lungs : of the experiments in the rarefying-box, and that in the Park, when the

weather should serve ; and of swelling the head of an old dog by tying up the ex

ternal jugulars.

» Register, vol. iii. p. 278. It is printed in Mr. Boyle's wofks, vol. v. p. 379.

H h 2 Dr.
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Dr. Croune was put in mind to take care of having his wind-gathering vessel;

made ready by the operator against the next meeting, if possible.

Some more of the papers sent by Mr. Hevelius from Dantzick were read,,

containing answers to inquiries concerning cold, amber, &c. formerly lent thither.

These papers being large, Dr. Clarke and Dr. Croune were desired to meet

Mr. Oldenburg at his house, to peruse and consider of them, and to report to

the society ; which they promised to do, appointing to meet together on the

Tuesday following at two of the clock at the place above-mentioned.

Mr. Hooke produced a Latin letter sent him from a Bohemian with a little

book in the German tongue. The letter was ordered to be read at the next meet

ing, and the book to be delivered to Mr. Oldenburg, that he might peruse kj,

and give an account of it at the next meeting.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced a letter to himself from Mr. Joseph Walsh,

dated Decemb. 29, 1667% giving an account of several earths or clays, found"

in Worcestershire, good for scouring of cloth, and for setching grease out of silk

intimating also, that there were half a dozen sorts of clays in his ground. Sir

Theodore was desired to send for samples of those clays to be examined ; whichi

he promised to do.

January 9. Sir Maurice Eustace was elected;

Mr. Charles Hotham was elected and admitted;

Dr. King brought in the silver pipes ordered to be made for Mr. Townlev

to make experiments of transfusion therewith ; and the operator was ordered to

deliver them to Dr. Croune, who had moved the society for them on Mr. Town-

lev's behalf.

Dr. King communicated his written account of the experiment of transfusion,

as it was the second time made on Mr. Coca ; which was ordered to be registered \-

Dr. Clarke made a report concerning the papers sent from Dantzick to Mr.

Oldenburg, viz. that the answers to the queries, which had been sent thither,

and the account of the monstrous twin-birth, seemed to him fit to be registered :

and there being two letters from Monsr. Behm, consul of Dantzick, containing

several good remarks both physical and anatomical, he desired a copy of them, in

order to consider of some return to be made thereto, as he had already done to

that of Dr. Fabricius concerning the injection of liquors into veins. With

respect to the manuscript about amber, that being written in the German tongue,

it was desirable, that a translation of it into English might be made by those

members, who understood that language.

» Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 115. * Register, vol. iii. p. 280.

I

It
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It was ordered hereupon, that those answers, and that paper concerning the

twin-birth should be registered accordingly b ; and that a copy should be made

for Dr. Clarke of those letters named by him: and that Mr. Haak and Mr.

Oldenburg should be defirtd to translate the manuscript about amber at their

eonveniency ; the latter promising to do his part, Mr. Haak being absent.

Mr. Oldenburg intimated, that Monsr. Auzout, having read Mr. Sprat's

History of the Royal Society , and found mentioned in it, among other things, a new

kind of level, had in a letter dated at Paris Decemb. 29, 1 667, N. S. c desired a

communication of it. Mr. Hooke was accordingly desired to make a draught:

of it to be sent to Monsr. Auzout.

The experiments appointed for the next and following meetings were

1. The weather-glass for measuring the pressure of the air at sea.

2. Dr. Crounæ's wind-gathering vessel.

5. A model of a cyder-pressing instrument.

4. The tying up the jugular veins of an old dogr

5. Experiments with shining fish.

6. Circulation of the blood without passing through the lungs.

7. The persecting of the new clock-work for always promoting a pendulum

strait, without any checking of it.

It was ordered likewise, that Mr. Hooke should bring in a description of his

new astronomical instrument, answering to that of Mr. Town lev for dividing a

foot into many thousand parts, and thereby observing with great exactness the

distances of the parts ; and that the copy of it should be sent to Mr. Hevelius..

Jan. 11. At a meeting of the Council were present.

The President

Henry Howard of Norfolk Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Hayes

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Colwall

Sir John Lowther Mr. Creed

Sir George Ent Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir Philip Carteret

It was ordered, that the president, the bishop of Salisbury, Mr. Henry

Howard, Sir Paul Neile, Dr. Wilkins, and as many more of the council,

» Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 60. (st ftjq. I Ibid, p. i 17.

. " as
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as couTd conveniently, would meet on the Monday 'folkming aboutten in the morn

ing at Whitehall at the lodgings of the lord almoner to her Majesty, to attend the

lords commissioners of tire treasury conœrning Chelsea-college, to bring that busi

ness to an issue.

Mr. Hooke was desired to bring in at the next meeting of the council a

draught for the 'building of the society's college.

The list of the fellows of the society being read over, and the persons, who

were thought both willing and able to contribute to the said building, taken

notice of, it was thought fit, that a committee should be chosen to solicit ihofe

persons : and there were named

The President

The bishop of Salisbury

Henry Howard of Norfolk

Mr. Boyle

Sir Robert Moray

Sir John Lowther

l>r. Wilkws

Mr. Evelyn

Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Hoskyns

Ms. OlBEnBURG.

The president was desired to solicit

The earl of Devonshire

Sir Anthony Morgan

Sir Cyril Wyche

Mr. Slingesby

Capt. Cock

Mr. Pepys

Mr. Austen.

The bishop of Salisbury was desired to solicit

The archbishops of Canter

bury and York

The duke of Albemarle

The lord Robartbs

The earl of Lindset

The bishops of London and

Winchester .

Henry Howard of Norfolk to "solicit

The marquis of Dorchester

The earl of Northampton

The earl of Devonshire

The earl of Carlisle

Sir Theodore de Vawx

Mr. Povey.

Sir Robert Moray to solicit

The earl of Argyl

Th.e earl of Crajord and

Ll.nDESAY

The earl of Kincairdin

The carl of Tweedale

The lord Stermont.

Dr. Wilkins to solicit

The
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The duke of Buckikcham

The earls of Devonshire and

Carlisle

Sir William Petty

Dr. Cotton

Mr. Matthew Wren

Mr. Willughby

Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Wylde

Dr. Willis

Dr. Whistler

Dr. Smith.

Mr. Boyle to solicit

The lord Clifford

Sir John Lowther to solicit Sir Edward Bysshe.

Mr. Evelyn to solicit Mr. Packer.

Mr. Henshaw to solicit Sir Robert Paston.

Mr. Hoskyns to solicit Mr. Thomas Neils.

Mr. Richard Jones.

Mr. Oldenburg to solicit

The lord Annesley

Sir J a mis Shaen

Sir Robert Southwell

Mr. Richard Jones. d

N* 3 1 of the Philosophical 7raitJa3ionst was. ordered to be printed.

A letter from Col. Blount to the president

being any longer a sellow of the society.

• Jan. i-6. At a meeting of the Society,

read, desiring his

Mr. FJooke produced the two weather-glasses, one open, the other close, for

observing the various pressures of the air at sea, in order to predict alterations of

weather. He was ordered to see another made very accurately, to be recom

mended to some careful seamen to. carry it to sea, and to make observa

therewith.

* Mr. OiDENBitKciohis letter to Mr. Botl*. "

then at Oxford, dated January 14, 166J, and "

printed in Mr. Boyle's works, vol. v. p. 380, "

381, giving an account of these proceedings of

the council of the society, mentions, that Mr. "

Henry Howard intended to continue his gene- "

rosity to it, either by contributing a good sum of "

money, or giving ground about Arundel-house OS **

build upon. " They guess, adds he, there will **

" be four classes of contributions : some of an "

" tool, some of 60 or 50, some of 40, some of

20. Our president hath already declared for

100; and I think the b.stiop of Salisbury

for the like sum : Dr. Wilrins for 50, Mr.

Hates for 40, Sir Philip Carteret for 50,

and, if there be occasion, for more. We begin

with the council, and proceed to the society,

that when we go on to beg of others not of

our body, they may not object we would load

others, and draw our own necks out of the

yoke."

He
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He produced a model of his new cyder- engine with the addition of a contrivance

for cutting the apples. He was desired to consider of this, and to endeavour to

add it to this contrivance.

The lord Brereton took occasion from hence to mention, that all sorts of

dried fruit, as raisins, figs, plums, prunes, &c. sermented with common water,

would yield as much and better liquor than the fame fruit being fresh. His lord

ship was desired to give in writing the particulars of the way of practising this ;

which he promised to do, when some of his domestics, who had been employed

therein, should come to London. In the mean time he remarked, that six pounds

of raisins, with a gallon of water, duly sermented, would yield a liquor as strong

as sack, and keep good a twelvemonth."

Mr. Hooke produced likewise his new contrivance of promoting the vibrations

of pendulums, so as to prevent all checks, which he affirmed to have been pro

vided against by no invention hitherto. He was desired by the lord Berkley to

take care of having such a one made for him, and by the society to bring in, as

soon as he could, the descriptions and schemes of this instrument, as well as the

other two produced before, viz. that of the sea-weather-glasies, and the cyder-

engine.

Dr. Croune mentioned, that Mr. Townley had intimated to him his desire of

having engraven upon the astronomical instrument lately presented by him to the

society, for dividing a foot into many thousand parts, &c. some words, that might

preserve the memory of that donation, viz. Richardus Townley dono dedit

regia sotietati die 2 Januarii anni 1667. Upon which Mr. Hooke was ordered to

fee this desire of Mr. Townley executed.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated a letter written to him by Mr. Samuel Cole-

presse, and dated at Plymouth y January, 166^, giving an answer to the printed

queries concerning the course of tides, and an account ot the state of that country

. and the several sorts of it, especially that most proper for covering of houses ; with

several experiments made by himself upon them. This letter was ordered to be

entered d ; and Mr. Oldenburg was desired to write to Mr. Colepresse to send

some samples of three different forts of state, in order that the society might make

the like trials with them.

Mr. Oldenburg produced an account written to him by Thomas Allen, M. D.

dated January 16, 166I, containing an accurate description of an hermaphrodite

then in London ; which was read, and ordered to be registered e.

d That part of it relating to slate is entered in the Philos. Transact, n* 33, p. €33.

the Letter-Book, vol. ii. p 138, and printed in * Register, vol. iii. p. 281. It is printed in

the Pnilos. Transact, vol. iv. n° 50, p. 1009, and the Philos. Transact, n° 32, p. 624, for February

the other containing the observations on the tides i66|-.

in the Register, vol. iii. p. 287, and printtd in

Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg mentioned likewise, that he had received advice from Paris,

that the person formerly said to have undertaken the translation of the History of the

Royal Society into French, had not yet begun it, and was willing to forbear, upon

notice sent him, that there was one in London, who would perform it. And Dr.

de Molin being the person, who had undertaken that work in England, and

now present, was desired by the society to proceed in what he had begun with all

possible care and diligence ; which he promised to do.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

x. Dr. Croune's wind-gathering vessel.

2. Shining fish and wood to be tried both in the rarefying and compressing

engine.

3. Some horse-eyes for discovering the cause of blindness in horses.

4. Tying up the external jugulars in an old dog.

5. Circulating the blood, without its passing through the lungs.

January 23. Thomas Allen, M. D. was proposed candidate by Mr. Olden

burg.

The operator was ordered to hasten the making of a thermometer for the use

of the Queen.

Dr. Pope presented for the repository a large roundish bone, supposed to be one

of the vertebræ of a whale,

Mr. Oldenburg produced a box, sent him from Mr. Samuel Colepresse,

for the repository, containing sixty four sorts of minerals, each fort having annexed

to it a description of its kind and mixture ; among which there was one piece of

iron-ore, mixed with another substance, which was sensible of a magnet's ap

proaching it.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced a white soapy clay sent him out of Wor

cestershire, with two letters, promising to send more of that clay, together with

some other, written by Mr. Joseph Walsh, and dated Decemb. 29, 1 667, and

January 12, i66^ s.

The lord Berkley acquainted the society, that some ships being ready to fail

for the East-Indies, if the society had any queries to send thither, he would re

commend them. Upon which it was ordered, that the queries formerly drawn

up for that purpose, and such others, as Dr. Pope and Mr. Hooke should add.

Vol. II.

s Letter- Book, vol. ii. p. 115 and 128.

I i should
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should be immediately got ready and delivered to the lord Berkley for his re

commendation.

of the eye of that animal. He was desired to bring in a description of this obser

vation to be registered ; which he promised to do at the next meeting.

Mr. Hooke made an experiment to discover, whether a piece of steel first

counterpoised in exact scales, and then touched by a vigorous magnet, acquires

thereby any sensible increase of weight. The event was, that it did not.

He proposed an experiment to discover, whether any substance could be made

heavier than gold. It was ordered, that the trial should be made before the so

ciety the next day.

He was ordered to take care* that the experiments concerning shining wood

and fish be made at the next meeting, both in the compressing and rarefying

engine.

He was desined to bring in the description both of his new engine for grinding

and pressing of cyder-fruit, and of his clock-work for promoting the vibration of.

a pendulum strait, without any check ; as also of his instrument for dividing a foot:

into thousands of parts, for making exact astronomical observations.

January 25. At a meeting of the Council were present

Sir George Ent

There was prepared (there not being a quorum sufficient to make it effectual)

an order for issuing twenty-five pounds towards the expences requisite for passing

the patent concerning his Majesty's grant of Chelsea-college.

There was likewise prepared an order for providing a convenient room for Dr.

Lower to make anatomical experiments in for the society.

The letter formerly ordered to be drawn up by Mr. Oldenburg for Sir Robert

Moray about soliciting contributions in Scotland, was read ; and it was thought fit,

that something should be added, expressing Mr. Howard's bounty in giving the

ground to build the college upon.

The business of contributions being again spoken of, Mr. Oldenburg mention

ed, that the earl of Anglesea had declared his willingness to enable his son to

contribute ; as also his own inclination to be of the society, and further the work

of

 

 

Sir Anthony Morgan

The lord bishop of Salisbury Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Hoskyns

Mr- Oldenburg.
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of building. Mr. Oldenburg added, that Mr. Boyle had expressed his readiness

to do his part.

Mr. Howard gave some account of his solliritations for contributions, viz. that

Sir Samuel Tuke was ready, not only to pay his arrears, but also to contribute

to the building according to his abilities ; and that he thought the earl of De

vonshire and Mr. Povey would do their part.

Dr. Wilkins mentioned, that Mr. Nelthorp and Mr. Skippon would also

contribute.

January 30, the Society did not meet on account of the solemn fast ; but the

Council did, there being present

The President

Henry Howard of Norfolk Mr. Hayes

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Colwall

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Creed

Sir John Lowther Mr. Hoskyns

Dr. Wilkins Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Thomas Neile

Mr. Thomas Neile was sworn of the council.

It was ordered, that the treasurer issue twenty five pounds towards the expences

requisite to pass the patent concerning his Majesty's grant of Chelsea-college, and

deliver it to Mr. Jbphson for that use, on account :

That Sir Anthony Morgan be desired by the secretary, to take care, that

Mr. Cole give no interruption to the passing of the patent above-mentioned :

That the operator hire a small room near Arundel-house, on the water- side,

convenient for Dr. Lower to make anatomical experiments in for the use of the

society : And

That Sir Anthony Morgan be desired by the secretary to attend Mr. Howard,

to consider with him of the best way of securing to the society his conveyance of

the ground in Arundel-house for building a college upon, so as to make it valid

in law by collateral security, or otherwise, if need be.

The form for subscribing contributions to build a college for the society was

agreed upon, as follows :

" I — give unto the president, council, and sellows of the Royal So-

" ciety of London for improving natural knowledge, towards the building of an

" house or college for them upon the ground near Arundel-house, given for that

" use by the honourable Henry Howard of Norfolk, the sum of

I i 2 " and
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" and do hereby engage myself to pay the said within one year from

" the date hereof, upon the usual seasts of Lady-day, Midsummer, Michaelmas,

" and Christmas, by even and equal portions. In witness whereof I have here-

** unto set my hand and seal this day of .

" Sealed and delivered in the presence of

Two hundred copies of this form were ordered to be forthwith printed, but so,

that in one hundred of them should be left a blank after the words seasts of unto

the words by even, it being considered, that some subscriptions were likely to be

made after Lady-day should be past.

The president subscribed one hundred pounds towards the said college : And

Mr. James Haves forty pounds.

These two subscriptions were left with Mr. Oldenburg.

The letter intended to be written by the council to Sir Robert Morav, and

drawn up by Mr. Oldenburg, was read again, with the addition ordered at the

last meeting of the council ; and the said letter was approved of and signed by

the president in the name of the council, with this superscription, For the Right

Honourable Sir Robert Moray, bit. one of bis Majesty's commiffioners for the trea

sury of Scotland in Edinburgh.

The letter was as follows * :

London, at a meeting of the council of the Royal Society, Jan. 30, i66\.

"SIR,

" rr^HE council of the Royal Society having lately taken into serious conside-

" A ration, what might be the most probable means to establish the society

" and its design of improving useful knowledge to perpetuity ; and having found

" upon mature deliberation, that one of the ways most likely to effect the same

" may be the erecting of a college sit to meet, and to make their observations and

*' experiments in ; they have accordingly resolved to endeavour to engage as many

" of the members of the Royal Society, and of others also not of their body, as

" are willing and able to promote so noble and useful a work : In pursuance of

" which, they have already begun to solicit divers of the society, and found no ill

" success in this undertaking ; in which they are more especially encouraged by

*• the signal nobleness and bounty of the honourable Henry Howard of Norfolk,

" most generously bestowing on the society a piece of ground in Arundel-house,

" sufficient to build such a college on ; the raising of which they intend, God

" willing, to begin with this approaching spring ; and if the design be seconded

" by chearful contributions, hope to finish by Michaelmas next.

* Letter Book, vol. ii. p. 132.

1 " And
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" And being persuaded, that those of the nobility of Scotland, whose names

*' are here inrolled in the list of the society, are with many others satisfied of the

" usefulness of this institution, and of the necessity of making such an establish-

" ment as this, they thought fit to give you, of whose zeal for its prosperity they

*' are well assured, notice of this their intention, that so you may be invited, as you

*' have opportunity, to insinuate this undertaking to those of your noble countrymen,"

" as are of the society, and to bespeak the concurrence of their generosity in con-

** tributing with all convenient speed, what they may, to further so geed an

*' establishment : Which being effectually done, as it cannot but redound to the

" immortal fame of the contributors, so it will certainly add to the reputation you

** have already so much gained and deserved of this society,

*' Brounker, R. S. P."

February 6. At a meeting of the Society,

William, earl of Strafford, was proposed candidate by the earl of Devonshire,

and immediately elected and admitted.

Dr. Allen was elected.

Dr. Lower brought in his written account of the cause of the frequent blind

ness of horses, which was read, and ordered to be registered \

Dr. Croune produced his wind-gathering vessel, which was examined and

thereupon ordered to be improved, according to the suggestions of Mr. Hooke,

and to be brought in again thus improved at the next meeting.

Sir Theodore de Vaux communicated a letter from Mr. Josesh Walsh,

dated Jan. 20, i66£-, giving an account of some useful clays found in Worcester

shire, and sent by him for the society's repository which letter was read, and

ordered to be registered '.

Mr. Hooke produced a letter written from Balsora, near the Persian gulf, by

Mr. Henry Powell January 6, 166^, giving an account of a new star and

dreadful earthquakes in those parts, which letter being read, was ordered to be

entered in the Letter-Book k.

Notice being given, that a vessel was ready to fail for the Bermudas, it was or

dered, that what was designed to be sent thither for Mr. Norwood, in answer to

his letter of the 1 7th of June 1 667, should be recommended to the captain of

that vessel, Mr. Thomas Morley, which Mr. Oldenburg undertook to do '.

K Register, vol. iii. p. 284. It is printed in 1 Mr. Oldenburg's letter to Mr. Norwood,

the Philos. Transact, n* 32, p. 613. dated Feb. 10, 166s, thanking him for Ii is com-

1 Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 129. munications, and recommending other particulars

k P. 1 36. It is printed in Mr. Hooke's Philo- to his care, is entered in the Letter-Book, vol. ii.

sophical experiments and observations, p. 29. p. 147.

Mr.
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Mr. Charles Howard moved, that some particulars relating to the plants of

the Bermudas might be in the fame letter for Mr. Norwood ; and he was desired

to specify those particulars m, and to deliver them to Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Oldenburg produced Nicholas Steno*s new book intitled, Musculi De~

scriptio Geometricay printed at Florence 1667, in 4to, which was delivered to Dr;

Croune to peruse it, and to give an account of it to the society.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated and read a printed letter sent to him by the

author John Denis, M. D. prosessor of philosophy and mathematics at Paris,

relating to a late cure of an inveterate phrensy by the transfusion of blood

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

1 . To try whether gold can be made heavier than itself, by making quicksilver

penetrate into the pores of it.

2. To cut away the tympanum of a dog's ear, to fee the consequences of it,

as to the animal's hearing.

3. To compress air upon shining sifli.

February 13. Dr. Axlen was admitted.

Mr. Le Hunt was admitted.

Mr. Flower was proposed candidate by Mr. Oudart.

Essay Ward, M. A. was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

Mr. Hooke gave some account of the experiment, which had been proposed by

him to be tried, of making a body heavier than gold, by putting quicksilver to

it, to see, whether any of it would penetrate into the pores of gold. He related,

that he had tried it, and found, by weighing the gold in water before and after

the addition of mercury, that it had acquired somewhat a greater ponderosity ; but

that he did not rely on that experiment, and would therefore try it again more

exactly.

It was moved, that this experiment might be extended, farther, viz. to try

what metalline bodies penetrate into one another, in order thereby to make com

pound bodies to be heavier than the compounding parts are, weighed when

asunder : This trial to be made with lead and mercury, with tin and copper.

The experiment of cutting the tympanum of a dog's ear was tried, but with

out success. It was ordered to be tried again in private, and then to be repeated

» Mr. Howard's paper is entered in the Let- ■ An extract of it is printed in the Philos.

ter-Book, p. 149. Transact, n* 32, p. 617.

1 before
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before the society ; the member, who proposed it, being desired to take farther

care of it.

Dr. Croune produced again his vessel for rendering wind discernible, when it

is not discerned by any sense without it.

Mr. Hooke exhibited another such vessel of another contrivance.

It was ordered, that they should be both tried and compared, and an account

of the effect given to the next meeting.

Dr. Croune gave an account of Mr. Steno's Musculi Descriptio Geometric^

that the author pretended only to compose an essay on that subject, and reckoned

up the desiderata in the doctrine of muscles ; adding several good experiments,

among whicli was one of tying up the artery descending from the head, and there

by depriving the animal immediately of all motion : Which experiment was or

dered to be tried before the society at the next meeting, by Dr. Lower.

Dr. Allen gave an account of a person, who had lately lost a quantity of his

brain, and yet lived and was well.

He was desired to bring this relation in writing to be registered.

Dr. Clarke seconded this story, by mentioning, that SutGervase Scroop was

an instance of the like nature ; adding, that many had survived the loss of a part of

their brain ; but that none, whom he had ever heard or read of,- whose spinal mar

row was hurt, were cured..

Mr. Hooke related, that Sir William Strode had assured him, that he knew

a man, who had a hole in his skull, through which it was seen, that his brain

grew turgid at the full and flaccid at the new moon. He was desiied to bring

the account of this in writing from Sir William Strode.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a paper of Mr. Boyle sealed up, which had been

sent to him to be deposited with the society, containing some notion or invention

of Mr. Boyle not yet persected. Mr. Oldenburg was desired to deliver it to the

president, that he might lay it up °, according to an order made by the council

November 16, 1667,, concerning the depositing of such papers with the society.

Mr.

° Mr. Oldenburg in a letter to Mr. Boyle as Mr. Oldinburc had done the fame minute it,

. of Feb. 18, i6',J, printed in Mr. Boyle's works, came to his hands. " One of the company, adds

vol. v. p. 384, mentions, that the president cot " he, though in another place, objected, that the

being at the meeting of the society on the 13th, " matter not being named of suchiiotions or in-

Mr. Boyle's paper wss ordered to be delivered " ventions, it might happen, that another might

to him, and that the president upon receiving it, " light on the fame thing, and not only have it

two or three days after, put it in Mr. Olden- " in his conception, but also bring it to persec-

bvrg's presence in a box by itself, after he had " tion ; and that in such a case he ran the haz.ird

written on it the day and year of his receiving it, " of losing the honour of what he had done and.

persected
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Mr. Oldenburg produced a large account of the method of agriculture practised

in Devonshire and Cornwall, sent by Mr. Colepresse, and dated 6 Feb. i66|.

It was ordered to be laid up with the rest of the accounts of husbandry.

This gave occasion of reminding those of the society, who had formerly engaged

to procure the like accounts from other parts of England, to discharge themselves

of their several engagements. The earl of Devonshire undertook to procure an

account of the agriculture used in Derbyshire, and Mr. Waller of that of Buck

inghamshire ; and they both desired to be furnished with the inquiries drawn up

and printed for that purpose.

Dr. Aglionby desiring to have the inquiries for the East-Indies, in order to

send them into those parts, for which he had now a good opportunity, it was or

dered, that they should be delivered to him.

Dr. Charleton presented a mineral, which he thought to be a kind of gypsum

or soft alabaster, with long fibres. He was desired to send for a larger quantity

of it, to melt and make trials with it, of which Dr. Goddard was desired to take

care.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

i. The wind-gathering vessel:

2.. The cutting out the tympanum of a dog's ear.

3. Shining wood and fish.

4. Binding up the descending artery of a dog.

5. Weighing mineral bodies single and compounded in the air and in water.

6. To bring in several descriptions, viz. of the new cyder- engine, of the new

pendulum moving strait without any checks ; of the astronomical instrument di

viding a foot into many thousand parts.

February 17. At a meeting of the Council were present

" persected upon the account, that another before

" him had given a hint of the same thing. To

" this I thought I could j'lstly reply, that such

" notions and discoveries being sealed up, and

" thereby kept from coming to the knowledge

" of others, if another should light upon and

" persect the like, it would then be manisest to

" all the world, the latter had it not from the

" former ; and therefore the society would be so

" just as to testify so much, and withal to add

" upon occasion, that the latter had not only

" conceived such and such a thing without being

" beholden to others for ir, but also rendered it

" complete or useful, according as the matter

" may be."

The
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The President

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Colwal l

Sir George Ent Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Wilkins

It was ordered, that the president, the lord bishop of Salisbury, Sir Paul

Neile, Sir Anthony Morgan, and Dr. Wilkins be desired to meet on the

Wednesday following, between nine and ten in the forenoon, in the painted

chamber Westminster, in order to speak with the lord privy-seal about the business

of taking the oaths of allegiance and supremacy.

Dr. Wilkins desired leave to take from the stationer half a dozen copies of the

History os the Royal Society, to be presented to some persons, from whom he ex

pected contributions ; and leave was allowed him.

Mr. Oldenburg moved the council to grant a letter recommendatory to Mr.

Samuel Colepresse, an ingenious and studious person, ready to travel, who had

furnished the society with several very good and philosophical accounts concerning

mines, tides, and agriculture. This motion was consented to, and Mr. Olden

burg having a Latin draught of such a letter ready, it was read and approved

of, as follows :

" Cum præfentium latorDr. Samuel Colepresse, vir probus &eruditus,rerum-

** que naturalium perquam curiosus, præstitutum animo habeat oras externas stu-

" diorum gratia invilere, ibique doctorum et solertium virorum consuetudinem

" ambire, rogaveritque præfidem & concilium societatis regiæ a serenissimo Magnæ

" Britanniæ rege Londini ad scientiam naturalem augendam institutæ, ut literis

" suis commendatiis propofitum ejus ornare & promovere dignarentur: prædic-

" tus præses & concilium de ingenio & probitate lectoris satis superque persuasi, id

" ipsi humanitatis officium lubentiffime præstare voluerunt, proindeque omnes

** literarum & literatorum amantes enixe rogant, ut præmemorato Domino Samueli

" Colepresse favore & confilio suo adesse, studiaque & conatus ejus pro viribus

*' juvare ne graventur. Quam gratiam utique præses & concilium dictæ societatis

** pari officiorum genere, pro re nata, agnoscere & redhostire annitentur. In cu-

" jus rei testimonium præsentes hasce sigillo suo munire voluerunt. Script. Lon-

" dini anno Regni Caroli II. augustissimi M. Britanniæ, Franciæ, & Hiberniæ

** Regis vigesimo, æræ autem Christianæ, MD. CLXVIII. die 17 Februarii."

It was ordered, that this letter be written sair on parchment for the next meet

ing of the council to have the society's common-seal asfixed to it.

The business of the conveyance of the land given by Mr. Howard was re

serred to the next meeting of the council.

Dr. Wtilkins subscribed fifty pounds, as a contribution for building the society's

college.

Vol. II. K k k
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It was ordered, that Dr. Wilkins be desired to speak to Dr. Croune to draw,

up a letter to be sent by the president to the dutchess of Newcastle, to de

sire her contribution to the building of a college

Feb. 20. At a meeting of the Society,.

Mr. Ward was elected and admitted.

Mr. Flower was elected.

Dr. Clarke mentioned, that there was a poor distracted woman, who seemed!

to him a fit subject to try the transfusion upon ; but that she not being provided

for, it was to be seared, that she would lie upon the society's hands, after the

experiment should be made upon her. He was therefore desired to speak with

some of the officers of the parish, where she was then maintained, that in case

they would continue to provide for her, the transfusion should be made upon her,,

as a means, which the physicians thought not unlikely to cure her.

Dr. Wilkins produced a paper sent by Dr. Wren, giving an account of a

strangely diseased boy about Oxford, having a consumption of the bones about his

head, which bones he pulled out in fragments, whereof some single ones weighed

an ounce, though he was born of healthy parents, and had been healthy himself

till of late. Some members inquired how the bones pulled out were coloured :

others suggested, that information should be desired what nurse the boy had.

Whereupon it was ordered, that Dr. Pope should be desired to write to Dr. Mil-

lington % and Mr. Oldenburg to Dr. Wren, to be informed by them of those

circumstances and such others as were remarkable in that patient ; as also to learn,,

whether Dr. Wren, from whom the- above mentioned account came, had himself,

seen the boy.

Mr. Oldenburg procured a letter written to him from Paris February 18,,

1668, N. S. by Monfr. Carcavy, chief keeper to the French king's library and

cabinet of medals and one of the principal philosophers of the Royal Academy of

sciences in that city ; in which letter Monfr. Carcavy ofsered a correspondence q.

It was ordered, that since this letter seemed not to be written in the name of that

academy to the society, but only by a single member thereof, expressing his desire

to correspond; Mr. Oldenburg should only as from himself thank him for his

ofser, and entertain a correspondence with him upon philosophical matters '.

p Thomas Millington, M. D. afterwards marks upon this order; " This I was not very

knighted. " well satisfied with. I see punctilio's retard and-

1 Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. ijj. See likewise " obstruct much good both public and private :

Mr. Oldenburg's letter to Mr. Boyle of Feb. " but I mult submit." Mr. Oldenburg's an-

25, 166^., printed in Mr. Boy le's works, vol. v. fwer to Monfr. Carcavy was dated Feb. 24,

p. 385. 166J, Letter-Book, p. 157.

' Mr. Oldenburg in his letter last cited rc-

Dr.
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Dr. Wilkins mentioned, that Mr. Smethwick had now made ready a

telescope four seet long, with glasses not spherical, performing better than any

spherical ones ; and that he intended to shew them to the society.

The wind-gathering vessel was again produced, but being yet unfinished, it was

ordered to be persected and produced again at the next meeting, after it had been

tried in private.

The experiment of weighing tin and copper was made, so as two pieces of

those two metals were weighed, both asunder and mixed, in the air and water ;

whereby it appeared, that the compound was heavier than the parts separated. Mr.

Hooke was ordered to give an account of it in writing ; as also to bring in the de

scription of the new cyder-engine, the astronomical instrument, and the new pendu

lum moving strait without any check.

It was likewise ordered, that the experiment with shining wood and fish be

made at the next meeting ; and that Mr. Smethwick be spoken to by Dr.

Wilkins to produce his new glasses at the next meeting".

Fsb. 24. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord bishop of Salisbury Sir Anthony Morgan

Henry Howard of Norfolk Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Hayes

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Oldenburg.

It was ordered, that the bishop of Salisbury be desired to inquire of the lord

Arlington, whether the patent concerning his Majesty's grant of Chelsea-college

to the Royal Society and some additional powers to their charter, may not pals

by the King's immediate warrant, since the lord privy-seal required from the

officers of the society the taking the oaths of allegiance and supremacy :

That the operator of the society constantly attend the president on Sundays,

to receive his orders for summoning the council and that he always summon the

council the night before they are to meet, on the penalty of losing the payment

allowed him for summoning : and

That the recommendatory letter for Mr. Colepresse, agreed upon at the last

* At this meeting of the society of Feb. 20. staging •whatever is proposed, ywwell Æwhi. There

were present Signor Macalotti and Signor was only made therefore before them the experi-

Falconieri, two philosophers of the Florentine nient of weighing tin ami copper. See Mr. Ol-

academy ; but they came late, when the pre- dendurc's letters of Feb 1 1, and zr>t in Mr.

sident was not in the chair, •whose singular 'iex e- Boyle's works, vol. v. p. 383, and 38 j.

4-Jty, fays Mr. Oldenburg to Mr. Boyle, in ma-

K k 2 meeting
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meeting of the council, be sealed by the president with the common seal of the-

society.

The lord bishop of Salisbury subscribed one hundred pounds towards the

building of the college.

Feb. 27. At a meeting of the Society,

There were admitted to be present the young Swedish count de la Gardie,.

and the two Florentine philosophers, Signor Lorenzo Magalotti and Signor

Paulo Falconieri.

Mr. Smethwick produced some optic and burning-glasses, which he affirmed

to be of his own invention and preparation, to be of a figure not spherical, and

which, as highly desirable for the sarther discoveries of nature, he had for many

years together painfully searched after, now presenting this invention of his to the

judgment of the Royal Society, as being a member thereof

Dr. Allen communicated the written account, promised by him February 1-3.

of the loss of a part of a man's brain without any considerable prejudice to the

patient : which account was ordered to be registered u, as follows :

" December 14, 1667, Thomas Barnod, waterman, and servant to Walter'

" Holloway, received a blow upon the temporal muscle with a stretcher, which

" immediately tumesied, and there followed the usual symptoms of a fracture or

" the cranium, viz. vomiting, bleeding at the nose and ears, and a profound deli-

** rium. The chirurgeon was sent for (notwithstanding his condition was thought

*' hopeless) who presently came, and having opened a vein in his arm, made a

" semicircular incision through the upper part of the said muscle, and dividing the

" pericranium discovered the fracture; but searing there might not be a sufficient

" breathing, made another incision, which was oblique, and asterwards a third, which

" was semicircular, through the dependent part of the muscle, so that the whole

" muscle was in a manner divided, and there was discharged about two spoonfuls

" of the substance of the brain. I objected, that possibly it might have been pus

" but he well assured me, that in all probability there couldnot be any suppuration in

" so short a time, it not being above two days after the blow was given, that this

" issued forth- Besides, he told me it was of a different consistence from pus.

" The muscle being thus divided, he found a large fracture and depressuie of the

*' os squamosum, and part of the os petrosum, so that one part rid over the

*t other, which he rasped off, and not knowing how to raise the depressed part,.

" applied the trepan upon the most sound part, which was the most depending of

" of the sutura coronalis, and so with the elevatory gently raised the shattered.

" skull, upon which the former symptoms were moved, and some time after.

* The account of these glasses from the journal March i66jf.

book of the Royal Society is printed in the " Register, vol. iii. p. 289.

Philos. Transact, vol. iii. n° 33. p. 631. for

I " there
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*' there was good digestion and several splinters of bones cast forth. When Dr.

" Terne and I first viewed it, which was about a month ago, he was in a hopeful

" condition, and in very good temper, and began to incarnate. The doctor was

" so curious as to search the depth of the wound with a silver probe, which,

" without any force from his hand, passed an inch through both the meninges into

*' the substance of the brain. At this time he walks abroad, and is very hearty,

" finding as yet no other inconvenience but that he hath not the freedom of his

" speech, nor quickness of apprehension as formerly ; nor can he open his mouth

" so well, nor chaw hard things."

Dr. Brown of Norwich presented to the society a great petrified bone, a double

goose-egg, the one included in the other, and a stone- bottle, which had been filled

seven years before with Malaga sack, and was well stopped, but now found almost

empty, and the outside covered all over with a mossy coat x.

The president, to whom Mr. James Gregory's book, intitled, Vera Circuit et

Hyperbola Quadratura in propridsurd prcporticnis specie inventa et demonstrate., print

ed at Padua in 1667 in 410 r had been recommended, gave this account of it, that

it was very ingenious and worthy to be studied ; that in it the author had deli

vered a new method for giving the aggregate of an infinite or indesinite con

verging series ; and taught a method ot squaring the circle, ellipsis, and hyper

bola by an infinite series, calculating thence the true dimensions as near as was

desired : and farther, that by the fame method from the hyperbola he calculated

both the logarithms of any natural number assigned, and vice versa the natural

number of any logarithms given

Mr. Oldenburg produced another mathematical bock, sent him from Paris,

intitled, Specimina Mathematica Francisci da Laurens ; which was likewise re

commended to the perusal of the president.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter written to him by Dr. John Palmer, archdeacon

of Northampton, dated at Eeton February 24, i66{-, giving an account of his

attempts of solving all algebraical questions by the regula salst. He mentioned)

that in the years 1638 and 1639, there had passed clivers letters between Mr.

Jennison of Archester and himself on that subject, in which the doctor had

avouched it to be probable, that the rule of false might do as much as the rule of

algebra ; but that he never professed more than an opinion of that probability ; and

resolved some of Mr J ennison's questions not solvable by common arithmetic, but

others he could not solve. He then remarked, that what induced him to think

the rule of false as competent as that of algebra, was, that the nature of the

questions is the fame (for in both the numerus constructus and the modus conftruendi

are given, and the primus fiructor or ftructcres are sought) and the rules are very

like, though in the rule of false the extraction of roots be not commonly practised.

* An account of these is published in Dr. for the author's own use and that of his friends..

Hooke's Philosophical experiments and observa- Philos. Transact, n°33, p. 641.

lions, p. 3 1 . 1 Ibid.

r A sew copies only were printed of this edition

His
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His opinion was confirmed by Pmscus, who Trigon. lib. v- in append, says, regula

falfi in tri^onometria tarn magnum usum babet, ut discipulum ejus artis a" Iricis algebraicis

prorsus liberare pqffit. It was ordered, that Dr. Palmer should be encouraged in

his undertaking by a letter of thanks, and that his letter should be entered in the

society's Letter-Book *.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter written to him from Mr. Colepresse dated at

Underwood Feb. 22, 166^ acknowledging the society's savour in gratifying him

a recommendatory letter in his loreign travels, and ossering his service in making

inquiries of a philosophical nature among intelligent men in foreign parts. It was

ordered, that such queries should be sent to him by Mr. Oldenburg, as are usually

recommended to philosophical travellers.

Dr. At-LEn related, that there was taken out of the bladder of SU\Thomas

Adams c lately deceased a stone said to weigh twenty five ounces and three

quarters, having in the midst a gutter, through which the urine had probably

passed. He added, that the patient had not been heard to make any great com

plaint of inconvenience till his last distemper, of which he died. He promised to

endeavour to procure a sight ot the stone tor the society.

The experiment of compressing air upon a mining fish was made, which suc

ceeded according to expectation ; the light of the fish appearing more vivid after

the compression than before.

There was made likewise the experiment of compressing the descending artery

in a dog, to see, whether thereupon the motion of the animal would quite cease. Dr.

Lower, who had the care of the experiment, made this report, that he had only

made the compression of that artery with his finger, and had not found the essect

related by Mr. Steno in his Musculi descriptio geometrica. It was ordered, that

Dr. Lower should be desired to report the experiment at the next meeting by

making a close ligature, as Mr. Steno had done, and that by opening the abdo

men ; and Dr. Clarke, Dr. Croune, and Mr. Hooke, were desired to assist in

the experiment.

The new cyder-engine being again spoken of by Mr. Packer, it was ordered,

that Mr. Hooke should take care of having one made of that kind, not exceed

ing forty shillings.

Mr. Hooke produced a more exact contrivance of scales for the weighing of

bodies both in the air and water. It was ordered, that these experiments should

be prosecuted at the next meeting : and

That the vessel for contracting of the wind, with the alterations formerly appoint

ed to be made, be produced at the fame meeting.

» Vol. ii. p. 15?. e Lord Mayor of London in i£6o.

b Ibid. p. 155.

I March
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March 5. Dr. Lower made agiin Mr. Steno's experiment os opening the

abdomen of a dog, and therein tying up very close the descending artery. But

the animal, though appearing benummed and motionless in his lower parts, whilst

bound fall, yet, when let go, went upon all four legs ; though the said artery re

mained strictly tied. It was ordered, that Dr. Lower should be desired to try the

fame experiment at the next meeting on the ascending artery ; and that Steno's

book should be again consulted, to see the circumstances there set down in the de

scription of that experiment.

Dr. Clarke moved, that the experiment might be tried in some large fish.

Sir George Ent communicated Mr. John Greaves's description of the man

ner of hatching chickens at Grand Cairo ; which was read, and ordered to be re

gistered ".

Mr. Hooke moved, that some ways might be considered of, to practise the

hatching of chickens in England, without any animal ; and having suggested the

lamp-furnace, and a certain sweet substance keeping heat for many days (which he

did not think fit to name then) he was desired to make the experiment in the best

manner he could think of, and to give the society an account of its success.

The account of the performances of Mr. Smethwick's new optic-glasses being

read, it was moved, that they might be tried once more, by comparing them with

spherical glasses, before they passed abroad with the attestation of the society. This

being approved of, Mr. Hooke was desired to provide accordingly for the next

meeting as good spherical glasses as he could procure, both for a telescope, read

ing and burning-glasses ; which he undertook to do.

The wind-gathering vessel with some improvements was again exhibited, and

appeared to be sensible of the least wind near it. It was ordered, that a descrip

tion should be made of it, together with a scheme, and registered.

Mr. Hooke suggested, that such a vessel as this might, by some variation, be

turned into a good otacousticon : upon which he was desired to procure one to be

prepared againit the next meeting.

Marchn. Mr. Smethwick's glasses were tried again ; and his telescope being com

pared with another longer telescope, and the Object-glasses exchanged, was stiil found

to exceed the other in -goodness ; and his burning concave being compared with a

spherical burning-glals of almost twice the diameter, and held to the fire, it

burnt gloves, whereas the other spherical ones would not burn at all. Mr. Smeth-

wick was encouraged by the society to proceed in this invention with all possible

vigour ; and because the sky was not at that time clear, it was desired, that the

telescope might be produced once more at the next meeting.

* Register, vol. iii. p. 291. It is printed in '677. and Mr. Gre a ves's Miscellaneous works,

the Philos. Transact, n* 137. p. 923. for January vol. ii. edit. London. 1737.

Mr.
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Mr. Hooke made a proposal of a new way of his to grind optic-glasses, which

he was desired to give in writing.

Sir Robert Southwell being lately returned from Portugal, where he had

been ambassador from the king, and being desired to acquaint the society with what

he had done with respect to the instructions, which he had received from them before

his departure from England, related, that he had lodged the astronomical quadrant,

which the society had sent to Portugal to make observations with there, with a body

of men at Lisbon, who had applied themselves, among other kinds of literature, to

mathematics ; and among whom a gentleman, named Don Antonio Alvarez

da Cunha, had desired him to procure for him the honour of being received into

the society : whereupon he was put to the ballot, and elected.

There was presented to the society by Signor Magalotti and Signor Falco-

nieri in the name of prince Leopold of Tuscany, and as a mark of his highness's

esteem of the society, the book of experiments of the academy del Cimento at Flo

rence, intitled, Saggi di Natural! Esperienzefatte neW Academia del Cimento in Firenze,

printed in that city in 1667 in sol.

The heads of this book being read, the presenters received the solemn thanks of

the society % together with an intimation, that a letter of thanks should be written

to the Prince for his singular savour to the society ; which letter Mr. Oldenburg

was desired to draw up in Latin.

It was likewise ordered, that Dr. Merret and Dr. Balle should be desired to

peruse this book, and to give the society an account of the contents of it, and the

manner of treating the several subjects in it.

An attempt was again made of the experiment of tying up the artery of a dog;

but not succeeding it was reserred to a private trial.

Mr. Hooke brought in a description of the wind-gathering vessel, but took it

home again, promising to return it at the next meeting.

Sir Theodore de Vaux read part of a letter to himself from Mr. Joseph

Walsh, mentioning pieces of a rock in England, upon which were found moss, sern,

sticks, a piece of wood,, blackberries and wild rasberries, all petrified. It was

desired, that some pieces of this rock, on which those things were found, might be

sent for; which Sir Theodore undertook to do.

The experiments of weighing bodies of two mixt metals, made heavier than

the metals apart, both weighed together, should be prosecuted at the next

meeting.

* Which Mr. Oldenburg was ordered by his letter to Mr. Boyle of March 17, i66§,

jhp president to deliver in Latin, as appears from printed in Mr. Boyle's works, vol. v. p. 388.

March
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March 19. Some account was given by Dr. Pope and Mr. Hooke of the

book of the experiments of the academy del Cimento, which was, that the many

subjects and experiments treated of in it had also been considered and tried in

England, and even improved beyond the contents of that book ; but that they

were delivered in it with much accuracy and politeness, and some of them with

an acknowledgment of the origin, whence they were derived.

It was ordered, that Dr. Merret and Dr. Balle, to whom the perusal and

examination of this book had been reserred at the preceding meeting, should be

desired to give in likewise their thoughts of it f.

It being mentioned, that in the said book there was related an experiment of

making organ-pipes sound in an exhausted receiver, by blowing them there with

bellows; it was ordered, that Mr. Boyle, as the person, who had been the first

known to have suggested this experiment, mould be desired to mace it ; or, if he

had already made it, to acquaint the society with the success of it.

Dr. Pope remarked, that the Florentine academy had delivered in their book

an experiment, whereby they found, that sounds moved equally swift' with and

against the wind, though not equally strong or audible ; and that they moved an

Italian mile in five seconds.

It was remarked hereupon, that Mr. Rooke had made trial of the latter expe

riment, and found, that sounds moved five English miles in twenty seconds, which

is one mile in four seconds ; where it is to be considered, that an English mile is

somewhat longer than an Italian.

Dr. Pope read the letter sent by Dr. Millington from Oxford about the strangely

diseased boy, mentioned at the meeting of Feb. 20, 166^ ; and it was ordered to

be entered in the Letter-Book. But Dr. Pope did not deliver the letter, excusing

it, that there were private particulars in it.

Mr. Oldenburg delivered a book sent by the author, Mr. James Gregory,

from Padua, to the honourable Henry Howard of Norfolk, to be presented to

the society, intitled, Vera Circuit et Hyperbola Quadratura ; of which an account

had been given on the 27th of Feb. by the president, who had a copy of the book

shewn him by Mr. Collins.

. A description of an instrument for collecting the wind, or for making the flower

motions of the air more sensible, contrived by Mr. Hooke, was read' and ordered

to be registered s, as follows :

* Dr. Mirret in a visit to Mr. Oldenburg

on the 24th of March i66f, informed him of his

design to read that book thorough with attention,

and to compare it with what he knew to have been

already done in England. See Mr. Oldenburg's

letter to Mr. Botle of that day in Mr. Boyle's

works, vol. v. p. 390.

* Register, vol. iii. p. 294.

Vol. II.
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" It was contrived by Dr. Croon, to include a san in a cylindrical vessel, and

to divide the whole circumserence thereof into thirty-two or more equal parts,

and at those several divisions, to cut slender slits for the air to be admitted by

" those narrow passages into the cavity of the cylindrical box ; as supposing the

" air moved affected to move swifter through any narrow crevice : but upon con-

" sidering the matter, I found, that a contrivance of that kind did very much

" shroud and shelter the san, placed in the center of the cylindrical box, from

" being moved by the motion of the air, and not in the least conduce to the

" making it sensible. To remedy therefore this inconvenience, I contrived an

" instrument after such a manner, that the boxes and cells thereof should collect

" as great a quantity of air in motion, as could enter a square hole every way

as big as the greatest diameter of the instrument, and contract it into as small

" a passage as was desired ; by which means it is possible to make the slowest and

" most imperceptible motion of the air to be equal to the greatest and most swift.

" The contrivance, in short, was this : I caused two hollow tin cones a, b, c, d, et.

" and a,f, g, h, to be inverted and meet each other in the common vertex or point

" a: then dividing the limb of each into 32 equal parts, I caused to be cut so

" many triangular valves or partitions a,p,q, a,i,k, a,e,g, a,l,m,

'* a,n>o, a,r,g% a, d, b, &c. as there were divisions, cutting off only an equal

" triangular bit at the top of them, or towards the center a, as that they might

" leave a cylindrical hole in the center of this instrument, fit to contain a small

" vane or weather-cock. These valves or partitions were soldered on between

" the two cones, in the manner exprest in the figure ; by which means, all the

" air, that was moved against the side of the cylinder /, b, e, d, h, g, was collected

" to pass through the narrow small holes, making up the little square at a, and

" thereby consequently the motion of the air through the holes, or outlets, to the

" motion of the air through the greater mouths or entries, was in reciprocal pro-

" portion to the area of those holes ; that is, as the area of the greater holes or

" inlets, to the area of the lesser holes or outlets, so the velocity of the motion of

" the air in the smaller holes, to the motion of the air in the greater. By

" this contrivance, it is easy to make a ball at the top of a steeple-turret, &c.

" that by the air's blowing of a pipe contrived in it, the quarter and strength of

" the wind may at all times, either by night or day, be easily discovered. By

** somewhat alike contrivance also may be made an instrument for collecting the

" sounds dispelsed in the air, into one small channel or pipe, to be applied to the-

" ear, by which means the hearing may be much augmented and bettered."'

It being mentioned in this description, that by a somewhat like contrivance there

might be made an instrument for collecting the sounds dispersed in the air into,

one small pipe, to be applied to the ear, to serve for an otacousticon, it was or

dered, that Mr. Hooke should cause a great glass-receiver to be made for thatr

purpose.

Mr. Hooke produced his newly contrived cyder- engine, which being tried, but

found not to go close enough for expressing out all the juice of the apple at once,

it was ordered, that it should be made to go closer against the next meeting.

The
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The business of improving optic-glasses being again spoken of, Mr. Hooke

observed, that Mr. Coxe had affirmed to him, that he would make a spherical

glass of the same power with those of Mr. Smethwick, declared not to be sphe

rical, which should perform the same effects, of taking in as great an angle, and

representing the object as distinctly and truly, as Mr. Smethwick's glasses It

was ordered, that Mr. Coxe should be desired by Mr. Hooke to make good his

asfirmation.

Dr. King informed the society, that he hud made the experiment of tying up

the artery in a dog, according to Mr. Steno's suggestion, but without success.

He was desired to bring in this account in writing.

Mr. Oldenburg produced two small anatomical tracts written by Regnerus

de Graaf and John Van Horne, both physicians at Leyden, the former in-

titled Epiftola de nonnullis circa partes genitales inventis novis ; and the latter, Ob-

servationum circa parses genitales in utroque sexu prodromus ; both printed at Leyden

in 1668, in 16% and pretending to contain some new discoveries about the parts

of generation, as that the testes are not glandular, but a compages of strings, ren

dering them capable to be wholly drawn out into length ; and that the testes mu-

lierum are like the ovaria in fowl, &c Jt was ordered, that Sir George Ent

should be desired to peruse these books, and to give his thoughts of them to the

society.

Mr. Hooke produced a lamp-furnace for hatching of eggs in it. The experi

ment was ordered to be tried without delay.

Mr. Oldenburg read the Latin letter h, which he had drawn up by order of the

society, for returning their thanks to Prince Leopold of Tuscany, for the book of

Florentine experiments presented to them in his name : Which letter being ap

proved of, the president was desired to seal it in council, according to the order

of the charter.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were

1. The glass-receiver to increase the sound for better hearing.

2. The weighing metalline bodies, both mixt and asunder.

1 668, March 26. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord bishop of Salisbury . Mr. Colwall

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Creed

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Oldenburg.

The Latin letter of thanks to Prince Leopold for his present of the book of

the Florentine experiments was read, signed by the president, and scaled; and

" Leuer-Book, vol. ii. p. 177.

L 1 2 Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg was desired to deliver it to Signor Magalotti and Signor Fal-

conieri, who had presented that book to the society from the Prince.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke at his first leisure attend Mr. Charles How

ard to view the reparations made in Chelsea-college, and make a report thereof

to the council.

At the meeting of the Society on the same day,

The president produced his own method of squaring the hyperbola by an in

finite series of rational numbers ; which was ordered to be registered

Dr. Allen produced the stone lately taken out of the bladder of Sir Thomas

Adams, which being weighed before the society, was found to weigh twenty-two

ounces and three eighths Troy weight. Mr. Hooke was ordered to take the di

mensions and draw the figure of it ; and Dr. Allen was desired to procure an

account in writing of all the observables, that occurred about this stone, when it

lay yet in the bladder, and was taken out ; as also of the accidents observed in the

patient during his lise-time, and particularly, whether it were true, that he did

not complain of any great inconvenience from the stone till a sew days before his

death.

The president produced a relation communicated to him by the lord Herbert*

concerning a live toad found in a sound ash-tree, and in the solid part thereof,

lying in a hole no bigger than a just mould for the body. It was ordered to be

filed up.

Dr. Christopher Wren communicated a letter written to him from Oxford

March 19, 166^, by Dr. Thomas Jameson, concerning the strangely diseased boy,

of whom Dr. Pope had given in at the last meeting an account in writing. This

letter was ordered to be inserted in the society's Letter-Book \

Mr. Oldenburg informed the society, that one Mr. Hay had given him notice,

that a friend of his residing at Rome had by a letter signified to him, that he

could and was ready to procure for the society a correspondence through all parts

of the world, by. means of the Romish missionaries ; but that it would require some

expence for letters. It was ordered, that the gentleman, who offered to procure

this commerce, should be thanked for his respect to the society, as well as Mr. Hay

for acquainting them with it ; and that the offer mould be embraced •, the charges

of foreign letters relating to the society being taken off in England by the favour

of the lord Arlington.

Dr. Merret being called upon for an account of the book of Florentine experi

ments, desired some longer time, and alledged, that he intended to compare the

1 It does not appear in the Register, but is p. 645, for April 1668.

printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. iii. n" 34, k Vol. ii. p. 184.

i contents
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contents thereof with what had been performed and published in England on the

same subjects.

It being mentioned again, that the Florentines had affirmed, that founds move

equally swift against and with the wind, it was suggested by the president, that the

experiment might be conveniently enough made between Deal and Dover, and

that he would desire the governor of Deal-castle to take care of it.

Mr. Hooke gave a hint of making glasses, by which one might see and read

in the dark. He was desired to think sarther of it, and to make some trials ac

cordingly.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were the same, that should

have been made at this, but were not.

Mr. Oldenburg presented his second volume of the Philosophical transactions

to the society.

April 2. Sir John Colladon was proposed candidate by Mr. Povey.

Dr. King brought in an account in writing, that the experiment, which he had

made in private, of tying the descending trunk of the aorta in a dog, succeeded

no more with him, than it had done, when made in public before the society.

It was ordered to be registered ', only to shew, that the experiment being made

after such a manner, did not succeed. The account was as follows.

" In order to your commands concerning Mr. Steno's experiment about

" tying the descending trunk of the aorta : I opened the side of a dog, and

" divided two ribs from the back-bone, so that I could see plainly the great

** artery : then I put a packthread about it, and drew both ends through a

" tobacco-pipe (the dog being loose tied) I pulled with my right hand the

*' strings, and pressed down the end of the pipe with my left hand, that by

" that way, I could stop the motion of the blood, &c. in the artery, and

" give way again at pleasure : And I do believe for the time I held it in the

*' foresaid posture, that the blood, &c. was as much stopt, as in the hardest

" knot I can tie: Yet I could not observe, that, as Monsr. Steno would have

'** it, the dog lost the motion of the hinder parts. Afterwards I peirced a hole

" through, on the other side, and drew a thread under the spine, and got it

" about the artery, and drew as sast a knot as I could about the artery, and I

*' found the dog had motion, till all was forced to cease, by reason of the suffoca-

" tion of the whole."

Mr. Hooke produced a glass receiver for the improvement of hearing. Being tried

by holding the neck of it to the ear, it was found, that a stronger found was conveyed

1 Register, vol. iii. p. 296.

by
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by it, than would have been without it. It was ordered, that at the next meeting

there mould be brought a better and larger receiver for hearing.

He mentioned, that there was a person, who offered his service to the society

for diving; which offer was accepted of, and Mr. HoOke ordered to consider

against the next meeting of the apparatus for it, and of the experiments to be

made by it. »

Mr. Povey informed the society, that there was art acquaintance of his going

by land to Persia and farther into the Indies, who was ready to do the society

what service he could in his travels. It was ordered, that the queries proper for

those countries, printed in n° 23 of the Philosophical Transaflions, should be recom

mended to him ; and they were accordingly delivered to Mr. Povey for him.

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read a letter" written to him by Mr. Slusius

from Leige, March 29, 1668, N. S. containing a general description of the coun

try of Leige, and an offer of a particular one, it desired. It was ordered, that

Mr. Oldenburg should suggest subjects to him for a more particular account, and

that his letter mould be entered in the Letter-Book of the society m.

Occasion being given by Mr. Povey discoursing of some Indian serpents, Dr.

Pope related, that Sir Andrew King had assured him, that he had met in Spain

in his own lodgings, with several amphisbæna's, and opened both mouths of them,

and taken seed out of them.

Dr. Goddard remarked, that perhaps these serpents might be monstrous, com

posed of two impersect serpents growing together in the middle.

Captain Silas Taylor presented the society with several small pieces of good

succinum taken up on the shore at Harwich n; as also with a piece of wood per

sectly petrified.

It was remarked, that the like amber was frequently taken up on the coasts of

Suffolk and Norfolk ; whether natural to that sea, or accidental by shipwreck ;

was doubtful.

Mr. Oldenburg read a Latin letter of Dr. Wallis to himself, dated at Oxford

March 7, 1 66|, concerning the highest annual tides happening in the interme

diate times between the perigee of the fun and the equinoxes : Which letter was

ordered to be registered °.

■ It does not appear there, but an extract of houses, Wood Athen. Oxon. vol. ii. p. 624.

it is cited in Mr. Oi dinburg's setter to Mr. • Letter Book, vol. ii. p. 163. It is printed

Boyle of March 30, 1668, printed in Mr. in Englisli in the Philos. Transact, n° 34, p. 652,

Boyle's works, vol. v. p. 392. for April 1668.

n Where he was keeper of the King's store-

The
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The experiments appointed for the next meeting (besides the abovementioned

receiver for hearing, and the diving experiments) were the cyder-engine, the weigh

ing of metalline bodies, the glass for seeing in the dark, and Mr. Coxe's telesco-

pical glasses equal to those of Mr. Smethwick.

.April 9. Mr. Hooke produced two' receivers, one of which was of lattin, and

of a conical figure, the other of glass and round, both sharp at one end. Being

applied to the ear, the former was judged best for the increasing of sounds : Mr.

Hooke was ordered to take them home, and try them sarther by himself, and

particularly during the silence of the night, and to bring in an account of their,

effects.

Mr. Charles Howard presented the society with two boxes of various seeds

sent him from Padua. He was desired to sow some of them, and the amanuensis

ordered to copy the list of them.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a paper in Latin by Don Antonio Alvarez da

Cunha, dated at Lisbon, n Feb. 1668, N. S. giving power to Sir Robert

Southwell to procure him to be admitted into the Royal Society, and offering

his service for the promotion of their designs p. This gentleman having been al

ready elected a sellow, on the 12th of March, it was thought proper to send him

a diploma, giving public notice, that he was so, and a form of such a one being

prepared by Mr. Oldenburg, it was read, approved, and ordered to be sealed:

with the common- seal of the society.

The form was as follows ,.

*' Præses, concilium, & sodales Regalis Societatis Londini ad seientiam natu-

" ralem promovendam institutæ omnibus & singulis, ad quos præsentes pervenie-

" rint, salutem.

** Cum virtute & variarum rerum experientia, nec non mathematicis scientiis clarus.

" Dominus Ant. Alvarez da Cunha, villæ Taboæ dynasta, serenissimi Lusita-

" niæ regis archidapiser, in ordine Christi commendatarius commendæ S. Mi-

" chaelis de Nogueira, urbanæ legionis e quatuor in præsidio Olyffiponensi tri-

" bunus, ejusdem civitatis generosorum academiæ a secretis, singularem suum in so-

" cietatem regalem affectura, ejusdemque studia juvandi prompticudinem huma-

" nissimis suis literis Olyssipone d. 1 1 Febr. anno 1668, datis uberrime fuerit teita-

" tus, inque iildem generosum equitem Dominum Robertum Southwellum, se-

" renissimi Magnæ Britanniæ, &c. Regis Caroli secundi in Lusitaniam ablega-

" tum, nec non dictæ societatis regalis consortem bene meritum potestate ampliffi-

" ma instruxerit collegæ in ccetu isto locum & jura ipsi impetrandi; dicta proinde-

** societas egregia laudati Domini Antonii da Cunha in rem literariam & phi-

losophicam merita, ut par est, secum expendens, ipsum die 12 Martii, 1668,.

* Letter Book, vol. ii. p. 151. < Ibid. p. 181.

r
1 "in:
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" in solenni conseflb, conspirantibus omnium suffragiis, in sodalium suorum album

" cooptavit, nullatenus dubitans, quin allectus hie in curiam suam novus socius

** tanti nominis mensuram, tum prolixa voluntatis propenfione, tum assidua

" studiorum consociatione fit impleturus. In cujus rei testimonium dicta socie-

" tas sigilhim suum præfentibus hisce affigi curavit- Scriptum Londini die

" 9 Aprilis anno æræ Christianæ MD.CLXVIII. Regni Caroli II. augus-

" tissimi Magnæ Britanniæ, &c. Regis, dictæ societatis fundatoris & patroni,

" vicesimo."

Mr. Howard presented for the repository a large stony substance, that was

supposed to be earth petrified, which formerly filled up the shell of a nau

tilus.

Sir Theodore de Vaux presented some petrified substances, supposed to have

been plants.

Dr. Charleton likewise presented two birds of the rarer kinds, called sitta and

pheenicurus.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a paper of Mr. Henry Philips's addressed to

Dr. Wallis, giving an account of his observations concerning the true time

of the tides; which was read, and ordered to be entered in the Letter-

Book'.

Mr. Hook e being called upon to declare what apparatus he had thought upon

v for the experiments of diving, to be tried by the diver, who ofsered himlelf, said,

that there were formerly made diving-boxes, which he would put in order ; and that

the experiment necessary to be made first of all for this purpose was to try, which

way the diver could continue a good while under water, so as to work there freely ;

which being once contrived so as to succeed, there would then ofser themselves a

great number of experiments to be made under water.

Dr. Clarke produced a paper containing a very particular account of the seve

ral ways of making alum ; which was ordered to be copied ' and compared with

that formerly ' given by Mr. Colwall.

The experiments appointed For the next meeting were

1 . Those of weighing metalline bodies.

a. The cyder-engine ordered to be persected.

3. Optic-glasses, both of Mr. Cocks in Long-acre, and of Mr. Hooke, for see

ing in the dark.

jifril 13. At a meeting of the Council were present

* It does not appear there. » It is extant press B. B. vol. Sec ' Aug. II, 1661.

The
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The President

The lord bishop of Salisbury Sir George Ent

Henry Howard of Norfolk Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Hayes

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Colwall

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir Anthony Morgan

The care of the conveyance of the ground given by Mr. Howard to build a

college upon for the society was again recommended to Sir Anthony Morgan,

who promised now to employ himself about it.

It was ordered, that the treasurer issue out thirty pounds in part of payment of

the bills brought in by the workmen, employed by the council of the society in

making the house of Chelsea-college tenantable :

That the president be desired to signify to the society, that considering the want

of experiments at their public meetings, the council had thought proper to ap

point a present of a medal of at least the value of twenty shillings to be made to

every sellow, not curator by office, for every experiment, which the president or

vice-president shall have approved of ; and that the president be likewise desired

to advise with Mr. Slingesby about the impress of such medals :

That the lord Berkley and the lord bishop of Salisbury be desired to speak,

as they should see occasion, in the house of peers to the bishops of the society for

contributions to the college : And

That the president and Henry Howard of Norfolk be desired to speak to the

temporal lords of the society for the same purpose.

Henry Howard of Norfolk accordingly took a list of several lords and gentle

men, in order to solicit their contributions for that purpose.

The president and Dr. Wilkins promised to meet together, in order to speak

to Mr. Matthew Wren and Mr. Williamson for the like contributions ; and

the president undertook to solicit Sir Robert Paston and Sir Cyril Wyche for

the same.

Mr. Colwall subscribed one hundred pounds for the building of a college.

The council licensed Dr. Wilkins's book, intitled, An EJsay towards a real

Character and philosophical Language., and n" 34 of the Philosophical 'Transactions.

It was ordered, that the amanuensis cause to be bound a book in folio with

vellum leaves, to contain the names of the benefactors to the society, together with

the particulars of their respective donations: And

Vol. II. M m That
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That Mr. Hooke complete the printed list of the collection bestowed by Mr.

Colwall on the society; and that this list be inserted in the next edition of the

History of the Society.

April 1 6. At a meeting of the Society,

Sir Erasmus Harby, bart. was proposed candidate by Sir Peter Wyche.

Sir Robert Southwell presented to the society divers curiosities, to the num

ber of thirty six, and several relations and answers to inquiries to the number of

eleven ; among the former of which was a very curious carpet wrought of the

barks of trees in Angola. Some of the latter being written in the Portuguese

language, viz. those concerning the Nile, the unicorn, the variety and uses of

palm-trees, the weed of the Red-sea, which dies the Pintadoes, and the emperor

of Abyssinia, Sir Peter Wyche was desired to translate those papers into English,

which he promised to do.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter written to him by Paul Rycaut, esq; dated

at Smyrna, November 23, 1667, containing answers to the queries concerning

Turky, recommended at his departure from England ; which letter was read, and

ordered to be inserted in the Letter-Book ", and was as follows :

" Worthy Sir,

** T Have ever since my last return into Turky greatly desired to satisfy you in

" X the matter of those inquiries, you delivered me in England, in behalf of the

" Royal Society ; but I was prevented at first by a dangerous sickness, contracted

*' by contagion of the air, or the people ; which seemed the more long and tedious

" to me, in regard it was the first violent distemper I ever knew, or ever inter-

" rupted the course of my health by a confinement to my bed.

" But when I seriously considered, that this was the severest efsect of mortality,

" that had sallen upon me, in the seven years I had been a sojourner in Constanti-

" nople, a climate subject to no diseases but the pestilence, and malignant severs;

" (consumptions, gouts, stone, dropsies and scurvy, being rarely or never found

*' there ;) I did not so much repine, or wonder at my present sickness, as 1 blessed

" God, that the epidemical contagion had not seized me sooner, when my body

" was yet fresh, and unaccustomed to the temperature of that air.

" For Constantinople hath been always greatly afflicted with the plague, espe-

** cially in June, July, and August, more than any other part of the world, which

** is the reason, that Hippocrates, born in the island of Coos, prescribes to the

" Grecian emperors so many rules- against the contagion in their imperial city.

** And now by reason of that principle of predestination, the contagion encreases

*' amongst the Turks together with the heats, and no rules or remedies applied to

; Vol. ii. p. 85.

prevent
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** prevent it ; by which means the pestilence is become so universal, that unless

" one dies of old age, or a violent death, the disease, if mortal, without further

" inquiry, is for the most part concluded to be pestilential.

** The reason, that Constantinople is thus subject to the plague, is attributed

" to divers causes. Some fay, that the multitude of staves brought yearly by the

" Black-sea, and their hard diet, beget this corruption. Others fay, that the

" commonalty being for the most part nourished in the summer time by cucumbers

*' and melons, drinking water upon them, and using no helps to correct the cru-

" dities, fall into malignant and pestilential severs. But most physicians there

" conclude, that the air of Constantinople is insected by the north-east winds,

" which blow commonly for three months, beginning about the summer-solstice,

" arising from unwholesome marshes in Moscovy and Tartary, and passing over

" the Black-sea, a place known to abound with fogs and mists, do bring with

" them certain dispositions tending to corruption, which working upon bodies

" prepared already by bad diet (as said before) may well be judged to be the

" causes of this distemper.

*' I should also have been more ready, and speedy in my answers to the inqui-

" ries ; but that much of my time hath been taken up in my late settlement in the

" consulate of Smyrna ; so that if I am not so exact in my resolves, as were to be

" wished, you will be pleased to pardon me for the present, upon assurance, that

" I shall be more diligent for the future, especially in giving you an account of

*' the antiquities and ruins of the six other churches of Asia, to which places from

" hence I design to journey, so soon as I am freed from the attendance on her

** excellency the countess of Winchelsea, who now honours my house with her

" presence, intending to embark speedily for England.

" But that I may for the present resolve, as well as I can, your queries, I an-

" fwer to the first.

" 1. That, which you call rusma, called by the Turks chrusma, is employed to

" no other use, that I can hear of, than to take away hair. It was told me, when

" I first demanded, where that earth did arise, and from whence it was brought,

" that it came by way of the Black-sea from Mengrelia, and Chircasfia : but I

" have learned now better, and understand, that it is a composition of lime, and

" auri pigmencum, of which, according to your desire, I have sent you a small

" quantity by the hand of this bearer, who also will inform you the fame.

" 2. The use of opium is become now very common amongst the Turks ; such,

" as in their youth were accustomed to wine, growing into years, leave it off, as

" being esteemed a greater disgrace of old age, and wine to be the vice of young

" men. But howsoever, not to lose altogether their kiese, as they call it, which

'* is the pleasure of intoxication, they fall to eat opium, accustoming themselves to

" it by degrees, proceeding from scruples to drachms ; the greatest quantity, I ever

" heard any man hath taken, is 5 drachms. I never remember to have heard,

" that it was ever given to camels, or dromedaries ; but in Arabia it is common

M m 2 "to
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" to cure their horses by it of a griping in the guts, giving them a small quan-

" tity of it in water at the nose, mixed with bears gall. I have observed, that

" those men, who use it, become strangely sottish ; for when -the opium is digested,

" and hath done working, they seem to be void of all lise, or soul, having a

*' strange deadneft, or suffocation on their animal spirits : And when again they

** renew their dose (as they are forced to do often) they fly out either into a kind

** of phrensy, or into the wild actions of drunken persons.

" 3. Mummies are certainly found in the sands of Arabia, that is, the flesh of

** men dried and hardened by the fun, and driness of the sands. But it is posi-

" tively held in Egypt, that they have not the fame virtue with those, which arc

*' embalmed.

" 4. I am informed from some, who have lived at Damascus, that there is m

*' that country a fort of tree, called by the Arabs mouze ; it grows about nine or

*' ten foot high, it is cut close by the root every year, and shoots up again ; the

*' leaves are about a foot long, and half as broad ; it bears a yellow blossom, the

" fruit in the form of a cucumber, somewhat tart, and sourish to the taste.

" 5. I cannot receive any information of the grapes without grain in the most

" southern parts of Arabia Felix. But we have here in Anatolia a small sort of

" wild grapes, black and very sweet without grains : also I have seen the like in

** Hungary, and on the confines of Bosnia, of which the people make a liquor ;

" but the Turks give it not the name of wine, that so they may drink it without

" sin, or scandal, but call it hard ale, of which 1 have tasted myself, and observed,

*' that though it seems to be a wine of little spirit, yet drank in a quantity it will

** inebriate. But I have thought it worthy your knowledge to acquaint you, that

" I have seen in these parts a sort of vine called by the Turks yedi veren, and by

" the Greeks tipfla xn*», which signifies, that which brings forth seven times ; it is

" so great a bearer, that they are forced to support the vine by posts in the form

" of an arbour, and I have seen at the same time grapes in the bud, green and

*' ripe. I have sent Mr. Charles Howard some slips of it by this bearer.

*' 6. I have spoken with some, that have passed by mount Caucasus, but never

*' over it, but being men, who travelled for necessity, they were able to render me a

** weakaccount of it, as to its position, or temper, more than that it is exceding

** high, craggy, and horrid, casting a shadow a day's journey from it.

" 7. The water runs out of the Euxine sea into the Propontis with a wonderful

" swiftness, which is the more admirable in regard of the depth of the Bosphorus,

" being in the channel fifty or fifty five fathom water, and along the land in most

places, ships may lie ashore with their heads, and yet have twenty fathom water

" at their sterns. Here are no tides to be observed, nor that the water either rises

" or falls above a foot or two at the most, nor could I ever learn certainly, which

*' were the Euripi ; I conjecture, they may be some rocks at the mouth of the

** Bosphorus, which have diversity of tides, according to the winds.

2 " 8. I
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" 8. I never did hear from any, who could inform me, that the Caspian sea

" doth empty itself into the Euxine by any passage whatsoever. I believe it only

*' a conjecture of the virtuosi in Christendom, and perhaps not. without reason:

" but the Turks and Greeks, who fail the Black-sea, are so incurious in such dis-

" coveries, or observations, that as yet they have not been able to draw so much

" as a sea-chart or map of the promontories, bays or cape-lands of theEuxine,

" much less able to give us light in so hidden a secret, as this.

" 9. Constantinople is not now so subject to earthquakes, as reported in

" former times; there having not happened in the last seven years, in which I

" have been an inhabitant there! above one, of which I have been sensible : but

*' within these last twenty days in Smyrna sell out an earthquake, which dange-

'* roufly shook all the buildings, but did little or no harm ; the ships in the road,

*' and others at anchor above three leagues from hence, were sensible of it. It

•• is reported here, that this city hath been devoured already seven times by earth-

*' quakes, and it is prophesied, that it shall be so again, so soon as the houses

" reach the old castle upon the top of the hill, on the side of which remain the

" ruins of the old city, and the tomb of St. Polvcarpus, St. John's disciple,

" still preserved by the Greeks in great veneration. The north-east winds at Con-

" stantinople for the most part bring a clear serene air, especially in the winter ;

" the south winds bring a thick suffocating air, extreamly offensive to the head,

" and the north-west constantly bring a storm, but never continuing above an hour

" at the most, by reason of the violence of it.

" 10. I have observed, that the leather dressed in Turky is nothing so strong

" and serviceable as that in England ; a certain proof whereof we have in wearing.

" I know that it is commonly reported, that the leather in these parts, though

" thin and supple, will hold out water ; but the truth hereof is, that in their boots,

*' between the lining and the leather, they put a sear-cloth, which being curiously

" sewed in the seams, as they rarely work all things in leather, will hold out

" water, though you set them in it twenty four hours together. In cleansing of

" their leather they use lime and album græcum, and instead of bark of trees they

" use valonia, which is a sort of acorn growing on the oaks. I am persuaded,

" that our acorns in England would produce the like effect, and perhaps better ;

" for many times the valonia burns the leather so much, as makes it little ser-

*' viceable; so that it may be supposed, that our acorns having less heat to pro-

" duce them, may be more temperate and serve the turn better.

" n. I have answered so fully to this inquiry in my book of the Ottoman

*' empire, that I shall not need make any answer thereof in this place.

" 12. The Turks are observed to be of so imperious a spirit in their families,

" that they seldom admit of pastimes, or recreations to their servants ; and the

masters themselves being commonly of a reserved sullen temper, given to stoth,

*' and pride, entertain themselves with no pastime, unless with the discourses

" of their neighbours, who often visit the persons of greater note; or when

M they are pleased to retire themselves into the apartments of their women,

" where
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" where they admit of no disturbance on the most important occasions whacso-

" ever.

** 13. Coffee is observed to work little effect, especially in those, that use it most;

" and yet because most Turks die with a pain in the stomach, many physicians

" attribute it to their excess in coffee, which drank in great quantity fouls and

" bakes in the pit or pylorus of the stomach. Often bathing makes both men and

" women to decay betimes. Shaving the head doth doubtless much refresh those,

*' who use it : so that the Turks have no sooner the least heaviness, or ach in

*' their heads, but they have recourse speedily to their barber for the cure.

" 14. I shall serve you what is possible in the information of works of antiquity

" in these parts ; but they are so hardly found, being studiously destroyed by the

" Turks, in most places, where I come, nothing but confused ruins appearing ;

" antient inscriptions, that I have found in Greek, engraved in stones, being as it

** were purposely beaten out with hammers, and placed in walls of new building

" with the letters subverted ; so that I sear I shall be able to render you but a

lame account from hence in those particulars. Howsoever what occurs in my

" journey to the churches of Asia, worth your notice, I shall saithfully transmit

" to you after my return. The aqueducts near Constantinople, built by Solyman

" the Magnificent, I have often seen, and reviewed with gieat satissaction, being

** the most stately of that kind I ever saw in any part of the world, though the

" measure of them, I must consess, 1 never was so curious as to take, and being

" at this distance now from thence, 1 conceive, that I shall never again have the

" opportunity to do it.

" The bearer hereof Signor Pietro Cesi, a person, who hath been a great tra-

" veller, and rarely well versed in the Arabick and Turkish languages, I earnest-

" ly recommend to you ; and that in regard his misfortunes have driven him to

" seek his bread in England, you would be pleased to afford him all civil courte-

" sies, which you esteem due to a stranger and an ingenious person. And so,

** Sir, wishing you all happiness I remain,

"SIR,

Smyrna. " Your most assured humble Servant,

November 23, 1667.

" Paul Rycaut."

Upon occasion of the account given in this letter of the way used in Turky of

dressing leather with acorns, Mr. Hooke was ordered to suggest the like trial to

be made with the English acorns by the tanners of London.

The person, who brought this letter, called Signor Pietro Cesi, born in Per

sia of Italian parents, being introduced into the society received their thanks for

his care of the said letter, as also for the present of several curiosities of his own

to the number of thirty six.

Mr.
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Mr. Hooke produced again the large conical tin-receiver for the magnifying of

sounds ; which being tried was found to make words softly uttered at a distance to

be heard distinctly ; whereas they could not be so heard without this instrument.

He produced a muscle, to shew how it consists of mere fibres er strings lying

dose togther, longwise, like the fibres of talc. .

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were the fame, which should

have been made at this, but were not.

April 20. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord bishop of Salisbury Mr. Colwall

Henry Howard of Norfolk Mr. Creed

Sir George Ent Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Wilkins

The president moved, that for the more efsectual getting in of the weekly

contributions, letters might be written to all those, who were in arrears, not of

the nobility, desiring them to attend the council at certain days to be nomi

nated, and then to declare their resolutions concerning the payment of such

arrears.

It was ordered hereupon, that Mr. Oldenburg draw up a form of fuck

letters against the next council.

It was resolved, that the president, the lord Berkley, the lord bishop of

Salisbury, Henry Howard of Norfolk, and Dr. Wilkins be desired to

take all opportunities of soliciting subscriptions of the lords for building the

college ; and that the president do give notice the night before to the rest of this

committee, when his lordship can attend that business.

It being suggested, that Lewis du Moulin, M. D. was willing to translate The

History of the Royal Society into Latin, and that it was necessary to hasten this

translation, for sear it should be done in Holland, to the prejudice of the author ;

it was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg should be desired to speak to Mr. Martyn,

the society's printer, and to let him know, that the council approved of the said

Dr. du Moulin, and that he, Mr. Martyn, should do well to agree with the

doctor about the recompence for his pains, and to pay the fame.

April 23. Robert earl of Aylesbury was proposed by Mr. Oldenburg and

elected.

Sir Erasmus Harby was elected.

Thomas Flatman, esq; was proposed candidate by Mr. Aubrey.

2 " • Tlit
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The experiment to shew, that two metalline bodies weigh more in water, when

mixed, than when weighed both together apart, was deserred, by reason that the

beam of the balance was not well adjusted, nor a set of weights, accurately divided,

ready ; which were ordered to be provided against the next meeting.

Dr. Holder brought in an account of an experiment made by himself con*

cerning a cause of deafness from the want of a due tension of the tympanum of

the ear , which was read, and ordered to be registered \

Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter written to him by/Dr. Walter Needham,

dated March 10, i66^, containing some animadversions upon Mr. Hooke's de

ductions from the experiment formerly made by him of preserving animals alive

by blowing through their lungs with bellows : which letter was read, and ordered

to be entered in the Letter-Book r, and sent to Mr. Hooke to consider it ; and it

was ordered, that Dr. Lower should be desired to make the experiment mentioned

in that letter relating to the matter in debate, and Dr. King to assist in it.

This gave occasion to discourse of respiration ; whereupon Mr. Daniel Coxe

suggested, that it was proper to examine and separate the parts of the air, in order

to know what there may be in it, that may make it so necessary for respiration.

He being asked, whether himself had not done something in this particular, an

swered in the affirmative ; and being desired to communicate it to the society,

promised to do so, when he should have proceeded somewhat farther therein, and

brought it to more maturity.

Mr. Aubrey produced some mineral water from Milsom in Wiltshire, about

80 miles from London, which yet kept its strength so well, that when a little dust

of galls was poured on it, and stirred with it, it was presently tinged into a dark

red colour. The bottles containing this water were delivered to Dr. Merret to

examine it.

Mr. Evelyn presented a small box of shells found at the bottom of a chalk

pit about fifty seet deep near Brockley in Kent.

Mr. Oldenburg produced several curiosities delivered to him from Signor

Pietro Cesi, among which were some exotic seeds, and particularly of that

papaver, whence opium is made. It was ordered, that some of each sort of these

seeds mould be delivered to Mr. Charles Howard, and that he be desired to

make such trials with them, as he mould think fit, and to give the society an

account of the success ; and that the rest of the seeds, together with the other parti

culars (being thirty two in number, according to the list delivered with them) be

committed to Mr. Hooke for the repository.

* Register, vol. iii. p. 301. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. iii. n* 35. p. 665. for May

1668. y Vol.ii.p. 166. .!

The
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The experiments appointed for the next meeting were the two above-mentioned,

viz. of the weighing of metalline bodies, and of making Dr. Needham's expe

riment mentioned in his letter.

April 27. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord bishop of Salisbury Dr. Wilkins

The lord Brereton Mr. Colwall

Mr. Boyle Mr. Creed

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Hoskyns.

Sir George Ent

Mr. Boyle was sworn of the council.

It was ordered, that such of the sellows, as shall not pay their arrears due to

the society within one month after the demand thereof, shall be ejected, accord

ing to statute :

That there shall be no standing salary allowed to either of the secretaries :

That a present be made to Mr. Oldenburg of fifty pounds : and

That Mr. Collins be desired to assist in making a catalogue of the Arundelian

library forthwith.

April 30. At a meeting of the Society,

Mr. Flatman was elected.

Benjamin Woodroffe, M. A. was proposed candidate by Mr. Boyle.

Mr. Aubrey acquainted the society with an observation made by him April

27, 1668, hor. 10. of a nubecula between cancer and caput hydræ ; and he was

desired to continue to obse rve this phænomenon, as he had opportunity and the

scheme of it brought in by him was ordered to be registered.

Mr. Boyle being desired by the president to acquaint the society with some of the

particulars, which he had entertained himself with during his late absence, men

tioned, that he had, among other things, employed himself in the prosecution of

the experiments concerning air, which perhaps he might be induced to publish,

when finished, as an appendix to his former book upon that subject. And being

requested to declare what heads of that argument he had chiefly pursued with

experiments, he named these following ; viz.

1. Experiments about different liquors, that contain air.

2. About the proportion of air latitant in water and other liquors.

Vol. II. N n 3. About
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3. About the efsect of the absence of air in soft bodies.

4. About the efsect of the absence of air upon living creatures.

Cf. About the generating de novo or extricating of air.

6. About the ways of examining, whether the substance thus generated or ex

tricated be true air or not.

He being desired to communicate some of these experiments to the society, to

be tried before them, promised to do so, and to produce some of his papers con

taining them at the next meeting; against which time Mr. Hooke was appointed

to cause the rarefying-engine to be made ready, that then it might be produced, if

there were occasion to make any of those experiments therein ; as also to provide

some vipers for that time.

Mr. Hooke read his answer to Dr. Walter Needham's letter concerning the

experiment of preserving a dog alive by the wind of bellows, and by keeping the

lungs distended with fresh air, though not moved. It was ordered, that the experi

ment mentioned by the doctor seeming to him to disprove the consequence deduced

by Mr. Hooke from his experiment, should be made at the next meeting, the

curators and Dr. King, appointed at the last meeting to make it at this, being

absent ; and that the operator should again speak to Dr. Lower and Dr. King to

take care of the experiment at that time.

Mr. Hooke proposed an experiment, to see, whether the blood circulates,

when the lungs are subsided. He was desired to make it before the society.

He remarked, that it had been observed, that blood, though of a dark blackish

colour, would, when exposed to the air, become presently very florid, and that

florid sursace being taken off, and the subjacent part exposed again, would ac

quire the like floridness ; and that therefore it might be worth the observing by

experiment, whether the blood, when from the right ventricle of the heart it passes

into the left, coming out of the lungs, it hath not that tincture of -floridness,

before it enters into the great artery ; which if it should have, it would be an ar

gument, that some mixture of air with the blood in the lungs might give that

floridness.

Sir Robert Henshaw presented by the hands of Mr. HEnSHAwan East Indian

serpentine-stone, called pietra de covre.

Sir Theodore de Vaux communicated a letter of Mr. Joseph Walsh, dated

April 26, 1668, giving an account of a cinereous substance found at Kenchester-

Walls, anciently a Roman station, called Aricomum, in Herefordshire : which

letter was ordered to be inserted in the Letter-Book % and Sir Theodore desired

to procure some of those cinders.

* It does not appear in that book.

The
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The president took notice of a new book on mechanics, the author of which

was Dr. Wallis, then present, who was desired by the society to hasten its pub

lication *.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were those mentioned above,

and that of weighing metalline bodies mixed and apart.

May 4. At a meeting of the Council were present

Sir Geor.ge Ent

It was ordered, that the president, Sir Paul Neile, and Sir Anthony Mor

gan be desired to speak with the lord privy-seal, to satisfy his lordship, that the

restraining the society from the power of alienating what his Majesty had given

them in the grant of Chelsea-college, was ineffectual : and

That the president, Mr. Henry Howard, and Dr. Wilkins, be desired to

meet on the Wednesday following in the morning in Westminster-Hall, to solicit

the members of the society, who were of the parliament, for contributions.

The president moved, that the building of the society's college might be begun

forthwith, there being already above one thousand pounds subscribed. In order to

which Sir Anthony Morcan was desired, that the deed of the conveyance of

the ground might be expedited : which Sir Anthony promised should be done,

as soon as the ground should be surveyed, to know the bounds allotted for the said

building.

Dr. Wilkins was desired to procure at the next meeting of the council Dr.

Wren's draught of the building.

May 7. At a meeting of the Society,

Sir Erasmus Harby was admitted.

Mr- Woodrooffe was elected and admitted.

John Colwall, esq; was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkinj.

The President

Henry Howard of Norfolk

Mr. Charles Howard

Mr. Aerskine

Sir Paul Neile

Sir Anthony Morgan

Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Creed

Mr. Oldenburo.

■ It was published at London 1670 in 4to.

N n 2 Mr.
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Mr. Boyle, at the desire of the society expressed at the last meeting, produced

some of his papers, containing certain experiments tried in his rarefying-engine

upon vipers and frogs ; which being read and approved, the society desired the

satisfaction of seeing some of these experiments made : whereupon it was ordered,

as before, that the engine should be brought to Arundel-house, and vipers provid

ed by the operator ; and that the flow-worm produced at this meeting should be

brought again at the next, first to be put in the engine, and then to bite a young

dog or kitten, to which afterwards the stone, called pietra di covre, lately pre

sented by Sir Robert Southwell, should be applied, to see its effect upon the

wound.

Mr. Boyle presented the society with a gage, proper for seeing how far a

receiver is exhausted of air, and whether it keeps stanch ; which is particularly

proper in long pipes, wherein no other gage will enter.

Mr. Oldenburg produced two letters sent him from Aleppo from the English

consul, Mr. Benjamin Lannoy, and Thomas Harpur, iVi.D. dated Aug. 5,

1667, containing an answer to the inquiries for Turky, formeiy recommended to

Sir Andrew Riccard, and by him sent to Aleppo: which letters were read,

and ordered to be entered in the Letter-Book b. Mr. Lannoy in his letter to

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that he had sent the inquiries of Persia to the

English agent at Ispahan, and had recommended those for Turky to his phy

sician Dr. Harpur. Mr. Lannoy's answer was as follows :

" Sir, Aleppo, August 5, 1667.

** T Lately received from my honoured friend, the worshipful Nicholas Pen-

" X nyng, a paper of inquiries, which you delivered him to send to me. Sir,

" I recommended the inquiries to my physician, Dr. Harpur, who hath done

" his endeavour to answer your desires, which I send you here inclosed. I have

" sent the paper to the English agent at Ispahan, and have requested him, as you

" desired ; whose answer, lo soon as I receive it, shall be sent to you, and if I

" may be further serviceable, I shall account it an honour to receive your com-

" mands, and shall remain,

" Sir,

" your most humble servant,

" Benjamin Lannoy."

" Clarissime vir,

" TT* PISTOLAM tuam accepit consul noster Benjamin Lannoy, rogatus

" jPv a te, ut de veritate nonnullorum phænomtvwu te certiorem faceret : ipfc

" publicis domesticisque distractus negotiis hanc mihi provinciam delegavit, quam

" lubentissimo animo accepi, licet tanto oneri impar. Cæterum nihil mihi opta-

" bilius accidere poterat, quam ut in aliqua re. illi societati possem inservire, quam

" totus literatorum orbis admiratur, vestra vestigia exemplaque jamjam sequutu-

b Vol. ii. p. 43.

*' rus •*
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" rus imo sperat ipsa phiiosophia, se tandem aliquando, vobis facem præferen-

" tibus, ex antiquis denfisqne tenebris in lucem emersuram. Quid vestra in phi-

*' losophando methodo clarius ? quid ad exactam rerum cognitionem dvroty!» et

" sensatione aptius ? cum apud omnes in consesso fit, nihil esie in intellectu, quod

" non fuerit prius in sensu. Ego quidem pro viribus enitar, ut, siquid observa-

*' tione in triplici regno dignum hie occurrerit, id vobis per me in polterum inno-

" tescat. Sed tria præfertim meis conatibus officere videntur. Primum est,

" quod paucis abhinc mensibus ex Italia hue accessi, adeo ut quæ vobis scribo, ab

" aliis, fide tamen dignis, confirmata sinr. Secundum, quod indigenarum alii,

" lucro tantum et voluptatibus dediti, alii dura oppresli l'ervitute, litcris incum-

" bere, resve naturales perscrutaii nec curent nec audeant : paruni igitur vel nihil

** auxilii ab ill is expectandum. At Europæi et advenæ mercaturam iaciunt.

" Tertium, quod mihi praxim medicam exercenti vix tempus sufficit, ut aliis

'* negotiis vacare possim. Sed, cum societatis vestræ, vel potius ipfius scientiæ

" res agatur, clarislime vir, nihil intentatum relinquam, ut ex parte saltem officio

" vestrisque votis fatissecisse videar. Hunc igitur conatum meum, qualiscunque

" sit, in bonam partem accipe, & in posterum, si placuerit, tuis literis mandatif-

" que sac ut me honores. Vive diu et vale, vestrisque faveat coeptis ipse sapientiæ

" sons et largitor.

" Responjiones ip[a sequuntur.

" Quæritur primo, qualis fit hic aeris ttmperks &c. ? Optima prosectd est, et

" quæ corpora ad prosperam magis quam adverfam valetudinem disponat. Ca-

" lidior tamen foret, ni perpetuo in hac regione a mense Maio ad Augustum

" usque et ultra flarent Zephyri, adeo ut dum nunc hora quasi meridiana, et

" ardente sirio, hæc scribo, multo minus caloris, quam olim in Italia, persentiam : sed

*' audio, rem non ita semper se habere fingulis annis. Uno verbo, ccelum hie ita

" purum et tenue est, ut toto æstatis tempore nec pluviæ nec nubes unquam sere

" conspiciantur.

" Quæritur 2i0. quibus merhis hac regio prasertim subjacent? et quidem, quantum

" vel propria experientia vel aliorum narratione comprehendere hactenus potui,

** parum vel nihil a morbis Europæ endemiis, uno auc altero excepto, difserunt.

" Frequentiores sunt hie dysenteriæ et apoplexia v quod postremum a nimio Vene-

" ris et opii usu proficisci videtur. Febrium typus idem ut apud nos; duo tamen

" notatu digna ; iura est, quod in sebribus acutis sodcr frigidus lalutem, cnlidus

** mortem ut plurimum portendat. At Hippocrates aph. 4° libro aph. 37.

" contrarium pronuntiavit. Alterum est, quod in iisdcm acutis nec pulsus inter-

" mittens pcriculum denuntiet. Lues Venerea rarior quam in Europa ; non delunt

" tamen, qui hoc soedissimo morbo tentantur. Lepra seu elephantiasis, olim his

*' regionibus familiare malum, vix nunc repericur ; audio tamen Damasci noso-

" comium huic morbo obnoxiis destinatum esse. Porro fuperest, ut de malo

" Aleppino aliquid addam, sic enim ab Europæis xxr t^o^v nuncupatur // ir.al

" d'Alep-po estque huic regioni usque ad urbem Bagdat proprium, et familiare ;

" omni ætati, sexui, advenis, indigenifve commune. Apparet in cute pustuki

" parva, dura, rubicunda, cujus cacumem vix acus cufpidem in piincipio magn'-

" tudine
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" fudinc excedit hæc postea- grandior facta, quinque vel sex radicibus seu fibris

*' innixa, per totos sex menses ad ascendit, perque alios sex menses ad de-

" clinationem pervenit, adeo ut totius morbi decursus ut plurimum unius anni

" spado comprehendatur ; unde etiam ab Arabibus malum unius anni nuncupatur :

" Sed hæc pustula neque in principio, nec in statu, nec in declinatione medicamentis

" cedit, quin potius iisdem, veluti cancer, irritatur, etiamfi anodyna eslent sed

" si totum negotium naturæ committitur, nullus dolor vel molestia persentitur :

" et hie morbus non semel, sed pluries, varias eodem tempore corporis panes in-

" vadere potest ; et si faciem occupet, ut sæpe accidit, insignem inducit cicatricem,

" quæ postea sensim evanescit. Calculus et podagra non ita, ut apud nos, fre-

" quentia, quod a rariore vini, frequentiore balnei usu, procedere videtur. Hæc

*' sunt quæ ad morbos spectant.

" Quæritur tertio, qua!ts Jint ae'ris calique varielates secu "dam diversa anni et did

" tempora ? Ver temperantum fulgura, tonitrua, et pluviæ concomitantur, quæ

" æstate desinunt, redeuntque postea sub finem Augusti ; sed hiberno tempore sri-

" gus penetrans et acutum corpora per duos menses (Decembrem ct Januarium)

" exercet, adto ut plurimi hie tune pellibus vestiantur. De variis diei temporibus

" nihil hibeo quod dicam. Quod ad 4tum quæsitum attinet, an scilicet in Aleppo,

" ut in Æyypto, circa mediam aslatem cheat pestilenlia ? distinguendum est, et ita res

" intelligenda, quod revera sub sestum D. Macdalenæ pauci vel nulli sere

" amplius moriantur; et quos deinde pestis invadit, ut plurimum non opprimit;

" remanent umen et bubones et anthraces, sed, ut jam dixi, non ita ut antea

" lethaies. Idem forsan de Ægypto dici posser.

" 50. Dc meteororum generatione, speciebus, statisque temporibus, de minera-

" libus, animalibus. soli nacura, ventis, montibus, eorumque situ, ac de aquis

" thermalibus, lacubus, fluviisque ita rem se habere intellexi : Et primo de fluviis,

" Cinga fluvius (si tamen tale mereatur nomen) Aleppo præterfluit ; Orontes, An-

" tiochiam. Sed præter hæc duo font et alia flumina, Ephrim, Euphrates,

" Chobar, juxta Orpham (olim Nisibin, post Rommorum tempora, Edesse et

" Charrc) Abana et Pharphar, Damasco proxima. Cinga, Euphrates, Abana et

" Pharphar versus Aquelonam et Austrum tendunt. Eacus 12. abhinc milliari-

" bus Cinga.n, akerque, totidem a Damasco distans, Ahanam et Pharphar, reci-

" piunt : in Sinum Perficum Suit Euphrates. Orontes ab Euro-austio ad Euro-

" aquilonem sub ipso Antilibano, non multum abhinc, criginem ducens, postea

" ad Seleuciam, ' Pieria olim, nunc Sudine dictam, decem infra Antiochiam

•' milliaribus in marc devolvitur ; de stuvio Chobar nihil habeo quod dicam.

*. Ephrim in Syria Cyrcstica ortus, et prope radices civitatis Choros præterlabens

" ab criente in occasum tandem in Orontem desinit : hæc de stuviis. Nunc de

" lacubus; inter quos primum locum tenet ipfum Orontis caput, 12. circiter

*' mihiaria amplectens. 20. Lacus Antiochenus, in ipsa Antiochena valle, ubi

'. olim Darius equorum greges alebat, 15. 16. ve milliaria ambiens, et propter

*> incredibilem anguillaium proventum percelebris. Est et 3"% Hadder dictus, in

** quem Cinga noiter sese exonerat. 4uS, Valde Celebris viginti abhinc milliari-

** ribus Euro Austrum versus diffitus, vocaturque a nostrjs T/pe Valley of Salt.

2 " Hiberno
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" Hiberno enim tempore lacus est, ut æstivo nihil aquæ, sed ingens falis moles

" apparet : parum abhinc David cum Haderezar, Selimus cum Camphone

*' G.4UrO pugnaverunt. In valle Antiochena sex septemve reperiuntur Therma-

Iium aquarum fontes, qui sulphur redolent, argentumque croceo tingunt calore.

" Unus ex istis ad varia morborum genera ab incolis laudatur. Prope Choron

*' audio aquam inveniri, quæ pannum, ut olim murex Tyrius, purpureo colore

« inficit. Inter has aquas, quæ nivi liqucsactæ permixtæ a montium jugis præci-

" pitantur, alias alvum laxant, dysenterialque generant, ut Albana et Miarphar,

*' aliæ filubres, gratæque palato, turbidæ tamen, quæ post breve tempus claræ

cvadunt. Prope Bylan, scptem a Scanderoon milliaribus, duo trefve reperiuntur

" fontes, quorum aqua gravislima est, clara tamen, naturamque cupri reserer.s,

" adeo ut bibentibus moleltiam senlumque ponderis- in ventriculo procreet, cujus

** causa est, quod omnes hi montes, per quos hæc aqua percolatui, serro cupro-

" que abundent. Nunc hæc pauca de montibus : primusque occurrit mons

" Am'nus, super alios a tergo Scanderoon eminens, qui inde continuo quasi tractu

** Ierosolymam usque, immo et ad monrem Caflium in Ægypto prope maris

" littora porrigitur : in hoc tractu stint et alii montes Calbei, Libanus, Antiliba-

" nus, Cassius prope Antiochiam, quia est et alius Cassius, ut jam dictum in

' " Ægypto. Hi omnes septentrioncm et Austrum præcipue lpectant.

" De mineralium venis nihil certi, quia, dum princeps has negligit, subditi ten-

" tare non audent. Juxta Bylam montemque Amanum cuprum ierrumque repe-

*' ritur ; qualis autem harum venarum situs ac positus, neseimus, deterret enim

" investigandi periculum.

" Ventus, ut jam dictum est, a mense Maio ad Augustum usque et ultra sem-

** per occidentalis, frigidus, salubrisque, ac omnium animalium in hac regione

" salus et vita : aliquando a septentrione, cum inligni frigore, propter vicinitatem

" cum monte Tauro, in Cilicia nivibus operto ; aliquando ab oriente, cum

" ingenti sstu, ob arenosum proximum desertum ; raro ab austro perflat. De

" tonitu et fulgure jam dixi, quæ, dum autumno et vere pluit, sunt frequentia

" nivis pauca, grandinis minor quantitas, utraque ad breve tempus permanent.

" Natura soli varia, hie pinguis, illic arenæ et calci permixta. Vix ullum ab

" arte in agricultura auxilium. Subditi enim, dum in servitute vivunt, futures

" negligunt vel ignorant hæredes.

" Tritici hordeique ingens proventus in valle Antiochena oryza ; nullibi quod

*' sciam, secale nascitur. Ditior tamen multo est in omni frumenti specie Italia,

" quam hæc regio, multisque plantis ac herbb, nobis familiaribus, caret.

" Quod ad fructus pertinet, ficus præcox, malus Persica, mora, melones,

" Anguriæ ceu Citrulli, et uvæ in magna quantitate reperiuntur ; pruna et eerafa,

" pyra pomaque nostratibus minora deteriora ac raiiora sunt : hicque delectus ab

" agricolæ potius negligentia et incuria, quam a. soli sterilitate dependet.

" Nutiit
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" Nutrit camelos, bubulos, mulos, asinos, equosque generosos, & innumeros

" gazel seu antilopum grcges : in montibus non desunt urfi, lupi, tigres, jackales

" (mixtum inter vulpem et canem verocissimum animal) histrices &c. quibus

" Anglia caret ; capris, ovibus ac bobus abundat. Serpentum sat magnus hie

" numerus, in valle Antiochena quasi infinitus. Viperis, credo, quod careat.

*' Inter insecta unum est memorabile, medii digiti crassitiem et longitudinem fu-

" perans, 44. hinc inde fuffultum pedibus, unde ab incolis orba orbain, quod 44.

" fonat, nuncupatur ; horridum aspectu animalculum, et denticulis duobus, ve-

*l nenoque hominibus insestum. In Italia, quod seiam, non reperitur, estque ut

" plurimum ædium veterumque aedifkiorum incola. Terræ motus hie rari, con-

" tinguntque ut plurimum autumno, cum fumma aeris tranquillitate ; ad brevissi-

" mum durant tempus, aliquando tamen sat violenti ; unde et ædes et arbores

" manisestæ contremiseunt, et tune Turcæ ad preces proni devolvuntur.

" Secretum tingendi seu durius reddendi serrum Damasci periit ; est tamen unus

" hie, qui, oblata pecunia, hanc artem se docere velle profitetur. Quod ad rusma

" pertinet, non est nativum, sed ex calcis vivæ partibus quatuor, et auripigmenti

" parte una componitur nec ad alios usus apud Turcas, quam pro psilothro

" usurpatur. Hujus sat magnam massam in Angliam, jussu vestræ focietatis,

" mifitD. Hartoppe, quod in causa suit, ut nihil ad vos transmiserim.

" And now, Sir, give me leave to write two lines to you in my mother-tongue,

*' in which I had answered your questions, but that I thought the Latin more

" proper and expressive for that subject ; and to entreat you to honour me here

** with your commands ; as also, that whensoever your illustrious and excellent

" wits produce any new fruits of their learning, as, I hear, they daily do, to let

*' me have a taste of them. You may imagine, how pleasant they will be in

** Syria. So I remain,

" Sir,

" your most humble servant,

Thomas Harpur."

Mr. Hoskyns and Mr. Hooke were desired to consider against the next

meeting of some sarther particular queries for Turky to be sent thither by the

next opportunity.

Some members suggested the following queries for Aleppo :

1 . What figured stones have been cast up in those parts by earthquakes ?

2. Whether Mount Sinai is known to have ever been a vulcano ? and whether

there be any vulcano's in those parts ?

3. Whether Aleppo be so much subject to shaking palsies, as some report ?

4. Whether the scimitars were not made in Persia ?

5. Whether
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5. Whether the person, who in Dr. Harpur's letter is said to pretend to have

the old way of hardening steel, may not be prevailed with to teach it ? and what

reward he demands for it ?

6. To desire, that the odd insect mentioned in that letter may be sent over ;

and to suggest, that it may be conveniently done by putting it in rectified spirit of

wine ; and, in case that could not be had, in good brandy ?

7. Whether the mare mortuum hath any vent ?

Mr. Oldenburg produced an experiment sent him from Paris, shewing, that

when the picture of an object falls just upon the optic-nerve, there is no vision.

The experiment itself was made and succeeded. Mr. Oldenburg was desired to

translate the French discourse upon it into English against the next meeting.

The experiment suggested by Dr. Walter Needham in his letter of March

10, i66^, to prove, that an animal died rather for want of the blood's motion,

than for want of a supply of fresh air, was ordered to be tried first in private by

Dr. King and Mr. Hooke, who agreed to meet for that purpose on Saturday

morning following, and to give an account of the success thereof at the next

meeting.

It was likewise ordered, that the experiments of weighing metalline bodies both

apart and mixed should be presented.

Dr. WiLKins presented the society with his book, intitled, An EJsay towards a

real Character and a Philosophical Language c.

May 11. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Mr. Boyle Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Creed

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Hoskyns was desired to conser with Sir Anthony Morgan for drawing

up >$he reasons, whereby it may appear, that the clause suggested by the lord

privy-seal, for restraining the society from alienating Chelsea-college, will not be

good in law ; and that the inserting of such a clause would only put the society to

new charges, as the additional patent was already ingrosscd : and that this paper be

drawn up against the next meeting of the council intended to be summoned for

the Monday following, and that it be given to the lord Ashley by the president

and Sir Paul Neile to discourse the business with the lord privy-seal.

c Printed at London 1 668, in sol.

Vol. II. Mr.
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Mr. Hooke was desired to bring in bis draught for the building of the college,

and an estimate of the charges thereof, on the Monday following.

Sir Paul Neile was desired, that in case he should see Dr. Wren between

that time and the Monday following, he would endeavour to engage him to at

tend the council' at their next meeting, and to bring with him bis draught for

the said building.

May 14. At a meeting of the Societv,,

Mr. John Colwall was elected.

'-" 'i; ; 1. - ..,1 .

Dr. King brought in his account of the experiment ordered to be made by

himself and Mr. Hooke in- private,, of filling the hangs of ai dog with air, and

keeping the same air without any admission of fresh air : which account was or

dered to be registered d, as follows :

" May 9, 1668, in order to your commands, we made the experiment of filling

** a dog's lungs full of air, and keeping the same air without, any admission of

" fresh air, in this manner.

- . ' ';», ir::

" First having placed and tied the dog in a convenient posture, and being fur-

** nished with a large bladder, that had' a short brass tube sastened to it, we filled

" the bladder with air by the help of a pair of bellows, (the air being kept in

" by two ligatures, one at each end of the bladder ;) then we cut off the aspera

" arteria, as near as we- could conveniently to the epiglottis, and held it out by a

" thread : then we inserted our brass-pipe into the aspera arteria, and tied ic very

" sast in ; which done, we immediately dipt the running-knot from about the

" bladder, that the air might have a free passage from thence into the lungs, which

" we presently perceived was sucked into the lungs by the elevation of the dog's

" thorax, and its return, upon contraction of the thorax, into the bladder again :

" but when the thorax was dilated, we compressed the bladder, that we might fill

" the lungs with as much air, as they were capable to hold, by such a force.

" In the mean time, the dog made the same endeavours for breathing with the

" same motions, as is usual ; though with more difficulty and violence, (as to the

" force of contraction ;) for I could not continue my hands many minutes com-

" pressing the bladder, the air pressing so forcibly into it. After about three or

" four minutes, the dog began to struggle violently, and to repeat his endeavours

" for breath very frequently, with a nimble motion of the heart, but no convul-

" sions; yet, after about six minutes, his strength sailed a- pace ; his motions of the

" breast and belly were less frequent ; his pulse languid and flow, but equal enough ;

" and then he began to be convulsed ; and at the end of about eight minutes, we

" could see no signs of lise (though unbound) only now and then a seeble pulse:

" then concluding him very near death or just suffocated, we immediately flipt

" the other knot, and made room for the bellows to play again, to fill the lungs

" with fresh air, (cutting a little hole in the bladder to let out the air, that had

* Register, vol. iii. p. 297.

" been
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" been so long imprisoned in the dog's lungs and the bladder) and within less

" than a minute, the dog, by our moving the thorax first and continual blowing,

" recovered motion in his breast, and his pulse did rise strongly, he opened his

" eyes, and, in a little time more, got strength again, and breathed freely : so

" then we sewed up his throat, leaving the mouth of the aspera arteria open, and

" set him down, and he walked away. Then we untied his mouth, and he pre-

*' sently sell to licking of himself, as not much concerned : but we all concluded,

" that if we had stayed but one minute more, before we let in fresh air, in all

" probability the dog's lise would have been quite lost."

Dr. King and Mr. Hooke were desired to repeat this experiment, and then let

the dog lie two or three minutes longer, when they should judge him as much

dead, as they did at this time, that so the trial might be beyond exception.

Mr. Hooke made an experiment of statics, to shew the penetration of liquors :

first, there was a ball of glass poised in the air, and then it weighed three hun

dred and two grains and a half : the same ball in sair water weighed one hundred

and fifty grains and seven eight parts : in oil of vitriol twenty four grains : in a

mixture ot an equal quantity of oil of vitriol and sair water seventy three grains

and a half. It was ordered, that a full account of this be brought in by Mr.

Hooke.

It was moved by Mr. Boyle, that a mixture might be made of oil of amviseeds

and salad oil ; as also of vitriol and rectified spirit of wine, and of mercury and

aqua fortis : and he mentioning, that he had formerly made divers experiments of

this nature, was desired to Communicate some of them to the society, which he

promised to do.

The dedication of Dr. Wilkins's Effay towards a real charafier and a philosophi

cal language being read, it was moved by the president, that a committee might be

nominated to examine and consider of that book, and make a report of it to the

society; and accordingly the following persons were named, viz.

The lord bishop of Salisbury Dr. Merret

The lord Brereton Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Boyle Ms. Balle

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Wray »

Dr. Wallis Mr. Hoskyns

Dr. Hol di-r Dr. Pope

Dr. Christopher Wren Mr. H-aak

Mr. William Neile Mr. Hooke,

or any three or more of them, to be a committee for the purpose above-mentioned,

and to meet at times and places, as they should think convenient.

The rarefying-engine being called for to try the experiment appointed at the last

meeting to be made in it, but found not to have been brought, the operator was

strictly charged to bring it in at the next meeting, and to fit it so as to make it

O o 2 stanch
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stanch for the experiments to be tried in it ; as also to provide a flow-worm or

viper to make trial upon.

Mr. Hoskyns being asked, whether he had prepared his queries for Aleppo, pro

duced somejwhich were delivered to Mr. Oldenburg to be sent by him accordingly.

May 18. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Henry Howard of Norfolk Mr. Colwall

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Boyle Mr. Oldenburg,

Mr. Aerskine

Mr. Hoskyns was desired to speak to Sir Anthony Morgan to make z

draught of the conveyance of Mr. Howard's ground for building a college

against the next meeting of the next council ; and to speak to Sir Anthony

about an attorney, who might appear for the desence of the society's possession of

Chelsea-college.

Mr. Hoskyns produced and delivered to the president the memorial for persuad

ing the lord privy-seal of the inefsectualness 01 adding a clause against alienating

Chelsea college.

Mr. Hooke was desired to bring in at the next meeting of the council an

account of the number of books of the Arundel-library, and to meet with Dr.

Balle on the Saturday following for the completing of the catalogue of that library.

The dimensions for the great meeting room of the college were proposed to be

twenty eight seet broad, forty two seet long, and twenty five seet high.

May 21. At a meeting of the Society,

Mr. John Colwall was admitted.

He presented the society, in a paper signed by him, with eighty pounds towards

"the building of a college.

Col. Thomas Collepepyr was proposed candidate by the honourable Henry.

Howard of Norfolk.

Mr. Hooke brought in his account of the statical experiment of the penetra

tion of liquors made at the preceding meeting ; which was ordered to be register

ed % as follows :

u This experiment was made with a very good pair of scales, which would

* Register, vol. iii. p. 304. , ,

" turn.

_
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turn with a small part of a grain, though the difserence of weight was sensible

" enough to be discovered by a more gross and unaccurate beam. The manner

" of the experiment was this : there was taken a small ball of glass, somewhat

" bigger than an inch in diameter ; this was made heavy enough, by white lead

" put within it and sealed up, to sink in strong oil of vitriol. This was suspended

*' by a very fine wire, under one of the scales, and the weight of it exactly taken

" in the open air, which was found to be 3024- grains. After this, a glass of sair

" water was put underneath it, and the ball sufsered to sink into it, and being

** again exactly counterpoised, whilst in this medium, it was found to weigh 1 50^

" grains. Then the water was removed, and, instead thereof, a glass of oil of

** vitriol was underplaced, in order to examine the gravity of the former ball in

" this liquor, and it was found to be 24 grains. Then taking an equal quantity of

" oil of vitriol and sair water, they were by degrees put together, which working

" upon each other, caused a very great heat, till both of them were incorporated

" and persectly united into one liquor : then, being sufsered to cool, they were

** put into one of the former glasses, and set under the end of the scale, and the

** same ball was sufsered to sink into it, and was then exactly counterpoised, and

" found to weigh 73-^ grains ; whence the proportion of the weights of the water,

*' oil of vitriol, and mixture were as 1514 • 2784- . 229 : Which is a certain expe-

" riment, that liquors are porous, and that they can penetrate each other, so that

" both of them put together take up a much less room, than when separate ; for

" whereas, according to the former experiments, it ought only to have weighed

" 2 1 5-1V grains, if there had been no incorporating of these two liquors, it was

" now found to weigh 1344 grains heavier in specie, than it would have done, if

" there had been no penetration. This kind of experiments may be of great use,

" and afford an excellent clue to lead one further into the recesses of nature, and

** to inform us of the internal texture and component parts of bodies : For the

" prosecuting of which enquiry, it were very good to examine the. weight of seve-

" ral sorts of liquors, both mingled and apart ; to examine the weight of

" liquors, both before they have dissolved metals, stones, juices of seeds,

** plants, &c. and when they are impregnated with the newly mentioned fub-

** stances, and by some other liquors, whose comparative gravity has been also

" examined, to precipitate those dissolved substances ; and to examine the weight

" of that compounded liquor that remains. For by such examinations, great

" light may be obtained for the finding out the nature of dissolving and precipi-

u tating liquors, and other liquors, that penetrate each other."

Mr. Boyle proposed an experiment of glutting aqua fortis with as much mer

cury, as it would take in, without making it shoot ; and it was ordered to be

made at the next meeting.

The president moved, that a trial might be made of mixing salt with water, to

see how much it would be heavier, when incorporated with water, than the two

substances apart. Mr. Hooke finding a difficulty of weighing salt in water, Mr..

Boyle suggested away of performing it by weighing salt in rectified oil of tur

pentine ; and by knowing the difference between the weight of the two liquors,

oil of turpentine and water, will be known how much that salt weighs in water.

This was ordered to be tried. Me
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Mr. Boyle mentioned, that he had weighed sublimate, and finding how much

mercury and how much salt there was in it, he thereby knew how good the subli

mate was.

He took notice likewise, that he had made ready a baroscope for Aleppo, which

he would bring in at the next meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg read a Latin latter written to him from Venice by Signor

Francesco Travagino, dated May 1, 1668, N. S. giving an account of his pro

gress in his new system of experimental philosophy ; and delaring, that if the society

Ihould think fit to name to him any phænomena of nature for rendering the causes

•of them, he would undertake to perform it.

It was ordered hereupon, that this letter {hould be entered in the Letter -Book f,

and the writer thanked for his respect to the society ; but as for particularising of

>effects to be explained, it was thought proper, that the secretary, as from himself,

should mention to that philosopher some effects upon which the secretary intimat

ed, that perhaps he might name gravity, magnetism,, the elasticity of bodies, and

the rising of water in small tubes open at both ends 8.

The experiment made at this meeting was another statical one with aqua fortis

and iron. Mr. Hooke coming late, the experiment, which required much time,

could not be finished, and therefore was reserred to the next meeting.

Mr. Collins produced a paper containing a receit for making a varnish of

gum lac, which was ordered to be entered h.

May 28. Col. Collepepyr was elected.

Sir Theodore de Vaux subscribed twenty five pounds for his contribution to

the building of the society's college.

The president produced an Italian letter written to himself as president of the

society by the Prince and Cardinal Leopold de Medicis, dated at Rome May 5,

1668, N. S. in answer to the letter written to him in the name of the society,

March 26, 1668, acknowledging the savour of his eminence's present of the Flo

rentine experiments. The cardinal's letter was read and ordered to be entered in

the Letter-Book and the favour and respect to the society expressed in it to be

acknowledged on a proper occasion.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated a Latin letter to him from Amsterdam by

John Amos Comenius, dated 17 May, 1668, N. S. accompanying a present to the

society of his book, intitled, Via Lucis vestigata & vestiganda : Which letter was

f Vol. ii. p. 193. h It does not appear in the Register- Book.

* Mr. Oldenburg's answer to Signor Tra- J Vol. ii. p. zoi.

Vacino was dated 10 June, 1668. Ibid, p. ^23.

1 read,
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sead, and ordered to be entered into the Letter-Book k, and the secretary was de-

fired to return the society's thanks to the writer.

Mr. Boyle brought in his travelling or portable baroscope invented by himself,,

to compare by the help thereof the weight of the atmosphere at the same time, not

only in different parts of the same countries, but likewise in different regions of the

world : Which was thus contrived, that the vessel containing both the sustained

and the stagnant mercury was all of one piece of glass, of a like bigness, and

placed, when filled, in such a frame, as might be easy to be transported with

sasety to the glass, and without its being liable to be easily broken by the violent

motion of the quicksilver contained in it. He offered to direct the operator how

to fill it, who was ordered thereupon to attend Mr. Boyle for that purpose, that

he might be able forthwith to prepare some instruments of this kind to be sent into,

several parts of the world. Mr. Boyle suggested, that this instrument might be

made use of at sea in great calms, and when the seaman go on shore any where,

for the observing of the state of the atmosphere of such countries, as they shall

eome into.

Dr. King acquainted the society, that he with Mr. Hooke had repeated the

experiment appointed to try, what time a dog would live without fresh air, ob

serving the direction given at the last meeting about it ; and that it had killed the

dog; as also that he had tried another anatomical experiment in private, of both

which, at the society's desire, he promised to bring in a written account at the

next meeting.

Mr. Boyle suggested, that it were not amiss to try, whether air might not be

made fit for the respiration of animals; and intimating, that himself had made

some trials of this nature, and committed them to writing, he was desired to com

municate his notes, which he promised to do.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a proposition made in writing by Peter du Mou

lin, D. D. prebendary of Canterbury, dated in that city May 20, 1668, about

reforming the year. It was read, and recommended to the consideration of the

astronomical committee ; and the doctor's letter was ordered to be entered in the

Letter-Book

The experiment ordered at the last meeting concerning the dilatation of bodies

with aqua fortis glutted with mercury, was tried. The weight of the aqua fortis.

employed was three ounces and three quarters, with which was mixed half that

weight of mercury. The weight of the glass ball in the air was five drachms and

seven grains ; and of the same ball in the aqua fortis alone was an hundred grains ;

and of the same in the mixture twelve grains. Mr. Hooke was ordered to bring,

in at the next meeting a full account of this experiment in writing.

k Vol. ii. p. lo2. 1 It does not appear there.

Mr;
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Mr. Hooke was ordered likewise to try in private the experiment of the florid-

ness of the blood, when passed from the righe ventricle of the heart through the

lungs into the left ventricle ; and Dr. King was desired to join with him in it.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated a letter to him from Dr. Beal of May 23,

1 668 ra, containing observations made near Bristol by Captain Samuel Sturm v

about the variation of the needle, that there June 13, 1666, jt declined westerly,

1 deg. 27 min. and June 13, 1667, about 6 minutes more; as also that at the

fame place and time the captain intended to make the like observations in the fame

company, in which he had made the former, wishing, that the like might be done

about London. To which he annexed his promise of giving an exact account of

the tides about Bristol, according to the directions given in the Philosophical

'TransaBions.

Hereupon it was desired, that those members of the society, who had conve-

viency and proper instruments, would take care of making the like observations

in London in the approaching month of June; as also to observe the solstice; to

the doing of which the president, Sir Paul Neile, Mr. Balle, and Mr. Hooke

were particularly desired to attend.

Mr. Daniel Coxe produced his papers, containing a scheme prepared by him

for composing and publishing an history of vegetables; and he intimated, that he

had already written about an hundred sheets on this subject, requesting the society

to favour him in this attempt with their assistance, and declaring his readiness, if

any other member of the society had the like design, and had made a farther pro

gress in it than himself, to consign his own labours to such a person. It was or

dered, that these papers should be read at the next meeting, and that Mr. Charles

Howard should be desired to peruse them in the mean time.

Mr. Skippon mentioning, that Mr. Wray had likewise bestowed much of his

thoughts and labours upon this subject, he was desired to acquaint him with Mr.

Coxe's design, and in the name of the society to desire his assistance in this noble

undertaking.

The experiment of precipitating mercury in aqua fortis by putting in some

white salt, was tried, but in that short space of time it did not precipitate.

It was ordered, that this experiment and the statical ones should be prosecuted

at the next meeting ; as also, that the rarefying engine should be brought thither,

and the experiments formerly proposed tried therein.

May 30. At a meeting of the Council were present

m Entered in the Supplement to the Letter- Transact, vol, iii. n* 37, p. 726, for July

Eook, vol. i. p. 453, and printed in the Philos. 1668.

I The
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The President

The lord Brereton Sir Anthony Morgan

Mr. H. Howard of Norfolk Sir John Lowther

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Colwall

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Oldenburg.

The president gave notice, that Mr. Henry Howard had set out the ground

for building the society's college upon, viz. an hundred seet one way, and forty

seet the other. Hereupon Sir Anthony Morgan was desired to draw up the

conveyance of that ground, and to have it ready for the next meeting of the

council i which he promised to do.

The lord Brereton and Mr. Hoskyns were desired to speak with Mr. Chey-

ney of Chelsea, and to request him to let them see his conveyance of the manor of

Chelsea ; which they promised to do.

Sir Anthony Morgan and Mr. Hoskyns were desired to appear on the

Tuesday following in Westminster-hall, to desend the possession taken by the

society of Chelsea-college against the pretensions of Mr. Cole.

It was resolved, that the lord Brereton, Mr. Henry Howard, Mr. Aer

skine, Sir Paul Neile. Sir Anthony Morgan, and Sir John Lowther meet

on the Tuesday following at the president's house at six in the morning, and to

gether with his lordship attend the lord privy-seal about the dispatch of the pa

tent, endeavouring to satisfy his lordship in the point of non-alienation.

Mr. Hooke acquainting the council, that he had now met with a man fit to

be employed in the labour of making experiments for the society's service, who

would be contented with twenty pounds a year for it ; and declaring also, that

if he had the service of this man, he would not fail to bring in three experiments

every meeting; the council ordered thereupon, that Mr. Hooke should take this

man for a quarter of a year's trial after the rate of the sum expressed ; and that

the said servant should be employed not only by him, but also by such other sel

lows, as should have occasion for him upon the account of the society, in making

of anatomical or other experiments.

It was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg write a letter to Dr. Wren, to desire him

to attend Mr. Henry Howard at Oxford about the draught of the society's

building.

To this letter Dr. Wren returned the following answer from Oxford June 7,

1668 n.

" Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 220.

Vol. II. PP " SIR,
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"SIR,

" TT7HEN I waited upon his honour, Henry Howard of Norfolk, he

" VV t0°k delight to shew me some designs he had thought of himself for

" your building, and commanded me to trace out to him what I had considered,

" the same in essect I shewed you at London. But this at first appearance seemed

" to him too chargeable a design, but afterwards he acquiesced in the reasons I gave

** him ; and having taken the sketch with him, and delivered your letter with his

*' own hand, he enjoined me to give you an account of it. The design is indeed

** somewhat greater than was proposed, as being 100 seet long and 30 seet broad •,

4* which length Mr. Howard doth not scruple to allow you.

" It contains in the foundations first a cellar and a fair laboratory ; then a little

" shop or two, for forges and hammer-works, with a kitchen and little larder.

** In the first story it contains a vestibule or passage-hall leading through from both

" streets ; a fair room for a library and repository, which may well be one room,

" placing the books after the modern way in glass presses; or, if you will divide

" the room with pillars, it will the better support the floor of the great room

" above it, and so place the presses for rarities in the other. Upon the fame floor

" is a parlour for the house-keeper ; and from the vestibule the great stairs lead

" you up to the ante-chamber ot the great room, and not higher.

" The great room for the meeting is 4.0 seet long, and two stories high,

** divided from the ante-chamber by a skreen between columns, so that the whole

*' length, in case of an entertainment, may be 55 seet. Upon the fame floor is

*' the council-room, and a little closet for the secretary.

" In the third story are two chambers with closets for the curators, and back

** stairs by them, which lead from the bottom to the top ; one of the chambers

** being over the ante-room, looking down into the great room, very useful in case

" of solemnities.

" The fourth story is the timbers of the roof; which being 30 feet wide, and

** to be leaded, cannot be firm without bracing it by partitions to the floor below.

" These partitions are so ordered, as to leave you a little passage-gallery the whole

" length of the building, for trial of all glasses and other experiments, that re-

" quire length. On one side of the gallery are little shops all along for operators :

" on the other side are little chambers for operators and servants. The platform

" of lead is for traversing the tubes and instruments and many experiments.

" In the middle rises a cupola for observations, and may be fitted likewise for an

" anatomy theatre ; and the floors may be so ordered, that from the top into

" the cellar may be made all experiments for hight.

** As for the charge of this fabric, I consess it is my opinion, that a fair build-

** ing may easier be carried on by contribution, with time, than a sordid one.

" And, if I might advise, I could wish the foundations were laid of the whole :

" but then you need not build more than one half at present ; and this may be

*' done
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" done for two thousand pounds, and will contain the necessary rooms, and so

" you will leave yourselves an opportunity of inlarging hereafter upon the same

" model. If you think to have a model made, I will willingly take care to have

" it done. I have so folded the papers, as to shew you what part I would have

" at present built; together with an extempore stair-case of deal boards and

" laths. The cupola may be left till the finishing.

"SIR,

" I am your humble Servant,

** Chr. Wren."

"June 4. At a meeting of the Society,

Mr. James Gregory ° was proposed candidate by Mr. Collins, who from

him presented the following treatises :

1. De infinitis spiralibus inverts 6? infinitis hyperbolise authors Stephano de

Angelis.

2. Dialogus Options % authore Francisco Eschinardo.

3. Centufia problematum opticorum ; authore Francisco Eschinardo.

4. Lettere Astronomiche di Gio. Domen. Cassini fopra laVarieta delle macchie

ojservate in Giove..

5. Ephemerides Bononienses MediceortimSyderum ex hypothes. £s? tabulis Dom. Cassini.

6. Novijfma Motuum Solis Ephemerides ex recentioribus tabulis Dom. Cassini.

j. Mortis circa Axem proprium revolubilis Observationes a Dovi. Cassini habitat

8. Spina Cælestist Meteore ojservate da Dom. Cassini.

9. Michaelis Angeli Ricci Exercitatio Geometrica de Maximis Minimis.

Dr. King brought in a writtten account of two anatomical experiments; one

repeated in compliance with the order of the society, which was of sastening a

hladder to the aspera arteria of a dog, formerly suggested by Dr. Walter Need-

ham ; the other of his own contrivance, shewing, that a dog, on whom the

former experiment is tried, may by flow breathing be made to live at least five

times as long. The Doctor was desired to repeat the latter of these experiments

in private, and both of them were ordered to be registered p, as follow :

• He wrote his name Gregorii. ' Register, vol. iii.- p. 307.

P p 2 ** The
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" The 26th of May 1668, we repeated the experiment of sastening a bladder

*1 to the aspera arteria of a dog, and followed the same method as before, in all

" material circumstances; and we found, that all answered our expectations ; and

" as to the time of finishing the experiment, by the death of the dog, in what

" we expressed in our account, we were not mistaken the third part of a minute.

" For, as we supposed then, when the dog, at the end of eight minutes, seemed

" dead, only a seeble motion of the heart being left, we revived him again with

" fresh air ; yet we were consident, if we had let him alone but two minutes more,

" his lise had been past our recovery ; so in this experiment we found the same to

" happen in this dog, that at the end of about eight minutes, he was seemingly

" dead : yet, according to the commands we received, we let him lie two minutes

" more ; and then our endeavours for lise were all in vain, for he was past our re-

" covery, notwithstanding we made the same endeavours for lise, as before, when

" the other did recover.

" Since that I repeated this experiment with some alterations, thus : I ordered

" a tube to be made with so small a canal, that the dog was forced to be three

" times as long in filling his lungs out of the bladder, as in either of the two

" other experiments, and so by consequence as long in returning the air again.

" My observation was, that as I designed to keep the air cooler in the bladder

" than before in the other experiment, by causing a flow motion of the thorax ;

" so my expectation was answered, and the bladder was not so warm in above

" 20 minutes, as it was before in five ; and the dog moved his thorax by this

" means 40 or 50 minutes before he was so seemingly dead as the other was in

" eight minutes. And then with fresh air we recovered him again to a regular

" motion of the thorax, and strength of limbs-"

Mr. Daniel Coxe read his paper, containing a scheme of the History of

Vegetables, designed by him for the public ; which was ordered to be registered 9 ;

and the society encouraged the author to endeavour to perform his undertaking,

and exhorted other members, addicted to the study of vegetables, to assist in that

comprehensive subject.

Mr. Oldenburg read another part of the observations made by Mr. Henry

Stubbe in a voyage to Jamaica ; and the whole was ordered to be filed up r.

The society being put in mind to give order for the making of portable baro

scopes, contrived by Mr. Boyle, to be sent into several parts of the world, the

operator was ordered to attend Mr. Boyle, to receive his directions for filling them

aright ; and that being done, to make some of them forthwith, to be sent not

only into the most distant places of Kngland, but likewise by sea into the East

and West Indies, and other parts, particularly to the English plantations, as Bermu

das, Jamaica, Barbados, Virginia, and New England ; and to Tangier, Moscow,

1 It does not appear in the Register. Transact, ri° 27, p. 494, u" 36, p. 699, and

' These observations are printed in the Philos. L° 37, p. 717.

St.
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St. Helena, the Cape of Good Hope, and Scanderoon ; in which last place it

should not only be tried in the town itself, which is very unhealthy, but also on

the top of the neighbouring hill, whither, it was reported, that travellers soon re

tire, after they have dispatched their business in the town, finding themselves well

on that hill.

Mr. Hooke not being present, the experiments appointed for this meeting were

reserred to the next.

He was ordered to bring in a written account of the experiment made May 28,

with aqua fortis glutted with mercury.

Mr. Boyle was put in mind of looking out his notes about making air fit

for the respiration of animals.

Mr. Balle was desired to take care of observing the solstice, and to engage

what assistance he could in it ; as also to bring in his observations of the late hori

zontal eclipse of the moon.

He was likewise put in mind of making in this month observations concerning

the declination of the needle.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him, dated at Paris June 6, N. S. from Signor

Magalotti, containing Mr. Steno's method of making the experiment ot de

priving a dog of all sense and motion, without depriving him of lise. Dr. King

was desired to try in private the experiment, according to this method, which he

promised to do. The letter was ordered to be entered in the Letter-Book as sar

as concerned this subject \

June 11. Mr. James Gregory was elected and admitted.

Peter Courthdpe, esq; was proposed candidate by Dr. Wilkins.

James Ardern, M. A. was proposed candidate by Dr. Downs.

Sir Robert Southwell presented the society with fifty pounds towards the build

ing of their college, in a bond signed by him, and delivered in by Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Hooke brought in a written account of the seed of moss, observed by him

to be of that exceeding smallness, that above seven hundred and seventy millions

are required to make the weight of or.e grain ; the method of computing which

he explained. This paper was ordered to be registered as follows :

" Since the publishing of my Micrography, I have met with an observation*

" which, though it be of one of the smallest compound bodies I have hitherto taken

" notice of, yet does afford an hint of very great concern in natural philosophy ;

' It does not appear in the Letter-Book. * Register, vol. iii. p. 309.

" and
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" and it does seem to make clear the cause of a phænomcnon, that has appeared

*' dubious, not only to me, but to many other more knowing naturaliits. I have

" often doubted, I consess, whether moss, mushrooms, and several other small

plants, (which the earth seems to produce *utoj!a»t»i) were the offspring of a

" seed or grain, and have been apt to believe, that they were rather a secundary

" production of nature ; being somewhat the more inclined to be of that opi-

" nion, because having formerly examined the small knots of seed-cods of moss

" with a single microscope, I could not perceive any thing in them, that I could

" imagine to be seeds, at least not so great a quantity, as seemed necessary to

** maintain so numerous a progeny, as was every whereto be found of it; that,

" which then came out of them, seeming to be rather a pulp or pith, than any

" thing like the seeds in other similar cods. But being since somewhat more in-

" quisitive, I did examine several of the above-mentioned knobs or seed-vessels,

" and found, that there were seeds in them, no less wonderful for the greatness of

" number, than for the smallness of bulk. Taking then some of the ripe and

" brown or reddish ones of them, and pressing them pretty hard, I founds that

" there was a small dust went out of them, which seemed to vanish in the air.

" Pressing and squeezing others of these upon a black plate, and examining

" the powder with a microscope, I found it to be a great heap of exceeding small

" seeds, globular, and pretty transparent : it is the smallest, I consess, I have yet

" seen, and, it may be, that has hitherto been discovered. And unless that be a

" plant, which I discovered growing on the blighted leaves of roses, and that

" those small bodies be seed-vessels ; or unless those knobs, I have discovered on

" the top of mould, be the like, I cannot presently imagine, where there should

" be found a smaller. For I find, that there will need no less than thirty-six

*• hundred of them to be laid one by another in a line, to make the length of an

" inch, in the same manner as three barley-corns are laid to measure an inch :

" and to cover a superficies of an inch square, there will need no less than nine

" hundred and threescore thousands, besides twelve millions of single seeds : and

" the number in a grain weight of them cannot be less than seven hundred and

" seventy seven millions besides six hundred thousand single grains. And though

" this may seem a most incredible narration, yet I would desire such, as are apt to

" be too censorious, to take the pains to gather a sew of those seed-vessels, and exa*

mine them as I have done, and then speak what they find, and believe no more

than their own sense and reason will inform them ; and they may easily lee, that

what I have asserted, will be rather ssiort of, than exceed the real numbers.

Now if this shell of the seed be thus small, how much smaller must needs the

rudiment of the plant, that lies inclosed within it, be ? and how easily may

such seeds be drawn up into the air, and carried from place to place even to the

top of the highest towers, or to places most remote, and be sowed by the palling

air, or salling drops of rain, on the bows or branches of trees, sides and tops of

walls, houses or steeples ? And it is not in the art of man, to leave earth exposed

to the common air, and to exclude the entrance, or prevent the sowing of

these imperceptible seeds ; and therefore it is not to be wondered at, that, it any

earth, though never so pure, be exposed to the air and rain, though at the top

of a steeple, it will produce moss. Farther inquiry may possibly instruct us,

that there may be seeds of mushrooms, mould, and other vegetables of as small,

tc

" if
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** if not smaller, bulk, which may be dispersed and mingled with the air, and car-

ried to and fro with it, till washed down by the salling drops of dews or rains,

" which, if they chance to light on a convenenient foil, do there vegetate and

" spring up ; but die and perish, if the ground, they light on, be not natural and

" agreeable. But whether this conjecture hit right, sarther observation must de-

" termine."

Mr. Wray being desired by the society to assist Mr. Daniel Coxe in the

composing of his intended history of vegetables, promised, that he would contri-,

bute to it what he could.

Mr. Hooke suggested, that it was worth inquiry, whether there were any valves

in plants, which he conceived to be very necessary for conveying the juice of

trees up to the height of sometimes 200, 300, and more seet ; which he saw not

how it was possible to be performed without valves as well as motion.

He brought a written account to shew the dilatation of bodies, whereby they

are made to fill a larger space than they did before, not only when they are

hot, but when persectly cold. It was ordered to be registered u, as follows.

" I have formerly given an account of an experiment I trade before this il-

" lustrious society, to shew the reducing of bodies into a more condensed state, as

" to the position of their constituent parts ; namely, in the experiment of the

" corrosion of water by oil of vitriol ; which dissolvent being heavier than the

" body dissolved, we find, that the compound was heavier in proportion, than it

" ought to have been, if it had been only a single mixture. 1 now come to

" give an account of an experiment, to prove the apertion, expansion, or rare-

" saction of bodies, whereby they are made to occupy and fill a larger space than

" they did before ; and this, not only when they are hot, but when persectly

" cold : so that they must needs have acquired a new tone or texture of their con-

" stituent parts, and such a one, as (if raresaction proceeds from dispersed va-

" cuities) must needs contain void spaces, greater either in quantity or number,

" than their former texture admitted. And this is, where the menstruum is

" lighter than the substance to be dissolved. The experiment was this ; the com-

" parative weight of aqua fortis was found by the glass ball and scales formerly

" mentioned ; after which, half the weight of mercury was dissolved by it, and

" then the comparative' weight of that mixture was tried by the same means, and

" the weights were found these that follow :

" Ball in air - 307 grains.

" An equal quantity of aqua fortis 207 gr.

** A quantity of water equal in bulk to the ball - 152 gr,

■ Register, vol. iii. p. 306.

2 A quati
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2128 grains.
A quantity of 2 equal in bulk to the ball ; S being to

" water as 14. to 1.

Therefore a quantity of the liquor compounded of aqua

" fortis and half the weight of 2 should have been
300tV gr.

But it was found to be only 285 gr-

" which is 15 grains lighter than it ought to have been, if, at least, the propor-

" tion between water and quicksilver be as 14. to i."

An experiment was made of the porosity of sand, being first well shaken and

pressed together, to see, how much water it would take in afterwards. The sand

was white hour-glass sand, and the quantity here used weighed nine ounces six

drachms. The sand and water imbibed weighed both together eleven ounces one

drachm and a half.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to bring in writing a full account of this experiment,

and to try the like about the porosity of ashes at the next meeting ; as also the

experiment of weighing sal-gem in oil of turpentine.

The experiment formerly ordered to be made by Dr. King of tying up the

descending artery in the manner of Mr. Steno, being not yet tried, it was or

dered, that Dr. King now absent should be spoken to by the operator to take

care of it against the next meeting.

It was queried, whether Mr. Steno in his experiment might not take in the vein

as well as the artery, and so takeaway sense and motion by stopping the circulation

of the blood.

Mr. Balle being asked what he had done about the observations of the solstice,

desired further time ; aud Mr. Gregory was desired to assist him in the obser

vation.

Mr. Balle was desired to observe the present variation of the needle affirmed

by several persons in England to be now westward above a degree.

Besides the experiments already ordered for the next meeting, Mr. Hooke and

the operator were put in mind of having at length the rarefying-engine brought to

try experiments therein, especially that with glow-worms.

The operator was again ordered to attend Mr. Boyle, to see his method of

filling the portable baroscope.

Mr. Hooke was reminded of making the experiment concerning the floridness

of the blood in the arteries, after it had passed through the lungs.

Mr.

2
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Mr. Slingesby produced some golden coloured skains brought from the East-

Indies ; some of which were delivered to Mr. Boyle, and some to Mr. Daniel

Coxe, to examine whether they contained any metal,

June 18. Mr. Arderne was elected and admitted.

Mr. Courthope was elected.

Mr. Oldenburg presented for the repository from Sir Robert Southwell a

skull of an executed person with the moss grown on it in Ireland.

Mr. Oldenburg presented likewise from Mr. Joseph Glanvill, the author, a

book intitled Plus ultra : or the progress and advancement of knowledge since the days

of Aristotle, in an account of some of the most remarkable late improvements of

practical useful learnings to encourage philosophical endeavours. Occasioned by a confe

rence with one of the notional way \

Mr. Godolphin acquainted the society, that he was shortly to go again into

Spain and mentioning in particular, that there were some books published in

Spanish concerning mines, he was desired to procure them for the society ; and

as to those inquiries, which had been formerly recommended to him for that

country, he was again requested to endeavour to obtain answers to them ; which

he promised to do.

An experiment was made of mixing sal-gem with water, to see how much it

would grow heavier thereby. There were taken one part of sal-gem and four

parts of water by weight :

oz- gr.

The salt weighed in air ■ ■ 1 | 10 f

The same weighed in oil of turpentine —— -J- 47

The glass ball weighed in the mixture of the said salt and water .J 17 i

The same ball weighed in oil of turpentine —— t 53 ~

* It was printed at London 1668 in 8vo. The to satisfy sober and candid men. But with regard

conserence, which gave occasion to this book, to those, who would have had the society give

was between Mr. Glanvill and Mr. Robert them the great elixir, the perpetual motion, the

Crosjk, vicar of Great Chew in Somersetshire, way to make glass malleable and man immortal,

a zealot for the Aristotelian philosophy, who had or who objected, that they had done nothing, Mr.

maintained in that conserence, that Aristotle Glanvill observed, that their impertimnl taunts

had more advantages for knowledge than the ivert no more to be regarded, than the little ckat of

Royal Society, or all the present age, had or could idaU and children. Mr. Crosse wrote an answer

have; assigning this reason for it, because Aris- to Mr. Glanvill, at the instigation of Mr.

totle did totam feragrare Jfiam. The 12th Stubbe, but it was rejected by the licensers

chapter of Mr. Glanvill's book treats of the both at Oxford and London on account of its

Royal Society, and shews the reasons, nature, and scurrility. Sec Mr. Glanvill's Prefatory an-

design of their institution ; and to the question, finer, p. z.

Whett have they dine ? returns an answer sufficient

Vol. II. O^q Mr.
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Mr. Hooke was ordered to calculate the proportion of these weights, and to

bring in a written account of the whole at the next meeting ; as also that of

another experiment formerly made of this nature.

Another experiment made was of a new kind of barometer, filled partly with

quicksilver, partly with water, to the end, that the variations thereof might be

rendered more sensible than they are in those glasses, which are filled with quicksilver

alone. Mr. Hooke was desired to bring in the description of this barometer in

writing.

It was remarked by him, that the liquor in this kind of barometer will sometimes

rise to thirty four inches ; of which he did not yet see the reason.

The president was desired to get such a barometer as this prepared, and to make

observations ; which his lordship promised to do.

Mr. Boyle proposed barometers to be filled with an amalgama of mercury and

tin, or of mercury and gold : which altering the usual standard with mercury

alone evince, that the whole matter of baroscopes depends merely on weights

The smallness of moss-seed being again spoken of, and Mr. Hooke being de-

fired to explain farther what method he used in computing, that the weight of above

777 millions of those seeds makes no more than the weight of one grain, he added

to what he had already said in his written account of it, that he reckoned, that

two inches square of Venice-paper weighed one grain ; and the length of thirty

seeds laid close by one another equalled the thickness of Venice-paper : which

being calculated after the manner described in his written account would amount

to the sum above-mentioned.

Mr. Hooke being asked what kind of moss it was, the seed whereof he had

thus examined, said, that it was of that sort, which he had described in his

Micrography.

Mr. Charles Howard was desired to bring in what capillary plants he had for

Mr. Hooke to view with a microscope the backs of the leaves of them, in order,

to observe what substances they are, that grow on them.

Dr. Wilkins moved, that Mr. Hooke might be ordered to try, whether he

could by the means of the moss-seed shewn by him make moss grow on a dead,

man's skull.

Dr. Clarke related, that a friend of his, a curious person, had written to him:

from Oxford, that the leaves of cardamine, commonly called cucko flower or

lady's-smock, being put into the ground, would take root, even when cut into,

several pieces.
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Mr. Charles Howard and Mr. Evelyn were desired to try this, and to give

the society an account of the success, which they promised to do.

It being moved, that a room might be provided to make anatomical experi

ments in, the president thought fit to reser this to the consideration of the

council, and accordingly ordered the secretary to mention it at the next meeting

of the council.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

1. Mr. Steno's experiment to be made in public by Dr. King.

2. To bring in two baroscopes to be constantly in the meeting-room; one filled

with an amalgama of quicksilver and tin, the other with quicksilver alone.

June 19. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Henry Howard of Norfolk Mr. Colwall

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir George Ent

Mr. Hoskyns was desired to attend Mr. Henry Howard between that and

the next meeting of the council, to consider with him of the best way of giving

a collateral security for the ground, where the college was to be built ; and to

make a report of it to the next meeting of the council.

Mr. Hooke promised to bring in a complete draught for the building of the

college on the Monday following.

N° 36 of the Philosophical fransaffions, was licensed.

June 22. The Council met again, there being present

The President

Henry Howard of Norfolk Mr. Colwall

Mr. Boyle Mr. Hayes

Sir Paul Neile Mr..Hoskyns

Sir George Ent Mr. Creed

Sir John Lowther Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Hoskyns reported, that he had conserred with Mr. Henry Howard

concerning the security of the ground given by him to build upon ; and that Mr.

Howard was willing to enter into a bond of six thousand pounds for performance

of covenants forthwith, and into another of six thousand pounds more, that he

Q_q 2 would
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would within a twelvemonth either procure an act of parliament to enable him to.

make estates of the ground belonging to Arundel-house, notwithstanding the act of

3 Car. I. that had in railed it; or other good and indeseasible title for the society ;

or else give them collateral security by conveying land to them.

The draught of the building being examined and agreed upon, Mr. Hooke

was ordered to get a model of it made with one door, and to consider of the

buying of the materials, and of contracting with workmen, to be paid by measure

for so much a rod and square : as also to find out a person to be constantly pre

sent ; and to see the workmen do their duty.

It being moved by the president and Dr. Wilkins, that Mr. Gregory and

Mr. Wray might be excused from payment, k was ordered, that the treasurer

should forbear to call upon them for payment till sarther order of the council.

It was ofdered, that the treasurer pay to Mr. Hooke fourteen pounds ten shil

lings for fitting the place in Gresham-college for the society's repository, according

to his bill :

That Mr. Oldenburg deliver the obligations hitherto subscribed by the sellows

of the society for contributions to the building of their college, to the treasurer,

taking from him a receit for the desivering of them : and

That the treasurer begin to collect what is due by the said obligations.

Mr. Henry Howard hearing, that the society wanted a room to make ana

tomical experiments in, offered one in Arundel-housc for that purpose, which the

council accepted of.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hoskyns be desired to draw up against the next

meeting of the council a draught of such security, as Mr, Henry Howard offered,

to give.

June 25. At a meeting of the Society,:

Col. Collepepyr was admitted.

The apparatus for the experiment of tying up the descending artery aster Mr.

Steno's way, for depriving a dog of all sense and motion in the parts beneath

the ligature, not being ready, it was reserred till the next meeting ; and the ope

rator was charged to have what was necessary in readiness, and Dr. King desired

not to sail of performing the operation, who related, that he had again made the

experiment in private, and found, that it succeeded after the method used and

communicated by Mr. Steno as also that without tying up the said artery,

though the nerves were tied, the motion did not cease.

Mr. Hooke brought in a microscopical observation concerning the texture of

1 wood,.
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wood, tending to shew the manner of the juices ascending to the top of tall

trees by a kind of valves : But the society not being satisfied with the observa

tion made this day by a microscope of a piece of wood, it was ordered, that it

should be reserred' to a clearer day, and that a better microscope should be pro

vided for that purpose : as also that Mr. Hooke should look on abullrush, to ob

serve how the texture of that appears to be.

The president related, that he had made an experiment with mercury and

water in a tube after the Torricellian way, and found, that the proportion of

mercury to water was not as 14 to 1, but as 9 to one. His lordship was desired

to observe, whether in this cafe there were not a bubble of air on the top of his

barometer, wherein the experiment was made.

An experiment was made in the rarefying-engine with a flow-worm, which upon

Dr. Balle mentioned, that near Smyrna was found an earth (some of which

was to be had in London) which was made use of at Smyrna, instead of pot

ashes, to make soap. He promised to produce some of it at the next meeting.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced a draught of the old ruins lately discovered

under ground in old Areconium or Kenchester in Herefordshire, sent by Mr.

Walsh,, reserring to a letter of his dared April 26, and read on the 30th of that

month. The consideration of this was reserred to the next meeting, against which

time Mr. Oldenburg was desired to look out that letter.

Mr. Oldenburg presented the society with a little piece of the stone called

ludus Helmontii, dug up near Antwerp, out of the earth on the river's side, toge

ther with a description of the situation of the said stone under ground.

Mr. Oldenburg read a Latin letter to him from Mr. Hevelius, dated at

Dantzick 13th of June 1668, N. S. giving notice to the society, that his Cometo-

grapby was now printed, and a copy of it in the way for them, which he submit

ted to their judgment. This letter containing some exceptions to what had been

formerly communicated to him by Mr. Hooke about telescopical sights as much

better than the common ones for quadrants, sextants, and sevels, and especially for

all kinds of celestial observations ; it was ordered, that a copy of that part of the

letter should be given to Mr. Hooke, to declare himself farther about it; and

that the letter itself should be entered in the Letter-Book r.

Mr. Oldenburg read likewise a letter to him from Monsr. Auzout, dated at

Paris June 26, 1668, N. S. desiring the society to honour him with their com

mands in his journey, which he was going to take into Italy. It was ordered, that

the secretary should thank him for his respects to the society, and let him knowv

that it would be very acceptable to them, if he would communicate such philoso-

 

* Vol. ii. p. 225.

pineal
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phical observables and curiosities, as he should rneet with in those parts, whither

he was going. His letter was ordered to be entered in the Letter-Book \

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were

1. That of Mr. Steno above-mentioned. .

2. The mixture of mercury in aqua fortis, to see whether the weight of the whole

be different from the sum of the particular weights of those bodies before mixture.

3. To bring in the two barometers appointed at the last meeting.

'June 29. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Mr. Henry Howard of Norlolk

Mr. Charles Howard

Sir Paul Neile

Sir George Ent

Sir John Lowther

Mr. Hoskyns being called upon for the draught of Mr. Howard's security,

said, that he had delivered it to Mr. Howard's sollicitor to be considered.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to bring in at the next meeting of the council an

estimate of the charge both of the materials and workmanship of the building.

Dr. Wilkins and Mr. Hooke were desired to speak with Mr. Nelthrop about

timber.

It was ordered, that Dr. Clarke and Dr. Lower be desired by Mr. Olden

burg, to make a list of the particulars necessary for the making of anatomical

experiments.

The order signed in council for the payment of thirty pounds ten shillings for

the repairs of Chelsea-college was delivered to the treasurer.

July 2. At a meeting of the Society,

A Latin letter was read from Sir William Curtius to the society, dated at

Umbstad June 5, 1668, giving them thanks for the honour done him by electing

him into their body, and promising to communicate such philosophical observables, as

he should meet with. It was ordered, that this letter should be entered in the Letter-

Book % and that the secretary should acquaint Sir William with the sense, which

the society had of his respect for them, and of his readiness to promote their designs.

Sir Robert Moray presented the society with some curiosities, which he

had brought with him out of Scotland, viz. 1. a kind of lapis asbestus, but

■ Vol. ii. p. 232. » Ibid. p. 217.

I ; alto-

Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Oldenburg.
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altogether stony and very ponderous. 2. A piece of a bone grown out of a

horse's head. 3. An egg laid by a Schetland hen, as small as a pigeon's egg,

which he said was the ordinary size of the eggs of that country, laid by the hens

there, which are very small.

Dr. Balle presented some of the soap earth, mentioned by him at the last

meeting, used at Smyrna instead of pot-ashes, and digged from under a cliff near

that city. It was infused in water, and found to yield a lixiviate taste.

He presented likewise a branch of an ivy with white leaves on it, from a tree

on a hill in Devonshire.

Some of the soapy earth was ordered to be given to Mr. Boyle, to examine

the qualities of it more particularly.

Mr. Oldenburg presented from the author,- Monsr. de Cordemoy,. a small

French book, intitled, Discours Physique de la parole*', and gave some account of

the particulars contained in it, and mentioned, that it was translating into English-

He produced and read some inquiries and progresses made by Mr. Grecory

of the weight of bodies mixt, of the accelaration of descending bodies, of the in

crease of gravity by load-stones, of the reflection of falling bodies, of the re

fraction of bodies shot at several inclinations into wooden vessels full of liquor, &c.

Mr, Gregory was desired, to think upon experiments proper to answer these

questions. In the mean time Sir Robert Moray was desired to recommend to

Col. Titus the trial of shooting with a gun upwards and downwards, to see, whe

ther the bullet penetrates to an equal depth in the earth. And Mr. Henshaw

was desired to try the fame with a cross-bow,, which he should be furnished with

by the operator..

The experiments appointed for this meeting not being prepared by reason of the

operator's indisposition, it was ordered, that on the like occasion another person

should be hired and made use of pro tempore to do the manual part, that the so

ciety might not be destitute of experiments.

These experiments were again ordered to be prepared for the next meeting,

viz. Steno's experiment, the mixing of mercury and aqua fortis, and the exa

mining of the texture of wood by a good microscope.

July 6. At a meeting of the Council were present.

Printed at Paris in iz*. See an account of it in the Philas, Transact, vol. iii. n° 37, p. 736.

The President

Mr. Henry Howard

Mr. Charles Howard

Sir Robert Moray

Dr. Wilkins

Mr. Hayes

Mr. Colwalu.

Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Oldenburg..

U
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It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke make a draught for the building of the col

lege, representing the front thereof to the Thames, and to draw it with the win

dows, Mr. Howard having declared, that it was indifserent to him, which way

it stood, so it might be contrived for the conveniency of the society.

Mr. Hoofce was again ordered to prepare the workmen, and to look after ma

terials ; as also to make an estimate of the charges, according to this last position

,of the building.

The president and Sir Robeut Moray undertook to speak with the lord privy-

seal about passing of the new patent.

The treasurer was desired to endeavour to get in such portions of the sums sub

scribed, as were then due.

July 9. At a meeting of the Society,

The experiment of mixing mercury and aqua fortis together was made.

The mercury weighed - 1 { ounce

The aqua fortis weighed ' ——— 4 4- ounces

The ball in aqua fortis weighed —— , 131 grains.

The solution of mercury lasted too long to make an end of the experiment at

this meeting ; and therefore the issue of it was reserred to the next.

The other experiments ordered at the last meeting were also deserred to the next.

Mr. Hooke proposed an experiment to try in an instrument for compressing

the air, how much longer a bird would live in the compressed air of a glass, than

in the ordinary air of it. Accordingly a bird was put into the glass with ordi

nary air at -six minutes past five o'clock, and taken out at thirty minutes, when it

began to be sick. Being taken out and recovered, it was put in again at forty

minutes, and three quarters of the air was compressed upon it in the space of

eleven minutes by the gage. The bird was kept in this condensed air for thirty

three minutes, and seemed to be very well. But the instrument not being stanch,

it was ordered, that the experiment should be repeated at the next meeting, so as

to provide divers glasses of several dimensions, and some birds of the same kind,

to see, whether there would be an equal proportion between the time of the bird's

lise, and the quantity of air in the glasses.

Mr. Hooke affirmed, that an experiment had been formerly made by order of

the society, as would appear by their Journal, where a burning lamp lasted much

longer in compressed than uncompressed air. The amanuensis was ordered to

consult the Journal for that purpose against the next meeting.

Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg produced and read a letter to him from Thomas Wright,

esq; a justice of the peace of Downham in Suffolk, dated July 6, 1668, contain

ing an exact account of the fand-flood in that country, and the damage done by

it, together with some remedy successfully employed to reduce it to terra firma.

To which were added some observations about improving a barren heath by marl

ing. This letter was ordered to be entered % and the writer desired to continue

his communications.

Mr. Skippon mentioned, that there were the like moving sands about St. Ives

in Cornwall, and was desired to procure an account of them.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced a scheme and description of some old ruins

lately discovered under ground, in old Areconium or Kenchester in Hereford

shire.

He was desired to give Mr. Joseph Walsh, who sent this paper, the thanks

of the society v and it was ordered, that it with the 'letters accompanying it should

be filed up.

Mr. Hoskyns produced two tortoises's eggs about the size of pigeon's eggs ;

one of which was taken by the president to be hatched by a hen ; and the other

given to the curator for the repository.

Sir Robert Moray presented the society with an old very curious almanack,

wherein Thomas a Becket was the youngest faint.

Mr. Oldenburg read the Latin letter, which he had drawn up, according to

a former order, to Sir William Curtius ; which was approved of, and ordered

to be sent, and a copy of it entered in the Letter -Book d.

July 13. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Henry Howard of Norfolk Sir George Ent

Mr. Charles Howard Dr. Wilkins

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Paul Neile . Mr. Oldenburg.

There were examined two draughts for the building of the college, both front

ing to the water, one of Mr. Henry Howard, the other of Mr. Hooke. The de

termination, which of them should be followed, was reserred to the next meeting

of the council, at which Mr. Howard was desired to bring in his design of or

dering the whole plot of his ground,

* Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 254. It is printed for July 1668.

in the Philos. Tiansact, vol. iii. r* 37, p. 722, 4 Vol. ii. p. 235.

Vol. II. R r The
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The president and Sir Robert Moray were put in mind of speaking to the

lord privy-seal about passing the patent.

July 16. At a meeting of the Society,

The experiment of Mr. Steno was tried, according to his method, before the

society by Dr. King, and succeeded, so as the dog, upon whom it was made, was

seen to be deprived of all motion below the part, where the descending artery was

tied, which was upon the top of the spine by a needle passed through between

the 8th and 9th ribs.

Mr. Hooke produced a new kind of level invented by himself, with a piece of

glass bent into a curve, having this advantage above other levels, that it is of a

true figure ; other levels made with glass canes not being so. But because the water

and bubble of air in the water is subject to rarefaction and condensation, it was

thought necessary, that another liquor should be employed, that is not so. It was

ordered, that one of those levels should be made for the repository, and a descrip

tion thereof brought in for the register.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a paper in Latin of Dr. Wallis, dated at Oxford

July 8, 1668, commending Mr. Nicholas Mercator's Logaritbmo-techniac.>

lately printed, and making the quadrature of the hyperbola universal to all hyper

bolas, with a desire, that since by this means the quadrature of the hyperbola was

now so complete, as that scarce a better could be expected, and this work persect

ed by members of the society, this letter might be entered in their Register-Book,

the more effectually to declare the invention their's. It was read, and ordered to

be registered accordingly f.

Sir Robert Moray communicated a letter to himself from Dr. Wallis, dated

at Oxford July 14, containing his thoughts of some experiments mentioned in

Borelli's book de Vi percujswnis, and principally of this, that a pendulum stopped

• The whole title is, Logarithmo-tecbniat fi've " some body to write against him, for he will

melhodus construtndi Logaritimoi nova, accurala, & " not do it himself. J shall not wonder to see

facilis, scripto antebac communuata, anno fc. 1667 " some transmarine pen fly at him. If he print

nonis Augusti : Cut nunc aectdit we: a Quadtatwa " not the same things in English, I shall let him

hyperbola & In-ventis fummte LogaVithmorum. " alone, till the incompofits and their logarithms

Auft-.rt Nicolro Mercatore Hol/ato, i Societal! " bring him in my way." And in another letter,

Regid. Huic ettam jungilur Mich aelis Anceli dated Sept. 16, he has this passage, '* I have

Riccii Exercitatio Geometrica de Maximis £jf Mi- " known Mr. Mercator above 24 years, and

nimis, hie 06 Argument prastantiam 1$ Exempla- " never had any cause to fall out with him,

rium raritattm recuja. London 1668, in 4°, " much less to envy him. I hope you will not

Dr. Pell was highly displeased with Mr. Mer- " suspect, that my dislike of his book arose from

cator on account of this book, as appears from " some pique against his person." Dr. Pell

his orignal draughts of several letters to Mr. made some remarks on Mr. Mercatoi's book,

John Collins, extant among the doctor's papers which are likewise extant.

given to the Royal Society in July 1755. In his ' Register, vol. iv. p. 1. It is printed in the

letter of August 29, 1668, he fays : " Riccio Philos. Transact, vol. iii. n° 38, p. 753, for

** will not thank those, that coupled him with August 1 668.

" Mercator. It may be, it will make him set

2 about

>
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about the middle of its motion, the bullet swinging only to the lower half of the

string, shall spend the same time in finishing its excursions, as if the string had con

tinued to move freely at its whole length : Which experiment the doctor desired

might be well tried. This letter was ordered to be entered in the Letter-Book % ;

and the president undertook at his leisure to look on the place of the book itself

cited by Dr. Wallis. '

The Journal of the society was consulted about the experiment formerly made

concerning the longer duration of a lamp in compressed than uncompressed air ;

and it was found in the notes of January 25, 1664, that it was so as Mr. Hooke

had affirmed at the last meeting, which was, that a lamp lasted much longer in

compressed than common air.

Mr. Hooke produced some petrified bodies vitriolated, which he affirmed to be

the teeth of sharks.

He remarked likewise, that he had found many shells in Portland-stones ; and

that at that very time it might be seen in such stones lying about the Royal

Exchange.

Others, as Dr. Balle and Mr. Skippon, took notice of shells plentifully to be

found on the tops of hills, particularly on the Apennines, and likewise in Eng

land ; which was conceived by some not possible to be solved but by earthquakes,

though others thought it might be by the deluge.

Mr. Hooke upon occasion intimated, that he thought alkalis being exposed to

the air would arrest the volatile salt, which is in the air, and turn it into nitre.

Mr. Coxe offered it to the consideration of the society, whether the air added

that nitrous substance to alkalis, cr extricated it out of them ?

It was conceived, that this might be best decided by weight, viz weighing a

certain quantity of oil of tartar before the exposing it to the air and after.

Mr. Coxe mentioned a way which he had, of so sermenting vegetables without

additament, that being distilled, they would yield that in the form of a volatile salt,

which, if the herbs were incinerated, would be an alkali.

The experiment of mixing aqua fortis and mercury, begun at the last meeting,

could not be finished at this, and was therefore reserred to the next as also the

experiment of inclosing birds in divers glasses of several dimensions, begun to be

tried at the last meeting.

'July 23. Mr. Hooke presented for the repository several petrified teeth, said

to have been found in Sheerness, and there taken out of a rock on the sea-side,

conceived to have been the teeth ot shark-fishes.

* Vol. ii. p. Z38.

R r 2 Mr.
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Mr. Skippon presented likewise for the repository the like teeth, and several

other stones aud medicated earths, brought by him out of Malta.

Dr. Me r ret was called upon for the account, which he had promised March

26, to give of the book of the Florentine experiments; and he excusing himself,

that the book had been sent for by Mr. Hooke, before he had made an end of

perusing it, Mr. Hooke was desired to return the book to the doctor.

Dr. Merret produced a vinous liquor, which he affirmed to have been made

of nothing but Fn'glish plants. It was fweetned with sugar, and had the flavour

of Malaga sack. He was not willing to name the plants, but expressed his re

solution to improve the liquor first.

He remarked, that he thought it worth, while to consider the change of liquors

into vinegar, and to procure the history of vinegar-making, both of wine and

beer ; as also to make the experiments for clearing up this matter.

Mr. Oldenburg ofsered his service in endeavouring to procure the way of

making wine-vinegar in France, and the operator promised, that he would endea

vour to learn the way of making beer-vinegar in London.

Dr. Merret was desired to devise and try some experiments proper to illustrate

this subject, as by closing up wine, beer, &c. in glasses hermetically sealed, by

exposing the like liquors to the fun, &c.

The Swedish resident h mentioned, that he had seen mariners, when their beer

was grown four, throw chalk into it, whereby the beer was recovered.

It was remarked by Dr. Merret, that the liquor might be by that means freed

of its acidity ; but that it would be depauperated of its strength.

Mr. Henshaw affirmed, that some persons being troubled with the heart-burn

ing (caused perhaps by some extraordinary acidity in the blood about the heart)

use to swallow chalk, and thereby cure themselves.

The contents of Dr. Wallis's letter to Sir Robert Moray produced at the

last meeting being spoken of, the president said, that he had read Borelli's pro

position, cited by the doctor, and conceived this to be the author's sense, that the

line of a pendulum being staid by a pin or other thing in the perpendicular line

any where, the bullet holds on its motion beyond the perpendicular (though in

another circle) to near the altitude of the same horizontal line, irom whence it sell,

decreasing after the same velocity, in which it before accelerated, moving like

spaces in proportionable times, accounted from the perpendicular each way, where

the circles unite.

k Monsr. Leyonbergh.

Concerning;
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Concerning the other proposition of Bore lli mentioned in the same letter, viz.

that, which way soever a heavy body be violently cast, the natural motion of

descent by reason of its gravity (with which the motion of projection makes up

its compound motion) is still the same ; it was conceived by the president, Sir

Robert Moray, and others, that it was truly so, medio non impediente; the expe

riments of sounding, formerly made by some members of the society, confirming

the same, by which it appeared, that the sounding-balls, whether they emerged

obliquely in a swift stream, or perpendicularly in a still water, rose always in equal

times.

The experiment of incorporating mercury and aqua fortis was prosecuted, and

the ball being weighed in the mixture (which was four ounces) weighed fifty six

grains, and in the tartar 168 \ grains. After which there was put a quarter of an

ounce ot oil of tartar into the mixture to precipitate the mercury, but without any

efsect for want of room 1 for which reason ic was ordered, that another mixture

stiould be made against the next meeting.

The experiment with the birds was also ordered to be tried at the next meeting.

July 30. Edward Howard, esq; was proposed candidate by his brother Henry

Howard of Norfolk.

The experiment of shutting up two finches in two glasses of different capacity

was tried. The vessels were closed with very good cement, the one containing

about four and a half times the liquor of the other. The birds were both put

in at the time of fifty five minutes past four. That in the smaller glass appearing

ready to die, after it had been kept in for the space of nineteen minutes, was

taken out, but found dead, so that it could not be recovered. The other was

kept in about an hour and twenty eight minutes, and appearing to be sick, though

not so very much so, was taken out, it being time for the society to rise ; whereby

it seemed, that the times and the quantities of the air necessary for respiration in

these birds were almost in reciprocal proportion to one another.

This experiment was ordered to be tried in compressed air at the next meeting.

The proposal made at the last meeting for trying the ways of making liquors

acid being again spoken of, the operator was ordered to put wine, cider, and ale

in several glass vessels, and having sealed them up, to expose them to the sun,

to see whether the liquors would grow sour, though there was no avolation of

parts.

Mr. Oldepiburg read part of a letter written to him from Monfr. Justel dated

at Paris July 25, 1668, N. S. i about the circulation of Juices in plants ; concern

ing which it was said, that some of the curious in France were apt to think, that

the center of that circulation was in that place, where the roots of a plant united:

' Supplement to the Letter-Books, vol. v. p. 1 22.

2 in.
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in shooting downwards and upwards, in regard that when that part was cut, the

plant insallibly died, which it did not, though the roots about it were cut away,

or though the trunk of a plant were cut off near the ground.

Some of the members said hereupon, that this might prove the center of ger

mination, but they saw not how thence could be concluded the pretended cir

culation.

Others suggested, that some plants grew only by a leaf or a sprig put in the

ground, without having any roots.

Dr. Goddard affirmed, that he and some others had formerly made an experi

ment, in order to find out, whether there were any circulation in plants, tying

them about very close with a piece of leather ; whereupon they had found, that

after some time those branches swelled considerably above as well as below the

ligature.

The president remarked hereupon, that the tumor above the ligature was not a

proof of a circulation, because the juice being hindered from ascending by degrees

forcibly made its way by stretching in time the leather, and then passing through

plentifully caused that swelling above the leather.

The operator related, that he had once bared a part of a top branch of an

apple-tree, and put loam about the bared parr, whereupon he had found, that at

the sall of the leaf, the leaves below the loam being sallen off, those above it

staid on, but withered

Mr. Hooke suggested, that it should be tried, of what use the pith in plants

might be, by stopping the pith, or cutting it.

He affirmed, that he had observed, that charring of wood shewed other kind

of vessels than the rotting of them did.

It was observed out of the description of Surinam published by Mr. George

Warren, that though there be a constant verdure of plants in Surinam, and

that held true, not only in all trees natural to that country, but also in transplanted

vines ; yet that an European apple-tree did always shed its leaves, and continued

bare, as it doth in its native soil, all the winter-months, growing green again

in the spring.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced an account of the way of making copperas,

as he had found it among Sir Theodore Maverne's papers. It was read, and

ordered to be compared with the accounts formerly brought in upon that subject

by Sir Robert Moray and Mr. Colwall.

Sir
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Sir Robert Moray queried, what the iron did in the copperas-work ; and he

thought it desirable to try the work without iron, and therein to observe, both

what quantity and what kind of copperas would then be produced.

Dr. Balle said, that the addition of iron kept the copperas drier, and prevent

ed its yielding to the air.

It was also queried, whether no other metal than lead would serve to boil

the copperas in ? Whether it had been tried in iron, or copper, or tin, or earthen

vessels ?

It was answered by some members, that all other materials would be corroded ;

and Dr. Merret asfirmed, that he knew a little stone, which bting put into the

copperas, when boiling, would make it corrode lead also.

Sir Theodore de Vaux offered to the society the perusal of certain papers

about chemistry, which he had in his hands from Sir Theodore Mayerne. It

was ordered, that they mould be reserred to the committee for chemistry, and as

many of that committee be desired to meet, during the discontinuance of the meet

ings, as conveniently could, to consider thereof.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

1. That above-mentioned of birds in condensed air.

2. The mixture of mercury and aqua fortis.

August 6. Mr. Edward Howard was elected.

A microscopical observation, devised by Mr. Hooke,. was made on a little

lump of charcoal of fir-wood, in which appeared here and there interstices or par

titions intersecting the great pores. Several of the members saw it, and were sa

tisfied. Mr. Hooke asfirmed likewise, that some of the smallest pores had the

same interstices ; and added, that he was inclined to believe, that there were valves

in wood, since it appeared not possible, that in trees of two or three hundred

seet high (as there are such between the tropics) the sap should ascend to that

hight by filtration, which carries liquor no higher than thirty six or forty seet.

Several queries were proposed about the texture of trees, in order to consider of

their solution by experiments ; as, whether the sap of trees runs out, when it is

ascending, or descending, or at both times ? W hether any sap ever descends ?

Whether there be any trees, which, being bared of all, even the innermost bark,

will grow ? Whether the pith being cut cross, a tree will grow ?

It was thought desirable, that more queries might be thought of concerning this

matter: whereupon the president, Mr. Boyle, Sir Robert Moray, Sir George

Fnt, Mr.HEnSHAw, and Mr. Hooke promised to draw up some : which being

done, Mr. Charles Howard was desired to make observations to answer them.

Mr.
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Mr. Boyle presented a pistol bullet, in part covered with a stony substance,

said to have been voided out of the bladder of a woman, who had five or six

years before swallowed it for the twisting of the guts k. It was thought by the

members present very difficult to account how the bullet could come into the

bladder.

Sir George Ent mentioned, that he knew, that a bodkin incompassed with

stone had been found in the bladder of a woman, swallowed down, when one

came behind her, on a sudden, and surprized her by laying hold of her.

Mr. Boyle related, that a Danish anatomist had lately acquainted him, that

there had been found a cockle-shell of the size of an English sixpence in the gall

bladder of a greyhound, who died after great pains perceived in him, and was

opened to find his disease. He added, that the person, who wrote the account to

him, was a good dissector, and had been present when the said shell was thus found.

It was likewise thought difficult to conceive, how this shell could come into the

gall-bladder.

An experiment of compressing air on birds was made twice with the same

success, viz. that a finch being put into a glass of the capacity of about a pint at

20 minutes past five o'clock, and the air being condensed to one eighch part

(which appeared by a gage) the bird was killed in 24 minutes.

Another bird of the same kind was closed up in a glass four times and a half as

large as the former, and being left in the common uncompressed air, it appeared

very sick after the space of an hour.

Mr. Boyle mentioned, that he intended to try what operation the air had on the

sensitive plant.

Mr. Oldenbunc communicated a letter to him from Sir John Finch, the

King's resident with the Grand Duke, dated at Florence July 4-*, '668, acknow

ledging the receit of the society's letter to Prince Leopold Cardinal de Medicis ;

and of the History of the Society, which was presented by Dr. Baynes to the Car

dinal ; and giving notice of a book of Dr. Redi, the Great Duke's physician, de

generation insectorum almost printed off. This letter was ordered to be enter'd in

the Letter-book '.

Mr. Oldenburg related, that at Vienna in Germany, the experiment of trans

fusion had been made on several dogs with good success ; and that amongst the rest

an old dog scarce able to go about for age, had been by the transfusion of blood from

a vigorous one restored to great vigor : and that it was resolved there to prosecute

the experiment, and to try it on men.

k An account of this is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. iii. n° 40. p. 303. for Octob. 1668.

' Vol. ii. p. 265.

He
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He related likewise, that he had received notice from Rome, that Eustachio

Divini had improved microscopes, using two common object-glasles and two

plano-convex eye-glasses joined together on their convex sides, so as to meet in a

point ; the tube as big as a man's leg, and the eye-glasses little less than the

palm of one's hand.

It was resolved, that the meetings of the society should be intermitted for some

time, many of the members being at this season of the year in the country ; and

that the president should be desired to send about a summons, when he should

be informed, that there was a competent number of sellows in town again.

In the mean time Mr. Hooke was ordered, during this vacation, to make the

experiment in the Park for. the mensuration of the earth ; and that of observing the

parallax of the earth's orb : and it was recommended, that the committees or the

society might meet as often as conveniently they could.

August 10. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Sir Robert Moray Sir John Lowther

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Colwall

Mr. Henry Howard Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Charles Howard

It was resolved, that the building of the college should be deserred till spring,

and in the mean time good materials be provided.

Mr. Howard promised, that he would endeavour to procure an act of parlia

ment for letting of leases against that time.

Octob. 22. This day the society, after the intermission of their meetings for

ten weeks, began to meet again ; when there were produced some presents, and

read several papers, containing divers communications to the secretary for the so

ciety since their last meeting.

There was presented from Mr. Hevelius his Cometographia, wherein he taking

particular notice of the society in his address to the reader, and submitting the

whole book to their judgment and censure, it was desired by the president, that

those persons, to whom the author had particularly presented copies of his book,

as he had done one to the whole body, would peruse it, and bring in their

thoughts upon it. Those persons, were named to be the bishop of Salisbury, Dr.

Wallis, Mr. Hooke, and Mr. Oldenburg : and it was ordered, that the

thanks of the society should be returned to Mr. Hevelius m.

■ Mr. Oldenburg's letter for that purpose was dated Octob. 28, 1668, and is entered in th«

Letter- Book, vol. ii. p. 298.

Vol. II. Sir
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• Sir Robert Moray presented from Sir Philiberto Vernatti, governor of

the Dutch East-India company at Batavia in Java Major, several curiosities of

those parts; viz. 1. The picture of a musk-deer, drawn according to the lise,

whose navel was affirmed by Sir Philiberto to be the only part, which gives or

is the true musk. 2. The pictures of several spices and other vegetables, as the

clove tree with all its parts ; the nutmeg-tree with its parts and several kinds,

there being one fort called the thieving nutmeg, of which there being but one mixed

among a whole storehouse full of the good sort, it will insect and corrupt them

all. 3. The fagewee-tree yielding a liquor far above that of the cocoa -tree.

4. The sagou-tree, yielding bread in the Molucco's. 5. A nameless herb shaped

like a can with its cover, which, if opened even in the hottest weather, is half

full of water. 6. Three small cans rilled with Macassar poison, together with a

description of its use upon arrows. For the trial of which poison a dog or. cat

were ordered to be provided against the next meeting.

The earl of Sandwich's observations made by himself during his embassy in

Spain and Portugal, of the last comet seen by himself at Lisbon the first time on

Feb. 25, 1 66^, O. S. and of the eclipse of the moon of May -J-f> 1668, were

produced, and ordered to be registered

Monfr. Theodore de Beringhen presented the society with Dr. Regner ds

Graaf's book, intitled, De virorum organis generation inservientibus".

Monfr. de Beringhen signifying his intention of returning to Paris, and ex

pressing his readiness to serve the society there, be was thanked for this respect to

them, and desired to acquaint the Royal Academy of philosophers there, how glad the

society would be of a good correspondence and conjunction for the carrying on of

the common design of advancing experimental philosophy.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter written to him from Bermudas, dated July 16,

l66S% by Mr. Richard Stafford, ffieriss of that island, containing divers parti

culars relating to the tides, whales, sperma ceti, poison-wood, extraordinary webs

of spiders, some rare vegetables, and the longevity of the inhabitants : which

letter was ordered to be entered in the Letter-Book p.

Mr. Oldenburg produced the papers brought by Sir Robert Southwell

from Portugal, written by Father Jerom Lobo, a Jesuit, and an eye-witness of

most of the particulars contained therein, which were, \. A relation of the river

Nile, its source, current, and inundation. 2. An account of the real existence and

the place of abode of the unicorn. 3. Of the Abyssine emperor, vulgarly called

Prester John. 4. Of the Red-Sea and the cause of its denomination. 5. A discourse

of palm-trees, their variety, fruit, usefulness, proper soil, &c.

n Register, vol iv. p. 15. » Vol. ii. p. 241. Tt is printed in the Plii'os.

• Printed at Leydcn 1668, in 1 2*. Transact, vol. iii. n" 40. p. 792. for Octob. 1 668.

2 These
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These papers being originally written in the Portuguese language, and having

been thence translated into English by Sir Peter Wyche, it was ordered, that the

translation should be preserved upon the file.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated some papers concerning the Mendip mines by

Mr. Glanvill, who affirmed in a letter accompanying theie papers, dated August

15, 1668, that he had procured this account from very experienced mine-men.

It was ordered, that this account be registered H.

Mr. Oldenburg remarked, that he had several other letters and papers sent

him since the last meeting of the society, from Seville, Milan, Paris, Bristol, and

Yeovil, all relating to philosophical matter ; the reading of which was reserred to

the next meeting.

It being considered what experiments should be tried henceforth, the president

mentioned, thit he had understood, that Mr. Hooke had erected a tube to try,

whether he could observe to a second minute the passing of any fixt stars over the

zenith, and thence find a parallax of the earth's orb, in order to determine the

earth's motion.

After this it being proposed by Mr. Hooke, that the experiments of motion

might be prosecuted, thereby to state at last the nature and laws of motion, the

president desired, that it might be considered, whether it were so proper or neces

sity to try this fort of experiments, since Monsr. Huygens and Dr. Christopher

Wren had already taken great pains to examine that subject, and were thought to

have also found a theory to explicate all the phænomena ot motion.

It was ordered thereupon, that Mr. Oldenburg should be desired to write to

both those persons, and acquaint them with what had been said in the society of

them, and of this matter ; and to desire them, that, if they did not yet intend to

publish their speculations and trials of motion, they would communicate them to

the society for their consideration, and be assured, that they should be registered as

their productions

The president moved, that the persons formerly desired to peruse and con

sider the bishop of Chester's EJsay towards a real character and a fbilosophical

language mould be called upon at the next meeting to bring in their thoughts con

cerning that book.

Octcb. 29. Mr. Hooke produced an instrument for measuring a second of time

by the sun, or for making the motion of the sun to be perceived every second.

It not being yet persect, he was desired to make it so against the next meeting.

■* Register, vol. iv. p. 9. It is printed in the cens dated Octob. 26, 1668, is entered in the

Philos. Transact, .vol. iii. n* 38. p. 767. for Sept. Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 293. and that to Dr,

1668. Wren dated Octob. 29, 1668. ibid. p. 302.

X. Mr. Oldenburg's letter to Monsr. Hur-

S f 2 He
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He acquainted the society, that all the observations, that he could make of the

late eclipse of the fun, which happened the 25th instant, was only to see the

beginning of it, which was h 11. 5'. matut. and a sew seconds: whereas Wing ia

his almanack had calculated the beginning h. matut. 11. 17'. 58".

An experiment was tried of salling bodies in a glass-cane about four seet long,

exhausted of air, in which a seather let sall came down to the bottom in four

seconds : but when the air was re-admitted, in fix seconds. The glass not being

well exhausted, and too short, it was ordered, that a longer glass should be pro

vided against the next meeting, and care taken, that it might be then better ex

hausted.

Mr. Hooke mentioned an experiment made by Mr. Boyle of including bellows

in a glass exhausted of air, to see, what effect the bellows working would have

on the subtile matter remaining in the vessel ; and whether it would cause any agi

tation therein.

It was suggested by the president, that it might be tried, whether a magnet

would operate at a farther distance in a thinner than a grosser air : and whether a

very thick air would considerably lessen the force of its operation.

Mr. Hooke moved, that experiments might be made to see, whether all hard

bodies, that rebound, do not so upon the account of having springy panicles in

them ; and that it might be inquired into, whether there be any body springy upon

any other score, than that it has air in it.

He conceiving, that if there were to be had a body absolutely hard, and desti

tute of all springiness, it would not rebound at all, and it being said, that such a

body would not be easily found for making the experiment, he answered, that

it might be tried comparatively.

He took notice, that glass was capable of condensation and relaxation by pressure,

and by taking off that pressure ; and that the parts of glass may be put into a

closer posture, because they contain air in them.

The bishop of Chester, related to the society two experiments, which he had

lately seen made at Exeter by Dr. Thruston : one was of transfusion, in which

they had caused a dog to be first weighed before the operation, and found his

weight to be fifteen pounds and three ounces. Afterwards he was shut up tied

for two or three hours, during which time he had spent in effluvia and otherwise

about three ounces, as they found by weighing him again : then they let a sheep

bleed into him so liberally, that the dog being weighed again after that transfusion

was found to weigh seventeen pounds ; whereupon he sell into a great disorder and

agony, and died. Being opened, his heart was found full of coagulated blood, and

the stomach black and bloody, and all his veins exceedingly distended ; which

could not but stop the free motion of the blood, and suffocate the animal.

The-
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The other experiment was, that after there had been found in the body of a

person, who died of the stone in the kidneys, and was opened, great stones in the

pelvis of each kidney, and in the parenchyma four white square stones. There

was taken a dog, by the bishop's suggestion, and through one of his sides a wound

made in the convex part of the kidney, and the place of the outward incision

sewed up again, without applying any thing to the inward wound. Whereupon

though the dog was very sick and severish (doubtless from the extravasated blood,

and refusing to seed for several days) yet he afterwards recovered. But it was

thought proper to kill him a while after, to see, what alteration might have been

made in that kidney, which was found quite healed up, so that no scar could be

seen in it.

This experiment, in the bishop's opinion, might prove useful for the cutting

men for the stone in the kidneys, as they are for that in the bladder. But it was

observed by some members, thar the stones in the kidneys being for the most part

in the pelvis thereof, it was not at all probable, that a man could be cut so deep,

as the pelvis, and not die.

Besides the experiment ordered above to be made at the next meeting, the follow

ing were likewise appointed : 1. That of Dr. de Graaf described in his book de

vircrum organis generation inservientil/us, of unravelling the testicles, for which Dr.

Allen, Dr Balle, and Dr. King were desired to be curators, and to meet oa

the Tuesday following about three in the afternoon in Arundel-house. 2. The

Macassir poison to be tried on a dog. 3. The cutting the kidney of a dcg.

Nov. 5. At a meeting of the Council were present

A committee was appointed to audit the accounts of this year, consisting of the

president, Sir George Ent, Mr. Hates, Mr. Creed, and Mr. Oldenburg^

and three of whom were to be a quorum. They agreed to meet on the 9th instant

at six in the evening at the president's house.

The president was desired to take the opportunity of a privy-council day to speak

with the lord privy-seal about the dispatch of the patent.

Mr. Hoskyns was desired to speak with Mr. Cole, and to endeavour to get a

sight os the writings, which Mr. Cole said, that he had obtained from all those,,

who pretended any title to Chelsea-college: and also to speak to Sir Anthony

Morgan's clerk for the papers of the society, that concerned the grant of the said.

The President

The lord Brbreton

The lord bishop of Salisbury

The lord bishop of Chester

Henry Howard of Norfolk

Mr. Charles Howard

Sir Paul Neile

Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Oldenburg.

college.. 2

At:
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At the meeting of the Societv on the some day,

Maurice lord viscount Fitz-harding was admitted.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter from Dr. Christopher Wrens, in answer to

what he had written to him, by order of the society, to request the communication

of what Dr. Wren had done on the subject of motion : the substance of whose

answer was, that he desired time to try over again some of his experiments upon

that subject, and that he then hoped to give an account to satisfaction. This letter

was ordered to be preserved.

The experiment of the Macassar poison was made upon a dog : the poison

being mingled with some juice of lemon, the point of a knise dipt therein was

struck into the fleshy part of one of the dog's hind legs, who appeared quite

unaffected, when the society broke up.

Mr. Hooke made an experiment of letting a seather fall in a glass-cane of about

seven seet long with a head upon it ; which being well exhausted, the seather sell

down from the top to the bottom in about three ieconds of time ; but being again

filled with air, the seather sell down in seven seconds and a half. Both experi

ments were repeated several times, with near the like effect.

Mr. Hooke proposed the trying of experiments to determine the question con

cerning the communication of morion. For which purpose some trials had been

made formerly ' with three or more wooden balls, of which one of the lateral ones

had been let fall against the middle-most, and impelled the other lateral one to

the like hight, from whence the first was fallen, so that the middle-most stirred but

very little. He promised to prosecute these experiments at the next meeting by

employing more balls, and letting the exterior ones fall against the intermediate.

Capt. Salter u was introduced and presented the society with a very curious

piece of art, viz. the Queen's face turned with a turn-lathe by a medal. He said,

that, if he had good medals of their Majesties, he would turn their faces much

better, and intended to present the society with another piece, in case he should

procure good medals to turn by ; adding, that he would undertake to turn

faces by a good picture, if he might but once well behold the original.

1 The journal gives for the d.ue of it October •

26. but the Letter-Book, in which it is inser«d,

vol. ii. p 303. has it November 3, i£63.

* See the minutes of Oct. 17, ar.d 24, \&G6.

* of Norwich. He is recommended by Nath.

Fairfax, M D. to Mr. Oi denburg in a lrftier

dated at WoodbriJge in Suffolk, January zg,

16s J (Supplement to the Letter Books, vol. iii. p.

Iq6.) as the moji lucky turner in •wood, ivory, and

silver in Euioft. " He has now, adds Dr. Fair-

" fax, an ivory cup by him of amazing work-

" manfhip, beautified, in the cover especially,

" with flowers, and flower-pots of about fifty

'" several makes (as I remember) all turn-work.

" And a little while since I saw him pretty for-

*' ward in turning the King's picture a«ibosled,

" as in the five pieces." In another letter of

June 28, 1669, (ibid. p. 233.) Dr Fairfax takes

notice, that capt. Saltir died some ti;»ie before

of a dropsy in the pericardium.

Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg acquainted the society, that he had received a letter, which sig

nified to him, that Monsr. Auzout had made in Italy, where he was then travel

ling, an observation about the variation of the magnetic needle, and sound, that

it then varied there one degree and a quarter westward.

This made some members reflect on what Mr. Henry Bono x affirmed, that in

this year 1668 the needle varied about London one degree and fifty six minutes

westward : as also, that he had predicted how much the needle would vary for

many years following, suitable to a certain hypothesis, which he held concerning the

cause of that alteration.

It was thought desirable, that all such, as had conveniency, and were furnished

with an apparatus, would endeavour either to verify or refute these predictions

by the best and most accurate observations, which they could make on this

subject.

Mr. Oldenburg remarked farther, that Monsr. Auzout had met at Milan in

the repository of Signor Manfredo Settalla a little magnet weighing an

ounce and a quarter, which Monsr. Auzout had seen take up seventy seven

ounces, when it was held only in the hand, without any other fastening.

Mr. Oldenburg likewise intimated, that Dr. Wallis had mentioned in a

late letter written to Mr. Hevelius, that on the 26th of October preceding he

had begun to observe again the new star in Cete, which he had seen at a cer

tain time of the year for many years past, anticipating every year about two or

three and thirty days, according to Bullialdus's observation.

It was recommended to Mr. Hooke and others, who could conveniently, to

take notice of this phasnomenon.

Notice was also given by Mr. Oldenburg, that he had understood by a letter

lately received, that at Paris they had begun, as Mr. Townley had done in Eng

land, to make good telescopical glasses with a turn-lathcy.

Sir Paul Neile took occasion from hence to mention, that he had seen a short

glass of Campani's workmanship, brought out of Italy by Mr. Nevill, which

glass he thought very good. He was desired to endeavour to procure for the

society a sight of that telescope, which he promised to do.

* an intelligent mathematician and teacher of " ytt he sound an easy and short demonstration

navigation, whose table of the variation of the " of that proposition concerning spherical trian-

magoetic needle is puhlished in the Philos. Trans. " gl.-s, which Mr. Ouc;htr.ed detnonfl^Ued first,

vol. iii. n° 4. p. 790, for O^t. 1668. Sir Charles " who told me, Mr. Bond's demonstration was

Caveudvsshe, brother to William m.:rq;iis " shorter." Sir Charles adds, that Mr. Bond

and afterwords duke of Newcastle, in an ori- was in hopes «f finding the longitude by the

ginal letter of his from Antwerp, Nov. i 3, 1648, htad-lionc ; and his treatise on that subject entitled

to Mr. John Pell, then proft&r of œaUierna- 7 be longitude found was printed at London A676,

tics at Breda, meiuiors Mr. Bond as an old ma- in4to.

tbematician at London, an bumble man, who 1 See Philos, Transact, rr* 40. p. 79c.

" speaks, says be, very meanly of himself, and ,

The
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The three following experiments were appointed for the next meeting, i. About

the propagation of motion. 2. That of Dr. de Graaf concerning the substance

of the testicles. 3. Of cutting the kidney of a dog.

Nov. 12. The experiment of the communication of motion was tried by a contriv

ance, whereby three balls of the fame wood, and of near equal bigness, were so sus

pended, that either of the two extremes being let fall from a certain hight against the

intermediate ball, the other extreme was impelled upwards to near the fame hight,

from whence the first was let fall, that in the middle moving but very little ; of which

the president conceived this to be the reason, that the intermediate ball, when

struck by one of the lateral ones, found the resistance of the other lateral ball

but this other lateral ball met with no other resistance than that of the air.

Mr. PJooke was ordered to think upon other experiments for the making out

this hypothesis about motion, which is, that no motion dies, nor is any motion

produced anew.

Sir Robert Moray moved, that bodies might be provided of several degrees

of hardness, and of the fame matter and weight, as steel bodies, and the like,

to see whether the harder they are, the more they will rebound.

Others moved, that bodies might be provided, that had no springiness, or but

little, to see, how much that quality contributed to the rebounding.

It was also moved, that since the society was upon the disquisition of the nature,

principles, and laws of motion, all authors, who had written on that subject, and

delivered their hypotheses concerning it, might be consulted and examined, and

an account of their opinions brought in, to see, what had been already done in

this matter. Whereupon Mr. Collins was desired to peruse such authors, and

particularly Des Cartes, Borelli, and Marcus Marci : And Mr. Oldenburg

was desired to write to Dr. Wallis, that he would take a share of this work.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter from Monsr. Huygens, dated at Paris Nov. 13,

1668, N. S. in answer to what he had lately written to him by order of the society,

desiring him, that if he did not yet think fit to print what he had discovered on

the subject of motion, he would impart to them his theory of it, together with

such experiments, as he grounded his theory upon. Monsr. Huygen's answer

was, that he was ready to communicate to the society those rules and theorems,

which he had found out in all the species of motion, not doubting but the society

would secure to him the honour of that discovery, by giving it place in their Re

gister-book, as coming from him. And as he desired to know of what part of

motion the society would have him treat first, the secretary was ordered to acquaint

him, that the society left that t« his discretion, not doubting, but that he had

treated that subject methodically ; and therefore would begin with such particulars,

as were simplest and clearest, giving light to what should follow. His letter was

ordered to be entered in the Letter-Book z.

1 Vol. ii. p. 321.

The
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The curators for examining the testicles of animals made their report by the

mouth of Dr. Allen to this purpose, that Dr. Clarke, Dr. Allen, Dr. King,

and Mr. Oldenburg had on the Tuesday preceding Nov. 10, met, and taken

the testicles of a buck-rabbet and those of a dog, and having opened them, and

put them into luke-warm water, found in all of them, that endeavouring to draw

them out, they could not do it into any considerable length ; and that those little

short threads, which were drawn out, seemed not to have any firmness, like that

of vessels in them, but were like a mucous or slimy substance, converted all into

the water or slime, when rubbed upon the hand. That farther, what was drawn

out was not like any unravelling, but resembled, as was just said, a viscous sub

stance, first grosser and thicker, and then by extension made thinner and slenderer.

Besides this, that one whole testicle of a dog (which hadjust been strangled) being put

into luke-warm water, the greatest part of the body was warned away, there re

maining only a small substance, that seemed to be membranous (which was pro

duced by Dr. Allen dried up) and was sent to Mr. Hooke to be viewed in a

microscope, in order to see whether it was indeed a close membranous or a reticular

body, and that Mr. Hooke had found it to be membranous and close.

And since these experiments did not make out what Dr. de Graaf had asserted

of the substance of the testicles, though they neither resuted it, as there might be

vessels of so soft and delicate a texture, as to be dissolved into a waterish body, for

instance eels in vinegar, and the like ; it was moved, that more experiments might

be made about it, and particularly, that the testicles of larger animals, as boars,

horses, &c. should be examined ; as also that some injection should be made into

the artery of the testicles ; and that the fame curators should be desired to prosecute

these experiments, the operator being ordered to take their directions for providing

all necessaries for that purpose.

It was likewise ordered, that a dog should be provided against the next meeting

for the cutting of his kidney.

Sir Paul Neile acquainted the society with a relation, which he had received

from Sir Gilbert Talbot (who alledged Sir Thomas Strickland as the in

formant) concerning a strange disease of a poor man in Helperby in the county of

York, who having a great swelling in his side, and that cut twice, it returning

after the first opening and healing, there came out both times much corruption

and a great quantity of bladders, some greater, some less, all full of matter; and

that after the second cutting and healing up, the patient vomited up such bladders,

and voided the like by his excrement and urine. It was added, that this account

was communicated to the college of physicians in London, as, the paper mentions,

it was intended ; and Dr. Clarke mentioned, that he had been present at the

college with some other physicians, when the paper was brought thither ; and that

.it had been considered, but they had resolved nothing upon it. Sir Paul Neile

was desired to give a copy of this relation, in order that it might be entered ;

which he declared himself willing to do.

Vol. IL T t Dr.
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and published by Dr. Donato Rosetti, who pretended to demonstrate them; viz.

1 . What is the true physical cause of æquilibriums ?

2. That the notion of Archimedes, viz, that a floating body sinks so far under

the level of the water, as that a mass of water equal to the part funk weighs al

together as much, as the whole floating body, is false.

3. That it is very probable, that there is no æther ; and consequently, that

there is a very great vacuum.

4. That there is a very easy, short, and infallible way to know exactly, how

great the full weight must be of the air, which is perpendicularly impending over

a determinate place.

5. That with little less facility and brevity, and with the fame certainty, may

be weighed a part of the said air, as, for instance, a cubic yard.

6. The only way of measuring the hight of the atmosphere.

7. How it may be experimented, whether the light, at the distance of forty or

more miles, is moved in any observable time.

Dr. Balle was desired, or any other member, who had conveniency, to write

to Dr. Rosetti, that he would first of all make good what he affirmed in his

second proposition.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a packet of curiosities sent by Mr. Norwood from

the Bermudas, which packet had been thought to be lost, but was now retrieved.

He produced also a letter and some rarities sent from Aleppo and Ispahan bythe

consul of the former, and the factor of the merchants at the latter. Both these

were reserred to the next meeting.

November 19. At a meeting of the Council were present

The committee of the council for examining the accounts of the society for this

last year made a report, which was approved of, as follows :

The President

The lord bishop of Salisbury

The lord bishop of Chester

The lord Brereton

Sir Paul Neile

Sir John Lowther

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Aerskine

Mr. Oldenburg.

" At a committee of the council of the Royal Society for auditing the trea-

*' surer's accounts, November 9, 1668.

2 *' Upon
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" Upon examination of Mr. Colwall's accounts we find him debtor

/. s. d.

" To the arrears due to the Royal Society for their quarterly 7 c c

" payments, this 9 Nov. 1668. 5 1102 b &

" To monies he hath received for admissions - . tg 10 6

" To the balance of his last account in money 77 15 5

1 209 1 2 5

" We also find him creditor

5

" By the monies he hath paid for the use of the Royal Society 7 si

" by order of the council } 2 *

" By money in arrear resting unpaid by the sellows of the society 847 1 6

" By balance resting in cast) now in his hands 98 5 6

1209 12 5

*" And in the cash-chest of the Royal Society the sum of one hundred pounds.

Brouncker, P. R. S.

Ja. Hayes.

Henry Oldenburg, Seer.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter from the vice-chancellor of the university of

Oxford 1 to Mr. Boyle, importing, that he would endeavour to procure an ex

change of the manuscripts now in the possession of the society, for such books as

were proper for their purpose. The consideration of which was reserred to another

meeting of the council, where Henry Howard might be present.

Upon the desire of cir Peter Wyche, that the society would license their

printers to print a tranflation made by him at the request of the society, of a ma

nuscript in the Portuguese language concerning the Nile, the Unicorn, the Red-

sea, Prester John, and the variety of palm-trees, the council granted their li

cense to the printers for printing that translation.

Dr. Balle and Mr. Collins were desired with Mr. Hooke to expedite the

catalogue of the Arundelian library.

At a meeting of the Society on the same day,

Sir Kingsmill Lucy, knt. and bart. Daniel Finch, Esq; b and Mr. John

* John Fell, D. D. Dean of Christ church. b Son of Sir Heneagb Fikch, and afterwards

earl of Nottingham.

T t 2 Looke
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Looke were proposed candidates, the two first by the bishop of Chester, and

the third by Sir Paul Neile.

The president, according to statute, nominated five of the sellows of the society

to be a committee for auditing the accounts of this year, viz.

Mr. Oldenburg produced the curiosities sent from the Bermudas by Mr. Nor

wood and Mr. Stafford, which he had lately retrieved, after having been

missing for several weeks, the captain of the ship, to whom they had been recom

mended,, not remembering what was become of them. The particulars were,

l. Cedar- berries. 2. Palmetto-berries. 3. Oil-seeds or Palma-Christi-seeds, 4.

Poison-weed. 5. Silk-spider's webs. Some of these berries and seeds were ordered

to be given to Mr. Charles Howard, Mr. Evelyn, and such others, as had;

the conveniency of planting them,, to see how they would thrive in England.

Mr. Oldenburg was desired to inquire in his answer to Mr. Norwood and

Mr. Stafford c, whether they themselves had seen any of those spiders work,,

whom they described as making their webs between trees seven or eight fathom

distant ; and to desire them to send some of those huge leaves mentioned in their

letter ; and to assure them, that the expences of what they shall send to the so

ciety shall be satisfied.

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read a letter to him from Mr. Lannoy, consul

at Aleppo, dated there July 6, r668, giving an account to the society of what

Mr. Stephen Flower, the agent for the English East-India company in. Persia,

had done there, in order to satisfy the queries formerly sent thither, and particu

larly those concerning the rusma and the ruins of Perscpolis. Mr. Lannov's.

letter was ordered to be entered into the Letter-Book, as follows d :.

" Honoured Sir,

" f I AHE fifth of August last I gave you the trouble of a sew lines, and in-

u J[ closed the answer to the paper of inquiries you sent me; since which, I

" have received several letters from Mr. Stephen Flower, who is agent for the

" affairs of the honourable East- India company in Persia, to whom, by your.

" order, I sent a copy of those papers, which you sent me..

" To the 1 2th inquiry, whether any rusma is to be found in Persia, and how

" used, he answers, that what is meant by rusma, is called by the Persians, zer-

" nick, the French, orpiment, the Portugals, sezadcr. It is a kind ot mineral, a

" muster whereof 1 herewith lend, both crude and ground ; it comes from Cosbein,

* Mr. OLDENBurc'sanswers to Mr.StaTforD entered in the Letter-Book, vol. ii p.3i62nd3ig.

and Mr. Norwood, dated Nov. 16, 1.668, are * Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 250.

" where

Sir Theodore de Vaux

Dr. Goddard

Mr. Balle

Dr. KrnO

Mr. Collins.
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*' where quantities are procurable, and is used by the Persians only in their bag-

" nios, as in Italy, and painting as in England and France. It costs in Persia

" three abesies or four shillings the mandshaw of twelve pounds, and that, which

" is in lump, four pence less. With die French it is a great commodity. There

" is also another mineral much like it, but more ponderous, called by the Persians

" mordesang, or the stone of death, which comes from Kirman ; being inwardly

" taken is rank poison (as is the other) and is of a contrary nature to the other,

" because cold ; used outwardly both here and in India to take away all manner

" of heats under the arms and other parts, being ground upon a stone ; a muster

" whereof I send herewith ; and is fold for five abesses the mandshaw, which is

" about six pence the pound.

" If either of these be that drug, which is called rusma, you may have what

" quantity you please sent you.

" To your query about the pictures and bass relieves at Persepolis and Chimil-

1* nar, he answers, that at present there are no draughts extant ; he had seen one

" taken by a Padre Carmelitan about four years since, who went for Rome, but

" very impersect. In anno 1661, in company of agent Buckridce, who is now

" in England,. M. Flower took a view of that piece of antiquity, which at pre-

" lent is so greatly defaced by time, that there is hardly any thing discernible :

" however in compliance to the desire of the Royal Society, which he esteems as a

*' command, he hath found a person skilful in the saculty of limning., and paint-

*' ing, a Polonese by nation, an ingenious person, who hath served the Kings of

** Persia these 30 years, whose license he hath procured, and contracted with him

*' for 200 dollars, to accompany him to Chilmanar, and to take the draught,.

" which are most remarkable ; and at his return to Spahaune to put them in

" colours.

" The 22d of November they arrived at Chahelmanar, alias Persepolis, and

" went to the mountains called Norturestand, to the westward of Persepolis a good

" league, where they took the several draughts of the four tombs, where the an-

" tient kings have been interred. They are all within a stone's cast of each other,

*■' of the same form and work, carved out of the main reck of greyish marble ;

" and although some are more persect and less desaced by time than others, yet

" it is hard to judge which is more antient; their highland breadth, and length.

" equaL

" A little distance to the westward of those tombs is about twenty foot from

" the ground cut out of black marble, in the said mountain, two horses with

" their riders, which are supposed to be Alexander, and Rustram, a mighty

" man of the Gours, or Gabres, (of whom the Persians have many stories) who

" are contending for a ring of iron, which each have hold of. On the thigh of

" each horse before are engraven some characters, which he endeavoured, as many

" as were discernible, exactly to set on a paper, being only two lines ; as also of

" another antient character, by none legible at this day. Part of each whereof I

w lend you here enclosed : the last character being written at Persepolis in no

" less
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" less than 20 several places of black marble within and without, in a quadrangle

" not above ten yards diltance any ways ; not one of them being intirely persect,

" but all more or less defaced by time and malice.

" After which they went to Persepolis, now called Meere Cosgoon, and there

" both without and within they began to take the several draughts, which the

" limner thought to have performed only at a distance, but M. Flower did not

" approve of tnat, being resolved to take the exactest draughts, that hitherto hath

" been taken, which the limner, perceiving Mr. Flower's resolution, was desirous

" to be excused of the contract. But Mr. Flower having taken so much pains,

" incouraged him to proceed, which will take him up, belore he will be able to

" finish it, at least twelve months time, which he hopes, when finished will ap-

" pear an excellent work, and acceptable to all that shall see it. He hath supplied

" the limner with money, a horse, and a servant, that, after that he hath taken

*' the exact draughts, he may return to finish the work at Spahaune, where M.

" Flower expects an order for the sending of the said draughts, &c. whether by

" sea or land for its greater security, and least damage, deliring to know, when

te the work is perfected, what order will be taken for his reimbursements.

" To the other inquiries he hath not returned any answer, but promiseth to do

" it. I humbly crave leave, and remain

"SIR,

A'ePIi663.J> 6' " vour humble Servant,

" Benjamin Lannoy."

It was ordered, that the specimens of the curiosities accompanying this letter,

viz. some rusma, both crude and ground, and another substance, called morde-

sang or stone of death, said to be a rank poison, when taken inwardly, be put

into the repository: And that as to the draught of the pictures and bass-relieves

of Persepolis, Mr. Flower should be informed, that since that could not be

made but with great charge, the society would not give him any further trouble

about it, especially as thole things did not contribute to their main design, and

their revenues was not so considerable as to enable them to be at great expences

Mr. Oldenburg produced a paper from Capt. Samuel Sturmy, containing

an account of some observations made by him this year in Hongroad, four miles

from Bristol, about the tides, by way of answer to the queries on that subject pro

posed in N* 17 and 18 of the Philofephi:al Transactions. The paper was read and

ordered to be entered s ; and the author was desired to continue his observations,

especially those of the annual spring-tides, viz. whether they are precisely at the

full and change of the equinoxes, or a little before and after them ; as also those,

* Mr. Oldenburg's answers to Mr. Lannoy f Register, vol. iv. p. 21. It is printed in the

and Mr Flower, dated Nov. 21, 1 668, are en- Philos. Transact, vol. iii. n» 41, p. 813, forNo-

tcred in the Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 328 and 330. vember 1668.

that
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that relate to the degrees of the increase of the tides, whether indeed the velocity

be greatest at first, as he affirmed to have been observed this year, or whether it

increases till mid-water, and then gradually decreases again.

Mr. Oldenburg acquainted the society, that he had lately received from Mr.

Richard Kemp, an English gentleman, then living at Seville, an account of some

observations made by him in the kingdom of Mexico, chiefly about the mines, and

the separation of them, in those parts ; the reading of which was deserred till the

next meeting.

Dr. King related, that he had prosecuted the experiment about the substance

of the testicles, and shewed the society some of those of a buck-rabbet, which seem

ed indeed to several of the members to be made up of vessels, lying in little round

folds in a kind of uniformity, through the whole substance, and resembling little

guts to the sight ; thought by the doctor to be tubular, and wrapt about with a

very fine and curious embroidery of other vessels, which he supposed to be veins

and arteries, on account of the apparent redness in them. He was desired to bring

in the full account of it in writing ; and the committee appointed for these obser

vations was desired to pursue them.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were 1. Of motion, 2. Of

cutting a dog's kidney.

November 23. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord bishop of Salisbury Sir John Lowther

The lord bishop of Chester Sir George Ent

The lord Brereton Mr. Colwall

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Hoskyns

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir Paul Neile

It was ordered, that Mr. Hoskyns be desired to prepare a draught for finishing

the business of the society with Mr. Cole :

That the following persons, viz. the president, the bishops of Salisbury and

Chester, the lord Brereton, Sir Robert Moray, and Sir Paul Neile, be

desired to conser with the lord privy-seal concerning the terms, upon which his

lordship will pass the additional patent of the society : And

That the president be desired to try by a letter to Mrs. More, whether she will

deliver the papers, left with Sir Anthony Morgan, concerning the affairs of the

society.

November 26. At a meeting of the Society,

Edward
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Edward Howard, esq; was admitted.

Peter Courthope, esq; was admitted.

Sir Kingsmill Lucy, was elected.

Mr. Locke was elected and admitted,

Daniel Finch, esq; was elected.

Edward Chamberlayne, esq; was proposed candidate by Mr. Evelyn.

The experiment devised and made this day by Mr. Hooke was the impelling

of wooden balls against both springy and not springy bodies, whereby he intended

to evince, that the reflection of motion depends upon the springiness of bodies ;

so that where there is no spring, there can be no reflection.

But the experiment made not being satisfactory to the society for the purpose de

clared, Mr. Hooke proposed another to be made at the next meeting, viz. with

a metalline string made more or less true, to see what the returns or reflections of

it will be, according to its several degrees of tension.

Dr. Croune suggested, that it might be considered, whether the business of

motion might not be made out without taking in the notion of the springiness of

bodies.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a paper of Dr. Wallis, written by him Nov. 15,

1 668, at Oxford, concerning the general laws of motion ; which was ordered to

be registered

Dr. King gave an account of the progress made by him in the examination of

the substance of the testicles, and that he was confirmed in what he had said of it at

the last meeting.

Dr. Clarke affirmed, that the notion of it had been started in England thirty

years before by Dr. Read 8; and that Dr. Thomas Wharton in his Adenogra-

phica feu Descriptio Glandularum totius Corperis h had remarked, that the testicles

were a Congeries Fibrillarum ; though he, Dr. Clarke, did not yet see, that the

whole substance of that part should be nothing else but vessels, since a good part

of it would dissolve into water by a flight rubbing it; and since also it was

necessary, that there should be, besides vessels, something intermediate for sepa

ration.

f It does not appear in the Register, but it is created doctor of physic at Oxford, May 29, 1620,

printed in the Philof. Transact, vol. iii. 0*43, was afterwards sellow of the College of Physicians

p. 864, for January 166$. at London.

( Alexander Read, a Scotsman, who was * Printed at London, 1.656, in 4*.

2 It
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It was ordered, those members, who had already begun to examine this subject,

should be desired to prosecute it, and particularly try what they could find in the

testicles of a boar or an horse: Upon which Dr. Allen said, that he intended to

inject some liquor through the aorta into the artery of the testicles of a horse, to

see what inflation there would follow in the pretended vessels or that part.

Dr. Allen mentioned likewise, that he intended to open an old dog, broken-

winded, to view the parts for respiration ; and that he would also look into the

kidneys of the same dog ; it being believed, that old dogs commonly have stones

in their kidneys, and often die of them.

It was agreed upon, that the committee for anatomical experiments should meet

on the Saturday following at Mr. Hooke's lodgings in Gresham-college, in order

to make an incision in the kidney of a dog, and to observe, whether it would heal

up again.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated a letter to him from Mr. Colepresse dated at

Leyden Nov. 20, 1 668, accompanied with some sactitious opal, made by rule at

Delft, together with several pieces of glasses, shewing the difserent degrees, through

which the glass passes, before it becomes opaline ; and a small piece of red glass,

the method of making which had been lately discovered again in Holland, ac

cording to this letter, which was ordered to be preserved b.

Mr. Oldenburg produced likewise a letter dated at Seville, August 28, 1668,

and some papers of observations made in Mexico, sent to him by Mr. Richard

Kemp from Seville. Some particulars of these papers being read, viz. concerning

a kind of leaf gold found plentifully on the roof of a cave near Mexico, and the

whole method of separating silver from the ore by mercury, it was ordered, that

they should be preserved upon the file and Mr. Kemp the author be desired to

continue his communications.

November 30. Sir Kingsmill Lucy was admitted.

The committee for auditing the accounts of the society made their report, viz.

" At a committee of the Royal Society for auditing the treasurer's accounts,

" Nov. 26, 1668.

" Upon examination it appeareth,

/. s. d.

'.' That the treasurer hath received in the quarterly payments of ?

« the society J255 5 °

k Supplement to the Letter-Books, vol. ii. Letter-Books, vol. v. and part of the papers prinf-

p.«;3- ed in the Philos. Transact, vol. iii. 1/41. p. 817.

' The letter is entered in the Supplement to the for Noverab. 1668.

Vol. II. ** The
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I. s. d.

" That he hath received more for admissions . 29 10 6>

That he is debtor to the balance of his last account, made up 7

Nov. 11, 1667. 5 77 '5 5

361101 1

*' It also appeareth, ~

" That he hath paid to the use of die society, as by bills and 7 ,
.c orders r _J_ £264 5 5-

tl That he hath now in money resting in his hands ninety eight ? o >-

" pounds, five (hillings and six pence. We fay, 3 ^ ^

362 10 XI

** Theodore de Vaux

William Balle J. Goddard

Edmund King.

There was presented to the society from Mr. Boyle his book, intitled, A Con*

tinuation of new Experiments phyfico-mecbanical touching the spring and weight of

the air k.

Sir Robert Moray produced a present sent to the society by Sir Philiberto

Vernatti from Batavia in Java Major, consisting of

1. A very fragrant and aromatic oil, drawn out of a bark of a tree called Lawang

a piece of which was sent with the oil..

2. Some of the true oil of mace, pressed as soon as it was separated from the

nutmeg.

3. Beans growing on the coast of Coromandel, having the virtue of clearing

the most muddy water, were mentioned with the other things, but were missing.

4. A piece of wood called garou, a fort of aquila.

5. Some of the blood of a fish called bedille, esteemed, excellent against fluxes.

These things were delivered to Mr. Hooke for the repository ; but the reading

of the paper describing them was reserred to the next meeting.

The society, of whom sixty sellows were present, proceeded then to the elec

tion of a new council and officers.

* Printed at Oxford, io 4*.

Of
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Of the old council were continued these eleven,

The lord Brouncker Sir Robert Moray

The lord viscount Brereton Sir Paul Neile

The lord bishop of Salisbury Sir George Ent

The lord bishop of Chester Mr. Colwall

Henry Howard of Norfolk Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Aerskine

Out of the society were chosen into the council, these ten

The earl of Sandwich Mr. Henshaw

The lord Berkley Dr. Goddard

Sir Gilbert Talbot Dr. Clarke

Sir Theodore db Vaux Dr. Croune

Mr. Evelyn Dr. Pope.

The officers elected were

The lord viscount Brouncker, president

Daniel Colwall, esq; treasurer

Thomas Henshaw, esei ? secretaries.

Henry Oldenburg, elq; ^

Of the ten new members of the council were now sworn Sir Gilbert Talbot,

Sir Theodore de Vaux, Mr. Henshaw, Mr. Evelyn, Dr. Goddard, and

Dr. Clarke, the rest being absent.

Mr. Henshaw was also sworn secretary, being chosen in the place of Dr. Wil-

k-ins, now lord bishop of Chester.

Decembers. Mr. Chamberlayne was elected and admitted.

Sir John Banks, bait, was proposed candidate by Dr. Goddard.

The present sent by Sir Philiberto Vernatti was opened ; and the paper de

scribing the particulars, as also an answer to some queries, were read ; both which

were ordered to be registered ', and a copy of the description of the curiosities to

be given to Mr. Hooke, to be kept together with them in the repository.

It being, among the answers to the queries, affirmed, that the answerer himself

had seen an amphibanæ with two heads, Dr. Pope and Mr. Hooke said, that

Sir Andrew King had seen divers of them in Spain. Whereupon the secretary

was desired to write to Sir William Godolhin from the society, and to desire

him to takenotice of this animal, when he should be arrived in that kingdom.

1 Register, vol. iv. p. 25 and 27. They are printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. iii. r.°43, p. 863,

for January 166*.

U u 2 Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter to the president from Dr. Wallis, dated

at Oxford, November 4, 1668, wherein was stated the whole controversy betwixt

Monsr. Huygens and Mr. Gregory concerning the book intitled, Vera Circuit

et Hyperbola Quadratures, published by the latter. Part of it being read, and the

president having signified, that the whole, though too long to be read then, was con

siderable, and very fit to be kept among the society's papers, it was ordered to be

entered into the Letter-Book m.

Dr. King gave an account of the experiment made upon an old dog by cutting

his kidney through in such a manner, that he thrust a probe into the ureter ;

whereupon the dog sell, as it were, into a swoon, but recovered, and, the wound

The operator was ordered to take care of this dog ; and it being mentioned,,

that this animal was wind-broken, it was moved, that, if he should die, he might

be opened, and his lungs examined ; which, in case he died, was ordered to be

done.

Mr. Oldenburg read an extract, which he had received from Paris, signifying,,

that it was most certain, that Dr. de Graaf had unravelled testicles, and that one

of them was kept by him in spirit of wine.

Some of the physicians present intimating, that the like had been attempted irt

England many years before, but not with that success, that they could yet believe

what Dr. de Graaf affirmed n, Dr. King expressed his hopes of making out that

point in a short time.

There was attempted the experiment to shew, that rebounding was caused by

springiness, with a brass-wire more or less tense. But the apparatus being de

sective, it was ordered, that the experiment should be repeated at the next

meeting,

The physicians appointed to examine the structure of the testicles were desired!

to prosecute that subject, that they might give an account of it at the nexc

meeting.

It was moved, that Mr. Boyle's Continuation of new experiments physico-meebani-

eal, lately presented to the society, might be perused by some of the members,.

m Vol. ii. p. 303. p. 410. Dr. Clarke's answer is dated December

a A controversy was carried on for some time 20, 1668, vol. ii. p. 272. Dr. de Graaf replied

on this subject by letters in Latin addressed to Mr. Feb. 2,2, 1 66f , vol. iii. p. 414. Dr. Clarke re-

Oldenburg by Dr. de Graaf and Dr. Timo- joined May 10, 1669, vol. ii. p. 275. which oc-

thy Clarice, and extant in the 2d and 3d vo- casioned a letter of Dr. de Graaf of the 25th

lumes of the Supplement to the Letter-Books of of July following, vol. iii. p. 420. Dr. Clarke

the Royal Society. Dr. de Graaf's first letter wrote on the 20th of December that year a letter,

is dated at Delft, October 5, 1668, vindicating his vo). ii. p. 282. recapitulating and clearing the dis-

discovery of the texture of the testicles* against pute, which Dr. de Graaf seemed to close by

the objections of Dr. Clarke and others, vol. iii. one dated June 27, 1670, vol. iii. p. 428.

 

and
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and an account given of it to the society : whereupon Mr. Hooke having the

book in his hands was desired to do this.

Decemb. 10. Sir John Banks was elected.

The experiment devised by Mr. Hooke, to shew, how rebounding depends

upon the springiness of bodies, was made by a springy plate of brass, bent in the

form of an oval ; which being cut or burnt asunder reflected two wooden balls of

different sizes ; so as that they were conceived to move in reciprocal proportion to

their magnitudes. The experiment was ordered to be prosecuted at the next

meeting.

Dr. King brought in a human testicle unravelled, and thus glued on a glass.

He was desired to bring in the process of his operation in writing, which he pro

mised to do.

Mr. Hooke informed the society, that Dr. Allen had examined the testicles of

a horse, and found them to be made up of vessels.

The dog, whose kidney had been cut through to the very ureter, was produced, and

found pretty well, and was said to eat, go about, and bark -, which last he had not

been heard to do a great while before.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated three letters; one from Mr. Hevelius, an

other from Signor Malpighi, and the third from Dr. Wallis. The first, dated

November 20, 1668, N. S. gave an account of the late horizontal eclipse of the

moon on the T8T November, 1 668 °. The second in Latin, dated at Bologna, April

1, 1668 p, sent by sea with two books, one written by Signor Malpighi himself,

intitled, De Viscerum Structura Exercitatio anatomica, printed at Bologna 1666, in

4to ; and the other intitled, Penfieri Phyfico-mathemaliche sepra alcune esperienze

fatte in Bologna nell' academia philosophica interno diverji effetti de' liquidi in cannuccie

di vetro &c. dal dattor Gemminiano Montaneri. Signor Malpighi's letter shewed

his regard for the society, and his readiness to correspond with it, and to commu

nicate to it philosophical matters. The third letter, that of Dr. Wallis, dated

Decemb. 5, 1668 q, contained an answer to some queries proposed by Mr. Wil

liam Neile, viz. 1. Whether quiescent matter have any resistance to motion. 2.

Whether motion may pass out of one subject into another. 3. Whether no motion,

in the world perish, nor new motion be generated. 4. Whether different mo

tions meeting destroy one another. These three letters were ordered to be entered

in the Letter-Book.

Mr. Colwall produced a letter from Mr. Hobbes to Mr. Brookes, dated at

Chatsworth, October 20, 1 668, concerning a young woman at Overhaddon in

Derbyshire, who had lived without any meat or drink since March preceding'. It

was as follows :

• Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 325. ' Ibid. p. 344.

* Ibid. p. 356.. ' Letter-Book, vo'. ii. p. 286.

", Sir
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« Sir,

" t'. I ^ H E young woman at Overhaddon hath been visited by divers persons

J_ of this house. My lord himself hunting the hare one day, at the

" town's-end, with other gentlemen and some of his servants, went to lee her on

" purpose ; and they all agree with the relation, you say was made to yourself.

" They further say on their own knowledge, that part of her belly touches her

" back-bone. She began (as her mother fays) to lose her appetite in December

" last, and had lost it quite in March following, insomuch, as that since that

" time she has not eaten, nor drank any thing at all, but only wets her lips with

" a seather dipped in water. They were told also, that her guts (she always

" keeps her bed) lie out by her at her fundament, shrunken. Some of the

•*' neighbouring ministers visit her often ; others, that see her for curisioty, give

" her money, sixpence or a shilling, which she refuseth, and her mother taketh.

" But it does not appear they gain by it so much, as to breed a suspicion of a

" cheat. The woman is manisestly sick, and it is thought she cannot last much

-" longer. Her talk (as the gentlewoman, that went from this house, told me)

" is most heavenly. To know the certainty, there be many things, that are ne-

" cessary, which cannot honestly be pried into by a man. First, whether her

" guts (as it is laid) lie out. Secondly, whether any excrement pass that way, or

" none at all. For if it pass, though in small quantity, yet it argues food pro-

" portionable, which may, being little, be given her secretly, and pass through

" the shtunken intestine, which may easily be kept clean. Thirdly, whether no

" urine at all pass, for liquors also nourish as they go. I think, it were somewhat

" inhumane, to examine these things too nearly, when it so little concerns the

*• commonwealth ; nor do I know of any law, that authoriseth a justice of peace,

" or other subject, to restrain the liberty of a sick person, so far as were needful

*' for a discovery of this nature. I cannot therefore deliver any judgment in

" the case. The examining, whether such a thing as this be a miracle, belongs

" (I think) to the church. Besides I myself in a sickness have been without all

'* manner of sustenance, for more than six weeks together ; which is enough to

" make me think, that six months would not have made it a miracle. Nor do I

*' much wonder, that a young woman of clear memory, hourly expecting death,

** should be more devout than at other times : it was my own case : that, which

" I wonder at mo!r, is, how her piety without instruction should be so eloquent,

'* as it is reported, &c.

" Chatsworth, Oct. 20, 1668."

Mr. Hooke acquainted the society, that he had lately made an observation of

one of the eclipses of Jupiter by the satellites, and that it had happened at the

very time, assigned by Cassini in his Epbemerides Mediceorum.

He moved, that Mr. Oldenburg might be desired to write to Cassini, to

learn, whether he had calculated other ephemerides of any year to come ; and if

so, to request him to communicate them, in order that observations might be

made in England as well as Italy, to find out the precise difference of meridians.

Mx. Oldenburg accordingly undertook to write to him for that purpose.

1 December
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December 1 7* At this meeting were present two Italian gentlemen, the marqui*

Ricardi, and Signor Alefrandro Segni, both introduced by Count Ubal-

dino. They acquainted the society of the singular respect, which the Cardinal

Leopold de Medicis had for them, and that he desired to have his excuse:

made for not having himself returned his acknowledgments for the History cf the

Society sent to him, which he had been hindered from doing by his lately received

dignity of Cardinal ; but that since that time he had desired and already obtained

the Pope's permission to correspond with the society, of which he now intended to

make use, to let them see the esteem, which he had of them and their institution.

The president thanked these gentlemen for acquainting the society with so fa

vourable an inclination of his Eminence to them, and desired them to assure him

of the deep sense, which the society had of his favour to them, and that they would

study to entertain so noble and promising a correspondence with all reciprocal>

services, that might be acceptable to his Eminence.

An experiment was made in prosecution of the motion, that springiness is the-

cause of rebounding; viz a wooden globe was let fall against wood, a gut-string,,

and a brass-wire. In the first case the rebounding was languid, and of a very short

duration : in the second, it was much stronger, and more durable : in the last,

strongest and most durable of all. Which was conceived to proceed from the

different degrees of the force of the spring in the several bodies employed.

Mr. Hooke took occasion to mention, that he thought, that air, next to quick

silver, gave the quickest and most forcible reflexion ; and that the sparkling of

diamonds in rings proceed from the air left behind the stones.

Dr. Wren produced his theory of the collision of bodies, together with some

papers containing the various trials made long besore to verify that theory. It was*

read, and ordered to be registered5, the author affirming, that he had this hypo

thesis several years before, when the society began to be formed ; and that Mr.

Rooke and himself made divers experiments before the society to verify the same :

which affirmation of his was seconded and confirmed by several of the members, .

who were eye-witnesses of those experiments, as the president, Sir Paul. Neile,,

Mr. Balle, and Mr. Hill.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to take care,, that the experiments be made before the

society, to verify the several cases relating to the theory produced.

He was desired to bring in what he had considered of the cause of springiness.

Dr. Allen reported, that the dog, whose kidney had been cut by Dr. King,

being dead, by being misused, as he thought, after the operation, he had opened!

him, and found that kidney in good part well united again, yet with some pus in.

" Register, vol.. iv. p. 29. It it printed in the Philos. Tranfict, vol. iii. ifi 43. p. 867, for January,

1665.
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it ; and that viewing his lungs, because he had been broken-winded, he saw no

desect in them.

Dr. Allen and Dr. King were desired to bring in writing an account, the one

of the operation in cutting the kidney, the other of what was observable in it and

in the lungs, after the dog was dead.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter to him from Mr. Hevelius, dated at

Dantzick, November 29, 1668, N. S. giving an account of the late eclipse of the

sun, November 4, N. S. as also the description of an engine, qua, to use his

words, beneficio perpcndictdi, loco indicts, regulam cum dioptris perpetub £*f satis exacte

ed solem stdlasve fixas obverlit. This letter was ordered to be entered in the Letter-

Book *.

Dr. King communicated his written account of the testicles, which was read,

and ordered to be registered u.

It was ordered, that the operator should provide a lusty dog to repeat the expe

riment of cutting the kidney ; and that the curators of the former experiment of

this kind should be desired to take care likewise of this.

Dec. 24. The Society did not meet.

Dec. 31. Sir John Banks was admitted.

The operator being out of town, the experiments appointed for this meeting

were deserred till the next.

Dr. Wren produced a vessel contrived by himself to cure smoaking chimneys,

which he affirmed had proved very effectual by divers trials. It was delivered to

Mr. Hooke for the repository.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a manuscript lent him by one Monsr. MurALtof Swis-

serland, containing a considerable number of plants, which himself and some other

eurious persons of his country had found and collected in the Helvetian Alpes.

Mr. Haak brought in from Monsr. Muralt an account in Latin of the gene

ration of crystals on the Alpes, which was read.

It was ordered, that Monsr. Muralt be desired to give leave, that a copy of

the plants might be taken, and that the paper about crystals might be kept on the

file.

Mr. Oldenburg read a Latin letter to himself from Sir William Curtius,

dated at Umbstad, December 2, 1 668, containing assurances of his willingnese to

* Vo). ii. p. 332. " Register, vol. iv. p. 39. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. iv.

b* 52. p. 1043. for Oct, 1669.

1 send
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send what philosophical communications he could out of Germany, and particu

larly from the Elector of Mentz and from the physician of the Landgrave of

Hesse-Darmstadt. This letter was ordered to be entered in the Letter-Book \

Mr. Oldenburg communicated likewise a letter written to him by Edward

Brown, M. D. from Vienna, December 6, 1 668, containing his desire to be

employed in philosophical matters for the society's service in Germany, Hungary,

the Morea, &c. It was ordered, rhat this letter be entered in the Letter-Book y,

and the writer of it desired to endeavour to procure a good account of the mines

of Germany and Hungary, and particularly of the gold-mines of Hungary, and

to bring over some of those mineral veins, which have persect: gold in them ; as

also some of the best Hungarian vitriol.

It was moved, that some experiments might be made with pendulums in an ex

hausted receiver, to see, what difference there is between their motion in such a

receiver, and in the open air: as also to make trial, whether motion could be

made quite to cease.

Mr. Hooke affirmed, that he conceived, that the impediment given by the air

or other fluids to moving bodies decreased in a continual proportion : which the

president desired might be made out by experiment.

January 7, i66|. Col. Tilas Titus was proposed candidate by the bishop of

Chester.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter to him from Monfr. Huvgens dated at

Paris, Jan. 9% 1669, N. S. and accompanied with some papers of his concerning

motion. This letter and the other papers being read, it was ordered, that the

former should be entered in the Letter-Book, and the latter in the Register * : as

also that copies should be made of those papers, and given to such members of

the society, as had considered that subject, viz. the president, the bishop of

Sarum, Dr. Wallis, Dr. Pell, Dr. Wren, Mr. Neile, Dr. Croune, and

Mr. Hooke.

Sir Paul Neile moved, that Dr. Wren's hypothesis of motion, brought in

December 17,1 668, might be printed in the PhilosophicalTransablions of this month,

which motion was approved, and Mr. Oldenburg desired to take care, that it be

done accordingly \

Mr. Hooke made an experiment to prove, that the strength of a body moved

is in a duplicate proportion to its velocity. But the experiment not succeeding, by

1 Vol. ii. p. 341. » Book iv. p. 31. They are printed in the

1 Supplement to the Letter- Books, vol. ii. p. Philos. Transact, vol. iv. n* 46. p. 925. for April,

104. 1669.

1 The copy of this letter in the Letter-Book, * it is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. iii.

vol. iv. p. 10. has the date January 5. n* 43. p. 867. for January, 166J.

Vol. II. X x reason
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reason (as was supposed by Mr. Hookk) of the frost disordering the instrument

employed, it was ordered to be repeated at the next meeting.

He shewed a way, whereby a segment of a spherical glass may be made to

magnify the object to the very edges, and so to perform the effect of a conic

section. It was observed by several of the members, that it succeeded accord

ingly, it being performed by means of water poured upon the spherical glass. Mr.

Hooke was desired to shew it again at the next meeting.

Dr. King brought in his written account of the cutting the kidney of a dog;

which was ordered to be registered c ; and he was desired to make the experiment

upon another dog, that was young and healthy. The account was as follows :

*' December 3, 1668. I opened the side of a dog, that was said to be twenty

" years old, broken-winded, and could not bark nor hardly go. The intent

" was, to draw cut the kidney, and see if there were any stone in it ; if not,

" to put it in again, and see if it would heal up again. The manner of the

" operation was thus ; I tied the dog in a convenient posture upon a form,

*< who persectly swooned, and seemed dead besore touched with a knise :

then I made a little hole into the cavity of the belly, just against the

" right kidney, as near as I could guess ; then I carefully took out the kidney

" at the orifice, and cut through the whole length of the kidney to the pelvis ;

" then I opened it, one half, one way, the other, the other way ; and put my

■* finger into the pelvis, and a probe into the ureter ; then I gave the kidney an-

" other oblique cut towards the end, and when I had done so, I returned the

*• kidney into its place again, and so sewed up the orifice. This Dr. Pope and

*' others saw me do, as I have here related, and in the fame manner : the dog

" lived ten days after, and had recovered strength strangely, breathed better, and

'* could bark, &c. as I was informed ; till he received a new hurt, which is

'* thought killed him; and afterwards was dissected by Dr. Allen, who found

*' the kidney near wholly united again, and I suppose will give in his observations."

Mr. Oldenburg read two letters to him by Mr. Hevelius, one dated Nov.

29, 1668, come by sea, containing his observations of the late solar eclipse, Nov.

4, 1668, N.S. the other ipso die Joljiitii brumalis., 1668 (as he expressed the date)

containing an answer to some queries made by Mr. Hooke concerning his Cometo-

graphia formerly sent him. Both these letters were ordered to be inserted in the

Letter-Book d.

Jan. 14. Col. Titus was elected.

James Hoare, esq; the younger, was proposed candidate by the president.

Mr. Hooke shewed by two sorts of experiments, that the force in moving bodies

is in a duplicate proportion to their celerities, so that there is required a quadruple

weight to double the velocity.

c Register, vol. iv. p. 43. * Vol. ii. p. 332, and 349.

2 The
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The first sort was made by a pendulum, made after the manner of a fly, coun

terpoised which was several times repeated with the success expected, there being

made twelve vibrations wkh the weight of two ounces, and twenty four vibra

tions with eight ounces, and forty eight vibrations with two pound weight, all in

the fame time.

The other fort was with running Water, whereby it appeared, that the falling

water was to be raised sour rimes the hight to run out with double the celerity.

This latter was ordered to be repeated at the next meeting, because the vessel

leaking hindered somewhat the exactness of the experiment.

Mr. Hooke produced an instrument with a wheel to perform the fame thing

in an horizontal position : which was ordered to be tried at the next meeting.

Dr. Croune being called up to produce his hypothesis of motion, promised to

bring it in at the next meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated and read three letters from foreign parts t i.

Of Mr. Hevelius to him, dated December 44-> 1668 % congratulating himself on

the favourable acceptance, which his Cometographia had met with from the so

ciety, and answering seven queries proposed to him in a letter by the secretary

from Mr. Hooke concerning his cometical observations. 2. Of Dr. Fabricius,

a physician of Dantzick, written to Dr. Timothy Clarke, and dated October

20, 1668, relating several considerable.and successful experiments made by inject

ing liquors into veins, and curing divers diseases, as the gout, the plica Polonica,

ulcers and tumors, madness, &c. 3. Of Sir William Curth's to Mr. Olden

burg, dated at Umbstadt, December 19, 1668, promising to send some of the

Goflarian vitriol, and an account of the way of ordering it ; and likewise what he

could learn of the way of ordering and preserving wines in Germany f.

It was ordered, that Dr. Clarke be desired to hasten the publication of his

book of the various experiments of injection.

Dr. Croune having moved, that the experiment so often mentioned of seeding

a dog by blood alone, injected into him by a vein every day, might be made, it

was ordered, that the physicians of the society should be desired to take care of this

experiment ; and the operator was ordered to attend them for that purpose : as

also, that the fame peilbns should be desired to consider of the fitness of prose

cuting the experiment or transfusion ; and having agreed what patients it is

most proper to be tried upon, to suggest to the governors of hospitals to give leave

for that practice.

The experiments appointed for the next day were, 1. To verify the cases of

Dr. Wren's theory of morion. 2. To shew again the spherical glass, magnifying

as well as elliptical ones, by means of water poured upon it. 3. To shew the pro

portion of the resistance of the air to bodies moved through it.

• Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 349. 1 Ibid. p. 352.

X x 2 Jan.
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Jan. xi. Mr. Hoare was elected.

Anthony Horneck, M. A. was proposed candidate by the bishop of Sa

lisbury.

The experiment to shew, that water is to be raised four times as high, to run out

with double the velocity, was repeated with this effect, that the water raised at that

hight run out with somewhat more than double the velocity.

The bishop of Salisbury moved, that this experiment might be tried in a

triplicate proportion, to see, whether water raised nine times as high would run

out with thrice the velocity. It was ordered to be tried accordingly at the next

meeting.

Mr. Boyle exhibited an experiment to mew, how water moved in an exhausted

glass cane ; whereby it appeared, that such water being shaken upwards sell down,

and knocked against the end of the cane with a sound like that of a dead weight.

He added, that he had tried it with several other liquors, with the like effect, except

oil and mercury.

He was desired to give his directions for varying this experiment against the-

next meeting, which he promised to do, and Mr. Hooke was ordered to receive

them.

Mr. Hooke affirmed, that the vibrations of a- pendulum of eight seet long

with a weight of eight pounds (which was of a conical figure) lasted about eight

hours.

Dr. Croune brought in his hypothesis of motion, which was read, and ordered:

to be registered 8, and to be compared by those members, who were formerly nor

minated tor that purpose, with the other theories already given in.

Mr. Oldenburg delivered a copy of Monsr. Huygens's theory of motion ten

the president for his lordship's examination thereof:

He produced several curiosities delivered to him for the society by Mr. Grif

fith, merchant in London, who had brought them from Palestine, viz. 1. A small

bottle with oil of Jericho, called upon the place sacoun, expressed out of a kind

of olives, and esteemed to be very sanative to aches and green wounds. 2. Another

small bottle filled with water of the dead sea, which was found to be exceedingly

sait, and of which Mr. Mellish, another merchant of London,, affirmed to Mr.

Oldeneurg, that human bodies could not be funk in it, by the trial, which he

himself made in that sea ; with this sarther addition, that when he, after swimming

therein, came out, putting his garment about him, the lower part thereof dipping

in that sea-water became not quite dry again in several days, though exposed to

^hc sun of that hot climate. 3. A piece of a burnt stone, resembling state,,

* Register, vol. iv. j>. 44.

% ' which,
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which being held in the flame of a candle gave a very odd and very ofsensive

smell.

Mr. Boyle was desired to examine some of the oil and water, and to give an

account to the society of what he should find them ; which he promised to do :

and a little of both liquors and the stone were ordered to be put into the re

pository.

Dr. Timotht Clarke communicated a letter to him from Mr Michael

Behm, consul at Dantzick, dated there November 2, 1668, containing divers

considerable particulars relating to the injection of liquors into veins, degenera

tion of blood, respiration of fifties, passages of the urine, the use of the gall, the

exploding of the spirits in animals advanced by Dr. Willis, the epilepsy, &c.

It was read, and ordered to be entered into the Letter-Book h, Dr. Clarke having

given permission for it, who was desired to continue his correspondence with that

intelligent person, as well as with Dr. Fabricius, whose letter had been read at

the preceding meeting.

Notice being taken, that in foreign parts the experiments of injection and transfu

sion w ere much practised and improved, whereas they were neglected in England,

where they were first invented ; it was thought proper, that the cases, mentioned in

Dr. Fabricius's letter, wherein they had succeeded, should be published in the Philo

sophical Transactions, and the physicians of the society desired, that if they were sa

tisfied therein, they would declare their approbation of the fitness of the trying

such experiments in the like cases here : which being done, that it should be repre

sented and recommended to the governors of the hospitals in London for obtain

ing their leave of making use thereof in such cases.

Jan. 28. Mr. Horneck was elected.

George Castle, M. D. was proposed by Dr. Christopher Wren.

The copies of Monsr. Huvgens's theory of motion were delivered, one to Dr;

Wren, and another to Mr. Colwall,

The president took notice, that the experiment, shewed by Mr. Boyle to the

society at the last meeting, of the salling down of water like a dead weight in an ex

hausted glass-cane did not, when it was made the day following at Whitehall,

succeed at first; but that at last it succeeded very well in his Majesty's presence,

after the cane had been several times turned to and lio, by the doing of which his

lordship conceived, that some particles of air, yet latitant in the water, had got

between it and the glass, and sacilitated the separation of the water from the

same, after it had stood still therein for a! good while, and gained a kind of adhe

sion to the sides thereof..

k Supplement, vol. ii. p-9f—

Thii
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This experiment was ordered to be repeated at the next meeting with a larger

cane.

Several experiments were tried tending to verify the theories of motion com

municated by Dr. Wren and Monsr. Huygens ; but the apparatus not being

persect, it was ordered, that it should be made fit against the next meeting for

the better prosecution of these experiments.

Dr. Wren was also desired to calculate some cases from his theory, to be veri

fied by experiments at the next meeting.

Mr. Hooke made an experiment, tending to shew, that a body, once put in

motion, would move perpetually, if it met not with resistance. This he did by

hanging a wheel, having a pointed piece of iron in it, on a capped load-stone, and

putting it into motion by a pair of bellows ; whereby the wheel continued its mo

tion for a considerable time, as having but little resistance, which was no other

than that of the air, in which it moved round.

It was suggested, that it were worth observing, how the velocities of this motion

decreased in equal times.

Mr. Oldenburc communicated and read a Latin letter to him from Dr. Mar

tin Fogelius of Hamburgh, dated there January I, i66£s, containing an ac

count of some manuscripts left by the famous philosopher Joachim Jungius h,

concerning motion, and Apollonius Pergæus de locis plants in two books ; of

the former of which subjects were transmitted the chief heads, as of the latter the

method observed therein. The writer of this letter having expressed his inclination

to publish those writings, if encouragement were given thereto, it was ordered,

* Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 5.

h He was rector of the Gymnasium at Ham

burgh. In the original draught of a letter of

Mr. (afterwards Dr.) John Pell, toSirCHarLEs

Cavendyshe, dated at Amsterdam }%%, 1644, ex

tant in the collection of Dr. Pell's manuscripts,

procured by me for the Royal Society in July

1755, that eminent mathematician recommends

Dp. Jungius and John Adolphus Tassius, cor

rector of the fame Gymnasium, to the acquain

tance of Sir Charles, who was then at Ham

burgh, as both mathematicians, of whose abili

ties and worth he had a great opinion. He re

marked, that Jungius had many things in print,

as ApodicJica, and ApodidaQica : That Tassius

had two years before reprinted Juncius's Gtome-

tria Emfirica in five streets of paper, but without

diagrams: That Tassius was a very courteous,

affable, open man; Juncius a little more reserved.

He added ; " The most barbarous nations had

" something to worship ; and there are sew men,

" that have net some idol, some man or woman,

" whom they esteem and admire above all the rest

of mankind; and Jungius is mine. For 1 esteem

" of men more or less as I find them more or less ra-

" tional ; and therefore having seen something of

" Jungius** writing, wherein he seemed to me to

" make a truer and better use of his reason, and to

" manage that divine instrument of instruments

" with more dexterity and skill than any other sen

" ofAdam, all other writers must pardon me, if

" I prosess to expect more solidity in Juncius's

" writings than in any other man now living.

" If yon find but the one half of what I imagine

" to be in Juncius, you will never be able to

" relish any other modern philosopher." Sir

Charles Cavendyshe in a letter to Mr. Pell

without a date, but received by the latter at

Amsterdam Sept. i J, 1644, mentions his having

seen Jungius, whom he found very free, and

who, he observed, preserred the analytics of the

antients before Vieta's by letters, as being more

JubjcS to errors and mistakes, though more facilt

and quick of dispatch.

that
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that he should be desired to inform the society, in what manner the subject of mo

tion was treated by Jungius ; and, if it could be conveniently done, to send over

a small specimen of the way of his handling any one of the heads specified in the

letter.

February 1. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord Henry Howard

The lord Berkley

The lord bishop of Chester

The lord Brereton

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile

Sir George Ent

Dr. Goddard

Dr. Clarke

Mr. Colwall

Dr. Croune

Mr. Oldenburc.

The lord Berkley was sworn of the council.

The draught of the contract of the society with Mr. Cole concerning Chelsea-

college was ordered to be ingrossed by the care of Mr. Hoskyns against the next

meeting of the council, to be then sealed.

The treasurer was desired to be then present, in order to pay Mr. Cole the

hundred pounds out of the society's chest.

It was ordered, that Dr. Balle be desired by Mr. Hoskyns to be on the

Wednesday following in the morning, at Arundel-House, there to meet Mr.

Walker in the society's library, and together with him to persect the catalogue of

the books, especially the manuscripts; and that Mr. Hooke be desired by the

amanuensis to deliver the key of the library to Dr. Balle, if he cannot be there

himself :

That the catalogue of the said manuscripts being made, it should be delivered

to Mr. Collins, that he might inform himself, what value to put upon them :

And

That the treasurer do pay to Mr. Hooke the arrears due to him, according to

the allowance appointed him by the order of council of Novemb. 23, 1664, of

thirty pounds a year.

Mr. James Gregory's reply to Monsr. Christian Huygens in desence of

his Vtra Circuit 6? Hyperbola Quadratura, was declared fit to be printed in the

Philosophical Transactions 1 ; but withal, that care should be had ot omitting all,

that might be offeusive.

Mr. Hoskyns brought the papers concerning the society, that were left with

j It was accordingly printed there voI',iii. a* 44, p. 882, for February 166J.

Sir
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Sir Anthony Morgan, to the council, to the number of thirty eight, great and

small ; which were delivered to the care and custody of Mr. Oldenburg.

The bishop of Chester proposed a person proper for translating the History os

the Royal Society into Latin, if he might have some encouragement for doing it

and being asked, what recompence that person would expect, his lordship said, he

doubted not but thirty pounds would content him.

It was ordered thereupon, that he should be encouraged to undertake it ; and

that such a reward should be made good to him one way or other ; so that where

the printers of the society should prove desicient in paying him such a sum, the

council would make it up.

It was moved by Mr. Oldenburg, that the council would think upon an

essectual way of carrying on the business of experiments at the meetings of

the society ; and that in order thereunto they would consider, whether it were not

fit. to constitute one or two committees, made up both of members of the society

and the council, proper for directing of experiments ; which committees might

meet for that purpose at least once a month, one in the city, and the other at

Westminster end of the town. The proposal being approved of, the president

said, that he would consider of the persons proper for such a work.

Feb. 4. At a meeting of the Society,

Dr. Castle was elected and admitted.

Two experiments were made with balls to verify Dr. Wren's laws of motion.

1. Two equal balls, whereof one was let fall from the degree of 12, the other

from that of 6, after the impulse moved with contrary velocities, viz. that of 12

with 6, and that of 6 with 1 2 fere. ,

2. Two unequal bells, which were in weight to one another as eight to one,

after the impulse moved with a proportionate velocity. Falling both from the

same hight 1 2 and 1 2, the bigger returned to 2 4, and the smaller 1 1 ±.

Falling both from 44-, the bigger returned to 3 4, the smaller to 124.

Two copies of Monfr. Huygens's theory of motion were delivered, one to the

lord Brereton for Dr. Pell, the other to Mr. Neile.

A letter from Monfr. Huygens to Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Paris 6 Feb.

1669, N. S. k was read, acknowledging Dr. Wren's laws of motion to be altoge

ther conformable to his, and desiring to know, what kind of demonstration Dr.

Wren made use of to prove them by ; proposing also a way of securing his dis-

* Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 22.

coveries
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coveries or inventions for the future by way of cypher or anagram, to be lodged

in the Register-book of the society, till he mould think it convenient to explain

them in a common language ; making withal a beginning of this way of commu

nicating new discoveries by sending the following cypher i which was ordered to

be entered into the Register-book .

1

abcdehilmnoprstvy

52 21412331322324 1.

In the mean time some of the members intimated, that this way was capable of

containing more secrets than one ; and that another might find out an invention,

and comprise ic in the very same cypher, which then might be claimed by him,

who had first proposed the cypher.

Dr. Wren ex tempore presented the society with a cypher of a late invention of

his, which he desired might be sent by Mr. Oldenburg to Monsr. Huvgens by

way of exchange, and entered also into the society's Register-book m, as follows :

a bcdefghilmnoprstv xy

7444 12 1 5 6 10 7 1 7 9 26274 11.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were those of motion, of which

Dr. Wren and Dr. Croune were desired to calculate several cases, according to

their respective hypotheses.

February 8. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord Berkley Dr. Goddard

Mr. Aerskine Dr. Clarke

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Sir Gilbert Talbot Mr. Oldenburo.

Sir Paul Neile

It was ordered, that the lord Henry Howard of Norfolk, Mr. Aerskine,,

Dr. Goddard, Dr. Balle, Mr. Hoskyns, Mr. Hooke, and Mr. Collins, or .

any three or more of them, be a committee, to consider, which of the manuscripts

of the library bestowed by the said lord Henry Howard upon the society are

proper to be kept, and wkieh to be parted with to the university of Oxford, toge

ther with the reasons for both,

Mr. Hoskyns was desired to attend the lord Henry Howard with this order,

and to learn of his lordship what time would be convenient to him for the meeting

of this committee.

\ Vol. it. p. 49. * Ibid.

Vol. II. Y y The
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The catalogues of the books were committed to Mr. Hoskyns, for the use of

the said committee.

An assignment of Mr. Core's lease of Chelsea-college was read and sealed, and

delivered with an assignment indorsed and executed ; and these put into the cashr

chest of the society at the house of the president; out of which chest Mr. Cole

received the one hundred pounds for the said assignment.

It was resolved, that at the next meeting of the council should be considered;

what might be the best way of employing Chelsea-college.

February it. At a meeting of the Society,

Mr. Hooke being absent, the experiments of motion were not prosecutecL

The president proposed to the society the appointing of two committees for con

sidering of and directing experiments to be made from time to time at their weekly

meetings which being approved of, there were named for that purpose the follow

ing persons, viz. for Westminster, the bishops of Salisbury and Chester, Mr-

Boyle, Sir Robert Moray, Sir George Ent, Dr. Clarke, Dr. Wren, Mr.

William Neile, Mr. Henshaw, Mr Locke, and Mr. Hoskyns.; and for the

other committee to meet in the city were named Dr. Goddard, Mr. Colwall,

Dr. Croune, Dr. Allen, and Mr. Hooke : Three or more of each of them to

be a quorum, and they to meet constantly once a fortnight at least, and to begin

to do so, the former at Sir George Ent's house, and the latter at Mr. HooKErs-

lodgings in Gresham-college, the first time on the Tuesday following in the after

noon February 1 6, and to advise and agree together about the best ways of carry

ing on this work to the satisfaction of the society. The chairman of each com

mittee to take care of giving notice of the meeting of them from time to time,

and to make use of the operator for trying of experiments: Every member of the-

society-to have the liberty of being present at either of the committees, and to assist;

in promoting the work.

The operator was ordered to speak to Mr. Hooke, that the new great micro

scope of Mr. Christopher Cock's making be brought to the society at the next:

meeting.

Mr. Hoskyns produced a new kind of sealing-wax,, soft and tough, not stick

ing, and when burnt at a candle, and dropt on paper, growing hard, like Spanish;

wax, and taking the impression as well as that wax. Some of the members con?

jectured, that it was made up of lacca mingled and wrought with some gum or;

other, perhaps gum tragacanth, or the like.

The amanuensis produced some of the water, brought out of Sussex near Rye,

fcid to be very medicinal, which formerly had been mentioned in the society. The

water being in a wooden vessel, it was desired,, that some of it might be sent for in.

glass
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glass-bottles, well stopt ; and that in the mean time the Journal be searched, to

find out upon what account it was formerly commended in the society.

This occasioned some discourse about the best way of examining mineral and

other waters ; upon which Mr. Henshaw said, that he had sound it the best way

to let them first putrefy, and the liquor being opened thereby, then to distil them ;

whereupon it would best appear, what salt was contained in them.

Dr. Goddard observed, that mineral and other waters being distilled without

any previous putresaction, it would be better discovered what came from the waters

themselves, since it was not known, whether by putresaction there might not be

introduced something adventitious.

Mr. Henshaw was of opinion, that after putresaction much more would be

observed of the self-same matter with that, which would be produced by distilling

such waters without putrefaction.

Dr. Allen mentioned, that he had obtained some crystals of the waters of

Barnet and Epsom. He was desired to produce them, which he promised to do.

Dr. Croune affirmed, that by dropping but one drop of oil of tartar into a

glass of Barnet water, it became of a milky colour ; and that it had this effect

more upon that water than upon Epsom water.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced two papers written and sent to him by Dr.

Johnson; one of which contained inquiries for Africa; the other, some illustra

tions of his concerning Ariconium, supposed to have antiently been one of the

Roman baths. Both papers were committed to Mr. Oldenburg, who was de

sired to collect out of the former such queries, as were proper to be added to those,

which he had already in his hands, to be recommended to the lord Henry

Howard for Africa; and to peruse the other paper, and give the society an ac

count of the contents thereof :

Upon the rising of the society, Mr. Boyle coming in late mentioned to the

president an experiment of a certain kind of thick glass, which would break, having

been held a while in a warm hand, and then gently struck within by a bodkin.

The president took it with him to a private company, whither he retired with seve

ral members of the society, and where he said he would try it, and make a report

of it at the next meeting. The glass was unnealed and of a conical shape,

open at one end, and pretty narrow.

February 18. The experiments of motion were prosecuted with springy bodies,

by which it appeared to some of the members, that the laws of motion, established

by Dr. Wren, were best verified by the motion of the most springy bodies.

These experiments were ordered to be continued at the next meeting.

■ See Philos. Transact, vol. xliii, ^477, p. 505.

Yy 2 Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg brought in severel papers :

One was a packet sent to him for the society by Signor Malpighi, containing a

manuscript history of the silk-worm, its whole lise, and the anatomy of all the parts

thereof, delivered to the society, consisting of twelve folio-sheets, and of as many

microscopical draughts in folio. It was ordered, that the hearty thanks of the so

ciety be returned to the author by a letter to be drawn up by Mr. Oldenburg ;

and that he and Mr. Hooke be desired to peruse those papers, and to make a re

port thereof to the society at their next meeting; and that the consideration of

publishing them be reserred to the council.

Mr. Oldenburg then communicated a letter concerning snails and spiders, sent

to him in one of Feb. 16, 1664, by Mr. Skippon, who had received it from

Mr. Wray, to whom it had been communicated by a friend of his at Cambridge.

It was read, and thought very curious ; and it was ordered, that this paper should

be inserted in the Letter-Book °, and the author be desired to continue his obser

vations about those insects, and especially the thread flying in autumn, supposed

by him to be made by spiders.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated likewise a letter written to him in High-Dutch,

January 30, 166s, by a Colonel at Hamburg, named Bertrand de la Coste,

pretending to have found out, after twenty three years search, an engine, called

by him Machina Archimedis, able to move any weight whatsoever ; which he was

willing to shew to the society, and to submit it to the examen and censure of the

severest mathematicians and mechanists. It was ordered, that the proposer should

be asked, whether his engine would move any weight in any time given ? or what

proportion of time he would demand to his force ? and what experiments he had

Mr. Henshaw, upon occasion, mentioned the way of hatching chickens by

balneum, formerly used in the Minories by Dr. Keffler's * brother; the particu

lars of which he was desired to bring in writing, which he promised to do.

The ways of purifying oil being spoken of, it was supposed by Mr. Henshaw,

that distilling it from quick lime would much free it from the tophus. Others

moved, that it should be inquired, how the oil used in churches was purified.

Sir Robert Moray asfirmed, that one pint of spirit of wine with a single-

thread would burn three days.

Mr. Christopher Cock produced a microscope, which he said he had made-

for the society, if they liked it, with five glasses, of which the four ey€-glasses were

plano-convex, two and two so put together, as to touch one another in a point of

• Tt does not appear there, but it is printed in * Dr. Keffi.er was son in-law to the famous
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the convex sursace. Some observations being made therewith, it appeared to do

very well ; but there being a guinea put in it, and looked upon, some of the

members saw the image depressed, others embossed. The workman reserred him

self to the society for the price of this microscope, and the society reserred it to

the council.

Mr. Aubrey mentioned, that he had lately again observed, together with Mr.

Hoskyns, the nubecula seen by him first April 27, 1668, between Cancer and the

head of Hydra, employing a seven foot telescope. His account of it was ordered

to be registered \

Feb. 22. At a meeting of the Council were present

.The President '

The carl of Sandwich Sir George Ent

Sir Gilbert Talbot Sir Theodore de Vaux

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Croune

Sir Paul Neile ... . Mr. Oldenburg.

It was ordered, that the treasurer pay to Mr. Christopher Cock eight pounds

for a large microscope made by him for the society : and

To the operator the arrears of his yearly salary of ten pounds : and

That the history of the silk-worm, written in Latin by Signor Marcello Mal-

. pighi, and dedicated to the society, be printed forthwith by their printers, and

that notice be given to the author of this order ; the form of which order to be

as follows :

" Tractatus, cui titulus, Marcelli Malpighii dtjsertatio epistolica de bombyce

" Soc. Regia dicata, imprimatur a Johanne Martyn et Jacobo Allestry,

" dictæ societatis typographis.

** Brouncker, P. R. S."

Sir Robert Moray made a proposition, which he said he had received from a no

ble member of the society, concerning Chelsea-college, to this effect, that this person

was willing to undertake the management of the house and land of the said college,

so as to employ it according to the design of the society, in planting the ground

with all sorts of choice vegetables, exotic and domestic, and in repairing the

house, all at his own charges, the society remaining always proprietors and masters

thereof, with a full power of ordering and directing what particulars they wou!d

have observed and done in the management of this affair, the proposer only expect

ing to be perpetual steward of that place.

' Register, vol.ir. F-48..

This
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This was received as a noble proposition ; only Sir Rober t Moray was desired

to employ his interest with the proposer to have it put in writing for preventing of

mistakes.

The amanuensis was ordered to go to Dr. Clarke from the council, and to

desire him to deliver to him the paper of proviso's to be inserted in the additional

patent, and to carry the same to the solicitor of the society, to get it inserted ac

cordingly.

Feb. 25. At a meeting of the Society,

Some experiments were made, to find what would be the resistance of air to

bodies moved through it with several velocities ; and it seemed, that the larger the

arch was, in which the pendulous body moved, the more impediment it sufsered

from the air : and the slower it moved through the air, as when it moved in a

smaller arch of a circle, the less stop it received from the impediment of the air,

and the impediment to motion decreased in a greater proportion than the decrease

of the velocity : but what the exact proportion of decrease was, was to be found

out by sarther trials.

It was ordered, that this kind of experiments should be prosecuted at the next

meeting by employing boards or plates of several expansions, but all of the same

weight ; and with balls or boards of several weights, but of the same expansion.

Mr. Hooke proposed an experiment to find out, how the magnetical power

decreases at several distances, and promised to bring in at the next meeting a

watch, the balance of which should move by the force of a magnetic steel.

Dr. Holder presented his written discourse concerning the Elements of Speech

an Ejfay of Inquiry into the natural production of letters, together with an Appendix to

instruct persons deaf and dumb.

The bishop of Chester intimating, that he had read it, and found it a well*

considered discourse fit to be published, it was ordered, that it should be tran

scribed for the press accordingly, and the original kept lor the Register-Book of

the society.

Mr. Hooke reported, that he had perused Signor Malpighi's discourse of silk

worms, and found it very curious and elaborate, well worth printing. This was

seconded by Mr. Oldenburg, who thereupon read the letter, which he had drawn

up for Signor Malpighi, thanking him for his great respect in dedicating the said

discourse to the society : which letter was approved of, and ordered to be entered

in the Letter-Book '.

Mr. Oldenburg read a paper containing some answers to queries about Japan,

which was ordered to be filed up.

' It is not entered there.

i March
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March 1. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord Henry Howard Mr. Evelyn

Mr. Aerskine Dr. Clarke

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Goddard-

Sir Gilbert Talbot Dr. Croune

Sir Paul Neile Mr.. Oldenburg.

Sir George Ent

It was ordered, that notice be given to those of the committee for considering:

the manuscripts in the society's library, to desire their attendance on the council,

on the Thursday following at two in the afternoon at Arundel-housc :

That Mr. Hoskyns and Mr. Oldenburg inquire of Mr. Williamson,

whether it be the practice to add any particulars, by way of indorsement or other

wise, to patents already signed by the King ; and if so, then to go, together with.

Col. Titus, to the attorney-general, to acquaint him, that it is the pleasure of

the lord privy-seal, to insert those two clauses concerning the oath of allegiance

and supremacy, to be given to the president and. his vice-presidents ; and that of

non-alienation : and

That Signor Malpighi, upon the motion of Mr. Oldenburg of choosing him

an honorary member of the society, be proposed as such at the next meeting of the

lame.

March 4. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

Sir Gilbert Talbot Dr. Goddarrd

Mr. Aerskine. Dr. Clarke

Sir Paul Neile: Mr. Colwall

Mr. Evelyn Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Henshaw.

The committee for considering the manuscripts in the library bestowed by the-

lord Henry Howard of Norfolk on the Royal Society made their report : where

upon the council haying debated it, and coming to no resolution therein, thought

fit to order, that the secretary should acquaint Mr. Walker, that they were not yet

come to a resolution in this business ; but, when they were, would take care, that

the vice-chancellor of Oxford should have notice of it.

The report of the said council was as follows :

" In pursuance of an order of council of the Royal Society dated 8 Feb. last,.

'* we have considered the manuscript books in the library bestowed by the honourable

u Henry lord Howard of Norfolk on the Royal Society, and do find them chiefly.

" valuable
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" valuable for their rarity "and the reputation,they carry along with them upon that

" account, being unlikely to be otherwise of any very great advantage, either to

" the university of Oxford Or to the Royal Society. Neither can we pitch upon

" any certain rule of putting a price upon them, they being single each in its

" kind, and not possibly to be supplied, if once parted with; which besides can

" hardly be done* without seeming to slight the \rnuni&cance of the -giver, who

" has appeared willing to reserve and continue toMmself and honourable family

" the ownership in name of that library, the use of wlrich he was pleased to be-

" stow on the Royal Society. All which we humbly certify ai our opinion this

*' first of March, anno Domini, iC6\.

" William Aersktoe,

• • j • ; . - " John Hoskyks*

.. • . . • . . .:.** FfiTEtt Balle.'!

It was ordered Dr. Holder's Elements as Speech, &c. be printed by the society's

booksellers.

.At the meeting of the Society on the fame day, '

Mr. Horneck was admitted...: .

Signor Malpighi was proposed by Mr. Oldenburg for an honorary member,

and elected as such nemine contradicente, he having by his letters and the dedication

of his dissertation on the silk worm expressed a singular respect for the society.

Upon the election Mr. Oldenburg was ordered to draw up a diploma', as a

testimony of the fame, to be sent to Signor Malpighi at Bologna. ..;

Some more experiments were made, to find what is the resistance of the air to

bodies moved through it with several velocities ; which was at this time done

with several weights fastened to the fame area of a thin lattin plate.

The double 1 weight being fastened to the plate, the vibrations of the whole were

after this manner : . : . .

* It is entered id the Letter-Book, vol. iii, p.

37. as follows. " Fkæ.es, Concilium, et So-

" dales Regalis Societatis Lond.ni adscien-

" tinm naturaltm pnmi'vtn.jam ittjliiutrc omnibus

" et singulis, ad quos præfentes perventrint fa-

" Intern,

•* Cum virtute et meiica atque anatomica pe-

" ritia clarifiimus dominus Makcellus Mal-

*' pighius, prosessor et medicus Bononiensis, in-

•' que Mc-ssarcnsi academii med prosessor prima-

" nuJ, singularcm suum in przdictæ societatis in-

" stkutum et studia affectum iumanissimis doctis-

'" simisque suis literis ad ipsam datis uberrime fu-

crit teflatus, suisque mcritis egregiis solidam

" imprimis philofophiam proveh«reet augere pro

" virili iatagat, dicta societas laudatum domi-

" num Malpighium die 4 Mann in solenni

" corrsensu, cotispirMitibos mmiiitn suffragiis, in

" fodalium strofuni album ccoptavit, inque kujus

" rei testimonial}) monumentum hoc publicum ex-

" tare, et sigilli suo munire voluit. Dat. Loc*

" dini anno æræ Christiana; 1669, regni Caroli

" II. augustiffimi Magnae Eritanniæ, Franciæ, et

" Hiberniæ, regis, dictæ societatis fundatoris et

" patroni, vicesimo primo."

' Mr. Cld-enburc in amargitial note on this

minute remarks, that the result of the Cn^lp

weight wai not observed by him.

»5*
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15 s- 12. 94. 8.

18. 134.. ioi. 84. .7 circiter.

The treble weight being sastened to the same plate, the vibrations were as

follow :

16 4, 134. 12. 10. 9. 7 4 circiter.

18. 15. 13. m. 8 •

The quadruple weight being sastened still to the same plate, the vibrations were

thus :

»7- 15- »3- 11 t- 104. 94- 8 4-. 7^.

18. 164. 14. 124.. 11. 10. 9. 84-. yi.

7 4- 6 £ circiter.

7-

These experiments were ordered to be varied at the next meeting, by applying

the same weight to several areas, as now they were tried by applying several weights

to the same area.

There was viewed in the great microscope, lately bought by the society of

Christopher Cock, a leaf of a palm-tree, which appeared to be nothing but a

congeries, of an excellent contrivance, of vessels orderly laid together without

any pulp.

It was ordered, that the cells in the microscope should be so contrived, as to

place the glass therein in any fit position, against the next meeting.

Three books were presented to the society, one intitled, Aport Relation of the

river Nile,&c. and os other curiosities\ tranflated out of a Portuguese manuscript by

Sir Peter Wyche ; the second, Tractatus de Corde : item de tnotu & calorc san-

guintS, et chyli in eum Iransitu, by Richard Lower, M. D. ui the third, the se

cond edition of Monsr. le Fe bu re's Treatise of Chemistry.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to himself from Dr. Edward Brown, dated at

Vienna, Feb. 1 66*-, concerning some natural curiosities, which he was collect

ing in his tracts for the society's use. It was ordered, that he should be thanked

and encouraged in his design by the secretary, and his letter entered into the

Letter^Book x.

m Printed at London 16:9 in 8vo. Mr. Ol- " either but taken notice of what is said inn*

denbtjrg in-his account of this book in the " 11. of the fame, or else considered, that so il-

Pbitof. Tian/aS. vol. iv. n° 45. p. 91 1. takes no- " .lustrio.us.and learned a body would certainly, if

tice of a mistake in it, chap. iv. where Dr. " they thought fit to publish any thing, entertain

Lower calls those Transailions the TransaQions " the knowing world both with sublimer matter

,of tbt Stcitty.; " which certainly he would not " and with a suitable eloquence."

" have done, jays Mr. Oldenbuhc, if he had x Vol. iii. p. 20.

Vol. II. Z z Mr.
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Mr. Boyle moved, that he might be desired to inquire, whether there was any

cinnaberis nativa transpirens in those parts.

Mr. Oldenburc read likewise a letter to him from Mr. Chiidrey, dated at

Upway near Weymouth in Derbyshire, Feb. 9, 166s, concerning a mineral well

in a village called Nottington, in the parish os Broadway in that county, and an

account, 1. Of a child, born at Upway in April 1668, with five fingers on a row,

and a thumb on each hand, and six toes in the fame manner on each foot : 2. Of

©ne William Townson of the fame parish, who at about thirty years of age,

shed all his teeth (as he had done before at seven) and had new ones in their

room : and 3. Of an extraordinary tide at Weymouth an Tuesday July 17, 1666,,

about ten in the morning, when it being almost low water, the sea came in with

so strong and violent a flood, as if it had been at a mill-tail, the tide rising above

four foot in a quarter of an hour, and then ebbing, but quickly flowing again,

sometimes in, and sometimes out, five or six, or, others said, seven or even nine

times. This letter was ordered to he entered in the Letter-Book V

It being suggested, that the æquinox being near, some care mould be taken of

observing the precise time of the sun's entrance into aries, Mr. Hooke said, that

he intended to make a proper apparatus for it against the next autumnal æquinox.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting, besides chose above-mentioned,,

were Mr. Hooke's magnetical watch, and that of falling mercury in a glass cane.

March 11. The experiments of motion made at the last meeting being again

spoken of, the president intimated, that the result of them seemed to be, that the

heavier body fastened to the round plate maketh the greater excursion, and there

fore continueth the longer ; but that still it remained to be inquired after, what

was the precise resistance of the air so bodies moved through it.

The prosecuting and varying these experiments, by applying the fame weight to,

several bodies, which should have been done at this meeting, was reserred to the

next, and Mr. Hooke was ordered to take care, that then it might be done.

It was also moved, that he should bring in his new contrivance of a watch, said

to move by a balance touched with a magnet.

There were dissected some oisters ; and because the functions of many parts of

them were not yet known, Dr. King was desired to produce at his first conveniency

a live oister, and lay open all the parts thereof, tp the end, that those, that arc-

well known, might give light to those, that are not so; and particularly, that the

vent, whence the spawn issues, may be inquired into. Dr. King promised to do>

this.

Mr. Hooke remarked, that he had examinedfome frogs, and found in them. a

seminal and excremental vent : and that he had looked upon the black round

Vol. iii. p. 24.

spawn
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spawn of frogs by a microscope, and thought, that he saw a whitish tegument

round about the black substance, and was of opinion, that that was like the white

of an egg, as he guessed the black matter within to be instead of the yolk. He

undertook to observe the progress of frogs spawn from time to time.

Occasion being given to speak of tarantula's, some of the members said, that

persons bitten by them, though cured, yet must dance once a year : others, that

different patients required different airs to make them dance, according to the diffe

rent forts of tarantula's, which had bitten them.

Mr. Bovle observed, that Epiphanius Ferdinandus seemed to him to have

given the truest account of the biting of the tarantula's in a small treatise on that

subject.

The president moved, that since there was so great a necessity of having more

curators than one, the society would recommend it to the council to consider of it,

as a thing of so great importance to the advancement of their institution : and

it was accordingly reserred to the council.

March 18. At a meeting of the Council there were present

The President

The lord Berkley Sir Paul Neile

The lord bishop of Chester Dr. Goddard

Sir Gilbert Talbot Mr. Colwall

Mr. Aerskine Dr. Croune

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Oldenburg.

It was again considered, whether the society should part with any of the books

of the library given to them by the lord Henry Howard ; and it being put to the

vote was carried in the negative.

The council declared, that it was necessary to have another curator ; and that

therefore they desired to be informed of a person proper for that office, to whom

they would allow fifty pounds a year.

The bishop of Chester named Dr. Walter Needham and Dr. Lower.

Dr. Croune named Mr. Wray.

These were both desired to speak or write to the persons proposed by them, in

order to learn their inclinations to such an employment.

At a meeting of the Society the same day,

Mr. Hooke tried something in order to make a watch go by the force of a

load-stone. It was ordered, that he mould provide against the next meeting an

Z z 2 house-clock,
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house-clock, going half-seconds, and put a ssight upon it, to try what the power of

the magnet would be.

It was remarked, that if this contrivance should be made practicable, the magnet

would then furnish the navigator with, the longitude, as well as it had hitherto,

served him with the latitude.

Mention was made by Dr. Goddard concerning an experiment for making out

the manner of the motion of the muscles but a fuller account of it was relerred.

to another meeting.

Dr. Croune proposed an experiment, to try, whether an animal would be sed

by blood alone transfused into it, viz by inclosing two dogs in a box, and making

the blood circulate from the one to the other by way of transfusion, seeding the

cne and not the other.

He was desired to make the experiment, and Dr. Allen and Mr. Hooke to-

assist him in it.

Dr. King was put in mind of dissecting a lobster and an oister.

Mr. Collins communicated a paper, written by one Mr. Clerk, about mak

ing and using wind-mill sails, that shall go horizontally, and perform more than:

perpendicular sails, with less charge. It was said to be effected by valves shutting

with the wind, and opening, when they came against the wind.

The president remarked, that he had seen such a. contrivance, but thought it

inefsectual as to use.

March 25, 1669. The Society did not meet.

April 1. There was tried an experiment, proposed by Dr. Goddard, to find,,

whether muscles in their contraction grew bigger upon the whole, or not ? The ex

periment was by inserting a man's arm into an artificial arm made of tin, having a

glass-pipe fitted and erected in the hand of it, so as being filled with water, and

the hand of the fleshy arm clutched, the water in the pipe subsided ; but being

relaxed and opened, the water rose : which seemed to shew, that in contraction

the muscles, upon the whole* were brought into less dimensions than in their dila

tation.

Dr.. Goddard was desired to bring in a full account of this experiment in

writing ; which he promised to do, having first repeated it

This experiment gave occasion to discourse of the cause and manner of pulsati

on : and it was debated, whether the pulse be caused by the muscular motion of the

See below the minutes of Decemb. 16, 1669.

t heart,
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Heart, or by the ebullition of the blooJ in the heart, thence discharged into the

great artery Some ot the members were ot opinion, that when there is a systole

or conitnaion in the heart, there is the like in the artery, and that the arteries

have a kind or muscular structure; while others thought, that upon the constric

tion of the heart tollows a dilatation in the artery, or that the systole of the one

is the diastole of the other.

For the determining of this question it was ordered, that experiments should be

made with a dog, an eel, and a pair of bellows with guts.

Dr. Merret communicated a letter written by Dr. Edward Brown to his

sather, Dr. Thomas Brown, dated at Vienna March 3, 1 66* , containing an ac

count of two parhelia lately seen in Hungary, and of four other parhelia seen in

the same country in 1668 at Easter. This letter was ordered to be entered in the

Letter-Book ?.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Mr. Childrey, dated March 22,

1664 promising to communicate to the society,, not only his collection of philo

sophical observables to be found in such geographical writings and itineraries, as he

had perused, but also the history of weather drawn up by him out of several manu

scripts on that subject, which had come to his hands. This letter was ac om-

panied with some powder made of the sediment of the sulphureous well at Not-

tington, mentioned in his former letter of , Feb. 9 read March 4. which powder

being cast upon burning embers in a fire-pan, flamed and burnt blue like powder

of brimstone, and smelt persectly like it. Some of this powder was ordered to be

given to Mr, Boyle to tiy it, and the rest delivered to Mr. Hooke for the repo

sitory.

April 8. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord Henry Howard Sir Theodore de Vavx

The lord Brer eton Dr. Goddard

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Oldenburg.

It was ordered, that the treasurer pay Mr. Gilbert, solicitor to the society, or

to his order, the sum of thirty pounds twelve shillings and ten pence, according to

his bill of April 3, 1669 ; and likewise such monies, as by warrant from the pre

sident shall he judged necessary for having the additional patent pass the great seal

of England :

That Dr. Aglionry be for a year more exempted from the weekly contribu

tions, he having desired that indulgence by Sir Theodore de Vaux : and

» Vol. iii. p. 34. and Supplement, vol. ii. p. iv. n' 47. p. 953. for May 1669.

105. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. * Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 59.

That:
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That Dr. Merret be conserred with against the next meeting of the council

concerning Thomas Willisel, the botanic traveller, to testify what he knows of

his abilities in collecting plants and other natural curiosities ; and that Willisel be

summoned accordingly to attend the council at their next meeting to receive their

resolution and orders.

At a meeting of the Society on the fame day,

There was made one of the experiments appointed at the last meeting, viz. that

with guts blown up, and tied on both ends, to shew, that for making a pulse in

the arteries the re needs no more than a compression in the heart, since the gut

being compressed on one end, the motion of it was sensible at the other.

Dr. Goddard objected, that th:s was not sufficient to make out what was in

tended, since there was no outlet in these guts ; whereas there is an issue of the

blood in the body of animals out of the arteries into the veins.

Mr. Hooke answered, that there is so, yet there being a return of the blood

to the heart again, it could not be otherwise, but that, the vessels being full, there

would upon the circulation of the blood into the heart again and its systole, be

caused a pulsation in the arteries.

He proposed an addition of a pipe to this experiment, the better to shew the

truth of his assertion.

He produced some plano-convex spherical glasses, as small as pins-heads, to serve

for object-glasses in microscopes. He was desired to put some of them into the

society's great microscope for a trial.

He proposed likewise an observation to be made of the texture of muscles by a

microscope, which he promised to make for the next meeting, and then shew

it to the society.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a printed paper, part of the Journal des Scavans for

March 1 8, 1 669, N. S. wherein the four rules of motion formerly sent to the society

by Monsr. Huygens were printed, together with three more belonging to the

same subject. Mr. Oldenburo intimating, that the Parisian philosophers were

very diligent in making experiments in order to the verifying or disproving of

those rules, and moving, that what had been lately begun here of that nature

might be vigoroufly prosecuted, it was ordered, that Dr. Croune should be de

sired to undertake that task, and to make such experiments in private, where it

might be more conveniently and more leisurely done than in public ; and having so

done, to give an account of their success to the society : Dr. Croune being

spoken to accordingly, promised, that he would do it, but desired, that it might

be done in Gresham-college, that so he might have the assistance of Mr. Hooke,

the hands of the operator, and the apparatus necessary thereto ; which was ap

proved of.

1 Count
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Count Ubaldini produced a little roundish oblong grey stone, taken out, as

he affirmed, by a lady from under her tongue, after she had endured for two

days very great pains in her throat, which had been thought to be a quinfey ;

on which account she had been let blood under the tongue ; which not curing the

pain, she at last selt something hard under her tongue, and putting her fingers to

it, cried out, that there was a tooth coming out from under her tongue, and so

plucked out this stone, which the count shewed the society, but took it away with

him.

April 15. Mr. Hooke exhibited again the experiment of the watch moved by a'

magnet, which, according to Us several distances from the flight fitted to the watch,

made it go faster or slower.

Sir Robert Moray suggested several doubts to be considered in this experiment,,

1. Whether the load stone hath the fame attraction in all positions ? 2. Whether

some kind of earth or rock may not alter the power of attraction ? He alledging,

that in Scotland there was a whole ridge of rocky mountains of a magnetic virtue,

&c. 3. Whether there would not be found a difference in the attraction, accord

ing to a nearer or farther distance of the load-stone from the land ?

The president moved, that it might be tried, whether a watch thus moved by

a magnet would go equally with a stronger or weaker spring for which purpose,,

his lordship proposed, that the watch and load-stone being fixt, the spring ot the

watch should be wound more or less high, to see, whether the motion caused by

the magnet would be always equal.

It was ordered, that a piece of clock-work with a spring going seconds should

be provided for the next meeting, to be tried with a load-stone.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated two letters written to him, one in French by

Monsr. Lantin, a counsellor of the parliament of Burgundy, dated November 30,,

1 668 c, accompanying a present of a book intitled, Claudii Salmasci Prasatio in Li-

brum de Homonymis Hyles Iatrica ; ejusdem de Plinio Judicium d : The other in Latim

by Mr. Hevelius dated March 11, 1669, N.S. containing expressions of his readi

ness to print the papers- of Mr. Horrox, as they had been digested by Dr..

Wallis.

It was ordered, that Monsr. Lantin and Mr. Hevelius should be thanked by

the secretary ' for their respect to the society, and that Mr. Collins should be

desired to take care of having a copy made of those papers of Mr. Horrox in the

hands of the president ; and that this copy should be transmitted to Mr. Heve

lius by the secretary.

* Letter-Book, toI. ii. p. 339. It is printed * Printed at Dijon 1668, in 40.

in the Philos. Transact, vol. iv. n* 46, F- 936,. e His letter to Monsr. Lantin was dateJ April.'

for April 1669. 14,1669, Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 63.

Mr..
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Mr. Oldenburg read likewise ah extract of a letter written by Dr. Downs

from Rome Feb. 9, 1669, N. S. to Mr. Sxippon, who had sent it out of the

country to him, , to communicate the contents thereof to the society; which were

chiefly concerning a dog bitten by a viper, and recovered by a stone, taken out of

the head of a serpent called Cobra de Capeles ; and also concerning a man stung

by a scorpion in the hand, and cured by such a stone.; together with a proposal

made by a person at Rome, for observing daily the difserent degrees of heat and

cold between London and Rome for a whole year's time.

It was ordered, that Dr. Downs be desired to get the experiments with the

serpent-stone repeated upon two dogs to be bitten in the fame part, to see Whether

one of them would not recover without the application of such a stone.

Mr. Oldenburg produced some Bononian stones uncalcined of that kind, which

imbibe and rerain light. It being mentioned, that the person, who had the art

os fitting those stones for performing that odd effect, being dead, and the way

of so preparing them thought to be lost with him, these stones were ordered tt> be

delivered to Mr. Bovle, to try whether he could not light upon some way of so

preparing them, that they might shine in the dark.

Sir Robert Moray produced the skin of a Moor tanned, which he said was

offered to be fold for five pounds ; and being thought proper for the repository, it

was ordered that the treasurer should pay that sum for the purchase ot it.

April 22. The society did not meet.

April 29. Mr. Hook e produced his magnetical watch improved by having so

contrived the magnetical balance, which was instead of a pendulum, as to make

it vibrate as little arches, as ihould be desired, thereby to make the vibrations al

ways equal, and the magnet to have stronger influence upon the said balance.

It was again ordered, that a hand shewing minutes and seconds should be added

to it, thereby to compare it with a pendulum, for an assurance of its going equal.

Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he had still another way of measuring time ex

actly," wherein a sudden turning motion should not cause a stop or disorder, as k

did in this way.

Two microscopical observations were made, one of the texture of fat, which

appeared to be like froth full of cells ; the other of a kind of mould upon book

binders paste, which was found to have a fine moss growing on it, that had on the

tops of its stems a head like seed.

Mr. Boyle acquainted the society, that on the sea-side in some part of Devon

shire there grew in the sea a bean-bearing tree, having its lower part under water,

whose wood was hard, and the upper part like a bean-stalk.

He
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He shewed a pretty large piece of black amber found on the sea-more in Sussex ;

as also a great number of stringed and all rhomboid-like pieces of talc ; of which

kind of substance, another member said, a whole mine was to be found in

England.

Mr. William Neile was desired to produce his theory of motion which

being done, it was read, and ordered to be registered f . After some discourse upon

this theory, the author was desired to complete it, and to consider how to verify

his principles by experiments, and to accommodate them to the rules of Dr.

Wren and Monfr. Huyoens ; which he promised he would endeavour to do.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a new book, lately printed at Paris*, containing

some curious anatomical observations made by the Royal Academy of Sciences

there, upon five animals, viz. the cameleon, castor, dromedary, bear, and an

African deer called by the French gazelle.

It was moved, that when any of the beasts or birds of the King died, Mr.

May might be spoken to by Sir Robert Moray to send them to the society to

be dissected.

Mr. Boyle mentioning, that there was then in London such a deer as the

gazelle brought from Bantam, was desired, that, if it should die, he would procure

it for the society ; which he promised to do, if he could.

Mr. Aubrey produced a letter written to him by Mr. Francis Potter in

1652, signifying, that at that time the writer of it had made some trials of the

transfusion of blood.

May 6. Mr. Hooke produced a new kind of pendulum of his own invention,

having a great weight appendant to it, and moved with a very small force ; viz.

by such a contrivance, that a pendulum of about fourteen seet long, so as a single

vibration of it is made in two seconds, with an excussionof half an inch or less,

having a weight of three pounds hanging on it, and moved by the sole force of a

pocket-watch, with four wheels, shall go fourteen months, and cause very equal

vibrations.

He shewed two several contrivances for it ; one was with a pin upon the balance

of a pocket-watch, making a bifurcated needle to vibrate on one end, and on the

other end the pendulum : Another was with a thread fastened on one end to the

balance of the watch, ind on the other end to the pendulum, and so moving it to

and fro.

Dr. Wren suggested a third way, viz. by taking a cylindrical staff of twenty

eight seet long, and making it move in its middle on a pin, and hanging an equal

weight on each end of it, to be moved with a pocket-watch.

' Register, vol. iv. p. 49. * In 4°. See Philos. Trjnsact, vol. iv. 11*49, P 99'> ^or

July 1669.

Vol. II. A a a Mr.
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Mr. Hooke was ordered to cause one to be made for the society, closing the

pendulum in a glass-tube with a bolt- head beneath.

He produced his instrument of observing second minutes by the fun, by a small

telescope fastened on a board, and casting the picture of the sun,' without a pe

numbra through it, upon an arch of wood covered with white paper, fastened to

the opposite side of the board ; an instrument of excellent use to observe eclipses.

He was ordered to cause the arch to be divided against the next meeting.

Mr. Nejle being called upon about the completing of his Theory concerning

the principles of motion, and applying them to the rules given by Dr. Wren and

Mohsr. Huygens for experiments, intimated, that he had begun to accommo

date those his principles to the said rules, but hot finished it yet. He was desired

to bring it in as soon as he had finished it,; -

Dr. Croune intimated, that he hoped he should in a short time give the society

an account concerning the success of the experiments of motion, which he had been

«lesired to make, to lee, whether they answered the rules given by Dr. Wren,

and Monsr. Huygens concerning them.

The operator was again ordered to furnish him with the apparatus necessary;

and Mr. Hook.e was desired to assist Dr. Cro.une» who said, that at the next

meeting a day might be pitched upon for making these experiments in Gresham-

college, that so other members of the society, who had leisure, might be present.

Mr. Boyle presented the society, for the repository, with the skin of a calf with

two heads, which, he said, had been lately brought forth alive in England^ having,

two wind-pipes, two lungs, and but one heart, fucking with both mouths.

Dr. Cuqune being put in mind of the experiment.of making a circular trans^

fusion of blood in two dogs, said, that something was already done in order to it,

and that he would go about it as soon as he could.

He mentioned, that from this experiment it would appear, whether blood

nourishes, or not; and added, that this experiment might be carried on, to find;,

whether one animal might be kept alive without breathing, by the breathing of.

the other only.

Mr. Boyle observed upon this, that it would be worth trying,, whether air.

generated of other bodies would not serve for respiration.

Mr. Daniel Coxe mentioned, that Cornelius Drebbel pretended to have x

certain liquor, to supply the want of fresh air in the boat, which he had made to

go under water with; and which boat wasjso framed, that it had no bottom, accord

ing to the relation given of it in the notes made upon Hernandes.
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Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that Mr. Greatrix had improved his engine

for going under water with ; and that by means thereof he could sink himself ten

fathoms under water, and stay there with ease enough as long as he pleased, going

up and down, stooping and working ; but at a much greater depth he found ah

intolerable pressure.

May 13. The new patent from his Majesty, dated April 8, 1669, granting

Chelsea college to the society, together with some additional privileges and powers,

was read. It was as follows:

" CAROLUS SECUNDUS Dei gratia Angliæ Scotiæ Franciæ et Hi-

** berniæ Rex, sidei Delensor, &c. omnibus, ad quos hæ Literæ nostræ patentes

" pervenerint, salutem. Sciatis, quod nos de gratia nostra speciali ac ex certa

" Tcientia et mero motu nostris dedimus et concessimus, ac per prælentes pro nobis

" heredibus et fuccessoribus nostris damus et concedimus, dilcctis et sidelibus

** nostris Prasidi Concilio et Sodalibtts Regalis Societatis Lcndini pro scientia na 'urall

11 promovenda, et successoribus fuis in perpetuum, totam illam peciam terræ ara-

** bilis vocatam Teamshott, continentem per æstimationem viginti acras, jacentem

" inter viam nostram ducentem a Westmonasterio versus Chelsey ex parte boreali

*' et occidental! ; et peciam prati continentem per æstimationem quatuor acras,

" parcel lam octodecim acrarum prati nuper in tenura Comitis Nottinghamiensis,

" vel assignatorum suorum, ex parte australi; ic clausum prati vocatum Stone-

*' bridge Close ex parte orientali ; et peciam terræ arabilis nuper in occupatione

" Thomæ Evans, vel assignatorum suorum, ex parte occidentali ; per particula-

** ria inde mentionata esse annualis redditus, five valoris, viginti trium solidorum

*' et quatuor denariorum : Nec non totum ilium prædictum clausum prati voca-

" tum Stony Bridge Close, continentem per æstimationem quatuor acras, nuper

" in occupatione Johannis Deakes, vel assignatorum suorum, jacentem inter ri-

" vum vocatum Le Common Sewer ex parte orientali ; et prædictam peciam terræ

" vocatam Teamshott ex parte occidentali ; et pontem vocatum Stony Bridge ex

" parte boreali ; per particularia inde mentionata esse annualis redditus, five valo-

**. ris, viginti solidorum : Nec non totam illam unam peciam terræ arabilis in

*' communi campo vocato East Field, continentem per æstimationem tres acras,

" nuper in occupatione Thomæ Frances, vel assignatorum suorum, jacen-

" tem inter prædictam peciam terræ vocatam Teamlhott ex parte orientali;

" peciam terræ arabilis nuper in tenura Comitis Lincolniertsis, vel assignatorum fuo-

" rum, ex parte occidentali; parcellam prati de Earlcs Court Land ex parte australi ;

et viam nostram ducentem a Westmonasterio versus Chelsey prædictam ex pane

" boreali et occidentali; per particularia inde mentionata esie annualis redditus,

" five valoris, quatuor solidorum (cuæ quidem præmissa sunt aut olim sueruht par-

" cella terræ nostræ in Chelsey, existentis parcellæ terræ Dominicalis Mancrii de Chel-

" sey prædicta, ac nuper iuerunt parcella possessionum Johannis nuper DucisNor-

" thumbriæ; et quæ nuper per præcharissimum avum nostrum beatæ mcmoriæ

" Jacobum Regem per Literas suas patentes, gerentes datum apud Westmonasie-

" rium octavo die Maii, anno regni fui Angliæ octavo et Scotiæ quadragdimo

" tertio, concessa fuerunt. aut mentionata esse concessa, Præposito et Sociis Collegsi

" Regis Jacobi in .Chelsey prope London ex fundatione ejuldem Jacobi Regis

** Angliæ, et successoribus fuis in perpetuum; tenendum de pra.fato Jacobo

A a a 2 Rege,
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*. Rege, ut de manerio suo de East Greenwich in comitatu Cantiæ, per sidelitatem

*' tantum, in libero et communi soccagio, et ncn in capite, nec per servitium mi-

litare) Ac eciam omnia et singula domus ædificia structuras boscos fubboscos ar.-

'** bores, ac totam terram fundum et solum eorundem boscorum subboscorum et

" arborum, ac omnia alia jura jurisdictiones franchesias privilegia libertates profi-

*' cua commod.tates advantagia emolumenta et hereditamenta nostra quæcunque,

" cum corum pertinentiis universis, cujuscunque sint generis naturæ leu speciei,.

" seu quibuscunque nominibus sciantur censeantur nuncupentur feu cognofcantur,

" scituata jacentia et existentia provenientia crefcentia renovantia five emergentia

" infra comitatum villas campos loca five hamlettas prædicta, vel alibi ubicun-

" que, prædictis terris et cæteris præmissis vel alicui inde parcellæ quoquo modo

" spectantia h : Necnon reversionem et reversiones omnium et singulorum præ-

" m.fforum superius per præsentes præconcefforum, et cujuflibet inde parcellæ,

" dependentes vel expectances de in vel super aliquam dimisiionem vel concessio-

" ncm pro termino vel terminis vitas vel vitarum vel annorum, aut aliter de præ-

" missis superius per præsentes præconcessis seu de aliqua inde parcella quoquo

" modo factam, existentem de recordo vel non de recordo : Necnon omnia et

" singula redditus et annualia proficua quæcunque refervata super quibuscunque-

" dimissionibus vel concessionibus de et super præmiffa per præfentes præconcesifa,

" vel de et super aliquam inde parcellam. Dedimus etiam et concessimus, ac

" per præfentes pro nobis heredibus et successoribus nostris damus et concedimus,

" præfatis Præsidi Concilio et Sodalibus Regalis Societatis Londini pro scientia

" naturali promovenda, et successoribus fuis in perpetuum, quod ipsi et eorum

" fuccessores de cætero in perpetuum habeant teneant et gaudeant, ac habere tenere

" et gaudere valeant et possint, infra præmiffa superius per præfentes præconcessa,

" ac infra quamlibet inde parcellam* tot tanta talia eadem nujusmodi et consimi-

** lia.jura jurildictiones libertates franchefias confuetudines privilegia proficua com-

" moditates advantagia emolumenta et hereditamenta quæcunque, quot quanta

" qualia et quæ, ac adeo plene libere et integre, ac in tam amplis modo et forma,

" prout prædictus Johannes nuper Dux Northumbriæ, autprædictus Præpositus

" et Socii Collegii Regis Jacobi in Chelsey prope London ex fundatione cjusdem

" Jacobi Regis Angliæ, aut aliquis alius five aliqui alii, prædicta terras tene-

" menta et cætera præmiffa cum fuis pertinentiis, aut aliquam inde parcellam,

** unquam antehac habentes poflidentes aut seisiti inde existentes, habens possi-

" dens aut seisitus inde exstens, unquam habuerunt tenuerunt usi vel gavisi fut-

9* runt, habuit tenujt usus vel gavisus suit, seu habere tenere uti vel gaudere de-

" buerunt aut debuit, in præmisiis superius per præfentes præconceslls, aut ali-

" qua inde parcella, ratione vel prætextu alicujus chartæ doni concesilonis vel

" confirmationis per nos seu aliquem progenitorum vel antecessorum nostro-

" rum nuper Regum vel Reginarum Angliæ antehac habitorum factorum vel

" concessorum seu confirmatorum, aut ratione vel prætextu alicujus actus Parlia-

" menti vel aliquorum actuum Parliamentorum, aut ratione vel prætextu alicujus

** legitimæ præscriptionis usus seu confuetudinis antehac habitorum seu usitatorum,

y aut aliter quoeunque legali modo jure seu titulo, ac adeo plene libere et integrej

ac in tam amplis modo et forma, prout nos aut aliquis progenitorum vel ante-

*• cessorum nostrorum nuper Regum vel Reginarum Angliæ prædicta terras tene-

* Sit in Authent.
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*' mcnta et cætera præmissa, aut aliquam inde parcellam, habuimus et gavisi fui»

*' mus aut habuerunt et gavifi fuerunt, seu habere et gaudere debuimus aut ha-

" bere et gaudere debuerunt aut debuit. Damus ulterius, ac per præsentes pro

" nobis heredibus et successoribus nostris concedimus, præsatis Præsidi Concilio

" et Sodalibus Regalis Societatis Londini pro scientia naturali promovenda, et eo-

" rum successoribus, omnia et singula præmissa superius per præsentes prxconcessa,

" cum eorum pertinentiis universis, adeo plene Iibere et integre, ac in tam amplis

" modo et forma, prout ca omnia et fingula præmissa, aut aliqua inde parcella,

" ad manus nostras, seu ad manus aliquorum progenitorum vel antecessorum

" nostrorum nuper Regum vel Reginarum Angliæ, ratione vel prætextu dissolu-

" tionis vel furfum redditionis alicujus nuper monasterii prioratus five hospitalise

** aut ratione vel prætextu alicujus actus Parliament vel aliquorum actuum Par-

" liamentorum, aut ratione alicujus attincturæ five forissacturæ, aut ratione alicu-

" jus excambii vel perquisiti, aut alicujus doni vel concessionis, aut ratione es-

" chaetæ, aut quocunque alio legali modo jure seu titulo devenerunt seu devenire

" debuerunt, ac in manibus nostris jam existunt seu existere debent vel debuerunt :

*' habendum tenendum et gaudendum prædicta terras tenementa et hereditamenta,

" ac cætera omnia et singula præmissa superius per præfentes præconcessa, cum

*' eorum pertinentiis universis, præsato Præsidi Concilio et Sodalibus Regalis So-

M cietatis L ondini pro scientia naturali promovenda, et successoribus suis in perpe-

** tuum ; tenendum de nobis heredibus et successoribus nostris, ut de manerio

" nostro de East Greenwich in comitatu nostro Cantiæ, per sidelicatem tantum, in

** libero et communi soccagio, et non in capite, nec per servitium militare; ac

** reddendum annuatim nobis heredibus et successoribus nostris de et pro prædicta

" terra arabili vocata Teamshott viginti tres solidos et quatuor denarios, ac de et

" pro prædicto clauso prati vocato Stony Bridge Close viginti solidos, ac de et

" pro prædicta pecia terræ arabilis in communi campo vocato East Field quatuor

" solidos legalis monetæ Angliæ, ad sesta Sancti Michaelis Archangeli et An-

** nunciationis beatæ Mariæ Virginis, ad receptam Scaccarii nostri Westmonasterii .

*' heredum et fuccessorum nostrorum, seu ad manus Ballivorum, seu Receptorum

" præmissorum pro tempore existente ', per æquales portiones annuatim folvendas

" in perpetuum. Et ulterius de uberiori gratia nostra speciali ac ex certa

" scientia et mero motu nostris volumus, ac per præsentes pro nobis heredibus et

" successoribus nostris concedimus præsato Præsidi Concilia et Sodalibus Regalis

** Societatis prædictæ et successoribus fuis, quod nos heredes et fuccessores nostri:

** de cætero in perpetuum annuatim, et de tempore in tempus, exonerabimus ac-

•* quietabimus et indempnes conservabimus, tam.præsaros Præsidem Concilium ec

t' Sodales Regalis Societatis prædictæ et. fuccessores suos, quam prædicta terras

** tenementa et cætera omnia et singula præmissa superius expressa et specificata ac

** per præfentes præconcessa, et quamlibet inde parcellam,. cum eorum pertinen-

t( tiis universis, de et ab omnibus et omnimodis corrodiis redditibus seodis servitiis

" annuitatibus pensionibus portionibus ac denariorum fummis ac oneribus quibus-

** cunque de præmissis,. seu aliqua inde. parcella, nobis heredibus vel suceessoribus

'* nostris exeuntibus vel folvendis,< vel superinde versus nos heredes vel fuccessores

nostros oneratis vel onerandis præterquam de redditibus servitiis et tenuris su-

" perius in his præsentibus nobis heredibus et successoribus nostris reservatis, ac"

J Sic in Autheot. et fajpm infra.
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" præterquam de dimissionibus et concessionibus de præmissis seu de aliqua indc

*' parcella antehac factis, ac conventionibus et conditionibus in iisdem existenti-

*' bus, ac conventionibus et oneribus, quæ ahquis firmarius seu atiqui firmarii

** præmissorum ratione indenturarum et dimissionum fuarum facere et exonerare

** tenetur seu tenentur. Volumus etiam, ac per præsentes pro nobis heredibus et

*' fuccessoribus nostris firmiter injungendo præcipimus, tam Commissionariis pro

*' thei'auro nostro, Thefaurario, Camerario, Subthefaurario, et Baronibus Scaccarii

" nostri heredum et fuccessorum nostrorum pro tenipore existente, quam omnibus

et finguhs Auditoribus, et ahis officiariis, et ministris nostris heredum et

** fucœssorum nostrorum quibuscunque pro tempOre existente ; quod ipsi. et

" eorum quilibet super folam ckmonstrationem harum Literarum nostrarum

*' patentium, vel irrotulamonti earundem, absque aliquo a!io brevi seu war-

*' ranto a nobis heredibus vel fuccessoribus nostris quoquo modo impetran-

*' do seu prosequendo, plenam integram debitamque allocationem et exone-

*f> rationem manisestam de et ab omnibus et omnimodis hujusmcdi corrodiis red-

" ditibus leodis pensionibus portionibus et denariorum fu mmis ac oneribus quibus-

*' cunque (præterquam de servitiis r-edditibus temirh ac arreragiis redditus ac cæ-

" teris præmissis in his præsentibus, ut præfcrtur, reservatis, et per præfatos

*-' Præsidem Concilium et Sodales Regalis Societatis prædictæ et fuccessores fuos

*-' folubilibus fiendis k seu performandis) de præmissis per præsentes præconcessis,

. " seu de aliqua inde parte vel parcella, nobis heredibus vel fuccessoribus noftris

" exeuntibus seu folvendis, vel fuperinde versus nos heredes vel fuccessores nostros

" oneratis seu onerandis, præfatis Præsidi Concilio et Sodalibus Regalis Socjetatis

" prædictæ et fucceflbribus fuis facient, et de tempore in tempus fieri causabunt :

" Et hæ Literæ nostræ patentes, vel irrotulamentum earundem, erunt de tempore

**• in tempus, ram dictis Commissionariis pro Thefauro nostto, Theiaurario, Can-

" cellario, et Baronibus Scaccarii nostri heredum et fuccessorum nostrorum pro

" tempore existente, quam omnibus et singulis Auditoribus, et aliis officiariis, et

" ministris nostris heredum et fuccessorum nostrorum quibuscunque pro tempore

*' existente, fufficiens warrantum et exoneratio in hac parte. Et cum nos per

" Literas nostras patentes, gerentes datum apud Westmonusterium vicesimo se-

*' cundodie Aprilis, anno regni nostri decimo quinto, Præfidi Concilio et Sodalibus

" RegalisSocietatis prædictæ factas, inter alia concessimus præfatis Præsidi Concilio e?

" Sodalibus prædictæ Regalis Societatis, et fuccessoribus fuis in perpetuum, quod li

" contigerit Præsidem ejusdem Regalis Societatis pro tempore existente ægritudinc

" vel infirmitate detineri, vel in servitio nostro heredum vel fuccessorum nostro-

" rum verfari, vel aliter esse occupatum, ita quod necessariis negotiis ejusdem

" Regalis Societatis officium Præsidis tangentibus attendere non poterit ; quod

" tune et toties bene liceat et licebit eidem Præsidi sic detento verfato vel occupatp

" unum de Concilio prædictæ Regalis Societatis pro tempore existente, fore et

" esse Deputatum ejuidem Præsidis, nominare et appunctuare : qui quidem De-

" putatus, in officio Deputati Præsidis prædicti sic taciendus et constituendus, sit

" et esset Deputatus ejusdem Præsidis de tempore in tempus, toties quoties præ-

" dictus Præses sic abesse contigerit, durante toto tempore, quo prædictus Præfes

" in officio præsidis continuaverit ; nisi interim prædictus Præses Regalis Societatis

*' prædictæ pro tempore existente unum alium de prædicto Concilio ejus Deputa-

t Sic in Authenr,
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*' tum secerit et constituent : Et quod quilibet hujusmodi Deputatus prædicti Præ-

u sidis fie, ut præsertur, faciendus et constituendus omnia et fingula, quæ ad officium

" Præsidis pra dictæ Regalis Societatis pertinent leu pertinere debent, vel per prædi-

** ctum Præsidem virtute istarum Literarum nostrarum patentium limitataet appun-

" ctuata fore 1 facienda et exequenda de tempore in tempus, toties quoties prædictus

" Præfes fic abesie contigerit, durante tali tempore, quo Deputatus prædicti Præsidis

*' continuaverit,facere et exequi valeat et possit, vigore istarum Literarum nostrarum

" patentium, adeo plene libere et integre, ac in tam amplis modo et forma, prout

*' Præfes prædictus, fi præsens eflet, ilia facere et exequi valeat et possit; sacramenta

" corporali super sancta Dei Evangelia, in forma et effectu in eisdem Literis nostris

M patentibus specificatis, per hujusmodi Deputatum ad omnia et fingula, quæ ad

** officium Præsidis pertinent, bene et sideliter exequendum, coram præfato Con-

" cilio prædictæ Regalis Societatis, vel aliquibus septem vel pluribus eorum, prius

'* præstando ; et sic toties quoties caius sic acciderit : cui quidem Concilio, vel

" aliquibus septem vel pluribus eorum pro tempore existente, sacramentum præ-

" d.ictum administrare patestatem et authoritatem, quoties casus sic acciderit, de-

" dimus et concessimus per easdem Literas nostras patentes, absque brevi commis-

" sione five ulteriori warranto in ea parte a nobis heredibus et successoribus nostris

" procurandis leu obtinendis : Ac quod ipsi et fucceffores eorum, seu aliqui novem

" vel plures eorum (quorum Præsidem pro tempore existente, vel ejus deputatum,,

" semper unum effe volumus) conventus seu congregationes de seipsis pro experi-

" mentorum et rerum naturalium cognitione et indagine aliisque negotiis ad Soci-

** etatem prædictam spectantibus, quoties et quando opus fuerit, licite facere et

" habere poffint in collegio five aula five alio loco commodo intra civitatem nos-

" tram London, vel in aliquo alio loco commodo intra decem milliaria ab eadem

*' civitate nostra : Et cum diverfa et varia res potestates libertates et privilegia in

** iisdem Literis nostris patentibus præfato Prcsidi Concilio ac Sodalibus Regalis

*' Societatis prædictæ concessa, virtute istarum Literarum nostrarum patentium,

" non sunt exercenda facienda performanda seu exequenda, nisi per prædicturh

" Præsidem et Concilium, aut aliquos septem vel plures eorum : Et cum ulterius

** per prædictas Literas nostras patentes pro nobis heredibus et successoribus nostris

*' dedimus et concessimus præfatis Præsidi Concilio et Sodalibus prædictæ Regalis

" Societatis, et successoribus suis in perpetuurn, five aliquibus viginti et uni vel

" pluribus eorum (quorum Præsidem pro tempore existente, vel ejus Deputatum,.

** semper unum esic volumus) seu majori patti prædictorum viginti et unius vel

" plurium, plenam potestatem et authoritatem de tempore in tempus eligendi no-

*' minandi et constituendi unum vel plures Typographos five Impressores, et

't Chalcographos seu Sculptores, et ipsi vel iplis pet scriptum communi Sigillo

" prædictæ Regalis Societatis sigillatum, et manu Præsidis pro tempore existente

" fignatum, facultatem concedendi, ut imprimant tales res materias et negetia

** prædictam Regalem Societatem tangentia vel concernentia, quales prædictis

*' Typographo vel Impressori, Chalcographo vel Sculptori, vel Typographis vel

** Imprellbribus, Chalcographis vel Sculptoribus, de tempore in tempus per Præ*

" sidem et Concilium prædictæ Regalis Societatis, vel aliquos septem vel plures

" eorum (quorum Præsidem pro tempore existente, vel ejus Deputatum, unum

M esse volumus) vel per majorem partem prædictorum septem vel plurium com-

1 Sic in Authent.
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missa m fuerint ; sacramentis suis corporalibus, antequam ad officia sua exercen-

da admittantur, coram Præside et Concilio pro tcmpore cxistentc, vel aliquibus

septem vel pluribus eorum, prius præstandis ; cui quidem Præsidi et Concilio,

vel aliquibus septem vel pluribus eorum pro tempore existente, sacramenta

prædicta administrare plenam potestatem et authoritatem dedimus et concessimus

per prædictas Literas nostras patentes ; prout in eiidem Literis nostris paten-

tibus, relatione' indc habita, plenius liquet et apparet: Nos, de abundantiori

gratia nostra speciali ac ex certa scientia et mero motu nostris, dedimus et con

cessimus, ac per præsentes pro nobis heredibus et successoribus nostris damus et

concedimus, prætatis Præsidi Concilio et Sodalibus prædictæ Regalis Socie

tatis, et successoribus suis in perpetuum, quod de cætero in perpetuum, si con-

tigerit Præsidem ejusdem Regalis Societatis pro tempore existente ægritudine

vel infirmitate detineri, vel in servitio nostro heredum vel successorum nostro-

rum versari, vel aliter esfe occupatum, ita quod necessariis negotiis ejusdem

Regalis Societatis officium Præsidis tangentibus attendere non poterit ; quod

tune et toties bene Jiceat et licebit eidem Præsidi sic detento versato vel occu-

pato unum de Concilio prædictæ Regalis Societatis pro tempore existente, fore

et esse Deputatum ejusdem Præfidis, nominare et appunctuare qui quidem

Deputatus, in officio Deputati Præsidis prædicti sic saciendus et constituendus,

sit et erit Deputatus ejusdem Præsidis de tempore in tempus, toties quoties præ-

dictus Præfes sic abesie contigerit, durante toto tempore, quo prædictus Præses

in officio Præsidis continuaverit, etiamsi interim Præfes Regalis Societatis præ

dictæ pro tempore existente unum alium vel plures alios de prædicto Concilio ejus

Deputatum et Deputatos secerit et constituent ; cui quidem Præsidi pro tem

pore existente duos vel plures de prædicto Consilio ejus Deputatos ipso et eo-

dem tempore facere et constituere potestatem et authoritatem, quoties ei pla-

cuerit, damus et concedimus per præfentes pro nobis heredibus et successoribus

nostris : Et quod quilibet hujusmodi Deputatus et Deputati prædicti Præsidis

sic, ut præfertur, faciendi et constituendi omnia et singula, quæ ad officium

Præsidis prædictæ Regalis Societatis pertinent seu pertinere debent, vel per præ-

dictum Præsidem virtute prædictarum Literartim nostrarum patentium, vel præ-

sentium, limitata et appunctuata fore n facienda et exequenda de tempore in tempus,

toties quoties prædictus Præfes sic abesse contigerit, durante tali tempore, quo

Deputatus ct Deputati prædicti Præsidis continuaverit et continuaverint, facere et

exequi valeat et possit valeant et possint, vigore harum Literarum nostrarum

; patentium, adeo plene libere et integre, ac in tam amplis modo et forma, prout

; Præfes prædictus, si præsens esset, ilia facere et exequi valeret et posset ; facra-

; mento corporali super sancta Dei Evangelia, in forma et effectu in eildem

' Literis nostris patentibus specificatis, per hujusmodi Deputatum et Deputatos

' ad omnia et singula, quæ ad officium Præsidis pertinent, bene et sideliter exe-

; quendum» coram præfato Concilio prædictæ Regalis Societatis, vel aliquibus

1 quinque vel pluribus eorum, prius præstando ; et sic toties quoties casus sic

' acciderit : cui quidem Concilio, vel aliquibus quinque vel pluribus eorum pro

' .tempore existente, sacramentum prædictum administrare potestatem et autho»

f Sic ii Authent. - " Ibid,
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ritatem, quoties casus fic accident, damus et concedimus per præfentes, absque

brevi commissione five ulteriori warranto in ea parte a nobis heredibus et suc

cessoribus nostris procurandis seu obtinendis : Ac ulterius, quod de cætero in

perpetuum ipsi et fuccefibres eorum, seu aliqui novem vel plures eorum (quo

rum Præsidem pro tempore existente, vel ejus Deputatum, semper unum else

volumus) conventus seu congregationes de seipsis pro experimentorum et reruna

naturalium cognicione et indagine aliisque negotiis ad Societatem prædictam

spectantibus, quoties et quando opus fuerit, licite sacere et habere possint in

collegio five aula five alio loco commodo infra regnum nostrum Angliæ : Ac

ulterius, quod omnia et singula res potestates libertates et privilegia in prædictis

Literis nostris patentibus præsatis Præsidi Concilio et Sodalibus Regalis Socie-

tatis prædictæ concefia, virtute istarum Literarum nostrarum patentium, quæ

non funt exercenda sacienda performanda seu exequenda, nisi per prædictum

Præfidem et Consilium, aut aliquos septem vel plures eorum ; de cætero in per

petuum exerceri fieri performari seu exequi pofllnt et valeant per prædictum

Præfidem et Concilium, aut aliquos quinque vel plures eorum. Ac ulterius

de uberiori gratia nostra dedimus et concessimus, ac per præsentes yro nobis

heredibus et successoribus nostris damus et concedimus, præsatis Præsidi Con

cilio et Sodalibus prædictæ Regalis Societatis, et successoribus fuis in perpetuum,

quod de cætero in perpetuum bene liceat et licebit Præsidi Regalis Societatis.

prædictæ pro tempore existente, de tempore in tempus eligere nominare et con-

stituere aliquem vel aliquos Typographum five Impressorem, Typographos five

Imprefibres, et Chalcographum seu Sculptorem, Chalcographos seu Sculptores,

et ipsi vel ipsis facultatem concedere, ut imprimant tales res materias et ne-

gotia prædictam Regalem Societatem tangentia vel concernentia, qualej præ

dictis Typographo vel Impresibri, Chalcographo seu Sculptori, vel Typography

vel Impressoribus, Chalcographis vel Sculptoribus, de tempore in tempus per

Præsidem et Concilium prædictæ Regalis Societatis, vel aliquos quinque yel

plures eorum (quorum Præfidem pro tempore existente, vel ejus Deputatum,

unum effe volumns) vel per majorem partem prædictorum quinque vel plurium

commisiæ fuerint ; sacramentis fuis corporalibus, antequam ad officia fua exer

cenda admittantur, coram Præfide et Concilio pro tempore existente, vel ali-

quibus quinque vel pluribus eorum, prius præstandis ; et sic toties quoties casus

sic accident : cui quidem Præsidi et Concilio pro tempore existente, vel aliqui-

bus quinque vel pluribus eorum, sacramenta prædicta administrare plenam po-

testatem et authoritatem damus et concedimus per præfentes. Et ulterius

volumus, ac per præfentes pro nobis heredibus et successoribus nostris concedimus

præsatis Præsidi Concilio et Sodalibus Regalis Societatis prædictæ et successori

bus fuis, quod hæ Literæ nostrae patentes, vel irrotulamentum carundem, sta-

bunt et erunt in omnibus et per omnia bonæ firmæ validæ sufneientes et effe-

ctuales in lege ad omnes respectus proposita constructions et intentiones erga et

contra nos heredes et fuccefibres nostros, tam in omnibus curiis nostris, quam

alibi infra regnum nostrum Angliæ, absque aliquibus confirmationibus licentiis vel

tolerationibus de nobis heredibus vel successoribus nostris quoquo modo in poste-

rum procurandis aut obtinendis. No.n obstante male noiriinando vel male reci-

tando aut non reettando prædicta terras tenementa et cætera præmissa, vel aliquam

inde parcellam. Et non obstante non inveniendo officium aux inquifitionem præmis-

Yoi* II. B b b " forum,
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" forum, aut alicujus inde parcella;, per quæ titulus noster inveniri debuit, ante

" consectionem harum Literarum nostrarum patentium. Et non obstante male-

*' recitando vel non recitando aliquam dimiffionem vel conceffionem de præmissis-

" vel de aliqua inde parcella sactam, existentem de recordo vel non de recordo. Et.

" non obstante male nominando vel non nominando aliquam villam hamletanv

" parochiam locum vel comitatum, in quibus præmissa vel aliqua inde parcella

" existunt vel existit. Et non obstante, quod de nobis tenentium firmariorum five

*' occupatotum præmiflbrum, vel alicujus inde parcellæ, plena vera et certa non.

" fit mentio. Et non obstante aliquibus desectibus • de certitudine vel compdta-

" tione aut dechratione veri annui valoris præmiflbrum, aut alicujus inde par-

" cellæ ; aut annualis redditus reservati de et super præmissis, vel de et super

" aliqua inde parcella, in his Literis nostris patentibus expreffis et contentis. Et

" non obstante statuto in Parliamento Domini Henrici nuper Regis Angliæ sextL

" progenitoris nostri,anno regni fuidecimo octavo, facto et edito. Et non obstante

*' aliquibus aliis desectis p, in non certe nominando naturam genus speciei s quan-

*' titatem aut qualitatem præmissorum, aut alicujus inde parcellæ. Et non ob-

'* stante statuto de terris et tenementis ad manum mortuam non ponendis ; aut

" aliquo alio statuto actu ordinatione proclamatione provifione five restrictione in,

*1 contrarium inde antehac habitis sactis editis ordinatis seu provisis, in aliquo non.

'** obstante. Salvo tamen Andreæ Cole Armigero et omnibus aliis perfonis

quibuseunque, præterquam nos heredes et fuccessores nostros, talia jus clameum

** interefle et demanda quæcunque qualia ipse vel ipsi seu eorum aliquis habet

" seu habeant, aut de jure habere debent r, de et in præmissis, seu aliqua parte

*' vel parcella inde. Et ulterius volumus, et per præsentes pro nobis here-

"•' dibus et fuccessoribus nostris oidinamus et firmiter injungendo præcpimus,.

** quod Præses Societatis prædictæ pro tempore existente, et Deputati ejus, ante-

** quam ipsi aut eorum aliqui ad executionem offieii illius admittantur, tam sa-

" cramentum corporale communiter vocatum The oath of obedience, quam sacramen-

'** tum corporale communiter vocatum The oath of supremacy, super sacrosanctis

" Dei Evangeliis præstabunt, et eorum quilibet præstabit, coram Concilio cjusdem

" Societatis, aut aliquibus septem vel pluribus eorum ; cui quidem Concilio, aut

t' aliquibus septem vel pluribus eorum, sacramenta prædicta administrare pro

" nob's heredibus et fuccessoribus nostris plenam potestatem et authoritatem de

M ten pore in tempus, quotieseunque opus fuerit, damus et concedimus per præ-

u sentes. Proviso semper, et voluntas et intentio nostra regia est, quod terræ et

" præmissa prædicta per præsentes, ut præsertur, concessa, seu eorum aliqua, non

** alienabuntur vel vendentur alicui perfonæ five aliquibus perfonis quibuseunque,

aliquo in præsentibus contento in contrarium inde non obstante. Eo, quod.

' " expressa mentio de vero valore annuo vel de certitudine præmissorum five.

"" eorum alicujus, aut de aliis donis five concessionibus per nos seu per aliquem-

" progenitorum five prædecessorum nostrorum præsatis Præsidi Concilio et Soda-

•* libus Regalis Societatis de London, et fuccessoribus, ante hæc tempora sactis,.

*' in præsentibus minime sacta existit ; aut aliquo statuto actu ordinatione provi-

" sione proclamatione five restrictione in contrarium inde antehac habitis sactis,

'** editis ordinatis five provisis, aut aliqua alia re causa vel materia quacunque, in.

• Sit in AuthcnL. » Sic ibid. I J;V ibid. ' Sic ibid.

tl aliquo
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** aliquo non obstante. In cujus rei testimonium has Literas nostras fier'

*' secimus patentes. Teste Me ipib apud Westmonasterium, octavo die Aprilis,

" anno regni n»stri vicesimo primo.

" Per breve de privato Sigillo.

P I G O T T."

May 20. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord Henry Howard Dr. Goddard

Mr. Aerskine Dr. Clarke

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Henshaw

Sir Gilbert Talbot Mr. Evelyn

Sir George Ent Mr. Colwall

Sir Theodore de Vaux Mr. Oldenburg.

The president took the oaths of allegiance and supremacy according to the im

port of the additional charter.

He then nominated and constituted Sir Robert Moray and Dr. Goddard as

two vice-presidents, by virtue of the same charter, giving power to the president

to appoint as many vice-presidents out of the council, as he shall think proper.

These two likewise took the said oaths of allegiance and supremacy.

It was ordered, that the ten pounds, advanced by the treasurer to Thomas

Willisel, as part of the thirty pounds appointed him by the council for one year,

be allowed him upon his account ; the payment to begin the 25th of March

preceding.

The form of a certificate from the council for the said Willisel was read, and

ordered to be reviewed by Mr. Hoskyns, and upon the president's approbation

sent away to the said Willisel.

It was ordered, that the lord Brereton, Mr. Charles Howard, Mr. Aers

kine, Sir Robert Moray, Mr. Evelyn, Mr. Henshaw, and Mr. Hoskyns,

or any three or more of them, be a committee to consider of the improvements

to be made of his Majesty's grant of Chelsea-college, by discovering what may

belong to it, by conserring with Mr. Cheney about thole acres, which he had yet

in lease of the land of that college, and by commuting parcels of land with the

same, in case he should surrender his interest upon equitable terms to the Royal

Society : and that the said committee do meet at the lord Brereton's lodgings in

Channel-Row, beginning to do so on the Saturday following at five in the even

ing ; and that they make a report to the council.

Sir Theodore de Vaux renewing the motion formerly made concerning the

exchange of the manuscripts in the Arundelian-library, bestowed by the lord

B b b 2 Howard
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Howard upon the society, the council adhered to their former vote, and the said

iord Howard declared, that as he had formerly left to the council the full dis

posal of that library, so he did still, desiring only, that it might not be imputed

to him, as if he were a hinderer of that exchange, he being indifserent, either to

the keeping them for the society, or the exchanging them with the university of

Oxford.

N°. 47 of the Philosophical Transdfiions was licensed.

At a meeting of the Society on the same day,

Mr. Hooke produced again his magnetical watch so improved, as he said, that

it should move in' all positions, with any kind of motion, without stopping,

or being disturbed. He communicated the way of this improvement to the pre

sident, being not yet free to declare it in public, till he had brought it to per

section. •- '- ■

It was again ordered, that, a minute-hand should be fitted to it, to see the equa

lity of the vibrations.

Dr. Holder's book, intitlod, %Jbe Elements of Speech s, was presented to the

society by the author.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced out of Sir Theodore Mayerne's collec

tion a paper dated June 17, 16+7, containing an account of an accident, which

happened to one Mr. John Stevenson, who swallowed a bodkin, and aster keep

ing it six weeks in his stomach voided it by the anus. It was read, and ordered to

be kept on the file-.

Dr. Balle presented a small tract in Italian, written by Dr. Donato Rosettt

of Leghorn, containing demonstrations., as the author pretended, of some para

doxical propositions formerly published, viz. about the cause of ^equilibrium?;

about floating bodies; a vacuum; the absolute weight of the whole air, or any

part thereof ; the hight of the atmosphere, and the way of experimenting, whether

light is moved in any sensible time at the distance of forty or more miles. The

president took the book with him to peruse ; after which it was ordered to be put :

into the society's library..

Dr. Balle likewise presented two other small tracts published in Italian, the one

by the same Rosetti, by way of letter to Signor Fracassati, concerning æqui-

libriums ; the other by Deigo ZERiLLij in confirmation of an opinion of John

Alfonso Borelli against Stephano de gl'Angeli, concerning some proposi--

tion advanced by Bqrelli in his book de vi percuflionis, c. 14.

Mr. Oldenburg produced divers particulars sent him out of Portugal for the

society by Sir Robert Southwell and Hieronymo Lobo a Jesuit, and Gabriel

J Printed at London 1669, in 8vo.

Grisley, ,
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Grisley, a German physician, at Lisbon, accompanied with three letters, one

from Sir Robert Southwell, dated March 1669*; the second in Latin from

sather Lobo dated October 1, 1668 " ; and the third in Dutch from the German phy

sician, dated March 15, 1669.

The particulars sent with these letters were,,

1. A printed book in the Portuguese language, intitled, Historia Geral de Æthiopia

a alta, composta na mesma Æthiopia pelo padre Mansel d'Almeyda; abbreviada con

nova releycam e mtthodo pelo Balthezar Telles, &c. printed at Coimbra in 1666,.

in folio. :

«. Divers curiosities of seeds, nuts, reputed vipers-tongues, &c according to the

following lists :

1. Some Taroco nuts

2» Two Angola onions

3. Some vipers-tongues

4. A tooth of the beast emgala

5. Some black seeds, like beans of the")

tree sapucaya

6. Maracoya-seeds

7. Seeds of the sensitive plant

8. Quintessence of tobacco

9. Two coco-nuts

10. Some Brasil chesnuts

1,1. A root and stalk, which being masti

cated draws rheum

12. Arbor corall

13. Cistus mas 1 Clusii

14. Cistus mas 2 Clusii

15. Cistus ledon 1 Clusii

16. Cistus ledon 4 Clusii

17. Cistus Jedon 5 Clusii

18. Stramonium five Datura folio albo

19; Thymelea

20. Lentiscus

21. Laurus Americana

22. Jasminum Polemonium Monspeliense

dictum

23- Zizyphusalba

24. Jasminum Indicum store buteo odora-

tisTimo

25. Cistus feemina

26. Alcea Japoncnsis store pleno mutabili

' Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 38.

I

These from Angola.

XThefe from Brasil.

These, &c.

Ibid. p. 401

27. Junk
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27. Juniporus major Clusii

28. Melopepo melionig notæ

29. Acaju Britannicum

30. Maracaju Brasilianum

31. Admirabilis Peruana store vario

32. Fceniculum dulce Azoricum

33. Hyacinthus tuberosus Indicus duas

cebollas habens '

These were sent by Dr. Gabriel

Grisley, who also sent with them

a written catalogue of such plants,

as he had always in his reach ; as

also a printed catalogue of the

plants of Portugal.

Of these seeds and bulbs Mr. Oldenburg was desired to distribute some to Mr.

Charles Howard of Norfolk and to Mr. Evelyn, that they might try, whether

they would grow in this climate.

Mr. Oldenburg was desired to return the society's thanks to Sir Robert

Southwell, sather Lobo, and Dr. Grisley \

May 27. Mr. Hooke produced again his magnetical watch with a minute-hand

upon it ; which being tried was found not to go very just ; the cause of which

desect was conceived to be in the pinion, that carried the hand : which desect was

ordered to be amended.

Some inquiries were read, which had been drawn by Mr. Oldenburg out of

several authors; and a paper formerly brought in by Sir Theodore de Vaux,

concerning Barbary, to be recommended to the lord Henry Howard of Norfolk,

who was going ambassador to the emperor Tafiletta. These were approved

ofy, and the following additions made to them.

1. Whether gramm Nubia will kill in a less quantity than any other known

poison ?

2. Whether they have any poison, that will kill by smell ; and, if so, what

that is ?

3. What beasts of prey they have, and the manner of catching them ?

4. What kind of dogs they have ? and what games they are inclined to ?

5. To take the longitude and latitude of the places, as they travel.

Mr. Oldenburg acquainted the society, that the physician of the Prince of

Tuscany, Signor John Baptista Gornia, present at this meeting, had delivered

to him some philosophical and medical queries concerning the qualities of mercury

and its use in the iliac-passion, sent him from Florence by one of the chief phy

sicians of that place, Signor Alessandro Signi : which queries it was humbly

desired might be recommended by the society to the consideration of some of the

philosophers and physicians of their own body for an answer thereto ; which the

* His letters to them are entered in the Lttter-Book, vol. iii. p 95, 96, 97. * Register, vcl. iv. p. ;o.

said
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find Signor Signi would receive as a great favour, he being engaged in a contest

about this matter with another physician at Florence.

Those queries were ordered to be read, and they were as follow, with the case

occasioning them :

" Dum in iliaca pasfione propinatur argentum vivum naturale ad pondus libræ

** unius, præmissis præmittendis tum pro foecum duritie et ficcitate, tum pro.

* fubsecuta intestinorum inflammatione, quæritur,

*' 1. Utrum ejusmodi Mercurius nativus fit suapte naturcL venenum ?

" 2. Utrum, si moram ille traxerit in corpore animali per duos tresve dies,,

" exinde possit venenatara adeo five corrofivam induere qualitatem, ut lethalis.

" evadat ?.

" 3. Utrum idem Mercurius dosi supra dicta in iliaca passione exhibitus, præmissis

** semper præmittendis, et ægro jam pro deplorato habito, sit accommodatum.

" remedium ?"

? . j . f

This gave occasion of much discourse, some members affirming, that it was

frequently given both to children and grown persons without any hurt : Others in

timating, that it deserved to be, considered, that it causeth so odd an effect: as flux

ing or salivating ; as also that it is used for the killing of all sorts of worms in

human bodies; on which accounts it seems to have some poisonous quality in it.

Sir Robert Moray related, that in the King's laboratory some mercury being

put into a bolt-head with a flat bottom, and the air being exhausted, the mercury

had risen much more easily than otherwise; which shewed, that things may be

digested by that way without the danger of hreaking glafles, which frequently

happens by the expansion of air, though perhaps it is imputed to other causes.

Mr. Bovle remarked, that two very able physicians of his acquaintance gave to

a woman desperately sick of the iliac passion above a pound of crude quicksilver,,

which remained several days in her body without producing any fatal symptom ;,

and afterwards dissecting the dead corps, they found, that part of her gut, where

the excrement was stopped, gangrened; but ihe quiakstiver lay all on a heap above-

it, and had not so much as discoloured the parts of the gut contiguous to it.

After these and the like discourses it was ordered, that the physicians of the

society, and particularly Sir George Ent, Dr. Goddard, Dr. Clarke, Dr.

Allen, (the three last of whom were present) should be desired to consider of the

abovementioned queries, meeting at Sir George Ent's house, and to make a report:

of the result of their disquisition to the society, in order to the returning of an

answer to the Florentine physician, who had desired it. Whereupon copies of

those queries were ordered to be made lor those four physicians, which the ama

nuensis should see delivered to them.

1 Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Monsr. Huygens dated at Paris

May 29, 1669, N.S. *, containing his opinion of Mr. Hooke's new method of

moving great pendulums with the force of a small pocket-watch ; as also his ofser of

communicating to the society a new way of his own contrivance to print things

written and geometrical figures with little cost and great expedition * a specimen of

which accompanied this letter.

Mr. Oldenburg was desired to return the society's thanks to Monsr. Huygens,

and to acquaint him *, that there were several members, who had upon this occasion

asfirmed, that they had inventions of the like nature, of which trials should be

made, and a specimen sent to him ; and that he should thereupon be requested to

communicate his method.

.4

June 3. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord Henry Howard Mr- Evelyn

Sir Paul Neile Sir George Ent

Sir Theodore de Vaux Dr. Goddard

Dr. Clarke Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Colwall

The Latin presace composed by Mr. Oldenburg, and to be presixed toSignor

Malpighi's dissertation on the silk-worm, was read, and approved.

It was ordered, that a salary of forty pounds a year be allowed to Mr. Olden

burg, one of the secretaries of the society, from the time, that the last present

was ordered to him \

At a meeting of the Society, on the same day,

Sir Gilbert Talbot presented the society with two models of winding stairs,

one of which was single, the other double, from some ingenious persons at Ham

burgh, who were not named.

Dr. Goddard's paper, in answer to the Florentine queries brought in at the

last meeting, concerning the fitness of mercury for the cure of the iliac paffion, was

read and recommended to the other physicians named at that meeting, to consider

of it, and to make such additions or alterations in it, as they should think pro

per; which being done, it was ordered to be sent to Florence, as an answer ot

those phyiicians, who were present at the society, when those queries were proposed

• by Signor Gornia.

Mr. Oldenburg read three letters, written to him, one by Dr. Thomas

x Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 80. 1669, is in the Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 90.

* Mr. Oldenburg's letter, dated May 31, b April 27, 1668.

1 Brown
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Browne from Norwich, May 29, 1669 c; the second by Dr. Edward Brown

/rom Vienna, April 20, 1669 d, inclosed in the preceding, and containing an ac •

count of some observations made in Hungary; and the third by Monsr. Slusius

from Leige May 26, 1669% communicating his judgment on Mr. Mercator's

Logarithmo-technia, sent him by Mr. Oldenburg, and his general method for

demonstrating the nature of the cycloid and infinite cycloidical figures. This last

letter was recommended to the perusal and consideration of the president, who was

desired to inform the society of the import of it.

The queries concerning Barbary were delivered to the lord Howard, with a

desire, that he would endeavour to procure an answer to them ; and they were or

dered to be registered f.

There was produced the model of an engine, contrived by Dr. Wren for the.

grinding hyperbolical glasses. But there being made some objections to it, viz.

1. That it would scarce work any such glasses without rings. 2. That the glasses

would not come off well polished ; the farther discourse of it, and of making trials

with it, was deserred, till the inventor himself should be present to demonstrate

and explain it, and to clear it from objections.

Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he had a method of grinding elliptical glasses,

which he would shortly communicate.

Dr. Croune being called upon concerning the experiments of transfusion and

those of motion, said, that he had wanted hitherto the hands of the operator, who

was therefore ordered anew to deser no longer the furnishing of all the necessaries

for those experiments, nor his attendance at such times, as should be convenient

for Dr. Croune.

June 10. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord Brereton Dr. Goddard

Mr. Aerskine Mr. Evelyn

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Clarke

Sir George Ent Mr. Henshaw

Sir Theodore de Vaux Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Hoskyns made a report of what was done by the committee appointed

May 20, 1669, for improving Chelsea-college, as follows :

" At a committee of the Royal Society for improving Chelsea-college, &c. at

c Supplement to the Letter-Book, vol. ii. p. 114. vol. iii. p. 83, has the date May 31.

* Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 68. s Register, vol. iv. p. 50. The answers to

* The copy of this letter in the Letter-Book, them were read to the society March 28, 1672.

Vol. II. C c c *• the
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" the lord Brereton's lodgings May 22, 1669, in pursuance of an order of the

" council of the 20th past, resolved 10

" Query the charter, and what is by this last granted to the society of the

" rights and possessions of the late college ; and how far grantable ?

" Item, Query, the map of the scite of the said college, and its lands ; which

** map is in the hands of Sir Anthony Morgan's executors, or Mr. Cole, or

" Mr. Cheney.

11 Item, Query, the book of the said college printed, and lately in Sir Anthony

" Morgan's custody ?

Item, Query, the paper of bringing Ubtbridge river to London of Mr.

**> Packer ; and whether the liberty and. power of bringing that river were grant-

** ed to the said college, and the act of parliament to that purpose ?

" Item, Query, the patent for making collection for voluntary contributions

" throughout the nation, for advancing the said, college ; and what was collected,

" and in whose hands the fame is ?

" Item, the lord Brereton is desired to> learm fronv IDh Wilkinson by

" means of Mr. Cheney, what donations have been made to the said college;

*' and what is become of the library.?>

'* Item, Query, the patents, that Sir Anthony Morgan mentions* but could

**> not find, made to the said college ?"

The lord Brereton reported1, that Mr. Cheney would be ready to treat with

the society about a year hence, when it would be in' his power, the land to be

treated about being now leased out.

It was ordered, that the council of the Royal Society, or three or more of them,

be a committee, to consider of the most convenient and effectual way to carry on

the business of the society ; and that they meet the first' time at the house of the

lord viscount Brouncker on the Monday following at five in the* afternoon.

The certificate for Thomas Willizel, drawn up by Mt, Hosryns, was read

and approved, as follows :

" These are to certify all, whom ,it may concern, that the bearer'. hereof, Tcho-

" mas Willisel, is at present employed by the president, council and sellows

*' of the Royal Society of London for improving natural knowledge, to go into

" several parts of his Majesty's dominions for purposes suitable to their institution,

" according to authority unto them • on this behalf given by his sacred Majesty,.

< See the Minutes of the Council of May 20, 1 669.

" that
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*' that now is : And they earnestly recommend him to all generous and ingenuous

" spirits, desiring, that as occasion shall require, they will assist him in promoting

" a work so generally benesicial to all mankind. In witness whereof thd said pre-

" sident, council, and sellows of the Royal Society have hereunto caused their

" common seal to be affixed this day of

At a meeting of the Society, on the fame day,

Dr. Christopher Wren explained the model of his engine for grinding hy

perbolical glasses, viz. upon what geometrical principle it depends, and how that

is to be applied to practice. The president affirmed, that he had considered the

principle, it being formerly imparted to him, and had found it mathematically

true i and as to its application to use, the success of that depended Upon experi

ment. The contrivance was, that in this engine there was a complication of three

different motions, whereby three bodies so work upon one another, as to produce

an hyperbolical figure ; any irregularity, made by the encountring of one another,

being immediately rectified. Dr. Wren intimated, that great care must be had

in setting the engine, that being somewhat nice, since the three axes must all in

tersect in a point, and one at right angles with the other two.

It was ordered, that the paper containing the demonstration of this should be re

gistered h, and an engine be made by the care of Mr. Hooke, to try the principle

in matter.

Mr. Hooke produced the model of another engine contrived by himself, so as

to work a glass into any elliptical or hyperbolical figure assigned, by two motions,

one upon the centers, the other upon a flats.

Some objections were made against it ; but an engine was ordered; to be made

for, triaL

Dr. Goddard produced again his paper, answering the three Florentine queries

concerning mercury, as it had been reviewed by the other physicians ; and it being

read and approved of, it was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg should be desired to

see it transmitted to Florence, and to signify to the person concerned, that the said

queries having been proposed at the society by Signor Gornia, physician to the

prince of Tuscany, the society had committed them to the consideration of the

physicians present at that time, who had given this answer thereto ; which was

ordered to be registered as follows :

" Dum in iliaca passione propinatur Mercurius nativus ad pondus libræ unius,

" prasmissis præsidiis requisitis, cum pro fæcum duritie et siccitate, tum pro sub-

" secuta intestinorum inflammatione, inquiritur,

h Register, voK iv. p. 51. It is published in June 1669.

the Phitos. Transact, voL iv4 n* ^8, p. 961, for ' Regilter, vol- jr. p. 65.
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" 1. Utrum idem Mercurius naturalis fit suaptc natura venenum ?

" 2. Utrum. si moram traxerit in corpore vivo per duos tresve dies, exinde

*' pofiit adeo venenatam five corrosivam qualitatem induere, ut inde lethalis

" evadat ?

" 3. Utrum idem Mercurius eadem dosi in iliaca paflione propinatus, semper

" præmisils præmittendis, et ægro jam pro deplorato habito, sit remedium con-

*' veniens ?

** Ad Primam Quæstionem Responsio.

" 1 . Mercurius nativus five crudus, in exhalationes vi caloris elevatus, paralysin

** vel stuporem induere potest ; ut in iis, qui vasa argentea, et alia, ex metallo

" viliori sabresacta, deaurare solent, aliquando conspicitur ; uti etiam de operariis,

" qui inaigenti vivi fodinis occupari sunt, perhibetur. Eundem, unguentis per-

" mistum et corpori inunclum, vel aliter exterius applicatum, ptyalismum seu sali-

" vationem (ptæter alvi fluxum quandoque) excitare compertum est : neutrum

" tamen horum eundem, licet ad libræ quantitatem propinatum, ut in iliaca pas-

" sione sæpius sactum, erHcere observatum est ; nec, licet post Mercurium crudum*

" in hoc morbo exhibitum, sæpius ægrum interiisse contigerit, id a Mercurio po-

** tius quam vi morbi accidisse, ulla ratione unquam constitit ; uti neque quem-

" quam a Mercurio vivo devorato extinctum fuisse. Quum autem stupor vel pa-

" ralysis a Mercurio, minutiffimis corpusculis corpus ingreflb (ut quando exhalatio

" ejus, vi caloris elevata, inspiratione trahitur) et postea in majores particulas (quæ

•* revera globuli minuti admodum funt) unito, et nervosi generis fibrillas pre-

" mente, fieri pofsit i haud majori jure idem Mercurius fuapte natura venenum,

" quam corpus quodvis durum, membrum corporis aliquod exterius premens,

" eique stuporem inducens, pro veneno habendum videtur. Quumque dicta ia-

" livatio, tempestive excitata, morbis curandis et sanitati restituendæ apta sit;

'* hujus esiectus nomine multo minus Mercurius venenis accensendus videtur ; niii

" purgantia vel maxime benigna, ut rhabarbarum, sena, &c. quod diarrhoeas con-

" citent, pari jure pro venenis reputanda sint. Videtur ergo, ex ejus effectibus,.

" hactenus notis, Mercurium nativum fuapte natura. venenum esse, non liquere.

" Ad secundam. Supponere videtur quæstio secunda, Mercurium extra corpus

" qualitate adeo venenata seu corrosiva præditum non esse, ut inde lethalis evadat,

*' sed per duorum vel trium dierum in corpore moram, talem induere posse.

v' Qualitatem venenatam quod spectat, nondum inter philosophos vel Medicos

" convenir, in quo ejus essentia consistat, vel quod discrimen statuendum, five

" quis terminus ponendus sit, inter id, quod corpori mere noxium quovismodo,

" et id, quod venenatum habendum sit. Certe, quod quantitate spectabili, sine

" vitæ discrimine, corpori ingeri potest, venenum minime reputandum videtur ;,

" ut de Mercurio crudo satis exploratum est. Corrosivam qualitatem quod spectat,

H tantum abest ut eam obtineat Mercurius nativus, ut spiritus chymicos maxime

" corrosivos, v. g. vitrioli, nitri, salis, &c efficaciter obtundat ; adeo ut Mer-

" curio commisti, intra corpus assumi tuto possint; id quod constat ex Mercurio,

*' dulci dicto, (ejusdem præparatione maxime nota et usitata) cui permiscetur spi-

" rituum,,
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" rimum, corrofivorum dictorum, dimidium ejus quantitatis, quam Mercurius

*' sublimatus continet ; et qui in mediocri dofi, tantum ejusmodi spirituum in se

" habet, quantum, nisi tali modo retunderetur vel aliter dilueretur, in corpus af-

sumi tuto non poflet. Si igitur humori, vel materiæ alicui in corpore corro-

" sivæ seu acri, jungatur Mercurius crudus, ejus acrimoniam retundere potius,.

" quam acrimoniam exinde sibi acquirere aptus est. Et qua alia ratione venena-

*' tam seu corrosivam qualitatem biduana vel triduana in corpore mora induere

*' possit, intellectu haud facile est.

" Ad tertiam. Scite admodum Celsus; nihil interest, quam sit tutum præsidi-

" um, quod est unicum : ideoque in iliaca passione, præmissis præmittendis, aliif-

**. que omnibus cum ratione, frustra licet, tentatis, ut æger jam pro deplorata

" habeatur ; mercurius crudus propinatus videtur conveniens remedium ; utpote

" a quo, licet non semper, aliquando tamen levamen sensisse ægros compertum

*c sit : et quantitatem quod spectat, quum omnis ejus noxa (siqua talis coptigerit)

" corpori illata, ab eodcm in corpuscula minutissima soluto pendeat, cui vel

" unica drachma hac ratione fufficere potest ; quumque mole vel pondere exiguo,

" in iliaca passione, ad intestinorum implicationes diducendas et explicandas, vel

" materiam iis contentam ante se agendam et promovendam, non sufficiat

" summa ratione ad majorem ejus quantitatem, adeoque ad libram, confugiendum.

" videtur.'"

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read two papers, one of which in Latin was*

sent to him by a member of the society, who would not be named, containing,

lbme animadversions upon the rules of motion communicated to the society, and

made public, by Dr. Christopher Wren and Monsr. HuYGEnsk, viz. that from

those rules it followed, there would be an increase and diminution of the sum of

motion in the world : which the animadverter esteemed to be such a paradox, as

was not to be admitted, unless it were supported by irrefragable .experiments. Dr.

Wren being present declared, that he had foreseen and considered that conse

quence, and esteemed it as a corollary, that naturally followed from his theory,

and was true, having been verified by experiments made by himself and others,,

and there appearing none to the contrary. This being entertained by the society

as very rational, it was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg should be desired to ac->

quaint the author of the animadversions with this answer of Dr. Wren, and to

return him the society's thanks for imparting those ingenious reflexions of his ;

adding, that in case he had made, or mould make, any experiments disproving the

said consequence, the society would be very glad to be informed thereof for farther

k They were stnt to Mr Oldenbukc in a **. concealed, his only design being to extort some

letter from Mr. Franci6 Willuchby, dated " experiments from the ingenious authors os that

May i6t 9. entered in the Letter-Book, vol. " theory, which he thinks but reasonable ; and

iii. p. 89. in which letter he acquainted Mr. " that no man ought to think his fame strong

Gldenburc, that he might publish these papers " enough to impose an improbable ti>ing upon

in the Philosophical Transaclioits, if he thought " this inquiGtive world, without either reasons or.

them worth it. " But the author of the ani- " experiments."

" madveisions, added he, desires to have his name.

disquisition..
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disquisition. This paper was ordered to be registered together with another of

the president, wherein it is proved, that the cases of motion are but three *% as

follqw.

*f Let s = Ra

r=Sa

*' jf = a e = qo>

" Then S±x = Re r +x = S e

** S + k = Re r+x — So.

" And rt+rx = RexR ro$.sx = Se-yS

" ri^rx = JRoxi? r; + s x = 5 a + S.

" And their sums whose difserence is

" When x S are $ 2 rs 4 r * + J * £ r — ; in 2 x.

~ L 2 r rx±s x \

" When >•>*:> ;are^ tx = 5 rs + * *\ r— win 2 5.

« When* 7 rare |r* +

The other paper in English produced by Mr. Oldenburg contained some expe

riments concerning the motion of sap in trees, made in the spring of that year by

Mr. Francis Willughby and Mr. Wray, both members of the society- It

was. read, and ordered to be registered " and Mr. Oldenburg was desired to re

quest them, that as they had opportunity, they would try some experiments, to

find, whether there be any circulation of the juice in vegetables as there is of

blood in animals.

Mr. Oldenburo communicated a Latin letter to him from, Signor Cassini,

dated at Paris June 1 o, 1 669, N. S, ° giving notice, that he had prosecuted the

ephemerides of the satellites of Jupiter for two years more, and intended to pub

lish them, and to send a copy of them to the society, when printed.

June 17. Dr. Wallis, by the hands of Mr. Oldenburg, delivered a dozen of

his books, intitled, Thomæ Hobbes Quadratura Circuli, Cubatio, Sphæra, Du-

plicatio Cubi, consulata p. One of which books was for the society, another for the

president, a third to the treasurer, two more to the secretaries ; and the other seven

were distributed to Mr. Boyle, Sir Robert Moray, Sir John Lowther, Dr.

Wren, Mr. Hoskyns, Mr. Collins, and Mr. Hooke.

1 Register, vol. iv. p. 73. Transact, vol, iv. r.* 48. p. 963.

■ Ib.d. p. 7ft. • Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 105,

■ Ibid. p. 77. It it printed in the Philos. * Printed at Oxford 1669, in 4to.

Mr.
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Mr. Hooke excused himself for having prepared no experiments for this meet

ing. He was ordered to take care, that against the next either his own new instru

ment for working elliptical glasses, or that of Dr. Wren for grinding hyperbo

lical ones, might be ready ; as also that a couple 6f long pendulums, to be moved

by the force of a pocket-watch, be prepared, to see how long they would go

even together.

Mr. Oldenburg read an account in Latin sent him in a letter from Mr.

Colepresse dated at Leyden April 1669, which account was written by James

George Secmon, M. D. The letter and account were ordered to be entered in

the Letter-Book q. The account was as follows :

" Quid mihi de fodinis Norwegiæ constiterit paucis dabo.

r. " Efle illic duorum metallorum fodinas, præcipue serrarias et argentarias, pro

" comperto habeo, longo intervallo regionum a se distantes (argentarias autem fe

" diligenter lustrafle, et de his respondere pofle ;) casuque primum inventas. Ar-

" gento puro ignibus subterraneis fuso, et ad latera montis scilicet petraj (quse

" longitudine præterpropter milliare est, ad cujus radices bperæ, artifices, et præ-

" secti, quasi urbecula quadam habitant) adhærere deprehenso. Alia signa inve-

" niendarum fodinaruni nulla tum fuifie, aut etiamnum efle, nisi communia ilia,

" a Rodolpho Agricola, et aliis ostensa, inexpectatam scilicet arborum et

" plantarum aliarum, Jocis hujusmodi petrosis, et sterilibus, lætitiam, &c.

" i. Esle autem in summo jugo Hujos'pet'raf, utrinque piano, factra orificia fo-

" dinarurri pliira, primo aditifsat patula, multis antris, interdum denis, in pro-

" fundum, et lbngum coritinuatis, in qu* totidem scalis adhibito lumine descen-

" ditur : venas autem plerumque ab occidente versus orientem tendere ; sæpe

" etiam intetrumpij wide antrorum ilia multitudo.

*' Adhiberi etiam virgam divinam ad inveniendas venas, sed nullo sæpe sue-

" cessu, forte (ille inquit) quod corylus debito modo et tempore cæsa non sit.

"3. Metallicidas opus in 12 horas in opem continuare, mane et vesperi, aliis*

egredientibus, aliis in fodinas succedentibus, quorum numerus in universum ad

*' 300 sere accedk. Instrumenta sunt' malleus, et ccelum, sciHcet scalprum serreum

*' capite piano, pede lato et acuto, quo decisum de petra metallum petrosum'fu-

*' nicuiis et surculis sub dium educitur, ubi ab examinandi artificibus deprehenso,

"****, nulla certa proportions, contineri in materia metallica, metalli tota

•* massa urgentibus malleis, scilicet funibus per molas aquatiles motis, contun-

»c ditur, et forms majoribus, pro'ut'sehsim sensimque ptirgatur, atgentum exco-

quituT.

" Ingeniosiores fufores argentum vivum adhibent, ut id akerum argentuni

•* quasi absorbeat ; post separandum.

* Vol. iii. p. 54, 55,.

" 4. In
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" 4. In fodinis serreis tcstabatur, plus esse admixtum heterogenii, in utrisque

*' unici tantum generis metallum inveniri.

" Etiamfi enim fieri possit, ut diversi metalli, ut æris, auri, aliquantum ad-

" mixtum inveniatur, tamen id tantillum est, ut separatione indignum esse judi-

** cant.

" In fodinis autem argenteis etiam metallum purum inventum esie, quod ul-

" terioris elaborationis non indigeret. Aliquando inventum esse frustum (maxi-

" mam partem) purum, longitudine trium cubitorum, latitudine, etcrassitie scfqui-

" cubitali, fed id rarum admodum esse.

" Magnetes et ex serreis, et fuis mineris erui.

" 5. Venenatas exspirationes aliquando etiam operarios intersecisle, nec se scire

*' (ait) an remedio aliquo, ut cordiali aliquo pharmaco, se præmunire ipsi sciant.

" Aquas, quæ nonnunquam copiose affluunt, laborem impedire, fed per in-

" strumenta, in eum usum elaborata, extrabilis.

" Homunculos, scilicet spectra subterranca (more ipforum metallicorum) nigris

" linteis vestita, sibi morem gerentes non lædere, sed adjuvare, in fe peccantes

" fæpe perimere &c."

Mr. Oldenburg produced a printed relation with a cut representing a double

matrix, said to have been in a woman lately opened at Paris ; in the false one

of which two matrixes there had been conceived a foetus, which at last was broken

loose, and fallen into the abdomen, and so killed the mother \ Some members were

of opinion, that it might not be a double matrix, but what is called by anatomists

tuba Fallopii.

Sir Robert Moray gave occasion to discourse of the present eruption of Mount

Ætna, and how the combustible matter under ground, as sulphur and nitre &c.

might come to be set on fire. Some members thought, that by the breaking of

some stones, and their falling upon collected inflammable matter, fire might be

struck, which kindling it, might be the cause of such conflagrations.

Mr. Hoskvns mentioned an instance of allum-stones in the north of England,

which being broken small, catched fire, and burnt all away.

It was thought desirable to write to some curious and intelligent person residing

in Sicily, and to desire him to give the society an account of all the remarkable

circumstances of the eruption of Ætna.

' Philos. Transact, n«. 48. p. 969.

Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg {aid, that he had already written to Signor Alfonso Borelli,

prosessor of natural philosophy at Messina, to that purpose and hoped to receive

a good account from him on that subject.

The operator was ordered to attend the president at the Navy-office, and to re

ceive his lordship's orders how to fit some of the instruments to bo sent to lea

with the lord Howard.

It was moved also, that that instrument might be fitted for the lord Howard,

which had been formerly contrived by Mr. Hooke for setching up from the bottom

of the sea what might be there, as stones, shells, plants, &c. which is done by

a couple of springs shutting and catching as soon as the instrument touches the

ground.

Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he hoped to be now able to rectify the engine

formerly contrived by him for the well grinding of great spherical glasses so as to

free it from those desects, which were hitherto discovered therein : which he was

encouraged by the society to put in execution.

The president put Mr. Hooke in mind of making a true meridian for observing

the present variation of the needle ; and also to make at last the observation,

formerly recommended to him, concerning the magnitude of the earth.

June 24. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord Brereton * Mr. Henshaw"

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Dr. Goddarrd Mr. Oldenburg.

The president having proposed from the commissioners of the navy, that the

society would undertake the weighing up of the wrecks in the Thames at Wool

wich ; upon debate, it was resolved, that his lordship should be desired to return

this answer, that the society being destitute of the necessaries for undertaking such

a work, were ready to give their assistance to his Majesty's officers therein, and to

depute certain persons of their body to take care of the performance, reserring

themselves to his Majesty's gratification upon the effecting thereof.

The president reported, that the committee appointed June 10. to consider of

the way to carry on the society's business, had agreed upon a letter, once more to

be sent about for soliciting the arrears ; and that such a letter was drawn up, and

ready to be presented to the council : which being read, it was, after some amend

ments, ordered, that several copies should be made of it, directed first of all to such

sellows, as were in and about London, and their delivery to be recommended to

those, who had proposed such, as were in arrear to the society. The said letter

was in the following terms :

■ His letter in Latin was dated May 18, 1669, and entered in the Letter- Book, vol. iii. p. 79.

Vol. II. D d d " Sir
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" Sir,

" By order of the council of the Royal Society I am to give you notice, that

" you are in arrears of the contribution, which by your subscription you engaged

" yourself to pay, the sum of : and to ofser to your consideration, that the

" society being not yet endowed with any revenue, is not in a capacity to bear the

*' charges of the proper work thereof, and maintain the necessary officers, without

" the contribution of the sellows ; so that if the society fail therein, the dishonour

" of it must light upon all such, as do not pay their contribution. It is therefore-

*• hoped upon such considerations (which perhaps might not occur to you before)

" that you will forthwith take order for your payment of all your arrears, and

" duly pay the said contribution for the future, as long as you shall think fit to

" continue a sellow of the society."

The society did not sit this day, on account of the want of a sufficient number

' Between this and the next meeting Mr. Old-

inburc read the following letter from Natha

niel Fairfax, M. D. which, though not read

to the society, yet deserves a place here on ac

count of the remarkable fact contained in it.

Woodbridge [in Suffolk,] June 28, 1669.

Sir,

• * • The entertainment of the present ad

dress is to be a relation of self-starving, which

having had the luck to take air beyond and wide

of you, 1 thought in time some story or other

thereabouts might haply arrive at you. Where

fore more to gratify your curiosity, than that I

judge it very instructive philosophically, I have

taken occasion to pen it, and that brokenly too, as

/ found it in my loose diary, being as follows :

Mrs. Jane Naunton, a maiden Iady,_ about

twenty-thr*e, descended from ancestors of condi

tion near this place, and sojourning under the

same roof with myself, very fat of body, but

handsome, having appetite and digestion both of

solids and liquids beyond what is usual with those

of her qualifications, being no farther concerned

with religion than as imagined hcroicalnese was

the measure of it, a devoted affecter of romances,

with the lise and soul whereof (he was practically

spirited, as a good Christian is with that of the

bible ; of a spirit superlatively high and precipi

tating, averse to second thoughts, and pertina

cious ; otherwise well accomplished and deserv

ing ; in the latter end of Match last took a

pense, upon a neglect, as she thought, of some

concerned in the improvement of that, whence

she, being an orphan, should derive the accom

modations of lise. When perceiving her accounts

growing beyond what she could answer from her

proper income or other genteel method, she re

solved upon stinting her expences by a new found

invention of fasting, till death should set her be

yond the reach of secular wants. Her principle

was this, that it was more commendable for her

to die than to do any thing unworthy of her as a

gentlewoman ; but to be beholden to kindred

for assistance of livelihood, or otherwise betake

herself to the artifices of the yeomanry, was

such. Now as for laying violent hands on her

self, she was against that, because the fruit of an

hasty passion or moodiness, which were rudenesses

ill becoming such a daughter of reason and

courtship, as she must bear herself. But because

convenience for a generous way of dieting could

not be procured without gratuities from friends,

she conceived herself no ways bound to uphold

her body by these ignoble supports. Nor must

this be self-murther any more than a soldier's ex

posing his body in the field, when a cowardly

flight might save him. As for the thwartings of

holy writ, she was not very careful to salve them ;

for concluding this to be virtuous, she knew,

whatever was so, must needs be religious. Upon

this foot she stood against all the world, and April

1st, began to take up in diet, only eating a jum

bal 1 or two at a treat, and drinking short of her

wont. Second day she betook herself only to

small beer, os which she look sometimes three,

sometimes two [glasses] sometimes lei's ; at which

rate she held on tor about a fortnight, eating no

thing ; forsaking r.lso tobacco (of which she had

been a taker) from the first day. During this

time she lived under extreme hunger and cravings,,

and had scurvy remembrances by gripes and

stitehes, which not being able to continue to keep

to herself, when with us, she was fain to retire.

Yet
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July 1. Mr. Oldenburg read a written letter to him by M. Huygens from Paris

Yet the second week, (he said, was better than

the first.

About the middle of April she sell again to

tobacco, which in two or three dayi gave her

two or three stools, a way of evacuation, which

till then had been wanting from the first day : nor

did that effect from tobacco last any longer than

those three days.

At a fornight's end, her arms and hands grew

dendifb, and winterly (which before were fair

enough) and so continued ; her face wan, except

when passion had stirred her.

About three weeks end she had her catamenia

in course, when in five or six days time she sucked

the juice of six China oranges. Nearer the

month's end, to cure the furrings of her tongue,

she fucked sparingly certain Seville oranges ;

her mouth growing scorbutical, and her gums

bleeding, for which she used by way of gargle

salt and water.

April 30. she sucked part of a limon, and then

(he abated of her beer drinking, only the third

part of her glass-tumbler, holding in all but ^vi,

and many days none at all ; only from thence to

the nth or 12th day she had taken down the

juice of sixteen limons. Most nights she slept

not till four in the morning, between which and

ten she had usually three or four broken sleeps.

Then her flesh wasted sensibly, the skin shrunk,

and scurf peeled off. She was always cold to the

touch, and her seet, she told me, colder than her

hand;, to her own sense ; her pulse very low,

her urine lixivial, of a deeper adust citrine than

that of the scurvy.

The nth day walking in her bed-chamber,

her spirits failed her, and (he sell down and hurt

her arm ; whereupon she gave over walking after

wards. Whereas her bed used to warm her, after

she had laid a little while in it, now she remained

cold night and day : her head ached, her legs

pained her at the bone. In the heat of the day

ihe was best. The fun declining, at four or five

she was forced through cold to bed, yet could

she not bear a fire in her chamber ; it made her

saint, she said. For air- fake she always kept her

casement open by the bed-siVe. She gave over

her sine needle-work, (at which she was ingenious

beyond most gentlewomen) a fortnight e'er this ;

as ajso reading, because her eyes pained her upon

any wished looking.

1 7th, She rose between twelve and one, and

then and thenceforward could only sit up till her

bed was made. ■ 8th. she could gain no heat in

bed l and was so as never before, wild in her

head, so as she could not lie down, her head

fared so confusedly. She complained of a cold

ness in her stomach and pain in her side, disrelish

ed beer, and had her courses out of course.

19th. Sitting up as before, slie conipl.iircd her

head was giddy, and legs trembled ; and she told

me she believed her palate was more ciitical than

when well.

Front z2A to 25th took a little vinegar, and

scarce any juice of limon : but 26th returned to

juice again. 27th and 28th .rull of fainting fits.

29th and 30th slept often, and was faint at wak

ing, all day long. 30th and 31st drank nothing.

June isl, 2d, drank nothing, nor id till night,

having spent the day in frequent fointings, for

which she onsy used refreshing scents. From the

4th to 6th she sweat often, and that night burnt

extremely : so held on 7th, 8th, and 9th, abating

in her beer, and had several agonies and throws

night and day : those broke on her again almost

in course. 10th Her throws increased, which she

had hitherto borne like a Roman : now they ex

torted outeries. So (he continued much in the

condition of a woman in travel at times to 1 6th.

She devoured more oranges, to strengthen, I

suppose, but die s'id because they grew drier.

Then either through sear of death, or sense of

pain, or both, she was fain to give in, and rising

betimes dressed for a walk, which she was con

fident she could go through, her spirit was so

bent upon it. Accordingly, by the help of myself

on one side, and her nurse on the other, aster

seven or eight rests we hauled her a mile out of

town, where she took horse, and rode at night to

Ipswich. That day she began to seed on butter

ed peas, which, (be told me, made her sick ; after

that a pint of strawberries (and that day nature

befriended her by stool) afterwards fish and bread.

Flesh-meat she cannot yet bear. Butter is still

ofsensive. Last Wednesdsy she told me, she

thought she should have died, being afflicted all

day with head-ach and fainting. Her counte

nance is palish and wan as much as ever : and she

is now taking diet with as much wariness, as she

had forsaken it with rashness, being at present as

great an instance of a trifling resolver, as (he was

before of an adventurous faster.

This account I could easily gather, she coming

daily to my lodging, whilst able, and I waiting

upon her almost everyday in her chamber, when

weakness had confined her. Asking her towards

the end of her fasting, how her stomach stood to

victuals, she answered me, that she neither craved

food, nor loathed it. As for corner. bits, I

believe she had none. The instance to me is con

firming as to that common remark, Natura paucis

conlenta.

D d 2 June
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June 26, 1669, N. S. containing his acknowledgments for the approbation ex

pressed by the president at a meeting of the society, concerning his rules of motion ;

a1! also a description of a burning concave of thirty four inches diameter, melting

all forts of metals, and vitrifying brick in less than a minute; together with ano

ther proof of his new way of printing, which proof was made by a geometrical fi

gure, and an intimation of a very curious book of Signor Redi, a Florentine phi

losopher, touching the generation of infects ; and a remark on Mr. Hooke's pen

dulum applied to a pocket- watch. It was ordered, that he should be desired to

acquaint the society, how thick the iron was, that was melted by the burning

concave.

Mr. Hooke taking notice of the remark made on his long pendulum moved by

a pocket-watch, viz. that the smallness of the vibrations renders the pendulum

more sensible of the impression, which the watch makes upon it, said, that the

weight appendant to the string was so great, that that impression could have no

power upon it.

After this came in the Venetian ambassador, Signor Mocenigo, to be present at

the experiments appointed for this meeting, which were these,

1. The magnetical watch of Mr. Hooke, going slower or faster according to

the greater or less distance of the load -stone, and so moving regularly in any

posture.

2. Mr. Boyle's way of weighing water in water; of which he was desired to

give in the description to be registered.

3. His new method of exhausting the air out of water in a glass cane, where

upon the water being siiaken, it sell against the end of the cane with a noise like that

of a stone or metal.

4. Burning coals in- a box dissolved by air, as a menstruum, in the opinion of

Mr. Hooke.

5. A microscopical observation of moss-seeds.

6. A representation of the manner, how the planets may move from a natural

cause in an ellipsis by Mr. Hooke, who was ordered to prosecute the experiment.

He was ordered likewise, to prepare against the next meeting the long pendu

lum with great weights formerly appointed, to try how long they would go even

together ; as also one of the two new engines for grinding elliptical and hyperboli

cal glasses.

July 8. Mr. Blome presented a petition to the society about encouraging and

* Letter Book, vol. iii. p. 109.

licensing
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licensing his English work of geography ; which petition being read, it was ordered,

that Dr. Goddard, Mr. Colwall, and Mr. Hooke should be desired to consider

of that petition and of the book itself, and to report to the society their opinion

upon the whole what they thought proper to be done in that afsair.

The experiment os representing the manner of the elliptic motion of the planets

was again made, and ordered to be sarther prosecuted at the next meeting.

Dr. Timothy Clarke communicated a letter to him in Latin of June 29,

1669, from Dr. Johnston concerning the young sasting woman in Derbyshire,

named Martha Taylor, together with his apprehension of some imposture in

the affair; which made him desire, that by the authority of his Majesty she might

be searched by some intelligent physician, assisted by a justice of the peace. The

letter being read, Dr. Clarke was thanked for his communication, and desired

to permit a copy of the letter to be taken for the society's Letter-book ; which he

readily allowed. It was as follows * :

" Ornatissime Domine, Junii 29, 69.

*' Ne igitur diu humanitatem vestram detineam, quæ de longa inedia puellæ

'** Derbienlis observavi, qua possum brevitate, perstringam, ejusque historiam

" duplici tabula delineabo : Mac, ut ex proprio accepi ore, quam ideo exaro, ut

" si ahis variam narravit labulam, sacilius ejus fraus appareat : Hid, ex propriis

'* observationibus. Prioris ut contraham velum, Martha Taylor, 19 annorum,

" silia cunicularii, metallis damnati, dum 1 1 ætatis agebat annum, ex ictu circa

" regionem renum, per 14 dies sebricitabat, cum para I y si inseriorum membrorum.

" Tum inopinanter e lecto furgit, eaque per 10 dies icholæ abecedarian relegata,

" iterum increbuit sebris et paralysis per 14 alios dies, et per decem ronvaluir.

" Tum melancholia obfuscata rcligiosa (recurrente paralysi) tandem deliravit,

*' mania per sex menses leviori correpta. Interim singuhus tam immanis, ut per

" 400 vel 500 passus audiretur. Quoties a cruciatu singultus liberata, scripturæ

" saeræ, aut librorum religiosorum lectione noctu et interdiu se exercebat.

" Circa sestum omnium sanctorum 1665, menstrualis erupit fluxus, cum urina

" nonnunquam cruenta; et circa sestum sancti Michaelis Archangeli 1667, ob-

" serato isto profluvio, tum piæter si.»gultum (qui adhuc permanet) violento vo-

" mitu omnia conquassata interanea, et circa sestum sancti Anureæ, sanguinem

" egerebat e ventriculo, hæmorrhagia etiam per nares, oculi sinistri canthum, et

" aurem lævam molestata, ut ex hoc sanguinis disptndio adeo debilis fuerit, ut

" vix audiri potuerit ab adstantibus. Die sancti Thqmæ Apostoli 1667, tres

" taleolas-pomi artocrea cocti deglutivit, et abhinc nullam folidam escara hausit.

" Atque ad secundum Febiuarii sequentis vix labia irrigabat, et ad pascha sequens

" syrupo ex aqua fontana et saccharo cum pauxillo mellis rolacei sauces permaduit,

" aphthis tum exulceratas ; et per sex septimanas in æslate ne guttulam fumpsit

" liquoris, sed odore fiorum refocillata vitam degit angelicam. Circa sestum om-

" nium sanctorum 1668, iterum syrupo e saccharo, et aqua fontana, sauces» vel

k Lftter-Book, vol. iii. p. 113.

" linguam
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" linguam potius, imbuit. Circa natalitium Domini 1668, succum unius pruni

'* Damasceni (pulpa et cute ejecta) aut passulæ majoris suxit ; et initio Februarii

" mucagine iacchari Thomæi ex apice cultelli, femel in die deglutiebat, nihil

" enim antehac a primo jejunio in gulam intrasse sentiebat. Et lecundo iduum

" Aprilis vinum claretum saccharo conditum ad uncias duas in tota septimana

" sumpsit ; sed totum ejus madorem saucibus abflimptum sentit, quia una vice

" vix sex guttas primoribus labiis gustat. Per totum hoc tempus nec urinam aut

l- alvi l'racedines excrevit, nec (ut iila dicit) sudavit. Ungues nec manibus aut

" pedibus hoc temporis curriculo creverunt : Sed capilli capitis paulo sunt exten-

*' Gores. Hxc omnia mihi retulit, antequam quæstionibus filum orationis præci-

" di. Interim oblervavi, quod sacies erat vegeta, oculi vividi, labia succulenta,

" ut etiam genre : plorabat semel, strophiolo bis vel ter, inter consabulandum,

*' nares et os obturebat. Sæpius lingua ad palatum allifa sonum edebat insantis

** deglutientis basia uberis.

" Loquelam bis vel ter fingultus inopinus, inibliti soni, et, ut mihi videbatur,

*• fimulati, incerturbavit, et difficilis respiratio nonnunquam disterminavit, nec

" tamen, ut aiebat, ipiritus fatiscebant. Erecta lecto discumbit, et cucullo saciem

" obumbrat ; per duas horas (nifi bis vel ter interpolante fingultu, aut dyspnoea)

" mihi et adstantibus libere, et vivaciter consabulavit, contredtabam imprimis ma-

" num, quæ parum in vola sudavit, internodiis digitorum, et aliis locis scabie

** detoedata, alias mollis et firma. Pulsus erat omnibus numeris sanorum fimilli-

** mus. Abdomen a cartilagine ense-formi ad pubem depreflum ; sed non, ut

*' Citesius refert de puella Confolentanea, cui abdomen adeo emarcuit et tabuit, ut

" ab imis collis ad pubem usque nihil pristini superfuerit aqualiculi, sed sola a

" iterno pendula mucronata cartilago, non aliter quam suggundia, quæ extra

" pcrpendiculum stillicidia ejiciunt.

" Retulit mihi, quod intestina delapsa erant, et vesica de loco deturbata. Turn

*' dixi, illam a spedtatoribus salli, quia vesica absque uteri ulcere egredi nequit.

'' Rpgavi igitur, quænam esset moles tumoris circa anum ; respondit ad magnitu-

" dinem nucis juglandis: Tum, inquam, nec intestina delapsa erant per anum ;

" at ilia inquir, altero loco i. e. per rimam pudendi prodeunt : peto igitur, utocu-

" laris esfem testis, et manu explorarem quinam esset i lie tumor. Poltquam igitur

" sub $ragulis eam observassem diu locum præparare; inguen manibus stipavit,

" et me infricere invitavit ; sed tarn obseura lux et apertura tam augusta, ut nec

" colorem nec figuram agnoseerem, nec contrectare possem, quia etsi minime tan-

*' gebam, de dolore acerrimo conquerebatur ; et vulvæ labia, sursum elevata,

" quantum iudicare potui, folummodo palpabam.
-1

*' Aveo igitur, ut remota lodice, liberum intuitum permitteret ; ilia contra,

" satis perspicue vides. Iterum igitur levissima vi manus ejus amovere conabar ;

" ilia vero magis intense de dolore querebatur ; super abdomen igitur (interjecta

** lodice) manum apposui, et sudantem inveni, etsi prius negavit ullum madorem

" de aliqua parte corporis manare: unde illam dolere, aut in metu esse sentiebam.

Tum petii, quomodo tumorem mundum, et a putresadtionc præservabat ? Re-

" spondet, per fomentationem cum aqua, lacte, aut ejus cremore, aut sero, aut ce-

** revisia,
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" revifia, et inde refocillationem sentire, et, ut mater mihi postea retulit, illam

*' inde nutriri.

" Hoc modo frustra contra puellæ placitum aut astutiam colluctans, expeto, ut

" in os inspicerem : tum mater (quæ hactenus in hortulo suit, relicta filia natu

" minori in cubiculo) obganniens reclamat, diccns, filiam ejus minime esse hypo-

" critam, dum toti regioni, immo Angliæ, abunde satissecisset, et afflictam ejus

" puellam, in honorem Dei miracula ejus denunciantem, multiloquio vires absu-

" mere sæpius scntiebat. Nolui igitur illam ulterius molestare ; filia tamen libenter

" annuit ut inspicerem, et nil præterquam quod in sanis assolet observavi, nisi

" quod lingua suit parum aridior. Intra conchas aurium nullum apparuit cereu-

" ma, sed collum modice torosum, scabie interspersum vidi, et jubam satis den-

" lam. Tum e tuguriolo matrem scduxi, et data pecunia efflagito ut suaderet

" filiæ, procidentiam illam vaginæ uteri mihi ostendere. Oh (inquit callida mu-

** Her) nondum scio qualis sit ille tumor ; filia enim mea probe scir, quam misere

" affligar ex ipsius calamitate ; ided nec ilia ostendit, nec ego cupio ilium videre ;

" et D. Dr. Willuchby Derbiensis adeo illius commiserabatur, ut videns ilium

" infolitum tumorem pene in lypothymiam incideret. Unde mihi videtur, quod

" vir ille doctissimus, cui opportunitas erat explorandi, perfunctorie inspexir.

" Tum nec hac methodo instructior, contuli me iterum ad puellam, et dixi, rr.e

" nolle eam amplius inquietare ; omnibus tamen perpensis sperare, opem illi con-

" serre, saltem a putresactione excretum illud, quodcunque fuerit, præfervare, et

" per clysmata nutrimen subministrare, donee ventriculi obstructio esset reserata.

" Hæc enim dixi, ut tentarem, utrum curationem exoptaret, et ut alio tempore

" votis meis annueret. Postquam ab ilia egrediebar, audivi, quod fæmina quæ-

" dam, mille tum pafl;bus remota, sæpius fomentaverat locum; ad hanc igitur

" equitavi, et ilia dixir, se sæpius trimesti spatio fovisse aqua, lacte, &c. et cum

" primo ilium inspexit, fuifle instar carnis excoriatæ:, sed jam cuticulam habere,

" tumoremque nonnunquam anseris ovum æquare, nonnunquam esie ampliorem,. et

" e cavitate uteri prodire.

" Habes, vir clariffime, prolixam satis historiam ; et sacile suspicaris, quod an-

" sam præbeo dubitandij utrum sine omni cibo et potu tam diu vixerit ; an vero

" minori serculorum varietate contenta, et liquida etiam, remotis arbitris, sorbil-

" lans, et fortasse in vesicam aliquam appensam alvum exonerans, aut saltem uri-

nam, spectatores etiam ingeniosos hactenus delulerit. Ne igitur, ut de dente

*• Silesii aureo, ficta et sallax esset hypothesis, necessarium judico, ut virtuosi ex-

" quisito scrutinio dirimant controversiam, dum inter mortales degit puella post

'* mortem enim ejus (nisi anatomicum fubit cultellum) aucta erit controversia, et

nulla indagine determinanda. Aucta esie privilegia focietatis literatOFum Au-

»* gustæ nuper exaudivi. Æquum est, ut vobis conserret Regia Majestas saculta-

** tem designandi idoneos viros authoritate firma munites, qui «jt<4.'« et experi-

" mentis, in rebus dubiæ sidei et anomalis, veritatem investigarent. Et in hoc

** Casu, ubi non solum pleb?, sed etiam viri sagaces fluctuant, et alii, qui sacris sese

tc dedere, ob miraculi speciem obfirmati sunt in suis opinionibus, necessarium

*' videtur, ut rei certitudo cognoseatur. Ut omnis igitur dubitandi ansa præri-

*' piatur, fupplex exoro■ mecumque plurimi alii, ut a serenissima Regia Majes-

2 " tate
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" tate jussum obtineat dominatio vestra, ut aliquis medicus (accitis justiciariis vi -

" cinis, vel side dignis testibus) oculari inspectione partcs affectas exploraret : Sed

" hæc acerrimo vettro judicio, ut totum hoc inconcinnum scriptum, subjicio."

Mr. Boyle presented for the repository a certain African gum, the name of

which he knew not, reported to be very sticking and binding, and sold at a con-

liderable rate.

Mr. Oldenjvjrg read a letter to him from Mr. Willughey, dated June 21,

1669, at Middleton in ,Warwickshire 7, concerning the circulation of sap in trees,

and his thoughts of the experiments making out the rules of motion given by

Dr. Wren and Monfr. Huvgens. With regard to the circulation of sap he ob-

ki ved, that he had always been of opinion, that the sap circulates ; though it

would be very difficult certainly to evince it by experiments ; but that perhaps

the anatomy of some of those animals, which lie torpid all the winter, and yet

feed and grow no more than vegetables, may give some light into that subject.

"With regard to the laws of motion he wrote thus : " My lord Brouncker hath

" very briefly and accurately demonstrated the fame consequences from Dr. Wren's

" theory. 1 think it cannot be expected, that any one should produce contrary

" experiments, till those are made public, by which the learned authors support

" their hypothesis ; though I think it were not hard to confirm or weaken it by

" trying the different effects of the fame force communicated immediately and

** mediately by greater and lesser bodies. What Huvgens hint?, that the sum

" of the Q^of the velocities multiplied into their bodies is the fame before and

" after the concourse, seems to fall out very luckily ; for it being plain, that

— x R + Q^R + x Q R + x = Q^. s + / -f Q. R— x'. From

" thence may deduced, that motion -cannot be decreased or increased infinitely,

" but that bounds may be set both for the increase and decrease of all the motion

'* in the world."

It was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg should send to Mr. Willughby a

copy of the paper containing a series of experiments formerly made by Mr. Lau

rence Rooke and Dr. W;ren; and press him to make observations for finding

out, whether the sap in trees circulates, or not.

Mr. Hooke acquainted the society, that looking over some of the things in

their repository, he had met with such a hand as Monfr. le Febure once pro

duced before the society, mentioning, that it was given him for the hand of a

mermaid ; but that this hand was a part of a sea-leopard, and altogether like that

of Monfr. le Febure.

Dr. Allen related a story of a man lately bitten by a dog, and thence fallen

into an hydrophobia, of which he died. The doctor was desired to give the re

lation in writing, which he promised to do.

? Letter Book, vol. iii. p. 108.

It
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It was mentioned, that some years before, there being two live rattle-snakes

brought into England, and kept in the college of physicians, they lived a consi

derable time without any food, yet at length decayed by little and little, and

then died : It was added, that at first their bitings suddenly killed puppies, cats,

&c. but at last lost that power.

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read a paper containing some observations on

the Bath-springs, sent him by Mr. Glanville : Which was ordered to be registered *.

Mr. Hooke proposed an experiment about the strength of twisted cords, com

pared with untwisted ones, to be tried at the next meeting, together with those

others, that should have been made at this meeting.

July (5. There was present at this meeting Count Heucules de Zanis of

Bologna, one of the philosophical academicians of that city, who upon occasion

declared, that the way of preparing the Bononian stone for shining was not lost,

but that himself knew it, and was ready to lend for some of it calcined in his

manner from Paris, for the society. He added, that the stone was very common

about Bologna, and a good quantity of it found in his estate near that city. He

conceived, that as talc, found likewise plentifully there in the fissures of moun

tainous and mineral places, was generated by the rain-waters dropping through

the earth down into those fissures, and in their Hiding away congealed by the ex

traordinary cold of those parts in such a manner, that the droppings successively

following and spreading themselves there made thin plates on the top of one ano

ther ; so this Bononian-stone was formed by the same rain-waters, impregnated

with certain mineral juices, and successively congealed by the cold.

Mr. Hooke made an experiment of comparing together the strength of twisted

and untwisted silk, and it appeared by the several trials made of it, that a certain

number of threads untwisted proved stronger than so many twisted. Whence

Mr. Hooke concluded, that cables made saggot-wise would be stronger than

when twisted.

To this it was objected, that cables would not then be so managable ; and that

certainly people had not been wanting to make trials of this nature, but had

doubtless found, that, all things compared, the inconvenience would prove greater

in the use of untwisted than twisted threads.

Mr. Hooke remarked upon this, that the belief of the superior strength of

twisted threads to that of untwisted had doubtless proceeded from trials made

upon flax, which having but short pieces held not therefore so well untwisted as

twisted.

Sir Robert Moray moved, that an equal number of hempen threads, first

■ It does not appear in the Register, but is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. iv. n° 49, p. 977,

for July 1669.

Vou E e e spun,
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spun, should be taken, and only whipt about, and as many of them twisted toge

ther in the ordinary way, to fee, which of them would be the stronger.

There was produced the instrument of taking an angle between two objects, so

as to fee one of them immediately by the eye, the other by reflection: As was

likewise

Mr. Townley's instrument for dividing a degree into many thousand parts.

Mr. Oldenburg exhibited a scheme of the marsh-plots of Xaintonge in France,

where the French salt is made, together with a description of the process of making

it, sent to him from Dr. Elias Richard, a French physician living near the place,

who having been not long before in England, and permitted to be present at a

meeting of the society, communicated this scheme and discourse as an acknow

ledgment of the favour, which he had then received. The reading of this dis

course was deserred to the next meeting *.

Mr. Hooke promised to have ready at that meeting one of his new kind of

watches, that should go fourteen months, which he first produced and described

May 6, 1669.

The members appointed at the last meeting to consider of Mr. BLome's petition

made this report, that the society would not give an approbation of any book,

but what should appear to them to be very accurate ; and that it was not likely,

that any member of their body had the leisure to read over so large a work as

Mr. Blome's; and farther, that if a bare license were only desired, that could

not be granted by them without some perusal of the whole, to see, that no gross

faults were contained in it.

This report was judged satisfactory, and the secretary was directed to acquaint

Mr. Blome with it.

Mr. Hooke intimated, that he was observing in Gresham- college the parallax

of the earth's orb, and hoped to give a good account of it.

July 22. Dr. Timothy Clare communicated a letter written to the president by

William Dlrston, M. D. from Plymouth July 18, 1669, containing an account

of a maid's breasts excessively swelled in one night b. It was ordered, that the writer

of this letter should be desired by Dr. Clarke and the secretary to communicate

what farther observations he should make about the state of this woman's health,

and the continuance of that tumour, together with the applications used for the

abatement of it.

Mr. Oldenburg read two letters, the one written to him by Mr. Glanvill

■ There is no notice in the Journal of its being b Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 149: And Philos.

then read, but it is printed in the Philos. Trans. Transact, vol. iv. r.*5z, p. 1047, for Oct. 1669.

vol. iv. 0*51, p. 1025, for September 1669.

from
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from Bath July 19, 1669% the other to Mr. Glanvill by Mr. Andrew Pas-

chall from Chedsey in Somersetshire June 18, 1669 d, both giving an account of

a design of establishing a philosophical correspondence in that country under the

directions and encouragement of the Roval Society ; who declared by their president,

that they could not but with all kindness accept this respect, and should endeavour

to countenance the undertaking upon all occasions.

The society being made acquainted by Mr. Oldenburg, that Mr. Edward

Diggs intended to go shortly to Virginia, and ofsered his service for philosophical

purposes ; it was ordered, that the inquiries formerly drawn up for that country

lhould be recommended to him.

It was resolved, that in regard many of the members of the society were in the

country at this season of the year, the meetings thereof should be intermitted till

the president should find, that there was a competent number of them in town

again, who should then be summoned by his lordship's order to return to the

meetings.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke should, during this interval, make such ex

periments in private, as were in the former meetings committed to his care and

left hitherto unperformed. As also, that such others of the society, who had con-

veniency to make any observations and experiments of a philosophical nature,

should be desired to be mindful of doing what they could during this recess of the

society against the resuming of their meetings.

ORober 11. At a meeting of the Council of the Socieey were present

The President

Sir Gilbert Talbot Dr. Clarke

Sir Robert Moray Dr. Goddard

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Colwall

Sir Theodore de Vaux Mr. Oldenburg.

It was ordered,

That the treasurer pay Thomas Willisel ten pounds more, as a part of the

thirty pounds appointed him by the council for one year upon account :

That Mr. Charles Howard, Dr. Goddard, Dr. Merret, and Mr. Hooke,

or any two or more of them, meet and direct the said Thomas Willisel in his

employment of sarther collecting such plants, birds, fishes, and minerals, and in

such parts of his Majesty's kingdoms, as they shall think best for the use of the

society ; and that the said Thomas Willisel, at his return, first of all attend the

president, and receive orders from him about the collection, which he shall then

have made :

e Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 15*.

E e e 2

1 Ibid.

That
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That the president, Sir Robert Moray, Sir Theodore de Vaux, Dr.

Clarke, and Mr. Oldenburg, or any three or more of them, be a committee

of the council for auditing the accounts of the treasurer of the society ; and that

they agree among themselves about the time and place of their meeting for that

purpose. And

That Dr. Merret be desired to send the collection made by Thomas Willisel

in his first voyage, to the society at their next meeting in Arundel-house Octob. 21,

1669.

The president declared, that he thought proper, that the meetings of the so

ciety should now be resumed, and that therefore he intended to summon the mem

bers to meet on the 21st instant ; for which he gave this form :

" These are to give notice, that the Royal Society is to meet again on Thursday

" the 21st of this present month of October, in Arundel -house, at the usual hour,

" and thenceforth to continue as formerly."

October 21. This day the Society met again after some intermission.

Mr. Hooke produced a piece of stuff stained by a way of his own contrivance,

which he said he hoped to persect, and to make it serve for staining whole suits

of hangings. He was desired to pursue this experiment.

Edward Jeffreys, M.A. was proposed candidate by the lord bishop ofCnEStEr.

Mr. Oldenburg, produced several letters and other papers with some curiosities,

come to his hands since the last meeting of the society.

1. A Latin letter of Signor Malpighi to the society dated at Bologna July 15,

1 669 % acknowledging their savour in electing him into their body, and in causing

his discourse on the silk-worm to be printed.

2. Another from him to Mr. Oldenburg of the same datef, signifying his

care of increasing the philosophical correspondence in Italy, and adding some sarther

observations made by himself on the silkworm.

3. A letter in Latin from John Alfonso Borelli to Mr. Oldenburg, dated

at Messina July 24, 1669 8, promising an account of the burning of Ætna.

4. Two letters to Mr. Oldenburg from M.Huygens, dated Aug 10 h,and Sept.

4 1 669, N. S. at Paris ; the former of which commended Dr. Wren's demonstra

tion of the hyperbolical cycloid, and acknowledged the doctor's way of compen

dious printing to be the lame with his own ; adding some notable experiments of

e Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 135. f Ibid. p. 134. 8 Ibid. p. 157. h Ibid. p. 164.

' Ibid. p. 173.

2 a large
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a large burning concave made in France ; together with his opinion of Mr. Wil

liam Neilk's hypothesis of motion, whose reasoning he thought very metaphy

sical and subtile, but whose principles he could not for the most part affent to.

The other letter deposited with the society a paper containing the anagrams of

foutteen propositions of Monsr. Huygens, to be explained in due time1, with

some account of the success of his sea watches.

5. A letter in Latin to Mr. Oldenburg from Monsr. Slusius, dated at Leige,

August 16, 1669, N. S. k commending Dr. Wren's invention and demonstration

of the hyperbolical cycloid, and inlarging upon it : and taking notice of the pa

ralogism of Mr. Hob b es in his quadrature of the circle, which piece had been

shewn to Monsr. Slusius four or five years before by Monsr. de Sorbiere, and

confuted by Monsr. Slusius.

6. A Manuscript in Portuguese delivered to Mr. Oldenburg by Sir Robert

Southwell, intitled, Varias Receitas et Segredos da Mcdicina ; which was recom

mended to Mr. Oldenburg to procure a translation of it into Latin or Englilh.

7. Two pretty large glass-bottles, sent with the manuscript by Sir Robert

Southwell ; which bottles were filled with capaiva balsam from Brasil, described

by Piso as excellent for the curing of wounds and ulcers ; part of which was or

dered to be distribued to such of the members, as should desire to make trial

with it.

8. A box containing several particulars gathered in the late eruption of mount

Ætna, sent by Mr. Parker and Mr. Morgan, English merchants at Messina,

to Mr. Edward Hopegood, merchant of London, for the Royal Soc ety ; viz.

small bags of ashes, taken up in divers places, some on the top of, and others at

several distances from that mountain.

A bag with some sal armoniac.

A bag with sandever.

Several sorts of stones called sciarri, some like cinders and black, others reddish,

others close and dense.

A map representing the fire and its extent.

9. A little glass sent to Mr. Oldenburg from Dr. de Graaff, containing a

tcsticulus gliris 1 unravelled and swimming in spirit of wine, designed to prove, that

that organ is made up of nothing but small vessels.

Dr. King remarked, that he had formerly done the same, not only in the ttjits

1 Register, vol. iv. p. 81. Oldenburg dated July 25, 1669, a passage of

k Ibid. p. 167. , which is printed in the Philos. Transact. v<.l. iv.

j Dr. de Giiaaff sent with it a letter to Mr. n° 52. p. 1046. for Octob. 1669.

of
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of male rabbets, but also in those of a man, spreading those vessels upon a broad

glass, and so presenting them before the society. He was desired to dissolve a

testii after this manner of Dr. de Graaff, and to exhibit it in spirit of wine, this

way of making the thing more clear ; which he promised to do, when he should

have leisure.

10. An answer of Dr. William Jackson, a physician of Nantwich irt Cheshire,

to certain queries concerning the salt-springs and salt-works of that place : which

•was ordered to be registered "'.

Thomas Willisel the botanic traveller, employed by the society, brought in

his collection of plants gathered in several parts of England and Scotland, together

with some rare Scottish birds and' fishes.

It was ordered, that Dr. Merret be thanked for digesting these plants, and

that Mr. Hooke take the whole collection into his custody for the repository,

making first of all an inventory of them, and producing them before the society.

The lord bishop of Chester acquainted the society, that his Majesty had expressed

a desire of having the measure of a degree upon the earth determined, and expect

ed the assistance of the society in it :

Upon which it was ordered,' that the bishops of Salisbury and Chester, Sir

Robert Moray, Sir Paul Neile, Dr. Wallis, Dr. Christopher Wren, Dr.

Goddard, and Mr. Hooke, or any three or more of them, be a committee to

consider of a way of determining the measure of a degree upon the earth ; and

that they meet for that purpose at the president's house in Covent-Garden on the

Monday following about five in the evening, and make a report to the society,

when they shall have concluded any thing in this matter.

Mr. Hooke was likewise desired to peruse what Riccioli had written and

performed on this subject, and to give an account thereof to the said committee at

their first meeting.

OR. 28. Mr. Jeffreys was elected.

Mr. Hooke produced a new kind of pendulum-clock, designed to keep time

more exactly than others, for astronomical observations, and so contrived, that the

swing being in this clock fourteen seet long, and having a weight of three pounds

hanging to it, was moved by a very small force, as that of a pocket-watch,

the swing making its whole vibration noc above a degree, and going seventy

weeks.

It being objected, that any concussion was likely to disorder or stop it, Mr.

■ Register, vol. iv. p. 83. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, n° 52. p. 1060. for Novemb.

1669.

2 Hook e
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Hooke declared his opinion, that it would not. He was ordered to try it in astro

nomical observations, and give the society an account of its success.

He mewed again a piece of stained flannel, as being thought the most difficult

stuff to be stained ; and he again expressed his hopes of staining whole pieces of

hangings after this manner, even in vivid colours.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Dr. Thomas Brown, dated at Nor

wich, Octob. 25, 1669", inclosing a relation of his son Dr. Edward Brown,

then travelling in Germany, concerning the quicksilver mines in Friuli"; which

was found to agree with that brought in formerly by Dr. Pope p.

Mr. Oldenburg informed the society, that he had received a letter himself from

Monsr. Justel, dated at Paris October 25, 1669, N. S. signifying, that in Italy an

obscure belt had been seen about the middle of the body of Saturn ; as also that P.

Gottignies had made a microscope magnifying above three hundred and fifty

times in diameter, and taking in a field of four palms, which is about three seet ;

and that the microscopes of the workmanship of Eustachio Divini came not

near in goodness to this of Gottignies.

Mr. Hooke affirmed, that such a belt had been observed in England by Mr.

Balle about three years ago ; and that he had a letter of that gentleman mention

ing it.

It being observed, that it had been ordered above three months before, that Dr.

Wren's engine for grinding hyperbolical glasses, and that of Mr. Hooke for

elliptical ones, should be prepared for making trials of them ; and it being found,

that neither of them were prepared ; the order was renewed to Mr. Hooke for

doing it with all convenient speed.

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that Dr. Wren desired to borrow the model of

that engine of his, in order to make a scheme and description thereof for the satissacti

on of Monsr. Huygens, who, though he had much applauded that invention, and

the demonstration of it, yet had made some objection against its practicableness ;

which objection seemed only grounded on the objector's misapprehending the con

trivance of the engine ; to remove which Dr. Wren was willing to send him a

scheme of the model.

It being mentioned, that Dr. Goddard had been formerly desired to give in

writing his experiment about the manner of the motion of the muscles, whether

they in their contraction grow bigger upon the whole or not ; and this not being yec

done, the doctor was again desired to do it, that it m'ght be entered in the Regi

ster-Book.

n Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 189. • Ibid. p. 190. It is printed in the Philos. Transact,

vol. iv. n° 54. p. 1080. lor Dec. 1669. * p Printed in the Philos. Transact, n". 2. p. 21.

Th;
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The order of the last meeting, appointing a committee for considering of a way

to determine the quantity of a degree upon the earth, being renewed, and those

members, who might since have had thoughts of it, being desired to speak of it,

Mr. Hooke declared his opinion, that one of the exactett ways of performing it

might be by making accurate observations of the heavens to a second by a per

pendicular tube, and then to take exact distances of angles to a second also q.

Nov. 4. Mr. Jeffreys was admitted.

Mr. Hooke proposed a way of dividing a degree in very many minute parts,

which he conceived to be much more easy than that by a screw or a Aiding ruler,

or any other known to him. It consisted in proportioning a short line, which is

to be divided into many small parts, to a long. line.

This being examined, and the application of it to practice for taking measures

both in the heavens and upon the earth debated, it was thought proper to be used

in the experiment of measuring a degree upon the earth, recommended by his

Majesty to the consideration of the society : and Mr. Hooke was ordered to make

the apparatus necessary for that work ready with all possible speed.

Mr. Oldenburg read part of a letter written to him by Monsr. Huygens from

Paris, October 30, 1669, N. S. ' giving notice, that he had received an account of

his sea-watches lent to Candia for a trial to find the longitude, and would hereafter

declare the particulars, which he judged worthy to be known ; and communicating

some remarks about motion : and as he complained, that the metal, of which he

had made two telescopical object-glasses for the length of forty- five seet each, was

saulty ; the society ordered, that a plate of good glass, made at Lambeth, should

be provided and presented to him.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a paper in Latin, sent to Mr. Hill from Riga by

Nicholas Witte, an ingenious doctor of physic, concerning a way of ordering

wines so as to preserve them from the injuries of frost.

November n. Thomas Barrington, esq; was proposed candidate by Mr.

Oldenburg.

Don Gaspar Mere deSouza, prosessor of mathematics in the university of

Coimbra, was likewise proposed by Mr. Oldenburg upon the desire of the former

expressed in two letters of his dated at Lisbon June 2, and July 1, 1669.

Dr. Urbanus IIierne, a Swede, was proposed candidate by Monsr. Leyon-

bergh, the Swedish resident.

i This appears to have been the method ob- Ham el's Regi<e Sciential um Atadtnia Hiflor, I.

served by the French not Jong after. See Monsr. i. c. 2. p 98.

Picart's treatise on that subject, and Monsr. du ' Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 194.

There
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There was presented from Mr. Boyle the second edition of his Physiological essays

inlarged, and with the addition of A discourse os absolute rest in bodies.

There was also presented for the repository from Mr. Povey a sceleton.

The president nominated Dr. Wallis, Mr. Locke, Mr. Neile, Dr. Smith,

and Mr. Creed, to be a committee to examine the accounts of the society for

this year ; who being put to the ballot, according to statute, were all elected ;

and thereupon desired to meet the next day about three in the afternoon at Dr.

Wallis's lodgings in little Drury-Lane, to examine the said accounts, which they

promised to do.

Mr. Hooke produced a piece of callico stained after the way contrived by him

self, which he was desired to prosecute in other colours besides those, that appeared

in this piece.

He produced likewise several capillary plants, supposed to have no seed, on

which however he found little cases or boxes, which being opened and put into

a good microscope were found to have seed.

Dr. Croune mentioned, that Mr. Mohun, a friend of his, was ready to go

into the East-Indies to the English factory at Muselapatan, and offered his service

to the society for giving them what account he should be able, in answer to such

inquiries, as they should think fit to recommend to him. The secretary was ac

cordingly desired to provide for Mr. Mohun a copy of such queries, as were usu

ally sent into those parts.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter written from Erfurd, May 10, 1669, to

Mr. Boyle by Dr. Leichner, a German physician, and accompanied with a

book of his, printed in High Dutch, and intitled D. Eccardi Leichneri apodiSi-

scher Prufe-Spiegel, i. e. Speculum apodictico-probatorium, tending to introduce in

schools and universities a way of teaching all disciplines and sciences apodictically

or demonstratively, even logic, metaphysics, natural philosophy, ethics, &c. for

the promoting of which method he recommended this book to the consideration

of the Royal Society ; who committed it to the perusal of Mr. Oldenburg.

Nov. 18. Mr. Barrington, Don Gaspar de Mere de Souza, and Dr. Ur-

banus Hierne were elected; the second of whom being in Portugal, Mr. Old

enburg was desired to acquaint him of his election by a letter '.

Monsr. George Stiernhelm, a Swedish gentleman, and one of the council

of war to the king of Sweden, was proposed candidate upon his desire expressed

in a letter from Stockholm to the president dated September 21, 1669 ', and deli

vered at this meeting by Mr. Chamber layne, who presented at the same time

r This letter written in Latin, and dated Decemb. 8, 1660, is inserted in the Letter-Book, vol.
 

\ Ibid. p. 184.

F f f from
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from Morisr. Stiernhelm several curiosities, as 1. An instrument called by the

presenter tinea Carolina, together with a written paper explaining the design and

use of that line, viz. that, supposing common water to be alike all over the world,

and taking a Batavian grain for the least common measure, it would teach to know

all other measures both of liquids and dry things, and from thence to know also

the capacities of all vessels, and the change of their shapes in any other shapes what

soever assigned. 2. A printed table of the measures of liquids and dry things, and for

surveying. 3. A printed scheme, called monile Minervæ, the design ot which did

not appear to the members present. 4. A printed half sheet, intitled Georgii

Stierxhelmii Babel destruUa, feu Runa Suethica, being a breviate of two volumes

designed by the author for the press, undertaking first to shew the true origin of

languages, which he makes to be the Scythian tongue; and then to discover the roots,

that are universal and common to almost all languages, out of which he attempts

to derive the first tongues, and thence the others, which proceed from them. 5.

Four little boxes, each containing two little balls, one silvered, the other gild

ed over, devised for estimating the weight of liquors. 6. Tables of quadrate and

cubic numbers, printed at Stockholm in 1C67.

The president was desired to consider the full import of the tinea Carolina, toge

ther with the written paper, and the printed table, both relating to it, and to make

report of it to the society at their next meeting.

Mr. Hooke produced an instrument of his own contrivance to measure the

quantity of refractions ; and the experiments made therein were ordered to be re

peated at the next meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg read two letters written to him, the one from Dr. Durston,

dated at Plymouth, November 2, 1669 ', concerning the death of the big-breasted

woman, and what was observed of her swelled breasts after death : the other by

Dr. Elias Richard from St. Martin in France, dated Aug. 17, 1669, contain

ing a relation of the French way of making vinegar.

With regard to the former of these letters, k was thought desirable to know

of Dr. Durston what he had observed in the inward parts of the woman, he

doubtless having opened her after her death u. And concerning the other letter of

Dr. Richard, several inquiries were suggested, as proper to be sent to him for

•farther explanation, as 1. Whether the rape (as the matter, of which vinegar is made

in France, is called) is not permitted to lie till it begin to grow four, and then put in ?

2. How long one and the fame parcel of rape will serve, whether longer than one

year ? 3. How they free the rape from that grease or unctuosity, which it is said to

contract ? 4. Whether it had not been examined what kind of grease that is, which,

is said to stick partly to the sides of the vessels, and partly to the rape ?

1 Letter-Book, p. zoi. It is printed in the from his letter of Nov. 28, 1669. Letter-Book,

Philos. Transact. nu vol. iv. c 3 p. 1068. for Nov. vol. iii. p. 205. and Philos. Transact, n»54.p..

1669. 1077.

* H« was not suffered to open her, as appears

Dr.
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Dr. Castlb produced a piece of wood, which, he said, was petrified by being

put, not into a petrifying water, but earth in Bedfordshire, in which it had lain

three years. Being tried upon glass, it made scratches in it, though it had the

persect appearance of wood.

The doctor was desired to procure a perfect history of it from the person, who

had kept it buried m the ground.

Mr. Hooke promised for the next meeting some experiments of weighing

bodies, to shew the porosity of them, and a way of making them more compact

than they were before by hammering them.

Nov. 25. Mr. Bar rington was admitted, and for his admission paid five

pounds, the sum required being but forty shillings.

Mr. Nicholas Mercator was also admitted.

Mr. Hooke brought in the instrument for taking angles upon the earth in order

to measure a degree exactly, contrived so, that in the use of it no notice is taken of

any inequality of the ground ; the wire employed therein being always equally ex

tended by an equal weight.

Sir Robert Moray produced a paper sent out of Poland to the lord Arling

ton, concerning a method of restoring with a certain water such eyes, out of

which the humors have been squeezed ; which had been successfully tried in

Cracow.

Several of the members were of opinion, that if nothing be squeezed out but

the humors, the coats remaining safe, there was no great wonder in such a cure.

In the mean time it was moved by the bishop of Chester to cut the cornea of a

dog, to see whether it would heal again.

Mr. Oldenburg gave an account of the substance of a French book lately

printed at Paris in 8vo, and inritled Nottvelles Experiences fur la Vipzre par Monsr.

Charas; viz. 1. That the author undertakes to prove, that the biting of the

vipers of France is really venomous, and proves mortal without antidotes." 2.

That he endeavours to confute Signor Redi, who had asserted in his book del/e

Fipere, published a few years before, that the poison of vipers resides in the yellow

liquor contained in the bag about the teeth, Monsr. Cha-ras maintaining it to be

in the veins and enraged spirits of the animal. 3. That he very much recom

mends the volatile salt of viper?, as the best antidote against their bitings, and

teaches the way of preparing it right.

The bishop of Chester took notice hereupon, that the society had formerly

made several trials of this kind, to find, whether the bitings of vipers would kill ;

but found, that they did not, and only made the part, that was bitten, to swell

without any other hurt ; and that he thought vipers killed no more than bees,

F f f 2 when
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when they stung ; and that sometimes their bitings might prove mortal, when they

meet with an ill habit of body,

Mr. Oldinburg produced again the balls for knowing the difserence of the

weights of liquors, presented at the last meeting by Mr. Chamberlayne from

Monsr. Stiernhelm ; and two of them being opened, the silvered one proved

to be ordinary bees wax ; the other gilt to be soft red wax, with some mixture,

the former swimming, the latter sinking in common water.

Nov. 29. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord bishop of Salisbury Mr. Colwall

The lord bishop of Chester Mr. Henshaw

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Croune

Sir Theodore de Vaux Mr. Oldenburg.

Dr. Goddard

The committee of the council for auditing the accounts made a report, which

was approved of by the council, and is as follows :

■

" At a committee of the council of the Royal Society for auditing the trea-

** furer's accounts, November 10, 1668.

" Upon examination of Mr. Daniel Colwall's accounts we find him debtor

/. s. d.

" To arrears due to the Royal Society for their quarterly pay- 7 ^ 2g g

" ments, this 10th Nov. 1669. }

" To money he hath received for admissions 18 00

" To money he received out of the cash-chest 100 o o

*• To the balance of his last account. 98 56

L499,
10

** That he is creditor

M By money he hath paid for the use of the society 4CO 2 4

" By money in arrear resting unpaid by the sellows 1028 15 o

" By balance resting in cash now in his hands 70 12 8

1499 10 o

" Brouncker, P. R. S.

" Theodore de Vaux. Tim. Clarke.

" Henry Oldenburg.

November
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November 30. At a meeting of the Society, being the day of their anniversary

election,

Mr. William Neile made a report from the committee for auditing the ac

counts of the society, by which it appeared,

That the treasurer had received on the quarterly payments

That he had received out of the cash-chest

That he had received more for admissions

That he was debtor to the balance of his last account made up '

Nov. 9, 1668. .

That he hath paid for the use of the society by bills and orders ?

of the council . . 3

That he hath in money resting now in cash in his hands seventy ^

pounds twelve shillings and eight pence £

/. s. d.

9
6

100 0 0

18 0 0

5
6

470
>5

0

400 2 4

70 12 8

470
'5

0

It appearing, by this report, that there were great arrears due to the society by the

sellows, Sir Paul Neile declared his opinion, that to prevent the swelling of

those arrears, a good method would be to enter into a legal tie for the future pay

ments ; adding, that this had been several times under the consideration of the

council, but that they had reserred it to this day, on purpose first to acquaint the

society, and to understand their sense upon it, before they would conclude any

thing in it.

This being debated, it was at last agreed upon, that the business should be

put to the question, viz. 1. Whether a legal tie should be entered into for the dis

charge of the weekly payments. And, 2. if so, whether the council should be de

sired to draw up a form for such a legal tie, and present it to the society ?

The president accordingly put these two questions, which were both carried in

the affirmative. And it was farther agreed upon, that this offer should be made

by the council on the first Thursday of the next term.

This being done, the society proceeded to the chief work of this day, and, ac

cording to their charter and statutes, elected a new council and officers.

Those continued of the Council were

The
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The lord viscount Brouncker

The lord Henry Howard of

Norfolk

The lord bishop of Salisbury

The lord bishop of Chester

The lord Brereton

The new members of the Council were

The earl of Aylesbury

Mr. Charles Howard

Sir Robert Southwell

Dr. Christopher Wren

-Mr. Locke

The officers chosen were

The lord viscount Brouncker, president.

Mr. Colwall, treasurer.

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile

Dr. Goddard

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Oldenburœ.

Dr. Smith

Mr. Hoskyn*

Dr. Ball?

Mr. Cried

Dr. King.

Mr. Henshaw,

Mr. Oldenburg
secretaries.

Of the new members of the Council were sworn Mr. Howard, Sir Robert

Southwell, Dr. Smith, Mr. Hoskyns, and Dr. Bali.e ; the rest being absent.

Between this and the preceding election died two eminent men, who were mem

bers of the society, Sir Joh n Denham, knt. of the bath, and George Bate, M. D.

Sir JOHN DENHAM was only son of Sir John Denham, knt. lord chief

baron of the exchequer in Ireland, and one of the lords-justices of that kingdom,

by Eleanor his wise, one of the daughters of Sir George More, bart. baron

of Mellifont in Ireland. He was born in the city of Dublin about the year 161 3,

but brought from thence very young, upon his father's promotion to the post of

one of the barons ofthe exchequer in England in 1 6 1 7, and after he had been qualified

at school in grammar learning, was sent to Trinity-college in Cambridge, where he

was admitted a sellow-commoner in Michael mass-term, 1 63 1. During his resi

dence there he discovered none of those talents of genius and wit, which afterwards

distinguished him, his love of cards and dice diverting him from any application

to his studies. After he had continued about three years in Trinity-college, and

been examined in the public schools for the degree of bachelor of arts, he removed

to Lincoln's-Inn, where though he seemed very assiduous in the study of the law,

he still indulged himself to excels in his favourite amusement of gaming, till his

father being informed of it, threatned to disinherit him, unless he corrected that

vice \ This made such an impression upon him, that he composed a little EJsaj

* Wood, Atheti. Oxon. vol. ii. col. 422.

against
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against Gaming, exposing the ill consequences of it ; which he presented to hi<

sather as a proof of his reformation : but after the death of his sather y, which

happened January 6, 1638, he relapsed into his former course, in which he soon

lost a considerable part of the fortune, which had been left him. His tragedy, intitled

The Sophy, acted at the private house in Black-Friars by his Majesty's servants, and

published in the latter end of 1641, raised him at once a considerable character as a

writer ; and occasioned Mr. Waller to say of him, that he broke out like the

Irish rebellion, threescore thousand strong, when no body was aware, or in the least

expected it. Not long after this he was appointed high-sheriff of the county of

Surrey, and made governor of Farnham- castle for the King : but not being well

skilled in military affairs, he kept that post but a short time, retiring to his Majesty at

Oxford % where in 1645 he printed in 4to his poem called Cooper's Hill, reprinted

with additions at London in 1650 and 1657 in the same term. He suffered im

prisonment for some time on account of his zeal for his royal master * ; and after

his release from it went to Paris. Upon the King's being seized by cornet Joyce,

and brought to the army, in the beginning of June 1647, Mr. Denham under

took to the Queen, that he would find some means to get access to his Majesty ;

which accordingly he obtained by the interest of Hugh Petfrs ", a preacher and a

powerful person in the army ; and coming well instructed from the Queen, the

King, who had been long kept in the dark, discoursed very freely with him of the

whole state of his affairs ; and at his departure from Hampton-Court in Novemb.

1647, commanded him to stay privately at London, in order to send to him and

receive from him all his letters from and to all his correspondents at home and

abroad, being furnished with nine several cyphers for that purpose. This trust he

discharged with great sasety to the persons, with whom the King and himself corre

sponded, till about nine months after being discovered by Mr. CowLEv'shand, which

was known, he escaped happily both for himself and his correspondents c, and went

abroad d, attending upon the prince of Wales in Holland and France, from

whom, after the death ot Charles I. and before the young King's departure from

St. Germains to Jersey, he had a grant of the reversioji ot tire office of surveyor-

general of his Majesty's buildings, after the decease of Inigo Jones, who died

July 21, 1651. He was sent by his Majesty together with Mr. William (after

wards lord) Crofts, envoy to the King of Poland % where they collected among

the Scots 10000 1. for the use of Charles II. ' About the year 1652 he return

ed to England, and being reduced to low circumstances by his former excesses in

play and the sale of his estate by order of parliament in July of the preceding

year, he was entertained by Philip earl of Pembroke at Wilton, and in London

1 He was buried at Egham in Surrv.

■ Wood, col. 423.

* Memoirs of Sir John Berkley, p. 4. edir.

London 1702.

k Ibid, and Sir John Denham's dedication of

his poems to King Charles II. 2d edit. 1671.

c Dedication to King Charles II.

* Mr. Wood, col. 423. affirms, that Mr. Den-

mam, in 1648, conveyed away the duke of York

from the palace of St. James in Westminster, then

under the tuition of Algernon earl of Noi-

thiimberland, and carried him into France : but

this must be a mistake, since the duke himself

in his own Memoirs cited by Mr. Carte in hi■

GcntraJ History of England, vol. iv. p. 578, 579,

makes no mention of Mr. Denham as being

concerned in his escape, which app-ars to have

been intirely managed by col. Joseph Bamp-

field.

• Wood, ubi supra.

' Denham's Poems, p. 67.

2. for
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for above a year. At the Restoration he entered upon his office of surveyor gene

ral, and on occasion of the coronation of the King in April 1 66 r, was created

knight of the Bath. He laboured tor some time under a disorder of his understand

ing, imputed to the discontent arising from his second marriage but recovering

from it wrote the year before his own death an excellent poem on that of his friend

Mr. Cowlev. He died at his office near Whitehall, in March 166s, and was in

terred on the 23d of that month in the south cross ale ot Westminster near the graves

of Chaucer and Cowley.

GEORGE BATE, M. D. was son of Mr. JoHnBatEof Bourton in Bucking

hamshire, and was born at Maids- Morton near Buckingham about the year 1608 c.

After his first education in grammar learning at school, he was sent to the univer

sity of Oxford, and became one of the clerks of New-college in the beginning of

1022, at the age of fourteen. From that college he was removed to Queen's,

and thence to Edrnund-hall f, as a member of which he took the degree of Bache

lor ot Arts, 28 April 1626s, that of Master 22 January 1624- \ and that of

Batchelor of Physic March 164-' Being then licensed to practise physic, he ex

ercised his prosession in and near Oxford for some years, chiefly among the Puritan

party, whose principles he was thought to espouse \ Upon taking the degree of

Doctor of Physic, 7 July 1637', he grew more eminent in his prosession ; and

when King Charles I. kept his court at Oxford, after the breaking out of the

war between him and the parliament, Dr. Bate was appointed chief physician to

his Majesty. But upon the decline of the Royal Cause he retired to London,

where he became physician to the Charter-house, and sellow of the College of

Physicians m. Though, upon his settling in London, he is affirmed by Mr. Wood

to have complied with the times for interest fake; yet he published, but without his

name, in 1648 in 4'°, apiece in favour of King Charles I. under the title of

The Royal Apology ; or the Declaration of the Commons in Parliament 1 1 Feb. 1 647

canvajj'ed 0 ; and soon after his Majesty death, a book intitled Elenchus motuum nu-

perorum in Aiglid,fimul ac Juris Regii ac Parliamentarii brevis Narralio, printed at

Paris in 1649, and at Francfort in 1650, in 4'°. He joined Dr. Francis Glison

and Dr Ahasuerus Regemorter, sellows of the College of Physicians, in com

piling that celebrated treatise de Rachilide, five morbo puerili, qui vulgo the Rickets

dicitur, printed at London in 1650 in 8° p. His favour with Oliver Cromwell* to

whom, when both general and protector, he was chief physician, did not prevent him

from being admitted into the same post by King Charles II. at the Restoration,

to whom he dedicated a new edition of his Elenchus, as he did the second part of

it, printed at London in 1661 in 8°, to the earl of Clarendon, lord chancellor.

But some passages in this work giving offence to the Roman Catholics and cavaliers,

e Wood Atlien. Oxon vol ii. col. 424 fays, " Ibid,

that he was 14 years of age in 1622. " He mentions this in his dedication to King

f Id. ibid. Charles II. of his Eltncbui.

8 IJ. Fasti Oxon. vol. \. col. 233. ' Wood, col. 4.26, and Dr. Charles Goort-

b Ioid. col 741. ali/3 College ot Physicians vindicated, and the

' Ibid. col. 247. true (late of physic in this nation faithfully repre-

k Id. Athen. Oxon. ubi supra. senced, in answer to a scandalous pamphlet, in.

1 Id. Fasti Oxon. vol. i. col. 273. titled The Corner Sttne, &C. p. 145, edit. Lond.

m Id. Athen. Oxon. vol. ii. col. 424. 1676, in 8*.

Robert
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Robert Pugh, a papist,* who had been officer in the Royal army during the wars,

published remarks upon it, in a piece intitled EUnchus Elenchi, printed at Paris

1 664 in 8°. Dr. Bate intended a third part of his Ehnchns m, if he had not been

prevented by death, having been several years before seized with an apoplexy,

which left him for some time in a paralytical condition '. He was one of the earliest

members of the Royal Society, being elected into it 12 December 1660. He

died at his house in Hatton-Garclen in Holborn 19 April 1669, and was interred

in the church of Kingston upon Thames, where a monument was erected to him.

Several years after his death was published Pharmacopaia Bateana : in qua octingenta

circiter pharmaca, pleraque omnia e Praxi Georgii Bate Regi Carolo II. proto-

rnedici excerpta, printed at London 16S8 in 8% by the care of John Shipton, an

apothecary of London.

December 2. Dr. Urbanus Hierne was elected.

Mr. Hook e produced a picture printed after the expeditious manner of Dr.

Wren, who having covered a very thin brass-plate with etching varnish, caused it

to be etched upon by a hand careful not to close any letter, in which work the

aqua fortis must be so strong, as to corrode the plate quite through : Which done,

the plate is to be turned and laid upon another thick plate covered all over with

printer's ink, to be passed, after the usual manner, through the rolling- press.

Mr. Hooke was desired to prosecute and persect this invention of Dr. Wren.

He brought in the instrument, formerly promised by him, for dividing a degree

into as many small parts, as may be desired, not by a screw or a sliding ruler, but

by proportioning a short line to a long one, in order to. measure the distances of

the stars, and the diameters of the planets. This instrument was to be applied to

a twelve foot telescope, and represent a degree in two inches, and magnify thirty

times, observing even to seconds ; and to be employed in the experiment of mea

suring the quantity of a degree upon the earth, by measuring therewith, how sar a

star passeth from the Zenith ; which is to done by making two observations, the

one northward, the other southward, and taking notice, by the advantage of this

contrivance, of the distance, and thence concluding the quantity of a degree, or

part of a degree.

Sir Robert Moray produced a Latin paper sent from Paris by one Robert

Desgabetz, containing several inventions, as, 1. Of finding the parallax by a

better way than the author thought to have been invented hitherto, in order to

find the physical truth of the Copernican system. 2. Of a perpetual motion by

means of the Cartesian materia Jlriata, by which magnetic needles are converted to

the poles, &c. 3. Framing ships aster a new manner, to go under water without

danger of ship-wreck. 4. Of an horizontal wind mill. 5. Of a new sashioned

musical instrument, excelling a theorbo, harp, bass-viol, &c. 6. Of a pocket

pendulum-watch ; which appeared to be the same with that of Mr. Hooke.

' See his preface to the second part. » Ibid.

Vol. II. G g g Sir
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Sir Robert Moray having perused this paper declared his opinion, that the

several contrivances, contained in it, were either already better done here, or were

not likely to perform what they pretended to.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a printed paper, containing some propositions for

the carrying on a philosophical correspondence begun in the county of Somerset,

and expressing great respect to the Royal Society, and a readiness to serve them

with what intelligence the persons concerned in that correspondence should procure

in the country towards promoting the society's design.

Mr. Oldenburg remarked, that this was the effect of what had been laid be

fore the society at their meeting of July 22, 1669, in two letters, one from Mr.

Glanvill, the other from Mr. Paschall.

Mr. Collins took hence occasion to desire, that since these gentlemen offered

their service to the society by way of communicating what should occur in their

country, of a philosophical nature, they might be written to, and desired to in

quire at Col. Overton's, living at Badaft near Aller in Somersetshire, after the

papers of Mr. Samuel Foster, who had been Prosessor ot Astronomy in Gresham-

college ', which he understood to be in the hands of the said Colonel ; and parti

cularly after the paper, which contained Mr. Foster's way of dialing by two

threads placed at a distance from each, the intersection of their shadows being to

shew the time of the day ; and that if they could obtain it, they would make a

transcript thereof, and send it to the society. Mr. Oldenburg promised to ac

quaint Mr. Glanvill, the secretary of the said philosophical correspondence,

with this request.

Mr. Collins mentioned, that he had been informed, that many papers of the

samous mathematician Mr. Thomas Harriot were in the hands of the son of

the earl of Cherbury Upon which Mr. Oldenburg "said, that he would

endeavour to procure a sight and transcript of them, if they were in those hands.

Mr. Henshaw, at the rising of the society desired the savour of the loan of a

manuscript of Irenæus in the Arundelian library, for a friend of his to compare

it with another manuscript of the same author out of the Oxonian library ; adding,

that he would be caution for the returning it after a little while to the society.

This request was granted, and Mr. Hooke was ordered to take the caution from

Mr. Henshaw at the delivery of the manuscripts.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were, 1. The improvement

of the new way of printing pictures. 2. The improvement of the new way of

staining stuffs. 3 The repetition of the experiments of refraction, formerly began

to be made in a new instrument for that purpose.

* He had been elected a second time to that • A mistake probably for Richarb lord

prosessorship May 26, 1641, and died in July Vaughan and earl of Cakbery ; or for the

16^2. Dr. Ward's Lives of the Prosessors of lord Herbert of Cherbury.

Greflum college, p 85. »

December
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December 9. Mons. George Stiernhelme was elected, and his election ordered

to be signified to him in a letter from the secretary u.

Mr. Oldenburg read an account sen.t him by Mr. Glanvill from Mr. Pas-

chall, of a labouring man in Somersetshire, who discharged all his excrements,

that are otherwise voided by the anus, through a hole in the left side of the belly,

caused there by the twisting of the guts, which not being cured by the swallowing

of two bullets and other remedies, and the excrements making their way to the

said part of the belly, caused there a putresaction; upon which followed a hole,

letting them out, at which also one of the bullets, alter it had been about two

years in the belly, was taken out by the patient himself, incrusted for the greatest

part with a stony matter shot into crystals ; the other part remaining smooth, this

being supposed to have been caused by the patient's frequent touching it by a

quill, which he often used, to remove :t from the hole, in order to open a passage

for the excrements pressing there. The bullet being sent with the narrative was also

produced and shewn to the society, who desired, that the secretary would endea

vour to procure it for their repository.

Mr. Hooke produced another specimen of staining with yellow, red, green,

blue and purple colours ; which he said would endure washing with warm water

and soap.

Dr. Timothy Clarke mentioned, that a person at Deptford had shewed him

a specimen of staining upon Indian sattin done here, which would endure scouring.

He was desired to procure a sight of it for the society, which he promised to en

deavour to do.

Mr. Hooke being called upon for the experiments appointed for this meeting,

excused himself for not bringing them in, he having had some avocations of a public

nature, which had hindered him from preparing those experiments ; which he was

ordered to do against the next meeting.

Decemb. 16. Mr. Hooke exhibited another specimen of Dr. Wren's new and

compendious way of printing ; in which pictures likewise might be done.

There was presented from Mr. Evelyn the second edition of his Sylva and

Pomona, with considerable enlargements.

Dr. Goddard's account was read of an experiment formerly made by him be

fore the society, to shew, whether the muscles of an animal, in their motion, are

bigger or less in their total sum of dimensions ? This account was ordered to be

registered % as follows :

" Mr. Oldenburo's letter in Latin for that the Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 21 1.

purpose, dated December 9, 16C9, is entered in z Register, vol. iv. p. 95.

Ggg 2 ** A case
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" A case was made of lattin capacious and convenient to receive immersed in

" water the arm of a man, so as the large orifice or entrance into it might be

" stopped close by the part of the arm next the shoulder, with a small glass pipe

** cemented to it towards the other end, opening into the cavity, (according to

" the figure.) Upon putting in of water first a little warmed, and afterwards of

" the arm, so as it closed the wide orifice of it, and the water did rise into the

" small glass canal; first it was visible, that the water rose upon every pulsation

" of the artery, and subsided upon every intermission ; and then the person being

" ordered to make a contraction or clutching of his fist of both arms, that within

" the case and that without at the fame time ; upon every such contraction, the

" water in the glass canal did descend much more, than upon the intermissions of

" the pulse beforementioned."

Upon reading this paper, it was suggested by Mr. Hooke, that it would be

worth considering what it is, that by its influx makes the muscles act by contrac

tion ; and then how the muscles are again relaxed by nature's discharging that li

quor or spirit, which contracted them. To illustrate this, he mentioned, that

ipirit of wine (for example) poured upon gut-strings contracts and shoitens them,

and being thence evaporated relaxes and lengthens them again. So that, he said,

there must be a very subtile volatile spirit, that enters into the muscles ; and the

, lame must very quickly be discharged again to cause the contraction and expan

sion of the muscles.

He intimated likewise, that if he could communicate the force of gun-powder

to a spring, he might then command as much strength as he would.

Occasion being here given to speak os well-rectified spirit of wine, Mr. Hooke

•said, that it might be yet more refined after that all would burn away, it being

possible, that though it will burn away, yet there might still be some phlegm in

it, which may be carried up with the volatile spirit. He added, that the best

proof or its persect rectification was, if it would fire gun-powder.

Mr. Wylde mentioned a method of painting sarcenets with water-colours, and

varnishing them ; but added, that the varnish would rot them.

Sir Robert Moray acquainted the society, that before they sat down, one

Mr. Smith of Reading had discoursed to him of a new way, which he had of

cloth- making .as to all the parts belonging thereto; viz. that he had a peculiar

and very easy way of taking out the natural curl of the wool, making ic lie as

plain as flax: That he could make the hair thrice as fine and long as before, and

yet stronger withal : That he could spin three yards for two : That in the weaving

he could do that with the third stroke, which otherwise is not done but with nine

strokes: That he could ib contrive the killing-mills, as not to make any holes in

the cloth: And that he had a method of pressing, so that the cloth should become

both longer and finer than ordinary, and yet lose nothing of its strength, nor re

ceive the impression of the wrong side upon the right.

Mr.
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Mr. Hooke was ordered to discourse sarther with this Mr. Smith of all the

particulars, and set down in writing the method used by him in executing what he

affirmed : As also to get a specimen of what he said had been already performed

in his new way ; and to offer him his assistance in the contrivance of divers tools,

which he should want.

Particular notice being taken of what Mr. Smith had affirmed, that he could

make a hair as fine as silk, Mr. Hooke remarked, that if this could be done, he

could tell how to give them all the glossy colours, that should be desired.

The society resolved to adjourn till the 13th of January following, by reason of

the approaching sestival of Christmas. .

In the mean time Mr. Hooke was desired to make the experiment of measuring

a degree upon the earth; and to get his new clock, designed to go fourteen

months, finished ; and to prosecute his method of staining, and the new manner

of printing.

December 20. At a meeting of the Council were present

The earl of Aylesbury, Dr. King, and Mr. Creed were sworn of the

council.

The business of the legal tie for the discharge of the weekly payments being

debated, the putting it to the question was deserred till the next council, the bithop

of Chester and Sir Robert Moray desiring first to consider and to conser sar

ther of it in private.

The matter of Chelsea-college being again spoken of, Mr. Charles Howard

was desired to think of a fit tenant for that place, and to propose such an one to

the council at their next meeting.

Dr. Balle and Mr. Hooke were desired to finish the catalogue of the society's

library within the approaching holy-days.

Mr. Oldenburg desired the council from Mr. Henshaw, to lend him for a

few weeks out of the society's library a manuscript of Irenæus for a friend of

his, upon security.

The President

The earl of Aylesbury

The lord bishop of Chester

Mr. Charles Howard

Sir Robert Moray

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Oldenburc.

Dr. Balle

Dr. Smith

Dr. King

Mr. Creed

It was ordered hereupon in general,

That
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That all those, who shall have granted to them by the council the loan of any

of the books belonging to the Arundelian library, bestowed on the Royal Society

by Henry lord Howard of Norfolk, shall oblige themselves by a bond of one

hundred pounds itirling, to be given to the president, council, and sellows of the

society, to restore the lame within the time to be respectively presixed, intire, un-

defaced, and unblotted.

Upon these terms it was ordered, that the manuscript of Irenæus should be

delivered to Mr. Henshaw.

January 13. At a meeting of the Society,

Mr. Hooke brought in two specimens of staining better than those produced by

him before.

He intimated, that an acquaintance of his lately gone to Malabar had promised

him to endeavour to get the art of staining used by that people, which that person

had said to be performed by them chiefly with a root.

He added, that the preparing of the cloth or stuff to be stained was a main

thing in this work, to hinder the colours from spreading too far, and from running

all along the thread.

Sir Robrrt Moray mentioned divers materials of colouring used in Scotland

for red, blue, and yellow. He was desired to inform himself by letter of the

particulars, and to communicate them to the society ; which he promised to do.

It was remarked, that there was not found one simple, which by itself alone

would colour green.

Dr. Croune produced a piece of rotton wood, broken out of the midst of a

rotten willow tree, cut down ; which piece had several cavities in it, running out

at length, in which lay several substances, shaped like a cartridge, wound about

with greenish leaves, and exactly closed at both ends, wherein lodged worms.

Mr. Oldenburg was desired to write an account of this to Mr. Willughby,

and to inquire of him, whether he had observed the like i and if so, into what

flies such worms changed y.

Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he had been informed of two springs in Northamp

tonshire, neither of which single would petrify, but meeting together they did 16.

He was desired to learn more particulars of it.

Mr. Collins produced the solution of the problem promised by him, of

measuring distant objects at one station.

' Mr. Oldenburg's letter to Mr. Whivchby on this subject dated January 20, i6^|, it inserted

in the Letter-Book, vo. iii. p. 226.

The
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The amanuensis was ordered to draw the schemes of it larger, that all the mem

bers might see them at the next meeting, when the papers should be read.

Dr. Pope remarked, that Mr. Townley had a like way of measuring distances ;

and that not long before he had measured the hight of an hill in Lancashire, where

he resided.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a manuscript sent and addrefied to the president by

Mr. John Flamstead of Derby, giving an account of some of the more notable

celestial phænomena of the year 1670, to be conspicuous in the English horizon ;

among which was an eclipse of the sun visible in England April 9, but omitted

by all other astronomers ; as also several occultations of some fixed stars by the

moon.

Some particulars of it being read, the society declared, that this was a very

useful labour for the improvements of astronomy and that therefore the author

should receive their thanks by the secretary z, and be made acquainted not only with

their acceptance of his respect to them, but also with the value, which they had

for his design and labours, and that he should be desired to continue this his in

dustry : that the main things in these papers should be published in the next

Philosophical 'Transactions*, whereby to communicate them timely to such as might

observe : as also that the original be kept among the society's papers.

Mr. Henshaw returned the manuscript formerly lent him out of the society's

library, viz. Psalterium interlineatum antiqtio Normannico.

There were presented from Dr. Wall is two books published by him, one in-

titled, Mechanica, stve de motu tractatus geometricus ; parsprima: London 1670 in

4to ; the other intitled, Thomæ Hobbes ^uadratura Circuit secundb edita dmub re-

jfutata : printed at Oxford in 1 669.

Jan. 20. Mr. Hooke produced for examination two ways of making an uni

versal measure b, one by purged quicksilver, dropt on a plain exactly horizontal,

and having a dry surface, until the horizontal diameter of it be double to the per

pendicular of the same ; which being obtained by exactly comparing the said two

lines together, the longer of them shall serve for the measure, e. g for an inch.

The other way was by dropping distilled water from the point of a very fine

needle, and counting so many drops for a measure of such a denomination.

Many exceptions were made by divers of the members against both these ways:

to the former, that even distilled mercury would be different; and that the air of

several places would alter the dimensions ; and that it was very difficult to measure

* Mr. Oldenburg's letter to Mr. Flamstead » They were accordingly published, vol. iv.

dated Jan. 14, 1 66^, is in the Ixtter-Book, vel. n* 55. p. 1099. for Jan. '670.

iii. p. 215. * See his Posthumous works, p. 472.

exactly

2
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exactly the horizontal and perpendicular diameters. To the latter, that it is very

difficult to have every where needles equally pointed, as the fame size of drops.

• *

For these and the like difficulties both these ways were laid aside.

Mr. Collins's solution of the problem for measuring the distances of three ob

jects from one station was read, approved of, as to its truth (though its practi-

cableness at sea was doubted) and ordered to be registered c.

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read a letter written to him by Monsr. Huycens

from Paris January 22, 1670, N. S. d containing an account ot the success ot his

pendulum- watch sent by sea to Candia, and of his thoughts concerning Dr. Wren's

engine for grinding hyperbolical glasses, Mr. Barrow's lectures on optics, and

Mr. Boyle's discourse on the absolute rest os bodies; as also about the judgment

given by the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris concerning the invention of a

man, who pretended to discover the longitude from the moon's motion, but ap

peared to know less of the subject, than others, who had made the fame pretences

besore him.

Mr. Oldenburg produced another letter written to him by Monsr. Slusius

from Liege, Jan. 2, 1670, N. S. c concerning Dr. Wren's hyperbolical cylindroid,

and an hydrostatical experiment ; the reading of which letter was deserred till the

next meeting; as also of a paper, containing Cassini's new way (by him so

esteemed) geom'etrical and direct, to find the apogees, excentricities, and anoma

lies of the motion of the planets.

Mr. Hooke having declared his opinion, that Dr. Wren's engine for grinding

hyperbolical glasses would not be practicable, as he did not lee how rings could be

avoided in that way ; but that he conceived, that his own engine, formerly pro

duced before the society for working glasses, both of an elliptical and hyperbolical

figure, might be reduced to useful practice, he was exhorted by the society to cause

such an engine to be made with all possible speed ; to which he answered, that

one was making.

Jan. 27. Mr. Smethwick. produced a stony substance altogether like an egg in

shape and colour, pretended to have been found in a sandy field near Newark.

Upon a strict view several of the members judged it to be artificial, and nothing

else but a piece of white marble turned oval. It being proposed, that it might be

cut asunder, to see it within, Mr. Smethwick. alledged, that he had no permission

for it, but would try, whether he could obuin it.

Sir Robert Moray remarked, that the King had heard of a piece of ground

in Northamptonshire, wherein wood and other things buried would be petrified.

e Register, vol. iv. p. 9^. It is printed in the d Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 228.

fhilos. Transaa. vol. vi. n» 69. p. 2093. e Ibid. p. 213.

Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg read the paper concerning Cassini's pretended new method,

geometrical and direct, of finding the apogees and excentricities of the motion of

the planets : after which he moved, that it might be iifquired into, whether i-he

like method had not been already found out in England. Whereupon Mr. Merca-

tor, having considered this matter in private, produced a paper of his, which

shewed, that this very thing was founded upon what Dr. Seth Ward, now lord

bishop of Salisbury, had demonstrated in his Astronomia geometrica published in

1656. This paper was read, and being found to be the demonstration of this al

ledged invention of Cassini, printed as such in the French Journal des Sfavaris of

September 2, 1669, it was thought proper, that the narrative of the truth of this

matter should be published in the Philosophical Transactions s, together with the

ground, which Mr. Mercator. affirmed to have been given long before by

Herigon 1 in his Theoria Planetarum ; not omitting to make mention of the

occasion, that was given to the bishop of Salisbury for finding out that demon

stration, viz. by Monsr. Bullialdus, who had acknowledged, that this was want

ing in astronomy.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a printed map of the royal channel in Languedoc, at

that time making for the conjunction of the ocean and the mediterranean, in length

about thirty leagues, each consisting of four thousand fathoms ; in breadth sixty

seet, and in depth nine seet ; entering at one end into the Garonne a little above

Tholouse, and so into the ocean, and at the other end into the lake of Frontig-

nan, and so into the mediterranean ; and furnished with a supply of waters from

divers springs, and many small rivers, and especially by five rivets issuing out of

the Montagne noire not very far off ; which, as they naturally run from North to

South, are made by a new channel to change their coursr, and to run East and

West, to serve for the purpose of this great work \

Feb. 3. Mr. Hooke produced a contrivance of his to try, whether a mechanical

muscle could be made by art, performing without labour the same office, which a

natural muscle doth in animals. It was so contrived, as that by the application of

heat to a body filled with air for dilatation, and by the application of cold to the

fame body for contraction, there might follow a muscular motion. It was object

ed, that it did not appear, how this agent, that was to produce heat and cold,

could be applied for use, so as to cause this motion immediately, and with that

lpeed, as it is done in animals. However Mr. Hooke was ordered to consider

more fully of it, and to acquaint the society with the result of his farther conside

rations.

He suggested, that if it could be done leisurely this way, the motion might be

rendered quick by springs.

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read several letters written to him from divers

parts: one from St. Martin near Rochelle, Jan. 14, 1670, N. S. by Monsr. Ri-

f [t is printed there, vol. v. n° 57. p. 1168. matics at Paris,

for March 1670. b See Philos. Transact, vol. iv. i.° 56. p. 1 123.

* Peter Herigon, prosessor of the mathe- for Feb. i6f|i

Vol. II. H h h chard,
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chard, a doctor of physic, answering the doubts started at the meeting of the

society Nov. 18, 1669, concerning the way of making vinegar in France, com

municated by him The second from Dr. Edward Brown, dated January 26,

i6£4i with a Latin one inclosed from Peter Lambecius, the Emperor's histo

riographer and library-keeper, to Mr. Oldenburg dated at Vienna October 30,

1669', presenting his service to the society, and sending a catalogue of divers

chemical manuscripts in the Imperial library, and offering them the liberty of

transcribing any of them, and even his readiness to fend the books themselves

upon caution given. The third from Nathan a el Highmore, M. D. to Dr.

Beal, dated at Sherbourn in Dorsetshire, Dec. 17, 1669 k, concerning the salt-

spring at East-Chinock in Somersetshire ; as also the medical spring, called Far-

rington-Well in Dorsetshire, with a small parcel of salt obtained from the salt-

spring.

Dr. Balle related, that he was credibly informed, that four miles from Exeter,,

at a, village called Honeton's Gist, at an alehouse, there was a kind of metal re

sembling brass, brought from the East- Indies, which, when struck with the finger,,

or with much softer bodies, would yield a very loud noise ; but when knockt

with an iron hammer, a low and deadish noise.

This being looked upon as not credible, Dr. Balle affirmed, that the person,

from whom he heard it, assured him, that himself had made the experiment of it -y

but that the society might do well to direct, that Dr. Cotton, who resided near

the place, should be written to to inquire into the truth of that story ; and Mr.

Oldenburg was desired accordingly to write about it.

Feb. 10. Mr. Hooke being absent, the society, instead of experiments, was

entertained with the reading of some letters, and the view of some curiosities of

nature, sent partly out of New-England by Mr- Winthrop, governor of Con

necticut, partly out of Hungary and Transylvania by Dr. Edward Brown, and

partly out of Warwickshire by Mr. Willughby, all directed to Mr. Olden

burg for the society.

Mr. Winthrop's letter was dated at Boston in New-England, Oct. 4, 16691 ;

and the curiosities accompanying it were,

'1 . Three dwarf oaks, with cups of acorns in them, the acorns being fallen off,

of which yet there were some found in the box, whereof two were given to Mr.

Charles Howard, and one to Mr. Oldenburg for Mr. Evslyn, to plant:

them here, and two reserved for the repository.

2. Two broad and one narrower girdle of the Indian money.

■ Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 199. Mr. Olden- 138. It it printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. iv.

burg's answer to Lambecius is dated Feb. 10, ti* 56. p. 11 28.

i6£'. Ibid. p. 24*. 1 An extract of it is printed in the Philos.

k Supplement to the Letter-Books, vol. iv. p. Tranlact, vol. v. &° 57. p. 1 151. for March 1670,

I 3. One
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3. One white and one blue string of Indian money, and one pair of bracelets

for the aged, and one child's bracelet.

4. A small pail made of the bark of a birch -tree.

5. Four sorts of sand, one found on the sea-shore near New-Haven in New-

England, the other in St. ChristopherVIsland, both metalline ; the third very fine

of Saco in New-England, taken out of a pond there ; the fourth of Virginia.

6. Some winter and summer-wheat, produced in those parts.

7. A sort of snake-weed.

8. Hertford -earth, like terra sigillata, which the cattle eat.

9. A curious sort of moss growing on the trees beyond Virginia towards Florida,

ro. Black and speckled beans.

n. Red beans and white in two papers.

12. A lime-stone lately found in New-England.

13. Three stones found in clay deep in the ground at Hertford in New-

England.

14. Earth, which being put into common water swims, as wood or cork, for a

time, found about Patomack river in Virginia.

15. The horns of a kind of beetle. ,

16. Flies like moths, which ingender the worms, that spoil apple-trees. >

17. The shape of those worms or caterpillars, which spoil the apple-trees, into

which form they turn, after they have crept into the earth from the tree and in

this form they lie in the earth, and only in the spring a fly is bred of them like a

moth, and they come out of the earth ; and from them again are the caterpillars

produced. • .*

18. Exceedingly small pismires.

19. Some walnuts, of which one was given to Mr. Charles Howard, and

another to Mr. Evelyn, and the rest reserved for the repository.

zo. Three Indian purses or bags, in one whereof were New-England chefnutsj

Two of these purses were made of porcupine's quills split.

H h h 2 ' ii; A
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sr. A small dish or porrenger of the bark of a tree.

22. A tray made of the root of a tree.

23. Ten pieces of candle-wood, which being lighted burnt with a good flame,

and were used by many planters instead of candles. They were split out of the-

knots of pitch-pine ; and tar is made out of such knots.

24. A bag of hazle-nuts grown in New-England.

25. A bag of granat-nuts, with a little paper of very small granats.

26. Two unusual shells.

2 7. A black stone of PanirhalL

28. Two flying squirrels.

29. Some sew granat-stones by themselves,, said to have been sent by one Thomas

Edwards.

30. Two pretty large shells-

31. Some ears of Indian corn.

32. A comb of the Indian ladies.

33. Shreds of stuff made by the English planters of cotton and wool, put up

to shew the colour, which was only dyed with the bark of a kind of walnut-tree,,

called by the planters the butter-nut- tree, the kernel of that sort of walnut being

very oily, whence they are called butter-nuts. They dyed it only with the de

coction of that bark, without allum or copperas, as they said.

34. A branch of the said butter-walnut-tree.

35. Some minerals of New-England*

36. A mineral stuff found in a vein of the like kind of sandy stones in digging

a trench at Hertford in New- England.

37. A branch of a tree, called the cotton-tree, bearing a kind of down ; which

yet is not fit to spin. The trees grow high and great At the bottom of some of

the leaves next to the stalk of the leaf, is a knob, which is hollow, and a certain

fly, somewhat like a pismire-fly, is bred in those knobs : in some years more leaves

have those knobs than in other years.

38. The little-herb, or hedera trifolia Canadenfis.

39. Lapides
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39. Lapides albi minerales.

40. Speckled, gray, and black beans.

41. The matrices, in which those shells are bred, of which the Indians make

their white wampam-peage, which is their money. They grow on the bottom

©f sea-bays, and the shells are like periwinckles, but larger. Whilst they are

very small, and first growing, many are within one of the concave receptacles

of these matrices. If any of the little cases be opened, there will be found the

primordia of those great shells, of which the Indians make their wampam ; and

many small shells will be found in one case. They may be better discerned as

to their full shape by a microscope. These cases are thin and separate from one:

another ; but all sastened one close by another to a membrane-like skin.

In the second box marked B.

1.. A fish full of prickles, called the sea- hedge-hog.

2. A flying fish.

3. Three pods of silk-grass.

4. Pieces of the bark of a tree growing in Nova Scotia and the more easterly

parts of New-England ; upon which bark there are little knobs, which being open

ed yield- a liquid matter like turpentine, said to be of a very sanative and balsamic

nature.

5. Five ears of Indian corn of a special kind, said to ripen a month at least

before other kinds.

In the third box marked C

1. Some pine-apples, in number five.

s. Stones full of little holes, in every one of which there was a little living,

creature like a worm. They are taken under water.

In the fourth box marked D.

An extraordinary kind of fish, somewhat resembling a star-fish, but difserent

from it in divers particulars, and very curiously wrought.

Besides these things, there were likewise sent the head of a deer, not of a common

kind, brought from a very remote part of the country by some Indians two

bibles and three books, intitled the Practice of Piety., translated into the Indian

language ; two astronomical descriptions of the comet of 1 664 ; a tranflation of

Mr. Richard Baxter's Call to the Unconverted into the Indian tongue, and an.

Indian grammar.

Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg then produced Dr. Edward Brown's letter to him, dated at

Norwich, Feb. 5, 1 6*4 m, accompanied with two boxes, in one of which marked

A were two forts of Tranfylvanian stone-salt, together with another salt in a small

box marked B inclosed in the former, such as in thole parts is used at table. In

the other box marked C there were three sorts of stor.e-salt from the mine of

Eperies in Upper Hungary, 1. A yellow salt. 2. A crystal salt. 3. A blue and

white salt.

He next produced a letter written to him by Mr. Willughby, dated at Mid-

dleton, Jan. 29, 1669 n, in answer to what had been desired of him concerning

worms found wrapt up in leaves in a rotten willow shewed to the society by Dr.

.Croune ; concerning which Mr. Willughby said, that he was able to give no

good account of them, having never met with them but once about ten years

before in oak-leaves, strangely twisted up, and in the midst of each of them a

single egg. But at that time he had observed no sarther of them, or without

success. He remarks, that all the insects, that are quite imprisoned, and have

no holes open for them to fly put at, after they are changed (which those in apples,

nuts, and the heads of teasels have) make their way either with their teeth, or a

dissolvent liquor, which they spew out. But that it is much harder to conceive,

how the old insect should so wrap herself.

He sent with this letter a box containing some insects, and observed, that nature

made the theca's, in which thole insects were contained, chiefly to preserve them

while they lie torpid in winter ; and that it is observable, that the torpor seizes

upon them in all conditions, 1. Either after they are changed, and come to per

fection. 2. Before they are changed i or 3. when they are newly hatched. And

that it is with them in -that condition, as if the time stood still, they living as long

al ter warm weather hath awaked them, as they would have done from the time the

cold first seized them, if they had escaped it. Flies, butterflies, wasps, hornets,

&c. are instances of the first fort: of the second the solitary eruca in the teasel -

head, which being come to his full growth lies there all winter, and about April

changes into an aurelia. Of the last he took those of Dr. Croune to be.

With regard to the history of spiders flying, he left that to Mr. Martin

Lister, the first and most ingenious observer. " Being stirred up, adds be, by his

" discoveries, I have taken some pains about them, and in September last in a

*• moorish ground saw a great many of several species gotten up to the tops of

" rushes and grass, and hanging by their legs. They turned their tails with the

" wind, and spitted out a web, which was carried in the air to some other bush or

" plant ; and as soon as ever they selt it catch upon any thing, they would imme-

" diately turn themselves, and run along the web to the place, where it was hung,

*' and from thence begin their work again. So much I have seen and have wit-

** nesses for.

** The noble theory of motion I have not lately meddled with, thinking to

■ Letter- Book, vol. iii p. 239. * Ibid. p. z$i.

" have
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" have my lord of Chester's company and assistance in experiments about it

" before this."

This letter of Mr. W;lluchby giving occasion to discourse of the generation

and changes of those insects mentioned by him, Mr. Hoskyns related, that one

Mr. Morgan told him, that he had a curiosity to see what it was, that made

many holes in some sorts of willows and sally's, which he had planted, and which

he found dead, as he guested by reason of those holes. Cleaving some of the trees,

he found a long grub or worm, almost of the length of his finger, white, consist

ing as it were of several joints, and the head yellow, with a strong proboscis and

hard teeth, or rather chaps, at the end of it (as wasps have)'with which it reduced

the wood to little bits like saw-dust. The worm had several legs, and as it eat

sarther, it grew bigger,- as likewise did the hole. At the end of the year it shrinks

to a smaller bulk, and fleeps during the winter, and the next summer is a fly.

But of that he promised a sarther account.

There was presented Dr. Malachiah Thruston's book, intitled, De respirationis

usu primario diatriba. Cui accedant animadverstones a cl. viro in eandem scripta, and

cum responfionibus authoris.

Feb. 17. There was produced and read a long letter of Dr. Edward Brown to

Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Norwich Feb. 12, 1 669, giving an account of several

baths in Germany, Hungary, and some parts of Turky °, and accompanied with a

box containing these following particulars :

1. A small box with a stone of the talcum-rock from Spittal in Upper Ca-

rinthia.

2. Another small box with a substance taken from the stones at the entrance

of the cave, which leads to the spring, that serves the duke's bath at Baden.

3. A box with sulphur taken out of the pipes, which pass the Thermæ at Baden.

4. Another box with a substance taken from the top of the cave, through which

the hot springs pass at Baden.

5. A box with a substance incrusting the sides of the sweating-bath at Glas-

hutten.

6. Another box with a substance growing upon the wood in the baths of

Glashutten.

7. Another box with a substance sticking to the coppers in the boiling of the

hot-bath at Manners-dorf.

• Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 254. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. v. n° 59 p. 1044. for

May 1670.

a. Muscovy
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8. Muscovy glass from Mount Hæmus.

9. Several mineral stones, seven in number, two of which were incrustations

about wood.

Mr. Hooke produced a piece of staining improved.

He promised for the next meeting an anatomical experiment concerning the

lungs.

February 24. Mr. Hooke reported, that the anatomical experiment concerning

the use of the lungs, which he had promised to make in private, had not suc

ceeded, but that he intended to try it again betwixt that and the next meeting.

He shewed an experiment to illustrate, how the figures of trees, that are natu

rally made upon divers stones, may be formed by art ; which he did by rubbing

two polished marbles together, between which there was put some water, so that

after they had been a little while rubbed together, and were thereupon so drawn,

as that some air might intermix and dilate the water, there appeared plain figures

of the form of trees. Whence it was conjectured, that the like figures, formed by

nature upon sundry stones, might be made by some water oozing through stones,

and working upon them, air being intermixed and dilating the liquor.

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read three letters to himself, one by Monsr.

Huetp, dated at I'aris February 22, 1670, N. S. % containing an account of a

method found out there for making sea-water fresh, by precipitation, with oil of

tartar : The second by Mr. Francis Vernon, secretary to Mr. Montagu, the

English ambassador to the court of France, dated at Paris Feb. 25, 1 6 *1 \ mentioning

z printed paper sent by Monsr. Huvgens to Mr. Oldenburg de Parheliis& Ha-

lonibus; as also the depositing of some written papers of Monsr. Huvgens in the

hands of Monsr. Vernon, together with his desire, that they might be sent to the

Royal Society in case of his death, he being then sick ; on which occasion he ex

pressed a very great esteem of the society, and much considence of the stability of their

institution beyond any other philosophical society. The third by Mr. Flamstead,

dated at Derby, Feb. 7, i64-|', expressing his acknowledgments to the society

for the savourable reception of his astronomical discourse lately communicated to

them.

Monsr. Huet's concerning the way of making sea-water fresh occasioned some

discourse upon the salubrity of such water, when made fresh ; some alledging, that

in the dissolution there came over with the sweet water a corrosive volatile salt,

which had a noxious quality for human bodies ; and others adding, that possibly

that noxiousness might proceed from the Want of air in the water so distilled, fup-

f Peter Daniel Huet, afterwards bisliop in the Philos. Transact, vol. v. n* 67, p. 2048,

of Avranches in France, well known by his for January 1674.

writings. ' Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 267.

^ Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 253. It is printed ■ Ibid. p. 237.

l posing
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posing the necessity there is of a competent quantity of air in all things, that are

to seed the bodies of men.

Whereupon it was remarked by Dr. Goddard, that distilled waters had as

much air in them as undistilled, they being of the fame weight. He was therefore

desired to repeat some trials of the weight of distilled waters compared with that

of the undistilled ones.

The relation of the way of making sea-water fresh intimating, that one of the

things, whereby it was performed, was a precipitation made by oil of tartar, it

was alledged, that by this oil of tartar the saline parts of the sea-water seemed to

be as it were chained, and kept back, so that they could not come over the

helm, &c.

March 3. Mr, Jeffreys gave some account of the two stellar eclipses lately ob

served by him and Mr. Hooke ; which he was desired to bring in writing at the

next meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter to the president from Mr. Evelyn, accompa

nied both with an engine for the more equal sowing ofcorn and with the description

of it1 i by which engine a great quantity of seed-corn is said to be saved, and a

greater crop gained. . The description was translated by the earl of Sandwich

from the Spanish into English ; the engine being used in Spain, and in such a

manner, that being fastened to a plow, it plows, sows, and harrows at once.

Some of the members remarked, that there was soch a kind of engine, at least

for equal sowing, in England, and that it had several times been used with good

success and advantage, but that people are so attached to their old way, as to neg

lect the use, though more benesicial, of a new one.

The bishop of Chester added, that one of these engines had been made by the

society's operator, and put in practice by himself ; and that it was lent to one Mr.

Buckley in Surrey near Banstead-Downs.

Mr. Evelyn having moved in his letter, that the description of the Spanish

engine might be printed in the Philosophical Transactions, it was ordered, that Mr.

Hooke should be desired to consider this Spanish engine, and put it into order,

and likewise make a scheme and description of the English, to be published to

gether.

Thomas Willisel being returned from his journey, produced before the so

ciety several minerals, fishes, and birds, which he had collected. Among the birds,

which he had met with in Ireland, there were some with three beaks, having two

passages, one of which was thought by Dr. Glisson to serve for breathing, the

other for swallowing.

' This letter and the description of the engine are printed in the Philos. Tunkct. »ol. v. n# 60,

p. 1055, for June 1670.

Vol. JI. I i i by
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It was ordered, that Dr. Pope, Mr. Jeffreys, and Mr. Hooke do inform the

said Thomas Willisel of such natural things, as may be had in England, and

were yet wanting in the society's repository, and that the said Willisel take order

and directions from them what to inquire after and bring home for the future.

Mr. Oldenburg signified, that Dr. James du Moulin desired, that the society

would do him the favour to certify, that upon their desire he had tranflated the

History of the Rnyal Society into French, and that he had now satisfied their desire.

It was ordered hereupon, that such a certificate be granted him, and signed by

the president, in the following form :

" Noverint universi, ornatisfimum Dominum Jacobum du Moulin, M. D.

" rogatu Societatis Regiæ Londini ad Scientiam naturalem promovendam institutæ,

'* traduxisse in scrmonem Gallicum Historiam prædictæ Societatis a. Thoma

" Sprat, S. T. Doctore lingua Anglica adornatam. Londini die 3 Martii

Mr. Charles Howard intimated to the society, that he had now recover

ed the lost art of making red glass ; as also that he had extracted with

out any addition out of the spar of the Derbyshire lead mines a liquor of an acid;

taste and a strong smell. He was desired to produce a piece of plate of that glass,

if he could conveniently do it, and also some of the liquor.

Sir Robert Moray was desired to take with him for a trial som« of the metal,,

which Thomas Willisel said was called a new metal, found in Yorkshire upon

Ingelberry-hill ; which Sir Robert did accordingly.

March yo. There was produced some fagots of red-streak grass sent by Mr.

Read out of Hereford sh ire for the use of the society; which were distributed to

several of the members, as the lord Ashley, Sir Paul Neile, Sir Cyril Wyche,,

Dr. Smith, Dr. Balle, and Mr. Hooke.

An experiment was made in the artificial tin- arm of Dr. Goddard*s contrivance,

to find, whether pulsation was made by an intumescence of the artery, or not ?

And it vas found by several trials, that as the pulse beat, so the water rose in the

glass-cane adapted to the laid tin-arm : And this was found to hold in many pulsa

tions, even to forty strokes but the water was observed to ascend unequally in

the glass..

This phenomenon being put to the debate, some of the physicians, and parti

cularly i-ir George Ent, Dr. Clarke, and Dr. Gqddard thought it not cogent,

to conclude from the rise of the water an intumescence of the artery ; but were of

opinion, that that ascent might proceed from the mere vibration of the artery

wi:hout swelling of the same, especially considering, that the coat of the artery

was not easily capable of distension, and that the smalness of the quantity of blood

passing at every pulsation out of. the heart into the artery, and being added to so

great a quantity of blood in the body,, could hardly make a sensible dilatation- '

'Dr,.
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Dr. Croune mentioned an observation of his, by which, he thought* it appear

ed, that at the fame time, when there was a systole in the heart, there was also a

systole in all the arteries ; Jb that the blood passed at one and the fame time out ot

the heart into the arteries, and out of the arteries into the veins.

It was moved, that experiments might be thought of, to find, whether indeed

the arteries were apt to be distended , and it was suggested, that it ought to be

considered, that there was not so great a quantity of blood in the arteries, in re

gard there was so much of it in the veins and in almost all the parts of the

body.

Mr. Boyle moved, that a wire might be put in the instrument, and fastened

to it i which being fiilipped in the water, might shew, whether the water might

then rise, as well as it did at the time of the pulsations of the artery.

Dr. Goddard moved, that a dog might be opened, in order to observe care

fully the pulsations of the heart and the artery.

It being intimated by him, that the bore of all the ends of the capillary arte

ries, taken together in bulk, was probably of the fame capacity with the single

great bore of the artery receiving the blood of the heart ; and that therefore the

blood might pass out of the arteries as easily as it came in, and therefore needed not

to distend them ; Mr. Locke desired, that it might be considered, that though that

were so, yet there was more supersicies in the whole bulk of all the ends of the

arteries together than in the single great artery.

March 1 7. An experiment was made with song pendulums, having two leaden

balls of equal weight fastened to them, and moving the one in water, the other

in air, to see the difference of the resistance of the two mediums to them. It was

found, that the pendulum moving in the air made thirteen vibrations, whilst that

in water made but twelve.

It was suggested, that it would be proper to try this experiment in a large ex

hausted receiver with a long cane to it, to see how long the pendulum would

move, before it stops, and afterwards to try it also in compressed air; which ex

periment was ordered to be made at the next meeting.

Mr. Oldtenburg produced a letter from Dr. Edward Brown, dated at Nor

wich, March 8, i64-g-u, giving notice of some minerals sent by major Bendish,

which were delivered at this meeting by the said major, and came accompanied

with an answer to several queries formerly recommended to the Doctor \ who also

sent a draught and description of a burning, melting and driving furnace.

The particulars delivered were these :

■ Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 280. Transact, toI. V. n° 58, pi 1189, for April

* Ibid. They are printed in the Philos. 1670.

I i i 2 In
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In a box marked A.

1. A little box of pure cinnabar out of the silver-mines at Schemnitz in

Hungary. •

2. Silver-ore with cinnabar growing upon it from Schemnitz.

3. Cinnabar out of Tyrol. ?

4. A rich piece of cinnabar sent out of Carinthia.

. 5. Brown cinnabar out of the forest of Cre not far from St. Veit in Carinthia.

6. A large piece of cinnabar from Carinthia mixed with other substances.

7. A stone like a bone digged from under the root of a tree in the forest of

Cre, having cinnabar with it.

In a long box.

B B. Two boxes of amethysts, amethystin-tinctures and crystals, as they shoot

or grow in the mines at Schemnitz.

C. Silver-ore from Schemnitz ; the longest piece from the Trinity-mines*

D D. Two little boxes of natural vitriol.

E. Bolus found nigh Schemnitz.

F. Kyss, a fort of pyrites.

G. Glass-slacker, a vitrified substance to make lute of, for covering the glass-

bodies in the separating furnaces at Schemnitz.

The exhibiting of these gave occasion to discourse of the way of reducing ore

into metal ; upon which Sir Robert Moray suggested, among others, the fol

lowing queries to be sarther proposed to Dr. Brown :

1. What is the least quantity of silver in ore, which makes the person employed

in that business think it worth the pains of working it ?

2. "What are the particular expences from the first working to the resining ?

What the lead stands them in, and what are the charges of resining?

3. How lead is wrought here in England, and to compare it with their working

in Germany and Hungary ?

4. Whether the ore be not sometimes melted at the first burning ? Why not

then, as well as at the second burning? 5. Which
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5. Which way they reduce litharge into lead again ?

6. Whether there be silver in any other base metal but lead ?

7. Whether it be all wood, no coal, which they use in this work ?

8. How they make their assays ?

9. What kind of balance they use, and the description thereof ?"

10. Whether they put all their lead, that is to be resined, into the cupula ?

1 1 . To desire a more exact and more particular description of the furnaces.

Mr. Charles Howard presented from his brother the lord Henry Howard

the following curiosities,

1. Two pieces of amber, one like an heart, with flies in it; the other like a

bead, with an ant in it.

2. A little piece of the rock, to which some amber was yet fastened ; the two

pieces of amber abovementioned having been digged out of a rock about Tangier,

when the rocks were broken there for the mole.

3 Two Roman coins, one larger than the other ; the larger found about Tan

gier, the less at Fez.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a French paper brought to him by Mr. Vernov,

secretary to the King's ambassador at Paris, containing a discourse of Monsr.

Mariotte concerning the organ of vision, viz. Whether it be the retina or cho-

roides ; a dispute lately raised between him and Monsr. Pecquet : Which dis

course Mr. Vernon had been desired to recommend from the author to the fa

vour of the Royal Society for their perusal and consideration before the publication

of it.

It was ordered, that Mr. Henshaw should be desired to translate it into English

against the next meeting ; and that it should then be considered by such of the

members, as the society should appoint for that purpose.

March 24. Mr. Hooke being called upon for the experiment of moving a

pendulum in an exhausted receiver said, that Mr. Boyle, since the last meeting,

had told him, that there was no sensible difference between the celerity of a pen

dulum's motion in the air and that in vacuo. However it was ordered, that this

experiment should be made before the society at their next meeting.

Mr. Hooke made a report of the observations made by himself and Mr.

Jeffreys of two late stellar eclipses predicted by Mr. Flamstead, which happen

ed
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cd February 25 and March 3, i6£|-; concerning which he said, that in the former

they could not see the sub-ingress, but saw the egress, the time of which agreed

very near with that assigned by Mr. Flamstead : And that in the latter they

observed the time of the sub- ingress 17 b. 2 m. which difsered considerably from the

time calculated by Mr. Flamstead : And they added, that they expected the egress

till 18 h. 45 m. ; but that the day then clearing up, and the smoke and vapours

ascending, they lost the fight, which they had, of the moon. These observations

were made with a six foot telescope.

On this occasion it was remarked, that Mr. Flamstead had affirmed, that

though the almanack-makers had omitted the eclipse of the fun on 9. April follow

ing, as invisible here, yet he had by his calculation from the curve-line tables

found, that a part of the said eclipse, if the air were serene, would be conspicuous

in these parts ; which calculation was published, with the whole calculus, in the

Philosophical Transactions', n° 55.

Mr. Oldenburg produced another present of minerals from Dr. Edward

Brown, together with a catalogue and description of them in a letter written by

him to Mr. Oldenburg at Norwich March 21, i6|| y.

The particulars were these :

Gold ore from Chremnitz.

Antimony of gold.

Ore from Chremnitz containing silver and gold.

Vitriol earth ; the vitriol made out of that earth from Chremnitz.

Copper ore out of the mine of Herrn-ground near Newscl in Hungary.

Black copper ore, containing also silver.

Berg-grunc.

Four forts of vitriol, white, green, blue and reddilh.

A stone lately discovered in the copper-mines at Herrnn ground ; which was

ordered to be polished on one side.

A stone said to be the mother of the Turquoise.

Iron turned into copper ; one piece melted ; a chain and heart of iron, now

copper. This heart being filed proved still iron within, but the outside was

copper.

r Supplement to the Letter-Books, vol. it. p. 116.

2 Antimony
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Antimony ore from Transylvania.

Natural vitriol crystallized in the mines of Chremnitz.

Thomas Willisel brought in a small collection of sea-plants lately gathered

by him on the lea-shore in Kent.

Mr. Howard was desired to try, whether any of them would grow in a garden.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Dr. Wallis, dated at Oxford

March 19, 164°% containing his answer to some animadversions of Mr. Childrey

on his hypothesis of tides ". And it was ordered, that a copy of the Doctor's

letter should be sent to Mr. Childrby as most concerned in the answer.

Mr. Henshaw produced his translation of Monsr. Mariotte's paper concern

ing the principal organ of vision ; which was ordered to be read at the next

meeting.

March 31. The number of members present being but small, and the president

and all his vice-presidents absent, nothing was done at this meeting.

April 7. Dr. Croune undertook to write to the earl of Aylesbury, to make

several trials to discover what minerals or salts were contained in the medicinal

waters of Bourbon in France ; and to send the products of them to the society, to

gether with the measure or weight of the water, from which they were taken.

It was ordered, that Mr. Flamstead be requested by Mr. Oldenburg to pro

ceed in making his calculations ; and to inform him, that Mr. Hooke would

undertake to make the observations.

Mr. Hooke was desired to find out a place to make his observations bf the fun

and stars by a new way, which he then proposed.

It was desired, that Monsr. Mariotte's paper concerning the principal organ

of vision should be printed in the Philosophical Transactions b, and as much of

Monsr. Pecquet's, as gave occasion to that discourse.

April 14. Monsr. Gustavus Helmfeld, a Swedish gentleman, was proposed

candidate by Monsr. Leyonbergh, the Swedish resident.

The experiment of moving two pendulums of equal length and bigness with

two leaden balls of equal weight, the one in the open air, the other in an ex

hausted receiver, was made ; and it was found, that that in the receiver moved a-

■ Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 355. It is prin'.cd Transact, p 2o5i.

in the Philos. Transact, vol. v. n° 64, p. 2059, b It is printed vol. v. n°59, p. 1023, for

for Octob. 1670. May 1670.

* Letter-Book, voL iii. p. 316, and Philos..

considerable
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considerable time longer than that in the open air, which latter was set at some

what a bigger arch, to give it the advantage over the other.

This experiment was ordered to be made at the next meeting in such a manner,

that a gage be put in the receiver, to see what air it holds ; as also to put both the

pendulums in receivers, one exhausted, the other not ; thereby to keep the latter as

well as the former from the agitation of the air : and farther, to try it with balls of

light materials, as cork, sealed bubbles, &c. to make the disproportion appear the

more.

An experiment was made to represent the thickening and clearing of the air by a

glass filled with a clear solution of copper, which having another liquor poured

into it became thick, by having some of its particles precipitated, and then another

liquor being infused into it, cleared up from the bottom, and represented clouds

hanging in the midst of the liquor, and by little and little exhaling into the air.

Mr. Oldenburg read a paper sent him from Rome concerning an observation

about the present declination of the magnetic needle, made there by Monsr.

Auzout % and shewing, that at present it declined there about two degrees West

ward, whereas of late years it had declined several degrees Eastward.

This being agreeable to what was asserted by Mr. Henry Bond, whose hypo

thesis of the motion of the magnet led him to affirm, that this year the variation

at London would be 20 18', it was ordered, that Mr. Hooke should direct an easy

and sure way to describe an exact meridian ; and that then observations should be

made, to see how far they verified Mr. Bond's hypothesis.

Mr. Hooke suggested a method for striking exact meridians by the North star,

and by observing the time of the night.

There were produced some papers sent by Dr. Wallis to Mr. Oldenburc,

containing Mr. Henry Hyrne's objections d against the doctor's hypothesis about

the tides, together with a general answer to them e ; as also concerning Mr.

Hyrne's new hypothesis of tides', together with a scheme. These papers were

ordered to be read at the next meeting, the scheme being directed to be drawn in

great by the amanuensis.

April 21. Monfr. Helmfeld was elected and admitted.

An experiment was made with two pendulums, having two leaden balls of equal

weight appended to them, the one hanging in the open air, the other in a tun of

water, in which it was immersed about a foot deep : and it was found, that the

c It is printed in the Philof. Transact, vol. v. March 9, i6£§. Ibid. p. 428.

n° $8. p. 1 1S4. for April 1670. f In a letter to Dr. Wallis dated April 2,

6 In a letter to Dr. Wallis dated at Parsons 1670. Ibid. p. 230. Dr. Wallis's reply is

Green seb. 28, i6f|. Letter-Book, vol. iii. p. 326. dated April 4. Ibid. p. 3 jo.

• Dr. Wallis's answer is dated at Oxford

2 pndulum
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pendulum in the air made twelve vibrations, whilst that in the water made but

eleven.

It was ordered, that an account should be brought in of the experiments made

of this kind to be entered in the Register-Book.

Mr. Hooke brought in his instrument to observe the motion of the sun to se

conds ; which was ordered to be produced again at the next meeting, and to be

tried upon the leads of Arundel-house, if the sun should shine.

Mr. Oldenburg read Mr. Hvrne's hypothesis of the flux and reflux of the

sea opposed to that of Dr. Wallis, the author asserting himself to be as fully sa

tisfied concerning the cause of this phoenomenon, as of any thing in nature. This

hypothesis fupposeth a morion of the earth from North to South every six hours

and a sew minutes, and back again in as long a time : and that, on the fame side

of the æquator, the tides are at the fame time all the world over, without any reser

ence to the moon's being at or near the meridian ; and that the spring-tides at

change and full are no otherwise depending on the moon's motion than barely by a

synchronism. The like motion he affirmed to be in all the planets, viz. directly

from North to South and from South to North again. From this hypothesis of

the motion of the terraqueous globe, Mr. Hyrne said, that if it proved true,

seamen might infallibly conclude in what longitude they were, being in the open

sea ; and that this would be a great furtherance to the discovery of the North-East

or North-West passage.

The whole was recommended to the farther consideration of Dr. Wallis, who

was present.

Mr. Hooke intimated, that he had another hypothesis concerning the tides

difserent both from that of Dr. Wallis and that of Mr. Hyrne, which, when he

had persected it, he would communicate to the society.

He was desired to give in writing a description of the experiment made by him

at the last meeting, representing the serenity and cloudiness of the air by the suc

cessive infusion of two difserent liquors into a solution of copper ; which he pro

mised to do.

Thomas Willisel brought in some plants gathered by him in Norfolk and

Suffolk, which were recommended to the care of Mr. Charles Howard.

Mr. Hooke was put in mind of observing the declination of the needle, of

prosecuting the experiments of the motion of pendulums in the air and the ex

hausted receiver, and of the motion of the blood in animals out of the veins into

the arteries without the concurrence of the lungs.

Mr. Henshaw produced the manuscript of Irenæus borrowed by him of the

society Feb. 25, 1 6s? .

Vol. II. Kkk April
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April 27. At a meeting of the Council were present

The lord bishop of Chester vice-president

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Southwell Mr. Creed

Dr. Balle Mr. Oldenburg.

Mr. Charles Howard

It was ordered, that the treasurer continue to pay to Mr. Hooke his salary of

thirty pounds a year from the time of his last payment, which was appointed to be

made to him by an order of the council of Feb. r, 1664 :

That the lord Brereton, Mr. Charles Howard, and Sir Robert Moray, or

any two of them, be desired to speak with Mr. Cheney concerning those acres, which

he had yet in lease of Chelsea-college, and the exchanging some parcels of land with

the fame, and to be mindful to do so in the month of June next, that being the

time, when, according to the report of the lord Brereton to the council June

10, 1669, it would be in Mr. Cheney's power to treat with the society concerning

that land : and

That N° 58 of the Philosophical Transactions be licensed.

April 28. At a meeting of the Society,

It was ordered, that the operator should immediately bespeak a glass-tube as large

as could be made, and eight seet long at least, for making experiments of the de

scent of bodies in water : and

That the instrument contrived by Mr. Hooke for observing the motion of the

sun be produced again at the next meeting.

He exhibited his contrivance of the glass-tube posited perpendicularly, for ob

serving the stars in the zenith, to try to find the parallax of the earth's orb, in order

to determine the question of the earth's motion. He was solicited to carry on

these observations with care and diligence.

Mr. Oldenburg produced several specimens of the parts extracted out of the

Scarborough Spa by Robert Wittie, M D. together with his discourse concerning

it 8, in which he affirms, that he had found a body of minerals, which he took to be

the product of those five, esteemed by him to be contained in that Spa, viz. iron,

vitriol, alum, nitre, and salt, and to have a compound taste of sharp, salt, acid,

and somewhat stiptic, and a tertium different from them all : adding, that he had

extracted an ounce of five quarts, and that in dry years the fame quantity will

yield ten drachms.

s h is printed in the Piiilos. Transact, vol. v. n° 60. p.. 1074.

a May
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May 5. Mr. Hooke brought in his instrument for observing the motion of the

sun to seconds ; and the experiment being made but imperfectly, it was ordered,

that the said instrument should be fitted against the next meeting with a ball and

socket to keep it steady.

Dr. Christopher Wren produced a new contrivance of his for a more con

venient winding up of weights by ropes, and serving for wells, mines and cranes,

and thought applicable to clocks. He had considered, that the ways till then used

in all engines for winding up weights by ropes were but two» viz. the fixing one

end of a rope upon a cylinder or barrel, and so winding up the whole coil of

rope ; the, other by having a chain or a loose rope, catching on teeth, as is usual in

clocks. But finding, that both these ways were inconvenient, the first because of

the riding of much rope in winding one turn upon .another ; the second, because

of the wearing out of the chain or rope upon the teeth, he, to prevent both these

inconveniences, devised another to make the weight and its counterpoise bind

on the cylinder, which it will do, if it be wound three times about. But because

it will then in turning, screw on like a worm, and will need a cylinder of a very

great length, therefore if there be two cylinders, each turned with three notches,

and the notches be placed alternately, the convex edges to the concave, the rope

being wound three times about both cylinders, will bind firmly without sliding, and

work up its weight with a proportionable counterpoise at the other end of the

rope.

This being thought applicable to clocks, Mr. Hooke was ordered to make a

trial of it.

The president produced a letter to himself from the lord Henry Howard, his

Majesty's ambassador extraordinary to the emperor of Morocco, dated at Cadiz,

Feb. 21, i6y£, declaring his excellency's readiness to serve the society abroad, and

intimating what collection of curiosities he had made for them, and reserved by

him to present at his return ; sending in the mean time a very curious piece of a

silver-stone, interlaced with a quantity of persect silver ; which was delivered to

Mr. Hooke for the repository.

It was ordered, that solemn thanks should be returned to his excellency as from

the society, and the letter be forthwith drawn up by the secretary and signed by

the president h.

Dr. King produced some willow-wood, containing several worms wrapt up in

leaves, and lodged in several channels made by themselves, which he had received

from Sir John Barnard out of Northamptonshire. There being three pieces of

it, one of them was delivered to Mr. Hooke for the repository, the other to Mr.

Oldenburg for Mr. Willughby, and the third was kept by Dr. King to ob

serve what insect it would produce.

h It was dated May 10, 1670, and entered in the Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 18.

K k k 2
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May 12. The society did not fit, as the number present was but small.

May 19. Mr. Hooke produced an engine, that may serve for a wind-gun, and

be more easily charged than an ordinary one, and yet shoot as certainly as that.

But the valve being yet wanting, it was ordered, that it should be made ready

against the next meeting.

It was also ordered, that the variation of the needle should be observed by Sir

Robert Moray and Mr. Hooke at Whitehall on the 1st of June following.

Mr. Hook e was put in mind to get a ball and socket made against the next

meeting for the instrument of representing the sun's motion to a second.

The operator was ordered to procure at Woolwich a glass body as long and wide

as can be made, for making experiments of the descent of bodies in water.

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that he had been informed by a letter from Paris,,

that Monsr. Mariotte, intending to observe the winds there from time to time

for several years together, and endeavouring to get the fame thing done in other

parts of France and of the world, desired, that the like might be observed in-

England, he conceiving, that thereby might be discovered useful things in navi

gation, especially in predicting what winds would blow.

It was ordered, that a weather-cock should be bespoken by Mr. Hooke, such a>

one, as Dr. Wren had formerly contrived, for observing not only the winds and

their quarters and degrees of strength, but also the quantities of rain, and other

particulars relating to the temperature of the air-

Mr. Oldenburg informed the society, that in a late conversation of his with:

capt. Guillaume, who was the year before in East Hudson's Bay, where the

center of the beaver trade is, that he had received some information concerning

that voyage and country upon divers questions, which he had proposed to the

captain. The paper was read, and ordered to be kept on the file m.

May 26. Mr. Hooke produced an optical experiment, whereby the representa

tion of objects in a dark room furnished with a lens is made applicable to painting,,

so as to exhibit and draw in colours the face of a man or any other object as big as

the lise.

It was ordered, that against the next meeting something should be designed, and,

if it could be, painted, by the means of this instrument.

It was suggested, that whereas the pictures represented in the darkened box are

inverted, they might be reverted by the reflexion of a flat piece of metal ; though

others were of opinion, that this would alter the colours or the objects represented..

* See the minutes April 18, 1672..
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Sir Robert Moray was reminded to make an observation of the variation of

the needle together with Mr. Hooke.

Dr. Croune produced a printed paper in Latin published at Leipfic in Germany,

in imitation of the Journal des Sfavans and the Philosophical TransaSions, under the

title of Miscellanea curiosa; as also a written paper sent him by Dr. Joachimus

Elsnerus from Breflaw, containing an account of a cure performed on a diseased

eye by means of the aqueous humour of an uro-gallus or cock of the wood, thought

possible to be performed by the same humour of other birds.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a book in Latin, sent him from Venice by the author,

Signor Francesco Travagino, printed in 4to in 1669 under the title of Fran-

cisci Travagini super observationibus a se fa£lis tempore ultimarum terra-motuum,

ac potijfmum Ragujiani phyfica disquifitio, seu gyri terra diurni indicium.

The president was desired to peruse this book, and to give his thoughts of it to

the society.

Dr. Edward Brown presented some more minerals, which he had met with in

his late travels, viz.

1. Silver ore from Kottenberg in Bohemia.

2. Silver ore from Freyberg in Misnia.

3. Sulphur ore from Freyberg.

4. Litharge.

5. Silver ore slacken from Freyberg.

These were accompanied with a discourse upon them in a letter to Mr. Oediw-

burg, dated May 20, 1670 which was as follows :

« Sir,

" A T Kottenberg, eight Bohemian miles from Prague are about thirty silver'

" £\. mines : the hills about the town are not very high, some of the deepest

** mines are sixty and some seventy sathom deep. They have worked here seven

" hundred years. I went into that mine, which was first digged, but was after-

" wards left for a long time, but now they dig there again ; it is called the Cotna.

" A monk walking over the hill,, in which this mine is, found a silver-tree sticking

" to his garment, which gave the occasion, as they still report, of searching after

** silver in the!e parts, and of digging this first mine. The largest mines are at

" some distance from the town northward, where they have also their melting

** furnaces ; the river Elbe being nigh to help them in their work. That mine,

** into which I descended by ladders, nigh to the town, is nineteen sathom deep

**, die chief vein of ore runs South, about a foot in breadth ; the ore containeth

* Letter- Book, vol. iv. p. zj.

** silver
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" silver and copper, so as out of 100 lb. of ore they ordinarily get an ounce, or

*' an ounce and half of silver, and nine or ten ounces of copper. A blue earth,

*' which they meet with in digging, is the most certain sign they have that they are

" nigh lbme vein of ore. Not long since two men died in this mine having made

" a fire in it a little before. Some of the ore of this mine is here at your service.

" Nigh to Freyberg in Misnia are divers remarkable silver-mines ; some are at

" an English mile distance, others at two ; and some are nearer to the town.

" The mine upon the high hill is considerable for its depth ; it being deep above

" seventy fathom of that country, as I was informed, each of which fathoms

" containeth twelve of their ells, and three of their ells make almost two of our

" yards ; a depth exceeding any mine I have observed elsewhere.

" In another mine, called the Himmelfurst or Prince of Heaven, was found

'* ore not long since so rich, as in icolb. weight to contain 130 marks of silver,

" or 65 lb. in an hundred ; but there was not much of it, and where the veins are

" richest they are observed to be thinnest, of a finger or two fingers breadth ; but

" the ordinary ore holdeth but an ounce or an ounce and half in 100 lb. weight

" or not so much ; for, if it holdeth but half an ounce, they work it, having

" many helps to open the body of the ore, whereby it may be melted, as a fort

" of silver-ore containing lead in it, and the brimstone-ore, which is found here,

*' and lead ; also the dross of the metal taken out of the pan and burned two or

" three times in an open furnace.

" The virgula divina is used here.

*' The greatest inconvenience to them is the dust in the mines, which doth spoil

" their lungs, and fret their skins.

" They have divers forts of ore, which contain either silver and copper, silver

** and lead, or all three ; but they work the ore only for silver.

" Brimstone-ore is also digged out of some of these mines : it is hard and stony,

" that which hath red spots is the best. They use a particular furnace to melt the

" brimstone from its ore, the richest of which yieldeth 3 lb. of brimstone out of

" loolb. of ore, which, as it melteth, runneth out of the furnace into water, and

" is once again melted and purified. Some of the brimstone-ore containeth silver

" in it, and some copper, and some in a small proportion both.

" After that the brimstone is melted from its ore, the remainder serveth either to

" the melting of silver-ore, or to the making of vitriol.

" To the former thus ; a portion of it is cast Into the melting-furnace with the

" silver-ore, to this end (to use the miners expression) to make the silver ore, which

** is too hard, fluid.

** To
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" To the latter, viz. to the making of vitriol, thus ; they take the ore, out of

" which the brimstone hath been already melted, and burn it once again, or let it

" continue burning some time in the open air : then putting it into a large sat or

" vessel, they pour water upon it, and after some time let it out and boil it to a

'* convenient heighth ; then pour it into long troughs,- in which are set up many

" cross sticks, and the purest crystallised vitriol adhereth to the sticks ; that in

" powder to the sides and bottom of the trough. I am,

" Sir,

May 20, 1670. " your humble servant,

" Edward Brown."

Dr. Croune acquainted the society, that Sir Nicholas Millet had mentioned

to him, and Mr. Hooke, that he had a manuscript of his own Writing, which

contained the observations of the variation of the needle made for seventeen or

eighteen years in the same place. And they were desired to procure a sight and

perusal of that manuscript for the society.

Mr. Colwall mentioned, that there was lately returned from Suratta one capt.

Chamlet, who had made his voyage in four months and a half. It was intimated,

that he might be desired to shew his journal.

June 2. The experiment of applying the representation of the outward objects

in a dark room to painting was repeated ; and it being doubted, whether if any

salse line were drawn this way, the painter could correct it, it was ordered, that

some picture should be drawn against the next meeting.

Dr. Kino produced a calculus bumanus of about thirty-two ounces weight, which

some years ago had been taken out of the bladder of one Mr. Nicholas Byfield

He was desired, since the owner of the stone would not part with it, to get it cast

in its full bigness and exact shape, for the society's repository.

Sir Theodore de Vaux produced a letter written to him by Mr. Walsh,

May 18, 1670, containing some remarkable observations, one especially concerning

a great number of millepedes voided by stool, all living, by a child of six years

of age.

The president gave an account of Signor Travagino's book concerning the

observations made by him at the time of some late earthquakes, and especially

that at Ragusa, tending to prove the diurnal motion of the earth by a certain

lateial vibrating from West to East, which he had observed at Venice in two

earthquakes, beside the perpendicular subsisting motion in the same.

11 Probibly that eminent divine, who was vicaj of Illeworth in, Middlesex, where he died in 1662.

Se* Wood's Athen. Oxon. vol. i. col. 473,

The
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The author was commended for having published this observation and his con

jecture thereupon, that others might take the more particular notice of such a mo

tion upon occasion.

June 9. The dark box for painting all sorts of objects was produced again with

some improvements, which were chiefly two, viz. the changing it into a conve

nient posture for drawing, and the representing the figures direct : but the latter

being done only by a looking-glass, which takes off much of the brightness of

the picture, Mr. Hooke thought, that a metalline plate well polished would do

much better and he was ordered to try to make a picture that way at the next

meeting.

It was ordered also, that Sir Robert Moray and Mr. Hooke should meet at

Whitehall the night following, in order to observe the present variation of the

needle ; and that the latter prepare things necessary for that observation.

Mr. Hooke was ordered likewise to make ready for measuring a degree upon

the earth in the next vacation. The place to do it in was appointed to be Bedford-

river about twenty miles in length, formerly surveyed with exactness by Mr.

Moor.

Dr. Wren, his Majesty's surveyor°, mentioned, that in the survey, which was

made of the old and new river of Ware, there had an estimate been made by him

of the quantity of the water, which they hold, by the velocity and solidity of the

rivers.

Sir Robert Moray made inquiry, what trials had been made by any members

of the society concerning the grafting of cyons of fruit-trees upon foreit-trees.

Mr. Evelyn said, that he had tried apples upon elms without success.

Mr. Hoskyns affirmed, that at Farrington in Berkshire quinces had been

grafted with very good success upon willows.

Another member mentioned, that it was common and successful to graft pears

upon white thorns.

Dr. Goddard suggested, that it would perhaps not be amiss to observe affinity

in this kind of grafting, as to graft cyons of chesnuts on oaks.

Others suggested, that apples might be tried on oaks, and walnuts on ash- trees,

&c.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned an invention to increase the force of sounds for

hearing at a great distance. The figure of the instrument was said to be like that

• He had been appointed to that office in the room of Sir John Demham, who died in March
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of a comet, very large at the mouth, to move in at with liberty all the organs of

speech, and so both to magnify the sound, and to articulate it.

The inventor, Sir Samuel Morland, bart. was said to entertain hopes to im

prove it so, as to make a man's voice to be heard at the distance of five, and per

haps more miles.

June 16. The Society did not fit.

June 23. Sir Robert Moray and Mr. Hooke made a report, that on the 13th

instant they had made an observation to find, whether there was now a difference of

the present meridian from that, which was formerly made on the dial in Whitehall

garden ". They made their observation by the North star in this manner. At

iob. wanting 4 minutes they began to observe ; the said star being to be just East

at 1 h. -f : they hung on poles perpendicular threads, which covered one another

and the star, and the South-east side of the said dial. The breadth of the dial's

upper edge to the opposite was 4 seet 4 -J- inches, and the plane between the two per

pendicular threads was distant from the North-east edge of the dial 3 inches wanting

.To part, which gives the angle of the pole's distance Eastward from the meridian of

•the dial. Here the breadth of the dial gives the radius, and the distance of the plane

between the two perpendiculars gives the tangent. Then the difference between

the distance of the star from the pole, and the distance of the plane between the

perpendiculars from the side of the dial, gives the distance of the dial from the

meridian, if any there be.

June 28. At a meeting of the Council were present

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooke do find out a man fit to be employed by him in

the service of the society, and that such ,an one have allowed him five pounds for a

quarter of a year, to begin from the time, that Mr. Hooke shall declare to the

president, that he had taken such an one into his service.

It was agreed, that a curator, if a fit one could be met with, be entertained by

the society for a quarter of a year, to begin from the Michaelmas following.

■ Mr. Gunter drew the lines on the dial in by order of King James I. in 1624. Dr.

Whitehall garden, and wrote the description and Ward's Lives of the Prosessors of Grciham col-

use of them by the direction of Prince Charles, lege, p. -9.

in a small tract, which he afterwards published

The President

Sir Paul Neile

Sir Robert Southwell

Dr. Christopher Wren

Dr. Smith

Dr. Balle

Dr. King

Mr. CreedDr. Goddard

Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Oldenburg.

Vol. II. L 1 1 Dr.
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Dr. Wren proposed, that some rich citizen might be found out to take a lease

of Chelsea-college upon the terms of building the house, and paying some rent

besides. Whereupon he was desired to inquire after such an one.

July 7. At a meeting of the Society,

Mr. Hooke produced again his darkened box improved, so that it was now

proper for the hand to draw a picture conveniently by a metalline speculum and a

moveablc bottom, whereby the picture appeared both erect and direct.

Mr. Smethwick presented an account of some experiments of the weight of

some metals made by Mr. Reynolds in the Tower of London: Which was as

follows 0 :

■* The weight of a square inch in decimals of the pound averdupoise.

" Gold 0.68057843

** Quicksilver - - - 047579412

" Lead 042288235

*' Silver ----- 0.37751960

Copper 0.33030392

" Tin-glass - - - - 0.28775016

** Forged iron - - - 0.28610754

" Tin 0.27567644

" Cast iron - - - - 0.27215365

" Marble - - - - - 0.10952500

" Paving-stone - - 0.098

" Freestone - - - - 0.0935

" Rain-water - - - 0.03618979

*' Lamp-oil - - - - 0.03331

*' Sallad-oil - - - - 0.032735

" Fine gunpowder 002525

" Oak ------ 0.0029

" Elm 0.00278

To reduce Averdupoise into Troy weight, note, that fourteen pounds Aver

dupoise makes seventeen pounds Troy weight precisely.

" The difference of some liquors upon the tun compared to rain-water.

" Sallad-oil - - - - 21- 61

" Claret-wine 1 6 / Lighter than

" Rhenish-wine - - 1 4 sRain-water.

White-wine - - 1 2 J

• Register, vol. iv. p. 100, lot.

It

Canary
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" CanarY 3 3] Heavier than

" Sherry , 5 3 > Rain.water.

" Muskadin - - - n 2 J

*■ Small beer - - - i 3 1 Heavier than

* j Rain-;

Some experiments were made to find out the comparative weights of some

metalline bodies to water.

1. A piece of lead cast, which weighed in air 3 ounces minus 2 grains or 1438

grains, in water 2 oz. 5 dr. 50 gr. or i3iogr.

Air 1438.

Water ~12 difference. So that the proportion of lead to water is as i&Jt to 1.

2. A piece of lead cast, weighing in air 1 oz. o J gr. in water 7 dr. 34 gr.

or 454 gr.

Air 480

Water ^— differ, whereby the proportion of lead to water is as 1 7 ^ to 1 feri.

3. A piece of iron forged weighing in the air 3 oz. minus 2 gr. or 1438 gr. in

water 2 oz. 5 dr. 1 gr. or 1261.

Air 1438.

Water differ, whereby the proportion of iron to water is as 7 4tt to 1.

4. A piece of iron forged weighing in the air 1 oz. in water 6 dr. 59 gr. or

419 gr-

Air 480.

Water ^ differ, whereby the proportion of iron to water is as 6 44 to 1.

Dr. Goddard mentioned, that he had found pure conduit water of London,

as light as the fame water distilled.

It was ordered, that at the next meeting should be tried silver, lead and tin,

both cast and hammered ; and that the pieces to - be cast should be so in an open

ingot and in a close mould.

July 14. The society did not fit, according to the entry in the Journal r ; but in

the Register * the following papers are inserted, as having been on that day pro

duced to the society :

* Vol. iv. p. 150. 1 Vol. iv. p. 102, & seq.

L 1 1 2 1. Ob-
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1. Observations on insects lodging themselves in old willows by Dr. Edmund

King':

2. An account of the experiments for explicating the thickening pf the air by

clouds and fogs, and the clearing of it in fair weather; by Mr. Hooke ', which

account was as follows :

*• There was made a solution of verdigrise in clear water, which was afterwards

** filtred through cap paper, so as to separate all such dregs and parts of the

" verdigrise, as were not persectly dissolved. Of this solution about a pint was

" put into a clear glass- cone, which being looked through, represented the co-

*' lour of a clear blue sky, and was yet further hightened in that colour by a drop

*' or two of spirit of sal armoniac or of urine. To make then a representation of

" the thickening of the air, some sew drops of oil of tartar per deliquium were

" dropt into it, and shaked together ; whereupon, all the said liquor did become

*' thick and turbid like a foggy or misty air . If it were dropt in very leisurely,

*' and a little of it, it would appear like many little white clouds, dispersed up

*c and down the air : if, after the liquor was thick and turbid, a little oil of vi-

" triol or aquafortis were poured gently into it and suffered to fall to the bottom

" of the vessel, the liquor would begin to clear at the bottom, and the thicker and

" whiter parts to hang towards the top like white clouds in summer, which being

*' suffered to stand for a while, or if the liquors so mingled were shaken together,

" the whole liquor would become clear and transparent almost as water ; and

*' might again be reduced to exhibit all the former phænomena, if a greater

" quantity of the aforesaid liquors were again poured into it."

3. Observations on several particulars in Muscovy; communicated by Sir

Peter Wyche ', which were as follow :

" 1. Concerning the way used in Muscovy to keep their grain,

- " If they have time, servants and horses ready, as soon as the corn is reapt, they

" bring their corn unto a fine threshing floor, large and smooth, without any cover-

" ing, near which is always a warm stove, in which they always keep fire night

" and day in some places, an open fire, so that both heat and smoke ascend to the

" place where the corn is orderly laid, the ears of corn being placed lowermost,

" from above towards the fire ; the distance between the fire and corn is about

" two English yards and a half. The corn receives a very great heat ; no man, I

** think, can endure to lie in the corn's place a quarter of an hour. After two or

" three days (for they have servants lie aside the fire, or sometimes the oven un-

" stopt) when they think it is dried, they bring it to the threshing floor, where

" one Russe shall thrash out more corn in a day, than five English men, every

" blow easing the sheaf of its load of corn. This corn they put into a dry house

.*' to keep it from wet weather. When they are afraid of an enemy, they will dig

r Register, vol. iv. p. 105. This pnper is ■ Rrgister, ubi sup: a, p. 102.

printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. v. n" 65. ' Ibid. p. 103.

p. 2098, for November 1670.

a ** a hole
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" a hole in the earth, according to the proportion of corn they have to hide,

" putting chaff underneath, and on the top ; and then without any more ado they

" cover it with earth, and after this fort they have kept it, as they say, from da-

" mage very many months : in a dry room they will keep it thus ordered seven

" years.

" 2. Concerning birds and beasts changing colour.

" That hares do so is very certain, and one of our common observations. 1

" have been informed, that the bird called the heath-cock doth so also. I have

" procured a couple of hares, which Sir Peter Wvche will take care to

" convey into England. These two tame hares are now beginning to change,

" the tips of their seet are white already : the day we write this is the 24th of

*• Sept. 1669.

" 3. The frost pierceth two arshines into the ground, as I have been informed

" by the grave-makers, who usually thaw the outside of the ground, and dig and

beat out the rest with spades and mattocks: it is a most terrible labour, and they

u are well paid for it. An arshine Is about one third less than an English yard.

" Ice in the river I have seen an arshine and an half thick : both ice and earth are

" covered all the winter with a deep snow.

** 4. Sheep and divers calves I have seen cleft into pieces with a cleaver orpole-

" ax : they are within, as well as without, hard as oak in a manner. I have caused

" the heart to be cut out, and afterwards hewed in pieces ; it is a great deal harder

" to cut than to cleave a piece of birch. It is all ice, and stiff 1 after it hath lain

" in a stove half an hour, the blood will distil drop by drop.

" 5. Oil never comes to be hard ice, though its fluidity is stopt: it requires

" warmth to make it run out of the bottle, and melts by degrees, but it is al-

*' ways soft.

" 6. The blood of man, all serosity severed, will freeze : any beasts blood also,

" and will be persect ice.

** 7. Canary wines freeze also, beginning from the circumserence toward the cen-

*< ter, where the most spirituous substance of the wine retreats and lurks in an oval

*• form of ice. The like in strong beer, which the great boyares lay up in bottles,

** to inebriate and intoxicate some persons, they have a design upon.

" 8. Thick pieces of iron and steel will become brittle ; pieces of steel are very

*' brittle in an extreme cold, like glass ; as I am informed by smiths, &c. One

" Mr. Layton, that lived in coming out of the cold into a warm stove,

" struck upon some occasion, a gentle blow upon a table, and immediately his

u sword brake. We have one in our company, an ingenious sellow, that saw

** this.

*• 9. Wet
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" nary cold, it shall immediately stick so fast to your finger like solder, that, if

" you put it away, the iron will pull off your skin.

" 10. All silver vessels, though never so old, as bowls, beakers, silver-heads

" of sticks, being exposed one hour to an intense cold, change colour."

July 21. There was presented Dr. Wallis's second part of his treatise, intitled

Mechanica free de motu tractatus geometricus : Pars secunda, in qua de Centra Gravi-

taiis cjnsque Caku'o, printed at London, in 1 670, in 4'°.

Mr. Oldenburg presented an Italian tract of Signor Mengoli, intitled Degli

Resrattioni et Parallajse Solari.

He communicated a letter to him from Mr. Hevelius, dated at Dantzick,

July 5, 1 670, N. S. u, relating to his observations of the present declination of the

magnetic needle in that city made by himself June 22, 1670, N. S. whereby the

needle was found there to decline from the north 7 degrees 20 minutes westward ;

whereas in 1642, it had declined there but 3 degrees 5 minutes westward.

Mr. Hooke was put in mind to prosecute the observation of the meridian at

Whitehall, together with Sir Robert Moray.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Dr. Wittie, dated at York July 4,

1670 x, concerning some experiments of his about the Scarborough Spa, which was

accompanied with some curiosities sent by the Doctor, as a black sediment falling

to the bottom upon the change of the water with galls, and the fame powder cal

cined ; a piece of earth taken by him from an iron stone ; as also a little nitre of

that Spa water.

The experiments of weighing copper and silver were referred to the next meet

ing; as also the examination of Mr. Hooke's instrument for taking angles.

July 26. At a meeting of the Council were present

Dr. Balle

Mr. Locke was sworn of the council.

Mr. Moses Pitt, the printer of Dr. Wallis*s two volumes de motu having

The President

Mr. Charles Howard

Sir Robert Moray

Dr. Wren

Mr. Locke

Mr. Colwall

Mr. Oldenburg.

■ Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 31. * Ibid. p. 27.

represented
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represented to the council both the charges of printing those books, and the length

ot time for selling off the edition, insisted upon the price of fitteen shillings and

fix pence for both the volumes. Wheupon the council declared, that since he

did not think fit to abate any thing of that price, and to take fourteen (hillings

for both the volumes, he was at liberty to sell them as he could ; but that then

the subscribers, who had agreed to pay such a rate, as should be set by the council,

were also left at liberty to buy or not buy at his rate.

Dr. Wren was put in mind of his promise to endeavour to procure a good

tenant for Chelsea-college.

July 28. At a meeting of the Society,

There was examined an instrument invented by Mr. Hooke for measuring the

distances of celestial bodies by taking angles, conceived to be of great use at night.

It was so contrived, that two objects meeting at the point of a pin were seen at

once, one direct, upon one arm of the instrument furnished with a telescope, the

other by reflection, on the other arm, sliding upon a ruler, divided into equal

parts.

It was ordered, that an instrument of this kind be made to be sent to sea.

Dr. Croune presented from the earl of Aylesbury some salt extracted from

the waters of Bourbon, which salt was found to have nothing of a vitriolic taste,

but only a lixivial one.

He again acquainted the society7, that Sir Nicholas Millet of Battersea

had a manuscript containing observations of a magnetic needle for many years,

which he thought Sir Nicholas would not be unwilling to let the society have

the perusal of, if applied to ; for which reason the Doctor was desired to procure

that favour from Sir Nicholas, and to peruse the manuscript together with Mr.

Hooke, and to make a report of it to the society.

Sir Robert Moray and Mr. Hooke were desired to observe the present va

riation of the needle in Whitehall-garden, during the discontinuance of the society's

meetings.

Mr. Hooke reported to the society, that he had already found so much, as to

suspect some parallax of the earth's orb, and conceived, that it would be more

sensible half a year after. He said, that by a perpendicular tube he observed the

stars, which pass our zenith, at different times of the year, and by noting, whe

ther the fame star be at those different times of observation at the fame distance

from the zenith or not ; concerning which he affirmed, that a certain star was

then less distant from the zenith than it had been a month before.

* See above May 26, 1670.

He
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He was desired to prosecute carefully this observation, so important to deter

mine the controversy concerning the motion ol the earth.

The society thinking proper to discontinue their public weekly meetings, there

was recommended to Mr. Hooke during this recess the care of these three things,

1. To continue to observe, whether there be a parallax in the earth's orb. 2.

To observe the present variation of the needle. 3. To measure the precise quan

tity of a degree upon the earth.

Octcber 27. The society opening this day their assemblies again,

There were presented to them, 1. from Mr. Boyle a new book, intitled, Trans

about the cofmical qualities of things ; cosmical suspicions ; the temperature of the fub-

terraneal regions ; the temperature of the submarine regions ; and the bottom of the sea,

printed at Oxford in 1670, in 8°. 2. From Mr. Wintkkop of New England,

three boxes filled with curiosities of that country, specified in a letter of his to

Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Boston Aug. 26, 1670 z.

There was also read a Latin letter to the society from Signor Geminiani Mon

tana^ ; dated at Bologna 30 April 1 670, N. S. *, expressing the singular esteem,

which he -had of their institution ; containing some new observations lately made by

him of the non-appearance of some stars of the second magnitude in the ship,

though formerly observed by Bayer and others; and intimating, that he had

sent them a manuscript of his own composing, containing various experiments on

the breaking of the glass drops, together with his conjecture about the cause of

that phænomenon, a task imposed on him by the grand duke of Tuscany, the per

formance of which was now presented to the society ; adding likewise a present of

some books, which Mr. Oldenburg promised to produce at the next meeting.

It was ordered, that Signor Montanari should have the solemn thanks of the

society from the secretary b ; and that his letter be entered in the Letter-book,

and his discourse about the glass-drops preserved likewise, after it had been per

used, and an account given of the contents of it ; for which purpose were named

Sir Samuel Tuke and Mr. Hoskyns, who divided those papers between them,

and proposed to translate them into English.

Mr. Oldenburg produced another Latin letter from Erasmus Bartholinus,

M.D. dated at Copenhagen 27 February 1670S but not received till 8 August,

(having been detained long at Hamburgh) giving notice of a certain transparent

stone, a kind of selenites, sent out of Iceland to Dr. Bartholinus, and having

in different positions a double, quadruple, and sextupline refraction ; as also an

electric virtue. A specimen of this stone was sent with this letter, as also a

printed book composed by Dr. Bartholinus; which with the said stone was re-

■ Letter-Eook, vol. iv. p. 53. c Ibid. p. 9. It is printed in the Philos.

1 Ibid. p. 13. Transact, vol. v. n* 67. p. 2039, f°r January

* His letter dated at London, 19N0v. 1670, i6jy.

is entered in the Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 118.

serred
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serred to Mr. Hooke, who was desired to give an account of them at the next

meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg communicated also a letter in French dated at Paris 29 Oct.

1670, N. S. d, signifying, that at Montpelier there had been lately discovered and

shewn by a German the vessels, that carry the milk to the breasts of nursing women,

and that it issues out of the ductus of Monfr. Pecquet : And that an experiment

had been lately made of tying close the ureters of a dog, so that no urine nor

any thing else could pass ; and yet that the urinary bladder had been found filled

with water. Which was an argument, that confirmed the conjecture, that there

is another passage of the urine to the bladder beside that by the ureters.

Two letters of Mr. Willughby to Mr. Oldenburg were read, one dated

at Astrop 19 August 1670% the other at Middleton 2 Sept. 1670 s, both con

firming Dr. King's observation about the maggots lodged in old willows, and

changed into bees, and sending some of the very rose leaves, out of which the

bee had bitten pieces of such a shape, as are found employed by that insect in

making up those cartrages, wherein the bees close themselves up.

Mr. Oldenburg read likewise two other letters, to himself, the one from

Mr. Hevelius, dated 27 Aug. 1670, N. S. s, containing two observations of his

concerning a new star near the rostrum cygn:, and the present appearance of Saturn :

The other from Monsr. Huygens dated at the Hague, 31 Oct. 1670, N. S. h,

containing his observation of Saturn agreeing with those of Mr. Hevelius and

Mr. Hooke, the latter of whom produced his also made in September preceding.

This letter contained likewise Monsr. Huygens's sentiments upon Dr. Wallis's

book de Motu, Dr. Barrow's Optics, and Mr. Boyle's experiments concerning

respiration.

Mr. Hooke promised to produce at the next meeting a new watch-work, which

should be equivalent to a pendulum.

He was put in mind to finish at last the mensuration of the quantity of a degree

upon the earth ; and he promised, that in the first sr >st and clear weather he would

observe the latitudes of the places in relerence to that business.

November 5. There were delivered to Mr. Hooke, for the library of the society,

nine books sent by Signor Montanari ; and the rest were promised by the se

cretary to be produced at the next meeting: These nine books were,

1. Exercitationes mechanka Marchetti.

2, 3, 4, 5. Quatre Considerationi del Angeli contra Riccioli, in 4 volumes.

* It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. v. s Lf tttr-Boo!;, vol. iv. p 57. Ir is pri.iced

••65. p. 2033, for November 1670. in the Philos. Transact n" 65, p. 20R7.

' Letter- Book, vol. iv. p. 46. h Letter Book, p. ico. See Philos. Transact.

' Ibid. p. 67. Extracts of these two letters are l* 65, p. 2093.

printed in the Philos. Transact, n°65, p. 2100

Vol. II. Mm m 6. Di
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6. DeOttone Æreo Cemmmtarii Johannis Capponi.

7. Prostaji Physico-matematiche del Finetti.

8. Jrgumento Phyfico-matem. del P. Riccioli, confarispofta del P. Angeli.

9. Apologia del Padre Riccioli contra syjlema Copernkanum.

Daniel George Morhoff, Prosessor in the University of Kiel in Holstein, pre

sented the society with an account of an experiment, which he affirmed to have

seen performed at Amsterdam, of breaking a Rhenish wine-glass with a sonorous

human voice, answering the tone of the glass, when knocked, and an octave being

taken above it. This account was dated at London Novemb. 3, 1670, and ad-

dressed to Mr. Oldenburg This experiment was ordered to be tried.

Mr. Oldenburg read a Latin letter to him from Mr. .George Stiernhielm,

dated at Stockholm 17 May 1670 k, acknowledging the society's favour in elect

ing him a member of their body, and communicating a strange story of a gardiner

of the Queen of Sweden, who in the year 1646 endeavouring to assist a person in

danger of being drowned, broke the ice himself, and falling under it at fix in the

evening, continued in that situation till nine the next morning, when he was taken

out without the least sign of lise in him ; but being carried into a warm stove, and

put to bed, after an hour or two, having vomited some water, began to breath,

and in a sew days recovered intirely, except a deafness in one ear, which continued

when this letter was written, he being then alive at sixty four years of age, and

the fact well known to the whole court.

November 10. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

, The lord Henry Howard Dr. Smith

The lord bishop of Chester Dr. King

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Hoskyns

Mt. Colwall Mr. Oldenburg.

Five of the council were named to be a committee for auditing the treasurer's

accounts, viz. the president, the lord Henry Howard, the lord bilhop of

Chester, Dr. Smith, and one of the secretaries. /

It was resolved, that there be drawn up a legal form, by which every person,

who desired to continue a sellow of the Royal Society, and should sign the same,

should oblige himself to pay his arrears of fifty two shillings a year, and four

pounds per annum for the future : Which obligation should however bind none of

the subscribers, unless the number be such, whose contributions the council should

judge sufficient to defiay the charges requisite to carry on the business of the so~

ciety : And.

1 Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 108. Morhoff scypho •vitreo per sanum human* -vocis rufto.

publistied at Kiel in 1672, in 4'*, Epijlola de "k Letter-Book,, vol. iv. p. zo.

a " That
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That Mr. Hoskyns be desired to draw up such a form against the next meeting

of the council to be held on the 14th of that month at the president's house in

Covent-Garden.

Mr. Hoskyns was accordingly desired to draw up such a form, which he pro

mised to do.

N° 65 of the Philosophical Transactions was licensed.

At a meeting of the Society, on the same day,

The rest of the books presented to the society by Signor Montanari were de

livered to Mr. Hooke lor the repository, viz.

1 . Anlignome Pbysico-matematiche del D. Donato Rosetti.

2. Insegnamcnli fisico-matematiche dati al Ginetti.

3. Congietture fisico-astrenomiche della Natura del universo, da Pietro Cavina.

4 Dimonstratione sisuo- matematiche delle sette proposition che promesse Donato

Rosetti.

5. Lettere del Signor Montanari, et Risposte del Signor Rosetti.

Mr. Hooke produced an esiay of a new watch-work, which he said might be

made into a pocket-watch, and would go equally in all positions and motions ac

sea : Which he was desired to persect, if he could, against the next meeting.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter written by Dr. Durston of Plymouth to Dr.

Timothy Clarke, dated 28 Octob. 1670, containing an account of a monstrous

birth at Plymouth, with some anatomical observations thereupon '.

He communicated likewise a letter to himself from Mr. Adam Martindale m

dated at Rotherston in Cheshire 4 Novemb. 1670, giving an account of a rock

of natural salt, lately discovered in that county, and yielding a vigorous sharp

brine beyond any of the springs in the salt-works of Cheshire n.

It was ordered, that Mr. Martindale should be thanked in the name of the

society °, and desired to view the place himself, if he could conveniently ; and

then acquaint them with the most considerable particulars of this matter.

1 Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 95. ft is piintcd ■ Thi* letter is entered in the Letter-Book,

in the Philos. Transact, vol. v, ric6j, p. 2096, vol. iv. p. 1 14, and printed in the Philos. Trans.

forNovtnib. 1670. vol. v. n* 66. p. 2015, for Decemb. 167^.

ro He had b.-en' ejected from the living of 0 Mr. Oldenburg's letter to him for thnt

Rotherllon in Cheshire, for non-conformity in purpose was dated Nov. ij, 1670, and inferitd

1662. I have in my possession a manuscript in in the Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 115..

his hand-writing relating to his own lise.

M m m 2 Mr.
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Mr. Hooke mentioned a little book lately translated into English out of French,

and printed at London 1670 in 12°. under the title of A Discourse about local

Motion, undertaking to demonstrate the rules of motion, and to prove, that of

the seven rules given by Des Cartes on that subject, there is but one true. He

intimated, that he intended to make some experiments in order to try the truth of

the author's observations, and to shew them to the society.

Nov. 14. At a meeting of the Council were present rj.

The President

The earl of Aylesbury Mr. Charles Howard

The lord Howard Dr. Goddard

The lord bishop of Chester Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Moray Dr. King

Sir Paul Neile Mr. Oldenburg.

It was resolved, that Mr. Hooke be summoned to attend the next meeting of

the council, to receive their rebuke for the neglect of his office.

Mr. Hoskyns produced the legal form of subscriptions, which had been recon>

mended by him at the last meeting of the council ; which form was read, and re

serred to the consideration of another meeting. It was as follows :

" I do covenant, grant, and agree to and with the president, council and sel-

" lows of the Royal Society, &c. to pay unto them the sum of upon the

" day of which shall be in the year of our Lord . And also the sum of

'* four pounds yearly and every year, so long as I shall continue sellow of the said

" society, by four even quarterly payments, the first to be on . To the

" performance of which I do hereby bind myself and my heirs. Witness my

" hand and seal this day of . In the presence of ."

Or thus :

'* We, whose names are under-written, do every one for himself and not for

" another covenant, promise, grant and agree to and with the president &c.

" to pay all and every such sum and sums of money, as each of us respectively

" owe and are due unto the said society from us by virtue of any order or statute

" of the said society: and also the yearly sum of four pounds by four equal

" quarterly payments at the four usual days of payment in the year, that is to

" say The said payment to continue so long as each of us respectively do

" continue a member of the said society. To all which several payments we do

" severally and respectively bind ourselves, our several and respective heirs.

" Sealed and delivered by

" the day of •

** in the presence of

Nov. 17. At a meeting of the Society,

2
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Mr. Hooke produced another watch-work performing the esfect of a pendulum ;

but he acknowledged it not so valuable as what he had shewed at the last meeting ;

which therefore he was desired to prosecute and persect.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter from Mr. Hevelius, dated at Dantzick Oct. 31,

1670 p, containing some of his late observations, 1. of the last eclipse of the moon

on Sept. 29, 1670, N.S. 2. of the late conjunction of Venus and the moon on the

nth of October 1670, N. S. and 3. of the considerable decrease of the new star

lately discovered about the beak of cygnus., and some remarks on the other new

star in the neck of the whale.

Mr. Hooke being asked, whether he had tried the experiment of breaking a

glass with an human voice, said, that he had tried it, but sound no other success,

than that the glass had sounded upon the sound of a man's voice.

He was desired to try it again, and to take care of finding the tone of an octave

requisite for the essect ; and that being found, to continue it for a while forcibly

and without interruption.

Nov. 24. At a meeting of the Council were present

The President

The lord Howard Dr. Goddard

Mr. Charles Howard Mr. Colwall

Sir Robert Moray Mr. Hoskyns

Mr. Henshaw Mr. Oldenburg.

The committee of the council for auditing the accounts made their report,

which the council approved of, viz.

"Ata committee of the council of the Royal Society for auditing the trea-

" surer's accounts,

" Upon examination of Mr. Daniel Colwall's accounts we find him debtor

/. s. d.

** To the arrears due to the said society for their quarterly 1

" payments, this 10th Nov. 1670. ——-

" To monies he hath received for admissions 10 10 o

** To the balance of his last account . 70 12 8

** He is creditor

1475 « o

155^ 13 s

» Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. ioz. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. v. ne 66. p. 2073. for

December 1670.
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' /. s. d.

" By money he hath paid for the use of the society 220 15 10

" By arrears yet unpaid by the sellows of the society — 1267 20

68 15 10

i556 '3 S

" By balance resting in his hand, sixty eight pounds, fifteen 7

" shillings, ten pence , ■ $

At a meeting of the Society on the same day,

There was chosen a committee for auditing the accounts, viz.

Sir Peter Wyche, Dr. Edward Brown,

Sir Samuel TukE, Mr. le Hunt.

Dr. Timothy Clarke,

Which committee, or any three of them, were to meet on the following Wed

nesday Nov. 30, in the morning between eight and nine of the clock.

There was read a letter from Dr. Wallis to Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Ox

ford Nov. 15, 1670 % concerning a controversy between Honorato Fabri and

John Baptista Borelli ; whether a stone thrown horizontally will in the same

time come to the horizontal plane, as if without the motion of projection it had

sallen directly down in the perpendicular. This Fabri denied, alledging an ex

periment of Mersennus to that purpose, and affirming the motion of descent to

be retarded by the additional horizontal motion, supposing the descent in the curve

to be by the obliquity of the motion hindered, as in sloping planes.

Dr. Wallis desired, that an experiment formerly suggested by him to the

society might be made for the clearing this matter ; for though, he supposed, most

of the members were rather of Borelli's than Fabri's opinion, yet, as it was de

nied, he thought it well deserved to be tried. The consideration of this was re

serred to the next meeting.

There was read another letter written from Derby Nov. 16, 1670, by Mr.

John Flamstead to Mr. Oldenburg r, accompanied with a Latin manuscript

containing a description made by him of the celestial appearances of the next year

by him predicted and recommended to observation.

It was ordered, that he should be thanked, and the sum of his papers be print

ed in the Philosophical Uransactiom of the following month

Mr. Hooke being absent from this meeting, no experiments were provided.

* Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 115. r Ibid. s It was accordingly printed, n* 66.

f. 2029*

Nov.
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Nov. 30. Mr. Aubrey presented the society with an old printed book in the

antient British tongue.

The committee for auditing the accounts brought in their report concerning

the same, viz.

" At a committee of the Royal Society for auditing the treasurer's account,

" Nov. 30, 1670,

" We certify, that it appears,

/. s. d.

*' That the treasurer had received on the quarterly payments 208 9 o

" That he hath received more for admissions -nm 1 1.0 10 o

(*

That he is debtor to the balance of his last account ending 7 o

* Nov. 12, 1669. \ 70 12 8

189 11 8

" Peter Wyche,

" Edward Brown,

" William le Hunt.'*

...

•••That it also appears,

•■ That he hath paid to the use of the society, as by bills and 7

" orders of the council . J 220 J5 10

*• That he hath resting in cash now in his hand sixty eight 7

" pounds, fifteen shillings, ten pence £ *5 1Q

289 11 8

" Peter Wyche,

" Edward Brown,

" William le Hunt."

This being the anniversary day for electing the council and officers of the society

for the year following, there were continued of the old council,.

The lord viscountBrOUnCKEr Sir Paul Neile

The earl of Aylesbury Dr. Goddard

The lord bishop of Sarum Mr. Henshaw

The lord bishop of Chester. Mr. Colwall

The lord Henry Howard Mr. Oldenbur,c

Sir Robert Moray

The ten new members of the Council elected were*

Sic
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Sir John Lowther Mr. Aerskine

Sir Peter Wyche Mr Evelyn

Sir John Bankes Dr. Timothy Clarki

Sir Samuel Tuke Dr. Crounk

Sir James Hayes Dr. Edward Buown.

Of these new ones were sworn,

Mr. Aerskine Sir James Hayes

Sir Peter Wyche Mr. Evelyn

Sir John Bankes Dr. Croune

Sir Samuel Tuke Dr. Brown.

The officers chosen were,

The lord viscount Brouncker, president.

Mr. Colwall, treasurer.

Mr. Henshaw, ? secretaricS.

Mr. Oldenburg, $

The society lost by death between this and the former election three eminent

members, Monsr. SORBIERE, EDWARD WATERHOUSE, LL. D. and

WILLIAM NEILE, esq;

SAMUEL SORBIERE was descended of a good samily, and born at Sr.

Ambroix in the diocese of Usezin the province ot Languedoc in France, on the

17th of September 161 5, according to the account of his only son : but if the

inscription on the print of him ingraved after his death from that done by Au-

dran at Rome in 1667, is to be depended upon, he must have been born five

years sooner, in 1610 His parents were both Protestants ; his sather Stephen

Sorbiere being a citizen of St. Ambroix, and his mother Louise Petit sister

of Samuel Petit, minister of the Reformed Church at Ni fines, well known to

the learned world by his writings. Monsr. Sorbiere's parents dying when he was

very young, Monsr. Petit, who was his god-sather as well as uncie, took him

into his own house, and had as much care of his education, as if he had been his

own son. After Monsn Forbiere had been initiated in polite learning under so

great a master of it, he went in 1639 to Paris, where, having conceived a diflike

to the study of divinity, to which he had been designed, he applied himself to that

os physic, in which he made so considerable a progress, that in a short time he

drew up a system of that art lor his own use, which was printed in a large sheet

of paper, under the title of Systcme de la Medicine Galenique pour le saulagement de

la Memoire.

* Memoires pour la vie de Monsr. Sorbierb par Monsr. Graverol, prefixed to Sorberiana, edit,

d' Amsterdam 1694.

After
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After residing near four years at Paris, where he was admitted into the acquaint

ance and friendship of the men of the greatest eminence sot learning particularly

Grotius, sather Mersennus, and Gassendus, he went to Holland, where in the

beginning of the year 1642 he paid a visit to Monsr. Des Cartes then residing

at Eyndegeest near Leyden * ; and the year following he published under the dis

guised name of Guthbertus Higlandus a letter addressed to Dr. Andrew

Rivet in answer to the Crurisragium Prodromi Rivetiani of Monsr. de la Mile-

tiere ; which letter is subjoined to Dr. Rivet's Apologetic against Grotius.

During his stay in Holland he assisted in the translation ot Camden's Britannia.,

designed for a part of the Great Atlas, which translation had been begun by a priest

named Salabert, who could not continue it, being obliged to return to France.

Monsr. Sorbiere translated likewise into French Sir Thomas More's Utopia\ at

the desire of the count de Rhingrave, governor of Sluys, which translation was

printed at Amsterdam in 1 643 in 1 2*.

The necessity of his circumstances rendering it proper for him to return to his

own country, but being unable to support the charges of the journey, he requested

his learned friend Gaspar Barlæus, prosessor of philosophy at Amsterdam, in a

letter of June 13, i644y, to recommend him to attend the son of some rich man

into France in the autumn or spring following : and he found some means of going

thither in 1645, but went back to Holland the year following, and married soon

after at the Hague Judith Renaud, daughter of Daniel Renaud, who was a

native of St. Ambroix, as well as himself. About this time having formed a de

sign of settling in some place for the practice of physic, he sixed upon Leyden for

that purpose, where in 1648 in 12° he published his Disceurs sceptique fur le passage

du chyle et sur le mouvement de caur. The year following he published at Amster

dam in 8vo a French translation of Mr. Thomas Hobbes's Elementa Philosophica

feu politico de cive, of which he had in 1647 published an edition at Amsterdam, at

the request of Gassendus and sather Mersennus. He accompanied his transla

tion with an apologetical discourse presixed to it. His Lettrc d'un merchand du

Brestl a un de ses amis cTAmsterdam was written by him in savour of the Dutch

East-India company, for the satissaction of his sather-in-law, who had some inte

rest in that company.

His unsettled temper having induced him to return to France, he was made

principal of the college in the city of Orange in 1 650 ; where, to gratify count

de Dhon a, the governor, he published a piece intitled, Lettre d'un Gentilhcmme

Franfois a un de ses amis d'Amsterdam sur les deffeins de Cromwell. At the end of

the year 1653 he went to Vaison, where he abjured the Reformed, and embraced

the Roman Catholic religion, by the persuasion of Joseph Ma rie Suares, bishop

of that city, whose name he assumed at his confirmation. In the beginning of

1654 he made a journey to Paris, and published there a discourse on the change

of his religion dedicated to cardinal Mazarin : and the clergy having granted

•
■ Monsr. Sorbibre's letter to Gaspar Bar- p. 186.

iæus, dated at (he Hague Id. Jun. 1644. print- x Lettres et Discoors de M. be Scrdieke, p.

ed in Clarorum Virorum EpiJtoLc centum inedtte 6-g.

cx mufro Joh. Brant, edit, Amstel. 1702. in 8vo. ' Claroium Virorum Epiitolæ, uiifu/ra.

Vol. II. Nnn him
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him a pension of 400 livres, he took the clerical habit in view of a benesice,

which the cardinal gave him hopes of, having in the mean time conserred on him

a pension of 300 livres \ From Paris he went to Rome *, where he made himself

known to Pope Alexander VII. by a Latin letter, addrefied to him, and written

against the Protestants, who were angry with him for abandoning them. Upon

his return to Paris he published under the name of Sebaftianus Aletophilus a

Latin letter against Riolanus upon the lacteal veins discovered by Gaspar

Asellius of Cremona, a celebrated anatomist at Padua. It was addrefied to

John Pecquet, in whose Experimenta Anatomica, printed at Paris 1654 in 4to,

it is inserted. He published likewise under the same name in 1657 another Latin

letter ad Lignerium de vitandd in fcribendo acerbitate. The year following his Dis-

scrtatio de vita et meribus Petri Gassendi was presixed to the edition of the

works of that philosopher printed at Lyons in six volumes in folio. In 1660 he

published at Paris in 4to his Lettres et Discours fur diver/es matieres curieuses, which

contain several discourses read by him at the assembly at Monsr. de Montmor's,

which began their meetings on the 18th of December 1657, and in which Monsr.

Sorbiere acted as secretary. He was honoured in 1660 with the title of histo

riographer to the French king, who gave him some months after a pension of a

thousand livres on the abbey of Horublieres in the diocese of Noyon, and two

years after another pension of the same value : besides which he had two other

pensions of 150 and 136 livres given him in 1656 by Pope Alexander VII.

toge'her with the priory of St. Nicholas de la Guierche in the diocese of Rennes,

worth 500 livres a year, conferred on him by that Pope, and the chapel of

Notre Dame la Gisante of the same value, and a pension of 800 livres from the

clergy b.

In 1663 he made a tour into England, where on the 22d of June he was elected

into the Royal Society ; and the year following published at Paris in 12° an ac

count of his journey under the title of Relation d'un voyage en Anglcterre, ou font

touchees plujieurs choses, qui regardent Vestas des sciences et de la religion, et autres

matieres curieuses. This book gave such offence, that the French king in his

council held at Fontainebleau July 9, 1 664, N. S. being informed, that the author

had taken the liberty to afiert several things, which were salse and injurious to the

English nation, and to the character of one of the chief ministers of state c of

that kingdom, for whom that king had a high afsection, esteem, and regard ; and-

that he had likewise cast several groundless reflections on the conduct of the king

of Denmark with respect to count Ulefeldt his Majesty being desirous of

shewing public marks of his displeasure against this audacious and impudent

satire, ordered it to be suppressed d, having some time before punished the author by

banishing him to Nantes. Under this disgrace M. de Sorbiere wrotea Latin letter

to the bishop of Laon, requesting him to use his interest with the lord Aublgny,

that the latter would prevail upon King Charles II. to interpose with Lewis XIV.

* Graverol, ubi supra. e The earl of Clarendon.

• He was there in March and May 1654, as * Extract of the registers of the council held at

appears from two of his letters printed in his Fontainebleau July g, 1664, among the papers of

Littres et Discours, p. 321 and 325. the Royal Society.

» Graverol, ubi supra.

for
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for the recalling Monsr. Sorbiere from his exile ; who in this letter as highly

extolled the earl of Clarendon, as he had in his Relation depressed him c. That

book, which soon met with a severe censure from Mr. Thomas Sprat in his

Observations addressed to Dr. Christopher Wren, and published in 1665, was

probably the occasion, that the council of the Royal Society on the 14th of Nov.

1 666 proposed it to the Society, to leave him out of the list of their members ;

but the question was carried on the ballot in his savour by fourteen votes against

eight.

Pope Alexander VII. dying in 1667, Monsr. Sorbiere published a large

collection of poems in various languages in honour of cardinal Rospigliosi, who

was thought likely to succeed to the papal see, and with whom he had kept a

correspondence by letters ever since his journey to Rome in 1654; whither he

returned in 1667, in order to be present at the advancement of that cardinal to the

popedom, upon which event he wrote a letter to Monsr. de Montmor, in which

he gave the character of the new Pope under the title of Clementis IX. Icon.

During his residence at Rome he published his discourse on the transfusion of the

blood of an animal into the human body.

His expectations from Clement IX. were extremely disappointed ; for though

he was well received by him, he had from him only a present of an hundred

pistoles to bear the charges of his journey, and some benefices in Bretagne, which

being attended with law-suits were of little prosit to him. He returned therefore in

some chagrin to Paris, where he printed in 1669 a collection of letters, under the

title of Epistola illustrium et eruditorum vir.orum, inserring among them all those,

which he had received from the Pope, when cardinal Rospigliosi, in order to

insinuate, that he had not undertaken his last journey to Rome upon chimerical

hopes.

He died April 9, 1670, N. S. after three months sickness of a dropsy ; when

finding his case desperate he took four grains of laudanum, in order to soften the

horrors, and lessen the agonies of death f.

His parts were not contemptible, but his knowledge in ancient and modern

philosophy was merely superficial 6. His chief ambition and employment was to

be acquainted with the men eminent for learning throughout Europe, and to prosit

more by their conversation than by books, so that he had the reputation of being

rather curious than learned h. He was a great master of Rabelais, and particu

larly fond of Montagne and Charron, and had so high an esteem for Cr ellius

the Socinian, that some years before his death he began a translation of that

writer's treatise de Caujis Mortis Christi which he stiled an inestimable piece, as

h^e did Crellius a faithfulservant os God k.

• Letter of Mr. Oldenburg to Mr. Boyle, Colbert, printed at the end of Melanges dc

dated at London Oct, 20, 1664, printed in Mr. litterature tires des lettres manuicrites de Monsr.

Boyle's works, vol. v. p. 313. Chapelain, Paris 1726.

' Graverol. k Baillet vie de Des CArTEs.tom. ii.p. 167.

* Chapelain, Memoire de quelques gens de J Graverol, ubisupra.

let ties vivans in 1662, dreslepar ordre de Monsr. k Sorberiana, p. 54.

N n n 2 EDWARD
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EDWARD WATERHOUSE, LL.D. had a learned education, and re

sided some time at Oxford for the sake of the Bodleian library there, but does not

appear to have been a member of that university m. la 1653, he published at

London in 8°, An Apologyfor Learning and Learned Men, and another discourse in;

the same form Of magnanimity under Crosses, and of acquaintance with God. His

next piece printed at London in 1 2% was intitled, Of the Piety, Charity, ar.d

Policy of older 'Times, paralleled by members of the Church of England. His Discourse

and Desence of Arms and Armory, shewing the Nature and Rise of Arms and Honour in

England, from the Camp, the Court, and the City, under the two latter of which are

contained the Universities and Inns of Courts, was printed at London 1660, 8°. Soon

after the passing of the second charter of the Royal Society he was proposed on the

2 2d of July 166?, candidate for election into it, and chosen on the 29th of that

month, being admitted on the 5th of August. The same year he published a

Commentary on Sir John Fortescu de Laudibus Legum Anglia, printed at London

in sol. The fire of London in September 1666 occasioned him to give the

public another piece, which seems to be his last performance, published there in-

8° the year following under the title of A Narrative of the burning of London,

anno 1666. He afterwards entered into holy orders by the persuasion of Dr.

Sheldon archbishop of Canterbury " ; which appears to have been about the year

1668 ; for in the printed list of the Royal Society for 1668, he is stiled Edward

Waterhouse, esq; whereas in that of 1669, he has the title of D. D. which in a

copy, that once belonged to Dr. Pell, is corrected LL. D. He died on the 30th of

May 1670% at his house at Mile-end Green, leaving two young daughters behind

him, and was interred June 2., at Greenford in Middlesex, where he had some

estate p.

WILLIAM NEILE, esq; was eldest son of Sir Paul Neile, knt. one of

the ushers of the privy-chamber to King Charles I. and was grandson of Dr,

Richard Neile, archbishop of York, in whose palace at Bishops-Thorp in York

shire he was born 7 Decemb. 1637. His education was in the university of Ox

ford, where he became gentleman commoner of Wadham-college in 1652, for the

sake of Dr. Wilkins the warden, by whose instructions and those of Dr. Seth

Ward he greatly cultivated and improved his genius in mathematics *. His

success in that study appeared as early as the year 1657, when he found out and

demonstrated a fit ait line equal to a paraboloeid, and communicated and published

the same (though not in print) to the lord viscount Brouncker and others, who

used to meet at Gresham-college, and by whom it was received with good appro

bation ' ; and his demonstration of this was published with those of the lord

Brouncker and Dr. Wren in Dr. Wallis's book de Cycloide' printed at Oxford

in 1659, in 4to.

m Wood Fasti Oxon. vol. ii. col. 94, 95. '• Lord Brouncker's letter to Mr. Oldek-

" Id. ibid. burg dated at London, Oct, 8, 1673, prints

• Peck's Desiderata Curiosa, vol. ii. b. 14. in the Philos. Transact, vol. viii. n° 98, p. 6147,,

p. 43. Mr. Wood is mistaken in laying, that and Dr. Wa llis'i and Dr. WxLn's letters ibid.

Dr, Waterhouse died in 1671. p. 6146 6150.

» Peck, ubi supra. ' P. 93.

t Wood Athen. Oxon. vohii. col. 467.
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Mr Neile was an early member of the Royal Society, for being proposed a

candidate on the 31st of December 1662, he was elected into it on the 7th of

January following, and admitted on the 14th of that month; and at the election

of officers of the society April 11, 1666, was chosen of the council. His theory

of motion was communicated to the society 29 April 1669. But the farther ex

pectations, which the public had conceived of the force of his genius in mathema

tical and philosophical subjects, were disappointed by his death, which happened

at his father's house at White Waltham in Berkshire on the 24th of Aug. i6yo,

in the church of which parish he was interred.

Decemb. 8. Monfr. Andreas Monceaux, a French gentleman and a great

traveller, son to Monfr. Monceaux, counsellor to the most Christian King, and

great audienci'er of France, was proposed candidate.

Mr. Hooke brought in this problem of architecture ; The basis of the distance of

two pillars and the altitude of an arch being given, to find out the right figure of

that arch-, for the firm sustaining, upon the whole, or any part of it, any weight,

given ; as also to find out the butments of that arch.

Mr. Hooke being asked, whether he had the demonstration of this useful-

problem, he said he had it, and would shew it to the president.

He was desired to represent at the next meeting the mechanical way of making

such an arch by pieces of angles standing in such angles, as. to make the-figure of

an arch required ; which he promised to do.

Mr. Oldenburg renewing the late motion of Dr. Wallis for deciding by a.

just experiment the controversy between Signor Borelli and Honorato Fabri,

Mr. Hooke was ordered to prepare for an experiment to be made at the next"

meetkig in the assembly-room, by having two balls, and projecting the one hori

zontally from the window over the door, and letting the other fall down perpendi*-

cularly from the fame highfc.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Mr. Martindaxe dated at Rother-

ston, Novem. 26, 1670', signifying, that he had himself viewed the salt-rock,

lately discovered in that country, and found- things very nearly answering his-

friend's relation communicated Novem. 10.

Decemb. 15. Monfr. Monceaux was elected.

Sir Edward Rich was proposed candidate by Sir James Hayes;

Mr. Hooke represented the mechanical way of making an arch of such a figure,,

as shall sustain any weight given. Being asked, whether he had ready the demon

stration of it, he answered, that he had given it to the president, who was absent;

from this meeting.

1 Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 132, It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. v. n" 66, p. 2016.

The
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The experiment of the horizontal projection and perpendicular fall of bodies

was reserred to the next meeting.

Mr. Aubrey presented to the society a piece of Roman antiquity, which was a

pet found in Weekfield in the parish of Hcdington in Wiltshire in 1656, then

half full of Roman coin, silver and copper, about Constantine. In this field,

he remarked, had been a Roman colony, there having been digged up many

foundations of houses and much coin.

He presented likewise Dr. John Davies's Grammctica Lingua Cambro-Britannica ;

as also Heronis Ctesibii BtXoTretxa, i. e. ctelefa£liva, in Greek and Latin, with

Scholia by Bernard Baldus, with Hero's lise written by the said Baldus,

printed Augsburg in 161 6, in 40.

Sir James Haves produced an antique stone with an Italian writing cut upon

it, found in Windsor-Tower, called the Devil's tower. Mr. Henshaw under

took to examine the writing at his leisure, and to give the society an account

of it.

167s, January 12. There was presented from Mr. Boyle some printed philo

sophical tracts of his, viz. Of a Discovery of the admirable Rarefaflion of the Air ;

new observations about the duration of the Spring of the Air, &c. printed at London,

in 4to.

Mr. Hooke brought in a curiosity, sent to the society for the repository by the

archbishop of Canterbury*, supposed to be several pieces of an hippotamus,

digged up at Chatham, according to a printed paper accompanying the lame.

Dr. Fullwood \ being sent by the bishop of Salisbury to the society, pre

sented them with a stone grown in pene virit which, he said, was delivered to him

by Dr. Edward Cotton for the society's repository, according to a letter accom

panying it, dated at Exeter January 7, 167s, from Dr. Cotton to the bishop of

Salisbury y.

Dr. Cotton in this letter observed, that upon examination of the person, who

voided the stone, and upon trial os the part, he sound, that about eleven years before

he voided it, the stone coming from the bladder into the urethra, was then too

big to pass through, and therefore stuck within two inches of the top of it ; and

within a sew days the urine forced a passage immediately behind it, and so conti

nued during the whole time, that the stone Ituck there. The man being not much

troubled with it, continued his usual exercises, and once, at least, took a journey

to London without any considerable inconvenience. This stone weighed three

quarters of an ounce wanting five grains Averdupois. It was ordered, that Dr.

* Dr. Gilbert Sheldon. of Totncss, and canon of Exeter. Wood, Athcn.

* Probably Francis Fullwood, D.D. Minis- Oxon. vol. ii sol. 299.

ter of West Alvington in Devonshire, archdeacon » Letter-Book, vcl. iv. p. 155.

i Cotton
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Cotton should be thanked for this communication, and desired, according to his

offer, to procure the testimony of the patient concerning the truth of the fact.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that the King had laid a wager of fifty pounds

to five for the compression of air by water ; and that it was acknowledged, that

his Majesty had won the wager. Sir Robert desired, that the experiments former

ly made for evincing this fact might be made before the society, and afterwards

before the King; which he said might be done by a cane contrived after such a

manner, that it should take in more and more water, according as it should be

sunk deeper and deeper into it.

He desired likewise, that the experiment of supporting any heavy body at a

certain depth under water, by keeping it from being depressed by any incumbent

water, might be made.

It was ordered, that the apparatus for the first of these experiments' should be

made ready by Mr. Hooke tor the next meeting; and that Mr. Oldenburg

should desire Mr. Boyle in the name of the society to lend them the apparatus for

the other experiment.

Mr. Hooke produced his engine formerly promised for grinding glasses of a

true both elliptical and hyperbolical figure; whereby, he affirmed, all the motions,

made by this contrivance touch every point in an ellipsis.

It was ordered, that this engine should be put in a frame, and a trial made of

its performance. Some of the members doubted, that this engine would wear,

and the sand remain uneven, which would make the figure of the glass impersect.

But Mr. Hooke was of opinion, that by this engine the sand would be prepared

equally fine, and so spread every where.

He proposed a new way of making a vessel for extracting the air, so large, that

a man might sit in it, and so contrived, as to rarefy the air to a certain degree,

and to supply the person sitting in it with fresh air. He was desired to get such a

vessel made.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter written to him from Monsr. Huet, dated at

St. Germains, Octob. 30, 1670, N. S. % and containing an account of two experi

ments made for finding out another passage of the urine to the bladder besides the

known one; as also a confirmation of Monsr. Hauton's invention for making.,

sea-water sweet.

Dr. King hereupon related, that he had also made an experiment, to find, whe

ther there were another passage for the urine, which he had done by. cutting away

the ureters, and inserting a silver pipe tied about into the next part to the kidney,

thereby to hinder all passage to the urine that way; but that he had found no-

1 Letter-Book, vd. iv. p. 98. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, tol. v. n* 67. p. 2049, for

January 167-f .

liquot
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liquor in the bladder, except two or three drops, having in the beginning first

squeezed out all the urine, and given the dog, made use ot by him, a good quan

tity of milk to drink, and meat to eat.

The demonstration of Mr. Hooke concerning the line of an arch for supporting

any weight assigned, being called for, Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that Dr.

Wren had also a demonstration of it. It was desired, that these demonstrations

might be both delivered and opened together by the president.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were

1 . That of the horizontal projection of a ball and the perpendicular descent of

another, to see, whether these two balls will come to the ground in the same

time.

2. The engine for elliptical glasses.

3. The air-vessel.

4. The apparatus for compressing air by water.

5. The experiment for making an heavy body swim at a certain depth under

water.

January 19. The experiments for keeping an heavy body suspended at a certain

depth under water was made and succeeded very well, according to the way deli

vered by Mr. Boyle in his Hydrostatical paradoxes, propos. 11. The secretary was

desired to return Mr. Boyle the society's thanks for furnishing them with the ap

paratus for making this experiment.

This apparatus was recommended to the care of Sir Robert Moray, in order

to shew the same experiment to his Majesty.

The other experiment about the synchronism of the sall of a projected and a

perpendicularly descending body was reserred to the next meeting, and the opera

tor ordered to speak for the key of the room over the door of the meeting-rooms

to make the experiment in.

Mr. Hooke was called upon to make ready the apparatus necessary to shew the

King the compression of air by water ; which he promised to do.

It was desired, that the same experiment might be made in a bottle, wherein

the air should be so compressed, as to drive out the water.

Both methods were directed to be first represented to the society.

Mr. Hooke promised likewise, that at the next meeting he would bring in the

new air-vessel ; as also, if he possibly could, the new glass-grinding engine.

2 Dr.
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Dr. Wren delivered to the president his demonstration of what line it is, which

an arch, sit to sustain any assigned weight, makes.

The president was desired to examine it, and to give an account of it to the

society.

Mr. Hooke being called upon for his demonstration of the same subject answered,

that he had already declared the substance of it to the president, who yet desired him

to give it also in writing, that so it might be with more leisure and conveniency

examined.

1

Mr. Hooke produced from Mr. Townley a box full of a certain herb pretend

ed to be a succedaneum of tea, and said to grow plentifully in Lancashire. Some

of the members viewing it found it to be the M:rtus Brabantica, in Englisti, sweet

willow. i

Mr. Oldenburg produced two letters written to' him, the one by Mr. Wray,

from Middleton 13 January 167 °- *, containing an uncommon account of pismires

yielding an acid spirit fit to turn a violet colour into red. The other was from

Mr. Martin Lister, dated at York January 10, 167s b, containing a catalogue

of thirty three several sorts of spiders to be found in England, arid by him reduced

into several classes ; together with a set of queries on that subject, in order to

the composing a philosophical history of it.

i

January 26. An experiment was made of compressing air by water, which was

done in a large tube of six seet long, filled with water, and by letting into it a

syringe, open at one end, in which the air was at the depth of two seet and a half

compressed about one inch, and at the depth of five seet near two inches. ;

There was also made the experiment to find, whether a ball horizontally pro

jected, and another salling down perpendicularly, would come to the ground at

the same time from the same hight. This was done by blowing a small leaden

bullet through a hollowed wooden cane, at the orifice of which there was a con

trivance made for another leaden bullet of the same figure and size, to sall down

strait ; which being tried several times, the balls were judged by the ear of some

of the members to come to the ground at the same time, by others not. For

which reason it was thought necessary to make more trials at the next meeting.

Sir Robert Moray acquainted the society with a new and easy way of bring

ing up fresh water from the bottom of the sea, where any bottom hath been found

by navigators. He was desired to give it in writing, or to direct to the author,

whence he had taken it. :

. » Litter- Book, vol. iv. p. 175. It is printed k Letter-Book, p. i;6. It is primed in. the

in the Philos. Transact, vol. v. i.° 68, p. 2063, Philos. Transact, r.»?2, p. 2170.

for February 1 67 J,

Vol. II. Ooo Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg produced some of the rock-salt lately digged up in Cheshire,

together with a letter to him Irom Mr. Martindale, dated at Rotherston 7 Jan.

i67tc, mentioning, that the workmen had bored three yards into it. That an

hot fire makes the salt crack and fly like bags of kelp or scatang : That hot water

dissolves it speedily, and cold slowly : That being pulverized it is a very sharp

salt, and the brown, that is free from mixture, full as sharp as the white. Some

of this fait was delivered to Dr. Daniel Coxe to examine it, and to make a

report of it to the society.

' v ^

It was moved by one member, that Mr. Martindale be asked, how far that

salt-rock was from any salt-spring ?

Dr. Daniel Coxe mentioned on this occasion, that he had tasted some of the

salt made at Mayo, one of the isles of Cape Verde, and thought this to be like

that salt.

Mr. Oldenburg read part of a letter to him from Dr. Philip James Sachs,

one of the academy Nature Curiosorum in Germany, dated at Breflaw in Silesia,

1 Octob. 1670, accompanied with a copy of their Miscellanea Curiosa Medico-

phyjica, printed at Leipsic in 1670, in 40, and consisting of an hundred and sixty

observations medical, anatomical, botanical, pathological, chirurgical, and che

mical, which they intended to prosecute by publishing such a book once every

year ; for the assistance to which they desired the communications of the curious in

other nations, as well as their own.

Mr. Oldenburg was desired to draw up a letter signifying the society's appro

bation of this attempt, and encouraging them to prosecute it d ; as also to peruse

the book, and give the society some account of the contents of it. '

He produced likewise a printed book in Italian, composed by the jesuit Lana,

and intitled Prodrome overo Saggi di alewie invention nuove promeffe al arte maejlra,

sent by Mr. John Doddington, secretary to the English ambassador to the state

of Venice.

It was recommended to Mr. Oldenburg to peruse it, and to give the society

some account of it.

February 2. Dr. Daniel Coxe produced some of the crystals and spirit, which

a piece of the rock-salt lately discovered in Cheshire had yielded. This salt was

thought by several of the members to be of the nature of strong sea-falt without

any sal nitre or alum in it ; good to season such things with, as need very strong

salt. The spirit was esteemed very sulphureous.

c Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 153. dated 2 Feb. 1677, and entered in the Letter-Zoek,

* Mr. Oldenburc's letter to Dr. Sachs was vol. iv. p. 197.

the
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The experiment of the horizontal and perpendicular sall of two bullets was

tried again several times, and found by most of the members to come to the

ground both together. It was ordered to be still sarther prosecuted.

Mr. Oldenburg read Dr. Cotton's letter of January 28, i6yf, containing i

sarther account of the stone, which stuck and increased in the urethra, attested by

the patient himself, Tho. Westcott : Which attestation was as follows :

" The time, that the stone was growing, was about 18 years, and was in the

" yard about 14 years, and grew always bigger, and of the bigness it was now :

" And I think myself to be about 88 years old. The first stopping of the urine

" was when the stone came into the yard. I voided the stone about three years

" since. The medicine was to boil a quart of white wine, and in that boil two or

" three burdock leaves, and boil it very well ; then put into that the bigness

" of a hazel nut of black soap, and drink it morning, noon, and evening. Anoint

" the seat of your body very well with black soap, and take the skin of a snake*

" and strike it with Venice turpentine, and put it round behind the member, and

" come up over the yard close to the body."

Dr. Cotton remarked in his letter, that the orifice opened by the violence of

the urine, was then closed up, and that the urine passed the ordinary way.

Mr. Oldenburg read the Latin letter drawn up by him for Dr. Sachs, which

was approved of, and ordered to be sent away.

He delivered to Mr. Henshaw the Italian manuscript of Signor Montanari-,

formerly recommended to Sir Samuel Tuke and Mr. Hoskyns for a translation

of it into English ; who having excused themselves from that work, the one be

cause of his sickness, the other by reason of his absence from London, Mr. Hen-

chaw was desired to translate those papers, who promised to do it as soon as con

veniently he could.

February 9. The former experiment of the horizontal projection and perpendi

cular sall of two bullets was tried again another way ; and it seemed, that in most

trials they came both together to the ground. It was ordered, that some things

be mended in the instrument employed in this experiment ; and that at the next

meeting more trials be made, and that from a higher place,

Mr. Hooke being asked, whether the air-vessel for a man to sit in was yet

ready, answered, that it was, and that he now intended to make some experiments

in it, and to report them at the next meeting. He added, that the chief design

<of this vessel was to find what change the raresaction of the air would produce in

man, as to respiration, heat, &c. Being asked, how it was contrived, he said, that

it consisted of two tuns, one included in the other ; the one to hold a man, the

other filled with water to cover the former, thereby to keep it stanch ; with tops

* Letter Book, vol. iv. p. 193, 19;..

O 0 0 2 to
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to put on with cement or to take off ; one of them having a gage, to see to

what degree the air is raresied ; as also a cock to be turned by the person, who sits

in the vessel, according as occasion shall require, &c.

It was resolved, that after a report shall be made by Mr. Hooke of the success

of the experiments to be made by him this week, a day be appointed for as many

of the society, as pleased, to meet in Gresham-college, to see the vessel and some

experiments to be made therein.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter written to him by Mr. Martin Lister, from

York 25 January, i6yf f, giving an account of another insect likely to yield an

acid liquor as well as pismires ; which insect he called the long and round bodied,

lead-coloured Julus ; as also several particulars concerning the bleeding of sycamores

and walnuts immediately after frosts.

This gave occasion of much discourse concerning the motion of sap in trees,

and of the texture of them.

Mr. Hooke said, that he had observed, that there were several sorts of pores in

trees ; some of them went from the middle to the bark, shaped like little desks

or boxes; others were like pipes going from the top to the bottom of the tree;

others were exceedingly small, not seen but by a microscope, which he therefore

called microscopical pores.

Sir Robert Moray suggested, that it might be worth the while to inquire,

whether all the nourishment of a tree comes by the root ; or whether some he

furnished by the ambient air.

Others moved, that it might be further inquired into, whether there be a circu

lation of the sap in trees? Dr. GoDDaaD said, that a strait ligature having been

made about a vine-tree, there had been observed a turgeseence as well above as

beneath the ligature.

Mr. Hooke proposed a contrivance to find with some certainty, whether there

be a circulation in trees ; which contrivance he was ordered to get made against

the next meeting ; which he promised to do.

Mr. Evelyn related, that an aloe being watered in winter soon rots and dies at

the root ; but that being let alone, it thrives well.

He remarked likewise, that thesemper-vive being exposed to the air would in

two or three hours fill itself, and be fresh; and that the amomum Plinii would fill

itself in half an hour in the open air.

It being queried, whether any trees would live, after a part of them had been

» Letter-Sook, vol. iv. p. 189. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. v. n* 68, p. 2067.

disbarked
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disbarked round, Dr. Holder mentioned, that the alder (alms) would thrive,

notwithstanding its being thus unbarked.

Mr. Hooke being put in mind of his engine for grinding glasses said, that he

would get the whole apparatus ready, as soon as he could.

It being observed, that very many things were begun at the society, but very

sew of them prosecuted, Mr. Oldenburg offered to bring in a Hft of such parti

culars, which he was desired to do with speed.

February 1 6. The experiment with the two balls was made again by the con

trivance of a bow ; and they seemed to most of the members to come to the ground

at one and the fame time. Yet, for the fake of greater certainty, the experiment

was ordered to be tried again at the next meeting.

Mr. Hooke produced a model of a little box to be thrust into the body of a

tree bored, to find out the ascent and descent of the sap. The care of making

this experiment was committed to Mr. Charles Howard, who promised to

undertake it.

Mr. Hooke produced likewise a picture done by himself upon taffeta after an

unusual way, viz. by printing it, and then giving it the colours, which appear

equally well on both sides, being varnished over and transparent. He said he had

the varnish from Mr. Wylde.

Mr. Oldenburg gave an account of the Miscellanea curiofa medico-pbyjlco aca

demia natura curioforum ; and some ot the observations contained in that work were

esteemed considerable, and the compilers of it worthy to be encouraged in the

prosecution of it.

Mr. Richard Reed having sent some red-streak grafts out of Herefordshire,

with a letter to Mr. Oldenburg dated January 30, i6yfe, concerning cider made

of rotten and frozen apples, and the quantity of cider lately made in that county,

and the nature of red-itreak, which is delicate with respect to its foil ; those grafts

were distributed to several of the members.

Feb. 23. Mr. Hoojce reported concerning the air-vessel, that he had been in it

for about a quarter of an hour, and found not any inconvenience upon the ex

haustion of the little air drawn out of it. He added, that he conceived, that a

man could not endure much more than the evacuation of a fourth part of the air

contained in this vessel.

He was ordered to prosecute this experiment, and to take some animals and

lighted candles &c. with him into the vessel. .

Lefter-Book, vol. iv. p, 196.

8 • {t
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It was also resolved, that on the Monday following in the afternoon as many of

the society as pleased should meet in Gresham-college at Mr. Hooke's lodgings,

and be present at the experiment.

Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he intended to employ a pair of bellows in the

vessel, in order to blow out the air more readily and more effectually.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Mr. Lister, dated at York Feb.

15, 167^% containing an account of his considerations and trials relating to the

circulation of lap in trees ; as also his thoughts and observations about colours, and

particularly how he had been led to a method of sixing colours, of which he pro

mised to shew the experiment before the Royal Society, when he ihould have an

opportunity ; adding, that he had found out a colour (yielded him by an English

vegetable) which might be compared to the best ink, and would not change cither

by fire or salts.

March 2. Sir John Williams, bart. was proposed candidate by the lord bishop

of Chester.

Mr. Hooke made a report of the success of the experiment made in the vessel

for rarefying the air, viz. that himself had been in it, and by the contrivance of

bellows and valves blown out of it one tenth part of the air (which he found by a

gage suspended within the vessel) and had selt no other inconvenience but that of

some pain in his ears at the breaking out of the air included in them, and the like

pain upon the readmission of the air pressing the ear inwards.

It was ordered, that this vessel should be in readiness to make the experiment fcf

those ot the society, who should be at leisure to go to Gresham-college, and be pre

sent at it on the Monday following in the afternoon.

The bishop of Chester renewed his former proposal of cutting the kidney of a

dog, which experiment he had formerly made twice with good success. ( He was

seconded by Dr. King, who affirmed, that he had made the like experiment with

good success, the dogs having in both experiments recovered and lived.

It was ordered, that Dr. Goddard, Dr. Claike, Dr. Needham, and Dr.

King, who were then present, should be desired to take care ot making this ex

periment, and to agree on the Monday following about the time of making it.

. Dr. Needham proposed to try the cutting off a piece of the guts, for instance

of the colon, and to stitch together the two ends, to see whether they would heal

up again ; which, if it succeeded, might be of good use in the iliac passion.

The physicians, who were present, were desired to take care of this experiment

likewise.

6 Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 211. It is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol.vi. n'yO, p. 2121 and

2132. for April 1671.

2 Dr.
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Dr. Clarke proposed, that a man hanged might be begged of the King, to

try to revive him ; and that in case he were revived, he might have his lise granted

him.

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that there were come to London two noble Floren

tines, the marquis Bartholomei and count Bardi, who were desirous of being

present at a meeting of the society, and of seeing some experiments ; and that they

would come to the next meeting : on which account Mr. Hooke was appointed

to prepare some experiments against that meeting for their entertainment.

March 9. Sir Philip Matthews was proposed candidate by Dr. Allen.

There were present at this meeting the marquis Bartholomei and count

Bardi, as also the resident of Venice ; and the following experiments were made,

1. One furnished by Mr. Boyle of water salling in an exhausted tube to the

bottom like a metallic body, there not being air to break the sall. 2. One con

trived by Mr. Hooke, whereby some flour put in a wide shallow glass, with a large

sloping brim and a pretty tall foot, was made to rise and run over like a fluid, by

the knocking of the glass, and by the forcible moving of one's finger round about

the upper edge of the same. Leaden bullets likewise being put in this glass moved

in it like a fluid upon its being knocked.

This was proposed, in order to consider, wljat might be the cause of this mo

tion, especially of the phænomenon, that the flour ascending ran over, and did

not sall any way back into the vessel. Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he thoughr,

that it might contribute to explain the cause of gravity, and suggest an hypothesis

for explaining the motion of gravity by.

It was ordered, that vessels of difserent metal should be prepared for the making

of this experiment, especially of brass, to strike the more forcibly.

After this there was produced a burning concave of sixteen inches diameter,

lately made by Mr. Christopher Cocks, who was said to be ready to undertake

the making one of six seet diameter for one hundred pounds sterling. It was

thought fit, that he should be encouraged to perform his undertaking, a burning

concave of that size being likely to increase heat to such a degree, as nothing else

in nature would be able to effect the like.

The air-vessel being again spoken of, it was ordered, that since Mr. Hooke had

sailed in making the experiment at the time before appointed, it should be made

on the Monday following in the afternoon, several members promising to be

present.

Mr. Hooke observed, that he had lately observed 4 March the congress of the

moon with the media trium in cauda arie/is, a sixt star of the third magnitude, and

had found the time of its subingress pretty near to that calculated by Mr. Flam-

stead, who set down the time to be 10 1>. 14'. 52". which was found to be ic h.

;2'i circiter. Mr.
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Mr. Hooke remarked likewise, that he had observed, that whereas- a star, as

soon as it touches, uses to disappear, this star touching the south part of the moon

Hid aii along the sides of the edge of the moon, which he thought could proceed

from nothing but the refractive air about the moon.

It was moved, that persons residing in sar different latitudes might be engaged

to correspond with the members of the society in making such observations as

these ; and that capt. Hubbard, then going to Jamaica, might be solicited to

take care of them.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Mr. Lister, dated at York, March

4, 167s-i, containing a confirmation of what he had before written about an

English black to be made out of a vegetable ; as also an account of the kermes-

berries in Languedoc breeding worms, and of the drying and preparing them for

medical uses. " When I was, says he, in Languedoc, I was credibly informed,

" that some of the gatherers of the reputed berries [kermes] did not wait until

" the worm had made itself up within a round husk or chrysalis, affixed to the

*' branches of the shrub-oak, but did take the worms themselves, and exposing

" them to the scorching sun in a shcet suspended by the four corners, beating still

*' upon it, as the worms crept, up, to make them perish by heat, and thus dried,

" they prepared them for farther use, either medical or ornamental. Again, that

" they use in that country to set fire on the ilex or shrub-oak (as we in England

" burn up our ling, i. c. trica in the moors) when it is grown old and dry barked,

" to the end it may put up again with more tender and succulent shoots fitter for

" the nourishment ot the kermes- insect/'

March 16. The Society did not sit.

March 23. Sir John Williams and Sir Philip Matthews were elected.

Rob crt Redding, esq; was proposed candidate by the president.

Mr. Hooke brought in a report of the experiment, which he had again mnde

in the air-vessel; which was. that he had blown out one fourth of the air that

was in the vessel, estimated by a gage ; and that he had continued in it somewhat

,above a quarter of an hour without any other inconvenience than feeling some

pain in his ears, and finding himself deaf, whilst: the straining of the air was upon

him in blowing out the air ; which pain and deafness he likewise found upon the

forcible rushing in again of the air into his ears : but that when he was come out,

and had walked a little' while up and down, his hearing returned. He added, that

having taken a candle burning with him into this veflel, the candle went out long

before he selt any of that inconvenience in his ears.

The president, who had been at this experiment, remarked, that though Mr.

Hooke had continued somewhat above a quarter of an hour in this engine, yet a

' Letter Book, vol. iv. p. 224.

quarter
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quarter of the air in the vessel had not been kept out all that while, but that now

and then fresh air had been let in. In the mean time Mr. Hooke had endured for

a little while the absence of a quarter of the air without any other inconvenience

than the above-mentioned.

Mr. Hooke exhibited again the experiment of making flour move in a bell-

glass like a fluid several ways, upon the knocking of that vessel in several places ;

upon which he thought considerable things in philosophy depended, but declared

no particulars.

He also shewed a method of making a very great burning concave by means of

several pieces of glass lined with a mixture of mercury and lead, and put together

upon the concave side of some hemispherical body of wood. He was desired .to

make a trial of it.

Mention being again made of Mr. Cocks's readiness to make a great burning con

cave, it was suggested, that the King might be moved to command it to be made.

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read several letters sent to him from abroad-

First two letters from Mr. Winthrop dated at Boston in New-England ; one ad

dressed to the lord Brereton, October 11, 1670, giving an account of the re

moving and overturning a hill in those parts.

This letter was as follows k :

" My Lord,

" ff"^ H E relation, which I am now presenting to your lordship, is of a very

" _|_ strange and prodigious wonder, this last summer in this part of the world :

" that the like hath been known for the whole manner of it, I do not remember,

" that I have read or heard. There was a hill near Keenebank- river, in the

" province of Meane, the eastern part of New-England, which is removed out of

" its place, and the bottom turned upwards. The time is not certain when it was

** done ; but that it is so, is very certain, and it is concluded by those, who live

" nearest to it, that it was removed either the latter end of June, or . beginning of

" July last. The relation, that I have from credible persons concerning the manner

*' of it, is this viz that the hill being about 8 rods from Keenebank-river-side,

" on the weii side of the river, about 4 miles from the sea, was removed, from

" its place over the dry land about 8 rods or perches, and over she tops of the trees

" also, which grew between the hill and that river, leaping as it were over them

" into the river, where it was placed, the upper part being downward, and dammed

" up the river, till the water did work itself a passage through it. The length of

" the hill was about 250 foot; the breadth of it about 80, the depth of it about

" 20 foot. The situation of the place, as to the length of it, was N. W. and S. E.

" The earth of it is a blue clay without stones : many round bullets were within it,

" which seem to be of the same clay hardened. I have not yet seen the place myself,

k Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 93.

Vol. II. Ppp . ' ** but
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but sent purposely to enquire into the truth of what had been reported concern-

*' ing it, and had this relation from major William Philips, who dwelleth not

" far from the place : And M. Herlakendon Symons, who went to the place,

*' and took very good notice, brought me the fame report of the truth and

" manner of it, which I had before received by a letter from major Philips in

** answer to my letter of enquiry, and told me, that the earth of the hill did not

" lie between the former place of the hill and the river, but was carried together

f• over the tops of the trees into the river, which seems to be, as if it were blown

" up by such a force, as carried the whole body of it so far together. I had from

*' them some sew of those round bullets ; I think there were but two or three, and

*' some pieces of earth in other forms, which were found upon that now upper

" part, which was before the lower, or the inner bowels of that hill ; as also a

" small shell or two, of a kind of shell-fish, like some shell-fish commonly found*

*' where the sea flows : but how they should be within that hill, is strange to con.-

" sider. I have sent all, that I had thence, to the Royal Society for their repository.

*' I understand also from those parts, that there was no notice taken of an earth-

" quake about that time ; nor did I hear of any in other parts of the country. I

*' give your lordship only a relation of this prodigy, as I had it upon the best

" enquiry I could make, leaving the discussion of the natural causes, which might

** concur; a matter too hard for me to comprehend, but the power of his Al-

** mighty Arm is manifest to all, who weigheth the hills in a balance, and in whose

" presence the heavens drop, the hills are melted like wax, Sinai itself is moved.

" I hope to have opportunity to see the place ; and if any other matter conside-

" rable upon my observation, or further enquiry shall appear, I shall be obliged

** to give your lordship a further account thereof i and for the present am bold, only

** to subscribe myself,

" Right honourable,

" Boston, Oct 11, 1670.

" Your Lordship's humble servant,

" J. WlntHrOP."

The other letter of Mr. Winthrop was written to Mr. Oldenburg of the

fame date containing an enumeration of several things sent by him to the society

for theirr epository, viz. 1. A peculiar sort of shell-fish, called in New-England

the horse-foot. 2. A seathered fly. 3. A humming-bird's nest with two eggs in

it. 4. Some shells and bullets and hardened clay found within that mountain;

which had been overturned.

A letter of Signor Malpighi to Mr. Oldenburg from Bologna, Feb. 205

1671, N. S. m was read, containing several curious remarks on the communication

between the bronchiæ and lungs in frogs, lizards, and tortoises ; as also on the

fibres of the spleen not being nervous but carneous.

1 Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 91. m Ibid. p. 22.1. It is printed. in the Philos. Transact, vol.

»i. n* 71. p. 2 1 49. for May 1671.

The
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The bishop of Chester moved, that Sir Georce Ent being concerned in this

letter, a copy of it might be given him to consider it, and to make a report of it

to the society : which was ordered to be done.

There was likewise read part of a letter to Mr. Oldenburg from Godfrey

William Leibnitz, doctor of both laws, and counsellor to the elector . of

Mentz, dated March 11, 1674", containing a short account of a new (as he

thought) physical hypothesis of his for solving the phænomena of nature, of

which he had sent part already printed, and dedicated to the society, desiring their

judgment. The title of it was Hypothefts physica nova, qua phanomenum nature

plerorumque causa ab unico quodam universal! mottt inglobo nojlro suppqsito, nequectycho-

nicis neque Copernicanis aspernando, repetuntur °.

It was ordered, that Mr. Boyle, Dr. Wallis, Dr. Wren, and Mr. Hooke

should be desired to peruse and consider this book, and report their sense of it to

the society, in order that a proper answer might be returned to the author.

March 30, 1671. Mr. Samuel Martin was proposed condidate by Dr.

Holder.

Mr. Hooke represented by quicksilver in a triangular vessel sharp at one end

the reason of the tide's rising so high upon the coast of Bristol and in some other

places ; which however was thought by some of the members not sufficient to ex

plain the exceedingly high tides upon the coast of Bretagne in France.

Mr. Hooke produced his glass-bell with flour in it, to shew to the eye, that,

according to the several strokes or pulses made upon the glass, the air thence receives

as many several impressions ; it being manisest by this experiment, that as every

different stroke made a different found, so the making a different impression upon

the flour gave it as many several motions. It appeared also, that the powder goes

from the place, whence the pulse comes ; and that in a perpendicular pulse the

powder hath a kind of vibration : as also, that as long as the sound of the bell

lasts, the powder seems to be fluid, but, as soon as that ceases, the powder also lies

still.

It being conceived, that this experiment might much contribute to the explica-

catipn of the nature of the internal motion in bodies, Mr. Hooke was ordered to

prosecute it.

* Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 234. In the same dated at Mentz Sept. 28, 1670. concerning the

volume p. 51. is a letter of Monsr. Leibnitz to true rules of motion, the continuity and consist-

Mr. Oldenburg dated at Mentz, August 23, ency of bodies, the nature of points, variety &c.

1670, expressing his regard for the Royal Society, ° This is the title of the edition of Mentz in

and mentioning his anv hypothesis for explaining 1671 ; but that of the London edition in 1671

the phænomena of nature. There is likewise p. in 1 2°. is Hypothesis physica nova, five ibcoria piolis

85. another letter of his to Mr. Oldenburg concreti, una cum tbcor;a motus abstradt',

P p p 2
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He reported concerning the experiment made in the air-vessel, that when he

was in it, he found not his heart beat quicker, his pulse continuing the same.

Mr. Henshaw produced a small twig surrounded in part of it with circles of

the eggs of an insect, very curiously and orderly laid together and fastened about

it ; which he supposed would be hatched in due time. It was delivered to Mr.

Oldenburg to be sent to Mr. Willughby for observation.

Mr. Henshaw gave in his English translation of Signor Montanari's Italian

manuscript concerning the phænomena of the glass drops, and the cause assigned

by him of them. It was ordered, that it should be read at the next meeting, and

the members desired to meet precisely at three of the clock on account of the

length of these papers.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter of Mr. Lister to him dated at York March 17,

167s p, containing accounts of some very aged persons in the North of England,

one 126 years old, another 112, two 108; and several remarkable experiments,

in order to examine the truth of these queries, via. Whether saps are not to be

found at all times of the year in a much like consistence and quantity in the re

spective parts of a vegetable ; and what communication one part of a plane may

have with another, in relation to the ascent and descent of sap.

Mr. Oldenburg presented to the society the fifth volume of the Philosophical

'Transactions.

Dr. Walter Needham communicated a letter to himself from Mr. John

Templer of Braybrook in Northamptonshire ,, giving an account of two hurri

canes, that happened in that county, one October 30, 1669, the other October

13, ^6.70.

April 6. Dr. Walter Needham was admitted.

Mr. Henshaw read patt Of his translation of Signor Mowtawaru's paper con

cerning the glass drops : and as this discourse was long, and deserved considera

tion, fifty copies of it were ordered to be printed by Mr. Martyn, the society's

printer, that it might be the more conveniently distributed amongst the members

for their perusal.

Mr. Hooke mentioned a method, which he had, for discovering the texture oT

Wood by filling all the several pores thereof with mercury, of which he exhibited

a specimen in charcoal, promising to shew the manner of doing it at the next

meeting.

April 13. The society did not meet.

* Lrtter-^ook, vol. iv. p. 25 I. It is printed 1 Letter Book, p. 291. Philos. Transact, n°

in the Philos. Transact, voL vi. n° ;q. p. 21 zj. 70. p. 2156.

ior April 1671.

AprH
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April 20. Mr. Hooke shewed the way of rilling the several pores in wood with

quicksilver, doing it at this time upon a piece of charcoal. He was desired to

bring in an account in writing of the manner of doing it ; as also of what was

discovered by it : and this experiment was ordered to be made at the next meeting

upon wood not charred.

He mentioned, that he intended to try the same with fine plaister of Paris, con

sidering, that if it will soak in, it will look white enough, and reflect not so much

glaring light as mercury does.

Mr. Oldenburg read two letters to him, one in Latin by Dr. Wallis from

Oxford April 7, 1671, containing his thoughts of Monsr. Leibnitz's Hypothesis

phyfica nova, recommended by the society to the examination of him among

others.

It was ordered, that the doctor should receive the thanks of the society for this

good account ; that his letter should be entered ', and hereafter compared with

the sentiments of those other persons, who had been desired to consider the hypo

thesis ; and that thereupon an answer should be written by the secretary to Monsr.

Leibnitz, containing the judgment of the said persons concerning that hypothesis.

The other letter was written by Mr. Lister from York, April 8, 167 1 ', con

taining partly some more experiments about the morion of juices in vegetables*

brought within the air of the fire ; partly an intimation of a little pastillus, or

cake of English black drawn by him out of a vegetable, and sent to be examined

by the society, who reserred the laid cake to Mr. Doyle.

The business of the burning concave being again spoken of, it was thought ne

cessary, that the president, Dr. Wren, and Mr. Hooke should be desired to agree

upon the portion of the sphere or parabola, that is sufficient to make a'l the rays

meet in a point and that Mr. Hooke should bring in at the next meeting a demon

stration, shewing how many degrees are just necessary to make all rays thus unite.

Mr. Hooke advanced an assertion, importing, that a concave mr.de of a little

sphere, reducing all the beams of the fun into a narrow focus, shall burn stronger

than a concave made of a greater sphere, leaving the sun-beams more at large.

This he said was demonstrable.

Mr. Oldenburg produced Signor Montana ri's Italian discourse of the glass

drops in print, with a second j art; and said, that upon the receic of this he had

stopped the printing of the first parr, which had been ordered 6 Apr.l.

Mr. Hemshaw was desired to translate into English this second part, as he had

done the first ; which he promised to do.

» Letter-Hook, vol. iv. p 264. It is printed * Letter Book, p; 268. The first part of it is.

in the Philos. Transact, vol. vi. n° 74. p. 2227. printed in the P..ilos. Tr .ns ct, n° 70. p. 212:3.

far Aug. 167 1.

April
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April 27. There were read two letters of Mr. Willughby to Mr. Oldenburg

dated at Middleton, the one March 16, 167s, the other April 21, 1671 con

taining some experiments about the bleeding of trees, but especially about the

transmitting of water through sycamore, walnut, and birch-trees.

It was ordered, that this experiment of transmitting water through the branches

of trees be made before the society at their next meeting.

There was made a microscopical experiment with a fungus of wood, which

appeared in the microscope to be all fibrous, and to resemble in its texture skin

tanned.

Mr. Hooke being put in mind of performing at least his promise of measuring

the quantity of a degree upon the earth, engaged to do it within a month.

He was likewise exhorted to prosecute the observation of the parallax of the

earth's orb ; concerning which he said, that he thought indeed he should find a pa

rallax, unless it be did, that there may be a variation in the perpendicularity.

He was also called upon to give the demonstration, which he had promised, of

the quantity of the sphere, that is sufficient to make all the sun-beams meet for a

burning concave: which not having ready, he was desired to bring it in at the next

meeting.

Tt was likewise ordered, that what he had prepared for the mensuration of the

earth, as also his apparatus for observing the parallax of the earth's orb, should be

by him brought in writing, to be entered in the register-book, in order to secure

both from the claims of strangers.

It was moved, that the experiment with the glass bell and powder should be pro

secuted for the discovery of the internal motion of bodies : and

That a receiver should be fitted to the pneumatic engine, for the putting in of

an arm, and exhausting the air.

May 4. There was made an experiment of transmitting mercury through

wood, by putting a plug of willow-wood at the bottom of a glass-cane, and

pouring mercury upon it : the success of which was, that the quicksilver made its

way through the wood from the smaller end downwards more easily than from the

thicker end to the smaller, agreeably to Mr. Willughby's experiment, who hav

ing poured water through branches of birch, holding the great ends upwards, sound

the water to drop out at the smaller ends ; and doing the same through the like

branches by holding the smaller ends upwards, found the water to drop out saster

through the wood at the larger ends.

* Letter-Book, vol. \v. p. 240. It is printed of it is published in the Philos. Transact, t* 70.

in the Philos. Transact, vol. vi. n" 70. p. 21 2;. p. 2 14:.

* Letter- Book, vol. iv. p. 278. The substance

This
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This piece of wood being cut, the mercury appeared in all the parts of it, except

the pith and bark, in both which there appeared none at all.

This experiment was also made by blowing air through the fame wood with

spittle on it, which passed readily one way, namely from the smaller end to the

greater, and difficultly the other way.

It was moved, that this experiment should be tried with several sorts of wood of

different ages and lengths, in canes of several lengths, to see, what weight of

quicksilver will pass through what lengths of wood : and that the like might be

tried upon stones and metals, and especially copper and iron.

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that the curious abroad had began to see again the-

new star about the beak of the swan, which was first seen the last year : as also that

observations were begun to be made of Saturn, it being presumed, that, according

to Monsr. Huygens's system of that planet, the ansula thereof would not be seen

that year.

Mr. Oldenburg desired, that Mr. Hooke might be put in mind to observe the

obscuration of a sixt star, which would happen, according to Mr. Flamstead's

pre-advertisement, on the 6th of that month of May.

Mr. Hooke was accordingly desired to take notice of these particulars, and. to>

join with Dr. Popb in observing them.

There was produced hy Mr. Oldenburg a manuscript sent to him from Paris

by Monsr. Mariotte, one of. the Royal Academy ot Sciences there, about le

velling, and some new methods of performing it, written in French; the author

desiring in a letter written by Monsr. Justel, April 29, 167 1, that it might be

communicated to the Royal Society.

This manuscript was delivered to Dr. Wren, who was desired to examine

it, and to make a report of his thoughts about it to the society.

There was produced a printed paper sent from France to Mr. Collins, giving an.

account of some odd qualities of a.certain stone of Mexico, being a strainer of many

forts of liquor, particularly of. wines, rendering them aqueous by percolation.

Dr. Croune remarked, that such stones were to be had at Malaga, and pro

mised to endeavour to get one of them brought to the society.

Mr. Oldenburg mentioned, that Mr. Boyle had such a stone dug up in

Northamptonshire, called the Kettering stone, which also proved a strainer; and

that divers experiments were intended to be made with it.

Monsr. Leibnitz's Hypothesis pbysica nova was delivered to Mr. Hooke to be

examined by him. 1.

May
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May if. At 4 meeting of the Council were present

The President

Mr. Aerskine

Sir Robert Moray

Sir John Lowther

Sir Peter Wvche

Sir John Bankes

Dr. Timothy Clarke

Dr. Goddard

Mr. Colwall

Dr. Brown

Mr. Oldenburg.

Sir James Hayes

Dr. Clarke and Sir John Lowther were sworn as members of the council.

There was read a petition of Robert Thornhill, esq; to the Royal Society-

relating to Chelsea-college ; which being debated, it was ordered,

That Mr. Charles Howarp, Sir Robert Moray, Sir Paul Nejle, Sir John

Lowther, Sir Peter Wyche, Mr. Henshaw, or any two or more of them, be a

committee to consider of the said petition, and to treat with Mr. Thornhill about

the particulars contained therein ; and that they meet the first time on the Monday

following, being May 15, at ten of the clock, at Sir Robert Moray's chamber,

calling in for their assistance, if they should think fit, his Majesty's surveyor-

general Dr. Christopher Wren, and Mr. Hooke.

It was ordered, that the treasurer continue to pay to Mr, Hooke his salary of

thirty pounds a year, from the time of his last payment, which was appointed to be

made to him by an order of the council of April 27, 1670 : and

That the treasurer pay likewise five pounds, to be left in the hands of the pte-

sident, and by his lordlhip to be disposed of to Spencer Hickman stationer, for

his encouragement in printing Mr. Horrox's manuscripts relating to astronomy.

There was licensed Dr. Nehemiah Grew's book, intitled, 'the Anatomy of

"vegetables begun, zoieb a general account of xegetatianfounded thereon ; and it was or

dered to be printed by the society's printer *.

At a meeting of the Society on the fame day,

Mr. Hooke being called upon for making the experiments appointed at the last

meeting, of transmitting mercury through several sorts of wood and through iron,

said, that he had made one at home with elder wood, and found no mercury at all

in the pith of it. He added, that he conceived the pith to be a congeries of

bladders, having no visible communication with the other parts of the wood, as

the pith of quills is nothing but a congeries of bladders.

It was ordered, that more of this fort of experiments be made at the next meet-
 

z It
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It was ordered, that more of this fort of experiments be made at the next meet

ing before the society ; and that that with iron and quicksilver be not neglected.

Mr. Hooke gave some account of the observations made by him of the moon

obscuring a sixt star of the fourth magnitude, 6 May, 1671, pre-advertised by Mr.

Flamstead, viz. that whereas by Mr. Flamstead the time of its ingress had

been calculated 9°. 9'. 57". he found it enter about 23 minutes after 9 of the clock ;

and that its mora under the moon was as long as had been calculated, unless there

were a difserence of a sew seconds. He added, that he had made this physical ob

servation, that the star at an equal distance from the light of the moon did not

appear above a quarter as big on the light side as on the dark side.

Mr. Hooke returned Monsr. Leibnitz's New Physical Hypothesis, which had

been committed at the last meeting to his perusal, and said, that he was not satis

fied with it. Whereupon Sir Robert Moray took it with him to recommend it

to the examination of Dr. Pell.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Mr. Hevelius, dated atDantzick,

May r, 1671, N. S. \ giving an account 1. Of the occultation of two stars in

cauda arietis, 2. Of the occultation ofspica virginis ; both by the moon, the former

14 March i67y, the latter 22 April 1671, N. S. according to the pre-advertise-

ments of Mr. Flamstead sent to him. 3. Of the second appearance of the new

star, first discovered the last year, circa rostrum cygni. 4. A description of an odd

fiery meteor lately seen at Dantzick.

This gave occasion to mind Mr. Hooke to observe this new star in the Swan ;

as also to observe the present phasis of Saturn presumed to appear now with the

anfe.

There was again produced by Mr. Oldenburg the French manuscript com

posed and sent by Monsr. Mariotte about levelling; upon which the author de

sired the judgment of the society, who ordered it to.be delivered to Dr. Wren

then present, for his consideration.

Mr. Hooke promised to send Mr. Hevelius a scheme of the instrument for

measuring the diameters of the stars, and taking small distances ; as also to send

to Mr. Flamstead his late observation of the stellar eclipse of May 6, 1671.

May 18. Martin Lister, esq; was proposed candidate by Mr. Oldenburg.

An experiment was made with a piece of green willow cut asunder, and the

small ends dipt in a coloured liquor, which filtred up through it.

The pith of an elder was also dipt in a coloured liquor, and it run up the sides

of the pith, and not at all in the inner parts of it.

* Letter-Rook, vol. iv. p. 295. An Extract of it is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. vi. n" 73,

p. 2197, for July 1671.

Vol. II. Q^q q Mr.
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Mr. Feamstead's tetter to Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Derby May 13, 167 1 r„

was read, giving an account of the stellar eclipse May 6, 1671.

Mr. Hooke was ordered to communicate his observation of that eclipse to Mr.

Flamstead, who earnestly desired it.

Dr. Wallis's letter to Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Oxford 13 May, 1671%

was read, containing his thoughts concerning the experiment, wherein the mercury,

when persectly freed from air, is found to stand top-full in the cane, without sub

siding to the usual station which shewed, that this experiment is not solvable by

any equiponderancy of the air, but requireth something else to be taken in to

solve it.

A letter was read likewise from Monsr. Leibnitz to Mr. Oldenburg, dated

at Francfort 29 April, 1671, O. S. ■ accompanied with his Tbeoria motus abstracti,.

recommended to the judgment of the society, which piece was delivered to Mr.

Hooke to examine it.

May 25. There was made a microscopical observation of the pith of an elder

and of that of a quill, to shew, that such pith is nothing but a congeries of little

bubbles or bladders, that seem to be severed from, and to have no communica

tion with the rest of the plant.

It being queried, how the pith groweth, it was thought worth sarther inquiry,,

whether there be any minuter pores in them, than have yet been discovered,,

through which any nourishment may pass.

Mr. Hooke being asked, what observation he had made of the late eclipse of

Saturn by the moon, said, that he had missed of that observation.

He acquainted the society, that he had perused and considered Monsr. Leib

nitz's Theoria motus abstractl, but was of opinion, that he had not hit right.

Mr. Oldenburg was desired to send it to Dr. Wallis for his opinion :

There was read a letter of Mr. Lister to Mr. Oldenburg from York ti

May, 1671 giving an account of certain matrices or insect-hulks of the kermes

kind, observed on many trees.

This gave occasion to some of the members to discourse of the various excre

scences of plants, conceived by some to be produced by flies or other insects cast

ing their seed upon plants, which sending up juice to .the plant thus fly-blown

bred an intumescence there, which became a matrix to the seed to grow into a

living creature of that kind of insect, that had cast its seed there; and this coming

y Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 300. b Ibid. p. 305. It is printed in the Philos-

* Ibid. p. 303. Transact, vol. vi. n* 71, p. 2165, for May

» Ibid. p. 285." 167 1.

to
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to maturity eat its way out of the matrix, and flew away i whence are produced

the holes in those excrescences.

Mr. Hooke promised to shew at the next meeting an instrument for measuring

exactly all the way of a journey, with all the angles thereof.

June i. The Society did not meet.

June S. There were presented to the society Mr. Boyle's second tome of the

Usefulness of experimental natural Philosophy, printed at Oxford 1671, in 4% and

Dr. Edward Chamberlayne's Anglia Notitia, first and second part in one

volume.

Mr. Hooke produced an instrument for surveying, to be applied to a chariot,

whereby what line or angle shall be made by a chariot thus fitted, shall be described

upon paper.

He was ordered to get a chariot made, and to apply this instrument to it against

the next meeting.

He mentioned, that he had a way to shew the several quarters of the world in a

travelling chafiot, so that wherever a person goes, he shall have a hand standing

always north and south. He was desired to produce it before the society.

The secretary mentioning, that this being a proper season for making observa

tions of the needle's variation, it was agreeed, that on the Saturday following the pre

sident, Sir Robert Moray, Mr. Hooke, and such others of the society as pleased,

would meet at Sir Robert Moray's chamber at Whitehall, and take a good

meridian by the sun in the forenoon and afternoon, and by the north star in the

evening. Mr. Hooke was desired to have the apparatus ready for that time.

Dr. Walter Needham communicated to the society some curious observations

concerning glow-worms by Mr. John Templer, sent in a letter to the Doctor,

dated 3 1 May, 1 67 1 c.

The president made a report of Mons. Mariotte's treatise about levelling and

certain new instruments described by him for exact levelling, viz. that he thought

the author had well considered that whole matter, and that his instruments

were well contrived for exact practice ; and that the manuscript deserved to be

published.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Mr. Lister dated at York 30

May, 1671 d, concerning an insect, which, though seeding upon hen-bane, a

plant of a most offensive smell, hath yet itself an aromatical and agreeable one.

c These observations are printed in the Philos. * Letter Book, vol. iv. p. 309. It is printed

Transact, vol. vi. n° 72, p. 2177, for June 1671. in the Philos. Transact. n° 72, p. 2176.

Q^q q 2 June
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June 15. The experiment appointed at the last meeting of trying the application

of the new surveying instrument to wheels was made with good success : And it

was thought, that if the whole apparatus necessary for it be accurate, it would

answer the design. Mr. Hooke was desired to bring in a description of it in

writing.

There was produced a Latin paper of Monsr. Bullialdus concerning the late

appulse of the moon to /pica virginis ; which happened 12 April, 1671, O. S. and

comparing his calculus with the observation of Monsr. Hevelius. It was ordered

to be entered in the Register- book

Mr. Collins presented to the society from the author Johannis Alphonsi

Borelli de Motionibus naturalibus a Gravitate pendentibus printed Regio Julio 1670,

in 4to.

Mr. Hooke mentioning, that he wanted conveniencies at Gresham-college to

make astronomical observations, it was reserred to the council to consider of build

ing a turret there for that purpose.

The observation for taking an exact meridian by the north star was again re

commended to the president, Sir Robert Moray, and Mr. Hooke.

It was appointed, that at the next meeting the curator should make the expe

riment to shew the various motion in the internal parts of liquors.

June 22. The experiment for shewing the internal motion of liquors was made*

by putting some small pieces of charcoal into spirit of wine in an open glass,

which being viewed through a large microscope appeared to have a very vehement

motion every way, though to the naked eye there appeared none.

It was remarked, that this experiment is to be made with liquors, that are not

dissolvents of the bodies swimming in them, such as spirit of wine is in reserence

to coal.

Mr. Hooke said, that there was no such motion in common water or vinegar v

and that he was of opinion, that all spirituous liquors would exhibit such a

motion.

The president moved, that this experiment might be tried in a small glass-bubble

sealed up, to see, whether the absence of the ambient air had any influence in pro

ducing this effect, or not ; as also, that convenient bodies should be put into the

spirit, and left in it for some time, to examine them till they were at rest, if they

would be so. This was ordered to be tried at the next meeting.

Mr. Smethwick mewed the society a small telescope of six inches and a half

long, of his own contrivance and workmanship, which being compared with ano-

* Vol. iv. p. 120.

thet
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thcr of fourteen inches long, esteemed to be a good glass of the kind, shewed

the objects as distinctly, and magnified them almost as much as the longer glass,

in the opinion of several members of the society, looking through them both.

He was encouraged to proceed to the making of bigger glasses.

A piece of lignum aloes with gum in it was presented by Mr. Boyle for the

repository.

.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to him from Mr. Lister dated at York June 14,

1 67 1 f, concerning the hatching of a very small kind of bees out of the Patella

Kermi-fermes sent formerly by him.

June 30. The spirit of wine in the experiment for shewing the internal motion

«f liquors, being hermetically sealed up, according to the order of the last meeting,

was found by this exclusion of the air to have no such vehement motion, as it had

before, when exposed to the air, but only the motion of gravity.

Mr. Oldenburg read a letter to the society from Dr. Francis de la Boe

Sylvius, Prosessor of Physic in the university of Leyden, dated there 19 Juney

1671, N. S. S accompanied with nine copies of his Praxis Mediae Idea nova.,

printed therein 1671, and six copies of his Oratio de affectus epidemii A. 1669.

Leidam depopulantis caufis naturalibus printed there in 1670, in 12°. The nine

former were distributed, one to the society for their repository, one to the presi

dent, two to the two secretaries, and the remaining five to Sir George Ent, Dr.

Glisson, Dr. Timothy Clarke, Dr. Goddard, and Dr. Willis. Of the six

orations, one was delivered to Mr. Hooke for the repository, one to the president,

and the other four to Sir George Ent, Dr. Clarke, Dr. Goddard, and Mr.

Oldenburg.

It was ordered, that Mr. Oldenburg should write a letter of thanks in the

name of the society to Dr. Sylvius ; and he having considered with himself, that

the society might discontinue their meetings for the present, and for that reason

having prepared a draught of such a letter h, it was read, approved of, and order

ed to be sent away. . . .*

The society adjourned their meetings till tlic president should think proper to.

summon them again. , co , •

November 2. The society resumed their public meetings.

Robert Redding, esq; and Martin Lister, esq; were elected.

Nehemiah Grew, M. D. was proposed candidate by Mr. Hooke.

f Letter Book, vol. iv. p. 313. An Extract * It was signed by the president and dated

©fit is printed in the Philos. Transact, vcl. vi. July 3, 1671, and entered in the Letter-Book,

■• 73, p- 219'', for July 1671. vol.iv. p. 332.

* Letter-Book, vol. ir. p. 320..

I Mr.
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Mr. Oldenburg produced many letters written to him during the society's re

cess, both from abroad and out of the country ; together with several presents for

the library and repository of the society :

1. A Latin letter of Signor John Alfonso Borelli dated at Messina 10 April,

1671 accompanied with a present of six copies of his Historia & Metereologia

lncetidii Ætnai ami 1669, printed Regio Julio in 1670, in 4'0, one of these copies

to be presented to the body of the society, another to the president, and the rest

to be distributed amongst the members of the fame. Besides a copy of Signor

Redi's answer to Monsr. Charas's book about the seat of the poison of vipers.

2. A Latin letter of Signor Cassini to Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Paris

Aug. 20, 1 67 1 k, accompanying his printed account of the spots lately seen in the

sun, together with his observations on Saturn's rings : Which account and Signor

Borelli's book on the burning of mount Ætna were reserred to the perusal of

Dr. Pope and Mr. Hooke to report to the society the contents of them.

3. Two Latin letters of Mr. Hevelius to Mr. Oldenburg, one of 19 June,

1671 l, about an occultation of Saturn by the moon; another of October 7, 1671

containing several observations, as the late immersion of one of the Satellites of Jupiter

-into his shadow, the late eclipse of the moon, the late transit of Jupiter and the

moon, and the present phasis of Saturn in regard of his rings ; as also the re

appearance of the two new stars in the neck of the whale, and near the beak of

the Swan.

These letters were reserred to the prosessors of astronomy and geometry in

Gresham-college to consider and make report of them to the society.

4. A Latin letter to Mr. Oldenburg from Monsr. Slusius, dated at Leige

July 18, 1 67 1, N.S. n containing his thoughts of the edition of Diophantus by

Monsr. Fermat printed at Thoulouse, in 1670, in sol. and divers other books

lately published as also concerning a sublimation of his of antimony per se into a

true sublimate, and a remark on the German Spa waters, with an experiment

, about nitre.

6. A Latin letter from Dr. Fogelius of Hamburgh to Mr. Oldenburg, dated

there n Aug. 1671 °, containing Cassini's ephemerides of the immersions of the

Stellæ Mediceæ into the shadow of Jupiter, and concerning Monsr. Picart's

observations of the late spots in the Sun made by him at sea.

The observations on the Satellites of Jupiter were recommended to the professors

of astronomy and geometry at Grefham-college.

1 Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 37}. m Ibid. vol. v. p. 3. An Extract of it is print-

k Ibid. p. 382. ed in the Philos. Transact, vol. vi. p. 3028.

1 Ibid. p. 326. It is printed in the Philos. * Ibid. vol. iv. p. 342.

Transact, vol. iv. n° 78, p. 3027, for jDe«cmb. • Ibid. p. 349.

.1671.
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7. A letter of Mr. Willughby to Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Middleton 24

Aug. 1671 r, containing some observations about that kind of wasps, called vespa

ichneumones, especially their several ways of breeding, and among those, that of

laying their eggs in the bodies of caterpillars, &c.

8. A letter of Mr. Lister to Mr. Oldenburg dated at York 25 Aug. 1671 V

confirming his former observation about musk-scented insects, and adding some

notes upon Dr. Swammerdam's book on insects, and on Mr. Steno's Prodromus

concerning petrified shells.

This letter gave occasion to some of the members to discourse on the subject of

petrified shells, some applauding Mr. Lister's notions of it; but Mr. Hooke

endeavouring to maintain his own opinion, that all those shells are the extecia of

animals.

Dr. Clarke related, that in 1665, when the King was at Salisbury, Dr.

Haughton, a physician of that place, shewed his Majesty a stone of two and

twenty pounds weight, which was found upon a castling, and taken together with ,

it out of the uterus of a cow ; and that the pieces of the stone being broken re

sembled cockle-shells, and had plainly the shape of them.

Sir Robert Moray produced a certain substance delivered to him by Monsr.

Schroter, seeming to be a new kind of metal, and said by him to be the

remains of six ducats, and to weigh about eight or nine grains, the rest having been,

by means of a menstruum not corrosive, volatilized and evaporated away. This

remainder was malleable and endured the coppel, but was not dissolvable by aqua-

fortis or aqua regia, and was lighter than copper, having been by Mr. Boyle weighed

in water.

It was delivered to Mr. Hooke, to recommend it to Mr. Slingesby and the

officers of the mint, in order that they might try, whether they could any way

destroy it ; with a request, that they would impart to the society the result of

their trials.

Dr. Walter Needham read part of a letter to him from Mr. Templer,

dated Octob. 28, 1671, containing an observation on some livers of eels, first dried in

an oven, then kept in a glazed earthen pot in a warm place, and found to have

husks in the powder, to which they were reduced ; which husks were thought to be

the exuvia of some worm or maggot, when it turned to a fly.

Mr. Oldenburg presented to the society in Dr. Wallis's name the third part

of his work de mote, printed at Oxford in 1 671, in 4'°.

* Letter-Rook, vol. iv. p. 355. It is printed * Ibid. p. 358. It is printed in the Philof..

in the Philof. Transact, vol. vi. r* 76, p. 2279, Transact, vol. vi. n°76, p. 2281.

for October 1671 .

1 He--
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He presented likewise from Sir Robert Southwell, for the repository, a bag

with a great number of marcasites or pyrites of a cubical figure ; as also an odd

bonewith two ribs in it, both found in Ireland.

• ' . *

He presented also from Mr. Hobbes his Rosetum Geometricum, printed at London

in 1 67 1, in 4to, together with three printed papers of the fame author, addressed by

him to the Royal Society for their judgment thereon : Which pieces were referred

to the consideration of the prosessors ot astronomy and geometry in Gresham-collcgc

and Mr. Collins.

November 9. At a meeting of the Council were present

•The President

The lord Howard of Norfolk Dr. Goddard

The lord bishop of Salisbury Mr. Colwall

Sir Paul Neile Dr. Crounk

Sir John Bankes Mr. Oldenburg.

The president, Sir Robert Moray, Sir Paul Neile, Dr. Goddard were ap

pointed a committee for auditing the accounts of the treasurer.

N° 77 of the Philosophical Transactions was licensed.

Spencer Hickman was sworn as one of the printers of the Royal Society, after

he had been constituted such by the president, according to the power granted

him by the additional charter.

At a meeting of the Society on the same day,

Mr. Hooke produced a watch, to shew a way of making a clock to go twice

"^as long as before, only by the contrivance of a little piece of wire added to an

ordinary clock.

The matter having been debated, Mr. Hooke was desired to put it into effect;

. which he said he intended to do in a clock of his, that went eighteen months ;

which by this means would go three years with once winding up.

Mr. Ray's letter to Mr. Oldenburg, dated at Middleton Sept. 12, 1671

was read, containing an account of the dissection of a porpoise ; for which the writer

being present received the thanks of the society.

There was also read a letter of Monfr. Huygens to Mr. Oldenburg, dated

at Paris November 7, 1671 ', giving an account of his late observations of Saturn ;

as also of his having recommended to an observer travelling to America a pen-

' Letter- Book, vol. iv. p. 366. It is printed • Ibid. vol. v. p. 36. An Extract of it is

in the Philos. Transact, vol. vi. 0*76, p, 2274, printed in the Philos. Transact, 11*78, p. 3026.

fur October 1671.

dulum
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dulum wateh of his, adjusted after a new manner, for observing the longitudes,

and in his opinion so contrived, that it may better resist the agitation of the

vessel than his former.

This letter was accompanied with a printed paper, containing a sequel of the

observations of the Solar spots at their first appearance ; as also some observations

of the late and present phases of Satura and his ansulæ.

A letter of Dr. Focelius to Mr. Oldenburc, dated at Hamburgh 1 Novemh.

1 67 1 was read, treating of the observations of the Solar spots returned (after

they had passed the Sun's hemisphere, that is hid from us) from August 26 to

Sept. 5, O. S. inclusive ; as also concerning some uncommon plants.

Monsr. Schroter presented the following paper concerning the manner of

making at Nurenberg in Germany the foils, which goldsmiths use to put under

precious stones

" Concerning the preparing those foliers, it is to be observed, 1 . How and

*' out of what substance they are prepared. 2dly. How they are to be polished.

" 3dly. How they are to be coloured. 4thly. The furnace, wherein they are to

" be made. .

" The first, viz. the substance, out of which they are made, is nothing else but

" copper, which either is beaten thin, or by a plate-mill is brought to that

" thinness.

** Concerning the second, viz. polishing ; they make use of an half cylinder

** made of brass, upon which they lay those foliers, and polish them with blood-

" stone, wetting them during the polishing continually with pure v-

" Concerning the third, viz. the colour they do apply, I must first describe the

" furnace, which is necessary to that work. The same is made of clay, in a man-

*' ner as a muff, having in the front a channel or pipe, being four square and

" four fingers broad, through which the fumes do pass, and behind it has a door

** to close it : then there must be made a large plate of iron, with a hole in the

** midst of it, having two seathers of steel, to keep the foliers close to it; as

" shall be said.

" They cut these laminated copper plates four square, as those foliers commonly

*' appear, and lay as many as they please together, and with the said seathers

" hold them close to the hole, which is in the iron plate as abovesaid.

" Now to speak of the colour itself, they first take good coals of a hard wood,

** and put them into the furnace, and being almost burnt, they shut the door, that

» Letter-Book, Vol. v. p. 30. An Extract of n* 78, p. 3033, for December 1671.

it is printed in the Philos. Transact, vol. ri. ■ Register-Book, vol. iv. p. no, in.

. Vol. II. Rrr V is
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*' is behind, and put before the hole of the pipe or channel abovesaid the iron

*' plate with the foliers affixed ; so that the foliers come just before the said orifice

*' or hole of the pipe* and thus one folier after another will by the smoke of the

*' coals draw a colour, and become of a dull reddish colour. The first folier

** having thus contracted the said colour, they take it off, and the other will do.

" the like, till all have done k. Then they lay the foliers again together, and fix

" them to the plate the second time as besore, and apply them in the fame manner

*' to the orifice of the said prominent pipe. Now they make use of another iron

'* plate to put it in the furnace, and being hot, they lay a piece of a tail of a

" ermelin on it, and the door behind being shut, the smoke of it will give them

" a rubine-colour, and the longer they are smoked, the finer will be the colour*

" but the smoke continuing longer, the said rubine-colour will change into an

" amethyst, and at last into the colour of a sapphire.

*• It happens sometimes, that some of these foliers have not their just and sic

" colour, and for that cause are useless for this our purpose ; and those they sepa-

** rate from the rest, and at last they do apply them with the rest to the orifice of

" the channel as abovesaid ; having first taken out of the furnace the iron-plate

" with the ermelin tails, and put other red coals (but very sew) into the furnace :

" then the heat of the coals purgeth the foliers of the said dull colour : Then they

" observing, that the foliers incline to a blue colour, they judge them to be quali-

" fied for their purpose ; for then they take one after another with that blueish.

** colour off, and then jointly fix them again to the plate ; put some more red

" coals into the furnace with an iron plate upon it, which being hot they draw a

" leaf of sage upon it, the smoke of which affords a green colour to the foliers,

.*' and one or two leaves of sage not colouring enough, they put more upon the

" hot plate, till the green colour is high enough : But above one leaf at once

must not be drawn upon it otherwise it will be spoiled.

" The foliers thus being prepared, they cut them four-square, that so that, whichi

" at the ends seems of no colour but dull, might be cut off."

It being moved* that it was now a seasonable time to make experiments of cold, and

it being intimated by Mr. Oldenburg, that Mr. Boyle had examined a considerable

one concerning the process of freezing, related in the Florentine book of experi

ments, Mr. Boyle was desired to give an account of it to the society ; which he

said he would do at their next meeting by a paper, in which he had set down the

particulars of his trials of this matter.

November 16. The five following member^ were nominated by the presidenr,

and chosen by ballot to be a committee for auditing the accounts of that year, viz.

Charles Howard of Norfolk, Dr. Walter Nekdham, Dr. Pope, Mr. Creed,

and Mr. Collins ; who agreed to meet for that purpose on the Thursday follow

ing at ArundeL-House, some time before the public assembly of the society-

Dr. Grew was elected into the society.
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Mr. Hooke promised a new way of dividing a small quadrant to make astrono

mical observations with, as distinctly as with far greater ones. This he said was

demonstrative, and he promised to bring in such a one at the next meeting, toge

ther with the demonstration, to be registered.

Thera was read his account of the late solar eclipse of the moon 8 Sept. 1671

which was ordered to be registered

Mr. Oldenburg read a Latin letter written to him out of Iceland by Paul

B1ornoniu», minister of a church there, dated 13 July 1671 r, containing his

answers to divers philosophical queries sent to him by Mr. Oldenburg, dated

1 1 March 1 67s \

It was ordered, that more queries be sent to the writer of this letter,, especially

such as relate to the tides, and the magnetical declinations and inclinations in that

country, and in several places thereof; in respect of which letter Mr. Hooke was

desired to draw up some directions, and to cause a long magnetical needle to be

made in order to be sent thither.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a letter from Mr. Lister, dated at York Nov. 1 1,

1671 % accompanying a certain substance, called by him Refina nigra., being the

juice of a plant coagulated, and serving, as he affirmed, for a fixt black, he

having written with it as well as with good ink. Some of it was ordered to be

delivered by Sir Robert Moray to Prince Rupert, and the rest by Mr. Ol

denburg to Mr. Boyle, for trial ; the success of which they were desired to

communicate to the society.

Mr. Oldenburg read likewise a letter from John Werden, esq; the King's resi

dent in Sweden, dated at Stockholm 24 June 1671 b, giving an account, that he

had been informed by Dr. Durier (or Du Rieds) physician to the King of

Sweden, that a more efsectual remedy to prevent the hurtful essects of frost on

human bodies than snow is (as the Doctor had tried upon himself and others) to

mash and chew pease, and then cover over the frozen part, whether nose, cheeks,

or ears. Mr. Werden observed likewise, that on the day before at three in the

afternoon the spirit in his sealed weather-glass was up at 7^ inches above Qx that

is 124- inches higher than it was at the lowest in February preceding ; which made

him apter to believe what divers persons had assured him, that the heat at Stock

holm, during the small time it lasts, is greater than in Spain.

Sir Robert Moray produced for the repository a specimen of vitriol, which

he said grew in some of the King's plantations in the Antilles.

x Register, vol. iv. p. 10S. It is published the Philos. Transact, vol. ix. n° 1 1 1 . p. 238, for

in the Philos. Transact, vol. vi. n* 77, p. 2296. Feb. 1674-5,

Is Letter-Book, vol. iv. p. 374. • Ibid, vol. v. p. 42.

■ Ibid. p. 239. It is published in English in * Ibid. vol. iv. p". 328.

Rrr 2 It
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It was moved, that trials might be made with it, to see, whether, when dis

solved, it would crystallize just like common vitriol, or difserently.

Sir Robert Moray exhibited a certain plant, which was called by Mr. Ray

Lichen terrestris cinereus, and said by Sir Robert to be very good to cure dogs

bitten by mad dogs ; the duke of York having caused it to be given to a whole

kennel of dogs bitten by a mad one, which were all cured, except one of them,

to whom none of it was given.

November 23. Mr. Hoqke produced an instrument contrived by himself to

shew the point of the compass, in which a person travels. He was desired to

bring in the description of it in writing ; as also to endeavour to compound this

with that instrument, which he had produced before, whereby the way of a tra

veller may be traced upon a piece of paper, that so by one and the fame instru

ment a traveller may make the map of the country, through which he passes, and

at the fame time know, to what quarter of the world he goes.

He produced a specimen of his new quadrant, which being but of seventeen

inches would perform the fame as a quadrant of twenty four seet.

This quadrant was ordered to be fitted up in all its parts, that the use of it

might the better appear.

A paper of Mr Boyle's was read, containing the phænomena of an experi

ment about freezing made by him upon the occasion of his having read and

considered that experiment published among those of the Florentine academy del

Cimento, wherein they say that they found a considerable intumescence or rising of

the water, which immediately precedes the glaciation ; which Mr. Boyle could

never satisfy himself in. His paper was ordered to be registered c, as follows :

** We took a bolt-glass bigger than two turky-eggs, with a stem, which we

" caused to be drawn out at a lamp, till it was as slender as a goose-quill or there.-*

" abouts. This vessel was filled with water, till the liquor reached to a pretty hight

" in the slender part of the stem : then I put it into a mixture of beaten ice and

" salt, in which mixture a cavity had been made before, to receive a good part of

** it ; but though, upon our putting the glass into this cavity, there would at the

" top seem to be some little shrinking down of the water ; yet that was very

" small, and sometimes very scarcely, if at all discernible ; nor did the water.

'* afterwards appear to subside and exhibit the other phænomena of freezing water,

" mentioned by the excellent Florentine virtuosi'; only when the liquor began be-

" low to be turned into ice, the quick ascent of it was manisest enough.

" Wherefore we afterwards caused the stem of a round bolt-head of clear glass,

" whose globous part was about 3 f inches in diameter (taken on the outside with

" calliper compasses) we caused, I say, this stem to be drawn out at the flame of

" a lamp, till it was at least as slender as a raven's quill, and the glass being filled

1 Register, vol. iv. p. 112.

** with
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** wkh water to a competent hight, that the expansions and dilatations of it might

H be very manisest in so slender a pipe, we observed the ensuing phænomena :

" First, as soon as the globous part of the glass came to be as it were immersed

" in the frigorific mixture, the water in the small stem instantly ascended, some-

*' times the length of a barley-corn, and sometimes less and sometimes more.

" This ascension was so hastily made, that it often began and ceased almost in the

" same moment ; after which the water began (though more slowly) to subside

" again to its former station or thereabout, which with other circumstances made

** it very probable, that, as the Florentine virtuosi ingeniously labour to prove,

K this sudden change proceeded rather from the constriction of the glass itself

" upon the first contact of the frigorific mixture, than upon the sensible conden-

" sation of the water, which is not likely to be so suddenly effected.

" Secondly, but whereas the newly named philosophers recite as a constant

** phænomenon, that after the first subsidence of the water, and a subsequent pause

" for a pretty while, the water will be considerably depressed once more before

" it begins to rise, we could very rarely indeed and scarce ever observe such a-

" thing to happen, though I cannot suspect myself to have ever seen it for want

" of attention r for my expectation of such a subsidence of the water, and its not

" appearing to me the first and second time, invited me to repeat the experiment

*' several times one after another, and to look very attentively upon the water,

" and the marks carefully stuck on the side of the glass to observe the: motion of

** the liquor. And this seemed the rather strange to me, because I had often sor-

" merly observed in trials purposely made on other occasions, that water in conve-

" nient glasses would suffer some degree of condensation by the action of a frigo-

" rific mixture before it would begin to discover any ice in it. But having re-

*' iterated the experiment, till I, and those that assisted me, grew weary, I was fain

" to abandon it, leaving the prosecution of it to further trials ; for 1 dare not su-

" spect, that so many eminent virtuosi, as ennoble the Florentine academy, could

mistake or would misrelate a matter of fact, not once but frequently and uni-

" formly taken notice of by them : and besides that (as I was laying) it is con-

" sonant to my own experiments on other occasions, in one of the glasses, where-

in I tried this very experiment, I observed the second subsidence to be very con-

" siderable : so that I cannot but suspect, that the so differing events of their trials

** and mine, as to this phænomenon, may proceed either from some peculiarity in

the water they employed, or in the qualities of the glass, which the vessels I used*.

" were made of, or in the length or slendernese of the stem, considered together

** with the grossness of our English air in snowy weather ; the pressure of the air

" having elsewhere been shewn by me to have a great stroke in divers condense-

*' tions ascribed to cold : but whether to any of these things, or to any other,

** that which, we have related, is to be reduced, future trials must determine.

*' Thirdly, I observed for the most part, that after that subsidence, that almost

" immediately attends the first rising of the water, there would be for some time,

" more or less, a resting of the surface of the water in the same place, which

" continued till the upper part of the water began to ascend upon the beginning

" of
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** of its glaciation of its lower parts ; and the duration of this pause or rest: of

" the water I found to be very uncertain, being at some times at least twice or

" thrice as long as at other times, according as the frigorific mixture did more

" or less vigorously operate upon the neighbouring water.

" Fourthly, though if the experiment were tried in glasses, whose stems were of

" an unusual bigness, the ascension of the water in the stem upon the glaciation of

*' it in the globous part was not so quick as to be very remarkable ; yet, when the

*' stem was drawn out to such a slenderness as was before described, the water, after

** having (as I lately noted) rested a while, would: upon its beginning to freeze be-

** neath, ascend so hastily in the stem, as appeared strange enough, especially at

" the first sight : so that usually its progress upwards was very obvious, and some-

" times made with such celerity, that in one minute of an hour or much less, it

" would as it were shoot up several inches, and would have probably ascended

" much higher within half a minute more, if the slender part of the stem had

** been long enough.to permit it.

" Fifthly, but whereas the Florentine academians inform, that there is a conside-

" rable intumescence or rising of the water, thac does immediately precede the

" glaciation, I never could satisfy myself, that I observed such a phænomenon :

" but in spite of frequently repeated trials (both alone, and before others) and of

" such a degree of attention, as perhaps is not often employed even in more nice

*' trials, it always appeared to me, that the ascension of the water was at least

*' accompanied, if not rather preceded, by the actual glaciation of some parts of

" the water, that were most contiguous to the frigorific mixture* or exposed to

*• those portions of that mixture, which were the most operative. Nor did it seem

" easy to me to assign any other, or, at least, better reason of the ascension of

" the water in the slender stem, than the expansion, that is wont to accrue to water

" upon its being actually turned to ice. It is true, that in slender stems the rising

" of the water will be manisest upon the production of so thin and transparent films

" of ice, at the bottom or some of the lateral parts of the globe the water is

" contained in, that it has often deceived even attentive eyes, and would have

" deceived me too, if the newly intimated conjecture at the reason of the intu-

'* mescency of the water had not made me extraordinarily suspicious, and invited

** me to look upon the glass taken out of the frigorific mixture (and then wiped

" and held against the light) in so many differing postures, that though in some of

*• them I could not, yet in others I did discover thin portions of ice, which some-

** times I could within a minute or less make visible to others, because this ice

" upon thawing would not unfrequently emerge to the confines of the globe and

*' stem, and there become easily enough discernible to a heedful eye. And

" though, when I guessed, that the water was upon the point of beginning to

" freeze, I took it out of the frigorific mixture, to try, if it would afterwards

" freeze or make the liquor in the slender pipe ascend ; yet I never was so fortu-

" nate to observe any ascension of the water in the stem, but when there was

" actually some particles of ice in the ball, which though I newly took out of the

*' mixture, as soon as I could perceive the least beginning of rising in the slender

" part of the stem ; ycc I regularly found more or less ice to have been already

I " actually
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" actually produced at the bottom or sides of the globe. The ascension of

*' bubbles about the time of the water's congelation (especially if the glass were

" stirred) I do not here solemnly take notice of, it being an usual concomitant of

" the glaciation of water.

" Sixthly, it was remarkable and not unpleasant in One experiment, that not

** only, if the glass were taken out of the mixture, very soon after the water be-

** gan to ascend in the stem, the thaw, by reason of the extraordinary thinness of

" the ice, would begin so quickly, that, within about half a minute or sometimes

*' much less, the liquor would begin to subside manisestly again ; but when the

" water was sufficiently disposed to congelation (which it usually was, if the

" glass were put into the frigorific mixture soon enough after the total dissolution

*' of the little portions of ice newly mentioned,) it would upon the contact of the

*l frigorific mixture (though the globe were but half burred in it) begin to gla-

** ciate in a trice ; insomuch that making observation by a minute watch, I have

4* had the water shoot up in the stem within half a minute so as to discover ice in-

" it, and within two minutes (from first to last) to exhibit ice in most parts of the

** cavity of the globe."

Mr. Ray produced an extract of a letter written to him by Mr. Fisher out of

Yorkshire, giving notice, that the said Mr. Fisher had newly found out a men

struum, that dissolved glass, and reduced it into a white calx ; and that after the

glass h well moistened with the menstruum, it may be shaved with a sharp knise

almost like horn, though it be much more brittle than horn.

Mr. Ray was desired to inquire of Mr. Fisher, i. "Whether he was so much

master of this experiment, as to make it when he pleased. 2. Whether the men--

ftruum performed as well upon the best and finest, as the worst and coarsest glass;

Mr. Oldenburg produced Mr. Flamstead's paper concerning his predictions

and calculations of the stellar eclipses and transits, to happen in the year 1672 :

which paper was ordered to be immediately printed in the Philosophical Transactions

* for better communication.

Sir Samuei. Tuke produced a narrative written by Mr. Francis Finch, Nov..

14, 1 67 1, concerning a maggot, which by an extraordinary way of seeding was

increased to the size ot a man's thigh, j r

Mr. Willughby and Mr, Ray were desired to try this experiment at a savour

able season.

Sir Robert Moray acquainted the society, that the lord Wilxuoh>by had pre

sented them for their repository with several curiosities of Barbadoes and other

American islands; which were ordered to be produced by Mr\ Hooke on the

Thursday following the day of their anniversary election.

* It i3 printed vol. vi. u° 77. p. 2297. for Nov, 1671;
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tj66 15 10

Nov. 30. At a meeting of the Council were present

< ' ' ; ti

Sir Robert Moray Vice-president

Sir Peter Wyche Mr. Henshaw

Mr. Daniel Colwall • . . Mr. Oldenburg.

The report of the committee for examining the treasurer's accounts was made

and approved of, viz.

" At a committee of the council of the Royal Society for auditing the trea-

" surer's accounts, Nov. 21, 167 1,

" Upon the examination of Mr. Daniel Colwall's accounts we find him

" debtor

/. s. d.

" To the arrears due to the said society for their quarterly ? g 5 0 o

" payments, this aist Nov. 1671. ——- j

u To monies he hath received for admission 2 00

" To the balance of the last account 68 15 10

" He is creditor

" By monies he hath paid to the use of the society , 202 1 4

" By arrears yet unpaid by the sellows of the society — 1554 40

" By balance resting in cash in his hands ' . . 10 10 6

1 ' . ' ,' 1766 15 10

" Signed Brouncker, P.R. S.

** R. Moray, "

" J. GODDArD,

H. Oldenburc, Seer."

At a meeting of the Society on the same day,

Sir John Williams, Mr. Redding, and Dr. Grew were admitted.

This being the society's anniversary election-day, the members present, to the

number of forty-fix, proceeded to the business of the day, after • they had received

the report of the committee for auditing the accounts, which was as follows :

" At a committee of the Royal Society for auditing the treasurer's accounts,

Nov. 23, 1671,

• 1 " We
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" We certify, that it appears the treasurer hath received on "]

*' the quarterly payments of the society in all to the 21st >

" Nov. 1671, — J

" That he hath received for admission '

" That he is debtor to his last account of the 10th of Nov. 7

" 1670, $

" It also appeareth,

" That he hath paid to the use of the Royal society, by bills 7

" and orders of the council ' < £

<c That he hath resting in cash now in his hand , '

141

68

s. d.

16 o

o •

15 10

212 II IO

202

IO

1 4

10 6

212 11 10

The eleven members following were continued of the council,

The lord viscount Brouncker Sir Robert Moray

The lord Henry Howard Sir Paul Neile

of Norfolk Mr. Henshaw

Thelord bishop of Salisbury

The lord bishop of Chester

Mr. Aerskine

Mr. Colwall

Dr. Goddard

Mr. Oldenburg.

The ten new ones elected were,

The earl of Anglesey

The lord viscount Stafford

The lord Berkley

The lord Brereton

Mr. Boyle

Of these ten were sworn,

The lord viscount Stafford

The lord Brer eton

Sir John Finch

The officers elected were,

The lord viscount Brouncker, president.

Mr. Colwall, treasurer i.

Sir John Finch

Sir William Petty

Sir Theodore de Vaux

Dr. Walter Needham

Mr. Creed.

Sir William Petty

Sir Theodore de Vaux

Dr. Walter Needham.

* la neither the Journal nor the original minutes

of Mr. Oldenburg is there any entry of the

election of secretaries either at this or the pre

ceding anniveisary election. Mr. Oldenburg and

Mr. Henshaw are mentioned p. 456, as rechosen

secretaries, upon these grounds, that the former

is known to have held that office till his death in

1677, and that the latter had been chosen to it

Vol. II. S

Nov. 30, 1669. But whether Mr. Henshaw

was continued in it at the election of Nov. 30,

1671, is doubtful, as I find in a lilt marked by

Dr. Pell for that election Mr. Evelyn designed

by him for secretary in conjunction with Mr.

Oldenburg ; to which office Mr. Evelyn wis

undoubtedly chosen Nov. 30, 1672.

ss Mr.
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Mr. Povey presented the society with a staff, which he said he was informed to

have been either a scepter or a staff of command of a king of Surinam.

There were produced, according to the order of the last meeting, the particulars

presented to the society by the lord Willuchby.

Dec. 7. There were presented by Spencer Hickman from Dr. Grew four

copies of his Anatomy of Vegetables begun ; with a general account of vegetation

founded thereon, printed at London 167 1 in 12°. one for the society, pne for rhe

president, and two for the two secretaries.

Mr. Colliks produced two books printed in France, the one intitled La Diop-

trique oculaire by father Cherubin d'Orleans, a capuchin fryax, printed at Paris

1671 in sol. containing whatever belongs both to the theory and working tele

scopes : the other intitled, Obfervationes diametrorum foils et luna apparentium :

autfere Gabriele Moutqn facerdote Lugdunett/i, These two books were ordered

to be bought for the society's library.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a cut representing an human uterus exquisitively

engraven, and particularly the ovarium and ova, pretended by several modern

anatomists to be in the semales of all kinds of animals : which figure was begun

by Dr. Hornius of Leyden, and persected by Dr. Swammerdam.

It being mentioned, that in many places the curious were at that very time

making a particular inquiry into the truth of this matter, especially Monfr.

Pecquet at Paris and Monfr. Steno in Italy, and Dr. Graaff and t>r. Swam

merdam in Holland ; and it being thereupon urged, that some members of the

society might be desired to join in that research, it was ordered, that Dr. Timothy

Clarke, Dr. Walter Needham, and Dr. Croune should be solicited to under

take this inquiry at the society's charge ; and that the operator, when called

upon by them, should attend them for that purpose.

Mr. Hooke produced the representation of the figure of the arcta of a cupola

for the sustaining such and such determinate weights, and found it to be a cubico-

parabolical conoid ; adding, thac by this figure might be determined all the diffi

culties in architecture about arches and butments.

He was desired to bring in the demonstration and description of it in writing to

be registered.

The amanuensis brought in a certain metal, which, he said, came out of Ger

many, and was given him by a merchant of London, owner of the mine ; adding,

that the blue starch was made out of it. He was ordered to inquire both about

the place in Germany, where that mineral was digged, and the way of preparing

that blue out of it. 2

On
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On this occasion Mr. Hoskyns described the way of making blue starch ; which

description, at the desire of the society, he promised to give in writing.

Dr. Walter Needham read part of a letter to himself from Mr. Templer

dated Dec. 3, 1671 % endeavouring to confirm what he formerly related about the

breeding of insects in the livers of eels dried and closed up ; and that by an ex

periment of insects bred in a beef's bladder, blown in July or August, and so

closed, that no passage was left for any fly-blows.

Mr. Ray suggested, that flies might have blown on the outside of the bladder ;

and that those fly-blows might eat through the bladder.

He was desired to try this experimeent in a season proper for it, by including

such a bladder in a case, to desend it from fly-blows outwardly as well as inwardly.

Mr. Oldenburg produced and read a letter of Signor Malpighi, dated at

Bologna Nov. 1, 1671, N. S. accompanying a manuscript containing an abstract

of his observations and considerations of the structure of plants, which, he said, he

intended to inlarge and to illustrate with figures, if he should find, that the society

approved of his attempt.

It was ordered, that he should be solemnly thanked in a letter to be written by

the secretary s for his singular regard to the society, and his great care of improv

ing natural knowledge: as also, that it be signified to him, that Dr. Grew had

made the like attempt in his Anatomy of vegetables lately published in English ;

and that the society would be very glad to see Signor Malpighi's labours on that

subject brought to that persection, which was intended by him.

Mr. Oldenburg produced a present of curiosities sent by Mr. Winthrop to

the society from New-England, together with a letter from Mr. Wait Winthrop

dated at Boston Oct. 17, 1671 8. The particulars were

An Indian bow and quiver of a dog's skin with arrows differently headed;

some with horse-foot tails, some with stones, others with deer- horns or marks-teeth :

The sword of a fish :

A small fish with an horn on his back.

Dec. 14. Mr. Hooke mentioned, that he had prepared an experiment, to shew

what degree of force will make air and quicksilver pass through wood ; but that

something was broken in the carrying it, which obliged him to deser this experi

ment rill the next meeting.

• Letter-Eook, vol. v. p. 63. ' Mr. Oldenburg's letter was dated Dec. 14, 1671, and

entered in the Letter-Book. vol. v. p. 72. * Ibid. p. 24.

S ss,2 He
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He produced three several new contrivances of cider-prefles for both breaking

and squeezing the apples and pears with ease and expedition. 1 he one was with two

pinions turning upon one another. 'I he other he represented in a crooked

line, having a kind of a mill-box and a roller at the bottom, and by its motion

breaking, squeezing, and throwing out the fruit. The third was with four cy

linders turning one another, the apples coming between on two fides, and going

out on the two cross-fides. He was desired to bring in a description of these

engines in writing, to be entered in the Register-Book.

Sir Robert Moray produced a paper containing a relation made by his Royal

Highness of some remarkable phænomena of the frost near Croydon, in which

pebbles and other hard stones had no marks of ice upon them, yet the pieces of

chalk-stone or marl were covered with ice on the upper fide.

Some of the members conceived, that in the marley stones being porous there

might be a kind of salt, coagulating the moisture, that was upon them.

Mr. Oldenburg read two letters written to him, the one by father Pardtes,

a jesuit, from Paris, and the other by Mr. Thomas Hill from Lisbon. TKe

former in French dated October 20, 1671 h, intimated, that as the writer had

written a small discourse concerning motion, so he intended to prosecute that sub

ject, and should find a great satisfaction in so doing, if he might know, that his

design was approved by the Royal Society. Besides which, he desired to be in- •

formed of what experiments had been made by the philosophers of England about

found in vacuo, he finding, that the Florentine academy had upon some trials de- .

clared, that they had found strings and flutes to give the fame found in vacuo as in

the open air : which seemed very remarkable to him, if there were no mistake in

the matter of fact, &c.

The other letter in English, dated July 23, 1671 ofsered the society the service

of a Dutch jesuit residing in Brasil at the Bahia, having lived there many years, .

and travelled through that country more than any man,' and being willing to give

satisfaction in such inquiries, as the society should recommend to him.

Mr. Oldenburg was directed to return the society's thanks to father Pardies,

Mr. Hill, and the Dutch jesuit, and particularly to encourage the first to go on

in his work upon motion k ; and to desire the last to communicate to the society

his observations made in Brasil.

Father Pardies's letter gave occasion to Mr. Boyle to acquaint the society,

tint he had made some experiments of found in his engine, one with a pocket-

watch, of which, when the air was well exhausted, he could seethe motion, but

not hear any found, as he could do upon the readmiffion of the air. Another was

with two wire-strings, being unisons to one another, of which when he struck one,

k Letter Book, vol. v. p. 24. . in French was d.ited 18 December, 1671, and

' Ibid. vol. iv. p. 345 entered in the Letter Book, vol. v. p. 74.

* Mr. Oldenburg's letter te Father Pardies

the
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the other was moved. Which experiments, he said, deserved to be sarther prose

cuted, to find, how sar the air is necessary to sounds ; and whether indeed motion

may be propagated where there is no air.

Sir Robert Moray mentioned, that one of his Majesty's musicians had lighted

upon a way of making two notes by tuning only one string, which was received as a

very ingenious contrivance ; and Sir Robert Moray was desired to procure a de

scription of it.

Mr. Hooke discoursed os a way of making a very compendious tablature of

music ; which he was desired to give in writing.

It was ordered, that, besides the experiments abovemcntioned, Signor Malpighi's

manuscript on the anatomy of plants should be read ; and the president desired to be

in the chair at four of the clock at the sarthest.

Dec. 21. Mr. Isaac Newton, prosessor of mathematics in the university of

Cambridge, was proposed candidate by the lord bishop of Salisbury.

Mr. Hooke brought in a written account of what he had proposed at the last

meeting about the facilitating of a musical tablature ; which being read, he was

desired to complete it, and to bring in an example both of the common and this

new way of tablature at the next meeting.

There was read part of Signor Malpighi's manuscript dissertation on the ana

tomy of plants ; and it was ordered, that the papers should be delivered first to Dr.

Goddard and then Mr. Hooke for their perusal ; the former of whom accordingly

took them with him.

The experiment formerly produced by Mr. Hooke, to shew, what force would

make, air and mercury pass through wood was called for, but not succeeding, was

ordered to be repeated at the next meeting.

Mr. Boyle mentioned, that he had made an experiment to shew, that air will

pnss where water will not ; which he was desired to produce before the society.

The society adjourned till the nth of January following.

The End of the Second Volume.

ERRATUM.

Page 5, last line but one, after dt/cribtd add in his Micrografhia.

2
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